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Preface 

This edition of Books IV to VII of Diophantus' Arithmetica, which are 
extant only in a recently discovered Arabic translation, is the outgrowth of a 
doctoral dissertation submitted to the Brown University Department of the 
History of Mathematics in May 1975. Early in 1973, my thesis adviser, 
Gerald Toomer, learned of the existence of this manuscript in A. Gulchln-i 
Macanl's just-published catalogue of the mathematical manuscripts in the 
Mashhad Shrine Library, and secured a photographic copy of it. In Sep
tember 1973, he proposed that the study of it be the subject of my dissertation. 
Since limitations of time compelled us to decide on priorities, the first 
objective was to establish a critical text and to translate it. For this reason, 
the Arabic text and the English translation appear here virtually as they did 
in my thesis. Major changes, however, are found in the mathematical com
mentary and, even more so, in the Arabic index. The discussion of Greek and 
Arabic interpolations is entirely new, as is the reconstruction of the history 
of the Arithmetica from Diophantine to Arabic times. 

It is with the deepest gratitude that I acknowledge my great debt to 
Gerald Toomer for his constant encouragement and invaluable assistance. 
It was under his guidance that I learned how to read mediaeval mathematical 
manuscripts and how to establish a critical text. He spared neither his time 
nor his energy, abandoning his own scholarly pursuits in order to facilitate 
my study of the Diophantus manuscript. This generous help also continued 
after the completion of the thesis; virtually all new ideas or interpretations 
have undergone his scrutiny. 

I should also like to thank my former professor at the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETHZ), Dr. Peter Huber, who first 
encouraged me to study the History of Mathematics and who later helped 
procure a grant for me from ETHZ. This, together with Brown University's 
waiving of tuition fees, enabled me to pursue my studies at Brown University 
for three years. 



viii Preface 

During my stay in Providence and since then, I have enjoyed the 
continuing help and encouragement of Professor emer. O. Neugebauer, 
Professor and Mrs. A. Sachs, and Professor D. Pingree. All contributed to 
my formation and offered many valuable suggestions for my work. 

Special thanks are due to the curator of the Shrine Library in Mashhad, 
AJ:lmad Gulchln-i Macanl, for kindly having made available the necessary 
photographic reproductions to Gerald Toomer. 

While preparing my thesis and this edition, I has occasion to consult a 
considerable amount of literature, and I should like to express my sincere 
thanks to the personnel of the Brown University Library and, more par
ticularly, to the personnel of the Bibliotheque Publique et Universitaire of 
Geneva for their generous assistance. 

Finally, I must express my gratitude to my wife, Karin, on whom devolved 
the delicate task of reading, polishing, and often reformulating the English 
text and many arguments in it. Despite family obligations, she found time to 
read the entire text several times and to rewrite the unsatisfactory parts of it 
until a coherent whole emerged. It is to her that I dedicate this, my first book. 

Geneva, 
Switzerland 
September, 1982. 

JACQUES SESIANO 
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Part One 

Introduction 



Chapter I 

The Four Arabic Books and the Arithmetica 

§ 1. Authenticity of the Arabic Books 

The Greek mathematician Diophantus of Alexandria is known with 
certainty to have lived between 150 B.C. and A.D. 350, as we infer from his 
having mentioned Hypsic1es and from his having been mentioned by Theon 
of Alexandria; it seems fairly probable, though, that he flourished about 
A.D. 250. 1 We can be sure that he wrote at least two treatises: one deal
ing with problems in indeterminate analysis, the Arithmetica, and another, 
smaller, tract on polygonal numbers, both of which are only partially extant 
today. 

We gather from the Arithmetica's introduction that it originally consisted 
of thirteen Books.2 Of these, only six have survived until now in Greek, and 
they have been edited and translated several times. 3 The remaining seven 
were considered irretrievably lost until the recent discovery of four other, 
hitherto unknown Books in an Arabic translation which, since it is attributed 
to Qusta ibn Liiqa, must have been made around or after the middle of the 
ninth century. 

1 On the (conjectural) basis for this date, see, e.g., Heath, Diophantus, p. 2. The only information 
(perhaps invented) we ha ve relating to Diophantus' life is contained in a brief arithmetical epigram
problem (cf. ibid., p. 3, or D.G. (= Tannery's two-volume edition of the Greek Diophantus), II, 
pp.60-61). 
2 This is also said in a later source (D.G., II, p. 73,26 and ibid., p. xiii). 
3 See the list given by K. Vogel in his article on Diophantus, DSB, IV, pp. 118-19, supplemented 
by my article, ibid., XV, p. 122. 

(N.B. I. Veselovsky and I. Bashmakova's Arifmetika Diofanta, which is a commented 
Russian translation of the Greek Arithmetica, is wrongly said in my article to have been translated 
into German. In fact, the work by I. Bashmakova translated into German has nothing to do with 
the above, and the error originates with the editors of the DSB, who added this reference without 
my knowledge. Incidentally, a reference to an article by E. S. Stamatis, which I have nof'Seen, and 
therefore cannot judge, was also added.) 
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1. That the Arabic Books Belong to the Arithmetica 

There can be little doubt that the four Arabic Books which we have were 
once part of Diophantus' Arithmetica. The first indication is in the text itself, 
for it is explicitly stated at the beginning and end of each Book that the 
author is Diophantus (J2iyuJantus4). It is conceivable, at least for the sake of 
argument, that these assertions could be questioned by supposing that the 
Books are some pseudepigraphic tract. But this argument is considerably 
weakened if not refuted when one takes into account the existence of two 
problems, in one of the Greek Books, which are unquestionably interpolations 
stemming from problems original to the Arabic Books.5 And subsequent 
considerations will show that no serious doubt can be raised about the 
Arabic Books' having once belonged to the Arithmetica. 

2. Concerning Their Place Within the Arithmetica 

The four parts of our Arabic version are labelled Books IV, V, VI and VII. 
But since three Books in Greek have been considered to be the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth Books since (at least) the thirteenth century, the next question is: 
which of the two sets actually follows the first Greek Books labelled I, II, 
and III? We conclude from several observations that the four Arabic Books 
must follow the Greek Books I-III, and must precede the three later Greek 
Books.6 

a. Placement of the Arabic Book IV 

(oc) In the introduction to Book IV, it is asserted that none of the problems 
found beJoreinvolved any unknown raised to a degree higher than the second
whereas the coming problems will involve cubes also (as well as higher powers 
composed of squares and cubes; see §7,1,D). Now, the first part of this state
ment is accurate only in reference to Books I - III, 7 for in all the other Books, 

4 Remarks on the transliteration: (IX) Thediil has been employed in part of our manuscript as the 
initial letter in Diophantus' name (e.g., lines 1 and 7 in our edition)-as well as in some other 
manuscripts wherein the name of Diophantus is mentioned -which is significant because thediil 
represents a scriptura difficilior. Indeed, the common transliteration of (5 is, in Arabic, diil and 
notdiil, a use reflecting the transformation of the (originally) explosive delta into a spirant letter, 
which transformation occurred in the first centuries of the Christian Era. (P) As is usual in the 
transliteration of Greek names, tau becomes fii. (1') The final vocalization -us is arbitrary: in the 
absence of any particular indication, one might just as easily write /2iyufanfis. There are also 
instances of an -us ending (Abii'I-Faraj, Hist. orient. (ed. Pococke), p. 338) and of an -IS ending 
(cf. Ibn al-Nadlm's Fihrist (ed. Fliige1), II, p. 125). 
5 See the mathematical commentary to V,7-S. 
6 We shall henceforth designate as Books "IV", "V", "VI" the last three Greek Books. 
7 On the only exception, see p. 178, n. II. 
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Greek or Arabic, we find problems involving powers xn with n ~ 3. Thus the 
Arabic Book IV must in any event precede both set V-VII and set" IV"
"VI ". 

(m That Book IV must have come immediately after Book III in the Arabic 
Diophantus is confirmed twice by Arabic sources independent of our manu
script. 

The first confirmation is an indirect one gleaned from the mathematician 
al-Karajl's Fabr~ which contains a considerable number of problems taken 
from Books I-IV of the Arithmetica (cf. §2,2,d). All the problems taken from 
Book IV appear directly after all those taken from Book III, and undoubtedly 
al-Karaji was simply following the order of his version of Diophantus. 

The second confirmation is found in a marginal gloss in the F aarf manu
script which Woepcke studied.8 In his Extrait du Fakhrl (pp. 22-23), he 
translates it as follows: "rai vu 9 en cet endroit une glose de l'ecriture d'Ibn 
Alsiradj con~ue en ces termes: Je dis, les problemes de cette section et une 
partie de ceux de la section precedente, sont pris dans les livres de Diophante, 
suivant l'ordre. Ceci fut ecrit par Ahmed Ben Abi Bekr Ben Ali Ben Alsiradj 
Alkelaned. Fin (de la glose)". This gloss is written in the margin of fol. 98', 
where the fourth section of the F aarf ends, and Woepcke took it to refer to the 
third and (just-ending) fourth sections of the Faari. Now, the third section 
does indeed give many problems taken from the Arithmetica, but the fourth 
section includes twenty-five problems not at all Diophantine in type inserted 
between fourteen problems of Book II and the problems of Book III. This 
led Woepcke, who was of course acquainted only with the extant Greek 
Books of Diophantus, to assume that the assertion made in the gloss was 
inaccurate. Now that we know that the problems in the fifth section of the 
F aarf are all taken from Book IV, it is clear that the gloss must refer to sections 
four and jive, in which case its assertion is not only perfectly correct but also 
confirms the sequence (Greek) Book III and (Arabic) Book IV. 

b. Basic Methods Used in the Arabic Books 

Except for allusions to immediately preceding problems, the references to 
earlier propositions found in the set IV-VII concern only Books II-III, and, 
more generally, the intermediate problems at which one arrives in numerous 
propositions of the Arabic Books are all soluble by methods taught in Book 
11.10 These basic methods are the following. 

8 Paris, B.N. arabe 2459 (olim SuppJ. ar. 952). 
9 The author of the gloss is speaking. 
10 Only a numerical result is taken from Book III (see the allusion to III,6 in VII,7,[O and 2°). 

N.B. There is not always an explicit reference when methods from Book II are used. Such 
references. when made, may be to Book II (in IV.26,b; IV,35; VI,12), or to "the treatise" (VI,\; 
VII,12-14), or be even more vague (VI); VIlA). 
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11,8: To divide a given square into two squares. 1 1 

k2 being the given square and a, b the required parts, one puts a = x, 
b = hx - k, with h parameter; hence 

k2 = x2 + (hx - k)2, 

whence, after performing the algebraical transformations explained in the 
introduction to Book 112 and resolving for x, 

2hk 
x = 1 + h2' 

11,9: To divide a given number, which is the sum of two squares, into two 
other squares. 13 

k = ki + k~ being the given number and a, b the required parts, one puts 
a = x + kl,b = hx - k2 ;hence 

k = (x + k l )2 + (hx - k2)2, 

2(hk2 - k l ) 
x = ---;;---~ 

h2 + 1 
and 

11,10: To find two square numbers of given difference. 14 

k being known, with k = b2 - a2 , one will put a = x, b = x + h; hence 

k - h2 

x=~. 

11,11: To add to two given numbers a (required) number making each ofthem 
a square. 

k, I being given, and a being the required number, one must solve 

{
a + k = D, 
a + 1=0'. 

11 Required in problems IV,26,b; VI,2 (interpolated); VI,I3; VII,12 and 13. Many problems of 
Book VI use the elementary relation 9 + 16 = 25, and do not therefore require a real application 
of 11,8 (or 11,10); the same holds for VII,6 (interp.) and VII,16-18. 
12 Namely: elimination of the negative terms by the addition of their (absolute) value to both 
sides, and then elimination of the equal quantities from both sides (the al-jabr and the al
muqabalah of the Arabians). See D.G., I, p. 14,11-20. 
13 Required in problems IV,35; 40; 42,b and VII,14. 
14 Required in numerous problems of Book IV (25; 26,a; 27; 34,2°; 36-39; 41; 42,a,2°; 43; 
44,a-c), in VI,1 and 3 (interpolated), and in VI,12. In IV,44,a-c, the intermediate problems are 
stated in the form of Diophantus' 11,11-13, which are an reducible to II, I O. See also above note 
11. 
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This may be done in two ways; these are explained again in the Arabic Book 
IV (see problems 34 and 42,a). 

On the basis of what has been taught in these problems, we also know how 
to solve an equation of the type 

AX2 + Bx + C = 0 

where one of the extreme coefficients A, C is either zero or a square. This is 
done by putting 0 = h2 or 0 = h2 x 2 if A = ° and C = 0, respectively, and 

D = (JAx + h)Z or D = (hx + JC)Z for A or C square. The parameter h 
of the resulting linear equation is chosen so as to give a positive solutionY 

II, t 9: To find three squares such that the difference between the largest and 
the middle has to the difference between the middle and the smallest a given 
ratio. 16 

p, q being given, to find a, b, c such that 

aZ _ b2 P 
b2 _ c2 q 

Putting a = x + h, b = x + 1, c = X,l 7 we have 

whence 

We shall have x > ° by choosing any h fulfilling 

JE + 1 < h < £ + l. 
q q 

c. Placement of the Four Arabic Books 

We have seen that the Arabic Book IV must have followed the Greek Book 
III. Since the problems at the beginning of Book V are perfectly similar in type 

15 See for such equations: ex) problems IV.28- 31 and the interpolated ones VI,4-1 0 and VII.S 
(case A or C = 0): (Ii) problems VI, 13 (second part)-21 and 23, and VII,8-1 0 and 16-18 (case A 
or C square). 
16 Required in problems V.I 3 and 6. The identities given in V,4S can be obtained by the same 
method. 
17 Since any multiple of a solution is also a solution, taking the additive quantity in the middle 
term equal to I is not restrictive. 
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to those at the end of Book IV, Book V must likewise have followed Book IV 
in the original Arithmetica. 

There are no such conclusive arguments for the placement of Books VI 
and VII. Neither the existence in Book VI of interpolations stemming from 
Book IV and in Book VII of an interpolation stemming from Book VI, nor 
the allusion in the preface to Book VII to the similarity of its problems to 
those in "Books IV and V" (VI might have been originally alluded to also, see 
p. 263) can be considered decisive proof for the sequence of the Books. Certain 
arguments of a more general nature are, however, convincing enough. First, 
knowledge of the methods listed under (b) is the only prerequisite for under
taking the study of the Arabic Books, so that the group IV-VII is the natural 
continuation of Books 1-111.18 Further, as we shall see later, the goal of the 
four Arabic Books seems to have been to train the reader in the use of the 
basic methods found in Book II; no fundamentally new procedures appear in 
these Books whereas some do in the later three Greek Books. Finally, that all 
the Arabic Books must be placed before Books "IV"-"VI" is suggested by 
the notably greater difficulty of the later three Greek Books. 

§2. Diophantus in Islamic, and Byzantine, Times 

I. Qusta ibn LUqa and the Arithmetica 

The information we have concerning the life and works of Qusta ibn Liiqa 
(fl. ca. 860) comes essentially from three Arabic sources: 

(a) the Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadtm (ca. 987); 
(b) the Dictionary of Philosophers and Scientists by Ibn al-Qiflt (d. 1248/49); 
(c) the History of the Physicians by Ibn abt U~aibicah (d. 1269/70). 

The following biographical sketch emerges from these sources. 19 

Qus!a, the son of Liiqa, was born in Baalbek (Heliopolis) and was a 
Christian of Greek origin. 20 He was a physician, philosopher, astrologer, 
mathematician, and musician, and was proficient in Greek, Arabic, and 
Syriac. He travelled in the Byzantine Empire and returned to Syria with 

18 In particular, Books I to VII all share the characteristic ofleading to an equation with only one 
term on each side (cf. §13). 
19 See G. Gabrieli's Nota biobibl., pp. 361-62. For other sources, see Daiber, Placita, p. 3. 
20 The Arabic codex Mus. brit. 407,10 also gives him the epithet al-yunani (cf. Cat. codd. mss. 
orient. Mus. brit., pp. 193-94). 

Gabrieli thought that the name Qus(ii could be a Syriac abbreviation of Constans or Con
stantinus. And in fact, in the Cairo manuscript containing the (Arabic version of the) Mechanics 
of Heron, the name of the translator is given as Qus(an(ln (Heron is opera, II, p. 3, app. crit.); of 
interest also is G. Toomer's observation that KOlcnti, in modern Greek, is a familiar form of 
KOlvcnIXv'ti vo~. 
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many manuscripts of Greek works. He was summoned to Baghdad to 
work as a translator, and he took with him many manuscripts which he 
himself translated or had others translate. He also revised many 
translations. Some time later he was invited to Armenia where he spent 
the rest of his life and wrote a number of books. 

Among the many works attributed to him, two are of interest to us: 

1°. A translation of Diophantus' treatise on algebra (kitab Jf tarjamah 

J2iyiifantus fl'l-jabr wa'l-muqabalah) mentioned by Ibn abi U~aibicah (art. 
Qus(ii). 

2°. A commentary on three and a half Books of the treatise by Diophantus 
on arithmetical problems (taMr (li-) LaiaL maqalat wa-ni$f min kitab J2iyufantus 
f/'l-masa)i/ al-Cadadiyah) mentioned by Ibn al-Nadim and Ibn abi U~aibicah 
(both: art. Qustii). 

The incipit of the manuscript containing Books IV to VII leaves little 
doubt about the origin of our text: it belongs to the translation made by 
Qusta; there is no allusion to any reworking of the text by the translator. 
Further, there are several indications that the translator did not follow the 
reasonings with great care-in any event not always-and some mistakes 
even point to a rapid translation of the text (see §11). 

No sources make any mention of QusWs translation having been limited 
to a certain number of Books for they all, as well as our manuscript's own 
incipit, credit him with" the translation of Diophantus' treatise ". It is unlikely, 
however, that QusWs translation was really complete, that is, that it included 
all thirteen Books. What we do know is that the first seven Books existed in 
Arabic translation - Books I ~ III (and IV) appearing in large part in al
KarajI's FabrE, and Books IV to VII in our manuscript. 21 

2. Islamic Mathematicians and the Arithmetica 

a. Abu Komi! (ca. 88022 ) 

There is nothing to suggest that the Egyptian Abu Kamil had any direct 
(or even indirect) knowledge of Diophantus' Arithmetica, although the 
problems in his Algebra dealing with indeterminate analysis are perfectly 
Diophantine in form and the basic methods are attested to in the Arithmetica 
(see my Methodes ( ... ) chez Abu Kamil). I have strong suspicions that Abu 

21 We may not conclude with certainty from the explicit of our manuscript (tumma al-kitab) 
that Qus¢ translated seven Books, and no more; for this" end of the treatise" may simply 
indicate the end of our manuscript (or of its progenitor). My assertion in the Methodes ( ... ) chez 
Abu Kami!, p. 90, that Qus\a's translation" n'a tres certainement jamais contenu plus que les 
livres I it VII" may thus be too absolute. (N.B. "Iivres IV it VII" in the article is of course a 
mistake.) 
22 On the deduction of this date. sec Anbouba, Un Algi'briste arabe, pp. 7-9. 
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Kamil had some (originally) Greek material at his disposal, a thesis which I 
shall examine in my proposed edition of his Algebra. 

b. Al-ljazln (ca. 940) 

Abu Jacfar al-lJazin wrote a short treatise, the core of which is the resolu
tion of the indeterminate system x2 ± k = D, and which ends with several 
propositions relating to the representation of numbers as a sum of two 
squares. This latter part will, he says, help "clarify the lemma (muqaddimah) 

put by Diophantus as a preliminary to the nineteenth proposition of the third 
Book of his treatise on algebra (fi'l-jabr)" (Anbouba, Traite d'Abii Ja'jar, 
p. 161). Note that the proposition is given the same number here as in 
Tannery's edition. 

c. Abii'l- Wafa'(940-997/8) 

That the Persian Abu'l-Wafa' al-Buzjani commented on (part of) the 
Arithmetica is attested to by several, more or less interdependent, sources. 
Thus, Ibn al-Nadim says that he wrote a "commentary (tafs/r) on the treatise 
of Diophantus on algebra (fl'l-jabr) ", and on "proofs of the theorems 
(al-qae,laya) used by Diophantus in his treatise and of what he (Ahii'l-Wafa') 
used in his commentary" (Fihrist, art. Abu'l-Wafa '). These two statements are 
repeated by Ibn al-Qif~i, who merely drops the second part of the latter 
(Casiri, Bibliotheca, I, pp. 433-34). Finally, Abu'l-Faraj, who notes that 
Abu'l-Wafa' arrived in Iraq in the year 348 (959/60) observes about him, 
among other things, that he "commented (fassara) on the treatise of Dio
phantus on algebra (fi'l-jabr wa'l-muqabalah) " (cf. Hist. orient. (ed. Pococke), 
p.338). 

d. AI-Karaj[ (ca. 1010) 

In our discussion relative to the authenticity of the Arabic Books, we 
mentioned al-Karaji's Fabrl and a reader's gloss found in one of the Fabrl 
manuscripts at the beginning of the fifth section. It is from the F abri that we 
can best infer which problems of the now missing first part of the Arabic 
version, covering Books I to III, were definitely known in Arabic times.23 

For al-Karaji reproduces in the F abri with little if any change-except for the 
wording-nearly half of the first Book of the Arithmetica, most of Book II 
(absent are 11,1-7 and 17), Book III except for one problem (Diophantus' 
111,4); next, almost all of Book IV appears.24 AI-Karaji has not taken a single 

23 This is not to say that those problems not found in the FabrT were missing in the Arabic 
Diophantus; see p. 58, Remark. 
24 For a more detailed discussion, see Woepcke's Extrait, pp. 18-21 (Books I-III) and below, 
pp. 57-60. Note that Woepcke's numbering is not the same as Tannery's, but corresponds to 
the one used in Bachet's edition of the Arithmetica. 
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problem from Book V onwards; nor does his later Badle contain any trace of 
problems from Books V-VII or "IV"-"VI". 

In the said Badl" the third part of which is devoted to indeterminate 
analysis, al-Karaji no longer slavishly reproduces Diophantus' problems but 
instead presents, for the benefit of the general reader, the methods of the first 
Books of the Arithmetica. Thus he provides an excellent introduction to the 
study of elementary Diophantine analysis as developed in Books II and III 
(see our Traitement des eq. ind., pp. 305-6). 

Though al-Karaji incorporated many of Diophantus' problems into his 
Fahrt, never once is Diophantus' name mentioned in connection with these. 
Instead, his name appears in association with a "method" (tariq, ma4hab) of 
solving determinate equations of the types x2 + px = q and x2 + q = px 

(p, q > 0). Since this" method" comes after the explanation of the formula and, 
particularly, of the" Euclidean" demonstration (see Extrait, pp. 65-68), it 
would seem that al-Karaji simply wished to contrast the geometrical de
monstration with an algebraical one. It is unlikely that al-Karaji knew of any 
Diophantine method for solving complete quadratic equations, for not only 
do these equations occur in the later three Greek Books, with which al
Karaji was apparently not acquainted,25 but also the approach in their 
resolutions in the Arithmetica is not that used by al-Karaji and explicitly 
attributed by him to Diophantus. One might hypothesize that al-Karaji knew 
of some other treatise by Diophantus or even a pseudepigraph on this subject, 
but we have no source which associates the name of Diophantus with any 
such work. 

e. Ibn al-Hailam (965-ca. 1040) 

Among the writings ofIbn al-Hai!am, Ibn abi U~aibicah cites the following: 
"Remarks made by Isl)aq ibn Yiinus the physician in Cairo on the authority 
of Can) Ibn al-Haitam on the treatise of Diophantus on problems of algebra" 
(ed. Miiller, II,98, bottom).26 This is the only information we have relative to 
Ibn ai-Hail am (and Isl)aq ibn Yiinus) with regard to the Arithmetica. 

f Samaw)al ibn Ya/:lya (ca. 1180) 

Samaw)al ibn Yal)ya is the author of an extensive work on algebra entitled 
al-Bahir, which is largely a commentary on materials gathered from other 
authors. At the very end of his treatise, after having spoken about the inde
terminateness of problems, he refers the reader desiring some practice in the 
solving of nondeterminate problems to his commentary (sar4) on the treatise 
by Diophantus the Alexandrian, a work apparently lost now (if ever written). 

25 On his ignorance of Book "VI" in particular, see the Traitement des eq. ind., pp. 317-18. 
26 IsJ:!aq ibn Yiinus was a pupil of Ibn al-Hailam; see Suter, Math. und Astron., no. 248. 
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There are four other passages of his Bahir relevant to the Arithmetica, and 
they are the following. 

1°. (ed., p. 112). After giving the relation 

1 {u 2 
- v2 

} "2 d ± d = u and v, respectively (u > v), 

Samaw)al proceeds: "We have found that Diophantus used this relation 
(maCnan) in his treatise and that the later algebraists Uabriyun) used it in that 
science, though none of them gave a proof of it in those of their writings which 
have come down to us". 

The formula, which he then goes on to prove (d represents the assumed 
numerical difference of the two magnitudes u, v), is the basis for the resolution 
of systems of two equations such as the one found in Arithmetica 11,11. 

2°. (ed., p. 150). "Diophantus said (qala): The double of any number or 
quantity (miqdiir) made up (mu'allif) of two square numbers is itself made up 
of two square numbers, and the half is (also) made up of two square numbers". 

Indeed, if k = p2 + q2, then 

2k = (p + q)2 + (p _ q)2, 

and ~ = (p ; q r + (p ; q r (cf. Euclid, Elements, 11,9-10). 

This proposition, stated in al-Ijazln's treatise (ed. Anbouba, pp. 147-
48/167), is not found in the extant Arithmetica. Since Samaw'al apparently 
quotes Diophantus, he may have seen the proposition in some commented 
version of the Arithmetica, perhaps as an addition to Il,9. 

3°. (ed., p. 230). As an example of a problem with only one solution, 
Samaw'al gives the following: "We wish to find a number such that when we 
multiply it by two given numbers, the result of the multiplication by the one 
is a square number, and of the multiplication by the other, the side of 
that square"; the given numbers are then set as 200 and 5, and the problem is 
solved. Although no attribution is given, it is clearly an Arabic version ofl,26. 

4°. (ed., pp. 231-32). Samaw'al reproduces proposition 1,16 of Diophantus, 
and adds two resolutions of his own. The problem consists in finding three 
numbers a, b, c such that the sum of any two is given: 

(1) {a + b = k, 
(2) b + c = I, 
(3) c + a = j. 

Samaw'al gives Diophantus' diorism, i.e., !(k + / + j) > k, /, j, and chooses 
the values k = 25, / = 35,j = 30 (Diophantus: 20, 30,40). The problem is thus 
determinate. 

Samaw'al's first resolution: We put a = x. Introducing (1), or b = 25 - x, 
into (2), gives c = x + 10. This into (3) gives x. i.e., a. 
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Samaw)al's second resolution: We put a = x, b = n ('adad), and c = y 
(majhul);27 adding the three equations results in 2x + 2n + 2y = 90, or 
x + n + y = 45, hence x = 10 by subtracting the second equation. 

SamawJal's third resolution is explicitly attributed to Diophantus, whose 
treatment consists in putting a + b + c = x, then expressing each required 
number in terms of x, and finally adding the three results, which yields the 
equation. 

As indicated above, we do not possess Samaw'al's commentary to the 
Arithmetica. But such various approaches to a problem (whether indeter
minate or not) taken from Diophantus are precisely what one would expect in 
a commentary intended to provide practice for the reader. 

Appendix. Designation of the Arithmetica in Arabic 

Diophantus' work bears in Arabic several different appellations, even 
within single bibliographical works. Thus it is called :28 

(a) "Treatise on algebra ", i.e., kitZib fi'l-jabr wa'l-muqZibalah, by Abii'l
Faraj (Hist. orient., pp. 141, 338)29 and by Ibn abi U~aibi(ah (Muller, 
1,245); kitZib fi'l~jabr, by Ibn al-Nadim (Fliigel, 1,283), by Ibn al-Qifti 
(Casiri, 1,434), and by al-IJazin (cf. supra, p. 10). 

(b) "Treatise on arithmetical ('adadiyah) problems", by Ibn al-Nadim 
(1,295) and Ibn abi U~aibi'ah (1,245). 

(c) "Treatise on problems of algebra (masZiJi/ al-jabr) " by Ibn abi U~aibi(ah 
(11,98). 

(d) "Science of the algebra (~inZi'at aljabr)" by Ibn al-Nadim (1,269); cf. Ibn 
al-Qif~i (1,371). 

Our manuscript itself refers to the Arithmetica in various ways. At the 
beginning and end of Book IV, it is called a "treatise on squares and cubes"; 
at the beginning and end of Book V, a "treatise on arithmetical problems" ;30 

at the beginning and end of Book VI, a "treatise ", without further qualifica
tion; likewise at the beginning of Book VII, though at the end of the same 
Book it becomes a "treatise on algebra". 

The vagueness of the word 'Aple~l1nKci may have provoked this incon
sistency, although such variety is less easily explained when it occurs in a 
single manuscript. 

27 Observe the denomination of the various unknowns, different from that of Abu Kiimil 
(Algebra, e.g., fol. 95') or that of al-Karaji (cf. Extrait, pp. 11 and 139-42; Badi, fol. 113'); see 
also al-Biruni's Elements of Astrology (Wright), §114. 
28 We assume that titles such as (kitab) al-arifmatiqi refer to Nicomachus' Ei(JC(yWy~. 
29 Abii'I-Faraj (p. 141) says Diophantus lived under the reign of Emperor Julian (361-363). 
Regarding this assertion (apparently a confusion), see Tannery, A quelle epoque vivai! Dio
phante?, p. 264 = Mem. sc., I, pp. 6566. 
30 See also the beginning of the introduction to Book IV (line 8 of the text). 
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3. Mathematicians and the Arithmetica in Byzantium 

We have practically no information about the Greek text of Diophantus in 
Byzantium before the end of the thirteenth century, at which time it had the 
same form as it now has, with slight variations, in the twenty-seven manu
scripts extant today.31 These manuscripts can be divided into two classes, the 
first representing, except for isolated later glosses, a Diophantus-text in an 
early Greek tradition and the second a text established by the monk Maximus 
Planudes, with a partial commentary, around 1293 in Byzantium. At that 
time, Maximus Planudes was able to assemble a few manuscripts of Dio
phantus-perhaps all derived from a single copy, which happened to survive 
(as well as the version which went to the Arabs) one of the most unfavourable 
times for the preservation of science, that following the century of Justinian. 32 

a. The Time of Leon the Mathematician 

(a) The Seventh and Eighth Centuries 
The demise of Greek mathematics came with the last commentators of 

classical works. For, however limited the contribution to mathematics of such 
fifth- and sixth-century writers as Proclus, Marinus, Simplicius, Anthemius, 
and Eutocius may seem in comparison with that of the classical authors from 
whom they drew their inspiration, the level of science in their centuries was 
overwhelmingly superior to that of seventh- and eighth-century Byzantium: 
in this period, Byzantine learning was scarcely more advanced than that of the 
Latin West, apparently being confined to the most rudimentary subjects. 
After all, the Empire had more serious problems with which to cope than 
education: war with its neighbours, the loss of provinces (particularly the rich 
Oriental ones), and, finally, the civil disorder prevailing during the iconoclast 
period. 

(13) The Century of Leon 
Ineluctable as it seemed, the disintegration of the Eastern Empire did not 

come to pass. Rather, it was in this turbulent period that the Byzantine Empire 
discovered its Greek essence and severed its bonds with the Occident; it also 
found its geographical equilibrium, the seemingly disastrous territorial losses 
turning out to be a necessary amputation for a territory lacking balance 
between its inherited and real power. Improvement in both the internal 
situation (re-establishment of orthodoxy in the first half of the ninth century) 

31 Twenty-six listed as extant in the edition of Tannery (see D.G., II, pp. xxii-xxxiii), to which 
may be added the manuscript (Tannery's 27 deperditus) described later by E. Gollob and M. 
Curtze independently (Ein wiedergefundener Diophantuscodex and Eine Studienreise, pp. 258 
and 295). 
32 Vogel gives a general survey of the whole history of science in Byzantium in his Byzantine 
Science; and so does Hunger in the second volume of his H ochsprachl. prof Lit. der Byzant. On the 
historical context, see, e.g., Ostrogorsky's classical account. 
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and in the external situation (relative modus vivendi with neighbouring 
countries) brought more peaceful times, and a renewed interest in ancient 
culture arose in literate circles. 

This occurred just in time: many of the old codices were in very poor 
condition (cf. Impellizeri, Lett. biz., pp. 322-23), and thus urgently needed to 
be copied. The moment was propitious, since copying activity had greatly 
increased with the introduction of the minuscule script, which led to the 
transcription of many uncial manuscripts. 

One of the most prominent figures in the cultural revival of the ninth 
century was Leon the Mathematician. Having acquired what little knowledge 
he could from various teachers, he resolved to continue his studies by search
ing out old manuscripts in monastic libraries. After much patient study, he 
returned to the capital where he assumed an obscure position as a private 
teacher. An extraordinary sequence of events completely altered his humble 
situation. One of his students was taken captive by the Arabs and made a 
slave. Upon learning that the caliph al-Ma)mun (813-833) was fervently 
interested in geometry, Leon's former student made himself known and was 
confronted with Arab geometers. His profound knowledge of Euclid so 
impressed al-Ma)mun and his circle that they ardently desired to know the 
person from whom he had learned so much, with the result that the caliph 
invited Leon to Baghdad to teach. Eventually Emperor Theophilus heard of 
this and decided to offer his hitherto undistinguished subject an official 

. teaching position. 33 This had considerable impact on the realization of 
Leon's desire to assemble and copy ancient works, thus allowing him to play 
the very important role for which he is celebrated in the preservation and 
transmission of early scientific works. 

The titles of certain books which we know that Leon had acquired or had 
had copied give us an idea of the composition of his library:34 

(1) A treatise on mechanics by Cyrinus and Marcellus (lost). 
(2) The Conica of Apollonius. 
(3) Works of Euclid. 
(4) Works of Archimedes, in the manuscript which was the progenitor of 

today's main Greek Archimedean tradition. 
(5) Ptolemy's Almagest. 35 

(6) A treatise on geometry by Proclus. 
(7) A treatise on astronomy by Theon of Alexandria. 
(8) An astrological treatise of Paulus of Alexandria (no doubt the 

Eicrcxywyuca ). 

33 Another, apparently less reliable source, has al-Muta~im (833-842) instead of al-Ma'miin (see 
Lemerle, Premier humanismI', pp. 152-54). 
34 See, e.g., Lemerle, pp. 169-71. 
35 That Leon possessed a manuscript of the Almagest is highly probable. But it has been asserted 
recently that the ex libris of the manuscript considered until now to have been Leon's own copy 
(Vat. gr. 1594) was in fact written by a late Byzantine hand (cf. Wilson, Three Byz. Scribes, p. 223). 
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Certainly, Leon alone was not responsible for the preservation of Greek 
science in early Byzantine times. But he remains the symbol of an epoch in 
which" most of the manuscripts forming the vital link in the line of descent 
from antiquity were written" (Vogel, Byz. Sc., p. 270); for he was the most 
prominent figure associated with the rescue of ancient science during this 
first Byzantine Renaissance.36 

(y) From Leon to Planudes 
Thus, in Leon's lifetime a peak in scholarly activity was reached, the 

impetus of which was not lost afterwards, as may be inferred from the existence 
of several excellent manuscripts copied in the following period which are 
either extant today or of which we have copies.37 It must not be understood 
from this, however, that the works copied were fully understood: judging 
from original works dating from the time of Leon to 1200, mathematics did 
not attain a high level. Still, there must have been a living mathematical 
tradition since around 1200 there were some Byzantine scholars who were 
capable of favourably impressing Leonard of Pisa.38 

Mention of Diophantus is first made in the eleventh century. The polymath 
Michael Psellus (ca. 1018-ca. 1078) apparently saw a manuscript of the 
Arithmetica, for he wrote a letter concerned in part with algebraical terms 
used by Diophantus.39 In addition to some extracts taken from the intro
duction to Book I, we find in this letter some very interesting information 
about two sets of denominations for the powers, different from that used by 
Diophantus (see pp. 43-44). 

b. The Time of Maximus Planudes 

Ignorant as we are of the role played by Leon and his contemporaries in the 
transmission of the Arithmetica, we are fairly well informed as regards the 
fate of the Greek Books around 1300, the peak of the second Renaissance of 
Byzantine letters. This revival began in the first part ofthe thirteenth century, 
principally in the Empire of Nicea during the Latin rule in Byzantium 
(1204-1261), and continued in Byzantium after cessation of Latin rule. 

Mention of Diophantus is found in the autobiography of Nicephorus 
Blemmydes (ca. 1197-ca. 1272) who learned arithmetic from the works of 

36 Further evidence of Leon's interest is perhaps seen in the fourth problem of the Byzantine 
collection edited by Hoche together with Nicomachus' Arithmetic (pp. 148-54). The attribution 
of this problem to Leon (VI) the Wise, who became emperor in 886, may have resulted from a 
confusion-all but rare in later literature-between the emperor and the mathematician. 
37 Best known are: Arethas' Euclid, copied in 888 and the oldest dated profane manuscript in 
minuscules (Bod!. d'Orville 301); the manuscript used by Peyrard for his edition of Euc1id (Vat. 
gr. 190); the palimpsest manuscript containing Archimedes' Method (formerly in Constantinople, 
but since stolen); the Constantinopolitan manuscript of Heron's Metrica. 
38 Such as the "peritissimus Magister Muscus" whom he mentions in his Liber abaci; cf. 
Scritti, I, p. 249. 
39 See Tannery, Psellus sur Diophante = Mem. sc., IV, pp. 275-82. The letter is also printed in 
D.G., II, pp. 37-42. 
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Nicomachus and of Diophantus (not the whole of the latter, he says, but what 
his teacher understood of it; cf. p. 5,1-4 in Heisenberg's edition). 

The first real use of the Arithmetica was made by one of Blemmydes' 
pupils' pupils, Georgius Pachymeres (ca. 1240-ca. 1310). He is the author of 
a voluminous Quadrivium, the level of which contrasts very favourably with 
that of another quadrivium composed at the beginning of the eleventh 
century.40 Pachymeres' Quadrivium gives a prolix paraphrase of Diophantus' 
definitions of powers and of the first problems of Book I (up to 1,11). 

This paraphrase, though, cannot compare with the methodical explana
tion of the introductory definitions and of the problems of both Books I and II 
written by the monk Maximus Planudes (ca. 1260-ca. 1310). His work 
represents the farthest-reaching commentary on the Arithmetica made in 
Byzantine times, and, though limited in length and content, it is particularly 
noteworthy coming from a man renowned as one of the foremost Byzantine 
humanists. 

In order to establish a reliable text of the Arithmetica, Pia nudes en
deavoured to assemble manuscripts of Diophantus. We gather from his 
correspondence that in 1293 there were at least three copies of the six Books. 

1°. Planudes requested that the protobestiarios Theodorus Muzalon lend 
him a copy of the Arithmetica. When asked later to return it, he excused his 
delay by explaining that he had been obliged to repair the manuscript which 
was in poor condition: see his letter 67 (ed. Treu, p. 82; cf. p. 84). 

2°. From letter 33, addressed to the mathematician Manuel Bryennius, we 
perceive that Planudes himself possessed a copy.41 

3°. In this same letter, Planudes asked Bryennius to lend him his Dio
phantus so as to collate it with his own copy. 

The form in which we know the Greek Arithmetica (with the fragment of 
the De polygonis numeris appended to it) was thus definitively established by 
the end of the thirteenth century. No attempt to comment on the Arithmetica 
was made after Planudes in Byzantine times-probably no one was capable 
enough to do so. Twice mention of Diophantus was made in the fourteenth 
century, which indicates that mathematicians still knew of the Arithmetica. 

The first trace is in the hand of Nicolaus Rhabdas (ca. 1340). He seems to 
have found the most appealing part of the Arithmetica to have been the 
nonmathematical section of its introduction, for he reproduced (with no 
allusion to Diophantus) a lengthy passage from it, ad verbum, at the beginning 
of a letter (comp. Tannery, Lettres de Rhabdas, p. 142,7-16 = Mem. sc., IV, 
p. 86,7-15 with D.G., I, p. 2,4-17); a subsequent letter reiterated, with minor 

40 The latter has been edited by Heiberg, the former by Tannery (the part relevant to Dio
phantus is also printed in D.G., II, pp. 78-122). 
41 Whether it was copied from the text of Muzalon or not, we do not know: whereas letter 67 is 
supposed to have been written at the beginning of 1293 (see Turyn, Dated Gr. Mss., p. 80), no 
precise date can be attributed to letter 33. 
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alterations, part of this passage (comp. ibid., p. 174,4-11 = p. 118,4-10 with 
D.G., I, p. 2,4-13). The remainder of his two letters does not suggest that he 
read more than the first few pages of the treatise of Diophantus, whom he 
recognizes, none the less, as "0 Il£YtO"ro~ f.V &ptOllllnKoi:~" (ibid., p. 174,16 
= p. 118,14-15). 

The second mention ofDiophantus appears in a letter written by Demetrius 
Cydones (ca. 1325-ca. 1400) to a friend to whom he sent an excerpt of 
Diophantus which he happened to find. He indicates that he has added 
numerical proofs (&1toOEi~Et~) such as those he had already made for the 
arithmetical Books of Euclid (Epist. 347, ed. Loenertz).42 

The rOle of Byzantium was essential in the preservation of the Greek 
Arithmetica, despite the fact that Byza.ntine scholars in general understood 
little more than the rudiments of Diophantus' indeterminate analysis of the 
second degree; and the remark of an irate reader in reference to 11,8, reported 
by Tannery (D.G., II, p. 260,24-26), clearly delimits the point at which real 
difficulties began for the average Byzantine mathematician. No doubt most 
scholars never advanced beyond the first Book, if they even got that far. 

c. Oldest Greek Manuscripts Still Extant 

(IX) Non-Planudean Class 
There are two extant copies of the six Books of Diophantus dating from the 

time of Pia nudes and belonging to the non-Planudean class. One of these is the 
Matritensis gr. 4678 (olim 48), to which we shall refer as M. Because of its 
great age and purity, Tannery chose to base his edition largely upon it. First 
dated by Iriarte in his Catalogue (p. 163), "quantum suspicari licet ", to the 
fourteenth century, this manuscript was later examined by Heiberg who 
attributed it to the thirteenth century (Tannery, Rapport, p. 413 = Mem. sc., 
II, p. 274). The second extant manuscript is the Vaticanus gr. 191, which we 
shall designate as V; supposed by Cossali to be of the thirteenth century, it 
was, however, considered by Tannery to have been written in the fifteenth 
century (Tannery, ibid.). Reliable indications, though, set the date of its 
writing at about 1296, in any case no later than 1303 (cf. Turyn, Codd. gr. vat., 
p.94). 

Because of his mistaken assumption relative to the age of manuscript V, 
and because of V's close relationship to M, Tannery considered V to have 
been copied from M (cf. D.G., I, p. iii). There is certainly no doubt that M and 

42 Concerning Cydones' Euclid-glosses, see Euclidis opera (ed. Heiberg), V, p. xxxiii. A further 
indication of Cydones' mathematical interests is seen in an (elementary) problem on summation 
of the natural numbers, which is the first of the six problems of Byzantine origin mentioned above 
(p. 16, n. 36). The attribution found in Hoche's edition, TOY (misprinted as TOT) KYNO~ 
(!), was emended to ~ou KUOrovou by Tannery (Lett res de Rhabdas, p. 133, n. 2 = Mem. sc., IV, 
p. 75( - 76), n. 2). 
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V belong to the same family. A number of indications makes this indisputable, 
from the almost complete agreement which exists between the two manu
scripts to the occurrence of similar characteristic signs or errors slavishly 
reproduced by both copyists, such as those found in Tannery's critical 
apparatus to pp. 296,17; 368,15; 382,23 and 438,5; in 180,20 (app.) we even 
run across the same dittography. This literal copying must be taken into 
account in any comparison of the two manuscripts; for, from this similarity 
one may conclude either that the later one was copied from the earlier one, as 
did Tannery, or, just as plausibly, that both are slavish copies with a common 
near ancestor. 

We are inclined to choose the second possibility on the basis of the follow
ing considerations.43 

1°. V sometimes shows the same reading as Tannery's B,44 and not that ofM. 
This reading may be a faulty one, as is the case in those places corresponding 
to D.G., I, pp. 6,25; 68,15 (sine suppl.); 160,1 (rrol(ov); 168,14; 182,5; 384,7; 
408,12 (followed by 'tOY). It may also be the correct reading, as in 12,21 and 
26,27 (both of which look like corrections of a previous misreading); 78,12 
(both); 90,14-15 (W(JOl>1:o)V). Moreover, V sometimes omits, as does B, words 
found in M, as in the set 4,16; 4,18; 4,25; 6,2. 

2°. Furthermore, V shows readings which are different from those of both M 
and B (where these differ), as in pp. 62,7 (~Wt 'to ~llt(JU, ~Wt not from corr.); 
80, 7 (~ KCXt E~80110V, KCXt supra lin.; but 1 a m. in M not legible); 82,10 ('tpiwv 
Il€PO~); 84,21-22 (noted by Tannery); 104,11 (also noted; 0IlOtCX supra lin.); 
164,14 (also noted; but the ~t of Tannery is really the copyist's writing of 
Tannery's M); 326,17 (like M, but omitting the (JuYKsillsvcx); 328,23 (llspim). 
The reading found in V can even be the better or the correct one, as in 4,19; 
30,9-10 (noted by Tannery); 54,16-17 (=text of Tannery).45 

That V is not simply a copy of M seems evident from the above (assuming 
Tannery's apparatus is accurate !). But the strongest proof of this is the 
presence in V of words omitted in M, such as the ElVCXt in 86,8 or the entire 
phrase in 8,21-23 (of which line 23 was added in the margin by the revisor of 
the manuscript). 

Since M is the only extant manuscript antedating Planudes' revision, one 
may reasonably ask whether it could be one of the copies that Planudes him
self possessed or used. C. Wendel has asserted that it is, and identifies M with 
the Muzalon-copy (Planudea, pp. 414-17), giving some arguments in favour of 
this. But it is surprising that a codex described by Planudes as being in poor 
condition whilst not particularly old could have survived many more cen
turies without being in worse condition than it now is. 

43 Note that, for the text of M, we must rely entirely on Tannery's critical apparatus, as our letter 
to the Biblioteca Nacional requesting a microfilm of M was never answered. 
44 By B, Tannery designates the Marcianus 308, possibly the oldest (complete) manuscript ofthe 
Planudean class (and also Bachet's reading, when the same: see D.G., I, p. iii). 
45 Tannery's observation '"0 supp\. V" to 270.12 is, however, wrong. 
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([3) Planudean Class 
The progenitor of the Marcianus 308 is extant only in part, i.e., ten leaves of 

it are found in the Ambrosianus Et 157 sup. As this manuscript is supposed 
to have been written by Planudes himself, and was perhaps his final copy (see 
Turyn, Dated Gr. M ss., pp. 78 seqq.), we know thus of a third extant manuscript 
dating from the time of Planudes. 



Chapter II 

The Extant Arabic Text 

§3. Description of the Manuscript 

Books IV to VII of Diophantus' Arithmetica are found in a codex, 
apparently a unicum, which is described under the number 295 in the eighth 
volume of the catalogue of the manuscripts kept in the library attached to 
the shrine of Imam Reza at Mashhad (cf. Gu1chln-i Macanl, Fihrist, 
pp. 235-36). This codex is said to have come to the Shrine Library as the result 
of an endowment (waqJ) made in 1932 by a certain MIrza Reza Khan from 
Na Jin (Mirza Ritja' ljan Na J ini).l The manuscript is protected by a card
board cover bound with and reinforced on the corners by leather. In recent 
times its eighty reddish-brown leaves (175 x 130 mm) have been numbered as 
pages.2 On each of these-except for the title-page and the last page-figure 
twenty lines of text (128 x 92 mm).3 

In certain portions of the text, vermilion ink was used. This is the case for 
the numbering of the problems,4 for the titles of Books V, VI, and VII, and 
for some subtitles marking off alternative resolutions (see notes 90, 142, 331 
of the critical apparatus). Signs of strong punctuation,S commonly used to 
separate problems, or corollaries and remarks, from other problems, may 
be filled in with red. It appears that the rubrication of the manuscript was 
not done simultaneously with the writing in dark ink, as in one place the 
space left blank for the red-ink inscription was insufficient whilst in another 
one it was unwittingly omitted (see notes 331 and 934). 

1 Nii'in is a small town on the road from Teheran to Yazd (32.52 N, 53.05 E). 
2 The title-page is not numbered. The leaf numbered 140-141 is out of place and should precede 
the leaf numbered 138-139. 
3 See plates II-IV. The pagination, written at the very top of the pages, is not visible on these 
reproductions. 
4 Injum(m)al-notation, i.e., with Arabic letters representing numerals. 
5 A point within a circle (see plate III, lines 5 and 16). 
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On the unnumbered title-page of the manuscript appear the signatures of 
(some of) its owners and a library's seal (see plate I). On this same page, we 
also see, written in a modern hand, the words "Traitant des carres et des 
carres cubiques" and" Ecrit en 595 de l'hegire". Since the same hand per
formed the subtraction 1343 - 595 = 748 on the facing page, no doubt to 
find the age of the manuscript in years of the Muslim era, the annotations 
must go back to the Christian year 1924/25 (and must thus antedate its 
endowment to the Shrine Library). 

The year 595 of the hegira referred to by the French annotations is indicated 
in the Arabic text of the title-page, and the manuscript's concluding words 
specify the day of completion as Friday, the third of ~afar. This corresponds 
to a Friday, 4 December 1198 (Julian day 2,158,965), when one uses for the 
conversion the astronomical epoch beginning on 15 July 622, instead of the 
usual one beginning one day later (cf. Ginzel, Hdbuch der Chronol., I, p. 259). 

The scribe who copied, or, rather (see below), who began to copy the 
manuscript, a certain Mul)ammad ibn abl Bakr ibn I:Eiktr,6 declares himself 
to be an astronomer. This otherwise unknown person copied the initial 
pages of the manuscript in a very readable oriental nashl,7 adding most 
diacritical points, and even vocalization signs (see plates 1-11).8 From page 
fourteen onwards, the writing changes abruptly to a beautiful calligraphic 
script (see plates III-IV). Unfortunately, although the text becomes aestheti
cally more pleasing, its legibility suffers somewhat, since, with very few 
exceptions, the second scribe chose not to add diacritical marks.9 By and 
large, however, this omission of the diacritical points is of little importance 
since the manuscript remains quite legible. Only a few places presented any 
problem (see, e.g., notes 450, 621) or serious difficulty (notes 172,751). 

The two scribes barely if ever understood what they were writing. There 
are many blunders, meaningless interpolations, repetitions or omissions of 
words or sentences due to homoeoteleuton. This is true for the first hand (see, 
e.g., notes 32, 35, 75, 100, 124, 134) and even more so for the second one 
(characteristic examples in notes 164, 389, 575, 708, 788, 795). 

6 GuIchln-i Macanl, in his description, reads Jaylr (with the Persian gaf) meaning the land ob
tained as a reward for services (its possessor being the jaylr-dar). 
7 Except for the first five words (in the title), which are written in the so-called qarmatian Kufic 
(plate I). This type of writing was indeed in use in Persia at the time our manuscript was copied 
(cf. Kiihnel, Islam. Schrijikunst, p. 16). A further example of this writing is found on the title-page 
of the Ms Bod!. Marsh 667 (Apollonius' Conics), copied at Maragah in A.H. 472 = A.D. 1079/80 
(concerning this date, see Beeston, Marsh Ms of Apollonius). 
8 Note, however, that these vocalization signs tend to be of little help since they are, as a rule, 
superfluous (sometimes wrong: see note 88), and absent when they would be truly useful (see 
note 6). 
9 The diacritical marks were added to only a few words, which are easy to read anyway, and are 
conspicuously absent when genuinely necessary. In some cases, they are even wrong and thus 
misleading for the reader (see notes 218, 382, 686). Sometimes the addition of diacritical points 
seems to coincide with words about which the scribe had some doubt (see notes 167, 172, 173, 
452); points were added once to a badly written word (note 639). 
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There is no recognizable trace left by any reader of the manuscript, and 
its owners seem to have contended themselves with writing their names on 
the title-page. The few emendations found in the text were made by the copy
ists themselves, principally if not exclusively to correct their own scribal 
mistakes. They are: 

(a) one marginal addition, by the second copyist, occasioned by an omission 
(note 782); 

(b) one" mark" made by the first scribe, presumably to cancel a word (see 
note 5410), perhaps another by the second scribe (note 432; see also note 
253). 

(c) some supralinear additions made by the second copyist (notes 396, 532, 
685, 739, 820, 898, 928, 953, 957; see also below, p. 37). 

Finally, there are a number of places in which the second scribe mis
copied and then corrected a word, or hesitated in the copying of a word 
(notes 198,219,241,248,660,777,971).'1 

§4. Orthographical Remarks 

The orthographical peculiarities listed below either occur inconsistently 
or are limited to one of the two scribes. Therefore they characterize our 
manuscript, and not the original copy written by the translator. 

1. Writing of the hamza h 

As far as we can judge from the few relevant words-for the vocabulary of 
the manuscript is limited-, the writing of the hamzah in our text appears to 
differ little from the normal use in other manuscripts. This is true for both 
hands, except that the second scribe, not surprisingly in view of his constant 
omission of diacritical marks, writes, if anything, only the hamzah's support. 
Thus, only the first hand-and not always-writes the final hamzah in 
sai J or in asya J

• 12 Both unify the radical ya with the support of the hamzah 
when sai' is in the indeterminate accusative or in the oblique dual (see, e.g., 

10 I have not seen the scribe's abbreviation, formed by a ta and, apparently, a hamzah, used else
where. The siglum fa (?a) was sometimes used in manuscripts to draw attention to an ~rror (see, 
e.g., B.N. arabe 2459 (copy of the Fo/jri), fol. 102' ct 105'; Aya Sofya 4830, fol. 218'), but it was 
written alone. If, in our case. the two letters are intended to abbreviate a single word, this word 
might be !lUla: it is suitable, and we know of several cases of abbreviations formed by the last 
letter(s) of a word (see Caspari Wright, l. pp. 25-26; FIGge!. Wortahkiirzungen). 
11 The error indicated in note 965 might have arisen from the scribe's uncertainty about the 
reading of the word, thus causing him to write two similar words consecutively (so as to leave the 
choice to the reader 7). 
I Z The latter word often with moddoh on the final olij: 
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- . 11' ---"v Z. . , o 

Plate I. Manuscript, title-page. 
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Plate II. Manuscript, page I. 
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Plate III. Manuscript, page 14. 
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Plate IV. Manuscript, page 130. 
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notes 330; 124, 770 of the critical apparatus), while the first hand writes 
Slna instead of Si'na. Finally,juz) in the singular (including the indeterminate 
accusative) frequently has a waw as support for the hamzah (with or without 
a hamzah over it in the case of the first hand): see, e.g., notes 136, 229, 737; 
this, again, is well-attested in other manuscripts (cf., e.g., Simon, Anatomie des 
Galen, I, p. xxi). 

For all these cases, we have standardized the spelling by adopting the 
classical orthography. The only inconsistency we have reproduced, as far 
as the writing of the hamzah (and of its support) is concerned, is in the alterna
tive ways of writing mfatain (see, e.g., lines 189 and 216; 2528 and 2529; 
2906 and 2907).13 

2. Particular Endings 

The following uses, though not peculiar to our manuscript (see Graf, 
Sprachgebrauch, pp. 8-9), are worthy of note: 

(a) an alif otiosum (alif al-wiqayah) which is appended to the form yatlii 
(note 3); 

(b) the ending -i takes the place of the ending _in, in two places, once by 
each hand (notes 15, 771); otherwise the spelling is correct; 

(c) again exceptional is the writing of an alif where an -a ought to be 
used, which occurs twice in the second handwriting (notes 172, 579). 

3. Numerals 

The words lalalah, lalalun, lamaniyah, lamanun are written defectively 
throughout, as is commonly the case in manuscripts (cf. Caspari-Wright, 
I, pp. 254 and 257), and we have maintained these spellings in the edited text. 
We find, exceptionally, full spellings: in lines 2935 (Iamaniyah) and 2026, 
3103 (lamanain). 

In the expression of hundreds, 300 and 600 are always written as one word. 
In all the others, the numeral numbering mi'ah is separated from it, except for 
isolated instances which we have reproduced in the edited text, found in 
lines 70 (400), 56 and 271 (500), 69 and 154 (700). Observe that all these 
exceptions occur in the text written by the first scribe. As regards the writing 
of 800, Laman mfatin 14 occurs frequently (see, e.g., lines 817, 923, 1782,2272, 
2776,3004,3356); the other form, famanl mi)atin , is the predominant one in the 
first half of the manuscript (see, e.g., lines 667, 840, 918, 1045, 1433-34; lastly 
in 1793). 

13 When me atain occurs in the construct state, hamzah has its own support (e.g., lines 518, 1730; 
line 943 is an exception). 
14 See Fleischer, Kl. Schr., I, p. 334; also ibid., p. 330 and de Sacy, Grammaire, II, p. 324 (line 21). 
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The plural of alf is, as pointed out in note 68, always written defectively 
(cf. Caspari-Wright, I, p. 259); we have added the supralinear alifin the 
edited text. 

4. Repeated, Erroneous Spellings 

(ex) The word kilta, i.e., kila(n) construed with the genitive dual of a feminine 
substantive, is not written kilta by the first scribe, but kilta-which is ad
missible (see Caspari-Wright, II, p. 214; Reckendorf, S. V, p. 141)-, or, 
perhaps, inappropriately, kiltai, i.e., with an inflected form (all the occurrences 
are in the oblique case). 

But the spelling kila (or kilai), used by the second scribe under the same 
circumstances, is odd. The regularity of its use, however,15 has led us to 
keep it, nolens volens, in the edition, instead of correcting it each time with a 
note. 

(fi) There is another kind of miswriting made by the second copyist, which 
is found in aggregates in which the initial letters are certain combinations of 
alif(s) and lames). 

The spelling alif-lam-alif instead of alif-lam-alif-alif (for ilia + initial 
alif) is found in several passages (with arbacah : notes 326, 328, 333, 338, 349, 
410, 413, 414, 429, 566; with ilnai: notes 495, 649). The correct spelling is 
found, e.g., in lines 1771,2242-46,2398-2400; 1473, 1695,2142-46. 

Further, alif-lam-alif instead of lam-Iam-alif is found in an unbroken 
sequence of places (with arbacah : notes 344, 348, 353, 355, 439; with amwal: 
notes 379, 404); otherwise the writing is correct (cf., e.g., lines 571,1313). 

Finally, lam-lam-alif instead of alif-lam-alif is found in a few cases (with 
amwal: note 435; with arbacah : note 614 (reading milli as previous word); 
with am{iil: note 858). 

§5. Additions by Earlier Readers (or Copyists) 

Two kinds of minor additions are incorporated in the manuscript's text: 
those originating from earlier readers' explanations or corrections, which were 
originally marginal or supralineal, and those reSUlting from a scribe's 
mechanical repetition (dittography). Those of the second class have been 
relegated to the critical apparatus. We shall treat here the more interesting 
additions of the first sort, which additions we have divided into two groups: 

(I) Those which complete or clarify the text in some way, or which, 
simply, do not render its comprehension difficult; these have been left 
in the text, for the most part bracketed. 

15 In only three instances does the spelling look like kilta (see note 329). 
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(II) Those which do not; these have been removed from the text and may 
be found, like the dittographies, in the critical apparatus. 

I. First Group 

A. The following passages are in all probability interpolated. 

1. Lines 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29,32,34,49,51 
These remarks were added in order to clarify the meaning of saC. They 

originated with an Arabic reader, obviously not very familiar with Arabic 
algebraic terminology-nor, therefore, with Diophantus' earlier Books-, 
who seems also to have understood mal, not in its particular sense of x2 (the 
only one used in our text), but in its broader meaning of" quantity ".16 He 
added his explanations rather consistently up to line 51, at which point he 
either finally grasped the mathematical meanings of mal and .l:aC, or simply 
gave up. 

2. Lines 35-37 
The bracketed phrase is an explanation of the two Arabic words jabr and 

muqabala\ which designate the two operations defined by Diophantus in 
"Def. XI" (D.G., I, p. 14,11-20), for which no synthetic words exist in Greek. 
This explanation must have originated with an Arabic reader, and not with 
the translator: for the latter, in translating the previous Books, must un
doubtedly have used these words extensively; or, had he really wished to 
explain them in the introduction to Book IV, he would have done so at their 
first occurrence (line 9). 

3. Lines 263-264 
This addition by an Arabic reader was occasioned by a lacuna in the text. 

Observe that the whole of the second part of problem IV,13 is confused; this 
confusion may quite possibly antedate, at least in part, the translation into 
Arabic. 

4. Line 269 
Another explanation, again in the second part of IV,13, supplements the 

text which, in its present form, does not state anywhere that the smaller 
cube's side was set equal to x. 

5. Lines 292-293 
This explanation certainly goes back to a reader. He is perhaps not 

responsible for the gross error corrected in note 109 ofthe app., which could 
be the doing of a copyist. 

6. Lines 607-608 
A few words were added by an Arabic reader as a consequence of the un

clear formulation of the text (cf. p. 103, n. 49). 

[6 AI-Ijwarizml uses both senses of mal in his Algebra, an ambiguity which confused his editor; this 
led Woepcke to make a rectification in his Extrail du Fakhrl, p. 48. 
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7. Lines 1157-1158 
The ineptness of this addition makes it difficult to explain its origin; it is 

conceivable that it resulted from a copyist's (ours?) attempt to restore an 
illegible portion of the text. Cf. p. 115, n. 72. 

8. Lines 1425-1426 
The addition here, intended as a textual elucidation (see app.), was 

perhaps made by the same Arabic reader who emended, for similar reasons, 
lines 607-608 (above, no. 6). 

9. Lines 2273-2274 
The bracketed words, obviously out of place, were originally a marginal 

note. Concerning the expression used to render the power, see p.45. 

10. Lines 2391-2392 
Here, a reader corrected a confusion made in the final statement (see 

p. 63, no. 6). As in no. 2, the explanation is introduced by aCni. 

11. Lines 2670-2672 
The bracketed words in line 2672 are certainly some reader's addition; 

this same reader may also have added some other explanations seen in the 
two previous lines which, notwithstanding their being less suspicious than 
the one in line 2672, do not seem to be genuine. 

12. Line 2972 
We find here an excellent example of an Arabic interpolation: a distinc

tion is made between qUa" "side ", and jigr, "(square) root ", a distinction not 
possible in Greek since the two concepts are rendered by the same word 
(nAc:upci). That the phrase originated with a reader rather than with the 
translator is hardly questionable: the translator would simply have changed 
the previous cJilacuhu into jiqruhu, since he also uses Air as a translation of 
nAc:upa (see Arabic index). 

Observe also that differentiating between the conditions x 3 = square and 
x = square is textually, but not mathematically, relevant. 

B. Although the following passages do not seem to be as foreign to the text as 
the previous ones, they are probably interpolated. 

13. Lines 106-107(105-109) 
What is bracketed in lines 106-7 is truly superfluous, reminding us of 

no. 5, and must be a reader's addition. In fact, the entire explanation, given in 
lines 105-9, does not seem to fit in the text (unlike the passage in lines 48-51, 
for example). But it is also possible that an earlier commentator wished to 
lay stress on the division of X4 and x3 by x3 , an operation which appears in 
the Arithmetica for the first time. 

N.B. There are numerous other explanations in the first problems of Book 
IV which may have been absent in the original translation; see, e.g., lines 
80-81, 91-92, and 110-11. 
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14. Lines 171-172 
The bracketed comment looks like an addition; perhaps some reader was 

baffled by the reasoning, especially if the important lacuna of lines 166-69 
was already in his copy. 

15. Line 1701 
The three values are given abruptly, without any word linking them to the 

preceding phrase, and may thus be an addition. It is surprising, though, that 
the original text should merely refer vaguely to "before" without repeating 
the values. But, after all, there is a somewhat similar instance in line 240, and 
all of problem V,3 is expressed concisely. 

Observe that line 1702 also seems to contain an interpolation (cf. p. 128, 
n.9). 

16. Lines 2266-2267 
It would seem that a reader supplemented the text here; for the statement 

of the value, although necessary in this place, gives one the impression that 
it is a later addition. 

17. Line 2770 
The bracketed words look like a reader's addition caused by the omission 

of a word shortly before (see line 2768). 

c. Our final category lists those phrases which are possibly interpolated or 
mixed with interpolations. Because of this uncertainty, they were not 
bracketed. 

18. Lines 403-405 
The statement made in these lines is partly repetitive (cf. lines 399-400) 

and may be the result of some reader's addition or emendation. 

19. Lines 1509-1514 
The formulation of problem IV,44 as found in the manuscript (see text and 

app.) seems odd and may be a mixture of the original version and a reader's 
additions; but no part can be satisfactorily bracketed. 

20. Line 1854. 
The second half of the line (see app., note 589) may be an interpolation 

(cf. the situation in line 1918). 

21. Lines 2016-2017 
The text seems to be a mixture of the original version and some inter

polations. This is also true for other passages in which two consecutive 
wa-huwa's occur: see app. to lines 2650 and 3339, and also lines 2622-23; 
cf. note 97. 
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22. Line 3016 
Instead of having the second condition of the text "wa-yakun kull wa~id 

minha murabbacan ", one would expect to read in line 3015 "let us search for 
three square numbers". This case reminds us of no. 17. 

II. Second Group 

The readers' additions listed in this group are those which were senselessly 
incorporated into the text; they are consequently to be found in the critical 
apparatus. 

A. Misused marginal annotations (some marginal annotations were under
stood by the copyist (of our codex?) to be corrections of words which were in 
fact-we suppose-correct in his copy). 

23. Note 347 
The word al-Ulil was, probably, written in the margin to mark the position 

of the first equation as the text went on to establish the second one (see lines 
1025-26); then, the copyist mistakenly assumed al-Ulil to be a correction of 
saj'an, missing in the Mashhad manuscript's text. 

24. Note 469 
The word wa~id, missing in the text (d. note 470), was added in the margin 

by a reader, but was taken by the subsequent copyist to replace kacb kacb mal, 
missing in the Mashhad manuscript. 

25. Notes 882 and 883 
The errors in these two notes are related. The wa-arbacah of note 883, 

previously written in the margin, was supposed to be inserted where there was 
the lacuna, that is, after the first mi'ah ofline 3173.11 was, however, inserted 
after the second mi' ah of line 3173 in place of wa-ahad wa-arbacain. 1 7 

Since wa-arbacah alone is not sufficient to fill in the gap mentioned in note 
882, we must conclude either that the marginal correction was incomplete 
or that the copyist only partially reproduced it. Other instances make the 
second possibility plausible (cf. no. 27 and p. 134, n. 28). 

B. Misplaced marginal corrections. 

26. Note 134 
The text has a senseless wa'l-asya J

, while al-asya J would be perfectly in 
place just before. 

17 The use of a catchword --i.e., a word from the text repeated in the margin in order to indicate 
the intended position of an addition-is suggested by the misplacement in the manuscript of 
marginal additions when the (presumed) catchword appears twice within a single passage: in two 
cases the addition was inserted in the wrong place (see the present example and no. 27 below), and 
in two others it was inserted in both places (see note 35 (partial repetition), and note 531 and line 
1602 (catchword: saHa"J). 
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27. Notes 400-403 
The missing word (al- )amwal (note 400) was presumably written in the 

margin and said to be an addition to sabcah; but there are two sabcah's next 
to each other (lines 1209 and 1210), and amwal was put by the copyist not 
after the first, as it should have been, but after the second. Note that if the 
emendation merely meant to add (al- )amwal' it was not sufficient to correct 
the passage (cf. the omission in note 401, which is confirmed by the manu
script's reading given in note 402). 

C. Simultaneous appearance of error and emendation. 

28. Note 124 
The manuscript has consecutively two readings of the same clause. The 

first one (lines 309-310) contains a major error (note 123). The second one 
(in the app.) no longer has this error but omits two essential words. We may 
have here a trace of a collation of our manuscript's progenitor with another 
manuscript (also defective?). 

29. Note 229 
The erroneous value wa-Lumn juz) min wa/:lid follows the emendation wa

!amanain juz' an min wahid; thus, the correction was simply inserted without 
the previous version being cancelled. 

30. Note 252 
Two different versions follow one another, the first being, but for one word 

(note 251), the better one, and, presumably then, a correction of the second. 
The problem is that several words are inserted between the two versions. A 
plausible explanation is the following: the text of note 252 (with or without 
ifr) was a line in the archetype of our manuscript (see §6,l 0) and should have 
been cancelled, the emended version-i.e., the words tuCadil (line 732) ... 
murabbacuhii (line 734)-being written above. Still, the passage was deficient, 
and, in order to express the equation, the words al-mucadil ... ilia kacb kacb 
(line 734) were then appended to murabbacuhii. 

It is conceivable that the corrector made his emendation by collating his 
manuscript with another one; for a transformation of murabbac wa into 
fa-naqiil is not the sort of change which would easily have occurred to such 
readers as those who examined the ancestor(s) of our manuscript seem to have 
been (see below). 

Remark. The repetition found in note 746 may be a significant example of 
dittography (see the other examples in notes 411,515,624, 734). But it might 
also be interpreted as the juxtaposition of two versions: first an erroneous 
version (namely aCni mi) atain wa-bamsah wa-casrain juz)an min mal), and then 
a corrected version. The first version could easily be the result of a jump made 
by the copyist of the progenitor from the middle of our line 2511 to the begin
ning of line 2513, and the second could have been written in the margin by the 
scribe re-reading his text. 
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Conclusion 

In the first group (nos. 1-22), we have discussed those originally marginal 
(or supralineal) additions completing in some way the text which are re
cognizable,18 and, in the second group (nos. 23-30), we have selected those 
misused additions which present some interest for the history of the text. 
Three general remarks can be made from an over-all view of these readers' 
annotations. 

1°. The annotations were not confined to any single part of the text; rather, 
they were distributed throughout, so that the whole text of our manuscript's 
ancestor(s) must have been examined, at one time or another, by one or several 
persons. 

r Despite the fact that this examination was done with some care, so that 
the text was (or ought to have been) clarified, completed or corrected in many 
places, a great number of significant omissions and shortcomings-not to 
mention some serious mistakes considered in §10-were not removed. The 
readers were unable to grasp completely the procedures in Diophantus' 
problems, their mathematical proficiency being limited to elementary algebra. 

3°. We have explicitly attributed only some of these annotations to Arabic 
readers, although it is virtually certain that all were made subsequently to the 
translation. 19 Furthermore, at least two of them must definitely postdate the 
separation of Books IV-VII from Books I-III, since they were written by 
someone who appears to have been unfamiliar with Diophantine resolutions 
and terminology when reading the first pages of Book IV (cf. nos. 1 and 2). 
But all of them must antedate the appearance of the inept scribal errors found 
throughout the text (for some examples of these, see §§3 and 6): for, as in
completely as these Arabic readers may have corrected the text, they would 
surely not have left so many errors of this nature. 

All things considered, it seems to me to be probable that the two scribes of 
the Mashhad manuscript must be responsible for the gross misunderstandings 
of the text in general and of the marginal additions in particular; consequently, 
it must have been the immediate predecessor of the Mashhad manuscript 
which was copiously annotated in its margins. This, incidentally, could account 
for the manuscript's having been recopied; for it would seem that neither a 
deteriorated text (illegibility of the immediate predecessor of the Mashhad 
manuscript was apparently not a source for mistakes), nor any particular 
purpose of study (our copy was never studied, cf. p. 23), lead to the recopying 
of the text. 

1 B One should not forget that there must have been other ones, namely those which happened to 
be correctly inserted into the text --and are, therefore, not recognizable. 
19 Very few of them could date back to Greek times, and this in theory only (e.g., nos. 14, 17, 18, 
22). 
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§6. On the Progenitor of Our Manuscript 20 

We have seen in the preceding paragraph that a characteristic of the pro
genitor of the Mashhad manuscript (presumably its immediate predecessor) 
was the addition by readers of many marginal or supralineal annotations and 
that the misinterpretation of part of this extraneous material could account 
for some errors found in our manuscript. On the other hand, certain gross 
errors made in the course of the transcription, many of which these readers 
would surely have corrected had they seen them, are perhaps attributable to 
characteristics of the progenitor's text. 

1°. A few sizeable omissions in our manuscript, which are not, unlike most, 
explicable by homoeoteleuton, may have arisen from the skipping of a line in 
the course of the transcription (see lines 396-97, 1554-55, 1911-12, 3546-47, 
and also above, §5, no. 30).21 

2°. The script of the progenitor may have caused some of our copyists' 
misreadings, such as the readingfinal Cain instead of Cain + ha(app., notes 357, 
709,970), min for wa (note 19) or fii for min (note 788),22 nun for ra (note 
751; combined with earlier corruption?); perhaps, also, the reading final ]a 
instead of ]a + alif (thus alJ for alJan throughout the text, particularly 
towards the end, and once alJfor alJa (note 550». 

3°. (IX) It is evident that the progenitor was not systematically provided with 
diacritical points from such confusions as those made between the radicals 
sbc and tsC (~and i: note 529; 7 and 9: notes 228, 232, 303, 313, 374, 376, 662, 
735, 871, 907; 70 and 90: notes 230, 249, 305, 570). Other characteristic 
examples are found in notes 164 and 215, 208 and 433, 212, 498,521 and 522. 

N.B. There is another frequently occurring error which can only have 
originated from a copyist's misreading in Arabic times (probably our copyist), 
which is mistaking the radicals Imn and 111 for one another; thus the con
fusions between 3 and 8 (notes 619, 644), between 30 and 80 (notes 312, 317, 
388,431,480), between 33 and 88 (note 528). This error cannot, however, have 
resulted only from the absence of some diacritical points, but also from the 
shortness of the medial lam (and, in the case of 8 read as 3, from the copyist's 
not having seen (the support of) a medial ya). 

W) The progenitor must have had, on the other hand, a great many 
diacritical marks written in. For there are (despite the two scribes' very limited 
comprehension of the text) many diacritical marks in the section copied by 
the first hand and, after all, few miswritten words on the whole. Again, the 

20 We shall call "progenitor" of the Mashhad manuscript that copy which was copiously 
annotated by readers and from which, apparently, the Mashhad manuscript's copyists worked. 
21 An interval of comparable length is found between the required and the actual placement of a 
word (see app., notes 126-127); this word was perhaps written in the margin of the progenitor 
between two lines and copied by our copyist after the second one instead of after the first. 
22 Such a confusion is understandable with a writing similar to that of our manuscript's first 
hand; see the third line of the title (plate I) or lines 1, 7, and 18 of the first page (plate II). 
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presence of some vowel-signs in the first handwriting points to their presence 
in the progenitor. 2 3 

4°. Towards the end of the manuscript, the majority of the problems' 
conclusions states the results obtained without any particle of coordination to 
connect them (cf. note 703), as if in some earlier copy they had either been 
separated by red dots or put on different lines. Only in a few cases was the 
resulting lack of clarity eliminated by the interposition of words (cf. lines 
3375-77, 3467-68, 3535-36) or by the writing of supralinear wa's (notes 
827,833), some of which may reproduce (irregularly added) readers' additions 
in the immediate predecessor of the Mashhad manuscript. 

In closing, let us recall that, in all probability, the immediate predecessor of 
our manuscript did not contain Books I-III either, since the addition of some 
of the annotations is understandable only coming from readers unacquainted 
with the content of Books I-III (see §5, Conclusion). 

§7. Grammatical and Lexicological Remarks 

1. Numbers and Powers 

As is usual in Arabic algebraic treatises, numbers are expressed in words. 
It may be of interest, then, to consider the grammatical rules concerning 
numbers in a text especially rich in them. Not all irregularities or deviations 
from the classical norm may be automatically attributed to the translator, 
who was generally recognized for the quality of his Arabic (cf., e.g., Suter, 
Math. u. Astron., p. 40). 

A. INTEGERS 

a. Grammatical Peculiarities 

(a) The word a~ad in association with tens does not appear anywhere in the 
manuscript with a final alif in the indeterminate accusative24 (see, e.g., line 
296; incidentally, the first hand wrote ahadun here). This is not true for wahid, 
which is declined (in most instances), as, e.g., in lines 901, 1036, 1085 seqq., 
1266, 1445,2534,2603.25 

em The noun denoting the things numbered generally appears after the 
last numeral. There are some passages, however, in which the noun is repeated 

23 The misunderstanding of a waw of case ending could account for the incongruous presence of 
three conjunctive waw's (see notes 174, 593, 732). 
24 We have kept this particular form in the edited text. 
25 Exceptions are in all probability scribal errors, and we have corrected them (app .. notes 340, 
354,473,565, 745, 799). 
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after some or all numerals (as in lines 2781-82), a case mentioned by gram
marians (e.g., Caspari-Wright, II, p. 239). Actually, this second case is en
countered only in the later part of the manuscript where it is, nevertheless, 
exceptional and does not supersede the general usage (cf. lines 2466-67 with 
2474-75,2769-70 with 2775, 3051 with 3049). 

(y) Infrequently the cardinal number does not precede, but follows in 
apposition, the numbered objects (cf. Caspari-Wright, II, pp. 239-40). 
Examples of this may be found in lines 2672, 3021, 3112, 3545, but only twice 
with a number of more than one digit (lines 1366, 1373). 

(b) We find in the manuscript improper agreement in gender of numerals 
numbering feminine objects; see notes 535, 667, 838, 891,974. Such errors are 
common in manuscripts, and there is little doubt that the translator cannot be 
held responsible for them; the simultaneous appearance in the manuscript of 
these incorrect forms and of correct ones (e.g., lines 2169 (partly), 2918, 3423, 
3428-29) reinforces this impression. Another improper agreement is found 
in note 551. 

(£) The formulations of certain problems involve the multiplication of an 
unknown by a given multiplier, the value of which is then stated in the 
£KeEcrt~ (cf. §8,2). There, curiously, the number predicate of the word "multi
plier" (amIal, or marrat) admits of either gender. Thus the masculine form is 
used with mar rat in line 210, but the feminine (absolute) form is found in lines 
226, 254. With amIal, we find the feminine form of the number only in line 
1714; otherwise, the masculine form is used (lines 759,895, 1100-1, 1622). It 
seems odd that in this last case the understood substantive should be marrat. 

b. Determination 

Those numerals which take the object numbered in the accusative singular 
can be separated into two classes, namely (ex) the numerals from 11 to 19 and 
(m the numerals from 20 to 99. 

(ex) In classical Arabic (i.e., according to the "best grammarians"), when 
numerals from 11 to 19 are followed by the name of the object numbered, and 
the expression is determinate, the article should be prefixed to the units alone 
(see, e.g., Caspari-Wright, II, p. 245); but other combinations are found (ibid. 
and Reckendorf, A.S., pp. 212-13; Howell, A.G., I, p. 1484). 

The following usages occur in our text: 

(a) the article is prefixed to the units alone (e.g., in lines 479, 696, 806, 860, 
1242); 

(b) the article is prefixed to the units and to the tens (e.g., 656, 718, 802-3, 
1299,1312); 

(c) the article is prefixed additionally to the numbered object (e.g., 477, 629, 
685,686,835); 
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(d) finally, the article is prefixed to the units and to the numbered object 
(e.g., 695, 783, 863, 865, 866). 

({3) The other compounds of tens and units: 

(a) either have the article prefixed to both numbers, but not to the numbered 
object, as in lines 50, 150, 185-86, 404, 450 (this is the classical con
struction); 

(b) or the article is prefixed to both numbers and, in addition, to the num
bered object; see, e.g., lines 187, 188,475,649, 736. 

The same of course holds, mutatis mutandis, if only tens are represented (e.g., 
440,1475, and 321, 499-500). 

Those numerals which are construed with the genitive of the numbered 
object ought, in classical Arabic, not to have the article themselves, since they 
are in the status constructus. But this rule is not always observed (cf. Caspari
Wright, II, p. 244). 

While the "classical" case is poorly represented in our text (see lines 149, 
523,524-25; cf. note 398), the other two combinations appear frequently. The 
prefixion of the article to both the numeral and the object (e.g., lines 48,51, 
64, 77, 120) is seen more often than the prefixion of the article to the numeral 
only (e.g., 46, 297, 385, 604, 1638,2900). 

B. FRACTIONS 

a. General Fractions 

(Q() Expre.ssion 
A general fraction of some magnitude A, (mjn)A, is expressed in Arabic as 

"m parts of (min) n parts of (min) A ", and our text generally does the same. 
But it sometimes drops one portion or another of the full expression. Thus: 

1 0. The first" parts" is missing in lines 402, 2596, 2808. The fact that this 
occurs rarely suggests that it is accidental. 

2°. The second "parts" is missing in lines 1035, 1430, 1452, 1705,2024, 
2084,2153,2215,2464,2758,2804,2807,3088,3530. This is not a peculiarity of 
our text (see, e.g., al-Ijwarizml, Algebra (ed. Rosen), 83,6; 112,16; 117,15). 

3°. "of A" (when A is the unit) may be omitted (and is, more frequently in 
the beginning of the treatise than elsewhere); see lines 324, 387, 398-99, 400, 
617 passim. This is an admissible way of formulating numerical fractions (cf. 
Caspari-Wright, I, p. 264). 

4°. Equally common is the reduction of the whole expression to "m parts of 
n", as in lines 325 seqq., 401, 404-5. 

5°. The omission of the words "of n parts (of A)" poses quite another 
problem: 
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This omission can occur naturally as when a fraction which has just been 
mentioned is referred to simply by its numerator, as in lines 2605 and 2609, 
3028-29, 3321 and 3325, 3563-64. One may also give the denominator just 
once when speaking about two fractions having the same denominator (see 
lines 648-50, 1060-63; 916-17). Similar instances are seen in other treatises: 
in al-Karaji's Badic (fol.102v, in initio) and in al-Ijwarizmi's Algebra (p. 79,7-
perhaps accidentally). 

When the omission is possibly due to homoeoteleuton,26 or when the 
presence of the denominator is required by the previous computations or for 
the subsequent ones, we have filled in with the missing part (see lines 348-49, 
1053, 1440, 1444, 2568-69, 2782-83, 3255, 3289). It is true that the oldest 
extant manuscript of the Greek Arithmetica does not give the denominators 
systematically (see Tannery's remark in D.G., II, p. xliv, and, e.g., the app. 
crit. to D.G., I, pp. 90, 254, 256, 266), but, the Arabic version having gone 
through the hands of a prolix commentator completing the computations 
(see §8 seqq.), it would be surprising to find this kind of omission; and its very 
rarity speaks rather for inadvertence on the part of the copyist. 

Remarks. 10. The denominator is sometimes given, presumably for practical 
reasons, in the form of the product of the same factor, as in problems IV,12; 
37; 39; 42,b. 

20. We find a few examples of fractions in which the numerator contains a 
fraction. See lines 1453-55, 1459-60,2880-81,2882-83, and (with a variant in 
the expression) lines 1437-41, 1450-53, 1456-59. 

(f3) Determination 
Whenever a fraction is (grammatically) determined, the article is prefixed 

to the numerator only (or to part of it, according to the rules of determinations 
for integers seen above). There are, however, a few instances in which the 
denominator also takes the article: see lines 925-28, 2485, 2763-64, 2773-74, 
2910. 

b. Aliquot Fractions and Related Cases 

(ex) Expression 
The fraction lin, 3 ~ n ~ 10, is normally expressed by its proper name 

(formJucl). On some occasions, however, the general, circumlocutory way is 
used; this occurs for the following fractions in the lines indicated: 

t: 2326 

t: 360 

i: 2185-86,2850 

26 Supposing the absence of" of A " in the original expression (cf. 3°). 
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k: 256,331-32,2329-30, 2421 

~: 2860 

lo: 345-46, 347-48, 2249, 2402.27 

In the underlined references, the short form is also found, either following the 
circumlocution (2249, 2326), or preceding it (2421). 

([3) Decomposition of Some Fractions 
Grammarians point out two sorts of formulations sometimes used for 

expressing fractions, one as a product and the other as a sum (cf. Caspari
Wright, I, p. 264; Fleischer, Kl. Schr., I, p. 340).28 

In our text, only two fractions are expressed as such products. 29 The 
fraction l6 is represented as t· k in many problems (e.g., those in the middle of 
Book VI), though not systematically (see lines 2698, 2728-29, 2801-4, 
3088-89 (cf. 3089, end»; the same representation is used in other mathe
matical works (cf., e.g., al-KarajI's Bad!" fo1. 107r ). The other fraction ex
pressed likewise is i .~, of which there are only a few occurrences (see below). 

Examples of the representations of nonaliquot fractions as sums of frac
tions are more numerous: i = t + t is common (e.g., in IV,22 and IV,43; 
mentioned by Caspari-Wright, loco cit.); 196 = t + t· k also occurs (in IV,22, 
in the middle of Book VI, and in VII,6); i ~ = t + k is used only incidentally 
(line 402; cf. 2701). Finally, some fractions are decomposed into a sum of 
fractions having powers of the same number in the denominator: ~~ = % + 
%. t(lines 1318-19), g = % + t· t(lines 1042-43), and the several examples of 
problem IV,40: ~f = ~ + ~.~, i~ = ~ + i'~ (=~ + ~.~), ~f = ~ + ~.~, n = ~ + ~·l All this is seen in other treatises (e.g., the Badf', cf. fo1. 118v, 124\ 
125", 128V), in some of which it is even quite frequent (as in the Algebra of 
Abu Kami1). 

These decompositions can therefore be considered neither as a peculiarity 
of our treatise nor, far less, as remnants of the original Greek text even though 
similar forms are seen in Greek works, most commonly in those of Heron. 30 

(y) Grammatical Peculiarities Connected with Aliquot Fractions 
1°. Concerning the expression of (mln)A as (lip + llq)A. 
The representation of some fraction (mln)A as (lIp + llq)A occasionally 

leads to the case mentioned by Nallino (Opus, II, p. 320) of a determining noun 

27 See also the multiples in lines 3498 (i), 3293 (!), 2187 (i-), 3258 (t), 2361 and 2852 (!), 2250 and 

3523 seqq. (fo). 
28 What we call "product", for the sake of simplicity, is actually a subdivision, and we shall 
represent as!· k what is in the text expressed as "one half of one eight". 

29 Apart from the fractions having their denominators represented as a product of equal factors 
(see above). 
30 In fact, such occurrences in the Greek Arithmetica are rare: D.G., I, pp. 164,9 and 328,13. 
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(A in the genitive) depending upon two status constructi (l/p and l/q, 
1 ~ p,q ~ 10). This is what we see in lines 1469-70 and 1472 (l = t + t); 
1470 (i = 1 + t); 1504 (~ = 1 + t). 

2°. Concerning the expression of (m + l/p)A. 
Theexpressionof(m + l/p)A (m,pnatural,2 ~p ~ 10) can be misleading 

when, for A I- 1, the text drops the multiplicand in the second term; thus, 
instead of, say, ai-saC waCl)-rub' sai'in, we may find al-sai' waCl)-rub" i.e., 
mA + lip. For the sake of clarity, we have emended all these passages (see 
notes 108, 125,272,274,406,407,616,778,785,963). But there is no doubt that 
this omission is not (always) a scribal error; nor does it result from some 
misreading of the Greek text, for it occurs more or less frequently in other 
Arabic mathematical works (see, e.g., al-Karaji's Badi" fol. 124" in fine; al
I)warizmi's Algebra (Rosen), pp. 32,16-18; 33,3 (cf. 33,1); 36,1; 41,8; Abu 
Kamil's Algebra, fol. 84\11 and 17). 

3°. Concerning the aggregated form of (llp)A. 
Nallino has pointed out the possibility of the article being prefixed to the 

unit fraction lip (p nat., 2 ~ p ~ 10), and not to A, when the aggregate (llp)A 
is determinate (Opus, II, p. 320). Occurrences of this phenomenon are seen in 
lines 288, 290, 294, 548-49 (cf. 547), 794,1929,2160,2449,3093; 2449 (product 
of two aliquot fractions); 785, 1668 (duals, i.e., fractions (2Ip)A). 

C. GRAMMATICAL NUMBER OF A MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION 

Generally, the pronoun referring to a mathematical expression can occur 
either in the singular or in the plural, depending on whether the expression is 
considered as a whole or as made up of parts. The same holds for verbal agree
ment. 31 

a. Units 

Both singular and plural are found. See, e.g., lines 56, 70, 218, 261, 300, 301, 
316, and 82,97,112,133,217,246,247, respectively; compare also lines 671 
and 672. 

b. Multiple of a Power 

The plural is usual (cf. lines 48-50,51 (interp.), 62, 103, 106, 108 passim); 
but the singular is also found (see lines 425,695, 1238,2082 (cf. 2081), 2845, 
2941,3514).32 

31 On verbal agreement with a mathematical expression, see also below, p. 47. 
32 In all these latter examples, the numbered object is in the accusative singular (but the verb is 
not necessarily in the singular when the numbered object is: cf. lines \85-86). 
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c. Algebraic Polynomial Expression 

For more than one term the plural is commonly used (see, e.g., lines 241, 
1298, 1944, 1994,2015,2056,2070,2111,2211,3234). The singular, however, 
occurs in many passages (see lines 865-66, 1472,2301 (dualistic), 2556, 2654, 
2675,2698,2762,2794,2886,3193,3272,3486,3521). 

D. POWERS 

a. The Greek Power-system 

It is an established fact today that Diophantus did not invent the words used 
in Greek times to designate the different powers of the unknown up to the 
sixth. First, the word 8\)vcq.lOOUVIlf.,UC; appears in Heron's M etrica, a work 
anterior to the Arithmetica.33 Further, according to a text of St. Hippolytus 
(ca. 150), the words 8uVIlI.ltC;, KU~OC;, 8\)VIlI.108uVIlI.ltC;, 8\)VIl1l6K\)~0C;, and 
K\)~OK\)~OC; go back to "Pythagoras ", that is to say (taking the usual personal
ization into account), to the Pythagoreans.34 

Geometrically, a number x (a.pt911oC;) is represented as a segment of a 
straight line. A geometrical representation is also possible then for the next 
two powers, the square x . x-let us designate it by the symbol Q-, a special 
case of plane number, and the cube C == Q . x, a special case of solid number 
(cf. Euclid, Elem., VII, deff. 16-19). Since any positive integer N ~ 2 is repre
sentable as 2· k + 3 . I (k, I not negative integers), the two fundamental 
symbols Q and C are sufficient to describe any power xN, then named by using 
the appropriate repetition of the words 8uVlllltC; and KU~0C;.35 Thus, X4 is QQ 
(8\)Vllll081)vlllltC;), x5 QC (8\)VIl1l6K\)~0C;), x6 CC (K\)~OK\)~OC;). We do not 
know with certainty how the higher powers x8 , x9 were expressed in Greek 
(since they occur only in the Arabic version); one would expect them to be 
8\)VllllOK\)~6K\)~0C; and K\)~OK\)~6K\)~0C;. 

The denominations reported by St. Hippolytus and adopted by Dio
phantus were not the only ones in use. The Byzantine Psellus mentions two 
other systems (see D.G., II, pp. 37-38). The first, used by the "Egyptians" (i.e., 
the Greeks of Egypt), employed the same words for the first four and the sixth 
powers as Diophantus, but differed in labelling the fifth 1tpWWC; &AOYOC;; it 
called the seventh 8EU'tEPOC; :tAOYOC;, the eighth n;'tpll1tATt 8uVlllltC;, and the 
ninth KU~OC; E~EAtK't6C;. The outstanding role played by the squares and the 

33 Heron, however, does not usc 1iuV(J(I.I01iuV(J(IlI~ in the proper sense of X4, but in its original 
signification, "fourth power", ~ ano Bf 1iuv(J(1l01iUV(J(IlI~ meaning Bf4 (cf. Heronis opera, III, 
p. 48). This is the meaning found in the beginning of the introduction to Book I of the Arithmetica 
(D.G., I, pp. 2,14-4,7) and in St. Hippolytus' text (see below). Diophantus may have been the 
first to have used these words absolutely, i.e., as designations of the powers of the unknown~ 
whence his subsequent definitions (D. G., I, pp. 4,12-6,8). 
34 The relevant passage of St. Hippolytus is alluded to by Tannery in his Perte de sept livres, 
p.206 = Mem. sc., II, p. 90, and printed in Diels' Doxographi graeci, pp. 556-57. 
35 In this system the values of k are generally limited to 0,1,2 only: see below, (h). 
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cubes among the powers is the origin of the designations of the fifth and the 
seventh powers: &AOYO~ is any power which does not belong to a Q-class {x2n} 

or to a C-class {x 3n } (in other words any x N with N not divisible by 2 or 3), 
and of those x5 is the first and x 7 the second (Xll being the third and so on). 
Psellus' text indeed states why x 5 is called &AOYO~ (1tpo)'to~): oun: ycXp 
'tE'tpciycov6~ EO''ttV OU'tE KU~O~. 

The other non-Diophantine system consisted simply in naming the powers 
according to their succession, x being 1tpo)'to~ &pleJ.l6~, x 2 ()E{)'tEPO~ &pleJ.l6~ 
etc. (cf. D.G., II, p. 38,3-12). Had Diophantus employed this system, his usage 
of abbreviations would certainly have led him to adopt some kind of ex
ponential notation in the manner used in late mediaeval and Renaissance 
times in Europe (e.g., by N. Chuquet and R. Bombelli). 

b. The Arabic Power-system 

The power-system commonly used in Islamic countries is obviously taken 
from the first Greek one, that used by Diophantus, the words mal and ka'b 
rendering ()UVCXJ.ll~ and KU~O~, respectively. Thus, the combination ()OVCXJ.lO
KO~O~, for instance, becomes mal ka'b. 36 The denomination of powers was 
carried on in the Diophantine way for higher powers, the rules being (in our 
symbolism) that x 3n is represented by n C's, x 3n 1 (= X 3(n -1) + 2) by one Q 
followed by n - 1 C's, and x3n 2 (=x 3(n-2)+4) by two Q's followed by n - 2 
C's. Thus,forinstance,x8 is expressed asmal ka'b ka'b andx9 aska'b ka'bka'b. 37 

N.B. Certain Islamic mathematicians use some different denominations 
(see below). But quite a different system is that described by Luca Pacioli 
(Summa, fo1. 67V), according to whom the power-names he gives "sonno 
denominationi de la pratica de algebra secondo Ii arabi". This system is based 
on the multiplication of the exponents, so that Pacioli's censo di cubo is x 6 

(whereas mal" kaWn is X 5).38 Since the basic terms used are censo and cubo, a 
special name must be introduced for the powers x N with N not divisible by 2 or 
3: they are the various relati, which are numbered in succession as are the 
tXAOYOl of the" Egyptians". 

c. The Power-system in Our Text 

Basically, our Arabic translation employs the usual, Diophantine
Arabic, system; there are, however, some singular usages in the denominations 

36 Luckey remarked (Rechenkunst bei al-KaSE, p. 55, n. 82) that from the grammatical point of 
view mal" ka'bi., used for x 2 • x3 = x5 , ought to mean (x 3? = x6 • This is not absolutely correct: 
neither mal nor ka'b is used in this case as an operator: the words murabba' and muka"ab play 
this role. It is nevertheless true that the grammatical structure of the denominations of com
pound powers is odd and suggests foreign origin. 
37 Examples of higher powers are found in the Badi' of al-Karaji (x lO , XII, x 12, X14, X l6 on fol. 
78',81'); further examples occur in Samaw'al's Bahir (ed., p. 56). 
38 Piero della Francesca, in his Trallato d'abaco, adopts a mixed system: see fol. 29v-30' and 33v . 
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of the two powers normally made up of a combination of both Q's and C's, 
namely x5 and X 8•39 

(C() x5 

x5 is used only in Books IV and VI. In Book IV, it is called either mal 
kacb-in accordance with the usual Arabic usage-or kacb mal (cf. below, (fJ». 40 

In Book VI (problems 4-7), x5 is rendered by the circumlocution "x3 

multiplied by x 2 " (kaCb ma4rub fi mal) and, when its coefficient is not one, but, 
say, m, it is rendered by the expression" mx3 multiplied by x2 ".41 I have seen 
this decomposition elsewhere only once, in a passage of Abu Kamil's Algebra 
(fo1. 51',18); the passage is, however, uncertain, since, first, x 5 is designated 
immediately afterwards by mal mal maqrub fi sai) (which is Abu Kamil's 
usual circumlocution; see, e.g., fo1. 51'~V), and, second, the Hebrew version 
does not have the said form.42 But, whether a reader's addition or not, the 
denomination did exist-perhaps originally to avoid a misunderstanding of 
mal kacb as (x 3? 
, 

(fJ) x8 

In Books IV and V, x8 is expressed as kacb kacb mal.43 It is worth observing 
that this placement of the mal after the kacb's, also employed for x\ curiously 
departs from the usage of practically all known Arabic mathematical texts.44 

In Books VI and VII, x8 is designated as QQQQ (mal mal mal mal). The 
usage of this denomination in Arabic times is confirmed by its repeated 
appearance in Abu Kamil's Algebra (fol. 57" 76r, 77r_78v).45 What the Greek 
Arithmetica had in these places we do not know; but one should keep in mind 
that an expression of x8 by means of Q only is known to have existed in Greek 
times (the 'tE'tP(X1tA:ii ()UV(Xlll~ mentioned above). See also p. 67, N.B. 

Remark. Powers in the denominator occur in our text in problem VI,23 only. 
There, the termm/xn (with n = 1,2) is expressed as "m parts ofxn ", which is an 
attested Arabic denomination (see Luckey, Rechenkunst bei al-Kasi, p. 54 
seqq.). Hence, there are no words corresponding to the Greek liP181l00"'tov 

and ()UV(XIlOO"'tOV. 

39 Neither x 7 nor powers higher than x 9 occur in the text. 
40 See the index for the occurrences of the various forms. 
41 The" x 2 multiplied by 125x3 " in lines 2273~ 74 has been noted as a reader's interpolation (cf. 
§5, no. 9). 
42 Cf. Levey's edition, p. 173,12. The Latin version, in ms. B.N.lat. 7377 A, has a sizeable gap here. 
43 Note the following incidental occurrences: one" x 6 by x2 " (line 901) and three" X4 by x4 " (in 
problem IV,42, after the redefinition of the name kab kab mal in lines 1339-40). 
44 Some of the copies of the Fabri have the form ka b ka'b mal; the placement of miil, however, 
varies even within the same manuscript. 
45 Indirectly by Abcnbeder (= Ibn Badr, Suter no. 493): he does not use x8 , but expresses x 10 

by five mal's, and he gi yes for a power x6n the denominations 2n ka'b's and 3n mal's as equivalent 
(Compendia, pp. 1516 of the Arabic text). 
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d. Grammatical Determination of the Powers 

We have seen that the powers xn (n ~ 4) are generally expressed in Arabic 
by a sequence of the form PIP z P 3 ... , the P;'s being either mal or kacb. Thus 
arises the question of the position of the article when such expressions are 
determined.46 

In classical Arabic, the article can be prefixed to the first element instead of 
the last, since the chain of genitives may be considered as. a single word (cf. 
Brockelmann, Grundri,fi, I, p. 475). This (alternative) possibility is found 
among the combinations used in our text, which follow (Pi underlined in
dicates prefixion of the article). 

(IX) Two Elements 
P1PZ : (lines) 629, 685, 734, 804, 869,1626 passim. 
P1PZ : 23,25, 31, 123, 128, 149, 187,453,685,686, 735 passim. 
PIP z : 452, 455, 694, 695, 739, 760, 761, 783, 1248 passim. 

(fJ) Three Elements 
P1PZP3 : 863, 865, 866, 868, 870, 871, 1373, 1379, 1380, 1381, 1483. 
P1PZ P3 : 811, 835,1370,1395, (1396),1481,1490. 
P1PZ P3 : 863-64. 
Pl~: 1483.47 

N.B. In three passages, the article is prefixed to the numerical coefficient of 
the power only; see lines 687, 875, 1366 (cf. 1373). 

2. Some Grammatical Remarks on Verbs 

a. Verbal Persons Used 

Except in the introduction to Book IV (where the teacher is addressing the 
student in the first person singular), the first person plural is employed through
out the text in giving instructions, i.e., when personal style is used. Departures 
from this usage are rare: once the first person singular is used in a problem 
(line 123; probably a commentator's addition, cf. p. 179), and the imperative is 
employed seven times (lines 2280, 2515, 2557-60, 2886).48 

b. Jussives of Weak Verbs 

As is often the case in manuscripts, the jussive forms of defective and hollow 
verbs may be incorrect. The renown of Qust~i's Arabic (cf. p. 37) and the 

46 The question of the formation of the plural need not be touched on here since the various forms 
are given in the Arabic index under the corresponding word. 
47 The form P1P2 P3 P4 (x 8 ) does not occur with an article in our text. 
48 Note an abrupt use of the imperative in the Greek text also, p. 340,17 seqq. in Tannery's 
edition. 
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occurrence of correct forms as well as incorrect ones suggest that such mis
takes originated with copyists. 

These errors are much more common with defective verbs than with 
hollow ones. Errors occur with alqa (notes 74, 282, 583, 594, 598, 615, 652, 661, 
665,729) and with ganiya (note 935); the correct form appears once, with alqa 
(line 875). On the other hand, with the hollow verbs, an incorrect form 
appears only once, with zada (note 650), all the other instances being correct: 
lines 835, 2323, 2469, 3562 (zada); 1414 (qala); 2418 (ista~ala); and kana 
throughout. 

Remark. The few imperatives of weak verbs are correct; see lines 2559, 2886 
(alqa); 2558 (zada). 

c. The Verb adala 

The statement of an equality between two expressions requires, for the sake 
of clarity, the interposition of a word indicating this equality. If, rather than an 
adjective like musawin, one uses the verb cadala (in its first or third form), as 
our text does consistently, the verb should be preceded by some auxiliary verb 
at the beginning of the sentence.49 The auxiliaries used in our text are kana 
(most frequently), baqiya, and (to a lesser extent) baraja, ijtama'a, $ara (see 
Arabic index). 

(0:) Agreement of ad ala 
In some Arabic texts, the expression in the" left" side of an equation is 

considered as a whole, and the verb is thus in the singular (see Luckey, 
Richtigkeitsnachweis, p. 98). We chose in our edition to put the (almost always) 
unpunctuated verbal form in agreement with the subject not taken as a whole, 
for it would seem that the original text did this (at least sometimes), as is 
suggested by those two relevant instances in the manuscript where 'adala is 
provided with diacritical points (corresponding to our lines 104,2285°) and 
by the use of dual forms (364, 1033, 1948, 1950, 1975-76,2325,2888,3236). 

([3) Agreement of the Auxiliary of 'adala 
Agreement between 'adala's auxiliary and the following subject taken as a 

plurality is found, e.g., in lines 480,1042 (kana); 686,1253 (baqiya); 735,1022 
($ara); 1374 (ijtama'a). We see the singular, though, in, e.g., lines 661,1244 (cf. 
1253), 1294, and in those places of the manuscript where the imperfect of the 
auxiliary is provided with diacritical points (corresponding to our lines 91,93, 
151,184,213,244). Thus, no specific rule seems to have been followed in the 
manuscript, and, for the edited text, we have chosen to put the originally un
punctuated forms of the imperfect in the singular. 

49 The auxiliary is sometimes omitted; see the first problems of Book IV. 
50 This latter agreement is disputable. 



Chapter III 

Tentative Reconstruction of the History of the 
Arithmetica 

§8. Formal Subdivisions of a Problem 

1. Analysis and Synthesis 

In the beginning of the seventh Book of his Collection, Pappus mentions 
two types of analyses and syntheses distinguished by the Greeks. 1 The first, 
1tOPIO''tlKOV, type is commonly used by geometers in connection with the 
demonstration of a proposition, or of an (already known) solution. In the 
corresponding analysis, what is to be proved is supposed to be true (or known), 
and must be reduced by passing through its successive consequences, either 
to an identity or to a known proposition. The synthesis then reverses the 
process. The second kind of analysis, of the srrrrrnKov type, is used in the 
finding of a solution to a problem. Supposing the problem solved, the mathe
matician establishes between the known and the unknown magnitudes some 
relation, which is then reduced, by elimination, to a final relation containing 
the smallest number of unknowns possible (one for a determinate problem). 
This is the analysis. The synthesis simply verifies the exactness of the solution 
found. 

The latter type is used constantly in Diophantus' problems. But, whereas 
the Greek Diophantus goes through the analysis and drops the synthesis,2 
Diophantus contenting himself with some phrase like "Kcxl ~ &1t68El~1~ 
<PWEPcX", or "(the found numbers) 1tOlOUO'l ta tii~ 1tPOtcXO'Ero~", the Arabic 
text contains, with few exceptions, all the computations pertaining to the syn
thesis. This is the most striking difference in form between the Greek and the 
Arabic texts. 

1 Collectio, ed. Hultsch, pp. 634-36. The following is a summary of Tannery's account in his 
Notions historiques, pp. 328-31 = Mem. sc., III, pp. 163-66. 
2 Or, more precisely, the proof(ci1t60El~l~), since the synthesis includes the computation of the 
required magnitudes from the value of the chosen unknown (as appears also from our text; see 
lines 1360-62, 1389-90, 1408-9, 1493 seqq.). 
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2. Subdivisions of a Problem 

In the full treatment of a geometrical problem there are six constituent 
parts: 1tp6'tex(Jt~, EKeE(Jt~, btoPt(J1l6~, Kex'tex(JKW~, &1t6bEt~t~, (JUIl1tEPex(Jllex. 3 

For a Diophantine, algebraical, problem, the corresponding subdivision into 
steps is the following: 

1 0. np6'tex(Jt~. Statement of the problem, in terms of required magnitudes 
and" given" ones (if any). 

2°. ~toPt(J1l6~. Since the solution must be positive and rational, it some
times happens that one cannot attribute arbitrary values to the given magni
tude(s); the diorism then states the limiting condition that it (they) must 
fulfil. For a condition of positivity, the diorism will ultimately result in some 
restriction in the form of a numerical limit (an inferior and/or a superior 
one) for one of the numbers; thus, any rational value within the continuum 
defined by the found limits will be suitable for this number. If, however, the 
given numbers are subject to a condition of rationality for the unknown, the 
set of admissible values for the given numbers, or at least for one of them, 
will be discrete, and the problem of finding appropriate values will arise. 
In some cases, this problem is trivial, either because the diorism defines the 
only given number (problems IV,18; VII,6; "V",9 and 11) or because 
suitable numbers can be immediately found (" IV", 34-35). The other cases 
found in the extant Arithmetica are simple to solve, since they lead to so
called "constructible problems" (cf. p. 192).4 

3°. "EKeE(Jt~. Numerical setting of the given magnitudes. 
4°. 'AVtXAU(Jt~} 
50 ~' e see above. 

. '" UV E(Jt~ 

6°. LUIl1t£pct(Jllex. Final statement, generally recapitulating in abbreviated 
form what was sought and the found values of the unknowns (appears in the 
Arabic Books only). 

It is of course nothing but a formal requirement for an algebraical problem 
to include proof and final statement, i.e., the parts absent in the Greek text. 
But (though hardly the goal of the commentator(s) who added them), their 
presence has a long-term advantage: by repeating the values and performing 
in detail the computations, one avoids, to a certain degree, the (progressive) 
corruption of the numerical results, of which there are numerous examples in 
the Greek Diophantus-no doubt of quite early origin. An illustration of this 
may be found in the Arabic Books. There are two problems in which the 
verification has not been carried out (presumably) because of the size of the 

3 See Heron, Opera, IV (=Definitiones), p. 120,21 seqq., from which Proclus, In Euel., p. 203,1 
seqq. ( = Heath, Euclid, I, pp. 129-31). 
4 Propositions in the Arithmetica involving a diorism are marked off by a D (by a DP if the result
ing problem is constructible) in the conspectus of the propositions. pp. 461-483. 
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resulting numbers;5 and thus, the second problem has preserved a mis
reading of a number which must have originated in early Greek times (see 
p.246).6 

The greater prolixity of the Arabic text, the addition of verifications and 
final statements, and the expression of all numbers and symbols of Dio
phantus in full words (as is usual in Arabic algebraical treatises) makes an 
Arabic problem considerably longer than its Diophantine progenitor would, 
presumably, have been. In the vast majority of the problems, the predominant 
part of the true increments is formed by the two added steps, i.e., the verifica
tion of the solution and the final statement. As to the other additions, their 
extent depends on the individual problems, and the analysis, which is doubt
less diluted and expanded in most problems, may well have been untouched 
in certain others.7 We shall come back to this question of the additions later 
on (§12,2,a). 

§9. Major, Unsystematic Supplements in the Arithmetica 

We have seen that two sorts of additions were made to the Diophantine 
text of Books IV-VII, each altering it in quite a different way. The first kind 
consists of the minor and incidental additions made by readers, the more 
noticeable of which emended or corrected the Arabic text in points of detail 
(see §5). The second kind consists of those major and systematically made 
additions which rendered the Diophantine text more prolix and which 
enlarged it by the appending of verifications and final statements (see §8). 
These two kinds of additions were both made long after the composition of 

5 Problems IV,44,c and VI,4; the "tolerance of admission" seems to be thirteen digits (in problem 
IV,42,b). 
6 We deduce from this that the author ofthe verifications must have had to recalculate some results 
which, in the course of the verification, he discovered to have been transmitted in an incorrect 
form. 
7 This is the case, for example, for IV,23. If we leave aside the verification and final statement and 
rewrite the problem in the concise style of the Greek Diophantus, we obtain a version which 
corresponds almost literally to the Arabic one (on the Arabic rendering ofEupEiv: see index, under 
arada). 

EUPEiv bUO dptS!lou~ 'tE'tPIlYrovoU~ 61t0l~ oi d1t'w'J'trov 'tE'tPcXYOlVOt crUV'tESEV'tE~ 1totOOcrt 
KU~OV. 

THcXX SOl <> !lEV IlO, tl Y~, <> bE ~o, d1to s OlV OcrOlV b~1tO'tE. EO"tOl b~ SP. IlIJ'to~ iXPIl Ecr'tllt <> ~o, tl Y8. 
EcrOV'tllt iXPIl oi om, o~ !lEV tl Y tl~, o~ bE tl Y tlu:, <> bE cruVIl!l<l>6'tEPO~ tl Y tl~. tl Y tl iXPIl ~ tcrllt 
Eicri KU~rp. 

nAcXcrcrOl 'tOY KU~OV :I1tO SY Kill yiVE'tllt IlIJ'tO~ 0 KU~O~ K Y~. L1 Y L1 expa ~ lcrat cicrl KY~ 

(Kill 1tcXV'til1tIlP~ KY). S exPIl ~ tcrm M~. Kal yiVEtctt 0 S ~~. 
, " ., cr1tS., cr1tS , _ ,_ , 

(Kilt Ecr'tllt 0 !lEV Ilo, -,0 bE W' --, Kilt 1tOtoUcrt 'til 'tT]~ 1tpO'tllcrEOl~). 
o/!lS ,~~tC 
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the text by Diophantus; neither sort added anything important or original 
to the mathematical content of the problems. 

We shall now turn our attention to a type of supplement, found 
occasionally, which, in contrast with the above-mentioned additions, dis
plays great age and, to a varying extent, originality. Some of these supple
ments are in fact desirable or necessary additions made no doubt by Dio
phantus himself, whilst the others originated with (early) Greek scholiasts, 
as is suggested by the presence of similar interpolations in the extant Greek 
text. 

These supplements may be divided into three categories: 

(1) Interpolated problems. 
(2) Alternative resolutions. 
(3) Other supplements.8 

The purpose of this paragraph is to provide a general survey of these supple
ments, of those found in the Arabic as well as in the Greek Books of the 
Arithmetica. 

1. Interpolated Problems in the Arithmetica 

We shall briefly indicate here which problems of the Arithmetica seem to be 
interpolated. With respect to the Greek Books, we shall recall Tannery's 
results, occasionally appending some remarks of our own. A complete dis
cussion of the interpolated problems of the Arabic Books will be found in the 
mathematical commentary. 

Book I 
None of the problems in this Book was considered by Tannery to have 

been interpolated. This is to be expected since interpolated problems origin
ating from one Book are found, as the examples in the Greek and Arabic 
Books show, in some subsequent Book. 

I shall add only that the genuineness-or, perhaps, the present placement
ofI,26 seems open to some suspicion (see infra, pp. 195-196). 

Book II 
Tannery considered two groups of problems in Book II to have been 

interpolated. 

10. He attributed 11,1-7 to an older commentator, 11,1-5 being "des 
n::petitions absolument inuti1es" of problems 1,31-34, and 11,6-7 being 
"des variantes sans interet d'une question que Diophante avait probable
ment traitee entre les problemes 1,33 (1,30 in Tannery's own (later) edition) et 
1,34 (1,31), a savoir: Trouver deux nombres, connaissant leur difference et la 

8 The question of the (Diophantine) genuineness concerns of course only the last two categories. 
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difference de leurs carres, mais qui manque aujourd'hui" (Perte de sept livres, 
p. 198 = Mem. sc., II, p. 81). 

Indeed, comparison of the formulations found in 11,1-5 with those of their 
progenitors shows that these interpolated problems simply drop the given 
condition of proportionality between the two required magnitudes. Thus 11,1 
corresponds to 1,31, 11,2 to 1,34, 11,4 to 1,32 and 11,5 to 1,33; parts (a) and (b) 
of 11,3 treat, once again dropping the condition of proportionality,9 the two 
corollaries attached to 1,34. Observe that the proportionality between the 
two required magnitudes, no longer imposed in the formulation, is, in all 
these problems, chosen to be 2: 1. 

The origin of 11,6-7, or, rather, of 11,6 (since 11,7 may simply stem from it) 
is less evident. One may suppose, as Tannery did, that it was a (now lost) 
problem of Book I. One may also consider 11,6 as being a variation on one of 
the previous types (changing the given multipliers in 1,34 to given additive 
constants), or even as some independent contribution of the scholiast: 
the Arabic Books offer some examples of interpolated problems without 
recognizable origin. 

2°. Further, Tannery considered 11,17-18 as either interpolated (in his 
edition of Diophantus: I, p. 109, note) or misplaced (Perte de sept livres, 
p. 198 = Mem. sc., II, pp. 80-81). It seems more plausible that they were 
interpolated, although the idea of there having been some disorder in an 
earlier Greek manuscript, resulting in a misplacement of problems originally 
within the group 1,21-25 or following 1,25, is appealing.lO 

Book III 
Tannery regards two groups of problems, one at the beginning of the Book 

and the other at the end, as being later additions. 

1°. The first group in question is III, 1-4. In his edition of Diophantus, 
Tannery considered it to be interpolated (cf. D.G., I, p. 139, n. 1). But he had 
earlier expressed a different opinion, declaring that" les premiers problemes 
du Livre III ne sont nullement suspects comme les premiers du Livre II; 
quoique faciles au fond, ils sont reellement dignes de Diophante, et s'ils ne 
sont pas de lui, ils appartiennent a un imitateur qui s'etait parfaitement 
rendu maitre des pro cedes du maitre. On peut signaler quelques differences 
de redaction avec les problemes analogues du Livre II, mais ces differences 
sont plutOt en faveur de ceux du Livre III, si I'on considere la concision de 
I'exposition et I'assurance de la methode" (Perte, p. 199 = Mem. sc., II, p. 82). 
We are inclined rather to accept Tannery's earlier, more cautious, opinion. 
See also p. 222. 

N.B. There is an allusion in problem VII,7 to the "sixth problem of the 
third Book", and this reference does in fact apply to Tannery's sixth problem. 
But we may not take this as a proof of the genuineness of the preceding five 

9 See, however, D.G., I, p. 84,16-17. 
10 We have already mentioned that 1,26 itself could be out of place. 
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problems. For, as we shall see (§12), the explicit references to earlier problems 
seem to date back to the prolix commentary, which was written after the 
interpolations had been incorporated into (and identified with) the original 
text. 

2°. The case of III,20-21 is clearer: in Tannery's words, these problems 
represent" des variantes sans interet" of 11,15-14 (ibid.). This opinion is only 
moderated in the edition, where he says that "elegantius hie tractata ambo 
fuisse primo obtutu videntur" (D.G., I, p. 187). 

Book IV 
Book IV contains no interpolated problems, merely extensions and 

alternative resolutions. 

Book V 
Nor does Book V contain any interpolated problems. It begins with six 

problems which resemble the ones at the end of Book IV, but there can 
hardly be any doubt about their genuineness (see pp. 221-222). 

Book VI 
Interpolated problems in our Arabic text begin with Book VI. There are 

eleven additional problems which can be divided into four groups. VI,1-3 
stem from IV,25 and IV,26,a and b, the changes being quite similar to those 
made for the interpolations at the beginning of Book II: a condition of 
proportionality is added this time, imposing a = m' . b (instead of leaving the 
choice of m in b = m . a arbitrary) and with the simplest value m' = 2. 
Further, VI,4-7 originate from the corollaries appended to IV,33, just as 
1I,3,a and b arose from the corollaries following 1,34. Finally, the group 
VI,8-10 and the independent problem VI,11 cannot be traced back to any 
problem of the earlier Books; they seem to be variations on the previous, 
interpolated propositions. The similarity in the derivation of all these inter
polations and those at the beginning of Book II makes it seem possible that 
both sets were added by the same early commentator. 

Book VII 
The first six problems of Book VII are certainly interpolated. But, among 

them, only one problem, VII,6, has a traceable origin, namely the last propo
sition of the previous Book. 

Book" IV" 
The Greek Book "IV" begins with two problems which are simply 

repetitions (with different values of the given numbers and no diorism) of 
V,7-8, and are thus interpolated. I have tentatively suggested that" IV",3 
might also be an interpolation (see p. 198). 

Books "V" and "VI" contain no recognizably interpolated problems. 

Remark. The greatest distances separating any interpolated problems from 
their progenitors are those between 111,20-21 and their source (11,15-14) 
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and between VI,1-3 and their source (IV,2S-26); in both cases, this distance 
amounts to a separation of about thirty-five problems. Now, counting 
thirty-five (genuine) propositions from problems V,7-8 on, we come close to 
the beginning of the Book following Book VII. Since the addition of 
"IV",1-2 was probably contemporary with the other interpolations and 
made at a time when the Arithmetica was still complete, it may be asked 
whether the Greek Book "IV" might not be the original Book VIII. This 
is of course directly connected with the conjectures about the content of 
the missing Books (see §13). 

2. Alternative Resolutions (a.M(j)~) 

a. In the Greek Books 

Book I 
Problems 1,18; 1,19 and 1,21 have two resolutions; Tannery attributes the 

second one in all three cases to an older scholiast. 

Book II 
Besides the two methods of 11,11 (and 11,13), both of which probably go 

back to Diophantus himself, we find a second resolution (virtually identical 
to the first one) for 11,8, and still another for the interpolated (or misplaced) 
problem 11,17. 

Book III 
Of three second resolutions, two (in III,5 and in III,15) are supposed by 

Tannery to be genuine while one (in 111,6) is considered to have been the 
work of an older scholiast. This last resolution is especially weak, as it merely 
changes the numerical value of an optional quantity at the very end; it is 
unquestionably not genuine. 

Book" IV" 
Three problems have two resolutions: "IV",7;" IV",28; "IV",31. All three 

alternative resolutions look genuine, although Tannery positively asserts this 
only for the one found in "IV",28. 

Books" V" and" VI" do not contain any alternative resolutions. 

b. In the Arabic Books 

Book IV 
Problems IV,13; IV,14; IV,15 contain alternative resolutions which are 

surely later additions. On the other hand, the second resolution found in 
IV,34 looks genuine, and corresponds to that of the related problem 11,11. 
Finally, IV,42,a outlines three ways of dealing with the problem. Whether 
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Diophantus himself gave all three or not cannot be ascertained; but if he 
did so, it was surely in a more concise form. 

Book V 
No alternative resolutions. 

Book VI 
VI,22 is the only problem which truly gives two resolutions. In VI,13, the 

second part employs another method of resolution; but, since the first 
treatment did not yield a result fulfilling the conditions, the second is not, 
strictly speaking, an alternative one. 

Book VII 
Only VII,7 has an alternative resolution. 

It is very likely that the alternative interpolated resolutions found in the 
Arabic Books were added at the same time as those of the Greek Books; 11 

they are certainly not inferior to the one in III,6. They are simply written, as 
is the remainder of the text, more prolixly. 

3. Other Supplements 

a. Corollaries 

Corollaries are found in the Greek text at the end of the groups of problems 
1,31-34 and 1,35-38. The banality of the problems formulated in them, 
especially in the second set,12 makes their genuineness seem subject to 
question; but many problems in the elementary Book I are also quite simple, 
particularly those from which the corollaries stem. 13 

In the Arabic Book IV, the corollaries following group IV,5-9 and the 
corollary appended to IV,14-J5 are also unimpressive. Another set of 
corollaries is found following the last of the problems of Book IV dealing 
with a single equation (IV,33); we have mentioned this set in relation to the 
interpolations in Book VI. It seems genuine, or is evidently early enough to 
antedate the first interpolations, just as the set appended to 1,34 does. 

Finally, we find the formulation of VII,15 extended to a larger number 
of unknowns, together with the statement that the latter case is solved in the 
same way as the former. This seems to be genuine. 

11 This may in fact apply only to the alternative resolutions in IV,13-15; it is by no means certain 
that the one in Vl,22 and, even less so, the one in VII,7 are interpolated (see mathematical 

commentary). 
12 It repeats problems 1,35-38 with an insignificant change (inverting the roles of the larger and 
of the smaller required numbers; cf. p. 464). 
13 A proof of the genuineness (or at least of the great age) of the pair of corollaries following 1,34 
is that they are the source of an interpolated problem found in Book II. 
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b. Remarks 

Appended remarks are rare in the Greek text, and the genuineness of those 
found cannot be taken for granted. There is one in "IV",7,2°, concerned 
with the infinite number of solutions; another one, at the end of problem 
"IV",19 (restated at the end of the lemma to "IV",34), simply defines the 
term £v tql (tn) riopicr't(f>.14 

On the contrary, in the Arabic text there are several remarks: one in 
IV,22 (see below, c); one in IV,30 (concerning a particularity of the found 
solution-later used, in IV,42,a); one at the end ofIV,42,a (stating that ajust 
used simplified approach can be employed for previous problems); one in 
V,13 (restricting the application of the resolution); one in VII,ll (stating 
the insolubility of a problem belonging to the group under consideration). 
The last two at least must be genuine. To this group of remarks may be 
added a statement (the purpose of which is unclear) found at the end of 
IV,36, which looks like a scholiast's addition-certainly made before the 
systematic addition of the verifications (see p. 210). 

c. Additional Computations 

There are a few additional computations of some importance in the Greek 
Books, apparently made in early times. 15 Tannery indicates a minor one in 
problem 1,3 and a major one in III, I I. There seem to be other instances, as 
in 11,24 (cf. p. 178, n. 11), perhaps in "IV" ,28 (ed., pp. 256, 12-258,2) and in 
"V",8 (330,13-332,13).16 Other, minor additions of scholiasts are more 
frequent, and only a few have been put into brackets by Tannery; we noted 
another example on p. 198. Thus, some supplementary computations 
found their way into the Greek text. 

The situation in the Arabic text is quite different since all computations 
were performed by the author of the verifications. Hence, nothing can be said 
about such earlier, additional computations. The only noticeable supple
mentary computations, of a type not known from the Greek Books, are the 
deduction of the conditions expressed by the diorisms in IV,21 and 22, and, 
in this latter case, the resolution of the resulting "constructible problem ", 
to which is appended the remark that the given numbers of the previous 

14 A problem is solved EV ,qi ('n) ciopiO"'ql when the solution is given in terms of (units and) the 
unknown, i.e., when to any positive and rational value of x corresponds a solution. As concerns the 
wording, remember that the unknown x, prior to its determination, is called per definitionem a 
1tA~OO<; 1l0va1lwv ci6ptO"'tOv (D.G., I, p. 6,4). Incidentally, Psellus' reading ci6ptcrtov, chosen by 
Tannery, is confirmed by the text of St. Hippolytus (supra, p. 43), which, among the many 
definitions about numbers and powers gleaned by the author, has the phrase aptOIl0<; 1l'~v ,0 
ytvo<; ci6ptO"'tO<; (Diels, p. 556,16-17)-as opposed to other powers with defined exponents. 
15 We exclude the late (Byzantine) ones; see, e.g., pp. 106 and 146 (app.) in Tannery's edition. 
16 Shortened resolutions are found in Book "V"; see problems 12-14 and 19 (i.e., Tannery's 
XIX4)-20. 
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problems are found similarly. But the core of these supplementary compu
tations may well go back to Diophantus himself. 

Appendix 

A Comparison Between al-KarajI's Version and the Extant Arithmetica 
(complement to the generalities of pp. 10-11) 

A. Books I-III 

1°. Diorisms 
As a rule, diorisms are placed as remarks at the end of problems in the 

Fabri since al-KarajI, unlike Diophantus, immediately formulates the 
problems with the values of the given magnitudes, if any.17 

Many diorisms for the positivity of the solution, given by Diophantus, 
do not appear in the corresponding problems of the F abri: II,46-47 ( = D.G. 
1,8-9);18 111,30 (= D.G. 1,19); III,32 (= D.G. 1,21). In one instance there is a 
single diorism comprising both those ofD.G. 1,16-17 in a more general form: 
in Fabrllll,2S = D.G. 1,17.19 

2°. Resolutions 
Some of the problems taken from the Arithmetica were abridged. Thus, 

only the first case ofD.G. 1,39 is treated in FabriIII,28; an initial trial made by 
Diophantus in 111,10 (D.G., I, p. lS8,S-26) is omitted in FabriIV,SO; the same 
holds for the next problem (Fabrl IV,SI = D.G. III,lI), and, in addition, 
a long passage rejected by Tannery as being a later interpolation is omitted ;20 

finally, some intermediate conditions given by Diophantus are missing, 
as in F abri 111,38 = D.G. 11,10 (omission of lines 15-18, p. 94, in Tannery's 
edition), or in FabriIV,41 = D.G. 11,19 (omission of Tannery's p. 114,1-4). 

On the other hand, the Fabri gives some explanations which are missing 
in the extant Greek text, as in Fabri IV,7 = D.G. 11,28 (see Tannery, p. 127, 
footnote, concerning the unclear step); in Fabrl IV, 10 = D.G. 11,31 (omitted 
condition, see Tannery, p. 131, note); in Fabri IV,46 = D.G. 111,6 (0 in 
p. 148,S necessarily> 2S). Further, in the above-mentioned Fabrl IV,IO and 
in Fabrl IV, 13 = D.G. 11,34 the intermediate problem is distinctly stated in 
the Fabrl: see Extrait, pp. 107-8). 

Finally, one problem from Diophantus is treated with a different (never
theless Diophantine) method in the Fabri: 111,41 (=D.G. 11,12). 

17 There are a few exceptions, see Fabrf V,18-20 (and V,43). 
18 The given numbers first set in Faljr! II,46 are changed after the choice is revealed to be in

appropriate. 
19 But Samaw aI's version of D.G. 1,16 (hence the Arabic Diophantus) has the same diorism as 
does the Greek text (see above, p. 12). 
20 Of all that appears in Tannery's pp. 160,16-164,7 (KlXi), what the Fauri has corresponds to 
p. 162,8-10 plus the statement of the two values 30!, 12l 
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3°. Interpolated Problems 
Some of the interpolated problems found in the Greek Arithmetica do 

not appear in the Fabrf: 11,1-7 (and 17)-but the progenitors of 11,1-7 are 
missing as well. On the other hand, some problems considered to have been 
interpolated are reproduced by al-Karajl: Fabrf IV,40 = D.G. 11,18;21 
FabrlIV,59 = D.G. 111,20 and 21. Thus, al-Karaji's source for Books I-III 
contained the interpolations-at least some of the interpolations-which 
Tannery considered to have been early additions. This and the previous 
considerations on the (early) Greek origin of the interpolated problems in 
the Greek and Arabic Books lead us to the conclusion that the extant Greek 
text as well as the Arabic text both proceed from the same early recension. 

4°. Alternative Resolutions 
AI-Karaji does not generally reproduce two resolutions; there are ex

ceptions, namely in Fabrf 111,42 = D.G. 11,13 and in Fabrf IV,45 = D.G. 
III,S (Tannery: scholiastae vix tribui potest). The existence of two modes of 
resolution for 11,11 is implied in a remark found in a subsequent problem (see 
Extrait, p. 102). 

5°. Additional Problems 
A certain number of problems found in sections II-IV of the Fahrl, 

although Diophantine in type, do not appear in Books I-III of the Arithme
tica: see Woepcke's Extrait, pp. 12-15. The majority of these problems has 
been taken (directly, presumably) from the Algebra of AbU Ki'imil, with or 
without undergoing any change in the choice of constants or (slight) modifica
tion in the resolution-as is the case for the problems taken from Dio
phantus.22 Of the remaining problems (Fabrz 11,30,33; III,3, 4,39,50), one 
(111,39) is particularly noteworthy in that it falls in the middle of a group of 
consecutive problems seen in the Arithmetica, namely Diophantus' 11,8-10 
and 11,11-16; Woepcke thought that it might be Diophantine in origin.23 

Remark. The absence of some problems of Books I-III in the Fabri (cf. p. 10) 
does not at all mean that they were missing in the Arabic Diophantus. Thus, 
1,26 does not occur in the Fabri, but does in Samaw)al's Bahir (supra, p. 12), 
while the only problem of Book III missing in the Faarf, III,4, must have been 

21 Fa~ri IV,40 gives a resolution actually missing in the Greek text that we possess; but this 
resolution might well be an Arabic completion: see Woepcke's Extrait, pp. 20-21. Although 
IV,40 is expressed in concrete terms (as the division of a sum of money among three persons), 
the Diophantine origin is clear. 
22 FabrlII,22-29 and 31-32 and IV,27-39 correspond to problems nos. 1-3,5,6,10,11,13 and 
17,20 and 11,23,13, 15,17,24,25,31,32,35-38 of our Methodes chez Abu KZimii. Two of the 
problems which are repetitions of previous ones show insignificant changes in the value of one of 
the given numbers. 
23 In reference to it (and to 111,4), he said: "lis portent entierement Ie cachet qui caracterise tant 
les enonces que les resolutions de Diophante, et je serais tres-porte it croire que ces deux problemes 
appartiennent reellement it l'algebriste grec, et font partie des pertes que Ie texte de Diophante, 
que nous possedons, a eprouvees dans la suite du temps" (Extra it, p. 14). 
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in the Arabic Diophantus, since 111,19 has the same number in Tannery's 
Greek text24 and in the Arabic version (supra, p. 10).25 

B. Book IV 

The comparison between the problems of Book IV and the corresponding 
ones in the Fabri is made in the mathematical commentary. We shall content 
ourselves here with a brief survey. 

1°. Diorisms 
The diorisms found in D(iophantus) A(rabicus) IV,17-20 and 22, all of 

which are concerned with the rationality of the solution (and thus essential), 
are also given by al-KarajJ.26 

2°. Resolutions 
A preliminary trial in D.A. IV,6 and 7 is omitted. Conditions missing in 

D.A. IV,28, 29, 31, 33 are also missing in the F abrl, and those present, in D.A. 
IV,lO, 37, 39, are repeated by al-Karaji. The resolutions of D.A. IV,14-15 
are somewhat modified. 

Various additions are also found in the Fabri: a corollary appended to 
D.A. IV,15 with general instructions for the resolution is solved in the 
Fabri (but in another way); an alternative resolution is added to D.A. IV,16; 
the diorism is established by al-Karaji for D.A. IV,20; in the counterpart to 
D.A. IV,22, the problem is fully resolved, unlike in D.A., but at the expense 
of the establishment of the diorism (which is wrong in al-Karaji's version). 

3°. Interpolated Problems 
None-or none stemming from other Books-appears in the Arabic 

Book IV of the Arithmetica. 

4 o. Alternative Resolutions 
The one added to D.A. IV,14(-15) by a scholiast was not exactly copied 

by al-Karaji but it did lead him to add a (confused) alternative resolution of 
his own. That of D.A. IV,34 is omitted in the F abrl, but the existence of two 
modes of resolution is alluded to in the related problems Fabri V,37-38 
(= D.A. IV,36-37).27 

5°. Additional Problems 
A problem not found in the Arithmetica occurs after the problem cor

responding to D.A. IV,19. Banal subcases of D.A. IV,I-4 occur, quite out of 
place, in the middle of section V (Woepcke's nos. 23-27).28 

24 Which, like the Arabic version but unlike Bachet's edition, does not count alternative resolu
tions as separate problems. 
25 Hence, the Arabic version of Book III had all the problems of the Greek text. 

26 The last one contains an error in al-Karaji's version. 
27 The situation is similar to that of the counterpart to D.G. 11,11 (see above). 
28 No difference in style is evident enough to allow one to consider them as later additions to the 
Faljri. 
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Finally, let us observe that, as was the case for the first three Books, some 
Diophantine problems are omitted in the Fabrl: D.A. IV,12-13, 21, 
25-26(a and b), and 42-44.29 

Remarks. 1°. From this brief survey-as well as from a more extensive 
comparison between the Fabrl and the Diophantine Books-, one is left 
with the impression, if any general impression can be formed, that al-Karaji 
clung even more faithfully to the Arithmetica near the end than at the be
glOmng. 

2°. As for form, the problems in the fifth section of the F abri are far less 
verbose than those in Book IV, with few exceptions (most strikingly F abrl 
V,36 = D.A. IV,35). From the verifications remains at most, and in the first 
half of the fifth section only, an abbreviated form, while the final statements 
are never given. 

This tendency toward conciseness is even more marked in al-Karaji's 
counterparts to propositions from Books I to III, his problems often being 
briefer than their progenitors in the already concise Greek text that we know. 
It would be unreliable, then, to infer from al-Karaji's text any conclusion 
about the degree of prolixity of his source for Books I-III of the Arithmetica. 

3°. Surprisingly, the Fabri (or, at least, manuscripts P, E, K, and L) 
repeats some problems, merely phrased differently. Thus, D.G. 11,22 appears 
as Fabrl" 11,50 and IV,I, and D.A. IV,20 occurs appropriately as FabrlV,19 
but also as the very last problem of the work (V,43). Similar repetitions occur 
for three problems taken from the Algebra of Abu Kiimil (cf. p. 58, n. 22). 
Since the style of these problems does not give rise a priori to suspicion as 
concerns their authenticity, and since most of these pairs of problems belong 
to coherent groups of borrowed problems, they may have belonged to the 
original F abr!. 3 0 

§ 10. Errors in the Problems of the Arabic Books 

Since our four Arabic Books are said to be part of Qustii's translation of 
the Arithmetica (see §2,1), we have every reason to believe that the Greek 
text from which he made his translation already appeared in the enlarged 

29 All the differences mentioned here are found in the Paris manuscript studied by Woepcke 
(B.N. arabe 2459-olim Suppl. ar. 952), as well as in at least three other copies of the Fabr!, 
namely Esat 3157, Koprulu 950, and Laleli 2714. Variations in the wording in these four manu
scripts, incidentally, make it obvious that they were not all copied from the same exemplar. 

N.B. We shall henceforth designate these manuscripts as P, E, K, L. 
30 Worth mentioning, though, is a marginal remark written in the Paris manuscript by the second 
hand (cf. Extrait, p. 3, n.), on fol. 98', concerning the problems of the fourth section: "It is said in 
some (ba't!) copies that there are fifty-five problems, whereas I found that there are here sixty". 
And, indeed, there are five problems in the fourth section which are repetitions of earlier ones 
found in the second section (IV, I; 15; 27; 29; 31 = 11,50; 40; 28; 29; 31). 
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form discussed in §S. 31 As previously said, this enlarged form ensued from three 
sorts of additions: 

(a) additions within (or rewriting of) the analysis; 
(b) addition of the verifications; 
(c) addition of the final statements. 

At first view, since the addition of the verifications and final statements 
conforms to the established Greek pattern in the treatment of geometrical 
problems (see §S), one would be inclined to suppose that the final statements 
were added at the same time as the verifications and the additions in the 
analyses. But close study of some of the errors found in the Arabic Books 
leads one to believe that the completion of the computations-the major 
commentary, as we shall call it-and the addition of the final statements were 
not made by the same person. These and some other errors also reveal the 
degree to which the two authors of these supplements understood Dio
phantus' propositions. 

1. IV,S-9 
Problems IV,S and 9 are in reality a single problem. The first (IV,S) 

reduces the original proposition to a problem already treated (not without 
some confusion; see the notes in the translation), gives its solution, and ends 
with the words" this is what we intended to find ". Under the heading IV,9 
comes, first, the restatement of the original proposition, then its resolution 
(using the results of the intermediate problem), and, lastly, the synthesis 
followed by the final statement in its complete (usual) form. 

The question who is responsible for this inappropriate separation then 
arises; one would expect it to have appeared: 

(0:) subsequently to the completion of the computations; for the author 
of the major commentary, having reworked the problem, would presumably 
have followed the reasoning of its resolution ;32 

({J) subsequently to the addition of the final statements; for if the scholiast 
who added them had found an already separated problem, he would either 
have provided IV,S with a full final statement or have realized that the separa
tion was inappropriate and eliminated it. 

Considering then the other possibilities, the separation would have 
originated with: 

1°. an Arabic reader (or copyist); 
2°. the translator himself; 
3°. a Greek reader (or copyist) reading the already commented text. 

31 In our thesis (and in an article on Diophantus written shortly after its submission for the DSB), 

we held the view that the translator was responsible for the general prolixity. This change in 
opinion results from closer examination of the Arabic Books. 
32 Note that certain errors considered in this paragraph cast some doubt on his abilities. 
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The unlikelihood of the first possibility-that is, the likelihood that the 
separation existed in the original translation-is suggested by two argu
ments: 

(a) From the wording, IV,8 and IV,9 really look like two different problems; 
IV,9 begins as does any other problem and without any reference to the pre
ceding calculations. Since it is hardly credible that (ex) an Arabic reader 
altered the original text so as to make two problems out of one, or that (13) the 
translator's text was, by chance, and here only, ambiguous, with the result 
that it misled some later reader or copyist who numbered the problems, we 
are brought to the conclusion that the translator himself saw (or thought he 
had before him) two separate problems, and translated accordingly. 

(b) The total number of problems given in the colophon of Book IV 
confirms our manuscript's numbering; unless one supposes that the number
ing, and also, therefore, the indication in the colophon, were added after the 
translation (see above, (13)), one is again brought to the conclusion that the 
inappropriate separation appeared in the translation.J3 

Whoever was responsible for the separation, the origin of the mistake is 
clear: the words "this is what we intended to find ", which were merely 
meant to conclude the intermediate problem before the return to the original 
proposition, were understood to be the conclusion of a whole, separate 
proposition. 

2. IV,26 
Problem IV,26 amounts to solving I (a3)2 - (b2)21 = 0 and is accord

ingly divided into two parts corresponding to the cases (a 3)2 - (b2)2 = 0 
and (b2)2 - (a3)2 = D. Now, the formulation of the first case, that is, 
practically, the announcement of the problem's subdivision into two parts, 
follows the setting of a = x, b = 2x, although this choice is valid for the 
first case only (Diophantus takes a = x, b = 5x in the second). The mis
placement of the said formulation gives the impression that we are dealing 
with a scholiast's addition, an impression reinforced by its defective wording 
(cf. line 712). 

Remark. The same defective wording is found in the final statement (line 728). 
Whether we consider that the author of the final statement is also responsible 

33 The statement of the total number of propositions contained in a Book is a not uncommon 
Arabic practice; see, e.g., Menelaus' Sphaerica (ed. Krause, pp. 161 and 192), TusI's edition of the 
Elements (in headings of Books). 

N.B. It would seem that Diophantus himself did not number his problems (thus facilitating 
the integration of interpolated problems into the text). The oldest Greek manuscript, the 
Matritensis 4678 (cf. p. 18), does not have any numbering (see D.G., I, p. v), nor does the 
Vaticanus gr. 191 (except for a few problems at the beginning). In relation to the numbering, note 
that the subdivision into (numbered) problems in Book IV is inconsistent, for, in similar situations, 
a single formulation (thus a proposition with a number of its own) may include the cases which 
are elsewhere presented as distinct problems (cf. IV,26 with IV,30-31; IV,42 with IV,34-35 or 
IV,40-41; IV,44 with IV,37-39). 
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for the addition of the formulation of the first case or whether we consider 
that he simply reproduced in the final statement this formulation with its 
error, it seems clear that he did not follow the resolution very closely. 

3. IV,27(-28) 
The solution to proposItIOn IV,27, which is (a 3 )2 + kb2 = D, with 

k = 5, is found to be a = 4, b = 32. The verification is then made by comput
ing the value of the expression a3 + 5b2 . Since both a3 + 5b2 and (a3? + 5b2 

happen to give squares for the found values, the commentator performing the 
verifications did not realize his mistake. And it seems that in the next problem, 
similarly, b2 + ka3 is computed instead of (b 2 )2 + ka3 . 34 But, in both cases, 
the final statements appended to the syntheses restate the two problems with 
the original, correct formulations. 

Errors of this sort support our allegation that the author of the major 
commentary did not add the final statements. For it is improbable that 
the same person would have first verified the correctness of the solution while 
misunderstanding the terms of the problem and then, immediately after
wards, restated the problem in its correct form. 

4. IV,40(-41). 
In a passage of the analysis of IV,40, Xl (mal) is written instead of X4 

(mal mal) five times, and the same error is repeated in the corresponding 
places of the next problem, which is its twin proposition (see lines 1256-59 
and 1303-5). These mistakes cannot have been made by copyists, nor can 
they go back to Diophantus' text; thus the author of the major commentary 
must be responsible for them. The repetition of the errer in IV,41 may be due 
to the commentator's having mechanically followed the sequence of steps 
used to solve IV,40: these two twin propositions are particularly closely 
linked (cf. p. lIS, n. Sl). 

5. VI,4 
The goal of this (interpolated) problem is to make the expression (a3)2 + 

a3b2 a square, and the values found are b = gi and a = ~~i, which indeed 
satisfy the condition. The text, however, has a misreading of the value of a3,35 

which is obviously of Greek origin, whether by the author of the major 
commentary himself or by some earlier copyist (see p. 246). The author of the 
major commentary did not realize that the value for a3 was incorrect since 
he did not compute the sum (a 3)2 + a3b2 -probably because of the large 
number of digits in the result (cf. pp. 49-50)-; see his final remark. 

6. VI,9 
We have already pointed out the correction made by a reader to the final 

statement of the (interpolated) problem VI,9 (see p. 31, no. 10). Instead of 

34 We say "it seems" because the error is revealed only by the wording (lines 790~1): the value 
found for b being unity, the final result is not affected. 
35 This erroneous value is repeated in the final statement. 
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giving the values of the required cube and square, the original version gave 
the values of the cube and the root of the square (the latter being the value of 
the unknown x determined in the analysis). We may infer from this that the 
individual adding the final statements did not systematically follow the 
treatment of the problems. Indeed, he may sometimes have been simply 
glancing through the text to find the values of the required magnitudes. 

7. VII,4 
We have previously encountered an example of a mistake in powers 

(in no. 4), the author of the major commentary speaking of x 2 instead of X4. 

Similar, but more serious, is the confusion found in the interpolated problem 
VII,4: while the required magnitudes had been originally set proportional 
to X4, they are computed as if they were proportional to x2• It is difficult to 
attribute this mistake to the author of the problem himself, so that it would 
seem that the author of the major commentary was responsible for it. 

8. VII,14 
The final statement mistakenly gives an intermediate result, occurring 

within the resolution, as one of the three required magnitudes, and this 
despite the fact that these three required magnitudes are stated just before, 
at the end of the verification. This gives more weight to the opinion expressed 
earlier (no. 6) that the author of the final statements sometimes only glanced 
through the resolutions in order to find the numerical values of the required 
magnitudes; and such an error makes it difficult to believe that the author of 
the major commentary and the author of the final statements were one and the 
same person. 

Conclusion 

(a) We have seen that the author of the major commentary is responsible 
for two serious mistakes, one of which he did not notice since his verification 
happened to work (no. 3), and the other because he did not complete the 
verification (no. 7; cf. no. 5). It may reasonably be supposed, then, that he 
committed other such mistakes in the course of his verifications, which, 
however, he discovered when his computations failed to produce the expected 
result. This would point to a certain carelessness, perhaps resulting from a 
mechanical performing of the computations. 

(b) Some points inclined us to believe that the author of the major com
mentary did not himself add the final statements: in one case, repetition of the 
formulation at the end would presumably have drawn his attention to a 
mistake of his (no. 3), while in three other cases errors in the final statements 
are hardly compatible with a simultaneous reworking of the resolutions 
(nos. 2, 6, 8; see also §12,3). In the introductory remarks and in no. 1, we 
expressed in addition the opinion that both the major commentary and the 
final statements were added in Greek times. 
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Thus, the Greek text would have undergone, subsequently to the incorpora
tion of the various interpolations mentioned in §9 and prior to the translation 
into Arabic, two kinds of additions: first, the additions belonging to the so
called major commentary, often diluting the reasonings and generally com
pleting the computations; then the additions of the final statements-and, 
perhaps, of some other complements (see no. 2)-by a later scholiast. 

§11. Quality of the Translation 

Since the Greek text which reached the Arabs had the prolix form dis
cussed previously, it was hardly necessary to submit it to a critical revision. 
Accordingly, the translator seems to have done a faithful and (with few 
exceptions) very careful translation, but without troubling himself unduly 
about the solving of the problems. This might explain why some gross errors 
escaped him as they did late Greek readers or scholiasts (cf. §1O), and why 
the translator himself seems to have made some elementary (but unim
portant) mistakes in translating. We shall examine, before considering the 
general character of the translation, these mistakes. Whether they all really 
originated with the translator, we cannot ascertain. Certain undoubtedly 
did, and even supposing that many inappropriate formulations already existed 
in his Greek copy does not modify the general impression of the translator's 
work which we have formed: that he often paid more attention to the text 
than to its mathematical content. 36 

1. Imperfections in the Translation 

(0:) There are some errors which, if they go back to the translator, may be 
easily explained by consideration of the expression probably used in the 
Greek text. They are the following. 

The two operations which in Arabic times were referred to as jabr and 
muqabalah, and which were regularly used before then by Diophantus in 
setting the final form of an equation, consist respectively in adding the 
(absolute) value of a negative term of the equation "in common to both 
sides" and in dropping a common quantity from both sides. The absence of a 

36 When we definitely cannot conjecture whether minor errors go back to the translator or to the 
Greek manuscript, we do not list them here. Examples of this are references to ratios as numbers, 
and cases in which the two algebraical operations (najbur wa-nuqabil = KOIV~ ltpocrKEicrSw ~ 
A.EiljJl<; Kill alto ollOIWV OIlOW) are said to be applied when in fact only one is necessary in setting 
the final form of an equation. Such errors are mentioned in footnotes in the translation. 
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synthetic word in Greek for the designation of each of these operations makes 
a circumlocution necessary, the usual ones being K01VOV 1tPOO"KEiO"Sro 'to X, 
and K01VOV cX.<j>np~O"Sro 'to X respectively (cf., e.g., Elementa, II, 11 and 12; 

I 

D.G., see Tannery's index37). The Arabic text (when it does not use the syn-
thetic words) appropriately renders these expressions as naz[d al-X mustarakan, 

and nulql al-X al-mustarak. But the proleptic use of KOlVOV opens the way to 
possible confusions between the two cases; thus, our text adds the article to 
mustarak three times in the case of the addition (see notes 381, 415, 436 of the 
app. crit.). 

Another error found a few times in the translation is the use of the verb 
baqiya (= to remain, result from a subtraction) instead of ijtamaCa (=to 
result from an addition): see notes 351, 405, 424, 497. The source of the con
fusion may well lie in the use in Greek of "neutral" verbs like ,(iVEO"SCll, 

~ T 
1t01ElV, EWell. 

A third indication of the translator's (occasional) inattention is the occur
rence a few times of a plural where one would expect a dual in Arabic: notes 
425,453,632,921; cf. also note 776.38 

(P) In the text we find inappropriate formulations, badly constructed 
phrases, etc., which, again, cannot all go back to a deficient Greek text or be 
the work of an inattentive copyist. 

Awkward or unsuitable formulations occur in lines 373-74 (n. 150), 
406-7 (n. 163),415-16 (n. 168),1059 (n. 363),2488-91,2523-27,3394 (n. 937); 
we may have other examples in notes 255-56, 502, 920, or in lines 80-81 
(see, however, p. 31, no. 13). Finally, a few articles are infelicitously omitted 
or added: notes 5839,147,541,837. 

When setting or computing the value of a square's or a cube's side, the 
text sometimes shows some confusion, speaking of the square (or the cube) 
instead of the side, or of the side instead of the square (cube): see lines 55, 
63,76, 119,232,239,444,779,1317,1336; notes 52,139,226. We have kept 
the manuscript's reading in those passages which are, strictly speaking, 
incorrect but which are nevertheless clear, namely in lines 60-61, 227-28, 
255, 358-59, 769, 838-39, 878, 940, 1138-39, 1183-84, 1466-67, 1537, 
2561-62,2597-98,2633,2657-58,2702-3. 

The errors of congruence have been, in part, corrected, as in notes 238, 
417 and 455, 420, 623 and 625, 765. Some have been kept, either because they 
are, bon gre mal gre, acceptable, as in lines 691, 1247, 1303-4 (but: 1305-6), 
1992-93, or because they are repeated and thus confirmed: see lines 1124 and 
1125, 1292 and 1298, and the triplet of lines 126, 148, 185. 

37 In the case of the subtraction, the Greek (i.e., uncommented) Diophantus uses a concise ti1tO 
olloiwv 0IlOLCX. 
38 We dismiss the occurrences of -hafor -huma (notes 11, lSI, 181,365,903), as they may well have 
originated with some copyist (as the equally frequent occurrences of -huma for -ha: notes 43, 245, 
712,923). In notes 171 and 637, we have hiya instead of huma. 
39 The confusion between ka'b and muka"ab is irrelevant here, since it is a common scribal error. 
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2. General Character of the Translation 

Notwithstanding the presence in the text of the errors listed above, the 
Arabic version of Books IV to VII may be considered to be an excellent one; 
for, the translation contains, in relation to its length, few errors, and poses no 
difficulties of interpretation whatsoever. This seems to be both because the 
Greek text was in excellent condition and because the translator was very 
capable. 

(Il) What points to the excellent condition of the Greek text is the fact that 
we have a very good translation which contains elementary mistakes-i.e., 
mistakes caused by inattentiveness on the part of the translator. This suggests 
that the translator was able to work quickly, without having to reconstitute 
a damaged or heavily annotated Greek text or a text difficult to read.40 

Since the older codices are said to have been generally in poor condition 
(cf. p. 15), it is quite possible that the translator's copy was a codex written 
not long before, perhaps in Leon's time (§2,3,a). The Byzantine copyists of 
that period, known to have done their work with great care (cf. Impellizeri, 
Lett. biz., p. 323~24), might well have produced a very readable text. Some 
minor additions (perhaps the final statements) could also go back to these 
ninth-century copyists; interpolations which seem to date from that period 
occur in other Greek mathematical texts. 41 

(f3) Even assuming the Greek copy to have been in excellent condition, 
it would nevertheless be unfair to underestimate the quality of the trans
lator's work. The translation's predominant characteristics are its precision 
and conciseness of expression which leave no room for uncertainty. In 
short, a fitting text for a mathematical treatise, written by an individual who 
obviously knew Greek and Arabic mathematical terminology perfectly.42 

N.B. We have adopted the policy of referring to "the translator" rather 
than to "Qusta ", for we cannot exclude the possibility of such an easily 
translated text having been left to one of Qusta's pupils, as was apparently 

40 Moreover, there are hardly any errors traceable to the script of the Greek text or to misreadings 
by the translator. Two errors which could, seemingly, be explained by a misreading of the Greek 
(note 270: OlCllPEiv instead ofcXq,CllpEiv; note 831 : A instead of ~) must in fact have been made in 
Arabic times: they are very inept and, from the context, would easily be corrected by any reader of 
minimal competence. More problematic is the case of sai', employed instead of the usual 'adad 
in two passages (notes 516, 520); this mistake may have arisen from a confusion between the 
abbreviated and full forms OfcXple~6~, a confusion found in some Greek manuscripts (ef. Heath, 
Diophantus, p. 34, n. 3). 
41 See the (reconstructed) history of the Eutocius-Apollonius text in Heiberg's Apollonius, II, 
p.lxviii. 
42 The only inappropriate rendering of a scientific term occurs in line 14, where jirm[ is used for 
qualifying a solid number. The word jirmi is normally used to translate (),WIlCl'l'Uc6~, and the 
correct rendering of (),'l'Ep£6~ (which is certainly what was in the Greek text) is mujassam (ef. 
Klamroth, Arab. Euklid, p. 301: Tiisl's Euclid, VII, delf.; Iabit's Nicomachus (Kutsch), p. 259). 
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done on occasion (cf. p. 9). Even the possibility of there having been 
several translators cannot be entirely dismissed: slight variations in the 
frequency with which certain words are used (see index), differences in the 
naming of the powers x5 and x8 (cf. p. 45), and the greater frequency of in
appropriate formulations in the last two Books might thus be explained. 

§12. Genealogy of the Mashhad Manuscript 

From what we have seen in the previous paragraphs, the history of 
Diophantus' text emerges as follows. 

1. Earliest Additions 

The earliest additions of importance are interpolated problems and 
alternative resolutions (cf. §9). The interpolated problems are located, with 
some disorder,43 in Books I to "IV" (= VIII?44) and stem from problems 
contained in the first six Books. Of the alternative resolutions, those which 
do not appear to be genuine45 must have been added at about the same time. 

The history of the Greek and of the Arabic texts is, up to this point, the same. 
With the writing of the major commentary, however, two separate tradi
tions emerged, the earlier of which is preserved in the extant Greek text. 

2. The Major Commentary 

a. Additions Originating with the Major Commentary 

What we have referred to as the "major commentary" consists, in fact, 
in a rewriting of the entire text, where genuine and interpolated problems, as 
well as alternative resolutions, undergo the same treatment, thus giving birth 

43 For example, interpolations originating from problems found at the end of Book I precede 
interpolations from the middle of Book I, and, similarly, a problem derived from Book VI is 
found in Book VII, whereas interpolations stemming from Book V appear in Book "IV". 
44 We mentioned on p. 54 the possibility of the Greek Book" IV" having originally been the 
eighth Book of the Arithmetica. But I fail to see any better argument in favour of this hypothesis 
than what we tentatively inferred from the location of the interpolations. For, comparison of the 
mathematical content of Books I to VII with that of Book" IV" neither suggests a missing 
section-no more than did the comparison of Books I to III with "IV" to earlier scholars, none 
of whom suspected the absence of several Books in between -, nor gives any strong indication of 
continuity. 
45 The last alternative resolutions which are unquestionably interpolated are found in Book IV. 
See p. 55, n. II. 
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to a homogeneous whole. As a consequence of this rewriting, additions are 
interspersed throughout the resolutions of the problems in the Arabic text. 

(ex) Additions in the Analysis 
We have already mentioned that the analysis of problems is, in general, 

more prolix in the extant Arabic Diophantus than in the Greek (cf. p. 50). 
Thus, statements which are not, or at most incidentally, found in the Greek 
text occur much more frequently in the Arabic Books. Most noticeable are 
the following points: 

(a) The problems are often fully reformulated after the statement of 
the given magnitudes.46 

(b) In those problems in which one of the equations of the given system is 
identically satisfied by an appropriate choice, the verification of the 
fulfilment is made explicitly. Some of these additions are easily recog
nizable: see, e.g., lines 2488-93, 2620-25,47 and other passages be
ginning with (min al-)bayyin (<j>cm;p6v?). 

(c) Banal identities or theorems used in the course of resolutions (in Book 
IV particularly) are stated.48 

(d) References to earlier Books, rarely, if ever, found in the Greek text, 
appear in several places.49 

The above are merely specific points; in general, we can say that the 
commentator explained the treatment in detail, at least when he was capable 
of doing so (see below). 

(f3) Additions in the Synthesis 
Once the value of the unknown has been computed, one proceeds with the 

synthesis; that is, one returns to the initial hypotheses (i.e., the setting of the 
required magnitudes in function of x) in order to calculate the required 
magnitudes, and then verifies that the problem is fulfilled by inserting the 
found values into the given equation(s). 

The Arabic text differs from the Greek, first in repeating the initial hy
potheses (" since we assumed, etc."), then, and more specifically, in giving 
the proof of the solution, as has already been mentioned several times. 50 

46 The repeated absence ofa word in lines 1513 (formulation) and 1520 (reformulation) must be 
accidental, and not the commentator's error (the word is found in the final statement). 
47 The first part of this verification (lines 2620-23) is useless, since the first equation is identically 
satisfied as it stands. 
48 Such as the identities: al/a = a (c.g., IV,20), a3/a = a2 (e.g., IV,21); and the theorems: if 
a2 = b2 , then a = b (e.g., IV,9), and the same deduction for a3 = b3 (e.g., IV,I8) and for 
a4 = b4 (IV, 17); if alb = square, then (alb· b2 =)a· b = square (IV)I); the quotient of two 
squares is a square (e.g., IV,42,a,3" or V,4). 
49 Diophantus satisfies himself with a vague rcpoO£OE1K11J(1 (sec, e.g., pp. 138,14 and 146,1 I of 
Tannery's text). The reference on p. 256,12 may well be a later addition (cf. p. 56), as is that on 
p. 172,2 (see Tannery's app. criLl. On the Arabic references, see p. 5, n. 10). 
50 These two steps are found only exceptionally in the Greek text, e.g., in 1,5 seqq.; cf. n,8-9. 
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N.B. It does not seem that the commentator added particular cases or 
subcases of the problems treated by Diophantus except, perhaps, in IV,14( -15), 
to which much has been added (see pp. 190-191). 

b. Value of This Commentary 

From a purely mathematical point of view, the value of such a rewriting 
is minimal. The commentary stands very much in the tradition of those, 
written from the fourth century onwards, which diluted the material of 
classical treatises for students. Typical are the commentaries of Pappus and 
Theon on the Almagest, or those of Eutocius who reworked the proofs so 
as "to conform to the scholastic norms of his own time" (Toomer, Diocies, 
p. 18; cf. ibid., p. 177). At that time, the form and content of classical treatises 
were altered in quite specific ways: as for form, the more prolix a commentary 
was, the greater was its repute, and, as for content, minor changes, such as 
the development of particular points and the completion of computations, 
were viewed with favour. Books IV to VII apparently underwent this kind of 
revision. 

We have seen several errors indicative either of the commentator's 
mathematical feebleness or of his mechanical performance of computations 
(see §1O, in fine), and other minor errors may also go back to him.51 It is 
significant that the more difficult steps in some resolutions are not explained 
(problems IV,44,b or V, 1-3), and that none of the results of intermediate 
problems, directly given by Diophantus and obtainable by methods taught 
in Book II, is actually computed. 52 All this leads us to believe that the 
commentator never ventured far from the path traced by Diophantus and 
that he was doing little more than diluting an existent reasoning and computing 
values obtainable by elementary reckoning. 5 3 

As limited, mathematically speaking, as he was, the author of the major 
commentary was, nevertheless, not wholly incompetent. First, he was able 
to follow, more or less, the reasonings of Diophantus' problems-certainly 
those in which the explanations are copious. Second, his additions are not 
always made undiscerningly: the analysis may be more concise when the 
reasoning has been detailed in preceding problems (see p. 106, n. 55); the 
computations in the verifications may be abbreviated by the omission of 
results (either trivial (V,3) or found in neighbouring problems (IV,14,e and 15; 
V,5 and 9)), by the use of particularities of the equations to verify (lV,43 

51 They are mentioned in the translation; see, e.g., p. 92, n. 21; p. 157, n. 3. See also above, 
p. 65, n. 36. 
52 Some are obvious, but some others are certainly not easy to obtain (as in problems VU,13-l4). 
53 He must also have recomputed some of Diophantus' values when the text was damaged 
(cf. p. 50, n. 6). 
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and 44,a and c), or are even in one case dismissed by the quotation of a 
theorem (lV,7). 

As suggested above, the commentary may well have been written for the 
benefit of students of late antiquity, the too dense and thus difficult original 
text being replaced by a text which was diluted and which contained verifi
cations of the solutions, in order to put Diophantus' computations (not 
obligatorily his reasonings) at these students' level and to maintain their 
interest. If this is the case, the commentary is certainly appropriate. 

c. Possible Authorship o/the Major Commentary 

Among the sources still existing today, only one mentions a commentary 
having been made in antiquity on a Diophantine treatise, namely that of 
Theon of Alexandria's renowned daughter Hypatia: Suidas' Lexicon credits 
her with a l)'n;6IlVllllC£ "on Diophantus", that is to say, surely, on his most 
important work. 54 On the basis of this information, Hypatia's name has 
been linked in modern times with the extant Greek Arithmetica, and this 
resulted in two hypotheses formulated by Tannery. We shall discuss these 
preliminarily. 

Tannery's first assumption was that the Greek text which we possess passed 
through Hypatia's hands. Since, however, the Greek text bears no trace of 
any reworking of the problems and since its isolated additions (cf. §9) can 
hardly be considered to be the result of a systematic commentary, Tannery 
himself was forced to concede that Hypatia's commentary must have been 
removed from the text at Planudes' disposal-the source of our Greek text 
(cf. Perte de sept livres, p. 196 = Mem. sc., II, pp. 78-79). But, the idea of 
Hypatia's having reworked the Greek text was deep-rooted, and the hy
pothesis was thus retained in Tannery's edition of the text. Tannery's second 
assumption depended on the first one; by assuming that Hypatia had com
mented only upon the "first six" (i.e., the Greek) Books of the Arithmetica, 
it was conceivable that only the commented part had survived, which could 
account for the loss of the remaining Books (cf. ibid.). 

These hypotheses are no longer tenable-if ever they were-and, in the 
light of the discovery of the Arabic Books, we must endeavour to formulate 
some other explanation. 

We have observed that the Arabic text, unlike the extant Greek text, 
possesses all the characteristics of a commentary made at about the time of 
the decline of Greek mathematics. Thus the idea that our text might b.e (part 
of) Hypatia's commentary arises quite naturally. 

One could argue that the relative mediocrity of this commentary is 
hardly compatible with Hypatia's renown. But, apart from the fact that her 

S4 See D.G., II, p. 36,20--24; about the necessary emendation. see Tannery, Art. de Suidas, 
p. 199 = Mem. sc., I, pp. 76- 77. 
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fame-enhanced by her outstanding virtue in a time of moral decadence
arose rather from her contributions to philosophy than from her scientific 
pursuits (see Praechter's article, p. 245), one must keep in mind that being 
considered a" good mathematician" is a relative thing: she may simply have 
been a good mathematician in a bad time. Her association with her father 
in the edition of his commentary on the third Book ofthe Almagest (cf. Rome, 
Troisieme livre des comm., p. 6) shows that she was, for better or for worse, 
her father's disciple and colleague. And Theon's commentary is considered 
now to have been "for the most part a trivial exposition of Ptolemy's text, 
explaining obvious points at excessive length ", and to have been "never 
critical, merely exegetic" (Toomer, art. Theon, p. 321; cf. 322-23). 

In closing, let us note that Suidas' Lexicon gives us no information about 
the extent of Hypatia's commentary. But, it is unreasonable to suppose that 
Hypatia would have commented on Books IV to VII without also having 
commented on the three preceding Books, particularly since Books IV to VII 
appear to depend so greatly on the fundamental methods taught in Books I 
to III (see pp. 176,263). Further, there is a slight, but not negligible, indication 
that the first three Books reached the Arabs in the commented form as well 
(see below, 4). Thus, I to VII would all have been covered by the same com
mentary. 

3. The Addition of the Final Statements 

From §10, it appears that the scholiast who added the final statements 
(and, perhaps, some other complements) must be someone other than the 
individual who wrote the major commentary, and that, in fact, he must have 
made his additions later (possibly in the ninth century, cf. p. 67). 

Although the scholiast's task was not demanding, he sometimes satisfied 
himself with very little, as, for example, when he did not restate the values of 
the required numbers, contenting himself with repeating the formulation 
or giving some unprecise conclusion (see problems IV,2, 15 and IV,7, 18,22, 
40-43; V,l, 2, 4, 14-16; VI,5). But he usually repeated the values of the re
quired numbers, and this obliged him to read through the resolutions. From 
certain examples it appears that he did this with unequal care. 

(0:) The scholiast undoubtedly looked at some of the resolutions only 
superficially or wrote their final statements mechanically: in addition to the 
examples cited in §1O, problem VI, 13 illustrates this: after a first attempt at its 
resolution, it is asserted that we have found two numbers fulfilling the 
requirements, notwithstanding that the very next phrase states that one of the 
requirements was not satisfied by the found values. Lack of care in going 
through the text in general may also have occasioned the omission of some 
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of the final statements, sometimes for the subcases found in a problem and 
sometimes for a problem itself (namely in V,3 and 5).55 It is unclear whether 
or not some other errors also go back to this scholiast. 56 

([3) On the other hand, this scholiast, in a few cases, did more than glance 
through the resolutions in order to find the required magnitudes: in VII,8-1O, 
his final statements depart from the initial formulations of the problems and 
are adapted to a modification of the requirement of the problem arisen from 
an initial assumption; in VI,l-3, the scholiast performed some computations 
since the required numbers are given with a common denominator in the 
conclusion only.5 7 

4. The Arabic Diophantus 

It is unquestionable that Books I to VII of the Arithmetica were translated 
into Arabic (cf. §2,1). Further, I consider it certain that the Arabic translation 
of Books I-III contained the early interpolations found in the Greek Books 
(cf. p. 58). Finally, I have suggested above that the rewriting which probably 
formed Hypatia's commentary must have covered Books I-III also, and, 
in this connection, I have alluded to an indication that the first three Books 
reached the Arabs in the commented form as well. The evidence for this is not 
found, as one might expect, in the many problems reproduced by al-Karaji 
in his Fabrf, but in Samaw)al's BZihir. 

Of the two problems of Diophantus found in the BZihir (cf. p. 12), the 
second one follows fairly closely the Greek text ofI,16-except that it changes 
Diophantus' constants and gives two alternative resolutions in the middle 
(Biihir, p. 231,3 seqq.)-; it is stated after the choice of the constants that they 
fulfil the diorism, and one may observe that the phrase begins with a min 
al-bayyin, as do many commentator's additions in our text (cf. p. 69). But 
more revealing is the case of Diophantus' 1,26, reproduced by Samaw)al a 
few lines before. It begins (Biihir, p. 230,9-13): "We wish to find a number such 
that when we multiply it by two given numbers, the result of the multiplica
tion by the one is a square number, and of the multiplication by the other, 
the side of that square. Let the two numbers be 200 and 5 (mCatain wa-bamsah, 

see app.). We wish to find a number such that, when we multiply it by 200 the 
result is a square, and when we multiply it by 5 the result is the side of that 

55 The final words" this is what we intended to find" are omitted. for no visible reason, in IV,II, 
14,34,40 and V,2 and 4. The case ofIV,37 is different (cf. p. 31, no. 7). 
56 Such as the errors mentioned on pp. 108 (n. 60) and 165 (n. 23). 
57 The end of IV,30 seems to ha ve been rephrased, and this may be the work of the same scholiast. 
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square". Thus, Samaw'al gives the general formulation of the problem
much in the style of our text58 _, then the statement of the two given numbers, 
and, finally, he restates the problem with, this time, the values of the given 
magnitudes. Now, such a complete reformulation, which is a characteristic 
of the major commentary (cf. p. 69), and which is found in almost all the 
Arabic problems related to 1,26 (cf. D.A. IV,16-18, 20-21, and 22 in fine), 
does not, of course, appear in the Greek text; and the strong resemblance in 
style which the Bahir text shows to our Arabic version suggests that Samaw'al 
was repeating essentially what was in the Arabic version of Diophantus at 
his disposal (remember that he was writing a commentary on Diophantus' 
treatise-cf. p. II). Consideration of this passage in the Bahir, then, suggests 
a prolix, commented Arabic text of the first Books of the Arithmetica as 
well, not just Books IV to VII. 

As to the extant Arabic text, we have seen (§§5-6) that it derived from some 
archetype(s) bearing various readers' additions or corrections (a few of 
which may have resulted from a collation). The immediate predecessor of 
our manuscript seems also to have contained only Books IV to VII. 

5. Genealogical Tree of the Mashhad Manuscript 

Tannery suggested the following transmission link for the Greek Dio
phantus (cf. D.G., II, p. xxiii): 

Text of Diophantus 

Hypatia's (assumed) recension 

Lost copy of the eighth or ninth century 

Matritensis 48 
(nunc 4678) 

Further copies 

I 

(Planudean class) 
Ambros. Et 157 sup.; Marcianus 308 

Further copies 

S8 Compare this formulation with those of Diophantus' IV,19-21, particularly with that of 
IV,20. 
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In the light of our investigations, the following modifications and com
pletions might be tentatively made: 

Text of Diophantus 
(Books I-XIII) 

Early additions 

(
interpolated prOblemS) 
alternative resolutions 

various additions 

Major commentary (by Hypatia?) 
(supposedly at least Books I-VII) 

I 
Addition of the final statements 

Lost copy of the eighth or ninth century 
(apparently Books I-III and "IV"-"VI" only) 

Translation into Arabic 

(from a ninth century COdeX?) 
Books I-VII only? 

: '\ , , 
, , 
, ' 
" 

Lost Arabic copy 
(Books IV-VII only?) 

Manuscripts extant in Planudes' time 

Cod, Mashhad 295 
4th Dec, 1198 
Books IV-VII 

Further copies 

(Planudean class) 
Ambros, Et 157 sup.; Marcianus 308 

Further copies 
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§13. On the Missing Part of the Arithmetica 

1. New Aspects of the Problem 

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the content of the 
seven missing Books of the Arithmetica provoked much speculation, which 
led to the formulation of various hypotheses. 59 All of these have been ren
dered partly or wholly obsolete by the emergence of two new elements. 

(0:) Of principal importance, of course, was the discovery in the Mashhad 
manuscript of four new Books of Diophantus' work. This discovery sub
stantially reduced the extent of the missing part, there now being only three 
Books missing, presumably irretrievably lost. But the question of the content 
of the missing part remains essentially as before, because, contrary to all 
previous expectations, a significant part ofthe problems contained in the seven 
formerly missing Books appears to be aimed at helping the student to acquire 
"experience and skill" (see pp. 176 and 263); what we encounter in the Arabic 
Books is a section in which no truly novel methods are presented, and, after 
the first three Books, Diophantus continues to move in the same circle of 
artifices. In particular, one always ends up with an equation having just one 
term on each side. 

(13) Diophantus' announcement, in the Greek introduction, that he would 
later show how to solve the case in which two terms are left equal to one term 
is an important indication, the significance of which has been greatly altered 
by certain discoveries made in the first part of this century. Earlier scholars 
had thought the resolution of the determinate quadratic equation in the 
Arithmetica to be of central importance. But this cannot have been the case, 
for the decipherment of mathematical cuneiform texts in the 1930s revealed 
that as early as in Sumerian times the resolution of the three classical types 
of quadratic equations having a positive solution, i.e., 

(I) AX2 = Bx + C, 
(II) AX2 + Bx = C, 
(III) AX2 + C = Bx, 

with A, B, C > 0 (and B2 > 4AC in case (III», was well known. Thus 
Diophantus must not have considered the resolution itself to be the arcanum 
arcanorum of science but as something with which his readers would probably 
be acquainted or might easily acquaint themselves.60 The instances in the 

59 They are summarized in Heath's Diophantus, pp. 6-12. 
60 The same impression is left by passages in Heron involving quadratic equations (listed in 
Heath, Hist. Gr. Math., II, p. 344). 
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Greek Arithmetica, found in Books "IV" to "VI", seem to confirm this.61 
Of course, it is still possible to conjecture that a systematic explanation of 
the resolution of the second-degree equation was given somewhere in the 
Arithmetica.1t would, then, have occurred in a now lost part located between 
Book VII and Book "IV", whether this part consisted of some Book(s) or, 
if Book "IV" is the original Book VIII (cf. p. 54 and p. 68, n. 44), of a 
preface to this Book ;62 the explanations about the resolution found later 
on would then be given simply as reminders. 

2. The Announcement in the Greek Introduction 

(ex) After defining the various powers and giving the rules for their multi
plication, and explaining the nature of the operations of restoration and 
reduction, Diophantus goes on to say that one has to apply all this skilfully 
in the propositions' initial hypotheses63 so as to be left with, in so far as 
possible, one term on each side of the equation. 

This final form is the only one found in Books I to VII and is almost 
always found in Books "IV" to "VI". After setting the required magnitudes 
indeterminately in function of the unknown and solving, we arrive at an 
equality of the form 

(say, p > q), 

I.e., 

where alf3 = f(k, I, ... ; m, n, h, ... ) is a rational expression depending on the 
given quantities k, I, ... (if any) and (if the problem is not determinate) on one 
or more parameters m, n, h, ... linking the various required magnitudes. 

61 They are the following: 
Type I: An explanation for the resolution (actually of an inequality) is provided in "IV",39; 

that it is of little significance is shown by the wording (the explanation begins with a simple 
omv, as is done for other rules given incidentally; see" IV",33 and 36), and the presence of the 
rule becomes even less significant when one remembers that knowledge of the resolution of the 
same type was needed earlier (in "IV",3I: I dismiss the trivial case x 2 = 4x - 4 in "IV",22). 
The remaining instances give only the solution: "VI ",7, 9, and II; cf. "V ",30, where integral 

limits to the (irrational) solution are given. 
Type I I: The condition for the rationality of the solution ~that the discriminant be a square~ 

is given in "VI ",6. Otherwise, the solution alone is indicated ("VI ",6, in fine, and 10: cf. "VI ",8). 
Type III: An inequality is briefly treated in "V",lO. The condition for the discriminant 

appears in "VI",22, while an approximation to the solution is used in "V",30. 
62 The assumption that there might have been a preface to Book "IV" is certainly not unreason
able, if not probable. considering the presence in the Arabic Books of two intermediate prefaces. 
63 UTCo(J1ciG£l~ (=Ansiitze), i.e., the setting of the various required quantities in function of the 
unknown x; cf. D.G., I, pp. 244.21 and 304,18. 
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Since the solution is supposed to be positive and rational, we may at the out
set be given a condition for the given quantities (a "diorism", cf. p. 49), or we 
may encounter during the resolution some condition restricting the choice of 
the parameters m, n, h, . .. , most often for positivity, sometimes for obtaining 
suitable equations (e.g., in 111,10; 111,15,2°), and, finally, in order to have 
rational solutions (in IV,8; commonly from" IV ",8 onward). 

([3) After mentioning this case-in which, the relations between the 
required magnitudes being suitably set, the mathematical treatment ends 
with an equality between two single terms-, Diophantus adds: "We shall 
show you later (UO"'tEPOV) how, in the case also of two terms being left equal 
to one term, such a problem is solved". 

As the rarity of the problems leading to second-degree equations in Books 
"IV"-"VI" does not seem to justify such an announcement in the main 
introduction, we are naturally led to suppose that this announcement alludes 
to the still-missing part ofthe Arithmetica, in the problems of which we would, 
on the analogy of the previous case, more or less regularly end up with an 
equation of the form 

with rx., [3, y positive and rational quantities depending on the given magni
tudes and parameters, and p, q, r exponents all different, but such that the 
sum of the largest and the smallest is equal to twice the middle one: then we 
shall end up with one of the three classical types of the complete quadratic 
equation, that is, with those possessing a positive solution. But, in order that 
the solution be rational also, the discriminant of this second-degree equation 
must be a square, and this will lead us to solve first an indeterminate equation 
linking the given magnitudes and the parameters to choose. No other 
condition of rationality is involved in the simplest case (p, q, r consecutive 
natural numbers). Diophantus probably had this kind of problem in mind, 
and not the banal resolution of complete quadratic equations, when he 
wrote his introduction to Book I. We must therefore consider how able 
Diophantus was to deal with such problems. 

3. Diophantus and the Equation AX2 + Bx + C = D 

The cases in which A or C are either nil or square are elementary and 
regularly found from Book II on (cf. p. 7). In the general case, putting 
o = m2x 2 , or 0 = m2 , we shall be obliged to find the solution of 

4Cm2 + D = square, 

or 4Am2 + D = square, 
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where D = B2 - 4AC. In other words, we shall have to solve equations ofthe 
type 

IXl + Y = square 

for given IX, y. 
Diophantus undoubtedly knew how to reduce an equation AX2 + Bx + 

C = 0 to the form IXl + Y = square, for he performs this transformation 
in "IV",31. Let us consider the steps he took. Arriving at _x2 + 3x + 18 = 0, 
he first endeavours to solve by putting 0 = 4x2 . Since this does not yield a 
rational result, he indicates that we shall obtain an acceptable solution if 
(by putting 0 = m2x2), we can find an m2 fulfilling the condition 
18(m2 + 1) + (!)2 = a square, whence the equation 72m2 + 81 = a square. 
Thus he establishes quite clearly the condition for the discriminant. We also 
note: first, that he ends up, as expected, with one of the more easily solved 
cases, namely the form IXl + yZ = a square; and second that, since he first 
performs a tentative resolution, he must not have systematically practised 
before the reduction of the general equation AX2 + Bx + C = 0 to the 
form IXl + Y = a square. 

We must now consider what Diophantus knew of equations of the type 
AX2 + C = O. This is of all the more interest in that the general system 

{
AIX + BI = 0; 
A2x + B2 = 0, 

of which only special cases are solved in the extant Books, is also reducible 
(putting 0' = l and eliminating x from the first equation) to an equation of 
the above type, namely 

AI2 A2BI-AIB2_0 
Az Y + A2 -. 

Those equations AX2 + C = 0 actually solved in the extant Books are 
the simpler cases in which one of the two constants is positive and a square. 
But Diophantus obviously knew of at least two other cases in which the 
equation is soluble; this is revealed incidentally in Book "VI". 

(IX) In problem "VI",14, Diophantus asserts that it is impossible to solve 
rationally the equation 

AX2 - C2 = 0 

if A is not representable as the sum of two squares. 

([3) In the second lemma to "VI",12, Diophantus proves that the equation 

AX2 + C = 0 

has an infinite number of solutions if A + C = a square. For x = 1 satisfies 
the equation, and taking x = Y + 1 leads us to a new equation which "one 
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can solve in an infinite number of ways since the units are (a) square 
(number)".64 

(y) Another lemma, preceding "VI",15, is also concerned with the infinite 
number of solutions. It states that ifAx2 - C = square is satisfied for 
x = xo, one can obtain another solution y > Xo (this is done by putting 
x = y + xo). 

These cases appear to derive from more general theorems, familiarity with 
which can hardly be denied Diophantus. Thus, the condition given in rt is 
applicable to C in the equation (regarded as different6S) - A2x2 + C = 0, 
while f3 and y both follow from the same proposition, asserting that if Xo 
satisfies AX2 + Bx + C = 0, one can find an infinite number of other 
solutions: putting x = y + xo, we have 

Ay2 + y(2Axo + B) + (Ax6 + Bxo + C) = 0, 

and, since the numerical term is a square, the method taught in Book II 

of taking ° = (my + JAX6 + Bxo + C)2 leads to any number of solutions 
x(m) = y(m) + Xo' 

Now, since Diophantus uses in Book" VI" some ad hoc propositions which 
are obviously derived from more general theorems relating to indeterminate 
equations, it is reasonable to suppose that these general theorems were used 
somewhere in the Arithmetica-if so in a now lost part which would follow 
Book "VI" where these ad hoc, particular cases OCCUr.66 

To suggest that Diophantus treated problems involving equations of the 
types AX2 + Bx + C = ° and rty2 + y = 0 in the lost part of the Arithme
tica is pure conjecture. But when we consider that Diophantus knew how 
to reduce the first type to the second one and knew some facts about the 
solutions of the second type, this seems quite possible-the more so when one 
considers that some kinds of problems found in early Islamic times and not 
treated in the Arithmetica, but which might well be a remnant of Greek 
learning, involve the above-mentioned types of equations. 67 

64 In problem III,lO (and III,!!), an equation of the type ()(X 2 + Y = 0 with ()( + y = square is 
not solved, Diophantus choosing instead to reformulate the initial hypotheses so as to obtain 
an EtJXEP~; equation, that is to say, in this case, one with a square as the coefficient of x 2 • Diophan
tus cannot have been unaware of the fact that I is solution; simply, he does not acknowledge this 
for didactic reasons, for we are in the section of the Arithmetica dealing only with indeterminate 
quadratic equations having either the coefficient of x2 or the constant term square, to the 
exclusion of other cases. Heath's rendering of "(not) EtJXEP~~" as "impossible" (Dioph., p. 69) is 
quite misleading. 
65 Diophantus apparently does not consider direct transformations of the form x = !/y (cf. 
p. 227, n. 4). 
66 The occurrence of particular cases before the exposition of the general case can be accounted 
for by the external form of the problems in which they appear; for this form is the unifying 
characteristic of Book" VI". 
67 That some models of Indian astronomy are dependent on early Greek material has been 
established recently; but since no such interdependence has been proven for indeterminate 
algebra we must leave any comparison out of consideration. 
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4. On Some Problems of a Diophantine Nature Found in Islamic 
Mathematics but Not in the Extant Arithmetica 

The study of indeterminate equations in Islamic times appears to have 
depended greatly on Greek material. We have already pointed out the 
direct influence of the Arithmetica, or, more specifically, of its Books I~IV, 
on al-Karajl's work (see pp. 1O~11). We have also conjectured that Abu 
Kamil had access to some Greek source other than the Arithmetica (see 
pp. 9~ 10). We shall now list certain types of indeterminate problems which are 
treated by these authors but which, as noted above, are not found in the 
extant Arithmetica. 

a. Problems of Abu Kiimil68 

(IX) Problems 19,21,24,25 of AbU Kamil (nos. 24 and 25 appear in the later 
Fabrl, as IV,32~33) deal with equations of the type 

- x 2 + 2Bx + C = 0 (B and/or C > 0). 

It is stated that this equation is soluble if D = B2 + C is representable as the 
sum of two squares, provided also that I C I < B2 in the particular case C < O. 
Indeed, putting 0 = m2 leads to the intermediate problem of making 
B2 + C - m2 a square. 

(f3) In problems 7~9 (cf. Badi" 5269), 22 (=Bad[" 49), 23 (=Fabrl IV,28), 
the resolution of the system 

{
X2 + kx = 0, 
x2 + Ix = 0', 

passes through the resolution of 

k, I given, 

jU2 + V = Db 

2 I 0' 
U +k V = l' 

First, we put v = 2mu + m2 , m arbitrary, and determine u from the second 
equation u2 +(2ml/k)u+m21/k=D'l' This gives a solution uo, vo, and any 
Uo t, Vo t 2, t rational, will also clearly fulfil the second system. We then obtain 
a solution to the original system by requiring (x = )uo t = (l/k)vo t2 , whence 
t = kuo/vo and x = ku6/vo. 

In problems 11 (= F abd 11,28 or IV,27) and 20 (cf. F abri 11,32; Badl" 
55), the second equation has the form - x 2 + Ix = 0', and the intermediate 

68 The numbering of the problems is that employed in our account of Abu Kiimil's methods (and 
in our forthcoming edition of his Algebra, in the third part of which indeterminate problems 
occur). 
69 The numbering is that employed in our translation. 
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equation becomes _u2 + (2ml/k)u + m21/k = 0'1' In Abu Kamil's two 
examples, the intermediate equation is easy to solve since ljk is a square. 
Were this not the case, we would find ourselves in the situation of the previous 
set of problems (ex), and the condition would be that m2/2/k2 + m21/k = 
(m2[2/k2)(1 + (k/I», thus (I + k)/I, be representable as the sum of two squares. 

No systems like nos. 7-9, 11, 20, 22, 23 of Abu Kamil are treated in this 
manner in the extant Arithmetica. The method, however, is employed in three 
very simple cases (VII,8-1O), and this speaks for its being of Greek origin. 70 

(y) Lastly, Abu Kamil solves systems of the type 

{
X2 + Ix + k = 0, 
x2 + Ix + k + hJ"""'x2O;-+-lx-+-k = 0', I, k, h given, 

(problems 26-30,32 (=Fabrl IV,35), 34), and of the general type 

{ X2 + [lX + k1 = 0, 
x2 + 12 X + k2 = 0', 

(problems 31 (=FabrlIV,34), 33, 35-38 (=FabrlIV,36-39». 
The resolution he presents (cf. Les Methodes, pp. 99-103), not seen in any 

of the extant Books of the Arithmetica, is mathematically correct, but may 
yield an unacceptable solution. Whether or not this might have prevented 
Diophantus from including such systems in his Arithmetica is debatable. 

b. Problems of al-Karaji 

There is little in al-Karajl which is not taken either from Diophantus or 
from Abu Kamil; the only instances worth mentioning here occur in the 
Bad/C. 71 

(ex) Problems 21-22 and 27-33 deal with equations AX2 + C = 0 and 
AX2 + Bx + C = 0, respectively. The condition for rationality in the 
second case takes al-Karajl back to the first case; hence he is well aware of the 
transformation. The resolution itself is of little interest, since a solution is 
found by istiqrZf, i.e., empirically (see our study on the Badl" pp. 303-4). 

Remark. Problem 21 contains the assertion" And whenever the coefficient 
of the x2's forms together with the number of units a square, then x2 = 1 
(fulfils the problem)". But this statement (which was perhaps made not by 
al-Karajl himself but was added later) appears to be an isolated observation, 

70 Systems like those of AbU Kamil would fit best in the first Books of the Arithmetica, i.e., in the 
extant ones, since they are all reducible to an indeterminate equation of the second degree 
soluble by the methods of Book II. But it appears from the above discussion that this is not 
always the case. 
71 On some isolated instances of the Fa&rf, see pp. 58,181, and 194. 
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from which no mathematical inferences-unlike in the Arithmetica-are 
drawn. 

(~) Problems 17-20 are considerably more interesting, since they contain 
an elegant method which enables one to solve equations of the form 

AX2 - C = D or C - AX2 = D, 

when A·C (thus A/C) is a square. 

Putting 0 = yZ, we have 

£ + ~ yZ = x2 and £ - ~ yZ = x2 , 
A A A A 

and we can solve either case by assuming that 

x = my - fi 
this leading us to 

2 1 

x = @. m + A and 
~A 2 1 m --

A 

respectively. 7 2 

Remark. Mention should be made of the problem x2 ± k = 0, extensively 
studied, it would seem, in the tenth century (see Woepcke's Recherches sur 
( ... ) Leonard de Pise, 1, III, A and B), and also exhaustively treated by al
Ijazin (see Anbouba, Traite d'Abii Jajar). In al-Ijazin's tract are found most 
of the theorems which later appear, some with better proofs, in Leonard 
of Pisa's Liber quadratorum. Both works undoubtedly stem from some 
common source, which may itself have been based on some Greek work. 73 

5. Conclusion 

We have seen that Diophantus certainly knew more of general inde
terminate equations of the second degree than what actually appears in the 
extant Arithmetica, and that such equations, as well as some other types of 
problems which strongly recall Diophantine preoccupations, were solved in 
early Islamic times. We have also conjectured that if any problems leading 

72 The first equation of course goes into the second one by putting x = 1/ z and mUltiplying by Z2. 

73 The form of the solution of x 2 ± k = 0 is obtainable by elementary Diophantine methods 
(cf. our study on the Bad!. p. 336). 
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to general indeterminate equations of the second degree were treated by 
Diophantus, as his Greek introduction seems to announce, they would be 
best placed after Book "VI", thus, perhaps, in the group of three Books now 
lost which would be Books XI to XIII. 

But, as said before, this is pure conjecture, rendered all the more un
certain by the unpredictability of Diophantus' intentions, an unpredictability 
strikingly demonstrated by the unexpected direction taken by the newly 
discovered Books. We cannot even guess the number of Books which 
Diophantus might have devoted to such problems, since the general im
pression left by the Arithmetica is that Diophantus, with but a single method 
at his disposal, could fill any number of Books by inventing problems a 
volonte-another facet of his mathematical genius. 



Part Two 

Translation 

The translation given here is essentially a literal one, and may thus be 
awkward in some passages; we deliberately chose to translate in this way, 
however, in order to give readers unacquainted with Arabic an idea of the 
form and expression of the text. 1 When desirable, the sense of passages has 
been made clearer by additions which appear in parentheses. 

The footnotes consist principally of textual explanations or references to 
other parts of the Arithmetica, or they indicate the presence of those inter
polations which we have chosen to leave in the edited text (see pp. 29~33). 
They are only rarely concerned with mathematical questions or with questions 
of translation, since all problems are fully discussed in the Mathematical 
Commentary, while information on the occurrences and meanings of 
individual words may be found in the Arabic Index. Finally, a few not trivial 
lacunae of the manuscript are indicated; they are enclosed, as in the edited 
Arabic text, in angle brackets. 

The numerals in the right-hand margin refer to the lines of the printed 
Arabic text, and those in the left-hand margin indicate the pages of the 
Mashhad manuscript. 

1 We have, however, departed from the text: (0() in rendering some active verbal forms by passive 
ones or by substantives; (P) in systematically omitting the word" units" which is frequently 
appended to the expression of constant terms (the same was done by Tannery in his Latin 
translation of the Greek text); (y) in systematically using figures instead of words for the 

numerals. 



Fourth Book of the treatise of Diophantus 
the Alexandrian on squares and cubes 

which (treatise) Qusta ibn Liiqa of Baalbek translated 
from the Greek language into the Arabic language. 
This is the handwriting of Mu~ammad ibn abl Bakr 
ibn I:laklr the astronomer, and he wrote in the year 
595 of the hegira. 



In the Name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate 

Fourth Book of the Treatise of Diophantus on 
Squares and Cubes 

I have presented in detail, in the preceding part of this treatise on arith
metical problems, many problems in which we ultimately, after the restora
tion and the reduction 1, arrived at one term equal to one term, (namely) 10 

those (problems) involving (either of) the two species of linear and plane 
number and also those which are composite. I have done that according to 
categories which beginners can memorize and grasp the nature of. 

In order that you l miss no thing, in treating which you would acquire 
ability in that science,3 I consider it also appropriate to write, once again, 
for you, in what follows, many problems ofthis kind, (but now) involving the 
species of number called solid (alone) as well as in association with (one of) 
the first two species. In it,4 I shall follow the same path and advance you 15 

along it from one step to another and from one kind to another for the sake 
of experience and skill. Then, when you are acquainted with what I have 
presented, you will be able to find the answer to many problems which I 
have not presented, since I shall have shown to you the procedure for solving 
a great many problems and shall have explained to you an example of each 
of their types. 

De! X1l 5 I say (the following). Every square6 multiplied by its side gives an X3. 20 
When I then divide X3 by Xl, the result is the side of X3; if X3 is divided by x, 
namely the root of the said xl,7 the result is Xl. 

1 These terms are explained further on, at the end of the introduction. 
2 Diophantus is surely addressing Dionysius, as he does in the Greek introduction. 
3 Namely, the solving of arithmetical problems (cf. also D.G., I, p. 2,3). 
4 That is, "in what follows" (perhaps an inappropriate addition: cf. app. crit., n. 4). 
5 I shall continue with the convenient policy used first in Bachet's edition and then in Tannery's of 
numbering the presented introductory rules (called "definitions"); there are eleven such rules in 
the Greek introduction. 
" The Greek introduction also has "square ", not" x2 ", in similar situations (cf. D.G., I, p. 4,19 
and 22). See, though, note 30 of the critical apparatus for a list of confusions between mal/8iivCXllt~ 
and murabba'!TEtprXy(j)Vo~. 
7 Or "namely the root of the said quantity". This phrase (and those similar to it below) I consider 

to be Arabic interpolations; see p. 30, no. I. 
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When I then multiply x3 by x, the result is the same as when x 2 is multiplied 
by itself, and it is called X4. If X4 is divided by x3, the result is x, namely the 
root of x2 ; if it is divided by x 2 , the result is x2 ; if it is divided by x, namely the 25 

root of x2 , the result is x 3 • 

When X4 is then multiplied by x, namely the root of x 2 , the result is the 
same as when x3 is multiplied by x 2, and it is called x 5• If x5 is divided by x, 
namely the root of x2 , the result is X4; if it is divided by x2 , the result is x 3 ; 

2 if it is divided by x 3 , the result is x 2 ; and if it is divided by X4, the result is x, 
namely the root of x 2• 

When x 5 is then multiplied by x, the result is the same as when x3 is 30 

multiplied by itself and when X2 is multiplied by x\ and it is called x6 • If 
x6 is divided by x, namely the root of x 2 , the result is x5 ; if it is divided by x 2 , 

the result is X4; if it is divided by x3, the result is x 3 ; if it is divided by X4, the 
result is x2 ; if it is divided by x5 , the result is x, namely the root of x2 • 

Del XIII After the restoration and the reduction -one means by restoration the 35 

adding of what is negative to both sides (of the equation) and by reduction 
the removing of what is equal from both sides- 8 the treatment will result for 
us in the equality of one of these species-the mutual multiplications and 
divisions of which we have explained (above)-with another; it will then be 
necessary to divide the whole by a unit of the side having the lesser degree9 

in order to obtain one species equal to a number. 40 

1. We wish to find two cubic numbers the sum of which is a square number. 

We put x as the side of the smaller cube, so that its cube is x 3, and we put 
as the side of the greater cube an arbitrary number of x's, say 2x; then, the 
greater cube is 8x 3• Their sum is 9x 3, which must be equal to a square. We 45 

make the side of that square any number of x's we please, say 6x, so the 
square is 36x2 • Therefore, 9x3 is equal to 36x2 • Then, since the side (of the 
equation) containing the x2 's is lesser in degree than the other, we divide the 
whole by x 2 ; 9x3 divided by x2 gives 9x, that is 9 roots of x 2 , 10 and the result 50 

from the division of the 36x2 by x2 is a number, namely 36. Thus 9x, that is 
3 (nine) roots, 10 equals 36; hence x is equal to 4. Since we assumed the side ofthe 

smaller cube to be x, the side is 4, and the smaller cube is 64; and since we 
assumed the side of the greater cube to be 2x, the side is 8, and the greater 55 

cube is 512. The sum of the two cubes is 576, which is a square with 24 as 
its side. 

Therefore, we have found two cubic numbers the sum of which is a square, 
the lesser being 64 and the larger, 512. This is what we intended to find. 11 

8 The explanation of the two terms seems to be an Arabic addition; see p. 30, no. 2. 
9 That is, by the power of the unknown found in the side of lesser degree. 
10 This again seems to be an Arabic addition (see above note 7). 
11 bayyana; from problem IV,? on it is replaced by wajada. We have rendered both by "to find" 
(see index, biina (II), p. 435). 
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2. We wish to find two cubic numbers the difference of which is a square 
number. 

We put x as the side of the smaller cube, which is then x3, and we put 60 

as the side of the larger any number of x's we wish; let us put 2x for the side, 
so that the greater cube is 8x 3 . Their difference is 7x 3, which is equal to a 
square number. Let us put for the side of the square 7x, so that the square is 
49x2 • Thus 7x 3 is equal to 49x 2• As the side (of the equation) containing the 65 

xz's is the lesser in degree, we divide the whole by x 2 , and so obtain 7x equal 
to 49; hence x is equal to 7. Since we assigned to the smaller cube the side x, 
the smaller cube is 343; and, since the greater (cube) has the side 2x, its side 
is 14, and the greater cube is 2744. Their difference is 2401, which is a square 70 

with 49 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two cubic numbers the difference of which is a 
square number. This is what we intended to find. 

3. We wish to find two square numbers the sum of which is a cubic number. 

4 We put x2 as the smaller square and 4x 2 as the greater square. The sum 75 

of the two squares is 5x2 , and this must be equal to a cubic number. Let us 
make its side any number of x's we please, say x again,12 so that the cube is 
x3• Therefore, 5x 2 is equal to x3• As the side which contains the x2,s is the 
lesser in degree, we divide the whole by x2 ; hence x is equal to 5. Then, since 
we assumed the smaller square to be x2, and since x2 arises from the multi- 80 

plication of x-which we found to be 5-by itself, x2 is 25. And, since we 
put for the greater square 4x 2, it is 100. The sum of the two squares is 125, 
which is a cubic number with 5 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two square numbers the sum of which is a 
cubic number, namely 125. 13 This is what we intended to find. 85 

4. We wish to find two square numbers the difference of which is a cubic 
number. 

We put x as the side of the smaller square and an arbitrary number of x's 
as the side of the larger, say 5x; thus, the larger square is 25x2 and the lesser, 
x 2 • Their difference is 24x2, and this is equal to a cube. Let us put for the side 90 

of the cube any number of x's we please, say 2x. Hence 24x2 is equal to 8x3, 
for the cube that arises from 2x is 8x3. We again14 divide the whole by x2, 
hence 8x is equal to 24; then x is 3. Since we set x as the side of the smaller 
square and 5x as the side of the larger square, the side of the smaller is 3 and 95 

12 As the side of the smaller square. 
13 With a slight change in the text (reading huma instead of huwa), we have the usual statement of 
the required magnitudes, i.e., "and these are 100 and 25". The text's reading could well be a 
scribal mistake (cf. notes 586, 760 of the crit. app.). 
14 As in the preceding problems. 
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5 that of the larger, 15; (so) the lesser square is 9, the larger square 225, and 
their difference 216, which is a cubic number having 6 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two square numbers the difference of which is a 
cubic number, and these are 225 and 9. This is what we intended to find. 

5. We wish to find two square numbers which comprise15 a cubic number. 100 

We assume the smaller to be x2 and the side of the larger to be any number 
of x's we please; let us put 2x for the side, so the larger square is 4x2 . The 
number they comprise is 4x\ which equals a cubic number; we put 2x as its 
side, so that the cube is 8x3 . Therefore, 4X4 is equal to 8x3 . We divide the 105 

whole by x 3 , hence 8 equals 4x; for 8x3 divided by x3 gives 8-since (the 
multiplication of) 1 by x3 gives x3 , the division of x3 by x3 gives 1-, and the 
division of 4X4 by x3 gives 4x: therefore 4x equals 8. 16 Thus x is equal to 2. 
Since we took x2 as the lesser square, it is 4, for x2 is yielded by the multiplica- 110 

tion of x by itself; and since we took 4x2 as the larger square, it is 16. The 
number comprised by these two squares is 64, which is a cube with 4 as its 
side. 

Therefore, we have found two square numbers which comprise a cubic 
number, namely 4 and 16. This is what we intended to find. 115 

6. We wish to find two numbers, one square and the other cubic, which com
prise a square number. 

We put as the side of the square an arbitrary number of x's, say x, so that the 
square is x 2 ; likewise, we put as the side of the cube a number of x's of our 

6 choice, say 2x, so that the cube is 8x3 . The number comprised by them, that 120 

is to say by x2 and by 8x\ is 8x5, and this equals a square. Now, suppose that 
we put x's as the side of the square; x2 ,s will result (from the multiplication 
of the x's by themselves), hence x5's will equal x2's, and we shall have to 
divide both sides by (a unit of) the x2 's; x3,s will then be equal to units, for, 
as I have mentioned,17 the division of x5's by x2,s gives x3,s. Consequently,18 
we put as the side of the square x2,s in any number we please, say 4x2 , so 125 

that the square is 16x4. Thus, 8x 5 is equal to 16x4. We divide the whole 
by x\ since the x4 ,s are the lower in degree of the two sides; the division of 
16x4 by X4 yields 16, while the division of 8x 5 by X4 yields 8x. Hence 8x is 

15 The usual (literal) translation of the Greek ltEP1EXEtv. Two numbers" comprise" a third if the 
product of their multiplication gives the third number. Cf., e.g., Euclid, Elem., VII, def. 19. 
16 These lengthy explanations may be interpolated; see p. 31, no. 13. 
17 See the rules in the introduction to this Book ("' def. XII "). Cf. also pp. 178-179 on the 
genuineness of this reference. 
18 In order to avoid the equating of x3,s to units, which requires a preliminary condition for a 
rational x. 
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equal to 16, so x is 2. Then, since we set x as the side of the square, the square 130 

is 4, and the cube, since we set 2x as its side, is 64; the number comprised by 
them-namely by the square, which is 4, and by the cube, which is 64-is 
256, which is a square with 16 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one square and the other cubic, 
which comprise a square number, and these are 4 and 64. This is what we 135 

intended to find. 

7. We now wish to find two numbers, one square and the other cubic, which 
comprise a cubic number. 

We put x as the side of the square, so the square is x2, and we put an 
arbitrary number of x's as the side of the cube, say 4x, so that the cube is 
64x 3 . The number comprised by them is 64x5 , which is equal to a cubic 140 

number. Now, suppose that we put x's as the side of the cube; then the cube 
7 will be made of x 3's, and, after setting them equal to (the) x 5's, we shall have 

to divide the whole by x 3, thus obtaining Xl'S equal to units; it will then be 
necessary for the units which equal Xl to be (a) square (number). If, however, 
we set Xl'S as the side of the cube, the cube will be made of x 6 's; after setting 145 

that equal to (the) x5 's, we shall have to divide both sides by x 5 , thus obtaining 
x's equal to units. Hence we assume the side of the cube to be 2x 2 ; the cube is 
then 8x6 • Therefore, 8x6 is equal to 64x 5 . We divide the whole by x 5 , for the 
x 5,s are the lower in degree of the two sides; we then obtain, from the division 
of the 8x6 by x 5, 8x, and, from the division of the 64x 5 by x 5, 64. Hence 8x 150 

is equal to 64, and x is 8. Since we put x as the side of the square, the square is 
64; the cube, since we put 4x as its side, has the side 32, and the cube itself is 
32,768. The result of the multiplication of that by the square, namely (by) 155 

64, is a cubic number, since each one of the two (factors) is a cube. 19 

Therefore, we have found two numbers under the condition we stipulated. 
This is what we intended to find. 

8. We wish to find two cubic numbers which comprise a square number. 

Suppose that we put, in this problem too,20 x as the side of the smaller 160 

cube, so that the smaller cube is x 3 , and that we put as the side of the larger 
whatever number we please of x's, for instance 2x, so that the larger cube is 
8x 3 ; the number they comprise is 8x6 , and that must be equal to a square. 
Now, it is not correct to put x's as the side of this square; for the square of x's 165 

being Xl'S, when these have been set equal to (the) x6 's, and (both sides) 
afterwards divided by the (power of the) side of lesser degree, which consists 

19 Euclid, Elem. IX,4. 
20 See what has been done above. 
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of x2's, the result is X4('S), equal to units. 21 <But if we set x2,s for the side of 
the square, the square will be made of X4'S; after having put that equal to 
x6's, we shall have to divide the two sides by X4; we shall then obtain x2,s 

8 equal to units.)22 Thus it is necessary for the number of units equal to x2 to 170 

be a square. Therefore, we are led to seek a square and a cubic number 
which comprise a square number, because of the convenience of that, which 
will become clear in the treatment. 23 We then find, as shown above,24 that 
one of the two numbers, namely the square, is 4, and the other, namely the 
cube, is 64; the number these two numbers comprise is 256, which is a square 
with 16 as its side. This is what we intended to find. 2 5 175 

9. We wish to find two cubic numbers which comprise a square. 

We set 4x as the side of the greater cube and x as the side of the smaller 
cube. Then the greater cube is 64x3 , the smaller, x3 , and the number they 
comprise is 64x6 ; this must be equal to a square number. We put as its side 180 

xz's, the coefficient of which is equal to the side of the square arising from 
the multiplication of the 64 by the 4, namely 256, having as its side 16. 
Therefore, we put as the side of the square 16x2 , so that the square is 256x4. 
Then 64x6 equals 256x4. So we divide the whole by X4, since the X4'S are the 185 

lower in degree of the two sides; the division of the 64x6 by X4 gives 64x2 , 

while we obtain 256 from the division of the 256x4 by X4. Therefore, 64x2 

equals 256, hence x2 equals 4; x2 being a square, as well as 4, their sides are 190 

thus equal; the side of x2 being x, and that of 4 being 2, x is 2. Then, since we 
set x as the side of the smaller cube, the smaller cube is 8, and since we set 
4x, i.e., 8, as the side of the larger cube, the larger cube is 512. When we 

9 mUltiply it by the smaller cube, the result is the number they comprise, 195 

namely 4096, which is a square having 64 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two cubic numbers which comprise a square 
number, namely 8 and 512. This is what we intended to find. 

Suppose now we intend to find a cubic number such that we obtain, 
after dividing it by a cube, a square number; we shall look for a square 200 

number such that, after multiplying it by another cubic number26 -which 

21 What is not correct is, to begin with, the equation 8x6 = square, which is (rationally) im
possible, since 8 is not a square; thus, the preliminary condition is that the numerical factor in the 
side of the larger cube be a square, say rn 2 • No other condition is necessary if we assume the side of 
the indeterminate square to be proportional to x2 (or X4), whereas one would be ifit were taken 
to be proportional to x, say nx (namely that n· rn be a square). 

There is no doubt that the text as it stands is the result of some reworking, probably that ofthe 
major commentary. Its author perhaps misunderstood a statement of impossibility made by 
Diophantus about the equation 8x6 = square. 
22 Note the significant lacuna here. 

23 This last remark about "convenience" seems to be an interpolation (cf. p. 32, no. 14). 
24 Cf. problem 6. 
25 The solution of the proposition continues with what follows. Cf. p. 61. 
26 It is not the one "we intend to find ", but the one py which it is divided. 
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we also seek -a cubic number results from the multiplication. This being 
found,27 the result of the multiplication of the one by the other will be the 
desired cubic number. 

Likewise if we intend to find a square number such that the division of it by 
a square results in a cube: we shall treat it inversely to what precedes.28 

And similarly for anything we seek involving a division which is of the 205 

preceding kind: for these two (cases) are (in reality) one, since division is 
merely the inverse of multiplication. 

10. We wish to find a cubic number such that, when we increase it by an 
arbitrary multiple of the square having the same side, the sum is a square 
number. 

We put x as the side of the cube, so the cube is x3 ; we put for the multiplica-
tive factor 10, and we add ten times the square of the cube's side, or x 2 , 2\0 

to x\ thus obtaining x3 + 10x2, and this is equal to a square. We assume its 
side to be x's (in) such (quantity) that their square is larger than IOx2, thus 
making the reduction possible. 29 Putting 4x as the side of that (square), the 
square is 16x2 , hence x3 + lOx 2 equals 16x2. Let us remove the common 
(quantity) IOx 2, so that 6x2 is equal to x3• Dividing that by x 2, we obtain x 215 

equal to 6. (Thus) x 3 is 216. The square of the side is 36; ten times that is 360, 
and adding this to x 3 gives 576, which is a square with 24 as its side. 

\0 Therefore, we have found a cubic number such that, when we increase it 220 

by ten times the square having the same side, it becomes a square number 
after the addition; the said cube is 216 and its side, 6. This is what we intended 
to find. 

11. We wish to find a cubic number such that, when we diminish it by an 
arbitrary multiple of the square having the same side, the remainder is a 
square number. 

We set x as the side of the cube, so that the cube is x 3 , and we assume 6 225 

to be the multiplicative factor. We want the remainder of x 3 after the sub
traction of the 6x2 to be a square. We set any number of x's we please for its 
side, say 2x, so that the square is 4x2 . Thus x3 - 6x 2 equals 4x 2 • We restore 
x3 with the 6x 2 and add them to the 4x2 ; then x3 equals IOx2 . Dividing the 230 

whole by x2 gives us x equal to 10. Then, since we assumed the side of the cube 
to be x, the cube is 1000. The square of the side is 100, six times which is 600, 
and the remainder of the 1000 after the subtraction of 600 is 400, which is a 
square number with 20 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found a cubic number such that, when we diminish 235 

it by the square of its side taken six times, the remainder is a square number; 
the said cube is 1000 and its side, 10. 

27 See above, problem 7. 
28 We need simply to interchange the words "square" and "cube" in the previous reasoning. 
29 Or: "thus making the equation soluble"; see index, under muqabalah (p. 450). 
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12. We wish to find a cubic number such that, when we increase it by an 
arbitrary multiple of the square having the same side, the resulting sum is a 
cubic number. 

We set x as the side of the cube, so that the cube is x3• We increase it by the 240 

multiple (of x 2 ) of our choice, which is, (say), the one assumed previously;30 
x3 becomes x3 + lOx2, which is equal to a cube. We make the side of the cube 
2x, so that 8x 3 is equal to x3 + lOx2. Removing x3 , which is common, 
leaves lOx2 equal to 7x 3 , and dividing that by x2 results in 7x equal to 10; 

II hence x is 17°, and the cube is 1000 (units) in the amount of 7. ~. 7' If we then 245 

dd h 1 . h h . ( . ) 100 7000 h a to t e atter ten times t e square, t at IS, ten tImes -, or --, t e 
7·7 7·7·7 

1 . . 8000 h' h' b' h 20 . 'd resu tmg sum IS 7 . 7 . 7 ,w IC IS a cu e WIt 7 as ItS SI e. 

Therefore, we have found a cube which clearly fulfils the condition im-

d 1 1000 . h 'd 10 h" h . pose upon us, name y 7 . 7 . 7 ,WIt SI e 7' T IS IS W at we mtended to find. 250 

13. We wish to find a cubic number such that, when we diminish it by an 
arbitrary multiple of the square having the same side, the remainder is a 
cubic number. 

We put x as the side of the cube, so that the cube is x 3 . We put 7 as the 
multiplicative factor, so that the remainder (of the subtraction) is x3 - 7x2 ; 

this, then, is equal to a cubic number. We put as its side some fraction of x, 255 

say tx, so that the cube is one part of8 parts of x3 ; this, then, equals x3 - 7x2 . 

We restore and reduce; hence ix3 is equal to 7x 2 • Dividing then the whole by 
x2 yields 7 equal to ix. Thus x is 8, and x3 is 512. Then, if we subtract from the 260 

latter seven times the 64,31 the remainder is 64, which is a cube. 

We shall (now) treat this (problem) by another method.32 We make the 
side of the first cube any number of x's, say 2x, so that the cube is 8x3• Then, 
the difference between x3 and 8x3, 7x3 , is equal to seven times the square 
having the same side as the greater cube. This side being 2x, its square, 4x 2, 265 

and seven times that being 28x2 , 28x2 is equal to 7x 3• Dividing the whole by 
x2 yields 28 equal to 7x, so x equals 4. Thus, the smaller cube is 64, for its 
side was x, and the greater cube, since 2x was set as its side, has the side 8, 270 

while the cube is 512. 

30 Cf. problem 10. 
31 The presence of the article may indicate that the value of x2 was originally given in the text, 
together with those of x and x3. 

32 The text of this alternative resolution is somewhat confused and contains two interpolations, 
as noted in the commentary. 
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Therefore, it has been found that the other cube, the larger, exceeds the 
12 smaller cube by seven times the square of the side of the larger cube; and 

this was the condition imposed upon us in this problem. This is what we 
intended to find. 

14. We wish to find a number such that when we multiply it by two given 275 

numbers, one of the two (results) is a cube and the other, a square. 

We set for the two numbers 5 and 10. We wish to find a number such that 
when we multiply it by 10 (the result) is a cube and when we multiply it by 5 
(the result) is a square. We put x as the number we are seeking; multiplying 
it by 5 gives 5x and afterwards by 10, lOx. We want to equate the lOx with 280 

a cubic number and the 5x with a square number. We assume the square 
equal to 5x to be any part or any parts we please 33 of the square having the 
same side as the cube equal to the lOx, provided that the side of the part is 
commensurable34 to the side of the whole, that is to say (provided) that 
the part is a square. Or, we assume the square of the side of the cube to be any 
part or any parts of the square equal to the 5x, provided that this (fraction) is 285 

a square. So, let us assume the square of the side of the cube to be one-fourth 
of the square equal to the 5x, so that the square of the side of the cube equal 
to the lOx is 1tx. Now, this square-namely 1tx-gives, when multiplied by 
its side, lOx; so, if we divide the lOx by 1tx, we shall obtain as the result the 290 

side of the cube equal to the lOx. Since the result of the division of lOx by 
1tx is 8-for x's when multiplied by units produce X'S35_, 8 is the side ofthe 
cube equal to the lOx, that is (also) the side of the square equal to 1tx. But, 
the cube having side 8 is 512, and this is equal to lOx; hence x is 51!. Again, 295 

13 the square of 8 is 64, and this is equal to 1tx; so x is four-fifths of 64, or 51 t. 
If we then multiply the 5lt by 10, we obtain 512, which is a cubic number; 300 

and, if we multiply the same number by 5, it becomes 256, which is a square 
with side 16. 

Therefore, we have found a number such that when we multiply it by the 
two given numbers, namely 10 and 5, the result of its multiplication by 10 is a 
cubic number and of its multiplication by 5, a square number; and this is 
(the number) which we intended to find. 

But if we want the result of the multiplication of x by 5 to be the cube, and 305 

of the multiplication of x by 10 to be the square number, then it is (now) 5x 
which we shall, similarly, equate to a cubic number, and lOx to a square 
number. We assume the square number having the same side as the cube 

33 That is, any aliquot, resp. non-aliquot part; see Euclid, Elem. VII, defI. 3,4, or D.G., I, p. 272,18 
seqq. 
34 Of course linear commensurability, that is, commensurability in the modern sense (cf. 
Elem. X, deff. 1-3). 
35 This explanation looks like an interpolation (cf. p. 30, no. 5); concerning its wording, see 
note 109 of the app. crit. 
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equal to the 5x, again36 to be one-fourth of the square equal to the lOx, 
so that the square of the side of the cube equal to the 5x is 21x. The division 3\0 

by the 21x of the 5x gives the side of the cube equal to the 5x. But the result 
of the division of 5x by 21x is 2; hence the side of the cube equal to the 5x is 2, 
and thus the cube equal to the 5x is 8. So x is l The multiplication of! by 5 315 

gives 45°, or 8, which is a cubic number, and the multiplication of the same by 
10 gives 85°, or 16, which is a square with 4 as its side. 

Let us (now) stipulate in the first problem37 that the square equal to the 
5x be to the square having the same side as the cube equal to the lOx as one 320 

is to four;38 so the square of the side of the cube equal to the lOx is 20x. 
The division of the lOx by the 20x gives 1, and this is the side of the cube 

14 equal to the lOx. As the cube arising from 1 is -1, lOx is equal to -1, so x is one 
part of 80 parts. Then, the multiplication of this last number by 5 results in 5 325 

parts of 80, or one part of 16, which is a square with side i; the multiplication 
of the same by 10 gives 10 parts of 80, or -1, which is a cube with side 1-

If we (now) stipulate in the inverse problem that the square equal to the 
lOx be to the square of the side of the cube equal to the 5x as one is to four, 330 

then the square of the side of the cube equal to the 5x is 40x. Since dividing 
the 5x by the 40x results in one part of8 parts of 1, the side of the cube equal 
to the 5x is -1, and the cube itself is one part of 512. (So) the 5x is equal to one 
part of 512, and x is equal to one part of 2560. Then, if we multiply the latter 335 

by 10, it becomes 10 parts of 2560, or one part of 256, which is a square 
having one part of 16 as its side; the same number, when multiplied by 5, 
gives 5 parts of 2560, or one part of 512, which is a cube with side l 340 

Therefore, we have found a number such that when we multiply it by 10 
and by 5 it gives a square number and a cubic number (respectively). 

We (now) also use another method. We put an arbitrary number of x's, 
say x, as the side of the cube resulting from the multiplication of the re
quired number by 10; then the cube is x3 and the required number, one part 345 

of 10 parts of x 3• This fraction must be such that, when multiplied by 5, 
15 it results in a square number. But the multiplication of one part of 10 parts 

of x3 by 5 gives 5 parts of 10 parts of x3, or 1X3, which is equal to a square 
number. Let us make the side of that square an arbitrary number of x's, say 350 

2x, so that the square is 4x2 • Thus 1X3 equals 4x2 • The division of the whole 
by x2 results in 1x equal to 4; so x is 8. Since we set x for the side of the 
cube yielded by the multiplication of the required number by 10, this side 
is 8 and the cube, 512. The division of 512 by 10 gives the required number, 355 

which is 51t.39 

36 As in the first part of this problem. 
37 That is, the one in which Sx is equal to a square and lOx to a cube. 
38 Literally: "in the ratio of one-fourth". 
39 No verification of the solution is made, probably because the results are known from the first 
part of the problem. 
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We may also set an arbitrary number of x's, say x, for the side of the 
square arising from the multiplication of the required number by 5, so that 
the square is x2 . Then, the required number is one part of 5 parts of x2 . This, 360 

when multiplied by 10, gives 10 parts of 5 parts of x2, or 2x2, which is equal 
to a cubic number. We assume the side of this cube to be any number of x's, 
say x; so the cube is x3 . Then 2X2 is equal to x3, and the division of the whole 
by x2 gives x equal to 2. Since we set x as the side of the square, the side is 2 365 

and the square itself, 4. Then the multiplication of the required number by 5 
16 gives 4, so the required number is t. This last number, when multiplied by 5, 

gives 25°, or 4, which is a square, and the multiplication of the same number by 370 

10 gives 45°, or 8, which is a cube. 

Therefore, we have found a number such that when we mUltiply it by 10 
and by 5 the results are a square number and a cubic number.40 

15. We wish to find a number such that when we mUltiply it by two given 
numbers, the result of its multiplication by the one is a cubic number and by 
the other, the square having the same side as that cube. 375 

Let one of the two given numbers be 4 and the other, 10. We wish to find 
a number such that when we multiply it by 10, it gives a cubic number, and 
when we multiply it by 4, it results in the square having the same side as the 
cube, or inversely: for the approach in both (cases) is the same.41 

By the analogy of this with the previous (problem), we (first) take x as 
the required number.42 Then the cube is lOx, and the square having the same 380 

side is 4x. Now, the multiplication of the side of the cube by itself is 4x, and 
the whole cube is lOx; so, since the multiplication of the 4x by its side results 
in lOx, we divide the lOx by the 4x, thus obtaining 2-!- as the side of the cube. 
The square from it is 6t, so that 4x equals 6t. Because of the (occurrence of 385 

the) fraction, namely, the fourth, we multiply the whole by 4 and obtain 16x 
equal to 25. So x is 25 parts of 16 parts.43 

Following the method of the second approach,44 we assume that the cube 
which results from the multiplication of the required number by 10 has an 
arbitrary multiple of x as its side, say x, so that the cube is x 3 . Thus the 390 

required number is /ox 3 , and the result of the multiplication of it by 4 is 
17 140X3. Hence 1~X3 is equal to the square of the side of the cube, that is, (to the 

square of) x, or x 2 ; because of the (occurrence of the) fraction, namely the 
tenths, we multiply the whole of what we have by 10, and obtain 4x'3 equal to 

40 Properly "the results are a cubic number and a square number ", if the correspondence is to be 
kept (as in the previous final statement). 
41 The two cases were treated separately in IV,14. 
42 See the first part of problem 14. 
43 The verification of the solution is made in the alternative resolution. 
44 Cf. problem 14, penultimate part (we shall put x as the side of the cube, not as the required 
number). 
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lOx2• The division of the whole by x2 gives 4x equal to 10; hence x equals 2t, 395 

and the side of the cube is also 2t. So four times the required number, which 
equals the square of the side of the cube, is 6l Therefore the required number 
is 25 parts of 16 parts. It appears that this last number, when multiplied by 4, 
results in 100 parts of 16 parts, which is a square, and, when multiplied by 10, 400 

results in 250 parts of 16, or 15 + t + l, which is a cube with side 2t, while 
the square ofthis side is 6l Similarly, the 25 parts of 16, when multiplied by 4, 
give 100 parts of 16, or 6i, which is a square with 2t as its side.45 405 

Therefore we have found a number such that when we multiply it by two 
given numbers the results are a cubic number and the square having the same 
side as that cube. 

Suppose that we (now) wish to find two numbers in a given ratio, one 410 

being a cubic number and the other, a square, and the ratio taken by us 
being 3: 1. We shall first choose two numbers such that the first is the triple of 
the second; next, we shall seek by the same method as before a number which 
when multiplied by each ofthe two chosen numbers gives a square number and 
a cubic number. Thus we shall have found two numbers in the ratio 3: 1, one 415 

18 being a cube and the other, a square; for the multiplication of any number by 
two numbers gives products which are in the ratio of the two original num
bers.46 

16. We wish to find two numbers such that when we mUltiply them by a 
given number, one of the resulting products is a cubic number and the other, 
the side of that cube. 

We put as the (given) number 10. We wish to find two numbers such that 
when we multiply them by 10, the result of the multiplication of 10 by the 420 

one is a cubic number and the result of the multiplication of 10 by the other 
one is the side of that cube. Let us assume the first number to be an arbitrary 
number of x's, say x. The multiplication of it by 10 gives lOx, which is the 
side of the cube; thus, the cube resulting from the multiplication of the second 
number by 10 is 1000x3 • (Next,) we assume the second number to be an arbi- 425 

trary number of x2's, say 300x2 ; we multiply it by 10 and obtain 3000x2 • 

Hence 1000x3 equals 3000x2 • The division of the whole by x2 results in 1000x 
equal to 3000; therefore, x is 3. Since we set x as the first number, it is 3; and, 
since we set as the second number 300x2 , where x2 is 9, the second number is 
2700. If then we multiply the second number by 10, it becomes 27,000, and if 430 

we multiply the first number by 10, the result is 30; and 30 is the side of the 
cube which is 27,000. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 3 and 2700. This is what we intended to find. 

4S Note that this statement is, in part, repetitive. See p. 32, no. 18. The text has "therefore" 
instead of "similarly" (cf. app., n. 161). 
46 Euclid, Elem. VII,I? 
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17. We wish to find two square numbers having their sides in a given ratio, 435 

19 and such that when each of them is multiplied by a given number, one results 
in a cube and the other, in the side of that cube. 

It is necessary that the number belonging to the given rati047 comprise 
together with the given number a square number. These (problems), from 
their feasibility, are those called the" constructible" ones.48 

Let the given ratio be the ratio 20: 1 and the given number be 5. We wish 440 

to find two square numbers, the side of the one being in the ratio of 20: 1 to 
the side of the other, and such that, when the larger square is multiplied by 5, 
the result is a cubic number, and when the smaller square is multiplied by 5, 
the result is the side of that cube. We put x as the side of the smaller square, 
so that the smaller square is x2; the side of the greater square, then, is 20x, 445 

and the greater square is 400x 2 • The multiplication of the 400x2 by 5 gives 
2000X2, and the multiplication of x2 by 5 gives 5x2. Now, the condition in the 
problem is that the 2000x2 is a cube having the 5x 2 as its side; so we multiply 
the 5x2 by 5x2, then by 5x 2 (again), thus obtaining 125x6 . Therefore 125x6 450 

is equal to 2000x2 . The division of the whole by a unit of the side of lower 
degree, namely (by) x2 , results in 125x4 equal to 2000; hence X4 equals 16. 
But X4 is a square of square side, and 16 is similarly a square number of 
square side. The two being equal, the sides of their sides are also equal. As 455 

the side of the side of X4 is x, and the side of the side of 16 is 2, x equals 2. 
20 Since we made the smaller square from the side x, the smaller square is 4. 

And, since we made the larger square from (the side) 20x, its side is 40 and the 
larger square itself, 1600. When we multiply 1600 by the given number, or 5, 
the product is 8000, which is a cube with side 20; and the said 20 results from 460 

the multiplication of the smaller square-which was found to be 4-by the 
given number, or 5. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 4 and 1600. This is what we intended to find. 

18. We wish to find two cubic numbers having their sides in a given ratio, and 465 

such that when each of them is multiplied by a given number, one results in a 
square and the other, in the side of that square. 

It is necessary that the given number be a cube. 

47 That is, the number which the later Greeks called the ltllAIKO't"ll<; of the ratio: the word is 
used by Theon of Alexandria and by Eutocius (Rome, Comm. (1-2), p. 533; Archim. op. cum 
comment. (ed. Heiberg), III, p. 120, 18 seqq.). On its occurrence in the Elements, see Heath, 
Euclid, II, pp. 116-17. 
48 I have changed the text, which one would normally understand as qadruhu min al-Iani alladi 
yud'a al-muhayya'ah, intoJa-haflihi (sc. al-masa'il) min al-ta'atti allati tud'a al-muhayya'ah, bringing 
it thus into accordance with lines 495-96 and my interpretation of the word ltAIX<rIlIX'tlKOV 
(cf. p. 192). 
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Let the given ratio be 3: 1 and the given number be 8. We wish to find two 470 

cubic numbers, the side of the one being in the ratio 3: 1 to the side of the 
other, and such that the product of the larger and 8 is a square number and 
the product of the smaller and 8 is the side ofthat square. We put x as the side 
of the smaller cube, which is then x3 ; (so) the side of the greater cube is 3x 
and the greater cube, 27x3 . When we multiply 27x3 by 8, it becomes 216x3, 475 

and when we multiply x 3 by 8, it becomes 8x3 . Since 216x3 is a square having 
21 8x3 as its side, that is, (a square which amounts to) 64x6 , 216x3 is equal to 

64x6 . The division of both by x 3, which belongs to the side of lesser degree, 480 

gives 216 equal to 64x 3 ; hence x 3 is 3i. Since x 3 is a cube with side x, and 
since 3i is a cube with side it, x is equal to it. Therefore the smaller cube is 
3i, and the larger cube, with 4t as its side, is 91l. The result of the multiplica- 485 

tion of this larger cube by 8 is 729, which is a square with side 27, this last 
number being itself the result of the multiplication of the smaller cube-
which was found to be 3i-by the given number, or 8. 490 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us. This is what we intended to find. 

19. We wish to find a number such that when we multiply it by two given 
numbers, the result of the multiplication by the one is a cube, and of the 
multiplication by the other, the side of that cube. 

It is necessary that the two given numbers comprise a square number. This 495 

(problem) belongs again to the (category of) constructible problems. 

Let one of the two given numbers be 5 and the other, 20. We put x as the 
required number. Multiplying it by 5 gives 5x and again multiplying it by 20 

22 gives 20x. Now, 20x is a cube with side 5x, and the multiplication of the side 500 

of any cube by the square of that side gives the (said) cube; the cube being 
20x, dividing 20x by its side, that is, 5x, gives the square of the side of 20x. 
But 20x when divided by 5x gives 4; hence 4 is a square with 5x as its side. 
So the side of 4, or 2, is equal to 5x; thus x is~. Then, the multiplication of the 505 

~ by 20 gives 8, which is a cube with side 2, while 2 itself results from the 
multiplication of the required number-which was found to be ~-by the 
second given number, namely 5. 

Therefore, we have found a number such that, when we mUltiply it by the 510 

two given numbers, namely 5 and 20, the result of its multiplication by 20 is a 
cube and of its multiplication by 5, the side ofthat cube; and the said number 
is l This is what we intended to find. 

20. We wish to find a cubic number such that when we multiply it by two 
given numbers, the result of the multiplication by the one is a square, and of 515 

the multiplication by the other, the side ofthat square. 

It is necessary that the square of one of the two given numbers measure 
the other one by a cubic number. 
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Let one of the two given numbers be 5 and the other, 200. We wish to 
find a cubic number such that, when we multiply it by 200 the result is a 
square and when we multiply it by 5 the result is the side of that square. We 520 

put x as the side of the required cube, so that the cube is x3 . The multiplication 
23 of x3 by 200 and by 5 gives 200x3 and 5x3 , respectively. Now, 200x3 is a 

square with side 5x3 , and the division of any square by its side gives a result 
equal to its side; thus, since 200x3 when divided by 5x3 gives 40, 5x3 equals 525 

40. Hence x3 equals 8. As x3 is a cube with side x, and 8 is a cube with side 2, 
so x, which we took as the side of the required cube, is 2, and the cube is 8. 
The multiplication of 8 by 200 results in 1600, and the multiplication of the 530 

same by 5 results in 40, which is the side of the square 1600. 

Therefore, we have found a cubic number such that when we multiply it 
by the two given numbers, namely 200 and 5, the result of its multiplication by 
200 is a square and of its multiplication by 5, the side of that square; and the 
said cubic number is 8. This is what we intended to find. 535 

21. We wish to find a square number such that when we multiply it by two 
given numbers, the result of the multiplication by the one is a cube, and of the 
multiplication by the other, the side of that cube. 

It is necessary that the two given numbers comprise a square number 
having a square side. 

Let one of the two given numbers be 2 and the other, 40!-; it appears that 540 

the plane number comprised by these two numbers, 81, is a square of square 
side. We wish to find a square number such that, when we multiply it by 40!-

24 and by 2, the result of the multiplication by the 40!- is a cube and of the 
multiplication by the 2, the side of that cube. We assume the square to be x 2 , 545 

and we multiply it by the two given numbers; the two products are then 
40!-x2 and 2x 2 • Now, 40!-x 2 is a cube having the 2X2 as its side, and any cube 
when divided by its side gives the square of that side; thus, since the quotient 
of 40!-x 2 divided by 2X2 is 20;1:, the square of 2X2 is equal to 2ot. As the side 550 

of 20t is 4t, x2 is equal to 21, which is a square with It as its side. When this 
square, that is, 21, is multiplied by the first of the two given numbers, that is, 
(by) 40!-, the result is 91t, which is a cube with side 4t; and 4t arises from the 
multiplication of the required square number, which was found to be 21, 555 

by the second given number, or 2. 

Therefore, we have found a square number fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and this is 2t. This is what we intended to find. 

It was necessary for the two given numbers to fulfil the condition which we 
indicated; for I say (the following). In setting x2 as the required square, and 560 

then multiplying it by each of the two given numbers, the two products are 
both x2's, and one of them is a cube with the x2,s forming the other product as 
its side. Now, if the one which is the cube is divided by the one which is the 
side, the resulting quotient will be a number, equal to the square of the x 2 ,s 565 
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25 which form the side. Consequently, the number resulting from the division has 
to be a square in order that its side be a number, equal to the x2's forming the 
side. Accordingly, it is necessary that the result of the division of one of the 
two given numbers by the other be a square; now, if this (condition) is met 
by a pair of numbers, their product is a square also. But the number which is 
the side of the square number resulting from the division of one of the (given) 570 

numbers by the other is equal to the x2's having their coefficient equal to that 
one of the two given numbers which is the divisor; thus, we require, in addition, 
that when the said number is divided by the (coefficient of the) x2,s which are 
equal to it, the result be a square, in order that x2 be equal to a square number. 
Therefore it is necessary that, one of the two given numbers being divided by 
the other and the quotient being a square, the side of this square being 575 

divided by the divisor also give a square; in other words, the product of 
the said side and the given number which is the divisor must be a square. 
Now, if two numbers are such that when one of them is divided by the other 
the result is a square, the side of which results, after division by the divisor, 
in a square, then the product of these numbers will be a square of square 580 

side. This is what had to be shown. 

22. We wish to find a cubic number such that when we multiply it by two 
given numbers, the results are a cube and the side of that cube. 

It is necessary to find first the characteristic of the two given numbers. 
We then say (the following). Having set x3 for the required cube and multi- 585 

26 plied it by the two given numbers, each of the two products is x3's, and one 
of these two products is a cube having the other product as its side. Now, 
if those x 3 ,s of the two products which form the cube are divided by those 
which form the side, the resulting quotient is a number, equal to the square 
of the x3 's forming the side. Consequently, the number resulting from the 590 

division must be a square in order that its side (may) be (set) equal to the x3,s 
forming the side. Thus we shall suppose the two given numbers to be such 
that the division of the one by the other produces a square. Again, the number 
which is the side of the square number resulting from the division is equal to 
the x 3,s which are the side and which have their coefficient equal to that one 
of the two given numbers which is the divisor; so it is necessary that the 595 

division of the said number by the (coefficient of the) x3,s equal to it produce a 
cube, in order that x3 be equal to a cubic number. Hence the characteristic 
of these two numbers is now in its complete form, which is: the division ofthe 
one by the other results in a square and the division of the side of this square 
by the divisor results in a cube. 

We must (now) determine these two numbers. We assume the first to be 600 

2 and we wish to find the second. Since the result ofthe division of one ofthese 
two numbers by the other is a square, the side of which, when divided by the 
divisor, gives a cube, we have to seek a number which, when divided by 2, 
gives a cube; such is 6 + ! + i. Now, 6 + ! + i is the side of the square 605 
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arising from the division of one of the two (given) numbers by the other; the 
27 square generated by the 6 + t + ;t being 45 + t + t· i, and the number 

from which it (i.e., 45 + t + t· i) arises by division of it (i.e., of the "number" 
in question) by 2 being 91i,49 the second number we were looking for is 

91i· 
By a similar approach one can come to know the characteristics indicated 610 

for the given numbers in the preceding problems and find these numbers. 5 0 

So, one of the two given numbers is 2 and the other, 91i, and we wish to 
find a cubic number which when multiplied by 91i gives a cube and which 
when multiplied by 2 gives the side of that cube. We set x 3 as the cube and 
proceed as we did in the previous problems. Then we shall find that the 615 

required cube is 3-~. The multiplication of it by 91i gives a cube, namely 
307 and 35 parts of 64 parts; and, the same number when multiplied by 2 
gives 6 + t + ;t, which is the side of the cube 307 and 35 parts of 64 parts. 620 

Therefore, we have found a cubic number fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us. This is what we intended to find. 

23. We wish to find two square numbers such that their squares when added 
give a cube. 

We put x2 as the first square and an arbitrary number of x's, say 2x, as the 625 

side of the second, so that the second is 4x 2 • The squares of these two squares 
are X4 for the smaller and 16x4 for the larger; their sum is 17x4, which is 

28 equal to a cubic number. We form the cube from the side 3x, so that the cube is 
27x3• Then 17x4 is equal to 27x3, and thus 17x is equal to 27; hence x is 27 630 

parts of 17 parts of 1. Since we assumed the side of the smaller square to be x, 
the side is 27 parts of 17 parts, and the smaller square is 729 parts of 289 
parts of 1; and, since we assumed the side of the larger square to be 2x, this 635 

side is 54 parts of 17 parts, and the larger square is 2916 parts of 289 parts of 1. 
Accordingly, the square of the smaller square is 531,441 parts of 83,521 parts 
of 1, and the square of the larger square is 8,503,056 parts of 83,521 parts of 1. 640 

The sum of these two squares is 9,034,497 parts of 83,521 parts of 1, or 

49 The lack of clarity of the original text gave rise to a reader's remark, later incorporated into the 
text. 

The original version can be interpreted either as "and the number which arises by division of 
it by 2 being 91 t" or as "and the number from which it arises by division of it by 2 being 91-k ". 
The appropriate translation is the second one. 

Now, using this translation and keeping the manuscript's reading, one interprets it as: "and 
the number from which it arises by division of it by 2 being the number which we have mentioned 
(that is) 91-k". Although we have already seen 91t in problems 18 and 21, the words in italics are 
no doubt an interpolation: some reader, confused by this badly formulated sentence, must have 
felt the need to specify the subject of "it arises" by referring "it" to the Gust) mentioned number, 
or 45 + 1 + l' t. As usual (cf. §5 of the introduction), the gloss was copied undiscerningly, 
(presumably) by the copyist of the Mashhad manuscript. 
50 See problems 17 and 19-22, and p. 192. Problem 18 has only one given number. 
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531,441 parts of 4913 parts of 1, which is a cube having 81 parts of 17 parts of 1 645 

as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two square numbers fulfilling the condition 
29 imposed upon us, and these are 729 parts and 2916 parts of 289 parts. This is 650 

what we intended to find. 

24. We wish to find two square numbers such that the difference of their 
squares is a cubic number. 

We put x as the side of the smaller square and 2x as the side of the larger 
square, so that the smaller (square) is x2 and the larger, 4x2 ; the difference of 
their squares is 15x4, which is (equal to) a cube. Let us take 5x as its side. Now, 655 

the result of the division of any cube by its side is equal to the square of the 
said side, and the 15x4 , which is a cube with side 5x, gives, when divided by 
its side, or 5x, 3x3 . Thus 3x3 is a square with side 5x. The square arising from 
5x being 25x2 , 3x3 equals 25x2 . The division of the two by x2 , which belongs 660 

to the side of lower degree, results in 3x equal to 25. Thus x is equal to 8-t, 
Since we took x as the side of the smaller square and 2x as the side of the larger 
square, the side of the smaller square is 8t and that of the larger square, 
1~; (so) the smaller square is 69~ and the larger square, 277~. The square 665 

30 of the smaller square is 4822 and 43 parts of81 parts of 1, and the square of the 
larger square is 77,160 and 40 parts of 81 parts of 1. The difference of these 670 

two squares is 72,337 and 78 parts of 81 parts of 1, or (72,337 and) 26 parts of 
27 parts of 1, which is a cube having 41 ~ as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two square numbers fulfilling the condition 
imposed upon us, and these are 69~ and 277~. This is what we intended to 675 

find. 

25. We wish to find two numbers, one square and the other cubic, such that 
the sum of their squares is a square. 

We put x as the side of the cube, so that the cube is x 3 , and any number of 680 

x's, say 2x, as the side of the square, which is then 4x2 • The square of the cube 
is x6 and the square of the square, 16x4 ; their sum is x6 + 16x4 , and this is 
equal to a square number. It is then necessary to determine the number which 
is the side of this square. We say then (the following). If we put as the said side 
x2>s, the square equal to x6 + 16x4 is X4'S; after the subtraction of the 16x4 , 685 

which is common, from both sides, there remain x4 ,s equal to x6 , and the 
division of the two by X4, which constitutes the lower in degree of the two 

31 sides, gives x2 equal to a number. This number, being equal to x 2 , must be 
a square. But the said number is the excess of the (coefficient of the) x4,s in a 690 

square number over 16. Thus it is necessary that the coefficient of the x4 's in 
a square number exceed 16 by a square number. Consequently, we are led to 
search for two square numbers having 16 as their difference. 51 We then find 

51 Arithmetica 11,10; the solution here is, however, trivial. 
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25 for the larger square and 9 for the smaller square. So we put 25x4, the side 695 

of which is 5x 2 , as the square equal to x6 + 16x4. Removing the 16x4, which 
is common, from both sides, we obtain x6 equal to 9X4. Hence x2 equals 9. 
As x2 is a square with side x and 9 a square with side 3, x is 3. Since we assumed 700 

the side of the cube to be x, the side is 3 and the cube, 27. And, since we 
assumed the side of the square to be 2x, the side is 6 and the square, 36. The 
square of27 is 729 and the square of 36,1296; the sum of these is 2025, which 
is a square with 45 as its side. 705 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the sum of their squares is a square; and these are 27 and 36. This 
is what we intended to find. 

26. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 
32 the difference of their squares is a square number. 

We set x3 as the cube and 4x 2 as the square; then the square of the cube is 710 

x6 and the square of the square, 16x4. We want their difference to be a square 
number. 

Let us first require that the square of the cube exceed the square of the 
square by a square number. 

We say then: x6 - 16x4 is equal to a square number. We proceed similarly 
to what has been shown in the problem preceding the present one in the search 
for the (number of) x2,s which must be set as the side of the said square. 52 715 

We find 3x2• The square arising from that is 9x4, hence x6 - 16x4 is equal to 
9X4. We add 16x4 in common to the two sides and so obtain x6 equal to 
25x4; hence x 2 is equal to 25. As x 2 is a square with side x and 25 is a square 720 

with side 5, x is equal to 5. Since we assumed the side of the cube to be x, 
the side is 5 and the cube, 125; and, since we assumed the side of the square 
to be 2x, the side is 10 and the square, 100. The square of 125 is 15,625 and 725 

the square of 100, 10,000. Their difference is 5625, which is a square having 
75 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the excess of the square of the cube over the square of the square 

33 is a square number; and these are 100 and 125. 

Let us next require that the excess of the square of the square over the 730 

square of the cube be a square. 
We set x 3 as the cube and 5x as the side of the square, so that we have 

625x4 - x6 equal to a square number. Let us seek the side ofthis square. We 
say (the following). If we put x2 's for the said side, its square, which is equal 
to 625x4 - x6 , is x4 's. After the addition of x6 in common to both sides, 735 

625x4 is equal to x6 plus x4 's; there remains, after the reduction and the 
division, x 2 equal to a number. Thus it is necessary that the said number be 

52 Using, if need be, ArilhmelicQ II, 10. 
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a square. But this number is the excess of the product of the multiplication of 
25 by itself over the coefficient of the x4's forming the square of the side for 740 

which we are looking. Hence 625, which is a square number, must be divided 
into two square numbers in the manner described by us in the second Book.53 
Let the two parts be 400 and 225. We put, as the square equal to 625x4 - x6, 

X4'S, (the coefficient of which is) equal to one of the two said parts. Let us 
put it 225x4. After the restoration, the reduction, and the division, we obtain 745 

x2 equal to 400. Hence x, which we set as the side of the cube, is 20, and the 
cube itself is 8000; the side of the square, set 5x by us, is 100, and the square 
itselfis 10,000. The square of the cube, that is, (the square of) 8000, is 64,000,000, 

34 and the square of the square, that is, (the square of) 10,000, is 100,000,000; 750 

their difference is 36,000,000, which is a square with 6000 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the square of the square exceeds the square of the cube by a square 
number; and these are 10,000 and 8000. This is what we intended to find. 

27. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 755 

the square of the cube together with a given multiple of the square number 
is a square number. 

We set x3 as the cube; the multiplication of it by itself gives x 6 • We set an 
arbitrary number of x2,s as the side of the square, say 2X2, so that the square 
itself is 4X4. Let the given mUltiplicative factor be 5. 54 The multiplication of 
4X4 by 5 gives 20x4, the addition of which to x6 results in x6 + 20X4; and 760 

this is (equal to) a square. Let us seek two squares having 20 as their dif
ference 55 ; such are 36 and 16. So we put the square formed by x6 + 20x4 

equal to 36x4. The subtraction of the 20x4, which is common, from both 
sides leaves 16x4 equal to x6 • Let us divide the whole by X4; then 16 is equal 765 

to x2 • As 16 is a square with side 4, 4 is equal to the side of x2 , that is, x. 
Since we assumed the cube to be x 3, its side is 4 and the cube is 64; and, 
since we assumed the side of the square to be 2X2, the side is 32 and the 
square, 1024. The latter,56 taken five times, is 5120; the addition of it to the 770 

cubic number gives 5184, which is a square number having 72 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one square and the other cubic, 
35 such that the square of the cube, together with five times the square number, 

is a square number; and these are 64 and 1024. This is what we intended to 775 

find. 

53 Problem 11,8. 
54 Observe that the h:e€cn~ (cf. p. 49) is not made, as is normally the case, at the very beginning 
of the problem; see also problems IV,IO-13 and 43. 
55 Arithmetica n,IO. Note the conciseness of the text: we are not told, as we usually are, to take 
some multiple of x 2 as the side of the square. Such conciseness (a remnant of the original text?) is 
also seen in some other problems similarly involving an intermediate problem (see IV,36 and 38; 
V, 1-3; VI, 1-4 (interpolated), and VI,12-13; cf. p. 70). 
56 What follows does not correspond to the problem as formulated; cf. p. 63, no. 3. 
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28. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 
the square of the square, together with a given multiple of the cubic number, 
is a square number. 

Let the given multiplicative factor be 10. We put x3 as the cube; the 
multiplication of it by 10 gives lOx 3 . We put 2x as the side of the square, 
so that the square is 4x2 and its square, 16x4. The addition of the latter to the 780 

10x3 gives 16x4 + lOx 3, and this equals a square number. We assume the 
side of this square to be 6x 2 . Now, the result of the division of any square by 
its side is equal to the said side. So, dividing 16x4 + lOx 3 by 6x 2 gives 
2~X2 + l~x, which is equal to 6x 2• The subtraction of the 2~X2, which is 785 

common, from both sides leaves 3tx2 equal to l~x. Thus 3tx is equal to 
1~, hence x is equal to l Then, since we set x as the side of the cube, the side is 
t and the cube, t; and ten times t is It. And, since we put 2x as the side of the 790 

square, the side is 1 and the square, 1 also. If we add that 57 to It, that is to 
say, (to) ten times the cube, we obtain a square number, namely 2t, with 
side It, 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the square of the square together with ten times the cubic number, is 
a square number; and these are 1 and l This is what we intended to find. 795 

29. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that the 
36 sum of the cube of the cube and of the square of the square is a square number. 

We set x3 as the cube, so that its cube is x6 (multiplied) by x3 ; and this is 
called x9 . We set as the side of the square an arbitrary number of x2's, say 800 

2X2, so that the square is 4X4; its square is 16x4 (multiplied) by X4, and this is 
equal to 16x6 multiplied by x 2 , one of which is called x 8 . Thus x 9 , together 
with 16x 8 , is equal to a square number. Let us put for its side a number of 
X4'S, again arbitrary, say 6X4. This, when multiplied by itself, gives 36x4 805 

(multiplied) by X4, or 36x 8 . Then x 9 , together with 16x8 , equals 36x 8 • Let 
us remove the 16x8 , which is common, from both sides; there remains x 9 equal 
to 20x 8• We divide each of them by a unit of the side of lower degree, namely 
(by) x 8 ; the 20x 8 gives, when divided by x 8 , 20, while x9 -which indeed 810 
arises from the multiplication of x6 by X 3 ,58 and is (thus) also the product of 
the multiplication of x8 by x-results, when divided by x8 , in x. Hence x is 
equal to 20. Since we put x as the side of the cube, the side of the cube is 20 815 

and the cube, 8000; and, since we put 2X2 as the side of the square, and (since) 
x2 is 400, the side of the square is 800 and the square, 640,000. The cube of the 

37 cube is 512,000,000,000, and the square of the square, 409,600,000,000; their 820 

sum is 921,600,000,000, which is a square number with 960,000 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the sum of the cube of the cube and of the square of the square is a 

57 Properly: "the square of that". 
58 See the definition of x 9 at the beginning of the problem. 
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square number; and these are 8000 and 640,000. This is what we intended to 825 

find. 

30. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 
the excess of the cube of the cube over the square of the square is a square 
number. 

We put x 3 as the cube, so that its cube is x6 (multiplied) by x3, that is, the 
so-called x9 • We put 2X2 as the side of the square, so that the square is 4X4; 830 

its square is 16x4 (multiplied) by x\ or 16x8 • Thus x9 - 16x8 is equal to a 
square number. Let us put 2X4 as the side ofthat square, so that the square is 
4X4 (multiplied) by X4, that is, 4x8 • Thus x9 - 16x8 equals 4x8 • Let us add 835 

the 16x8 in common to the two sides, then x9 equals 20x 8 ; let us divide the 
whole by x8 , which is a unit of the side of lower degree, so we obtain, after 
the division, x equal to 20. Then, since we put x as the side of the cube, 
the side is 20 and the cube, 8000; again, since we put 2X2 as the side of 840 

the square, and (since) x2 is 400, the side of the square is 800, and the square 
itself is 640,000. So, the cube of the cube, as (previously) found,59 is 

38 512,000,000,000, and the square of the square is 409,600,000,000. Their 
difference, or, rather, the excess of the cube of the cube over the square of the 
square, is 102,400,000,000, which is a square number with side 320,000. 845 

And it has already been found in the preceding problem that the sum of 
these two numbers is a square number as wel1. 60 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the excess of the cube of the cube over the square of the square is 
a square number; and these are 8000 and 640,000. This is what we intended 850 

to find. 

With that, it appears that we have also found two numbers, one cubic 
and the other square, such that the result of the addition of the square of the 
square to the cube of the cube is a square number and the result of the sub
traction of the square of the square from the cube of the cube is a square 
number; and these are, again, the two said numbers. 

31. We wish to find two numbers, one square and the other cubic, such that the 855 

excess of the square of the square over the cube of the cube is a square 
number. 

We set x3 as the cube, so that its cube is x6 (multiplied) by x 3, which is the 
so-called x9 • We put the side of the square 2X2, so that the square is 4X4 and 
its square, 16x4 (multiplied) by X4, that is to say, (16 times) the so-called x8 . 860 

Thus the 16x8, which is the square of the square number, (must) exceed x9 
by a square number. Let us put 2X4 as the side of that square; as the result 

59 See problem 29. 
60 The placement of the coming final statement is inappropriate. 
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of the division of any square by its side equals the said side, the result of the 
39 division of 16x8 - x9 by 2X4 equals 2X4. But as 16x8 results from the multi- 865 

plication of 16x4 by X4, the division of it by 2X4 gives 8x4; and, as x9 results 
from the multiplication of x6 by x3 , while x6 is the product of X4 and x 2 , x9 is 870 

the product of X4 and x 5 , and, thus, the result of the division of x9 by 2X4 is 
1X5.61 Hence we obtain, from the division (of 16x8 - x9 by 2X4), 8x4 - 1x5, 
and this is equal to 2X4. We make 1X5 common by adding it to both sides, so 
that we have 8x4 equal to 2X4 + 1X5. Let us remove the 2X4, which is common, 875 

from both sides, so 1X5 equals 6x4; after the division, we obtain 1X equal to 6, 
hence x is equal to 12. Since we put x as the side of the cube, the side is 12 and 
the cube, 1728; and, since we put 2X2 as the side of the square, and (since) x2 880 

is 144-for x is 12-, the side of the square is 288 and the square, 82,944. The 
cube of the cube is 5,159,780,352 and the square of the square, 6,879,707,136; 885 

40 the excess of the latter number over the cube of the cube is 1,719,926,784, 
which is a square number with 41,472 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition required 890 

by us, and these are 1728 and 82,944. This is what we intended to find. 

32. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 
the cube of the cube together with a given multiple of the product of the 
multiplication of the square by the cube is a square number. 

Let the given multiplier be 5. We put x3 as the cube, so that its cube is x9 ; 895 

we put 2x3 as the side of the square, so that the square is 4x6. Multiplying 4x6 
by the cubic number-which we put x 3 -gives 4x9; five times that is 20X9, 
which when added to the cube of the cube yields 21x9; and this is equal to a 900 

square number. Let us put 7x4 as its side, so that the square is 49x 8 ;62 and 
this equals 21x9. Let us divide each of them by x 8 , so 21x is equal to 49; 
hence x is equal to 2t. Since we set x as the side of the cube, the said side is 2t, 905 

and the cube, since its side is!, is 343 parts of 27 parts; and, since we assumed 
the side of the square to be 2x3 , the said side is 686 parts of 27 parts of 1, and the 

41 square is 470,596 parts of729 parts of 1. Then, the cube ofthe cube is 40,353,607 910 

parts of 19,683 parts of 1. The product of the multiplication of the square 
number by the cubic number is 161,414,428 parts of 19,683 parts of 1, which, 915 

taken five times, yields 807,072,140 parts (of 19,683 parts). The addition of 
that to the cube of the cube results in 847,425,747 parts of 19,683 parts of 1, 920 

or 282,475,249 parts of 6561 parts of 1, which is a square number with 16,807 
parts of 81 parts of 1 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition which we 925 

stipulated, and these are 343 parts of 27 parts of 1 and 470,596 parts of 729 
parts of 1. This is what we intended to find. 

61 Observe that this passage (though certainly not going back to Diophantus) is, in so far as the 
decomposition of higher powers is concerned, quite in the spirit of the given" definitions"; cf. 
pp.176-177. 
62 "49x6 by x 2 " in the text. 
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33. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 
the cube of the cube exceeds a given multiple of the product of the multiplica- 930 

tion of the square number by the cubic number, by a square number. 

42 Let the given multiplier be 3. We put x 3 as the cube, so that its cube is 
x9 • We put as the side of the square 1X3, so that the square is tx6. The multi
plication of the latter by the cubic number-put by us x3-gives tx9, which, 935 

taken three times, is ix9 ; the subtraction of ix9 from the cube of the cube 
results in tx9, (which is) equal to a square number. Let us put as the side of 
this square an arbitrary number of x4 's, say X4; then x8 is equal to tx9 and, 
after the division, tx equals 1; hence the whole x equals 4. Then, since we 940 

assumed the side of the cube to be x, the side is 4 and the cube, 64; and, since 
we assumed 1X3 to be the side of the square, the side of the square is 32, and 
thus the square is 1024. The cube of the cube is 262,144, and the product of 
the multiplication of the square number by the cubic number is 65,536; the 945 

latter, taken three times, gives 196,608, the subtraction of which from the cube 
of the cube results in 65,536, which is a square with side 256. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition which we 
stipulated, and these are 64 and 1024. This is what we intended to find. 950 

In the manner described above, we solve the remaining types of this kind 
of problem, for instance finding two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the square of the square together with a given multiple of the product 
of the multiplication of the square number by the cubic number is a square 

43 number; (or) also, such that the cube of the square together with a given 
multiple of the product of the multiplication of the square number by the 955 

cubic number is a square number; and the corresponding inverse and similar 
(problems). 

34. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 
the cube when increased by the square gives a square number and when 
decreased by the square also gives a square number. 

We put x 3 as the cube and 4x 2 as the square; then, x 3 + 4x2 is equal to a 
square number and x3 - 4x2 is likewise equal to a square number. 960 

We treat that (firstly) by the method of the double-equation.63 We take 
the difference between the two said squares, namely 8x2 , and seek two numbers 
(of x's) such that the multiplication of the one by the other give 8x 2 ; such are 
2x and 4x. Their difference is 2x, half of which is x. The square of x is x 2 , and 
this equals x 3 - 4x2 • Adding then the 4x 2 in common to both sides, we obtain 965 

x 3 equal to 5x2 . Again, if we add the 2x to the 4x, we obtain 6x; half of it is 
3x, the square of which is 9x 2, and this equals x 3 + 4x2 . Removing then the 
4x 2 , which is common, from both sides, we obtain x3 equal to 5x2• Thus the 

63 Cf. Arithmetica II,!!. 
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(resulting) equation for the two equations (of the proposed system)64 turned 
out to be the same, ending in each one with x3 equal to 5x 2 • Let us divide ail 970 

of this by x2 ; we obtain x equal to 5. Thus the side of the cube is 5 and the 
cube, 125, and the side of the square is 10 and the square, 100. The addition 
of the 100 to the cubic number results in 225, which is a square number with 
side 15; and, the subtraction of the same from the cubic number gives 25, 975 

44 which is a square with side 5. 

We (now) also treat this (problem) by the procedure avoiding the double
equation.65 

We say: x3 + 4x2 is equal to a square number. If we put x's for its side, 
the square is x2's, (which are) equal to x3 + 4x2. The subtraction of the 4x2, 980 

which is common, from both sides leaves x 3 equal to x2's, and the division 
of both by x2 results in x for x3 and a number for the x2,s. Consequently, the 
number assumed to be x in the problem equals the coefficient of the xz's 
left over. Again, (we say): x3 - 4x2 is equal to a square number. If we also 
put x's for its side, the square is x2 's. The addition of the 4x 2 in common to 985 

both sides results in x 3 equal to x 2's, and, consequently, the number assumed 
to be x in the problem equals the coefficient of the x2's added up. Therefore, 
it is necessary that the coefficient of the x2's left over in the first equation be 
equal to the coefficient of the x2 ,s added up in the second equation. But the 
(coefficient of the) x2 's left over in the first equation is the remainder of a 
square number after subtracting 4, while the (coefficient of the) x2,s added up 990 

in the second equation is a number formed by the addition of a square 
number and 4. Thus we shall seek two square numbers such that the larger 
diminished by 4 and the smaller increased by 4 be equal. So we must look for 
two square numbers having 8 as their difference.66 Such are 12i and 20i. 
We put for the greater square, which is equal to x3 + 4x2, 20ix2, and for 995 

the smaller square, which is equal to x 3 - 4x2, 12ix2 . Thus, in both equations, 
45 we shall end up with x3 equal to 16ix2; hence x is equal to 16i. Since we set x 

as the side of the cube, the side of the cube is 16i and the cube, 4291 and one 1000 

part of 64 parts of 1; and, since we set 2x as the side of the square, the said side 
is 32t and the square, 1056i. The addition of the latter to the cubic number 
results in 5347 and 17 parts of 64, which is a square number with side 73-~, 1005 

and the subtraction of the same from the cubic number gives 3234 and 49 
parts of 64 parts of 1, which is a square with side 56i-

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the cubic number when increased by the square number gives a 

64 The text has two distinct words which can be rendered by "equation": one (raraf) designates a 
given expression in x equal to "a square" (hence lara/an is the system to be solved), the other 
(muadala h) is the resulting equation in x. 

N.B. This explanation of the word (araf supplants my former explanation, Eq. indo dans Ie 
BadT', p. 377. 
65 Arithmetica 11,11, second part, follows the same principle. 
66 Arithmetica 11,10. 
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square number, and when decreased by the square number also gives a 1010 

square number.67 

35. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 
the square number when increased by the cubic number gives a square 
number and when decreased by the cubic number leaves a square number. 

We put x3 as the cube and 4x2 as the square; thus 4x2 + x3 equals a 1015 

square number and 4x2 - x3 equals a square number. If we then assume the 
side of the square equal to 4x2 + x3 to be x's, the square is x2's (which) equal 
4x2 + x 3 ; the subtraction of the 4x2 , which is common, from both sides 
results in x3 equal to x2's, and the number taken as x in the problem equals the 

46 coefficient of the x2,s left over. Again, if we assume the side of the square 1020 

equal to 4x 2 - x3 to be x's, the square is x2,s (which) equal 4x2 - x 3 ; the 
addition of x3 in common to both sides gives x2,s plus x3 equal to 4x2 , and 
the subtraction of the x2's which are common from both sides results in x3 

equal to x2's; (so) the number taken as x in the problem is equal to the 1025 

coefficient of the x2's left over once again. Hence the (coefficient of the) x2,s 
left over in the first equation must equal the coefficient of the x2,s left over 
in the second equation. But the (coefficient of the) x2,s left over in the first 
equation is a square number minus 4, while the (coefficient of the) x2,s left 
over in the second equation is 4 minus a square number. So we say: a square 
minus 4 equals 4 minus another square. The addition of the 4 subtracted 1030 

from the first square in common to both sides gives a square equal to 8 minus 
a square, and the addition of the second square in common to both sides 
results in two squares, equal to 8. But 8 is composed of two equal square 
numbers, so we have to divide 8 into two other square numbers, in the 
manner expounded in the second Book.68 Let the two said parts be 4 parts 1035 

of 25 (parts) of 1, and 7 and 21 parts of 25 parts of 1. We put, as the square 
equal to 4x2 + x 3 , 7x2 plus 21 parts of 25 parts of x 2 , and, as the square 
equal to 4x2 - x 3 , 4 parts of 25 parts of x 2• Then, in each of the 1040 

47 two equations, we shall arrive after the restoration and the reduction69 

at 3x2 plus 21 parts of 25 parts of x2 equal to x 3 ; after dividing 
both by x 2, we obtain 3 + ~ + t· t equal to x. Since we put as the side of the 
cube x, the said side is 96 parts of 25 parts, and the cube is 884,736 parts of 1045 

15,625 parts of 1; and, since we put 2x as the side of the square, the said side 
is 192 parts of 25 parts of 1 and the square, 36,864 parts of 625 parts of 1, 
which is also 921,600 parts of 15,625 parts of 1. The addition of this to the 1050 

cubic number gives 1,806,336 parts of 15,625 parts, which is a square number 
with side 1344 parts of 125 parts of 1; this same number when diminished by 1055 

67 The found values are not restated here, presumably because there isjust one final statement for 
the two sets of solutions. 
68 Arithmetica II,9 (any number which is the sum of two squares can be resolved into two squares 
in any number of ways). 
69 The restoration, of course, only i~ the second equation. 
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the cubic number leaves 36,864 parts of 15,625 parts of 1, which is a square 
number with side 192 parts of 125 parts of 1. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the square when increased by the cube results in a square number 1060 

and when decreased by the cube leaves a square number; and these are 
48 884,736 parts, and 921,600 parts, (both) of 15,625 parts of 1. This is what we 

intended to find. 

36. We wish to find a cubic number such that when we increase it by a given 1065 

mUltiple of the square having the same side the result is a square number, 
and when we decrease it by another given multiple of the said square the 
remainder is a square number. 

Let the positive multiplier be 4 and the negative multiplier be 5. We wish 
to find a cubic number such that when we increase it by four times the square 
having the same side the result is a square number, and when we decrease it 1070 

by five times the said square the remainder is a square number. We put x 3 

as the cube, so that the square having the same side is x 2 . We seek two square 
numbers such that the larger diminished by 4 and the smaller increased by 5 
be equal; in other words, we look for two square numbers having 9 as their 
difference. 7o We then find 16 for the one square and 25 for the other. We add 1075 

to the cube four times the square arising from the multiplication of the side 
of the cube by itself, so the cube becomes x3 + 4x2 , which is (equal to) a 
square number. Let us make the square equal to x3 + 4x2 x2,s, (the co
efficient of) which equals the larger of the two squares having 9 as their 
difference; that is to say, (we make it) 25x 2 • We remove the 4x 2 , which is 
common, from both sides; so x 3 is equal to 21x 2 . Again, we subtract from 1080 

the cube five times the square having the same side, or 5x 2 ; we obtain x3 - 5x 2 , 

and this equals a square number. Let us make the square equal to x 3 -

5x 2 x2's, (the coefficient of) which equals the lesser of the two squares having 
9 as their difference; that is, (we make it) 16x2 • We add the 5x2 subtracted 

49 from x3 in common to both sides, hence x3 is equal to 21x2 . Thus we have 1085 

arrived, in the two equations, at x 3 equal to 21 x 2 . Let us divide both by x 2 ; 

hence x is equal to 21. Since we set x as the side of the cube, the said side is 21 
and the cube, 9261; the square arising from the multiplication of the side of 1090 

the cube by itself is 441, and four times that is 1764. The addition of the latter 
to the cubic number gives 11,025, which is a square with side 105. And, 
five times the square of the side of the cube is 2205; the subtraction of this 
from the cubic number leaves 7056, which is a square number with side 84. 1095 

Therefore, we have found a cubic number such that when we increase it 
by four times the square having the same side the result is a square number, 
and when we decrease it by five times the said square the remainder is a 
square number; and this is 9261. This is what we intended to find. 

70 Arithmetica 11,10. Note, here again (cf. p. 106, n. 55), the conciseness of the text. 
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We notice also that, if we had required that the positive multiplier be 5 1100 

and the negative multiplier be 4, the side of the cube would be 20 and the 
cube, 8000. The addition to 8000 of five times the square having the same side, 
that is, (the addition of) 2000, gives 10,000, which is a square number with 
side 100, while the subtraction from the same of four times the said square, 
that is, (the subtraction of) 1600, gives 6400, which is a square number with 1105 

side 80. 

37. We wish to find a cubic number such that, when we multiply the square 
50 having the same side by two given numbers and add each of the two products 

to the cubic number, the result is (in both cases) a square number. 

Let the two (given) numbers be 5 and 10. We wish to find a cubic number 
such that, when we multiply the square having the same side by 5 and by 10 1110 

and add the two products to the cubic number, the result is (in both cases) a 
square number. We put x3 as the cube, and multiply the square of its side, 
or x 2 , by 5 and by 10; we obtain 5x2 and 1Ox2 , each of which we add to x 3 • 

So x3 + 5x 2 is equal to a square number, and x 3 + 1Ox2 is equal to a square 1115 

number. If we (now) make the side of the square consisting of x 3 + 5x2 x's, 
the square is x 2's; next, the subtraction of the 5x 2 , which is common, from 
both sides gives x3 equal to x2 ,s, and it appears that the number assumed 
to be x in this problem is equal to the coefficient of the x2,s left over. Again, 
if we make the side of the square consisting of x 3 + 1Ox2 x's, the square 1120 

is x 2's; the subtraction of the 10x2, which is common, from both sides 
gives x 3 equal to x 2 's, and thus the number assumed to be x in this analysis 
is equal to the coefficient of the x 2 ,s left over. Consequently, the (coefficient 
of the) x2 ,s left over in the first equation has to be equal to the (coefficient of 
the) x2 ,s left over in the second equation. But the (coefficient of the) x2,s left 
over in the first equation is a square number minus 5, while the (coefficient 1125 

of the) x2 ,s left over in the second equation is a square minus 10; thus we have 
to find two square numbers such that the larger diminished by 10 and the 

51 smaller diminished by 5 are equal. We then say: a square minus 5 equals 
another square minus 10. We add the 10 in common to both sides and obtain 
a square plus 5 equal to a square. Hence we must seek two squares having 5 as 1130 

their difference and with the lesser being greater than 5. 71 Let the smaller 
square be 53~, with side 7~, and the larger be 58~, with side 71. We set, for 
the square equal to x3 + 5x2, 53~X2, and, for the square equal to x 3 + 1 Ox2, 1135 

58~X2. Then, in each of the two equations, we shall arrive at x 3 equal to 
48~X2. Dividing both by x2, we obtain x equal to 48~. Since we put x as 

. . 439 84,604,519 
the side of the cube, the SIde IS 9' and the cube, 9.9.9 ' or 1140 

761,440,671 . . 192,721 15,610,401 
9.9.9.9 ; the square of the SIde of the cube IS 9.9 ' or 9.9.9.9' 1145 

71 Arithmetica 11,10. The condition amounts to a restriction on the choice of the parameter. 
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1 . l' db' 78,052,005 h' h h dd d h b' 52 This when mu tIp Ie y 5 gives 9.9.9.9 ' w IC , W en a e to t e cu IC 
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square with Sl e 9T . 

Therefore, we have found a cubic number fulfilling the condition stipulated 
by us; and these are the two numbers mentioned by US.72 

38. We now wish to find a cubic number such that, when we multiply the 
square having the same side by two given numbers and subtract each of the 1160 

two (products) from the cubic number, the result is (in both cases) a square 
number. 

Let the two (given) numbers be 5 and 10. We wish to find a cubic number 
such that, when we multiply the square of its side by 5 and by 10 and subtract 
each of the two products from the cubic number, the result is (in both cases) a 
square number. Once again,73 we put x3 as the cube, and we multiply the 1165 

square of its side, or x 2 , by 5 and by 10; we obtain 5x 2 and lOx 2 • Subtracting 
these two (results) from the cubic number, we have x3 - 5x 2 and x3 - 10x2, 
and each is equal to a square number. If (now) one adds 5x 2 to the square of 

53 the x's forming the side of the square equal to x3 - 5x2, the result is xz's 1170 

having as their coefficient the number assumed to be x in the problem. 74 

And, if one adds 10x2 to the square of the x's forming the side of the square 
equal to x3 - lOx 2, the result is x 2's having as their coefficient the number 
assumed to be x in the problem. Therefore, we shall have to take two square 
numbers such that the larger when increased by 5 and the lesser when in- 1175 

creased by 10 are equal. We then say: a larger square plus 5 equals a small(er) 75 

square plus 10. We remove the 5, which is common, from both sides, and 
obtain a smal1(er) square plus 5 equal to a large(r) square. Thus the difference 
of the two squares is 5. Let us then seek two square numbers having 5 as their 
difference, no matter what the two (square) numbers are. 76 Let the smaller 
be 4 and the larger be 9. We put 9x2 as the square equal to x3 - 5x2, and 4x2 1180 

72 Sic. Not only the sense but also the unusual wording of this final statement suggest that we have 
here an interpolation made by some reader or copyist (cf. p. 31. no. 7); did he have in mind the 
two forms given for x 3 ? 

73 See the previous problems. 
74 Note here again the conciseness of the text. 
75 The positive form is used when no strict comparison is involved. The "larger" (a'?am) written 
before may well be a scribal error. 
76 There is no restricting condition, unlike in the preceding problem. 
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as the square equal to X3 - 10x2 . Then we shall arrive in each of the two 
equations at x3 equal to 14x2 ; (so) x is equal to 14. Since we assumed the side 
of the cube to be x, the said side is 14 and the cube, 2744. The square arising 1185 

from the side of the cube is 196; and the multiplication of 196 by 5 gives 980, 
the subtraction of which from the cubic number results in 1764, which is a 
square with 42 as its side. Again, the multiplication of the same square by 10 

54 gives 1960, the subtraction of which from the cubic number results in 784, 1190 

which is a square with 28 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found a cubic number fulfilling the condition stipu
lated by us, and this is 2744. This is what we intended to find. 

39. We wish to find a cubic number such that, when we multiply the square 
of its side by two given numbers and subtract the cube from each of the two 1195 

(products), the remainder is in both cases a square number. 

Let the two given numbers be 3 and 7. We wish to find a cubic number 
such that, when we multiply the square of its side by 3 and by 7 and subtract 
the cube from each of the two products, the remainder is in both cases a 
square number. Let us put x3 as the cube. We multiply the square of its side, 1200 

or x 2 , by 3 and by 7; the subtraction of x 3 from each of the two (products) 
gives 3x2 - x 3 , (which is) equal to a square, and 7x2 - x 3, (which is) equal 
to a square. We assume the side of the square equal to 3x2 - x3 to be x's. 
Multiplying these x's by themselves, they become x 2 's, (which) equal3x 2 - x3 • 

We add x3 in common to both sides, whence x21s plus x3 equal to 3x 2 • Then, 1205 

the subtraction of the x2's, which are common, from the 3x2 leaves x 3 equal 
to x2's; (so) x is equal to the coefficient of the remaining x2,s. Again, if we 
assume the side of the square equal to 7x 2 - x3 to be x's, and (if) we multiply 
these x's by themselves, (equate the result to 7x2 - x 3 ), restore and reduce, we 
then likewise obtain x3 equal to the remainder of the 7x2 , while x is likewise 
equal to the remainder of7. Thus the (coefficient of the) x2's remaining from 1210 

the 3x2 must equal the (coefficient of the) x2,s remaining from the 7x2 • But 
55 the (coefficient of the x2's) remaining from the 3x2 is 3 minus a square number, 

while the (coefficient of the x2's) remaining from the 7x2 is 7 minus a square 
number. Then 3 minus a square number is equal to 7 minus a square number. 
We add each one of the two squares in common to both sides; so 7 plus a 1215 

small(er) square is equal to 3 plus a large(r) square. The removing of 3, which 
is common, gives a large(r) square equal to a small(er) square plus 4. Conse
quently we must seek two square numbers having 4 as their difference; and 
let the smaller be less than 3. 77 Such are 21 and 6t. We set 2h2 as the square 
equal to 3x2 - x3 and 6tx2 as the square equal to 7x2 - x 3 • Then, in each of 1220 

the two equations, we shall arrive at x 3 equal to iX2. Hence x is t. (So) x3 

(hence the required cube) is ~, and the square of the side of the cube is 
8·8 

77 Arithmetica n,1O (the condition amounts to a restriction on the choice of the parameter). 
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square number with 185 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found a cubic number fulfilling the condition stipulated 1230 

by us, and this is ~. This is what we intended to find. 
8·8 

40. We wish to find two numbers, one square and the other cubic, such that 
the square of the square, when increased by the cube, results in a square 

56 number, and when decreased by the cube, results in a square number. 

Let us put 2x as the side of the square, so that the square is 4x 2 , and its 1235 

square, 16x4. Let us put as the side of the cube any number of x's we please, 
say 4x, so that the cube is 64x 3 . Adding this cube to 16x4 and subtracting it 
from 16x4, we obtain 16x4+64x3 , (which is) equal to a square number, and 
16x4 - 64x 3, (which is) equal to a square number. Next, we begin to search for 1240 

what will make one and the same the equation (resulting from) the two (pro
posed) equalities, in the way we did before. 78 So we say (the following). If we 
putx2 'sas the side ofthe squareequalto 16x4 + 64x3 , the square isx4 ,s, (which) 
equal 16x4 + 64x 3 ; the subtraction of the 16x4 , which is common, from both 
sides results in 64x 3 equal to x4 ,s, and the division of all that by x 3 gives x's 1245 

equal to 64; thus the number taken as x in the problem equals the result from 
the division ofthe coefficient of the x 3's, of which there are 64, by the coefficient 
of the remaining x4,s. Again, if we put x 2,s as the side of the square equal to 
16x4 -64x3 , the square is x4 ,s, (which) equal 16x4 -64x3 ; the addition of the 1250 

x3,s subtracted (from 16x4 ) in common to both sides results in X4'S plus 64x 3 

equal to 16x4 ; if we then subtract the X4'S which are common, there remains 
57 64x 3 equal to x4 's, and the division of all that by x 3 gives 64 equal to x's; thus x 1255 

is the number resulting from the division of 64 by the coefficient of the remain
ingx4 ,s. 79 Consequently, the coefficient of the x4 ,s left over in the first equation 
is equal to the coefficient ofthe x4 ,s left over in the second equation. But the co
efficient of the x4 ,s left over in the first equation is a square number minus 16, 
and the (coefficient of the) x4 ,s left over in the second equation is 16 minus a 1260 

square number. Thus a large(r) square number minus 16 is equal to 16 minus a 
small(er) square number. The addition of the small(er) square, and also of the 

78 See problems IV,34.2' and 35- 39. 
79 Instead of having "X4" here and in the following four places. the text has" Xl". Cf. p. 63. no. 4. 
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16 subtracted from the large(r) square, in common to both sides, results in a 
large(r) square plus a small(er) square equal to 32. But 32 is composed of two 
equal squares; it is therefore possible to divide it into two different square 1265 

numbers.80 Let it be divided, and let the two squares be 5165 and 31 ~ . 
. 5·5 

9 16 
We put 31-x4 as the square equalto 16x4 + 64x\ and _x4 as the square 

5·5 5·5 
equal to 16x4 - 64x 3. Then in each of the two equations we shall arrive at 1270 

64x 3 equal to 15 5
9

5x4 . The division of all that by x 3 gives 15~x equal to 
. 5·5 

58 64; hence x is the result of the division of 1600 by 384, which is 4i- Then, 
since we assumed the side of the square to be 2x, this side is 8t and the square, 1275 

69~, and the square of the square is 4822 + ~ + ~9' And, since we assumed 
9 9· 

the side of the cube to be 4x, this side is 16i and the cube, 4629 + ~ + i . !. 1280 

When the latter is added to the number resulting from the multiplication of 

the square number by itself, the result is 9452 + t + 9 ~ 9' which is a square 

number with 97~ as its side; when the same number is subtracted from the 

square of the square number, the remainder is 192 + ! + 9 ~ 9' which is a 

square number with 13! as its side. 1285 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed by 
us, and these are the two numbers which we have determined. 

41. We wish to find two other81 numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the cubic number, when increased by the square of the square, 
results in a square number, and when decreased by the square of the square, 1290 

results in a square number. 

In the manner described (above), we say (firstly): 64x3 + 16x4 is equal to a 
square number. If we then put as the side of 64x3 + 16x4 x2 's, the square is 
X4'S, (which) equal 64x3 + 16x4 ; the subtraction of the 16x4 , which is com
mon, from both sides gives 64x3 equal to x4 's, and the division of both by x3 1295 

results in 64 equal to x's. Hence x is the result of the division of 64 by the 
59 coefficient of the remaining x4 ,s. Again, (we say): 64x 3 - 16x4 is equal to a 

square number. If we then make the side of 64x 3 - 16x4 x2's, the square is 
x4 's, (which) equal 64x 3 - 16x4 ; the addition of 16x4 in common to both 1300 

sides gives x4,s equal to 64x 3 , and the division of the two by x3 results in x's 
equal to 64. So x here is likewise the result of the division of 64 by the co-

80 Arithmetica 11,9. 
81 The presence of this "other" and the abrupt beginning of the problem may indicate that nos. 
40 and 41 were once considered to be a single problem with two subdivisions. 
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efficient of the x4,s added Up.82 Then, the number of x4 ,s left over in the first 
equation, of which there is a square number minus 16, must equal the co- 1305 

efficient ofthe x4 ,s added up in the second equation, which is a square number 
plus 16. Thus a square number minus 16 is equal to another square plus 16. 
We add the 16 subtracted in common to both sides, and obtain a square 
plus 32 equal to a large(r) square. Thus we shall seek two square 
numbers with 32 as their difference;83 hence the larger square will be (ipso 1310 

facto) larger than 16. Let the smaller square be 4 and the larger, 36. We put 
36x4 as the square equal to 64x3 + 16x4, and 4X4 as the square equal to 
64x3 - 16x4. Then in each of the two equations we shall arrive at 64x 3 

equal to 20X4. Let us divide each by x 3, so we obtain 20x equal to 64; hence x 1315 

60 is 3t. Since we assumed the side of the square to be 2x, the side is ~ and the 

square, 40 + ~ + 5 ~ 5' and the square of the square is 1677 and 451 parts 1320 

of 625 parts of 1. And, since we assumed the side of the cube to be 4x, this side 
is 12% and the cube, 2097 and 95 parts of 625 parts of 1. The latter, when 
increased by the square of the square, gives 3774 and 546 parts of 625 parts 1325 

of 1, which is a square with 61 and 11 parts of 25 parts of 1 as its side. And, 
when the square of the square number is subtracted from the said cube, the 
remainder is 419 and 269 parts of625 parts of 1, which is a square number with 
20 and 12 parts of 25 parts of 1 as its side. 1330 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
by us, and these are the two numbers which we have determined. This is what 
we intended to find. 

42. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 
both the sum and the difference of the cube ofthe cube and of the square of the 
square are square numbers. 

We put an arbitrary number of x's as the side of the cube, say 2x, so that 1335 
the cube is 8x 3, and the cube of that cube, 512x9 . We put as the side of the 
square a number, again arbitrary, of xz's, say 4x2 , so that the square is 16x4 

61 and the square of the square, 256x4 (multiplied) by X4, that is to say (256 
times) the so-called X 8•84 1340 

Let us first require that the cube of the cube, when increased by the square 
of the square, result in a square, and when decreased by the square of the 
square, leave a square. 

We have found previously two numbers having that characteristic, by 
chance, without aiming to find that characteristic. 85 (Thus) we shall (merely) 

82 Here and in the next two places, the text once again has "x2's" instead of"x4 's". 

83 Arithmetica 11,10. 
84 Defined in problem 29. 
8S See problems 29 and 30. 
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mention here the manner in which their discovery occurs. So we say: 512x9 + 1345 

256x 8 is equal to a square number, and also: 512x9 - 256x8 is equal to a 
square. 

We may treat this by the method of the double-equation, which is (as 
follows). We take the difference between the said squares, which is 512x8,86 1350 

and seek two numbers of X4'S such that the product of their multiplication 
give 512x8.87 Then, we take half of the sum of the two numbers, multiply 
the result by itself, and equate with that the larger square, that is, 512x9 + 
256x8• Next, we take half of the difference between the two numbers, multiply 1355 

the result by itself, and equate with that the lesser square, that is, 512x9 -

256x8•88 Then we shall arrive in each of the two equations at 512x9 equal to the 
same number of x8's. The division of each (side) by a unit of the one oflower 
degree, that is, (by) x8, will result in 512x equal to a number, whence we shall 1360 

know x. x being known, we shall return to the initial hypotheses adopted by 
62 US,89 performing then subsequently to the knowledge of x the synthesis of 

all the elements of the problem. 

We may (also) use the method of seeking identicalness of the equation 
(resulting from) the two (proposed) equalities, as expounded in the pre
ceding problems.90 It consists in saying (the following). If we set as the side of 
the larger square x4 's, their square is x8's, (which are) equal to the larger 1365 

square. Then, the subtraction of the 256x8 , which is common, from both sides 
gives 512x9 equal to x8's, and the division of both by x8 results in 512x 
equal to a number. Thus, the number equal to the coefficient of the re
maining x8 's, when divided by 512, gives the number assumed to be x in 1370 

the problem. Again, if we put as the side of the smaller square x4 's, their 
square is x8 's, (which are) equal to the smaller square. Then, the addition of 
the 256x8 in common to both sides gives x8,s equal to 512x9 , and the division 1375 

of both by a unit of the side oflower degree, namely (by) x8, results in 512x 
equal to a number. Thus, the division of this number by 512 gives as a result 
the number assumed to be x in the problem. Consequently, it is necessary 
that the coefficient of the x8,s left over in the first equation be equal to the 1380 

coefficient of the x8,s added up in the second equation. But the coefficient 
of the x8,s left over in the first equation is a square number minus 256, while 
the coefficient of the x8,s added up in the second equation is a square number 
plus 256. Therefore, we have to seek two (square) numbers having the double 

63 of 256, or 512, as their difference.91 Having found them, we make the larger 1385 

(number) x8,s and equate to that the larger square, and make the lesser 
(number) x8,s and equate to that the lesser square. After that, we shall 

86 Here as in two other places below, x8 is represented as "x4 by x4 " in the text. 
87 "512x4 by x4 " in the text. 
88 "512x 9 - 256x4 by x4 " in the text. 
89 The Greek must have been something like eXVtxtPE;(0I-U;V EIt! ta~ iJ1tocrtcicrl:l~. 
90 See problems 34,2° and 35-41. 
91 Arithmetica n,lO. 
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arrive in each of the two equations (after division by XS) at 512x equal to one 
and the same number, whence we shall know x, the amount of which we 
aimed to find. Next, we shall go back and undertake the synthesis of the 1390 

problem. 

We may (also) say: 512x9 + 256xs is equal to a square, and 512x9 -

256xs is equal to a square. Now, any square which is divided by a square 
gives a square as a result; thus, if we divide the 512x9 + 256xs by a square- 1395 

say XS, or 4xS, or 9xS, or 16xS, or by any arbitrary square numbers provided 
that we make each of them xS's-(the) xS's result in a number and (the) x9 's, 1400 

in x's. Suppose we divide the two (terms) by 16xs, then the result of the division 
is 32x + 16. In the same way as we have divided this square, let us divide the 
other one, namely 512x9 - 256xs, which becomes then 32x - 16. Hence 
32x + 16 and 32x - 16 are (equalto) squares. So let us seek a number which, 1405 

64 when increased by a given number, namely 16, gives a square, and when 
diminished by a given number, namely 16, leaves a square.92 Having found 
that number, we divide it by 32; the result of the division will be x. Once we 
know x, we shall come back, and then make the synthesis of the problem 
according to the way adopted by us in its analysis. 

In the same manner which we have (just) described, one can treat most of 1410 

the previously presented problems involving (a system of) two equations. 

Let us (now) require that the square of the square, when increased by the 
cube of the cube, result in a square, and when decreased by the cube of the 
cube, leave a square number. 

Similarly, let us say, as we did previously: 256xs + 512x9 is equal to a 1415 

square, and 256xs - 512x9 is equal to a square. We treat this by seeking 
identicalness of the (resulting) equation in the (proposed system of) two 
equations, as already expounded in the preceding problems of this kind. 93 

Then we shall end up with the division of the double of 256, that is to say, 
(of the double of) a square number, namely 512, into two unequal square 1420 

numbers.94 Let the smaller of these two square numbers be 10 and 6 parts of 
25 parts of 1, with side 3~, and the larger one be 501 and 19 parts of25 parts of 1, 
with side 22~. Putting the lesser of these two squares equal to the lesser of the 1425 

two first (mentioned) squares, and the larger equal to the larger,95 we shall 
65 end up in each of the two equations with 512x9 equal to 245xs and 19 parts 

of25 parts ofxs. Let us divide both by xS, then 512x is equal to 245 and 19 parts 1430 

of 25 (parts) of 1; thus x is 12 parts of 25. Since we assumed the side of the 
cube to be 2x, the said side is 24 parts of 25 parts of 1 and the cube, 13,824 
parts of the cube of 25; the cube of that cube is 2,641,807,540,224 parts of the 1435 

cube of the cube of 25, or 105,672,301,608 parts and 24 parts of 25 parts of 1440 

92 This may be done with either of the two previous methods. 
93 See IV,34,2°, 35-41 and the second method in the first part of the present problem. 
94 Arithmetica 11,9, applicable to any number which is the sum of two squares. 
95 It should have been said that the two found squares were made XB'S. 
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one part of the square ofthe square of625. And, since we put as the side of the 
square 4x2 , and (since) x2 is 144 parts of 625-for x is 12 parts of 25-, the 
side of the square is 576 parts of 625 parts and the square, 331,776 parts of 1445 

the square of 625; the square of the said square is 110,075,314,176 parts of the 
66 square of the square of 625. This last number, when increased by the cube of 

the cubic number, gives 215,747,615,784 parts and 24 parts of 25 (parts) of 1450 

one part of the square of the square of 625, which is a square with 464,48~ 
parts of the square of 625 as its side. And, when the cube of the cubic number is 1455 

subtracted from the square of the said square, the remainder is 4,403,012,567 
parts and one part of 25 parts of one part of the square of the square of 625, 
which is a square with side 66,355t parts of the square of 625. 1460 

Therefore, we have found two numbers in accordance with our require
ment, and these are the two numbers which we have determined. This is 
what we intended to find. 

43. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 
when we add a given mUltiple of the square of the square to the cube of the 
cube the result is a square number, and when we subtract a given mUltiple 1465 

of the square of the square from the same the remainder is a square number. 

Let us put x3 as the cube, so that its cube is x9 , and an arbitrary number of 
x2,s as the side of the square, say 2X2, so that the square is 4X4 and the square 
of the square, 16xB• Let the given multiplier for the addition be Ii and the 
one for the subtraction be! + i. We add to the cube of the cube Ii times the 1470 

67 square of the square, namely 20XB, whence x9 + 20x8 , which is equal to a 
square number; let us (now) subtract from the cube of the cube! + i of the 
square of the square, namely 12xB, whence x9 - 12xB, (which is) equal to a 
square number. Then, if we put x4 's as the side of the square equal to x9 + 20x8 , 1475 

their square is x4 ,s (multiplied) by x4 's, that is, those of which one is called x 8 ; 

if we equate to them x9 + 20XB, then subtract the 20x8 which is common, 
we shall have x9 equal to xB,s having their coefficient equal to a square 
minus 20: and this (coefficient) is the number taken as x in the present 1480 

treatment. Again, if we put x4 ,s as the side of the square equal to x9 - 12x8 , 

their square is xB's; if we add to them the 12x8 subtracted from x9 , making 
them a common increment to both sides, we shall have x9 equal to x8,s 1485 

having their coefficient equal to a square plus 12: and this (coefficient) 
is the number taken as x in this problem. Thus a square minus 20 equals a 
small(er) square plus 12. We add the 20 in common to both sides; so a 
small(er) square plus 32 equals a large(r) square. Hence96 the small(er) 
square is 4; when increased by 32, it results in 36, which is the large(r) square. 1490 

Then, we put 36x8 as the square equal to x9 + 20x8 and 4xB as the square 
equal to the second square (or x9 - 12xB). So, in each of the two equations 

68 we shall arrive, after the restoration, the reduction,97 and the division, at x 

96 See problem 41. 
97 Only reduction in the first equation, and only restoration in the second one. 
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equal to 16. We (now) make the synthesis of the problem according to the 
way adopted by us in its analysis. We assumed the side of the cube to be x, 1495 

so the side is 16 and the cube, 4096; we took as the side of the square 2X2, 

so, x2 being 256, the side of the square is 512 and the square, 262,144. Hence 
the cube of the cube is 68,719,476,736; and the square of the square is also 1500 

equal to this number. Thus the cube of the cube is a square, equal to the 
result of the multiplication of the square number by itself. Therefore, when 
the cube of the cube is increased by 1i times the square of the square, the 
result is 2i times the square of the square, and this is a square number with 
1! times the square number as its side; again, if the cube of the cube is 
diminished by i of the square of the square, the remainder is i of the square 1505 

of the square number, and this is a square with half of the square number as 
its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers having the indicated character
istic, and these are the two numbers which we have determined. This is what 
we intended to find. 

44. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 
when we multiply the square of the square number by two given numbers: 1510 

(either) adding the cube of the cube to each of the two (products) gives in 
both cases a square number; or, subtracting each of the two (products) from 
the cube of the cube gives (in both cases) a square number; or, subtracting the 
cube of the cube from each of the two (products) gives in both cases a square 
number. 

Let one of the two given numbers be 3 and the other be 8. We wish to 1515 

69 find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that, when we multiply 
the square of the square by 3 and by 8: (either) adding each ofthe two products 
to the cube of the cube gives in both cases a square number; or, subtracting 
each of the two products from the cube of the cube leaves in both cases a 1520 

square number; or, subtracting the cube of the cube from each of the two 
products leaves in both cases a square number. 

Let us examine the first of the three (cases). We put x as the side of the cube, 
so that the cube is x 3 and the cube of the cube, x 9 ; we put 2X2 as the side 
of the square, so that the square is 4X4 and the square of the square, 16x 8 . 

The multiplication of the 16x8 by 3 and by 8 gives 48x 8 and 128x8, the 1525 

addition of which to the cube of the cube gives x9 + 48x 8 and x 9 + 128x8 , 

and each is (equal to) a square. As the division of any square by a square is a 
square, let us divide each of them by a square, and let the said square be x8 ; 1530 

then the first quotient is x + 48, which (again) equals a square number, 
since it resulted from the division of a square by a square; the second quotient 
is x + 128, which equals a square number, since it resulted from the division 
of a square by a square. Thus x is such that, when increased by 48, it results in 

70 a square, and when increased by 128, it also results in a square. So let us seek 1535 

a number which, when added to the two said numbers, gives in both cases a 
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square.98 Such is 16. Hence x is 16. Since we assumed the side of the cube to 
be x, the side is 16, and the cube is the cubic number found by us in the pre
ceding problem;99 again, its cube is the number which was the cube of the 
one in the previous problem. Accordingly, again, the square of the square is 1540 

equal to the cube of the cube. The multiplication of the square of the square 
by 3, and the addition to the (result) of the cube of the cube gives four times 
the square of the square, which is a square with twice the square number as 
its side; again, the multiplication of the same by 8 and the addition of the 
result to the cube of the cube gives nine times the square of the square, which 
is a square with three times the square number as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 1545 

such that when we multiply the square of the square by 3 and by 8, then add 
each of the two (products) to the cube of the cube, the result is in both cases a 
square number; and this cube and this square are 4096 and 262,144, re
spectively. 

Let us also examine the second of the three (cases). If, similarly, we put x 3 

as the cube and 4X4 as the square, we obtain as (the) two squares x9 - 48x8 1550 

and x9 - 128x8 • Now, any square which is divided by a square gives again a 
square. Let the square by which we divide x9 - 48x 8 and x9 - 128x8 1555 

be x 8 , which is the result of the multiplication of X4 by itself. Then, the first 
quotient is x - 48 and the second, x - 128, and each is (equal to) a square. 

71 Let us then seek a number which, when diminished by 48 and by 128, leaves 
in both cases a square number ;100 and this number will be the one taken as x 
in the treatment of the problem. Such is 192. 1560 

Now, since the side of the cube found in the preceding problem101 is 16 
and the side of the (present) cube is 192, the side of the present cube is to the 
side of the previous one in the ratio 12: 1, and the present cube is to the 
previous one in the ratio 123 : 1. And, since we put as the side of the square 
2x2 , and (since) the present x is to the previous one-(that is, to the one) 1565 

occurring in the preceding problem-in the ratio 12: 1, the present x2 is to 
the previous x2 in the ratio 122: 1, and so it will be for (the ratio of) the side 
of the (present) square to the side of the previous square; hence, the ratio of 
the two squares is the ratio 1442 : 1. Then, the cube of the present cube is to the 
cube of the previous cube as (123)3 is to 1, and the square of the (present) 1570 

square is to the square of the previous one as (1442)2 is to 1; and the square 
of the previous square was equal to the cube of the previous cube, so that the 
cube of the previous cube was a square. Now, 1 is also a square cube. 102 

98 Arithmetica II,l1. 
99 One would expect to see an analogous statement here for the required square. 
100 Arithmetica 11,13. 
101 Allusion to the first part of this problem (but IV,43 also has this solution). 
102 The reasoning is abstruse here, and the text, as it stands at present, may have passed, as noted 
in the commentary, through a commentator's hands. 
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Consequently, the side of the present cube is 12,103 the cube, 1728, the side of 1575 

the square, 144, and the square, 20,736. The cube of the present cube is 
72 5,159,780,352, and the square of the present square, 429,981,696. Three times 1580 

the square of the square is 1,289,945,088, and the subtraction of that from the 
cube of the cube leaves 3,869,835,264, which is a square with 62,208 as its 
side; and, eight times the square of the square is 3,439,853,568, the subtrac- 1585 

tion of which from the cube of the cube leaves 1,719,926,784, which is a 
square having 41,472 as its side. 1590 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that, when we multiply the square of the square by 3 and by 8, and 
subtract each (product) from the cube of the cubic number, the remainder is 
(in both cases) a square number; and these are the two numbers which we 
have found. 

Let us now examine the remaining aspect, of the three (aspects of the 
problem), defined by us. We say: 48x8 - x9 is equal to a square, and 1595 

128x8 - x9 is equal to a square. Let us divide both by x8 ; the two quotients 
are then 48 - x and 128 - x, and each is (equal to) a square. So let us seek a 
number which, when subtracted from 48 and from 128, leaves in both cases a 1600 

73 square. 104 Let it be 47; and this is the number assumed to be x in the treat
ment of the present problem. Since we put x as the side of the cube, the side is 
47, so that the cube is 103,823; and, since we put 2X2 as the side of the square, 
and (since )x2 is 2209, the side of the square is 4418, and the square is 19,518,724. 1605 

The cube of the cube, when subtracted from three times the square of the 
said square, leaves a square, the side of which is 4,879,681, and, when sub
tracted from eight times the square of the square, leaves a square having 
43,917,129 as its side. 1610 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one cubic and the other square, 
such that the multiplication of the square of the square by 3 and by 8 and the 
subtraction of the cube of the cube from each of the two (products) gives in 
both cases a square number; and these are the two numbers which we have de
termined. This is what we intended to find. 

End ofthe fourth Book of the treatise ofDiophantus on squares 1615 

and cubes, and it contains forty-four problems. 

103 The denomination" side of the present cube" is odd (since it has already been used for the 

value 192) and should be understood to mean" side of a second cube satisfying the present 
problem". Similarly for the square. 
1 04 Arithmetica II,12. 



In the Name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate 

Fifth Book of the Treatise of Diophantus the 
Alexandrian on Arithmetical Problems 

1. We wish to find two numbers, one square and the other cubic, such that 
when we add to the square of the square a given multiple ofthe cubic number, 1620 

the result is a square number, and when we subtract from the same another 
given mUltiple! of the cubic number, the remainder is a square number. 

Let the positive multiplier be 4 and the negative one, 3. We wish to find 
two numbers as indicated by us. We put x as the side of the square, so that the 
square is x 2 and the square of the square, X4; the latter, together with four 

74 times a certain cube, is equal to a square, and minus three times the same 1625 

cube, is again equal to a square. Hence the cube is equal to a certain quantity, 
having to X4 a given ratio, and such that four times it when added to X4 

gives a square and three times it when subtracted from x4 leaves a square. So 
we shall seek three square numbers such that the excess of the largest over the 
middle be to the excess of the middle over the smallest as four is to three. 2 1630 

Let these (three) numbers be 81,49 and 25. X4 being put 49 parts,3 the quantity 
given in ratio to X4 such that four times it-i.e., 32 parts of 49 parts (of x4 )_ 

when added to X4 gives a square and three times it-i.e., 24 parts of 49 parts 
(of x4)-when subtracted from x4 leaves a square, is 8 parts of 49 parts of X4. 1635 

So the required cube is equal to 8 parts of 49 parts of X4. Let us put as the 
side of the cube an arbitrary number of x's, say 2x; so the cube is 8x3• Hence 
8x3 is equal to 8 parts of 49 parts of X4. Let us divide both by x3, so 8 parts of 1640 

49 parts of x equals 8; hence x is equal to 49. Thus the side of the square is 
49 and the square is 2401. Since we put 2x as the side ofthe cube, the said side 
is 98 and the cube, 941,192. So the square of the square is 5,764,801. When 1645 

75 increased by four times the cubic number, that is, (by) 3,764,768, it results 
in 9,529,569, which is a square with 3087 as its side; and, when the same is 1650 

1 If the multiple is the same, the treatment is similar to that in IV,40. 
2 Arithmetica 11,19. 
3 That is, we take one "part" as f.,x4. 
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decreased by three times the cubic number, that is, (by) 2,823,576, it results in 
2,941,225, which is a square number with 1715 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition required by 1655 

us. This is what we intended to find. 

2. We wish to find two numbers, one square and the other cubic, such that, 
when we multiply the cubic number by two given numbers and add each of 
the two (products) to the square of the square, the result is in both cases a 
square. 

We take 12 and 5 as the given numbers. We put x as the side of the square, 1660 

so that the square is x2 and its square, X4. The latter, together with twelve 
(times a certain) cube, is equal to a square, and together with five times 
the said cube, is again equal to a square. Therefore, let us look for the quantity 
given in ratio to X4 such that twelve times it when added to X4 gives a square, 
and also five times it when added to X4 gives a square. Thus we are led to the 1665 

search for three square numbers such that the excess of the largest over the 
middle be to the excess of the middle over the smallest as the excess of 
12 over 5 is to 5, i.e., (as) 1~ is to 1.4 Let these (three) numbers be 
16, 9, and 4. X4 being put 4 parts,5 it appears that the quantity given by 
its ratio to X4 such that five times it-i.e., 5 parts-when added to X4 gives 1670 

76 a square and twelve times it-i.e., 12 parts-when added to X4 gives a 
square, is h4. Hence tx4 is equal to a cubic number. Let us put 2x as its 
side, so that the cube is 8x 3 ; this is equal to tx4. Let us divide both by x3 , 

so tx equals 8; thus x is equal to 32. So the side of the square is 32, the square 1675 

is 1024, and the square of the square, 1,048,576. Since we assumed the side 
of the cube to be 2x, the side of the cube is 64 and the cube, 262,144. The 1680 

multiplication of the latter by 12 gives 3,145,728, the addition of which to the 
square of the square results in 4,194,304, which is a square having 2048 as its 
side; again, the multiplication of the cubic number by 5 gives 1,310,720, 1685 

the addition of which to the square of the square results in 2,359,296, which 
is a square having 1536 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition required 
by us; and these are the two numbers which we have determined. 

3. We wish to find two other6 numbers, one cubic and the other square, such 1690 

that, when we mUltiply the cube by two given numbers and subtract each of 
the two (products) from the square of the square, the remainder is (in both 
cases) a square. 

4 Arithmetica 11,19. 
5 One" part" being taken as ix4. 
6 This" other" seems to be meaningless; were the formulation not a standard one, and therefore 
confusion in translation unlikely, one might see the origin of the" other" in a misunderstood 
ifTEPO~ in "Llucri 008ElO'IV ciP181!0l~ npocrwpElv Duo htpou~ ciP181!0u~ 1(.1.A .. " (cf., e.g., D.G., 
I, p. 76,26). 
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Let the two given numbers be 12 and 7. We again put x2 as the square,7 
77 so that the square of the square is again X4. Hence X4 minus 12 (times the) 1695 

cube equals a square, and (X4) minus 7 (times the) cube also equals a square. 
(So) let us seek the quantity given in ratio to X4 such that twelve times it when 
subtracted from X4 leave a square, and seven times it when subtracted from 
the same also leave a square. This amounts to the search for three square 
numbers such that the excess of the largest over the middle be to the excess 1700 

ofthe middle over the smallest as 7 is to the subtraction of7 from 12. Such are 
the numbers which we have mentioned previously, (namely) 16,9, and 4. 8 

Therefore, the quantity given in ratio to X4 which we have defined9 is one 
part of 16 parts of X4. Hence the cube equals one part of 16 parts of X4. We 
assume the side of the cube to be ix, so that the cube is -§-x 3• So -§-x 3 is equal 1705 

to one part of 16 (parts) of X4. Hence i . -§-x equals -§-, so x equals 2. Thus the 
square is 4 and the square of the square, 16; and, since we set ix as the side 
of the cube, the side of the cube is 1 and the cube, 1, again. The multiplication 
of it by 12 and by 7, and the subtraction of each one of the two (products) 1710 

from the square ofthe square leaves (in both cases) a square. 

4. We wish to find two numbers, one square and the other cubic, such that, 
when we increase the square of the square by a given multiple of the cube of 
the cube, the result is a square number, and when we decrease the same by 
another given multiple 10 of the cube of the cube, the remainder is again a 
square number. 

Let the positive multiplier be 5 and the negative multiplier be 3. Let us set 
x as the side ofthe cube, which is then x 3, and its cube is x 9 • We set 2X2 as the 1715 

78 side of the square, so that the square is 4X4 and its square, 16x8 • Then 
16x8 + 5x9 is equal to a square, and 16x8 - 3x9 is equal to a square. Now, 
the division of any square by a square results in a square. So let us divide each 1720 

of the above two squares by the square x 8 ; the two quotients are then 16 + 5x 
and 16 - 3x, and each is (equal to) a square. (But,) any square number to 
which is added five times its quarter, and from which is subtracted three 
time its quarter, gives in both cases a square. Hence x is the quarter of 16, or 4. 1725 

Since we set x as the side of the cube, the said side is 4 and the cube, 64; 
and, since we set 2X2 as the side of the square, and (since) x2 is 16, the side of 
the square is 32 and the square, 1024. The square of the square is 1,048,576, 1730 

and the cube of the cube is 262,144. The addition of five times the latter to the 

7 Cf. problems V,l and 2. 
8 See the preceding problem; the statement of the three values seems to be an interpolation (cf. 
p. 32, no. IS). 
9 The words" which we have defined" may refer to the conditions for X4 given previously. But 
they might also be (part of) a marginal gloss, now incorporated into the text, added in order to 
emend the reasoning. For the text does not state, as it should have done (cf. V,l and 2), that X4 is 
put 16" parts", with one part taken as n,X4. On partial reproductions of glosses, see p. 33, no. 25. 
10 If the given multiple were the same, the treatment would be similar to that in IV,42,b. 
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square of the square gives 2,359,296, which is a square with side 1536, and the 
subtraction of the same taken three times from the square of the square 
leaves 262,144, which is a square with 512 as its side. 1735 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition stipulated 
by us; and these are the two numbers which we have determined. 

79 5. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that, 
when we multiply the cube of the cube by two given numbers and add each 1740 

of the two (products) to the square of the square, the result is (in both cases) a 
square number. 

We take for the two given numbers 12 and 5. We wish to find two numbers 
in accordance with what we have indicated. We put x as the side of the cube, 
so that the cube is x 3 and its cube, x 9 • We assume the side of the square to be 1745 

2X2, so that the square is 4X4 and the square of the square, 16x8 . Thus 
16x8 + 12x9 is equal to a square and 16x8 + 5x 9 is equal to a square. As 
any square divided by a square results in a square, let us divide both by the 
square x8 . Therefore, 16 + 12x and 16 + 5x are both (equal to) a square. 1750 

But any square which is increased by five times its quarter, and also by 12 
times its quarter, gives in both cases a square. Hence x is the quarter of 16, 
or 4. Thus the cube is 64 and the square, 1024. It appears that, adding to the 1755 

square of the said square twelve times the cube of the said cube,11 that is, 
3,145,728, gives 4,194,304, which is a square with side 2048. And it has been 
found in the preceding problem that adding to the same five times the cube 
of the cube also gives a square. 1760 

6. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that, 
80 when we multiply the cube of the cube by two given numbers and subtract 

each one of the two (products) from the square of the square, the remainder is 
(in both cases) a square. 

Let the two given numbers be 7 and 4. We make the side of the cube x, 1765 

so that the cube is x3 and its cube, x9 • We make the side of the square 3x2, 
so that the square is 9x4 and the square of the square, 81x8 . Thus 81x 8 - 7x 9 

equals a square, and (81x 8 ) - 4x9 also equals a square. Let us divide both 
by the square x8 , so 81 - 7x equals a square and 81 - 4x also equals a 1770 

square. Let us seek the given (fractional) quantity of any square such that 
seven times it when subtracted from the square and also four times it when 
subtracted from the same square leave in both cases a square. One seeks this 

8 
in the previous manner. 12 Let the said quantity be 9.9 ; then, after sub- 1775 

tracting from 81 seven times its 9 ~ 9 th, or 56, the remainder is a square, 

11 The values of the square of the square and of the cube of the cube are known from the pre
ceding problem. 
12 Using the method of II,19, as in the first problems of this Book. 
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namely 25, and, after subtracting from 81 four times its 9 ~ 9 th, or 32, the 

remainder is a square, namely 49. Hence x is the _8_ th of 81, i.e., 8. Since we 
9·9 

set x as the side of the cube, the cube is 512; and, since we set 3x2 as the side 1780 

of the square, and (since) x2 is 64, the said side is 192 and the square is 36,864. 
81 The square of the square is 1,358,954,496, and the cube of the cube is 1785 

134,217,728. When seven times the latter is subtracted from the square of the 
square, the remainder is 419,430,400, which is a square with side 20,480; and, 
when four times the same is subtracted from the square of the square, the 
remainder is 822,083,584, which is asquare with side 28,672. 1790 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition stipulated 
by us, and these are 512 for the cube and 36,864 for the square. This is what we 
intended to find. 

7. We wish to find two numbers such that their sum and the sum of their 1795 

cubes are equal to two given numbers. 

It is necessary that four times that one of the two (numbers) which is 
given for the sum of the cubes of the two (required) numbers exceed the cube 
of the number given for their sum by a number which, when divided by three 
times the number given for the sum of the two numbers, gives a square, and 1800 

which, when multiplied by three quarters of the number given for the sum of 
the two numbers, gives a square. This (problem) belongs to the (category 
of) constructible problems. 

Let the number given for the sum of the two numbers be 20 and the number 
given for the sum of their cubes be 2240. We wish to find two numbers such 
that their sum is 20 and the sum of their cubes, 2240. We put 2x as the dif- 1805 

ference of the two numbers, so that one is 10 + x and the other, 10 - x. 
82 We form from each of them a cube.13 Now, whenever we wish to form 

a cube from (some) side made up (of the sum) of (say) two different terms-
so that a multitude of terms does not make us commit a mistake-, we 
have to take the cubes of the two different terms, and add to them three 
times the results of the multiplication of the square of each term by the other; 1810 

then, the result is composed offour terms, and this is the cube arising from the 
sum of the two different terms. (But) when the two terms are such that one is 
subtracted from the other, we take the cube of the larger,14 add to it three 
times the result of the multiplication of the square of the smaller term by the 
larger term, and subtract from them the cube of the smaller term and three 
times the result of the multiplication of the square of the larger term by the 1815 

smaller; the result is then the cube arising from the difference between the 
two different terms. Hence the cube arising from the side 10 + x is the sum 

13 That is, we raise each of them to the third power (Or. 1tAeXcrcrE1V). 
14 Since the expression must be positive, the positive term is the larger. 
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of the cube of 10, or 1000, and of the cube of x, or x3 , plus three times the 
result of the multiplication of 10 by the square of x, or 30x2 , plus, again, 
three times the result of the multiplication of x by the square of 10, or 300x; 1820 

thus, the cube arising from 10 + x is 1000 + x3 + 300x + 30x2 . Again, the 
cube arising from the side 10 - x is also equal to the cube of 10, or 1000, and 
to three times the result of the multiplication of 10 by the square of x, x 2 , 

i.e., (to) 30x 2, minus the cube of x, or x 3, and minus three times the result of 1825 

the multiplication of x by the square of 10, or 300x; thus, the cube arising from 
10 - x is 1000 + 30x2 - x3 - 300x. The sum of these two cubes is 2000 + 

83 60x 2, because the subtracted x3 + 300x in the one cube is cancelled by the 
added x3 + 300x in the other. Then, 2000 + 60x 2 is equal to 2240. Let us 1830 

subtract the 2000 which is in one side from the number which is in the other 
side, whence 60x 2 equals 240; thus x2 is 4. And, each of these being a square, 
their sides are also equal; but the side of x2 is x, and the side of 4 is 2, so that 1835 

x is 2. Since we put as the larger of the two required numbers 10 + x, the said 
number is 12; and, since we put as the smaller number 10 - x, it is 8. The cube 
of the larger number is 1728 and the cube of the smaller number, 512; and 
their sum is 2240. 1840 

Therefore, we have found two numbers such that their sum is 20 and the 
sum of their cubes, 2240; and these are 12 and 8. This is what we intended to 
find. 

8. We wish to find two numbers such that their difference and the difference 
of their cubes are equal to two given numbers. 

It is necessary that four times the number given for the difference of the 
two cubes exceed the cube of the number given for the difference of the two 
(required) numbers by a number which, when divided by three times the 
number given for the difference of the two numbers, gives a square, and which, 
when multiplied by three quarters of the number belonging to the said 
difference, gives a square. 

1845 

Let the number given for the difference of the two numbers be 10 and the 1850 

84 number given for the difference of the two cubes be 2170. We wish to find 
two numbers such that their difference is 10 and the difference oftheir cubes, 
2170. We put 2x as the sum of the two numbers, so that one is x + 5 and 
the other, x - 5: this, in order that their difference amount to lOy We form 1855 

from each of them a cube. So the cube with side x + 5 is, as explained 
(before), 16 equal to the cube of x, or x3, plus the cube of 5, or 125, plus three 
times the product of the multiplication of the square of x by 5, or 15x2 , plus 
three times the product of the multiplication of the square of 5 by x, or 75x; 
hence the cube arising from the side x + 5 is x3 + 125 + 15x2 + 75x. The 1860 

cube having x - 5 as its side equals the cube of x, or x 3, plus three times the 

15 This last phrase could come from a marginal remark: see p. 32 (no. 20). 
16 In the preceding problem. 
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result of the multiplication of the square of the 5 subtracted from x by x, 
or 75x, minus the cube of 5, or 125, and minus three times the product of the 1865 

multiplication of the square of x by 5, or 15x2; hence the cube arising from 
the side x - 5 is x 3 + 75x - 15x2 - 125. Let us subtract this cube from the 
first one, so we obtain 250 + 30X2, for the 15x2 + 125 subtracted in the latter 1870 

cube will, because of the subtraction, (become) positive and be added to the 
positive 15x2 + 125 in the other cube, while the x 3 + 75x will be eliminated 

85 from both. Hence 250 + 30x2 is equal to 2170. Let us remove the 250, which 
is common, from both sides, so there remains 1920 equal to 30x2; thus x2 is 1875 

64. And, each of these being a square, their sides are equal; that of x 2 being x, 
and that of 64 being 8, x is 8. Since we put x + 5 as the larger number, it is 
13; and, as we had put x - 5 as the smaller number, the smaller is 3. The cube 1880 

of the larger is 2197 and the cube of the smaller, 27; and their difference is 
2170. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers such that their difference is 10 and 
the difference of their cubes, 2170; and these are 13 and 3. This is what we 
intended to find. 

9. We wish to divide a given number into two parts such that the sum of their 1885 

cubes is a given multiple of the square of their difference. 

It is necessary that the given multiplier be greater than three quarters of the 
given number by a number comprising, together with the cube of the given 
number, a square number. 

Let the given number be 20 and the (given) multiplier be 140. We wish to 
divide 20 into two parts such that the sum of their cubes is 140 times the 1890 

square of their difference. Let us assume the difference of the two parts to be 
again 17 2x, so that one of the two parts is 10 + x and the other, 10 - x. 
The sum of their cubes is, according to what has been explained above,18 
2000 + 60x2 • But the square of the difference of the two numbers is 4x2. 

86 Hence 2000 + 60x2 equals 140 times 4x2 , that is, 560X2. Removing the 60X2, 1895 

which is common, from both sides gives 2000 equal to 500x2 ; so x2 is equal 
to 4. As the side of x2 is x and the side of 4 is 2, x is equal to 2. Since we as
sumed the first of the two parts to be 10 + x, it is 12; and, since we assumed 1900 

the second part to be 10 - x, it is 8. The cube of 12 (or 1728), when increased 
by the cube of8 (or 512)19, results in 2240; the difference of the two parts is 4, 
the square of which is 16, and 2240 is 140 times 16, or (140 times) the square of 
the difference of the two parts found by us. 1905 

Therefore, we have divided 20 into two parts in the desired manner, the 
larger part being 12 and the smaller, 8. This is what we intended to do. 

17 Cf. problem 7 (and, mutatis mutandis, 8). 
18 Cf. problem 7. 
19 These two values are known from V,7. 
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10. We wish to find two numbers such that their difference is a given number 
and the difference of their cubes is to the square of their sum in a given ratio. 

It is necessary that the number belonging to the given rati0 20 be greater 1910 

than three quarters of the number given for the difference of the two numbers 
<by a number comprising, together with the cube of the number given for the 
difference of the two (required) numbers, a square number).21 

Let the number given for the difference of the two required numbers be 10 
and the number corresponding to the given ratio be St,22 We wish to find 
two numbers such that their difference is 10 and the ratio of the difference of 1915 

their cubes to the square of their sum is the ratio Si: 1. We put 2x as their sum, 
87 and we set as one of the two numbers x + 5 and as the other x - 5 in order 

that their difference be 10. We take the difference between their cubes, 
namely23 250 + 30x2. The square of the sum of the two numbers being 4x2, 
250 + 30x2 equals Sk times 4x2, i.e., 32tx2. Let us remove the 30x2, which is 1920 

common, from both sides, so 250 is equal to 2tx 2 ; thus x2 equals 100, and 
therefore x is 10. Since we set as the first number x + 5, it is 15; and, since we 1925 

set as the second number x - 5, it is 5. The cube of 15 is 3375 and the cube of 
5, 125, the difference of which is 3250; the square of the sum of the two num-
bers is 400, and the ratio of 3250 to 400 is the ratio Si:1. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers such that their difference is 10 1930 

and the difference of their cubes is Sk times the square of their sum; and these 
are 15 and 5. This is what we intended to find. 

11. We wish to find two numbers such that their difference is a given number 
and the sum of their cubes is to their sum in a given ratio. 

It is necessary that the number belonging to the given ratio exceed three 1935 

quarters of the square of the number given for the difference of the two 
numbers by a square number. 

Let the difference of the two numbers be 4 and the number belonging to the 
given ratio be 2S.24 We wish to find two numbers such that their difference 
is 4 and the sum of their cubes is to their sum in the ratio 2S: 1. We set 2x 1940 

88 as the sum of the two numbers, so the first is x + 2 and the second, x - 2. 
The cube of the larger is x3 + 8 + 6x2 + 12x, and the cube of the smaller is 
x3 + 12x - 6x2 - S. Their sum is 2x3 + 24x, for the negative 6x2 + S in the 
cube of the smaller number is eliminated by the positive S + 6x 2 in the cube 1945 

of the larger number. Hence 2x3 + 24x is equal to 2S times the sum of the two 
numbers, 2x, which is 56x. We remove the 24x, which is common, from both 
sides, and obtain 2x3 equal to 32x; the division of both by x gives 2X2 equal 1950 

20 That is. the 1tT]A1K6nl~ of that ratio (see above, p. 99, n. 47). 
21 This omission no doubt originated with a copyist. 
22 Literally: "8i times ". 
23 Cf. problem 8. 
24 Literally: "28 times": see previous problem. 
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to 32, hence x2 is equal to 16. As x2 is a square with side x and 16 is a square 
with side 4, x equals 4. Since we set as the larger number x + 2, it is 6; and, 
since we set as the smaller number x - 2, it is 2. The cube of the larger is 
216 and the cube of the smaller, 8; the sum of these two cubes is 224, which is 1955 

28 times the sum ofthe two numbers, or 8. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers such that their difference is 4 and 
the sum oftheir cubes is 28 times their sum, and these are 6 and 2. This is what 
we intended to find. 1960 

12. We wish to divide a given number into two parts such that the difference 
of their cubes is a given multiple of their difference.25 

89 It is necessary that the number belonging to the given ratio exceed three 
quarters of the square of the given number, here too,26 by a square number. 

Let the given number be 8 and the multiplier corresponding to the given 1965 

ratio be 52.27 We wish to divide 8 into two numbers such that the difference 
of their cubes is 52 times their difference. We put 2x as the difference of the 
two numbers, so the larger part is 4 + x and the smaller, 4 - x. The cube of 
the larger part is 64 + x 3 + 48x + 12x2 and the cube of the smaller part, 1970 

64 + 12x2 - x3 - 48x. Their difference is 2x3 + 96x; so 2x 3 + 96x equals 
52 times the difference between the two numbers, 2x, which is 104x. We 
remove the 96x, which is common, from both sides, so 2x3 is equal to 8x; 1975 

the division of each by x gives 2X2 equal to 8, hence x2 equals 4 and x, 2. 
Since we put 4 + x as the larger part, it is 6; and, since we put 4 - x as the 
smaller part, it is 2. The cube of the larger part is 216, and the cube of the 1980 

smaller part, 8; their difference is 208, which is 52 times the difference of the 
two parts, or 4. 

Therefore, we have divided 8 into two parts28 such that the difference of 
their cubes is 52 times their difference; and these are 6 and 2. This is what we 
intended to do. 

13. We wish to find a cubic number such that, when we add to a given multiple 1985 

90 of the square of its side a given number, the result is equal to the sum of two 
numbers, each of which gives, when added to the cube, a cube. 

25 Observe the various ways in which such problems are formulated: compare this enunciation 
with that ofV,7 and of the Greek "IV",!. 
26 See previous problem. 
27 "be the ratio of the 52 times" in the text. 
28 The manuscript has" into two different parts". We put" different" in the apparatus, for it is not 
possible that the scholiast who added the final statements ever considered that the same value for 
the two parts, i.e., 4, fulfils the conditions of the problem. Perhaps some reader pointed out in the 
margin that the solution of this problem is the same as that of the previous one but with two 
dijjerent given ratios, and only the word" different" was inserted by a (our?) copyist in the text 
(cf. p. 33, no. 25, in fine). 
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Let the given number be 30 and the given multiplier be 9. We wish to find 
a cubic number such that, when we add nine times the square having the same 
side to 30, the result is equal to (the sum of) two numbers, each of which gives, 1990 

when added to the cubic number, a cube. Let us put x as the side of the cube, 
so that the cube is x 3 ; let us take nine times the square arising from its side, 
that is, 9x2 , which we add to 30, so we obtain 9x 2 + 30. Now, this 9x2 + 30 
is equal to (the sum of) two numbers, each of which, when added to the cube, 1995 

or x 3, yields a cube. So we shall form two cubes from two sides consisting each 
of x and a certain (number of) units, (then) take the excess of each of these 
cubes over the (required) cube (that is, x 3 ), replace the two numbers by the(se) 
excesses, add them and equate their (sum) to 9x 2 + 30; at that point, we 
shall have reached our goal. But these excesses are made up of X2'S, x's and a 2000 

number; so it is necessary that those x2,s which are contained in the sum of 
the two excesses amount to 9x 2 and that the number which is with them be 
less than 30 in order that we arrive at a number equal to x. SO,29 we have 
to form the two cubes from two sides consisting each of x plus a number in 
such a way that the sum of the x2,s of the two cubes amount to 9x 2 and the 
(total number of) units be less than 30, which is the given number. But the 2005 

(number of) positive x2 ,s found in each of the two cubes is three times the 
number added to x in the (corresponding) side, and the total number of 
units found in the two cubes is the sum of the cubes of the said numbers. 

91 Thus it is necessary that the sum of the two numbers added to x be 3 in order 
that three times the said sum give the number of x2's, that is, 9. (So) we have 2010 

to divide 3 into two parts such that the sum of their cubes be less than 30. 30 

Such are 2 and 1. We form one of the cubes from the side x + 2, so that it is 
x3 + 6x 2 + 12x + 8, and the other from the side x + I, so that it is x 3 + 
3x2 + 3x + 1. Then, the 6x 2 + 12x + 8, when added to x 3 , gives a cube, and 2015 

so does the 3x2 + 3x + 1; thus we shall make their sum, or 9x 2 + 15x + 9, 
as mentioned, equal to 9x 2 + 30. 31 Removing the 9x 2 , which is common, 
from both sides, we have 15x + 9 equal to 30; we then remove the 9, which is 
common, from both sides, thus obtaining 15x equal to 21. Hence x is 1~. 2020 

Since we put x as the side of the required cube, the said side is ~ and the cube, 
2 and 93 parts of 125 parts of 1. So the square of the side of the cube is I and 
24 parts of 25 (parts) of I, and nine times that is 17 and 16 parts of 25 parts, or 2025 

(17 and) 80 parts of 125 parts; the addition of that to 30 gives 47 and 80 parts 
of 125 parts. We had assumed one of the two parts of this last resulting number 
to be 6x 2 + 12x + 8; the 6x 2 being 11 and 95 parts of 125 parts of I, and 2030 

92 the 12x being 16 and 100 parts of 125 parts of 1, the whole first number is 
36 and 70 parts of 125 parts of I. The second number is the remainder of the 47 

29 The text has here a causal clause, beginning with /i-anna (line 2002), the apodosis of which is 
found far below, at line 2008. Similar situations also occur in the Greek text (see D.G., I, p. 262,2 

seqq.). 
30 cr. problem V,7. 
31 Some words in this passage seem to be interpolated; see p. 32. no. 21. 
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and 80 parts of 125 (after the subtraction of the first number), that is, 11 and 2035 

10 parts of 125. If the first of the said numbers is added to the cubic number, 
that is, (to) 2 and 93 parts of 125, the sum of that is 39 and 38 parts of 125 
parts, which is a cubic number with side 3~. And, if the second number is 
added to the cubic number, the sum of that is 13 and 103 parts of 125 parts of 1, 2040 

which is a cubic number with 2~ as its side. 

Therefore, we have found a cubic number such that when we add nine 
times the square of its side to 30 the result is equal to (the sum of) two num-
bers, each of which gives, when added to the cubic number, a cube; and this is 2045 

the cube determined by us. This is what we intended to find. 

It is necessary to know that this problem is soluble by this treatment 
whenever the cube of the third of the multiplier is less than four times the 
given number. 

14. We wish to find a cubic number such that, when we subtract from a 
given multiple of the square of its side a given number, the result is equal to 2050 

(the sum of) two numbers, each of which leaves, when subtracted from the 
cube, a cube. 

Let the given number be 26 and the given multiplier, 9. We wish to find 
a cubic number as indicated by us. We put x as the side of the cube, which is 
then x 3 • We take nine times the square of the side of the cube, or x 2 , which is 2055 

93 9x2 ; the subtraction from it of the given number results in 9x2 - 26, which is 
equal to (the sum of) two numbers such that each of them leaves, when 
subtracted from the cube, a cube. Following the way described in the pre
vious problem, let us form two cubes, each having as its side x minus a 
number (chosen) in such a way that the sum of the x 2 's subtracted in the 2060 

cubes amount to 9x2• It is not necessary in the present problem that the sum 
of the two numbers contained in the cubes be less than the given units; they 
are (in this respect) arbitrary. Let us form the first cube from the side x - 2, 
so the said cube is x 3 + 12x - 6x 2 - 8; and, let us form the second one, 
from the side x-I, so that the cube is x 3 + 3x - 3x2 - 1. Then, the sub- 2065 

traction of the 6x 2 + 8 - 12x from the (required) cube (that is, from x 3 ) gives 
a cube, and so does the subtraction of the 3x2 + 1 - 3x from the said cube 
also. Thus let us put the sum of these two numbers equal to 9x2 - 26. But 
their sum is 9x2 + 9 - 15x, so this is equal to 9x2 - 26. Let us add 26, 2070 

and similarly 15x, to both sides, and we remove the 9x2 , which is common, 
from both sides. There remains, after the restoration and the reduction, 
15x equal to 35; hence x is 2l Since we put x as the side of the cube, the said 2075 

side is 2t and the cube 12 and 19 parts of 27 parts of 1. The square of the side 
of the cube is 5 and 12 parts of 27 parts; and nine times that is 49. Let us 

94 subtract from it the given 26, so the remainder is 23. We had assumed the 2080 

first of the two parts ofthe said 23 to be 6x 2 + 8 - 12x; now, 6x 2 is 32 and 18 
parts of 27, and 12x is 28, so the larger of the two numbers is 12 and 18 parts 
of27 (parts) of 1. Thus, the smaller number is 10 and 9 parts of 27 parts of 1. 2085 
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Now, when the larger of the two said numbers is subtracted from the cube, 
found by us to be 12 and 19 parts of 27 parts of 1, the remainder is one part 
of 27 parts of 1, which is a cube with side ~; and, when we subtract the 
smaller number from the cubic number, the remainder is 2 and 10 parts of 2090 

27 parts of 1, which is a cube with side 1 i. 
Therefore, we have found a cubic number fulfilling the condition stipulated 

by us. This is what we intended to find. 

15. We wish to find a cubic number such that, when we subtract from a given 
multiple of the square of its side a given number, the result is equal to (the 2095 

sum of) two numbers, one of which gives, when added to the cube, a cube, and 
the other leaves, when subtracted from the cube, a cube also. 

Let the given multiplier be 9 and the given number be 18. We wish to 
find a cubic number such that when 18 is subtracted from nine times the 
square of its side, the remainder is (the sum of) two numbers, one of which 
gives, when added to the cube, a cube, and the other leaves, when subtracted 2100 

from the cube, a cube. We put x as the side of the cube, so that the cube is 
x 3 • We take nine times the square of its side, or 9x2 , and then subtract from it 
18. Next, we form two cubes with sides x plus a number and x minus a 
number, in such a way that the positive x2's in the one cube give, together 2105 

95 with the x2's subtracted in the other cube, 9x 2 • (So) let the side of the first 32 

cube be x - 2, so that the first cube is x3 + 12x - 8 - 6x2 , and let the side 
of the second cube be x + 1, so that the second cube is x3 + 3x2 + 3x + 1. 
So, the subtraction of the 6x 2 + 8 - 12x from the required cube, that is, 2110 

(from) x3 , results in a cube, and the addition of the 3x2 + 1 + 3x to the 
required cube results in a cube. Then, let us make the sum of the two said 
numbers equal to 9x 2 - 18; their sum being 9x 2 + 9 - 9x, this is equal to 
9x2 - 18. Let us restore and reduce that, so there remains, after the restora- 2115 

tion and the reduction, 27 equal to 9x; hence x is equal to 3. Since we put x 
as the side of the cube, the side is 3 and the cube, 27. The square of the side of 
the cube is 9, and nine times that is 81; let us subtract from it the given number, 
or 18, so the remainder is 63. We had assumed one of the two numbers to be 2120 

6x 2 + 8 - 12x; hence it is 26, and the second number is the remainder of 
63 (after the subtraction of 26), or 37. The subtraction of 26 from the cube, 
that is, (from) 27, gives 1, which is a cube, and the addition of 37 to the cube, 
that is, (to) 27, gives 64, which is a cube with side 4. 2125 

Therefore, we h~ve found a cube fulfilling the condition stipulated by us. 
This is what we intended to find. 

16. We wish to find a cubic number such that, when we subtract from a 
96 given multiple of the square of its side a given number, the result is equal to 

(the sum of) two numbers such that the subtraction of the one from the cube 2130 

32 The one mentioned secondly in the previous sentence. 
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results in a cube, and the subtraction of the cube from the other number 
results in a cube. 

Let the given multiplier again33 be 9 and the given number be 16. We wish 
to find a cubic number such that when we subtract 16 from nine times the 
square of its side the result is equal to (the sum of) two numbers such that 
the subtraction of the one from the cube results in a cube, and the subtraction 2135 

of the cube from the other number results in a cube. We again put34 x3 as the 
cube, and we subtract 16 from nine times the square of its side. We form two 
cubes having as their sides x minus a number and a number minus x, and let 
the (sum of the) x2's occurring in them amount to 9x2 . Thus we form the 
first cube from the side x - 1, so that it is x3 + 3x - 3x2 - 1, and the 2140 

second cube from the side 2 - x, so that it is 8 + 6x 2 - x3 - 12x. Then, when 
the 3x2 + 1 - 3x is subtracted from the (required) cube (or x 3 ), the result is a 
cube, which is, as already said, x3 + 3x - 3x2 - 1; and, when the (required) 
cube, or x3 , is subtracted from 6x2 + 8 - 12x, the result is a cube, which is, 2145 

likewise as already said, 8 + 6x2 - 12x - x3• So let their sum be (put) 
equal to 9x 2 - 16. But their sum is 9x2 + 9 - 15x, hence this is equal to 
9x 2 - 16. Let us restore and reduce that. We arrive, after the restoration and 2150 

the reduction, at 15x equal to 25; hence x is 1~, and this is the side of the cube, 
97 so that the cube is 4 and 17 parts of 27 (parts) of 1. The square of the side ofthe 

cube is 2 and 21 parts of27 parts, and nine times that is 25. Let us subtract the 2155 

16 from it; the remainder is 9. And we had assumed that that one of the two 
numbers having 9 as their sum which is subtracted from the cube is 3x2 + 
1 - 3x; as 3x2 is 8t and 3x is 5, the aforesaid number is 4t, and the second 
number is the remainder of the 9 (after the subtraction of 4t), namely 4l If 2160 
4t is subtracted from the cube, that is, (from) 4 and 17 parts of 27 parts, the 
remainder is 8 parts of 27 parts of 1, which is a cube with side ~; and if the 
second number, or 4~, is diminished by the cube, the remainder is one part 
of 27 parts of 1, which is a cube with side l 2165 

Therefore, we have found a cubic number fulfilling the condition stipulated 
by us. This is what we intended to find. 

End of the fifth Book of the treatise of Diophantus on arith
metical problems, and it contains sixteen problems. 

33 As in the preceding problems of this group. 
34 As in all the problems of this group. 
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Sixth Book of the Treatise of Diophantus 

1. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, having their 
sides in a given ratio, such that when their squares are added, the result is a 
square number. 

Let the given ratio be the ratio 2: 1. We wish to find two numbers, one 
cubic and the other square, the side of the cube being twice the side of the 2175 

square, such that when their squares are added, the result is a square number. 
Let us take x as the side of the square, so that the square is x 2 , and (therefore) 

98 2x as the side of the cube, so that the cube is 8x 3• The sum of the square of the 
cube and of the square of the square is 64x6 + X4, and it must be a square. 
Let us then seek a square number which, when diminished by 64, leaves a 2180 

square. Finding that is easy on the basis of what has been shown previously 
in our treatise!. Such is 100. So let us make it x6's, so that it becomes 100x6 ; 

we equate 64x6 + X4 with the 100x6 and remove the common (term), thus 
obtaining 36x6 equal to X4. The division of the two sides by the one of lower 
degree, namely X4, gives 1 equal to 36x2 ; hence x2 is one part of 36 parts of 1 2185 

and x is one part of 6 parts of 1, and it is the side of the square number. The 
side of the cubic number is twice that, which is two parts of 6 parts of the unit, 
and the cube is 8 parts of 216 parts of the unit. When its square, that is, 64 
parts of 46,656 parts of the unit, is added to the square of the square number, 2190 

which is 36 parts of 46,656 parts, the result is 100 parts of 46,656, which is a 
square number with 10 parts of 216 parts of the unit as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 8 parts of 216 parts of the unit, and 6 parts of 216 2195 

parts of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 

2. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, having 
their sides in a given ratio, such that when the square of the square is sub
tracted from the square of the cube, the remainder is a square. 

1 Arithmetica n,lO. 
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Let the given ratio be the ratio 2: 1. We wish to find two numbers, one 2200 

cubic and the other square, the side of the cube being twice the side of the 
square, such that when the square of the square is subtracted from the 

99 square of the cube, the remainder is a square. Let us put x as the side of the 
square number and (therefore) 2x as the side of the cubic number; hence the 
square number is x2 and its square, X4, and the cubic number is 8x3 and its 
square, 64x6 . If we subtract X4 from 64x6 , we obtain 64x6 - X4, which must 2205 

be a square number. Let us then look for a square number which, when 
subtracted from 64, leaves a square number. Finding that is easy on the basis 
of a previous exposition;2 the (required number) is 40 and 24 parts of 25 
parts of the unit. Let us make it x6 's, so it becomes 40x6 and 24 parts of 25 2210 

parts of x 6 , which is equal to 64x6 - X4. We restore that 3 and drop the 
common (term), thus obtaining 23x6 and one part of 25 parts of x6 equal to 
X4. The division of the two sides by X4 gives 1 equal to 23x 2 and one part of25 2215 

(parts) of x 2 • Hence x2 is 25 parts of 576 parts of the unit, and x is 5 parts of 
24 parts of 1. We had set as the side of the cubic number 2x, which is 5 parts of 
12 parts of the unit; so the cube is 125 parts of 1728 parts of the unit, and its 2220 

square, 15,625 parts of 2,985,984 parts. If we subtract from the latter the 
square of the square number, namely 5625 parts of 2,985,984, we obtain 

100 10,000 parts of 2,985,984 parts, which is a square number with side 100 parts 2225 

of 1728 parts. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 125 parts of 1728 parts of the unit and 75 parts of 1728 2230 

parts of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 

3. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, having their 
sides in a given ratio, such that when we subtract the square of the cube from 
the square of the square number, the remainder is a square. 

Let the given ratio be the ratio 2: 1. We wish to find two numbers, one 2235 
cubic and the other square, the side of the cube being to the side of the 
square in the ratio 2: 1, such that when the square of the cubic number is 
subtracted from the square of the square number, the remainder is a square. 
We put x as the side of the square number; hence the side of the cube is 2x 
and the cube, 8x 3 , and the square of the latter is 64x6 • Since we had taken x as 2240 

the side of the square number, the square is x2 and its square, X4. We sub-
tract from it the square of the cube, or 64x6 , and obtain X4 - 64x6 , which 
must be a square. (So) we shall seek a square number which, when increased 
by 64, results in a square;4 such is 36, with side 6. Thus we put, as the side of 
X4 - 64x6 , 6x 3, and multiply that by itself; we obtain 36x6 , which equals 2245 
X4 - 64x6 . We restoreS and obtain X4 equal to 100x6 : the division of all that 

2 Arithmetica 11,8. 
3 fa-nuqabil bi-ha in the text. 
4 Arithmetica 11,10. 
S fa-najbur wa-nuqabil in the text. 
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by X4 results in 1 equal to 100x2. Hence x2 is one part of 100, or /0 . /0' and x is 
101 one part of 10, or /0' We had put 2x as the side of the cube, so the said side is 2250 

2 parts of 10 and the cube, 8 parts of 1000; its square is 64 parts of 1,000,000. 
When we subtract it from the square of the square number, that is, (from) 100 
parts of 1,000,000, the remainder is 36 parts of 1,000,000, which is a square 
number with side 6 parts of 1000 parts of the unit. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 2255 

upon us, and these are 8 parts of 1000 parts and 10 parts of 1000 parts. This is 
what we intended to find. 

4. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, the side of the 
cube being to the side of the square in a given ratio, such that, when the 
number comprised by them is increased by the square of the cube, the result 
is a square. 

Let the (given) ratio be the ratio 5: 1. We wish to find two numbers, one 2260 

cubic and the other square, the side of the cube being five times the side of the 
square, such that, when the number comprised by them is increased by the 
square of the cubic number, the result is a square. Let us put x as the side of 
the square, so that the square is x 2 ; the side of the cube is (then) 5x and the 
cube, 125x3 • Hence the number which they comprise is 125x5 •6 We increase 2265 

the 125x5 by the square of the cube-and the square of the cube is 15,625x6 - 7 

and obtain 15,625x6 + 125x5 , which must be a square. Let us then seek a 
square number which, when diminished by 15,625, gives a small number; 2270 

and we do not need the remainder to be a square number. Such a number is 
102 15,876, the side of which is 126. Let us make it-that (is, the side of) 15,625x6 

+ 125x5 _ 8 (x 3's, so it becomes) 126x3 ; we multiply 126x3 by itself, and 2275 

obtain 15,876x6, which is equal to 15,625x6 + 125x5• We remove the com-
mon 15,625x6 from the two sides, whence 251x6 equals 125x5 • Divide9 the 2280 
two sides by x 5, hence 125 is equal to 251 x; then x is 125 parts of 251, and this 
is the side of the square, and the square is 15,625 parts of the square of 251, 
that is, (of) 63,001. The side of the cubic number was five times the side of the 2285 

square number, which is 625 parts of 251; (thus) the cube is 244,140,625 
parts of 2,563,001. 10 And we shall content ourselves with the correctness of 
the treatment of the present problem on the basis of the related problems. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 2290 

upon us, and these are 15,625 parts of 63,001 and 244,140,625 parts of 
2,563,001. This is what we intended to find. 

6 "125x3 multiplied by x 2 " in the text; see p. 45. 
7 This seems to be a later addition (cf. p. 32, no. 16). 
8 There is, clearly, an interpolation here (see p. 31, no. 9). 
9 The imperative, found here for the first time, occurs only seven times in our manuscript (see 
p.46). 
10 Here and further below, 2,563,001 is given instead of 15,813,251. See commentary. 
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5. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, the side of 2295 

the cube being equal to the side of the square, such that when the number 
which they comprise is increased by the square of the square number, the 
result is a square. 

103 Let us put x as the side of the square, so that the square is x 2 ; again, the 
side of the cube is x, and the cube is x3 • The number which they comprise is x5 • 

We increase it by the square of the square number, or X4; it becomes x 5 + X4, 2300 

which equals a square number. Let us put 2X2 as its side, hence 4X4 is equal 
to X4 + x 5 • We remove the common x\ so x 5 is equal to 3X4. The division 
of the whole by X4 results in x equal to 3, and this is the side of the square, and 2305 

the square is 9. Again, the side of the cube was equal to the side of the square, 
so it is 3, and the cubic number is 27. The number which they comprise is the 
result of the multiplication of 9 by 27, namely 243. When 243 is increased by 
the square of the square number, or 81, the result is 324, which is a square 2310 

number with 18 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us. This is what we intended to find. 

6. We wish to find two numbers, one square and the other cubic, the side of 
the cube being equal to the side of the square, such that when we subtract 
from the number which they comprise the square of the cubic number, the 2315 

remainder is a square number. 

Let us put x as the side of the square number, so the square number is x 2 ; 

again, the side of the cubic number is x, and the cubic number is x 3• We have 
to subtract the square of x3 from the number comprised by x3 and x 2 • But 
the number which they comprise is x 5• So, when we subtract from it the 2320 

square of the cubic number, that is, x 6, we have x 5 - x 6, and "this must be a 
square. Let us put x 3 as its side; we multiply x 3 by itself and obtain x 6 , which 
equals x 5 - x 6 • Let us add x 6 (in common) to the two sides, and we divide 

104 the two (resulting) sides by the one of lower degree, which is x5 ; then 2x 
is equal to 1, so x is equal to t. We had put x as the side of the square, so 2325 

the square is one part of 4, or t; again, the side of the cube is t, and the cube is 
l Since the number which they comprise is one part of 32, subtracting from it 
the square of the cube, or one part of 64 parts, leaves one part of 64, which is a 
square with one part of 8 as its side. 2330 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are t and l This is what we intended to find. 

7. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, having their 
sides equal, such that when the number which they comprise is diminished 
by the square of the square number, the remainder is a square. 2335 

Let us put x as the side of the square number, which is then x 2 ; since the 
side of the cube is equal to the side of the square number, the cubic number 
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must be x 3 • So the number which they comprise is x5 • Now, if we subtract 
from x 5 the square of the square number, or X4, the remainder is x5 - X4, 2340 

and this must be a square. Let us set as its side x2 ; the multiplication of x2 by 
itself gives X4, (which is) equal to x 5 diminished by X4. We restore and solve, 11 

hence x is 2. We had assumed the side of the square to be x, so the said side 
is 2 and the square, 4; again, the side of the cube is 2 and the cube, 8. The 
square being 4 and the cube being 8, the number which they comprise is 32. 2345 

If we subtract from 32 the square of the square number (namely 16), we 
obtain 16, which is a square number with side 4. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 8 (and)12 4. This is what we intended to find. 

8. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that 2350 

105 when the number which they comprise is increased by its side, the result is a 
square. 

We put 64 as the cubic number and x2 as the square number, so that the 
number which they comprise is 64x2 . Now, if we add to 64x2 its side, namely 
8x, the result is 64x 2 + 8x, which must be a square. Let us put as its side any 2355 

multiple of x we please provided that it is greater than 8x, say lOx; we 
multiply that by itself, thus obtaining 100x2 , and this is equal to 64x 2 + 8x. 
We remove (the common) 64x 2 from the two sides, so 36x2 equals 8x. 
Dividing 36x2 by x gives 36x and dividing 8x by x gives 8. Hence 8 is equal 2360 

to 36x, and x is two parts of 9. We had put x as the side of the square, so the 
square is 4 parts of 81 parts of the unit; that is the square number, and the 
cubic number is 64. (So) the number which they comprise is 256 parts of 81 
parts of the unit. If we increase it by its side, namely (by) 16 parts of9, or 144 2365 

parts of 81, the result is 400 parts of 81, which is a square number with 20 
parts of 9 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 64, (and) 4 parts of 81 parts of l. This is what we in- 2370 

tended to find. 

9. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, which 
comprise a number such that when it is diminished by its side, the remainder is 
a square. 

We put 64 as the cubic number and x2 as the square number, so that the 
number which they comprise is 64x 2• Diminishing it by its side results in 2375 

106 64x2 - 8x, which must be a square. Let us put for its side any number of 
x's we wish, provided that it is less than 8x, say 7x; the multiplication of 7x 
by itself gives 49x 2 , which equals 64x 2 - 8x. We restore and reduce, whence 
15x2 equals 8x. The division of that by x gives 15x equal to 8; so x is 8 parts 2380 

[[ fa-najbur wa-nuqabil in the text. 
12 The final results are, from here on, generally stated without the conjunction. See p. 37. 
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of 15 parts ofthe unit. We had assumed the side of the square number to be x, 
so the square number is 64 parts of 225 parts of the unit. Since the cubic 
number is 64, the number which they comprise is 4096 parts of 225 parts; 2385 

diminishing it by its side, that is, (by) 64 parts of 15, or 960 parts of 225, 
results in 3136 parts of 225, which is a square number with 56 parts of 15 as 
its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 2390 

upon us, and these are 64, and 8 parts of 15 parts of the unit, that is to say 
64 parts of 225. 13 This is what we intended to find. 

10. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that, 
when the number which they comprise is subtracted from its side, the re
mainder is a square number. 

Let us put 64 as the cubic number and x2 as the square number; so the 2395 

number which they comprise is 64x2 . Subtracting 64x2 from the side of 64x2 , 

i.e., 8x, we obtain 8x - 64x2 , which must be a square. We take as its side any 
number of x's we wish, say 4x. Thus 16x2 equals 8x - 64x2• Restoring,14 2400 

107 we have 8x equal to 80x2 . The division of the two sides by x gives 8 equal to 
80x, hence x is one part of 10. We had assumed the side of the square to be x; 
so the square is one part of 100 parts of the unit. And, as the cubic number is 
64, the number which they comprise is 64 parts of 100 parts. If we subtract 2405 

that from its side, namely 8 parts of 10, or 80 parts of 100, the remainder is 
16 parts of 100, which is a square number with 4 parts of 10 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 64, and one part of 100 parts of the unit. This is what we 
intended to find. 

11. We wish to find a cubic number such that if we add it to its square, the 2410 

result is a square number. 

We put x as the side of the cubic number, so that the cubic number is 
x 3 • Adding x3 to its square, that is, (to) x 6 , we obtain x6 + x 3 , which must be a 
square. Let us put for its side a number <of x3's such that, when we subtract 
from their square x 6 , the remainder is a cube; such is)15 3x3 : when we sub- 2415 

tract x6 from the square of 3x3 , we obtain 8x6 , which is a cubic number. 
Hence, if we equate 8x6 with a cubic number,16 the problem will be soluble 
and the treatment will not be impossible. Let us multiply the 3x3 by them
selves, so we obtain 9x6 , which then equals x6 + x 3• We remove the x6 

which is common, so 8x6 equals x 3• The division of the two sides by x 3 gives 2420 

13 This rectification certainly arose from a reader's gloss intended to correct the final statement 
(cf. p. 31, no. 10). 
14 fa-najbur wa-nuqabil in the text. 
15 We assume that there is a gap in the text here. See commentary. 
16 Sic, instead of" x 3 ". 
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8x3 equal to 1; hence x3 is i, or one part of 8. If we increase this by its square, 
that is, (by) one part of 64 parts of the unit, the result is 9 parts of 64 parts of 
the unit, which is a square number with 3 parts of 8 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found a number fulfilling the condition imposed upon 2425 

us, and this is one part of 8 parts of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 

108 12. We wish to find two square numbers such that the quotient of the larger 
divided by the lesser, when added to the larger, gives a square, and also when 
added to the lesser, gives a square. 

Let us put x2 as the smaller number; we take !x2 + ! . ix2 as the quotient 2430 

of the larger divided by the lesser. Thus, the addition of this quotient to x 2 

gives a square. (So) the larger number is !X4 + ! . iX4. Then, when we in
crease it by !x2 + !. ix2 , we obtain !X4 + !. iX4 + !x2 + !. ix2 , which has 
to be a square number. Hence, let us seek a square number which, when 2435 

diminished by! + !. i, gives a square number, and let us keep in mind that 
the remaining square be less than 81 parts of 256 parts of 1.17 Finding that 
is easy from what has been explained in the second Book. 18 The said number 
is 169 parts of 256 parts of the unit, with side 13 parts of 16 parts of the unit. 2440 

It appears that, when we subtract! + !. i, or 144 parts of 256 parts, from 
169 parts of 256 parts of the unit, the remainder is 25 parts of 256 parts of 
the unit, which is a square number with side 5 parts of 16 parts. So let us 
put, as the side of !X4 + !. iX4 + !x2 + !. ix2 , 13 parts of 16 parts of x2 ; 2445 

we multiply it by itself, whence 169 parts of 256 parts of X4, which then equal 
!X4 + !. iX4 + !x2 + !. ix2 . Let us remove the !X4 + !. iX4 which is 

109 common, so 25 parts of 256 parts of X4 equal !x2 + ! . ix2 , and let us multiply 2450 

the whole by 10 and 6 parts of 25; we obtain X4 equal to 5x2 and 19 parts of 
25 parts of x2. We divide the two sides by x2, hence x2 is equal to 5 and 19 
parts of 25 parts of the unit. We had put x 2 as the smaller number, so it 2455 

is 5 and 19 parts of 25 parts of the unit; let us multiply that by 25, it then be
comes 144, (which is) parts of25 parts. And, since we set for the larger number 
!X4 + !. iX4, it is 11,664 parts of 625 parts of the unit. Let us make the 144 2460 

parts of 25 parts, which form the smaller square, parts of 625, in other words 
(let us) multiply them by 25; then the smaller square is 3600 parts of 625. 
The quotient of the larger square divided by the smaller square is 3 and 6 
parts of 25 (parts) of the unit. Let us make that parts of 625, so it becomes 2465 

2025 parts of 625. The addition of this to the larger square, that is, (to) 
11,664 parts of 625, gives 13,689 parts of 625 (parts) of the unit, which is a 

110 square number with side 117 parts of 25 parts. Again, let us add the 2025 parts 2470 

of 625 to the smaller square, that is, (to) 3600 parts of 625, so the result is 
5625 parts of 625, which is a square number with side 75 parts of 25. 

17 The text has only: "that the remaining square be less than 1". See commentary. 
18 Arithmetica II, 10. 
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Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 11,664 parts of 625 parts of the unit (and) 3600 parts 2475 

of 625 parts of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 

13. We wish to find two square numbers such that the quotient of the division 
of the larger by the smaller, when subtracted from each of them, leaves (in 
both cases) a square. 

Let us put x as the side of the smaller square, so the smaller square is x 2 ; 2480 

we set for the quotient of the division of the greater square by the smaller 
square-which is x2-something which, when subtracted from x2 , leaves a 

square; it is further necessary that the (term) subtracted from x 2 be a square. 
So let us divide x 2 into two square parts;19 such are 16 parts of 25 parts of 
x 2 and 9 parts of 25 parts of x2• Then, let us set the 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 2485 

as the quotient of the division of the larger square by x 2 . The multiplication 
of the 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 by x 2 gives 9 parts of 25 parts of x\ which is 
the larger number. It appears that, subtracting the quotient of the division 
of the larger number-or 9 parts of 25 parts of X4 -by the smaller number- 2490 

or x 2-, i.e., subtracting 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 from the smaller number, 
III that is, (from) x 2, the remainder is 16 parts of 25 parts of x 2 , which is a square 

with side %x. We now have to subtract 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 from the larger 
number, or 9 parts of 25 parts of X4, so that a square number remain. But, 2495 

when we subtract 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 from 9 parts of 25 parts of X4, 

we obtain 9 parts of 25 parts of X4 minus 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 , which is 
equal to a square number. So let us seek a square number which, when 
subtracted from 9 parts of 25, leaves a square number. 20 Such is 81 parts of 2500 

625 parts of the unit; the subtraction of it from 9 parts of 25, or 225 parts of 
625 parts ofthe unit, results in 144 parts of 625, which is a square number with 
side 12 parts of 25 parts of the unit. 2505 

Now that we have reached our goal, let us put, for the root of 9 parts of 
25 parts of X4 minus 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 , 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 ; we 
multiply this by itself, whence 81 parts of 625 parts of X4, which is equal to 
9 parts of 25 parts of X4 minus 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 , or 225 parts of 625 2510 

parts of X4 minus 225 parts of 625 parts of x2 • We restore21 and remove 
the common (term); then 144 parts of 625 parts of X4 is equal to 225 parts of 2515 

112 625 parts of x2 • Divide the two sides by x2 , this gives 144 parts of 625 parts of 
x 2 equal to 225 parts of 625 parts of 1; (so) x 2 is equal to 1 and 81 parts of 144 
parts of the unit, or 1 and 9 parts of 16 parts. We had assumed the smaller 2520 

square to be x2 , so it is 25 parts of 16 parts of the unit; the larger (square) 
number is 9 parts of 25 parts of the square of the smaller (square) number, 
that is to say, 225 parts of 256 parts of the unit. The division of the larger 
(square) number, that is, 225 parts of 256 parts of 1, by the smaller (square) 2525 

19 Arithmetica II,8 (but the result is trivial). 
20 Arithmetica II,8. 
21 fa-najbur wa-nuqZibil in the text. 
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number, that is, 25 parts of 16, or 400 parts of 256 parts of 1, gives the result 
t + t· k, or 144 parts of 256 parts. The subtraction of this last number from 
the first of the two squares, that is, from 400 parts of 256 parts of the unit, 
gives 256 parts of 256 parts, or 1, which is a square with side 1. Again, the 2530 

subtraction of the quotient of the division, that is, (of) 144 parts of 256 
parts of the unit, from the square which is 225 parts of 256, results in 81 parts 
of 256, which is a square with side 9 parts of 16. 2535 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
113 upon us, and these are 400 parts of 256 parts of 1 (and) 225 parts of 256 parts 

of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 

Our purpose in this problem (however) was that the dividend be the 
larger number; but the treatment left us with the larger number being the 2540 

divisor. Since our treatment was correct-there can be no doubt about it-, 
we have recorded it. 

We shall (now) solve this problem by a second treatment leading to our 
requirement regarding the quotient of the larger square divided by the smaller 
square. And let it be a treatment easier than the preceding one. 

We put 11 as the side of the smaller square, so that the square is 2~. We 2545 

put x as the side of the larger square, so that the larger square is x2 • 

Dividing the larger square, or x 2, by the smaller square, or 2~, gives the 
quotient 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 • Then, if we subtract it from the larger 
square, that is, (from) x 2 , the remainder is 16 parts of 25 parts of x 2 , which is a 
square number with side %x. Again, subtracting the result of the division, 2550 

that is, 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 , from the smaller square, or 2~, leaves 2~ 
minus 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 , which has to be a square. We put as its side 
11 - 1 tx, and we multiply that by itself; we obtain 2~, plus x 2 , plus 11 parts 2555 

of 25 parts of x 2 , minus 4x, which is then equal to 2~ minus 9 parts of 25 parts 
114 of x 2 • Restore each of the two sides with its subtractive (term), add its amount 

to the other side and remove the similar common (term); there remains then 
l%x 2 equal to 4x. Divide both sides by x, hence l%x is equal to 4; so x is 2l 2560 

As the side of the larger square was x, the said side is 2i and the larger square, 
400 parts of 81 parts of 1. The division of the latter by the smaller square, 
that is, (by) 2~, or 225 parts of 81 parts of the unit, gives the quotient 1~, or 144 2565 

parts of 81 parts; if we subtract that from the larger square, that is, (from) 
400 parts of 81 parts, the remainder is 256 parts of 81 parts, which is a 
square number with side 16 parts of9. And, if we subtract the same from the 2570 

smaller square, or 225 parts of 81 parts, the remainder is 81 parts of 81, or 1, 
which is a square with side 1. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 400 parts of 81 parts of the unit (and) 225 parts of 81 2575 

parts of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 

14. We wish to find two square numbers such that, when the larger is divided 
by the smaller, the division results in something which, when diminished by 
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the larger square, leaves a square, and also when diminished by the smaller 
square, leaves a square. 

Let us put x as the side of the larger square, so the larger square is X 2 ; 

115 again, we put, as the side of the smaller square,!, so the smaller square is 16 2580 

parts of 25 parts of 1. It appears that, if we divide the larger square, or x2 , by 
the smaller square, or 16 parts of 25 parts of 1, the result of the division is x 2 

plus 9 parts of 16 parts of x 2 , and (thus) if we diminish it by the larger square, 
or x 2 , the remainder is 9 parts of 16 parts of x 2 , which is a square with side 2585 

ix. We now subtract from the quotient the smaller square, that is, 16 parts of 
25 parts of the unit; the remainder is then 25 parts of 16 parts of x 2 minus 16 
parts of25 parts of 1, which has to be a square. Let us take as its side Itx - 2; 
we multiply it by itself, so we obtain 25 parts of 16 parts of x2 , plus 4, minus 5x, 2590 

and this equals 25 parts of 16 parts of x2 minus 16 parts of 25 parts of 1. 
We restore each side with its subtractive (term), add its amount to the other 
side, and remove the common (term). There remains 5x equal to 4 and 16 
parts of 25 parts of 1; hence x is a fifth of 4 plus 16 (parts) of 25 parts of 1, 2595 

which is 116 parts of 125 parts of the unit. We had put x as the side of the larger 
square, so the side is 116 parts of 125 parts of the unit, and thus the square is 

116 13,456 parts of 15,625. The division of that by the smaller square, that is, 2600 

(by) 16 parts of 25, or 10,000 parts of 15,625, results in 1 and 3456 parts of 
10,000, or 21,025 parts of 15,625. If we diminish that by the larger square, 2605 

that is, (by) 13,456 parts, the remainder is 7569 parts of 15,625, which is a 
square number with 87 parts of 125 parts as its side. Again, if we diminish 
the same by the smaller (square) number, that is, (by) 10,000 parts, the re
mainder is 11,025 parts of 15,625, which is a square number with side 105 2610 

parts of 125 parts of the unit. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 13,456 parts of 15,625 parts of the unit (and) 10,000 
parts of 15,625 parts ofthe unit. This is what we intended to find. 2615 

15. We wish to find two square numbers such that when the excess of the 
larger over the smaller is added to each of them, the result of that is (in both 
cases) a square. 

Let us put x as the side of the larger square, so the larger square is x 2 . 

We take as the excess of it over the smaller square 2x + 1; hence the smaller 
(square) number is x 2 - 2x - 1. It appears that, if we add the excess of the 2620 

larger of the two numbers over the smaller, that is, 2x + 1, to the smaller, 
117 that is, (to) x2 - 2x - 1, the result is x 2 , which is the larger square number 

and (therefore) is a square. 22 Ifwe now add the excess ofthe larger square over 
the smaller square, or 2x + 1, to the larger square, or x 2 , x2 becomes x2 + 
2x + 1, which is a square number with side x + 1. It is then necessary that the 2625 

22 The words" is the larger square number and" may be interpolated (ef. p. 32, no. 21). 
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smaller number, or x 2 - 2x - 1, be a square. Let us put x - 2 as its side; 
the multiplication of this by itself results in x 2 + 4 - 4x, which equals 
x2 - 2x - 1. We add 4x to x 2 + 4 - 4x, which becomes x 2 + 4, and we 
also add 4x to x 2 - 2x - 1, which becomes x2 + 2x - 1. Then, we add 1 2630 

to both sides and remove the common (term) so as to have a single term equal 
to a single term. Hence 5 is equal to 2x, and x is 21. We had set x as the side 
of the larger square; so the side is 2! and the larger square is 6t, If we diminish 
it by 2x + 1, that is, (by) 6, the remainder is i, and this is the smaller square. 2635 

It appears that the excess of the larger square, or 6i, over the smaller square, 
or i, is 6, the addition of which to the larger square gives 12i, which is a 
square number with 3! as its side, and, also, the addition of 6 to the smaller 
square gives 6i, which is a square number, having 2! as its side. 2640 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 6i (and) i. This is what we intended to find. 

16. We wish to find two square numbers such that the excess of the larger 
118 over the smaller, when subtracted from the larger, leaves a square number, 

and also, when subtracted from the smaller, leaves a square number. 2645 

Let us put x as the side of the larger square, so that the larger square is x 2 . 

We take, as the excess of it over the smaller square, 2x - 1; hence the smaller 
square is x 2 + 1 - 2x. It appears that, if we subtract the excess of the larger 
square over the smaller square, namely 2x - 1, from the larger square, 
namely x 2 , the remainder is x 2 + 1 - 2x, which is the smaller square and 2650 

(therefore) is a square. 23 Ifwe now subtract the excess ofthe larger square over 
the smaller square, or 2x - 1, from the smaller square, or x 2 + 1 - 2x, the 
remainder is x2 + 2 - 4x, and this has to be a square. Let us put x - 4 
as its side; we multiply x - 4 by itself and obtain x2 + 16 - 8x, and this is 
equal to x 2 + 2 - 4x. We add 8x to both sides and remove the x 2 + 2 2655 

which is common; hence 4x is equal to 14, and x is J!. We had set x as the 
side of the larger square, so the said side is 3! and its square, 12i. Diminishing 
12i by twice its root minus one, that is, (by) 6, results in 6i; and this number is 2660 

the smaller square. (So) the excess of the larger square over the smaller square 
is 6. Then, subtracting 6 from the larger square resultli in 6i, which is a square 
number with side 21; again, subtracting 6 from the smaller square gives i, 
which is a square number with side!. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 2665 

119 upon us, and these are 12± (and) 6i. This is what we intended to find. 

17. We wish to find three square numbers which, when added, give a square, 
and such that the first of these (three square) numbers equals the side of the 
second, and the second eq uals the side of the third. 

23 The words" is the smaller square and" may be an interpolation (cf. p. 32. no. 21). 
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Let us put x2 as the first, so that the second is X4 - for X4 is the square of x2 , 2670 

and x2 is equal to the side of the second-, and the third is x8 , -which equals 
the square of the second, and the second is its side.24 The three numbers, 
when added, give x8 + X4 + x2 , and this has to be a square number. Let 
us put as its side X4 + 1; this when multiplied by itself gives x8 + X4 + i, 
which is equal to x8 + X4 + x2 . We remove the identical common (terms); 2675 

so x2 is equal to l We had put x2 as the first of the three numbers, so it is l 
This i is equal to the side of the second, (so) the second is l' i. Again, the 
second equals the side of the third, (so) the third is one part of 256 parts of 1. 
These three numbers, when added, give 81 parts of 256 parts of the unit, 2680 

which is a square number with side 9 parts of 16. 

Therefore, we have found three numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are i, 1 . i, (and) one part of 256 parts of 1. This is what we 
intended to find. 

18. We wish to find three square numbers such that when we mUltiply the 2685 

first number by the second number, and then the product by the third 
number, and add to the result of that the number formed by the sum of the 
three numbers, the result is a square number. 

120 Let us put 1 as the first number, 1 + l' i as the second and x2 as the third. 
Then, we mUltiply the first, or 1, by the second, or 9 parts of 16; we obtain 9 2690 

parts of 16 parts of the unit, which we multiply by the third number, or x2 , 

so that we obtain 9 parts of 16 parts of x2• We increase that by the number 
formed by the sum of the three numbers, that is, (by) x2 plus 25 parts of 16 
parts of 1 ; the result is 25 parts of 16 parts of x 2 , plus 25 parts of 16 parts of 2695 

the unit, and this has to be a square number. Let us put as its side lix + i, 
which we multiply by itself; hence we obtain 25 parts of 16 parts of x2 plus 
10 parts of 16 parts of x, plus one part of 16 parts of 1, and this is equal to 
25 parts of 16 parts of x 2 , plus 25 parts of 16 parts of 1. We remove the 2700 

identical common (terms); so 24 parts of 16 parts of 1 is equal to 10 parts of 
16 parts of x, so that the whole x is equal to 2~. We had put x as the side of 
the third number, so the said side is 2~ and the third number, 144 parts of 25 
parts of the unit; the first number is, as we had assumed, 1, and the second 2705 

number is, (also) as we had assumed, 9 parts of 16 parts of 1. The multiplica-
tion of the first number by the second number and then of the product by the 
third number gives 81 parts of 25 parts of the unit, or 1296 parts of 400 parts 
of the unit. We then increase that by the number formed by the (sum of the) 

121 three numbers, namely (by) 144 parts of 25 parts, plus 1, plus 9 parts of 2710 

16 parts of the unit, or 2929 parts of 400; we obtain 4225 parts of 400 parts 
of the unit, which is a square number with side 65 parts of 20 parts of the 
unit. 

24 The text seems to contain some interpolations here (cf. p. 31, no. 11). 
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Therefore, we have found three numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 2715 

upon us, and these are 144 parts of 25 parts of the unit, 1, and 9 parts of 16 
parts of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 

19. We wish to find three square numbers such that when the first is multi
plied by the second and the product by the third, and the number formed by 
the sum of the three numbers is subtracted from the result, the remainder is a 2720 

square. 

Let us put 1 as the first number, 1 and 9 parts of 16 parts as the second, and 
x2 as the third. We multiply the first by the second and the result by the third, 
so we obtain x2 plus 9 parts of 16 parts of x2 • We diminish that by the number 
formed by the sum of the three numbers, namely (by) x2 plus 2 and 9 parts of 
16 parts of 1; the remainder is 9 parts of 16 parts of x 2 , minus 2 and 9 parts 2725 

of 16 parts of 1, and this has to be a square. We assume its side to be ix - t, 
and multiply that by itself; it becomes 9 parts of 16 parts of x 2 , plus one part of 
16 parts of 1, minus 6 parts of 16 parts of x. This, then, equals 9 parts of 16 2730 

parts of x2, minus 2 and 9 parts of 16 parts of 1. We add to both sides 2 and 9 
122 parts of 16 parts of 1, plus 6 parts of 16 parts of x; so, after the addition, 9 

parts of 16 parts of x 2 , plus 6 parts of 16 parts of x, are equal to 9 parts of 16 
parts of x 2 , plus 2 and 10 parts of 16 parts of 1. We remove the 9 parts of 16 2735 

parts of x 2, which are common, from the two sides; then 42 parts of 16 parts 
of 1 are equal to 6 parts of 16 parts of x. So x is equal to 7. We had put x as 
the side of the third square, so the said side is 7 and the third square, 49; 2740 

the first square is, as we had assumed, 1, and the second square, (also) as we 
had assumed, is 1 and 9 parts of 16 parts of 1. Multiplying the first square by 
the second square, then the result by the third square, gives 76 and 9 parts of 
16 parts of 1. When this last number is diminished by the number formed by 
the sum of the three numbers, or 51 and 9 parts of 16 parts of 1, the remainder 2745 

is 25, which is a square number with side 5. 

Therefore, we have found three numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 49,1, (and) 1 and 9 parts of 16 parts of 1. This is what we 
intended to find. 

20. We wish to find three square numbers such that when the first is multiplied 2750 

by the second and the product by the third, and the result is subtracted from 
the number formed by the sum ofthe three numbers, the remainder is a square. 

Let us put 4 as the first square, 4 parts of 25 parts of 1 as the second, and 
x 2 as the third. Next, we multiply the first square by the second square and 2755 

then the result by the third square; this gives 16 parts of 25 parts of x2• Let 
123 us subtract it from the number formed by the sum of the three numbers, that 

is, (from) x 2, plus 4, plus 4 parts of 25 parts of 1; the remainder is 9 parts of 
25 (parts) of x 2 , plus 4, plus 4 parts of 25 parts of 1, and this has to be a square. 2760 

Let us put as its side!x + I; multiplying that by itself, it becomes 9 parts of 
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25 parts of x 2 , plus Itx, plus 1, which equals 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2, plus 
104 parts of 25 parts of 1. We remove the 9 parts of 25 parts of x2 plus 1 
which are common, so as to have a single term equal to a single term; hence 2765 

30 parts of 25 parts of x equal 79 parts of 25 parts of 1, so x is equal to 79 
parts of 30 parts of the unit. We had assumed the third square number to 
be x 2 ; so its side is 79 parts of 30 parts of the unit, and the square is 6241 2770 

parts of 900 parts of the unit. It is, then, the third number. 25 The first number 
is, as we had assumed, 4, and the second, (also) as we had assumed, 4 parts 
of 25 parts of the unit. Then, when we multiply the first number, or 4, by 
the second number, or 4 parts of 25 parts of the unit, then the product by 
the third number, or 6241 parts of 900 parts of 1, we obtain 99,856 parts of 2775 

22,500. If we subtract that from the number formed by (the sum of) the three 
124 numbers, namely (from) 4, plus 4 parts of 25 parts of 1, plus 6241 parts of 

900 parts of 1, or 249,625 parts of 22,500, the remainder is 149,769 parts of 2780 

22,500, which is a square number with side 387 parts of 150 parts. 

Therefore, we have found three numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 2785 

upon us, and these are 4, 4 parts of 25 parts of the unit, (and) 6241 parts of 
900 parts of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 

21. We wish to find two square numbers such that when the number formed 
by their sum is added to the square of each, the result of that is (in both cases) 2790 

a square. 

Any square number which is increased by its side plus t gives a square. 
Hence we shall set as one of the two numbers x 2 ; so its square is X4 and, when 
one increases it by its side plus t, the result is X4 + x2 + t, that is, a square 
number with side x2 + t. It appears then that the number formed by the sum 2795 

of the two numbers is x2 + t. And, since we had put x2 for the first number, 
the second is t. Now, if we add to the square of t, ort . t, the number formed 
by the sum of the two numbers, that is, x2 + t, the result is x2 plus 5 parts of 
16 parts of 1, and this must be a square. We assume its side to be x + !; 
multiplying that by itself, it becomes x2 + x + t, which then equals x2 plus 2800 

5 parts of 16 parts of 1. We remove x2 + t from both sides, so one part of 16 
parts of 1 equals x; hence x is one part of 16 parts of 1. We had put for one of 

125 the two squares x 2 , so its side is one part of 16 parts of 1 and the square, one 
part of 256 (parts) of 1. The other number is, as assumed, ±. (So) the number 2805 

formed by their sum is 65 parts of256 parts of 1. If this is added to the square 
of one of the two numbers, namely26 (to) 16 parts of 256 (parts) of 1, the 
result is 81 (parts) of 256 parts of 1, which is a square number with side 9 parts 
of 16 parts of 1; again, if we add the same to the square of the other number, 2810 

that is, (to) one part of 65,536, the result is 16,641 parts of 65,536, which is a 
square number with side 129 parts of 256. 

25 Perhaps an interpolation; see p. 32, no. 17. 
26 The two numbers are now taken in the reverse order. 
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Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are t (and) one part of 256 parts of 1. This is what we 2815 

intended to find. 

22. We wish to find two square numbers such that when they are added (the 
result) is a square number and when one is multiplied by the other this gives 
a cubic number. 

Any cubic number results from multiplying a number by itself and the 
product again by the same number. Hence we put for the first square number 
X2; multiplying it by itself gives X4, so let us put X4 as the second number. 2820 

It appears that if we multiply the first number, or X2, by the second number, or 
X4, the result is X6, which is a cubic number, since it is produced by the multi
plication of a number by itself and of the product by the same number. Now, 
the addition of the two square numbers gives X4 + X2, which must be a 

126 square. Let us put as its side Itx2. The multiplication of this by itself gives X4 2825 

and 9 parts of 16 parts of X4, which equals X4 + X2. We remove the X4, which 
is common, from the two sides; so 9 parts of 16 parts of X4 equal X2. Let us 
divide the two sides by X2, hence 9 parts of 16 parts of X2 are equal to 1; thus 
the whole Xl is equal to 16 parts of 9 parts of 1. We had put Xl as the first 2830 

number, so it is 16 parts of 9 parts of 1, and the second number (being the 
square of the preceding) is 256 parts of 81 parts of the unit. The multiplica-
tion of 16 parts of 9 parts of 1 by 256 parts of 81 parts of 1 results in 4096 
parts of 729 parts of 1, which is a cubic number having 16 parts of9 parts of 1 2835 

as its side. Again, the addition of the two square numbers gives 400 parts of 
81, which is a square number with side 20 parts of9. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 16 parts of 9 (and) 256 parts of 81. This is what we 2840 
intended to find. 

We (now) want to treat this problem by another method, which is easier 
than the first one. We (first) seek two square numbers such that their sum 
be a square. Such are 16x2 and 9X2. Then, we multiply them, thus obtaining 
144x4, and this equals a cubic number. Let the cubic number be 8x 3, so 144x4 2845 

127 equals 8x 3• The division of both sides by x3 results in 144x equal to 8, so X 

is one part of 18 parts of 1. We had put 9Xl for one of the two square numbers; 
so its side is 3x, which is one part of 6 parts of 1; the multiplication of that 2850 

by itself gives one part of 36 parts of 1, and this is the first of the two numbers. 
The other number was put 16x2; its side is 4x, which is 2 parts of9 parts of 1, 
and the multiplication of that by itself gives 4 parts of81 parts of 1, which is the 
second number. It appears that the addition of the two square numbers 
results in 25 parts of 324, which is a square number having 5 parts of 18 as its 2855 

side, and (that) the multiplication of the first number, or one part of 36 parts 
of 1, by the second number, or 4 parts of 81, results in 4 parts of 2916, or one 
part of 729, which is a cubic number having one part of 9 parts of 1 as its 2860 

side. 
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Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are one part of 36 parts of 1 (and) 4 parts of 81 parts of 1. 
This is what we intended to find. 

23. We wish to find two square numbers such that, a given square number 
being divided by each of them and the results of the two divisions being added, 2865 

the result is a square number, and such that when the three numbers-that 
is to say, the two required numbers and the given number-are added, the 
result is a square. 

Let the given square number be 9. We wish to find two square numbers 
such that, 9 being divided by each of them and the results of the division(s) 
being added, this gives a square number, and such that when the three 2870 

numbers-that is to say, the two required numbers and the given 9-are 
128 added, the result is a square number. Now, whenever we divide a square 

number into two square parts and then divide a square number by each of 
the two parts, the sum of the results of the division(s) is a square number. 
So let us take a square number, and (let us) divide it into two square parts. 
The number we take is x2 , and we divide it into two square parts, which are 2875 

(say) 9 parts of25 parts of x2 and 16 parts of25 parts of x2 ; let these two parts 
be the two required numbers. We divide 9 by 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 ; it 
becomes 25 parts of x2 • We also divide 9 by 16 parts of 25 parts of x2 , thus 2880 

obtaining as a quotient 14 parts and ~ . k of a part of x2• The addition of the 
results of the two divisions gives 39 parts and ~ . k of a part of x 2 , which is a 
square number with side 6 parts and t of a part of x. Now, if we add the three 
numbers, namely the two required numbers and the given 9, the result is 
x2 + 9, which has to be a square. Let us put x + 1 as its side; we multiply 2885 

it by itself and obtain x2 + 2x + 1, and this equals x2 + 9. Remove x2 + 1 
from the two sides so as to have a single term equal to a single term; so 2x 
is equal to 8, hence x is 4. One of the two required numbers was 16 parts of 
25 parts of x2, and its side is !X, so its side is! of 4, or It This, when multi- 2890 

129 plied by itself, results in 256 parts of 25, which is one of the two required 
numbers. Again, the other number was 9 parts of 25 parts of x2, and its side is 
~x; x being 4, the side is Il. This, when multiplied by itself, results in 144 parts 2895 

of 25 parts of 1, which is the second required number. If we divide the given 
number, that is, 9, or 225 parts of 25 parts, by the first number, that is, (by) 
256 parts of 25, the result of the division is 225 parts of 256 parts; again, 2900 

dividing the 9, that is, the 225 parts of 25, by the other number, that is, (by) 
the 144 parts of 25 parts, gives as a quotient 225 parts of 144 parts, or 400 
parts of 256 parts. The addition of that to the result of the division of 9 by the 2905 

other (first-mentioned) number, that is, (to) 225 parts of256, gives 625 parts of 
256, which is a square number, with side 25 parts of 16 parts of 1. Then, the 
addition of the three numbers, namely 256 parts of 25 parts of the unit, 144 2910 

130 parts of 25, and 9, or 225 parts of 25, gives 625 parts of 25, or 25, which is a 
square number with side 5. 
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Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 256 parts of 25 parts of 1 (and) 144 parts of 25 parts 2915 

of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 

End of the sixth Book of the treatise of Diophantus, and this 
Book contains twenty-three arithmetical problems. 



In the Name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate 2920 

Seventh Book of the Treatise of Diophantus 

Our intention is to expound in the present Book many arithmetical 
problems without their departing from the type of problems seen previously 
in the fourth and fifth Books-even if they are different in species i-in order 
that it be an opportunity for (acquiring) proficiency and an increase in ex- 2925 

perience and skill. 

1. We wish to find three cubic numbers such that the side ofthe first is to the 
side of the second in a given ratio and the side of the second is to the side of the 
third in a given ratio,2 and such that when the first number is multiplied by 
the second number and the product by the third number, the result is a square 
number. 

Let the given ratio be 2: 1. We wish to find three cubic numbers, such that 2930 

the side of the first is twice the side of the second and the side of the second is 
twice the side ofthe third, and such that when the first of the three numbers is 
multiplied by the second number and the product by the third number, the 
result is a square number. Let us put x as the side of the third number, so that 
the third number is x3 ; we put 2x as the side of the second number-for it is 2935 
twice the side of the third number-so that the second number is 8x 3 ; 

\31 we put as the side of the first number 4x-for it is twice the side of the second 
number-so that the first number is 64x 3• Now, the multiplication of the 
first number, or 64x 3 , by the second number, or 8x 3 , and of the result by 
the third number, or x3 , gives 512x9 , which must be a square. Let us put 2940 

as its side 32x4 ; this when multiplied by itself yields 1 024x8 , which is equal 
to 512x9 . We divide the 512x9 by x 8 , and obtain 512x, and we divide (the) 
1024x8 by x8 , and obtain 1024. Then, 1024 is equal to 512x, so that x is 2. 2945 

lOr: appearance. 
2 The formulation is misleading since the given ratio is the same in both cases. 
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We had put x as the side of the third number, and x is 2, so the side of the 
third number is 2 and the third number, 8. And, we had put as the side 
of the second number 2x-for it is twice the side of the third number-, 
and 2x is 4, so the second number is 64. (Finally,) we had put as the side of the 2950 

first number 4x-for it is twice the side of the second number-, and x is 2, so 
the side of the first number is four times 2, or 8, and the first number is 512. 
If we multiply the first number, 512, by the second number, 64, the result is 
32,768; multiplying that by the third number, 8, gives 262,144, which is a 2955 

square number with 512 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found three numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 512, 64, and 8. This is what we intended to find. 2960 

132 2. We wish to find three cubic numbers which are also square, such that when 
the first of these numbers is multiplied by the second number and, again, the 
product is multiplied by the third number, the result is a square of square 
side. 

Let us put as the first number one part of 64 parts, which is a cubic number 
with side t, and it is also a square number with side ~; we put as the second 2965 

number 64, which is a cubic number with side 4, and it is also a square number 
with side 2; we put as the third number x6 , which is a cubic number with side 
Xl, and it is also a square number with side X 3•3 The multiplication of the 
first number, or one part of 64 parts of the unit, by the second number, or 64, 2970 

gives 1, and the multiplication of 1 by the third number, or x 6 , gives x 6 ; its 
side must be a square-and by "its side" is meant in this place "its root".4 
Now, the side of x 6 is x 3 ; so we equate to x 3 a square number, say 4x2 . 

Dividing the two sides by Xl gives x equal to 4; such is x, and it is the side of 2975 

x 3 , and x 3 is (therefore) 64. We had put as the third number x 6 , which arises 
from the multiplication of x3 by itself; x 3 being 64, we multiply 64 by itself, 
and obtain 4096, which is the third number. The multiplication of the first 
number, or one part of 64 parts of 1, by the second number, or 64, gives 1; 2980 

then, the multiplication by 1 of the third number, or 4096, gives 4096, which 
is a square number with side 64, and it is also a square number, with side 8. 

Therefore, we have found three numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
133 upon us, and these are one part of 64 parts of 1, 64, and 4096. This is what we 2985 

intended to find. 

3 Note the discrepancy between this passage and the two previous ones: whereas the first two 
give the square roots of the sides of the cubes, the last one gives the square root of the unknown 
cube itself. This last formulation, concerning the unknown cube, probably belongs to the original 
text, while the other two must have originated with the author of the major commentary. 
4 This is certainly an Arabic addition (cf. p. 31, no. 12). 
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3. We wish to find a square number of square side such that when we divide 
it into three parts, each ofthese parts is a cube. 5 

Let us put x2 as the side of this number, so the (said) number is X4. We 
wish to divide X4 into three parts such that each of them is a cube. Let us put 
x3 as the first part, 8x 3 as the second part, and 64x 3 as the third part. It 2990 

appears that each of these parts is a cube. Now, the sum of the three parts is 
73x 3, so this is equal to the number to be divided, namely X4. The division of 
X4 by x3 results in x, and the division of 73x3 by x3 results in 73; so this 
equals x, and x is 73. We had put x2 as the side of the number to be divided, 2995 

so the side is the square of 73, or 5329, and the number to be divided is the 
square of 5329, that is, 28,398,241. And, we had put as the first part x3 , and 
x3 arises from the multiplication of 73 by 73, and then of the result by 73; 3000 

this gives 389,017, which is a cubic number, namely the first of the three 
parts. The second part is eight times that, for we assumed it to be 8x 3 ; it is 
(thus) 3,112,136. The last part is 64x3, so it equals the first part taken sixty-
four times, which is 24,897,088. It appears that adding these three parts, each 3005 

134 of which is a cube, gives as the number formed by their sum 28,398,241; 
this is the number to be divided, and it is a square number of square side. 

Therefore, we have found a number fulfilling the condition imposed upon 
us, and this is 28,398,241. This is what we intended to find. 3010 

4. We wish to divide a cubic number of square side into three parts such that 
each of them is a square. 

Let us put x2 as the side of the cube, so that the cube is x 6 • We wish to 
divide x6 into three parts such that each of them is a square. Let us then 3015 

seek three numbers such that, when added, the result is a square and such 
that each is a square.6 Finding that is easy from what precedes; 7 one of the 
numbers is 1, the second, 4, and the third,~. Let us put each of these numbers 
x4 's, so the first number is X4, the second, 4X4, and the third, ~X4; and, since 3020 

we want to divide a cubic number into three square parts, let us set for each 
of the three parts one of these three numbers, their sum being (then) the said 
cubic number. The number formed by their sum is 49 parts of 9 parts of X4, 

so this equals the cubic number, that is, x6 • The division of all that by X4 gives 3025 

x2 equal to 49 parts of 9 parts of 1. Since we put x2 as the side of the cubic 
number, and (since) x2 is 49 parts of9 parts of the unit, this is the side of the 
cube; the cubic number results from the multiplication of (the) 49 parts by 
themselves, the product being multiplied (again) by 49 parts; and this is 

5 The formulation, as it stands, seems to imply that any division into three parts will give three 
cubes. The problem should be stated thus: "We wish to divide a square number of square side 
into three parts such that each ofthem is a cube". Observe that the (shortened) formulation found 
just below is correct. 
6 The phrase" and such that each is a square" might be an interpolation (cf. p. 33, no. 22). 
7 The problem is incidentally solved in III,S, iiAAWC;, and is altogether trivial (see commentary). 
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117,649 parts of 729 parts of the unit. And, since we put x2 as the first of the 3030 

parts,8 the said part is 49 parts of9 parts of the unit; since we put as the second 
135 part 4x2, it is 196 parts of 9; the third part, being ~X2, is 196 parts of 729 9 

parts of the unit. The sum of these three parts is equal to the cubic number. 3035 

Therefore, we have found a number fulfilling the condition imposed upon 
us, and this is 117,649 parts of 729. This is what we intended to find. 10 

5. We wish to find a cubic number of cubic side such that, when it is multi
plied by two numbers, one cubic and the other square, and the products are 3040 

added, the result is a square number. 11 

Let us put, as the side of the cubic number, a cubic number, say 8, so that 
the cubic number is 512. We wish to find two numbers, one cubic and the 
other square, such that, when each one is multiplied by 512 and the products 
are added, the result is a square. Let us assume the cubic number to be x3 and 3045 

the square to be x 2 . We multiply x3 and x2 by 512; the sum of this is 512x 3 + 
512x 2 , which must be a square number. We put as its side 64x; the multiplica-
tion of the 64x by itself gives 4096x 2 , which equals 512x 3 + 512x2. We 3050 

remove 512x 2 from the two sides, hence 512x 3 equals 3584x 2 ; the division 
of the two sides by x2 results in 3584 equal to 512x, so x is 7. Since we put, 
as the square number, x2 -with side x, which is 7-, and (since) x2 is 49, the 3055 

square number is 49. Again, since we put as the cubic number x3 , and (since) 
136 x3 is produced by the multiplication of x2 by x, the cubic number is 343. 

Then, the multiplication of the cubic number for which we have put a cube 
as side, namely 512, by the cubic number which is 343, gives 175,616; again, 3060 

the multiplication of 512 by the square number, that is, (by) 49, gives 25,088. 
This, then, when increased by the 175,616, results in 200,704, which is a 3065 

square number with side 448. 

Therefore, we have found a number fulfilling the condition imposed upon 
us, and this is 512. This is what we intended to find. 

6. We wish to find two square numbers such that the number formed by their 
sum is a square and such that when the one is multiplied by the other, the 
result is to the number formed by their sum in a given ratio. 3070 

Now, the given ratio 12 can only be a square number: because for any pair of 
square numbers, the ratio of the larger to the smaller can only be a square 

8 The three parts having been set X4'S, the coming figures are wrong. 
9 Sic! Perhaps the number was unreadable and some reader or copyist attempted to restore it. 
10 This final statement does not really correspond to the formulation of the problem. 
11 The following formulation would have been better: .. We wish to find a cubic number of cubic 
side and two numbers, one cubic and the other square, such that when the cubic number (of cubic 
side) is multiplied by each of the two numbers and the products are added, the result is a square 
number". 
12 Properly, here and helow: "the number belonging to tbe given ratio". See p. 99, n. 47. 
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number, and, likewise, the quotient of the smaller divided by the larger can 
only be a square. 

So let the given ratio be the ratio 9: 1. Let us put as the number formed by 
the sum of the two numbers x 2 ; we divide x2 into two square partsY Let the 3075 

first be 16 parts of 25 parts of x2 and the second, 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2• 

Now, the multiplication of the two parts gives 144 parts of 625 parts of X4; 
hence this must be equal to nine times the number formed by (the sum of) 3080 

137 the two square numbers, i.e., 9x 2• The division of 144 parts of 625 parts of 
X4 by x2 results in 144 parts of 625 parts of x 2 , and the division of 9x2 by x2 

results in 9; so 9 is equal to 144 parts of 625 parts of x2, hence the whole x2 3085 

is equal to 39 and one part of 16 parts of 1. One of the two numbers was 16 
parts of 25 parts of x2 , and this is 25; the other number was 9 parts of 25 
parts of x2, and this is 14 and one part of 16 (parts) of 1. The sum of the two 
numbers is 39 + !. i, which is a square number with side 6:\-, and multi- 3090 

plying one of the two numbers by the other, that is, (multiplying) 25 by 
14 + !. i, gives 351 + ! + !. i, which is nine times the sum of the two 
numbers, i.e., 39 + !. i. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 25 (and) 14 + !·l This is what we intended to find. 3095 

7. We wish to divide a square number of cubic side into three parts such that 
the sum of any two is a square. 

Let us put x3 as the side ofthe square number, so that the square number is 
x 6• We wish to divide x6 into three parts such that the sum of any two is a 
square. Let us then seek three numbers such that any two when added give 3100 

a square, and such that the number formed by (the sum of) the three numbers 
be a square. Finding that is easy on the basis of what we have expounded in 
the sixth problem of the third Book. So the first number is 80, the second, 320, 
and the third, 41; the sum of the three numbers is 441. Let us take x4 ,s instead 3105 

140 of the units. Then the sum ofthe three numbers is 441x4, which is equal to x6• 

We divide the two sides by X4; the division of x6 by X4 results in x2 and the 
division of 441x4 by X4 results in 441. So 441 is equal to x2 , thus x 2 is 441. 3110 

Hence X4 is the product of the multiplication of 441 by itself, that is, 194,481. 
Since we put for the first of the three parts 80X4, this (part) is 15,558,480; 
again, since we put for the second part 320x4 , it is 62,233,920; again, since 3115 

we put for the third part 41x4, it is 7,973,721. As the number which had 
to be divided into these three parts is the number formed by their sum, 
it is 85,766,121, which is a square number with side 9261, and the said side 3120 

is a cubic number with side 21. Since the first of the three parts is 15,558,480 
and the second part is 62,233,920, the number formed by their sum is 3125 

141 77,792,400, which is a square number with side 8820; again, since the second 

13 Arithmetica II,8 (but the result is trivial). 
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part is 62,233,920 and the third part is 7,973,721, the number formed by 3130 

their sum is 70,207,641, which is a square number with side 8379; again, 
since the third part is 7,973,721 and the first part is 15,558,480, the number 3135 

formed by their sum is 23,532,201, which is a square number with side 4851. 

Therefore, we have found a number fulfilling the condition imposed upon 
us, and this is 85,766,121. This is what we intended to find. 14 3140 

Having (thus) completed the treatment of this problem, we want (now) to 
solve it by a second treatment which is easier than the first one. Let us begin, 
prior to the treatment, with the formulation (of the problem). We wish to 
find a square number of cubic side such that, when it is divided into three 
parts, the sum of any two parts is a square number. 15 3145 

Let us put, for the square number which we wish to divide, 64, which is a 
square number having a cube as its side. We wish to divide 64 into three parts 
such that the sum of any two is a square. So let us seek three numbers such 

138 that their sum be a square and the sum of any two be a square. We have already 
expounded that in the sixth problem of the third Book; this exposition allows 3150 

us to dispense with the repetition. The first of these three required numbers is 
320, the second one, 80, and the third one, 41. The number formed by the sum 
of these numbers is 441, which is a square number. 

If the last had been the number which we wish to divide, we would have 
reached our goal. But the number which we wish to divide is 64. So let us 3155 

take, from each of the three numbers having 441 as their sum, a number such 
that the quotient of it divided by the number from which it is taken equals the 
quotient of 64 divided by 441. 16 In other words, we multiply each of the three 
numbers by 64, (each) result being then parts of 441. The first number being 3160 

320, it becomes, when multiplied by 64, 20,480, which is then parts of 441; 
the second part being 80, it becomes, when multiplied by 64, 5120, which is 
then parts of 441 parts of the unit; again, the third part being 41, it becomes, 3165 

when multiplied by 64, 2624, which is (then) parts of 441. Thus, we have 
divided the 64 into three parts such that: (firstly,) the addition of the first 
and the second gives 25,600 parts of 441, which is a square number with side 
160 parts of 21; (secondly), the addition of the second and the third gives 3170 

139 7744 parts of 441, which is a square number with side 88 parts of21; (thirdly,) 
the addition of the third and the first gives 23,104 parts of 441, which is a 
square number with side 152 parts of 21. 

Therefore, we have found a number fulfilling the condition imposed 3175 

upon us, namely 64, and we have divided it into three parts, which are 20,480 
parts of 441, 5120 parts of 441, (and) 2624 parts of 441. This is what we 
intended to find. 

14 This final statement does not correspond to the formulation of the problem (as in the case of 

VII,4). 
15 Here again (cf. VII,3), the formulation is inappropriate. 
16 This means that u, being the three known numbers, we seek a, such that ai:ui = 64:441. 
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8. We wish to find a square number of cubic side such that the addition to it 3180 

of a certain number gives a square, and also the addition to it of twice this 
number gives a square. 

Let us put as the square number 64, which is a square number of cubic 
side. We wish to find a number such that the addition of it to 64 gives a 
square and the addition of twice it to 64 gives again a square. Let us look for 3185 

this (property) for a square number other than 64: we seek a square number 
such that when we increase it by a certain number (the result) is a square and 
when we increase it by twice this number the result is a square. Now, any 
square number to which we add twice its root, plus 1, results in a square. 
Hence we assume the square number to be X 2.17 We add to it twice its root 
plus 1; x 2 results in x 2 + 2x + 1, which is a square number with side x + 1. 3190 

Now, if we add to x 2 twice 2x + 1, that is, 4x + 2, the result is x 2 + 4x + 2; 
142 we want this to be a square. Let us assume its side to be x - 2; the multiplica

tion of x - 2 by itself gives x 2 + 4 - 4x, which thus equals x 2 + 4x + 2. 
We add 4x to the whole, and cancel out the one x 2 against the other, so 
8x + 2 is equal to 4; removing 2 from the two sides leaves 8x equal to 2. 3195 

Hence x is t, and x 2 , i·l The number added to x 2 was 2x + 1; this is Ii, 
and the other number added to x 2 is the double of Ii, or 3. Let us then multiply 
all that by 16 in order that x 2 be an integral number; so x 2 is (now) 1, the 
(first) number added to x 2 is 24, and the other number added to x 2 is the 3200 

double of 24, or 48. It appears that adding 24 to 1 results in 25, which is a 
square number; again, adding to 1 the double of 24, or 48, results in 49, 
which is a square number. 

If the assumed square number had been 1, we would have reached our 3205 

goal. But it is 64. Since 64 numbers 1 sixty-four times, we have to multiply 
each of the two added numbers, that is, 24 and 48, by 64. The multiplication 
of 24 by 64 gives 1536, which is the (first) number added to 64, and the multi- 3210 

plication of 48 by 64 gives 3072, which is the double of the first (added) number. 
143 Adding 1536 to 64 gives 1600, which is a square number with 40 as its side, 

and adding the double of 1536, or 3072, to 64 gives 3136, which is a square 3215 

number with 56 as its side. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one of which is the double ofthe 
other, such that the addition of each to a square number of cubic side gives a 
square; and these are 1536 (and) 3072. This is what we intended to find. is 3220 

9. We wish to find a square number of cubic side such that when we subtract 
from it a certain number, the remainder is a square, and also when we sub
tract from it twice this number, the remainder is a square. 

Let us put as the square number 64, which is a square number of cubic 
side. Now, we wish to find a number such that, when we subtract it from 64 3225 

17 And the other number to be 2x + I. 
18 In this problem and the next two, the final statement is adapted to the changed goal of the 
problem (we immediately assumed the main required number). 
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the remainder is a square, and when we subtract twice it from 64 the re
mainder is a square. Hence we shall look for this (property) for a square num
ber other than 64: we seek a square number such that when we diminish it 
by a certain number the remainder is a square and when we diminish it by 
twice this number it becomes a square. Now, any square number from which 
we subtract twice its root minus 1 leaves a square. So let us put x 2 for the 3230 

square ;19 the subtraction from it of twice its root minus 1 gives a square. Now, 
if we subtract from it the double of twice its root minus 1, that is, four of its 
roots minus 2, the remainder is x 2 + 2 - 4x; and this must be a square. Let 
us assume its side to be x - 3; we multiply it by itself, and obtain x 2 + 9 - 6x, 

144 which is equal to x 2 + 2 - 4x. Removing x 2 + 2 - 4x from both sides, 3235 

there remains 2x equal to 7;20 hence x is 3!, x 2, 12t, and the two numbers 
subtracted from x 2 , 6 and 12. We then multiply the whole by 4 in order that 
x 2 be an integral number; so x 2 is (now) 49 and the two subtracted numbers, 
24 and 48. 

If the square number had been 49, we would have reached our goal; 3240 

but it is 64. And 64 numbers 49 one time and 15 parts of 49 parts of one time. 
Consequently, we have to add to the two subtracted numbers, that is, (to) 24 
and 48, 15 parts of 49 parts of each. So let us mUltiply 24 by 64; the result is 3245 

1536, which is parts of 49 parts of the unit; this is the (first) number subtracted 
from the 64. Again, we multiply 48 by 64, and obtain 3072, which is parts of 
49; and this is the other number subtracted from the 64, and it is the double of 3250 

the first number. The first number being 1536 parts of 49, the subtraction 
of it from 64, or 3136 parts of 49, results in 1600 parts of 49, which is a square 
number with side 47°; again, the second number being the double of the first 

145 number, that is, 3072 parts of 49, it leaves, when subtracted from 64, or 3255 

3136 parts of 49,64 parts of 49, which is a square number with side 8 parts of 
7. 

Therefore, we have found two numbers, one of which is the double of the 
other, such that subtracting each from a square number of cubic side leaves 3260 

a square; and these are 3072 parts of 49 (and) 1536 parts of 49. This is what 
we intended to find. 

10. We wish to find a square number of cubic side and a number such that, 
when we add it to the square number, the result is a square, and, when we 
subtract it from the square number, the remainder is a square. 

Let the square number be 64. We look for a square number other than 64 3265 

which, when increased by a certain number, gives a square, and when di
minished by the said number, leaves a square. As any square number from 
which we subtract twice its root minus 1 results in a square, let us put x 2 

19 And 2x - 1 for the subtracted number. 
20 The performed operation is simply wrong in terms of ancient mathematics, and certainly goes 
back to a commentator; the restoration with 6x should have preceded the removal of x2 + 2, in 
order to avoid arriving at an expression equal to zero. 
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as the square number and 2x - 1 as the number subtracted from it. Now, 
if we add 2x - 1 to x 2 , we obtain x2 + 2x - 1; this, then, must be a square. 3270 

Let us assume its side to be x - 3; the multiplication of x - 3 by itself 
gives x2 + 9 - 6x, which is then equal to x2 + 2x -1. We remove x2 - 6x-l 
from the two sides and obtain 8x equal to 10;21 hence x is equal to It, 
and x2 is 25 parts of 16 parts of the unit. The number subtracted from x2 was 3275 

2x - 1; this is 24 parts of 16 parts of the unit, and such is also the (value of the) 
146 number added to x 2 . Let us then multiply all that by 16 in order that x2 be an 

integral number. So x2 is (now) 25, the number added to it, 24, and the sub
tracted number, 24 (also). 

If the assumed (square) number had been 25, we would have reached our 3280 

goal. But the assumed number is 64. And, 64 numbers 25 twice and 14 parts 
of 25 parts of one time. So we have to multiply the added number-which is 
also the subtracted one-, namely 24, by 64; this gives 1536, which is parts of 3285 

25; and this is the number which we add to 64 and subtract from 64. It appears 
that, if we add 1536 parts of 25 to 64, that is, (to) 1600 parts of 25, we obtain 
3136 parts of 25, which is a square number with side 56 parts of 5; and, if we 3290 

subtract 1536 parts of 25 parts from 64, that is, (from) 1600 parts of 25, we 
obtain 64 parts of 25, which is a square number with side 8 parts of 5. 

Therefore, we have found a number such that subtracting it from a square 
number of cubic side gives a square and adding it to the same gives a square; 3295 

and this is 1536 parts of 25 parts of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 

11. We wish to divide a given square number into two parts such that the 
addition to the said square of one of them gives a square and the subtraction 
from the same of the other one gives a square. 

147 Let the given number be 25. We wish to divide 25 into two parts such that 3300 

adding the one part to 25 gives a square number and subtracting the other 
part from 25 gives a square. Let us aim to find a certain square which we shall 
divide into two parts such that adding the one to it and subtracting the other 
from it give, after the addition and the subtraction, a square. But if we add 3305 

to x 2 twice its root plus 1, the result is x2 + 2x + 1, which is a square number, 
and if we subtract from x2 twice its root minus 1, the remainder is x 2 , plus 1, 
minus two roots (of x 2 ), which is a square number. 22 Now, we want the sum 
of the added and of the subtracted numbers to be x 2 ; their sum being 4x, 
4x equals x 2 • The division of the whole by x gives x equal to 4; and, since x 3310 

is the side of x2 , x2 is 16. The number added to x2 was 2x + 1, which is 9, 
and the number subtracted from x2 was 2x - 1, which is 7; and the addition 
of9 and 7 results in 16. Hence we have attained the object of our investigation. 

21 This operation, although not wrong (as is the one in the preceding problem), is nonetheless 
expressed rather unconventionally. 
22 Hence, we set x2 as the required square, and 2x + 1 and 2x - I as the parts added and sub
tracted. 
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But the given (square) number was 25; so let us multiply 9 by 25, which 3315 

gives 225, and then divide that by 16; we obtain 225 parts of 16 parts, which is 
one of the two parts of 25, namely the added part. Again, let us multiply 7 by 
25, so we obtain 175, and we divide that by 16; this gives 175 parts of 16, 3320 

which is the second part, namely the one subtracted from 25. It appears that, 
adding the 225 parts to 25, that is, (to) 400 parts of 16, gives 625 parts of 16, 

148 which is a square number with side 25 parts of 4; again, subtracting the other 
part, namely 175 parts of 16, from the 400 parts gives 225 parts of 16, which 3325 

is a square number with side 15 parts of 4; and the sum of the two parts is 25. 

Therefore, we have divided the 25 into two parts fulfilling the condition 
imposed upon us, and these are 225 parts of 16 (and) 175 parts of 16. This is 3330 

what we intended to do.23 

And since it is not possible to find a square number such that, dividing 
it into two parts and increasing it by each of the parts, we obtain (in both 
cases) a square, we shall (now) present something which is possible. 

12. So we say: We wish to divide a given square number into two parts such 
that when we subtract each from the said square the remainder is (in both 
cases) a square. 

Let the given number be 25. We wish to divide 25 into two parts such that 3335 

when we subtract each from 25 the remainder is a square. So let us seek this 
condition in some square. Now, for any square which is divided into two 
square parts, the subtraction of each of the two parts from the square gives 
a square, which is the other part;24 and the way of performing that2 5 has 
been seen earlier in this treatise of ours. One of the two parts is 16 and the 3340 

other, 9. 

Therefore, we have divided the 25 into two parts such that when we sub
tract each from 25 the remainder is a square, and these are 9 (and) 16. This 
is what we intended to do. 

13. We wish to divide a given square number into three parts such that the 
addition of each to the said square gives a square. 3345 

149 Let the given number be 25. We wish to divide 25 into three parts such that 
the addition of each to 25 gives a square. Now, the division of a square 
number into three parts and the addition of each one to the divided number 
produce three numbers such that the number formed by their sum equals 3350 

four times the divided number ;26 therefore, if we divide 25 into three parts 

23 "This is what we intended to find" in the text, an error repeated in three other places (cf. p. 448, 
'ami/a, 30). The same confusion occurs in other Arabic translations: see i:Iajjaj's Euclid (Cod. Leid., 
footnote to prop. VI,IO), as well as Klamroth, Arab. Euklid, p. 286. 
24 The words" which is the other part" may be an interpolation (cL p. 32, no. 21). 
25 Namely, the division of a square into two square parts (Arithmetica I1,8). 
26 Ifu 2 = u t + U2 + u3, (u 2 + ut ) + (1/ 2 + u2) + (u 2 + 11 3 ) = 4u2. 
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and add each part to 25, the sum of the three (resulting) numbers is 100. 
Hence, let us divide 100 into three square parts and let each part be larger 
than 25. It has been seen earlier in this treatise of ours how to divide any 
square number into square parts,27 and we shall dispense with the repetition 3355 

of the treatment. So, the first part is 36, the second, 30 and 370 parts of 841 
parts of the unit, and the third, 33 and 471 parts of 841 parts of the unit. 
Since each of these three parts is composed of 25 and of one of the parts of 3360 

25, if we subtract 25 from each of these three parts, the remainder of each 
part is one of the parts of 25. Now, subtracting 25 from 36 gives 11, which is 
the first of the parts of 25. Again, let us subtract 25 from the second 28 (found) 3365 

150 part, that is, (from) 33 and 471 parts of 841; the remainder is 8 and 471 
parts of 841, which is the second of the parts of 25. Again, subtracting 25 
from the third (found) part, that is, (from) 30 and 370 parts of 841, gives 5 3370 

and 370 parts of841, which is the third of the parts of25. Indeed, adding these 
three parts together gives 25, while increasing 25 by each of them results in a 
square number. 

Therefore, we have divided the 25 into three parts such that the addition of 
each to the 25 gives a square number; and these parts are the following: the 3375 

first is 11 ; the second is 8 and 471 parts of 841 parts of the unit; the third is 5 
and 370 parts of 841. This is what we intended to do. 

14. We wish to divide a given square number into three parts such that the 
subtraction of each from the said square gives a square. 3380 

Let us put 25 as the square number. We wish to divide 25 into three parts 
such that the subtraction of each part from the 25 gives a square. Now, if we 
divide 25 into three parts and subtract each part from 25, we shall thereby 
have found three numbers such that the number formed by their sum is 50.29 3385 

So let us divide 50 into three square parts, and let each one be less than 25. 
It has been seen earlier in this treatise of ours how to divide a number into 
square parts ;30 so, given what precedes, let us dispense with the repetition. 

151 Thus, the first part is 16, the second, 22 and 3 parts of 169 parts of the unit, 3390 

and the third, 11 and 166 parts of 169 parts ofthe unit. Since each of these parts 
is equal to 25 diminished by each of its parts, we have to subtract each of 
these three parts (which we have found) from 25: thus (each) remainder of25 
is (one of) the (required) parts of 25. Now, the subtraction of 16 from 25 3395 

gives 9, which is the first of the parts of 25. Again, the subtraction of 22 and 3 
parts of 169 parts from 25 gives 2 and 166 parts of 169, which is the second 
part. Again, the subtraction of 11 and 166 parts of 169 from 25 gives 13 and 3 3400 

parts of 169 parts of the unit, which is the third part. The number formed by 

27 Arithmetica 11,8 (iterated). 
28 The parts given above are now taken in order of magnitude. 
29 Ifu 2 = u1 + U2 + U3 , (u 2 - u1) + (u 2 - U2) + (u 2 - u3 ) = 2u2 . 

30 Provided that the number is a square (11,8) or that we already know a representation of this 
number as a sum of two squares (II,9); the second case is applicable here. 
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(the sum of) these three parts, that is to say (of) 9, 2 and 166 parts of 169, 
and 13 and 3 parts of 169, is 25; and the subtraction of each of these three 3405 

parts from 25 results in a square number. 

Therefore, we have divided the 25 into three parts such that the subtraction 
of each from 25 gives a square number; and these are 13 and 3 parts of 169 

152 parts of 1, 9, (and) 11 and 166 parts of 169.31 This is what we intended to do. 3410 

15. We wish to divide a given square number into four parts such that two 
of the four parts each leave, when subtracted from the given square number, 
a square, and the other two also each give, when added to the given square 
number, a square number. 3415 

Let the given square number be 25. We wish to divide 25 into four parts 
such that two of the four parts each leave, when subtracted from 25, a square, 
and (the other) two each give, when added to 25, a square. Let us seek this 3420 

condition in some square number. Since, if we add to a square number, 
say (to) x2, its side taken twice plus 1, the result is a square, we take as the first 
(additive) part 2x + 1; again, since if we add to x2 its side taken four times 
plus 4, the result is a square, let us set as the second additive part 4x + 4. 
The number formed by (the sum of) the two additive parts is 6x + 5. Like- 3425 

wise, since if we subtract from x2 its side taken twice minus 1, that is, 2x - 1, 
the remainder is a square, we set as one of the two subtractive parts 2x - 1; 
again, since if we subtract from the square number, that is, (from) x2 , its 
side taken four times minus 4, the remainder is a square number, we take as 
the second subtractive part 4x - 4. The number formed by (the sum of) the 3430 

two subtractive parts is 6x - 5. Now, the number formed by (the sum of) the 
two additive parts was 6x + 5. Hence the number formed by (the sum of) 

153 the four parts is 12x, and this is then equal to x 2 , since our goal was to divide 
x 2 into four parts. As the division of x 2 by x gives x, and the division of 12x 3435 

by x gives 12, x is equal to 12; x being the side of x 2 , x2 is 144. The first of 
the two parts added to x2 was 2x + 1, so it is 25; the second additive part was 
4x + 4, so it is 52. Again, the first subtractive part was 2x - 1, so it is 23; 3440 

the second (subtractive) part, being 4x - 4, is 44. Therefore, we have com
pleted the requisite search for the said square number; but we have not 
reached the desired end of the problem. 

For, if the given (square) number had been 144, we would have reached 
our goal; but it is 25. Consequently, we have to multiply each of the parts of 3445 

144 by 25 and divide the results by 144. Now, if we multiply the first of the 
(four) parts, namely 25, by 25, the result is 625, which, when divided by 144, 
becomes 625 parts of 144; and this is the first of the two parts added to 25. 3450 

Again, since the other additive part is 52, we multiply 52 by 25; the result is 
1300, which, when divided by 144, becomes 1300 parts of 144; and this is the 
other part added (to 25). Again, since the first subtractive part is 23, we 3455 

31 Sic. instead of 2 and 166 parts of 169. See p. 64, no. 8. 
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154 multiply 25 by 23; it becomes 575, which, when divided by 144, gives 575 
parts of 144; and this is the (first) number subtracted from 25. Again since the 
other subtractive part is 44, we multiply 44 by 25; it becomes 1100, which, 3460 

when divided by 144, gives 1100 parts of 144; and this is the second part 
subtracted from 25. It appears that the addition of the four said parts results in 
25, and that the addition to 25 of each of the two additive parts gives a square 
while the subtraction from 25 of each of the two subtractive parts leaves a 3465 

square. 

Therefore, we have divided 25 into four parts under the condition imposed 
upon us; and they are (as follows): the two additive (parts), 625 parts of 144 
(and) 1300 parts of 144; (and) the two subtractive (parts), 575 parts of 144 
(and) 1100 parts of 144. This is what we intended to do. 3470 

By an analogous treatment we (would) solve the problem with the 
(following) formulation: We wish to divide a given square number into eight 
parts such that four (of the eight) parts each give, when added to the given 
square, a square, and the other four each leave, when subtracted from the 
given (square) number, a square number. 3475 

16. We wish to find three square numbers which are also in proportion32 

such that the subtraction of the first from the second gives a square and the 
subtraction of the second from the third gives a square. 

155 It is in the nature of (any) three square numbers which are also in propor-
tion and are such that the subtraction of the first from the second gives a 3480 

square, that the subtraction of the second from the third (also) gives a square. 
Let us then put as the first number 1 and as the third number X4; thus the 
second number is x 2 .33 Now, the subtraction of the first number, or 1, from 
the second number, or x 2 , gives x 2 - 1, which must be a square number. 
Let us then put as its side x - 2, which we multiply by itself; hence we obtain 3485 

x 2 + 4 - 4x. This, then, equals x 2 - 1. We add to the two sides 4x + 1, so 
x 2 + 4x equals x 2 + 5; removing the x 2 , which is common, gives 5 equal to 
4x, hence x is It. Since we assumed the second number to be X 2,34 and 3490 

(since) the side of x 2 is x, which is It, or 5 parts of 4, x 2 (hence the second 
number) is 25 parts of 16 parts of the unit. And, the third number was assumed 
to be X4, which is the product of the multiplication of x2 by itself, or 625 
parts of 256; thus the third number is 625 parts of 256 parts of the unit. The 
first number is as set by us, i.e., 1. Now, the subtraction of the first number, 3495 

namely 1, from the second number, namely 25 parts of 16, gives 9 parts of 

32 That is, in continuous proportion. 
33 The proposition "if a:b = b:c, so ac = b2 " is not quoted here, whereas its extension to four 
terms is given in the next problem and it is itself found later on in the Arithmetica (see D.G., I, 
pp. 236,5-7; 31O,8-9-perhaps an interpolation). 

On the presence of this (spurious) proposition in the Elements, see Heiberg's ed., II, pp. 229-31; 
Heath's transl., II, p. 320. 
34 Actually, it was deduced from the assumptions made for the two others. 
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16 parts of the unit, which is a square number with 3 parts of 4 as its side. 
Again, the subtraction of the second number, namely 25 parts of 16 parts, or 
400 parts of 256 parts, from the third number, namely 625 parts of 256, gives 3500 

156 225 parts of 256 parts of the unit, which is a square number with side 15 
parts of 16. 

Therefore, we have found three numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 1, 400 parts of 256, (and) 625 parts of 256. This is what 3505 

we intended to find. 

17. We wish to find four square numbers which are also in proportion such 
that the number formed by their sum is a square. 

If four numbers are in proportion, the (result of the) multiplication of the 
first by the fourth equals (the result of the multiplication of) the second by the 3510 

third. 35 We put 1 as the first square number, 16x2 as the fourth, and (we 
put) as the second number x 2's (in a quantity) such that, when we add them 
to 16x2 , the result is x2's having a square as their coefficient; such is 9x 2 , 

since adding 9x 2 to 16x2 gives 25x 2 , which is a square number with side 5x. 
Now, the (result of the) multiplication of the second number by the third 3515 

equals the (result of the) multiplication of the first number by the fourth, and 
the (result of the) multiplication of the first number by the fourth is 16x2 ; 

hence we divide 16x2 by 9x 2 , which gives 1~, and this is the third number. 
Consequently, the number formed by (the sum of) the four numbers is 
25x2 + 2~; this, then, has to be a square. Let us assume its side to be 5x + -t; 3520 

the multiplication of 5x + t by itself gives 25x 2 + 3tx + ~, which equals 
25x2 + 2l We remove the common (terms) from the two sides, so 3tx is 
equal to 2i; hence x is 8 parts of 10 parts of the unit. Since the side of the 

157 second number is 3x, and the second number, 9x 2, the side is 24 parts of 10, 3525 
and the second number is 576 parts of 100. Again, since the fourth was put 
16x2 , with side 4x, and (since) x is 8 parts of 10, 4x is 32 parts of 10, and it is 
the side of the fourth number, and the fourth number is 1024 parts of 100 3530 

(parts)ofthe unit. Since we assumed the first number to be 1, it is 1, as assumed. 
We has assumed the third number to be 1~, so it is 1~, as assumed. 36 Each 
of these four numbers is a square, and the number formed by their sum is 
16,900 parts of 900, which is a square number with side 130 parts of 30 parts of 
the unit. 

Therefore, we have found four numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 3535 

upon us, and these are successively: 1,576 parts of 100, 1~, 1024 parts of 100 
parts of 1. This is what we intended to find. 

18. We wish to find four square numbers which are also in proportion such 
that the subtraction of the first from the second gives a square, the subtraction 3540 

35 Euclid, Elem. VIJ,19. This theorem is used a few lines below. 
36 As deduced from the other initial hypotheses; see also the previous problem. 
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of the second from the third gives a square, and the subtraction of the third 
from the fourth gives a square. 

We have already found that it is in the nature of numbers that, for any four 
numbers in proportion which are also squares and are such that the sub
traction of the first number from the second number gives a square, the sub
traction of the third number from the fourth number also gives a square. 37 3545 

Therefore, we shall seek four square numbers in proportion <such that the 
subtraction of the first from the second gives a square and the subtraction of 
the second from the third gives a square>.38 Let us put for the first one any 
number, but square, of units, say 9. Since subtracting the first from the second 

158 results in a square, let us put for the second any square number which, when 3550 

diminished by 9, leaves a square, say 25. Let us put for the fourth number any 
number, but square, of x2's, say x 2 . (So,) since the multiplication of the first 
(number), or 9, by the fourth number, or x 2 , gives 9x 2 , the (product of the) 
multiplication of the second number, or 25, by the third number, must also 
give 9x 2 ; hence the third number is 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2• Now, if we 3555 

subtract the second number, or 25, from the third number, or 9 parts of 25 
parts of x 2 , we obtain 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 , minus 25, which must be a 
square. Let us put as its side !x - 1; the multiplication of it by itself gives 9 3560 

parts of25 parts of x 2 , plus 1, minus ~x. So this equals 9 parts of25 parts of x 2 , 

minus 25. Let us add to both sides ~x + 25, and we remove the 9 parts which 
are common, so ~x equals 26; hence x is 130 parts of 6. Since the fourth number 3565 

was assumed to be x2 -the side of which is x, which is 130 parts of 6-, the 
fourth number is 16,900 parts of 36 parts of the unit. Again, since the third 
number is 9 parts of 25 parts of x 2 , it is 6084 parts of 36 parts of the unit. 39 

So, the subtraction of the first number, or 9, from the second number, or 3570 

159 25, gives 16, which is a square number with side 4. The subtraction of the 
second number, or 25, that is, 900 parts of 36 parts of the unit, from the 
third number, or 6084 parts of 36 parts of the unit, gives 5184 parts of 36 3575 

parts of the unit, which is a square number with side 72 parts of 6 parts of the 
unit. Again, the subtraction of the third number, or 6084 parts of 36, from the 
fourth number, or 16,900 parts of 36, gives 10,816 parts of 36 parts of the unit, 3580 

which is a square number with side 104 parts of 6. 

Therefore, we have found four numbers fulfilling the condition imposed 
upon us, and these are 9, 25, 6084 parts of 36, and 16,900 parts of 36 parts 
of the unit. This is what we intended to find. 3585 

37 The text seems to assimilate the present proposition with the one seen in VII,16, in initio. In 
fact, the one of VII, 16 is merely a particular case of the present one. 
38 On a possible explanation of this important lacuna, see p. 36. 
39 Unlike in the preceding problems, the assumed values of the remaining numbers are not 
restated here. 
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End of the seventh Book of the treatise of Diophantus on 
the restoration and the reduction, and it contains eighteen 
problems. 

End of the treatise. Praise be to God, Lord of the Universe. The 
completion of the copy took place on the date of Friday, the third 
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of Safar, in the year 595. Praised be God, the Most High, and 3590 

blessed be His prophet Muhammad and all his family. 



Part Three 

Mathematical Commentary 



Book IV 

The Introduction 

The introduction to Book IV can be divided into three distinct parts. 

a. Generalities 

As was done occasionally in Greek scientifical treatises,l Diophantus 
begins by recapitulating what the reader has already encountered. First he 
mentions that the previous problems were all reducible, after the restoration 
and the reduction,2 to an equality between two terms. Further, he states that 
these problems involved linear numbers (YPlXlllllKOi crp191l0i, thus unknowns 
in the first degree: a, b), or plane numbers (£1tlm:801 rip191l0i: a2, a· b, b2 ), or, 
lastly, the two kinds combined. 3 Finally, he observes that the problems were 
arranged by categories in order that the beginner might better remember what 
he was learning. 

These three observations do indeed apply to the problems found in the 
Greek Books I-III. Note in particular that the first and third points had been 
previously formulated in the Greek introduction (" Def. XI ", and D.G., I, 
pp. 14,27-16,6, respectively). 

1 See, e.g., Heron. Mechanics (= Opera, II), introduction to Book III; Ptolemaeus, Synt. math., 
particularly ILl and IIl.introd.; see also the beginning of the Books in Pappus' and Theon's 
commentaries on the Almagest. 
2 Remember that these are the synthetic Arabic denominations used for the two basic operations 
defined by Diophantus in the (Greek) "Definition XI"; see also, below, "Definition XIII". 
3 Of course additively, so as not to deal with numbers other than linear or plane ones. 

There is, though, a pair of propositions in Book II in which the formulation involves a producl 
of two unknown squares (11,28-29); but, by assuming a numerical value for one ofthe unknowns, 
Diophantus immediately reduces the problem to one of the second degree. See also p. 178, n. II. 
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After this brief survey, Diophantus goes on to explain4 that in the coming 
part of the Arithmetica many problems of a similar kind 5 will be presented, as 
before, in order, which will allow the reader to acquire" experience and skill". 
These two words, which appear again in the preface to Book VII, evoke what 
may be the dominant characteristic of the Arabic Books: knowledge pre
viously acquired is employed and consolidated, and nearly half of the problems 
will lead to the resolution of intermediate problems or types of equations 
studied in the previous Books (see pp. 5-7). 

We do, however, encounter an important novelty which consists in the 
introduction of the cubic power of the unknown. This has two consequences. 
The first becomes tangible in the subsequent" Definition XII": since the 
Diophantine power-system is generated by two powers, the square and the 
cube (see p. 43), the introduction of the cubic power of the unknown allows 
us to construct higher powers also, which many of the coming problems will 
involve. The second consequence is revealed in "Definition XIII": in order 
to arrive at an equality between a certain power of x and some number (as in 
the first three Greek Books), we shall be obliged to make regular use of the 
division of powers. Thus in Book IV the reader will learn how to deal with 
higher powers and, in particular, how to choose, in the initial assumptions, 
the powers best suited for the required magnitudes. 

b . . , Definition XII" 

(0() Content 
In addition to giving the definitions of x3, X4, x 5 , and x6 , "Definition XII" 

expounds the rules of divisions of these powers by lower ones. For the sake of 
convenience, we have used both here and in the remainder of the translation 
modern symbolism, denoting the nth power of the unknown by x". But by 
doing so, the system underlying the denominations as well as the rules given 
in the introduction, though obvious in Diophantine notation, is no longer 
evident. Let us, then, consider the explanations of the text in the light of the 
two-symbol system Q, C (see p. 43). In the first Books, we became familiar 
with the power Q == x . x. 

Definition of x 3 : Q. x == C (KY, kaCb). 

Rules of division 

C (_ Q .x)_ - -- -Q - . 
x x 

4 Observe the correspondence between the points of the preceding survey and what follows it in 
Diophantus' text. 
5 Leading likewise to an equality between two terms. 
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Definition of X4: C . x = Q . Q == QQ (~y~, mal mal). 

Rules 

QQ = Q' 
Q ' 

Definition of x5: QQ. x = Q . C 6 == QC (~K Y, mal ka'b 7). 

Rules 

QC 
-=C' 
Q ' 

QC = Q' 
C ' 

QC 
QQ = x. 

Definition of x6 : QC· x = Q. QQ = C· C == CC(KYK, ka'h kab). 

Rules 

CC = QC; 
x 

CC 
Q=QQ; 

CC 
-=C' C ' 

cc 
QQ = Q; 

CC 
QC = x. 
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The eighth and ninth powers, found only in the Arabic Books, are defined 
when they first appear, in IV,29: 

Definition of x 8: QQ. QQ = CC· Q == CCQ (kaCb ka'b mal9 ; ~KYK ?). 

The following rule of division is explained when needed in the text (in 
IV,3l): 

CCQ = QQ.QQ = QQ. 
QQ QQ 

Definition of x9 : CC· C == CCC (kaCb ka'b ka'b; KYKYK ?). 

The following two rules are given in an incidental way: 

CCC CC·C CCQ·x 
CCQ = CCQ = CCQ = x (lV,29) 

CCC CC·C QQ·Q·C QQ·QC 
QQ = QQ = QQ = QQ = QC (lV,3l). 

6 C . Q in the text. 

7 ka'b mal, ka'b maqrub f! mal elsewhere in the text; see p.45. 
S For some reason, the dividing powers are now taken in the reverse order. 
9 mal mal mal mal elsewhere in the text; see p.45. 
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([3) On the Genuineness of" Definition XII" 
The presentation in "Definition XII" of the powers x3 to x6 is surprising, 

for they are already known to the reader from the Greek introduction. 10 

Further, the divisions of powers are not really new to the reader, since he 
became acquainted with them indirectly when he learned how to multiply the 
various powers (up to the sixth) by their inverses ("Def. VIII"); and Dio
phantus himself explicitly states in the Greek introduction that the divisions of 
powers are obvious (<I>avEpoi) from the rules of multiplication just seen 
(D.G., I, p. 14,1-2). Since it is unlikely that Diophantus would repeat himself 
without at least pointing out this reiteration, one must seriously consider the 
possibility of interpolation, either of" Def. XII ", or, alternatively, of some of 
the Greek introduction. 

It would seem possible, at first sight, that the definitions and rules con
cerning x 3, X4, x 5, and x6 (none of which is needed for Books I-III), might 
have been added on to the beginning of Book I later. But such an hypothesis is 
untenable, for it would oblige us to consider as extraneous entire passages of 
the Greek introduction, leaving, at best, a very disconnected text. 

Our suspicions, then, must fall upon" Definition XII ", and this leads us to 
ask who might have been responsible for its addition. It may well have been 
the author of the major commentary, although the possibility of its having 
been added earlier cannot be excluded: after all, early interpolators performed 
the resolutions of corollaries which were considered by Diophantus to be 
straightforward given previous explanations-as Diophantus stated ex
plicitly in connection with the rules for division. Whatever their origin, the 
location of these definitions and rules in the introduction to Book IV is under
standable since the use of higher powers was, as said, not required in the 
earlier Books, in which the knowledge of x and Xl only was needed. 11 

Remark. These definitions and rules cannot have been merely taken from the 
introduction to Book I and added on to the introduction to Book IV by an 
Arabic copyist when Books IV-VII were copied as a separate entity, for a 
formal definition of x and Xl would surely have been added as well. At least 
one reader was a victim of this omission (Cf. p. 30, no. 1). 

We shall then consider it highly probable that Diophantus did not write 
these definitions and rules twice, and that" Definition XII" is therefore a later 

10 Observe that the rules of multiplication stated in the definitions of x 3 to x 6 are exactly those 
found in "Def. IV". 
11 I dismiss the A Y A appearing in II,24 (D. G., I, p. 120,2 and 4) because I consider lines 2-4 and 
half of line 5 in Tannery's edition to be interpolated. One can easily restore the text and bring it 
into conformity with lines 21-23 of the same page: this agreement with problem II,25 (and with 
similar cases, as in III,2) is no doubt desirable. Observe that the raising of x to the fourth power 
does not appear in Fabrl IV,3 which reproduces (though not verbatim) Diophantus' II,24. 
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addition, as must be, of course, the passages in Book IV alluding to the rules 
(lines 37-38 and 123-24).12 

c. "Definition XIII" 

In the Greek "Definition XI", the reader was told to eliminate first the 
negative terms of an equation (the Arabic al-jabr) and then the magnitudes 
common to both sides (the Arabic al-muqabalah). One was always left with a 
single term equal to some number, either immediately or after a division by x 
(see problems 1,26 and 31 seqq.). Because we shall be dealing with higher 
powers in the coming part of the Arithmetica this kind of final division must be 
used more systematically and is thus worthy of mention in one of these 
"definitions". Thus" Definition XIII ", after repeating the essence of" Defini
tion XI ", completes it in requiring that the division by the power of lesser 
degree follow the performance of the two basic algebraical operations. This 
will leave us, as before, with the equality of some power of x and some number, 
the implication being that we shall not (yet) be left with any complete 
quadratic equations (cf. Part One, §13). 

The Problems in Book IV 

Preliminary remark on the mathematical commentary: 
In some of the propositions which do not lead to intermediate problems 

involving the basic numerical methods taught in Book II, we have given the 
resolutions in algebraic notation, the values of the constants being inserted 
after the establishment of the final formula for the unknown. Otherwise, the 
computations of the text have been reproduced, often elaborated upon. In 
some cases, computations have been supplemented -particularly the 
resolutions of the intermediate problems (not performed in the text) when 
some explanation is required. Finally, the general methods of resolution, if 
any, have been commented on or summarized at the end of each group of 
problems. This has been done in the hope of making Diophantus accessible to 
a broader circle of readers. 

Problem IV,!. 

We put a = x, b = mx; hence 

(m 3 + 1)x3 = O. 

12 As to the definitions of x8 and x 9, found in the middle of Book IV (problems 29 and 31), clearly 
they were kept here, the commentator respecting an order going back to Diophantus himself. 
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For m = 2, n = 6: x = 4. 

Hence 

AI-Karajl, in the corresponding problem of the Fabri, takes m = 2, n = 3, 
and thus has a3 = 1, b3 = 8, D = 9 (see Extrait du Fakhrf, V,l). 

Problem IV,2. 

We put a = x, b = mx (m > 1); hence 

(m 3 - 1)x3 = D. 

Taking D = (nx)2, we obtain (m 3 - 1)x3 = n2x 2 ; so 

n2 

x = 3 1· m -

For m = 2, n = 7: x = 7. 

Hence a3 = x 3 = 343, b3 = 143 = 2744, D = 2401 = 49 2• 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,2) takes the same m, n, hence he has the same results. 

Problem IV,3. 

We put a = x, b = mx; hence 

(m2 + 1)x2 = IJI. 

Taking IJI = (nx)3, we obtain 

For m = 2, n = 1 (thus BJ = a3 ): x = 5. 

Hence 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,3) also reduces the problem to b2 + a2 = a3, and 
takes the same value for m. 

Problem IV,4. 

We put a = x, b = mx (m > 1), hence 

(m 2 - 1)x2 = IJI. 
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Taking (]I = (nx)3, we obtain 

For m = 5, n = 2: x = 3. 

Hence 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,4) takes (as above) m = 2, n = 1, thus obtaining also 
a = 3, but the smaller values b2 = 36, (]I = 27. 

The method used in the group of problems IV,I-4 is clear and does not 
require any further explanation. One may, however, add the following 
remarks about the remaining possible combinations of squares and cubes: 

1°. The problems involving one square and one cube on the left side can all 
be reduced to one form or another of IV, 1-4 by moving a term from one side 
to the other. These cases, although banal, are treated in the middle of the 
fifth section of the F aljr! (see Extrait, V,23-27 13). Thus, they are obviously out 
of place, as already remarked (p. 59). 

2°. The two pairs of problems which involve only squares or only cubes on 
both sides are: 

(a) b2 ± a2 = 0, which is soluble for any numerical value of 0 (d. 11,8 
and 10). 

(b) b3 ± a3 = (]I, which is impossible; this appears to have been well 
known in the tenth century (see Woepcke, Recherches sur ( ... ) Leonard 
de Pise, p. 301), so that it is difficult to imagine the Greeks not having 
been aware of it. 

The next group of problems involves, this time, products of squares and 
cubes. 

Problem IV,S. 

We put a = x, b = mx; hence 

Taking ('jI = (nx)3, we obtain 

For m = 2, n = 2: 

Hence 

m2x 4 = (]I. 

n3 

x =-2' 
m 

x = 2. 

13 These present the cases: a2 + b3 = 0 (23); b3 - a2 = 0 (24); a2 - b3 = 0 (25); b3 + a2 

= Ell (26); b3 - a2 = Ell (27). Missing is a2 - b3 = Ell. 
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Diophantus has reduced the problem to b2 . a2 = b3 ; al-Karaji, taking 
m = 2, n = 1, reduces it to b2 . a2 = a3 and obtains the results x = t, a2 = l6' 
b2 = t, and LV = 6~ (cf. Extrait, V,S). 

Problem IV,6. 

We put, say, a = x, b = mx; hence 

m3x 5 = D. 

Putting D = (nx)2, we would have m3x 5 = n2x2. The subsequently 
necessary condition for the rationality of x can be avoided if we take D = 

(nx 2)2. Doing so, we obtain 

For m = 2, n = 4: 

n2 

X=-3' 
m 

x = 2. 

Hence a2 = 4, b3 = (2x? = 64, D = 256 = 162• 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,6) has the same values. Neither here nor in the next 
problem does he make a preliminary choice, as does our text. Arriving in this 
problem at 8x 5 = D, he simply states that it is necessary (yajib) to put 
D = (4X 2 )2 "in order that the equation (mucadalah) be possible and lead to 
(something) known (i.e., rational: mac/um)". 

Problem IV, 7. 

We put a = x, b = mx; hence 

m3x 5 = LV. 

Taking LV = (nx)3 would give m3x2 = n3 (and the condition of rationality 
n3/m 3 = square is precisely the problem to be solved). Thus, we shall put 
LV = (nx 2)3, whence 

For m = 4, n = 2: 

Hence 

m3 

X=-3' 
n 

x = 8. 

a2 = 64, b3 = 323 = 32,768, LiJ = 64·32,768 = cube (namely (4 . 32?). 

AI-Karaji, taking m = 1, n = 1, obtains x = 1, thus a2 = 1, b3 = 1 and 
LV = 1(!) (cf. Extrait, V,7). 
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Problem IV,8. 

We put a = x, b = mx (b = 2x in the text); hence 

m3x6 = D. 
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Putting 0 = (nx)2Ieads to X4 = n2 1m3 , which isimpossiblefortheassumed 
value m = 2, and which is inconvenient in generalY Thus we shall take 
o = (nx 2 f, whence 

n2 
2 

X =-3' 
m 

We are led to the intermediate problem of finding x, n, m fulfilling m3x2 = 

n2 , a solution of which has been found in IV,6, namely x2 = 4, m3 = 64, 
n2 = 256. 

Problem IV,9. This is not a new problem, but merely the return to the original 
problem (by the insertion of the values of the coefficients just obtained), the 
"determination" of x, and the verification (cf. pp. 6\-62). 

x being 2, we have 

a 3 = 8, b3 = 83 = 512, 0 = 4096 = 642 . 

AI-Karajl (Extrait, V,8) has a single problem. Having arrived at 8x6 = 0, 
he simply states: "It is not correct 16 to take for that (4Jilika) anything but the 
result of the multiplication of a square number by a cubic number which 
comprise a square number. We have shown the method for (finding) that. 
After seeking these two numbers, you will find for the one 64 and for the other 
4, and the number comprised by these two numbers is 256". There then 
follows the reconstruction of the problem. The reasoning, defective in our 
text, is hardly any better in al-Karajl's version . 

• Corollary. 1 7 One can reduce to the above group of problems the following 
set. 

(a) 
b3 

3=D. 
a 

The problem IS tantamount to solving a3 • c2 = LJI, which has been 
treated in IV,7. 

14 This would have been the auxiliary problem to solve in IV,6 had we continued with the original 
assumption 0 = (nx)2. 
15 The explanations in the text are not altogether clear; cf. p. 92. n. 21. 
16 Iii yastaq[m; cf. line 164 of our Arabic text. 
J 7 Not in the F aljri. 
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(b) 

The equivalent problem c3 • a2 = 0 has been solved in IV,6. 

(c) The text then states that the same holds for the remaining problems ofthis 
kind. What must be understood is these two sets of problems: 

b: = 0, or b: = D, reducible to IV,5 and iV,6, respectively; 
a a 

b3 

2 = LD, or 
a 

b: = LD, reducible to IV,7 and IV,8-9, respectively. 
a 

Problems IV,5 to IV,8-9, namely 

b2 • a2 = LD, b3 • a2 = 0, b3 • a2 = LD, b3 • a3 = 0 

(and the problems with the corresponding divisions on the left sides), present 
no difficulties. One will notice that the first problem does not involve any 
condition of rationality, while the next two lead to a condition which can be 
avoided,18 and, finally, in the last one a condition must be fulfilled. 

Problem IV,lO. a3 + k . a2 = 0, k = 10. 

Putting a = x, we have x3 + lOx2 = D. 

We take 0 = (nx)2, with n2 > k = 10; thus 

x = n2 - 10. 

For n = 4, we have x = 6; 

hence a3 = x3 = 216, 0 = 576 = 242• 

AI-Karajl (Extrait, V,9) has the same values and the condition for n2 • 

Problem IV,ll. 

Putting a = x, we have 

We take 0 = (nx)2, so 

x = n2 + 6. 

For n = 2, we have x = 10; 

k = 6. 

hence a3 = x 3 = 1000, D = 400 = 202• 

18 They are, incidently, reducible to the banal forms b3 = square and a2 = cube (i.e., b3 and a2 

are sixth powers), and, further, solutions of IV,6 and IV,7 are known from the two other 
problems of the group. The reason for their presence obviously lies in the method of their 
resolution. 
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AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,lO) has k = 10 (as in the previous problem); he 
takes n = 1, thus obtaining x = 11, a3 = 1331,0 = 121. 

Problem IV,l2. k = 10. 

Putting a = x, we have x3 + lOx2 = LlI. 

We set ED = (nx? (n > 1); hence 

For n = 2, we have 

(n 3 - l)x = 10, 

X -lQ. 
- 7, 

10 
x = -3--' 

n - 1 

hence 
3 3 1000 a =x =-- LlI = 8000 = (20) 3 

7·7·7' 7·7·7 7 

Neither this problem nor the following one is found in al-Karaji's Fabri. 

Problem IV,13. 

1°. First method. 
We put a = x, so 

k = 7. 

Taking LlI = (nx)3, with n < 1, we have (1 - n3)x = 7, hence: 

7 
x = 1 _ n3' 

For n = 1, we have: x = 8. 

So a3 = x3 = 512, ED = 64. 

2°. Second method. 
The text takes ED = x 3 (implicitly19) and puts a = 2x. Thus we have 

a3 - LlI = 7x 3 = k . a2 = 28x 2 , 

hence x = 4, a3 = 83 = 512, ED = 64. 

The second method, doubtless interpolated, does not differ substantially 
from the previous one: it simply takes ED, instead of a3, as x3 (and the choice 
of the factor of proportionality of a to x gives the same results as previously). 
The treatment itself is rather carelessly done,20 and the only distinctive feature 
of the method -choosing the side of the indeterminate cube as the unknown 
x-is not even made evident. The final statement is formulated in an unusual 

19 This omission, however, can be accounted for by supposing a lacuna by homoeoteleuton (see 
note 91 of the app. crit.). 
20 Hence a couple of readers' glosses (now incorporated into the manuscript; cf. p. 30, nos. 3 
and 4). 
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way and restates the problem in the form a3 - Lil = k . a2 ; the scholiast 
might have been confused by the disorganized presentation of the problem 
when he added this final statement. 

IV,10 to IV,13 form another group of problems which are easily solved.21 

At most, we have to fulfil a condition for positivity of the unknown when 
choosing the parameter. 

Problem IV,14. 

(a) k = 10, 1 = 5. 
We put a = x, so 

{ k' a = Lil, 
l·a = 0', 

k, 1 given numbers. 

{
lOx = EfI == u3 , 

5x = 0' == v2 . 

We assume, the text says in effect, that u2 = (n 2/m2 ). v2 , where n, m are any 
natural numbers.22 

Thus 

u3 lOx 2m2 

u=-= =-
- u2 (n 2/m 2 ). 5x n2 ' 

and 

Choosing n2/m 2 = t, we have u = 8, hence u3 = 512. Thus 

u3 

a = x = 10 = 51-!-, Lil = 512, 0' = 256. 

(b) k = 5, 1 = 10.23 

With a = x: { 5x = EfI == u3, 

lOx = 0' == v2 • 

With u2 = (n 2 /m 2). v2 , we have 

n2 n2 

u2 = -2 . v2 = 2' lOx, hence 
m m 

Taking again n2/m 2 = t, we obtain u = 2. So 

u3 8 
A 8 0' = 16. a = x = 5 = 5' UI = , 

21 Observe that IV,lO-ll are reducible to the trivial forms a + k = 0' and a - k = 0'. 
22 Which amounts simply to setting a proportionality (with a positive rational factor) between the 
sides of u3 and v2 . 

23 This problem is later called the "inverse" ('aks) of the preceding one (text, line 328). 



(c) {lOX = LV == U3, 

5x = 0' == v2 , 
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Same case as (a), but we take n21m2 = 4; then 

2m2 1 
U =7=2:' 

Therefore 
U 3 1 

a = X = 10 = 80' 

(d) { 5x = LV == u3 , 

lOx = 0' == v2 , 

Same case as (b), but we take n21m2 = 4; then 

3 1 
U = 512' 

Therefore 
U3 1 1 1 0 , 

a = x = 5 = 2560' LV = 512' = 256' 

(e) Another method, applied to the problem 

{ lOa = LV == u3, 

5a = 0' == v2 , 
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is to put u3 = (nx)3, say u3 = x 3; then a = lox3, Inserting this into the second 
equation gives ~X3 = v2 , 

Putting v2 = (mx)2, we obtain x = 2m2, 

Form = 2: x = 8, 

so x 3 = LiJ = 512, a = 5It, (0' = 256), 

(f) In the same problem, we may of course put (firstly) 

v2 = (mx?, say v2 = x2; then a = tx2 , 

Inserting this into the first equation gives 2X2 = u3 , 

Putting u3 = (nx)3, we have x = 21n3, 

For n = 1: x = 2, 

so x2 = 0' = 4, a = %, LV = 8, 

AI-Karaji also treats the two forms of the problem, but not without some 
confusion, The summary given by Woepcke in his Extrait (problems V,11-12) 
being somewhat inappropriate for our purposes, we shall now give a more 
suitable presentation of al-Karaji's cases, 

(l){lO,a=LV, 
5'a = 0, 
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So 0/5 = Ell/lO. With 0 = x2, rJ) = x 3, we have x3 = 2x2. Hence x = 2, 
o = 4, rJ) = 8 and Q = l 
(2) {1O. Q = rJ), 

5·Q = 0'. 

With 0' = (2X)2 = 4x2 and Ell = x3, we have x3 = 8x2, hence (x = 8,) 
Ell = 512,0' = 256 and Q = 51t· 

(3) { 5· Q = Ell, 
10'Q = 0'. 

So 0' = 2Ell. With 0' = (2X)2 = 4x2 and Ell = x3, we have x3 = 2X2, 
hence x = 2, Ell = 8, 0' = 16 and Q = 1l 

Under the denomination "other treatment" is found the following ap
proach, solving (2) and (3) again, with little change: 

(4) {10. Q = rJ), 

5·Q = 0'. 

With rJ) = x 3 and 0' = (nx)2, n arbitrary,24 say 0' = (2X)2 = 4x2, we 

have 0'/5 = *x2; hence 10· *x2 = 8x2 = rJ) = x3, and x = 8. Thus 0' = 
256, Ell = 512 (and Q = 51t)· 

(5) { 5·Q = Ell, 
10'Q = 0'. 

The same choice as made above gives 0'/10 = ~X2, hence 5· ~X2 = 
2X2 = Ell = x3 and x = 2. Thus 0' = 16, rJ) = 8 (and Q = !). 

The two following approaches are briefly explained, without numerical 
computation. 

(6) {1O. Q = Ell, d {5. a = Ell, 
, an , 

5·a=0, lO·a=O. 

We put this time Ell = (mx)3 and 0' = (nxf Hence 

3 3 
10 m x _ 0' _ 2 2 .--- =nx, 

5 
respectively. 

(7) In the more restricted case, in which the square and the cube have the 
same side, we put k· (0/1) = Ell. This is nothing but a repetition of problem (1). 

24" Ilal {lila' al-murabba' al-mu'adilli-{larb al-marLUb f[ I]amsah baed dila' al-murabba' al-ka'in 
min {lila' al-muka"ab au a{l'aJahfi". 

N.B. Manuscripts E, L (cf. p. 60, n. 29) have, instead of li-qarb al-marLUb fi hamsah, the 
reading li-bamsah asya'; K has the latter version, with the Paris manuscript's version as a cor
rection in the margin. The use of sai' is of course inappropriate here, since a is not taken as the 
unknown. 
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It is clear that this set of problems takes its inspiration from the one in the 
Arithmetica. AI-KarajI's version, however, shows some disorder in the pre
sentation, and begins and ends with two similar cases, namely" Diophantus"'s 
IV, 14,f/IV, 15. Observe also that the required number, a, is never chosen as the 
unknown x in the Fabri's version. All in all, al-Karaji's set surpasses that of 
Book IV in terms of banality, a banality for which, as we shall see, Dio
phantus himself must not be held responsible. 

Problem IV,15. 
{
k.a = BI 
I'a = 0: 

with k = 10 and 1= 4 (or inversely, the text says, for the method is the same; 
cf. IV,14). 

1°. First method (as in IV,14,a but now with n1/m 2 = 1). 

We put a = x, so 

Hence 

u = lOx = 2-21 

4x ' 

2°. Second method (as in IV,14,e). 

We put BI = (nx)3, say = x3, so 

X - 2525 
- 16' 

The second equation gives 140X3 = 0 = x2 , so X = 2t then 

o = 6i, LlI = lsi and a = n 

• Corollary.26 k 
- given ratio. 
I ' 

The text gives the ratio (3: 1) but explains only the method for solving: 
taking any two numbers in the given ratio, say 3h and h, we are led to the 
problem of finding an x fulfilling the system 

{
3h' x = B1, 
h·x = 0 ', 

which we know how to solve from IV,14. Then b3 = BI and a1 = 0 '. 

25 Observe that the problem is determinate (a = P /P). 
26 Actually, this corollary depends on the set of resolutions now numbered IV,14. 
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Remark. There is here much ado about nothing: when such a problem is 
proposed, one can put a = x, b = mx (m arbitrary), thus obtaining 

k 
x = 1m3 • 

It is in this way that the auxiliary problem b3 = 2a2 is solved in the remainder 
of the Arithmetica.2 7 

AI-Karaji's problems V,13-14 are simply numerical computations based 
on the initial statement of the corollary above. He considers: 

b3 3 
(1) a2 = 1" and puts b = a = x (V,13) 

b3 1 
(2) a2 = 3" and puts also b = a = x (V,14,a) 

b3 3 
(3) a2 = 1" with b = x, a = 2x, thus a =f:. b (V,14,b) 

b3 1 
(4) a2 = 3" with b = x, a = 2x (V,14,c). 

We see that, while taking the same ratio as does our text,28 al-Karaji 
applies the simpler resolution and does not assume a number h, as is directed 
in our version. 

The problems given as IV,14 and 15 in the Arabic translation present far 
too many banal cases to be wholly attributable to Diophantus himself. 

1°. The last two parts of IV,14, (e) and (f), were doubtless added by a 
scholiast. That their author is the same as the one of the second resolution of 
IV,13 is suggested by the similarity of the treatments: as in IV,13,2°, one of 
the indeterminate magnitudes of the right sides, instead of a, is taken as the 
unknown x. There is in fact no substantial difference between the resolution 
of (a)-(d) and that of (e) and (f), since (e) and (f) ultimately amount to setting 
a proportion between u2 and v2 , as was done before. As to part (f), the scholiast 
unfortunately chose n = m = 1, thus anticipating the following problem 
(IV, 15). 

2°. The second method in IV,IS, similar to the ones seen in IV,13,2° and 
IV,14,e and f, must also be a later addition, which most probably goes back to 
the same scholiast. 

27 See, just above, IV,14,e and f, as well as "VI", 1 and 24 (in problems 2 and 19 one is directly 
given the numerical solution). 
28 And also its inverse, in the manner seen in the previous problems. 
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3°. Even without these alternative resolutions, the text presents too many 
banal aspects of a single problem to be wholly genuine: (IX) parts (c) and (d) of 
IV,14-in which the ratio assumed for u2 : v2 in parts (a) and (b) is simply in
verted-are certainly interpolations; (f3)part (b) ofIV,14-in which the values 
of the (given) constants of part (a) are merely interchanged -can hardly be 
genuine either;29 (y) as to IV,15 (which appears as a separate problem in the 
Arabic text despite the fact that it is a particular case of IV,14) and the sub
sequent corollary with its intricate method of resolution, they are highly 
suspect, although IV,15 itself could be the result of a remark made in the 
original text. 

Thus, I am inclined to consider the genuine portion of group IV,14-15 
to be essentially part (a); that is, a single, basic problem-which indeed 
deserves no more attention than is given it in part IV,14,a. 

Problem IV,16. 
{ k' b = BJ, 
k·a = Jri k = 10. 

We put a = nx, say a = x, so that the cube is k3 x 3 , and b = mx 2 , so that 
the cube is also kmx 2• Hence 

m 
x = k1 ' 

For k = 10, m = 300, we have x = 3; so 

a = 3, h = 2700, EiJ = 27,000 = 303• 

One would have expected a preliminary remark indicating that the choice 
a = x, b = mx necessitates m being a square. 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V, 15) takes k = 10, m = 200, whence x = 2. He also 
suggests the possibility of taking any cube, say h3, and then forming 

h3 h 
b = 10' a = 10' 

Problem IV, 17. lk.b 2 = EiJ, 
k·a1 =~, 
b = ma, 

k = 5, 

m = 20, given. 

Condition: m· k = square. This condition is said to represent a construc

tible problem (see below). 

29 This "inverse case" is alluded to at the beginning ofIV,15. 
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We put a = x, so b = mx. 

We have: LD = kb2 = km 2x2 = (ka2 )3 = k3x6 , 

so X4 = k~2 = ;: and x = ft ( = t fo)' 
With m = 20, k = 5, we have x = 2. So 

a2 = 4, b2 = 1600, and LD = 8000 = 203• 

AI-KarajI (Extra it, V,16) has k = 4, m = 9; hence x = a = 1, a2 = 2*, 
b2 = 182* and LD = 729. He gives the condition, but does not allude to its 
"constructibility" (neither does the word muhayya' appear anywhere in the 
Fabrl). 

The rationality of the solution is subject to a condition which prevents an 
arbitrary choice of the given numbers k and m. Thus, the question of how to 
find acceptable values for these two numbers arises. In the present case, the 
difficulty is easily overcome since the condition represents a "constructible" 
(muhayya' = 1tACXcrf..LCXtllCOV) problem. 30 

A constructible problem is one of the form 

f(k, l) = rn (n natural, known), 

where r must be a rational number and f a rational function linear in one of 
the two variables, say I. The solution appears immediately: we choose any 
rational value for k, take the nth power of any rational number and then 
determine 1 from the resulting linear equation. 

An example of such a construction is given in IV,22, but an even better 
illustration is found in the first (Greek) Book (problems 27, 28, 30): 

1,27, computed in indeterminato, leads to the condition 

k2 - 41 = D. 

Taking for D, the smaller square, 16, and for k2 , the larger square, 400, we 
have I = 96. 

1,28 gives the condition 

21- k2 = D. 

With the same choice as above, we obtain 1 = 208. 

1,30 depends on the condition 

k2 + 41 = D. 

30 The word" constructible", though perhaps not the best translation of 1tACXO'J.1CX'tucov, has been 
chosen by us since it characterizes the resolution of such questions. 
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Taking again 16 as the smaller square (now k2) and 400 as the larger, we 
have 1 = 96. 

These examples show clearly the way to treat such problems. 
The constructible problems occurring in the Arithmetica are thus the 

following: 

(1) k2 - 41 = square (in 1,27); 

(2) 21 - k2 = square (in 1,28); 

(3) k2 + 41 = square (in 1,30); 

(4) ~ (or k·1) = square (in IV,17 and 19); 

(5) ~ (or k ·/) = cube (in IV,20); 

(6) ~ (or k·1) = fourth power (in IV,21); 

(7) ~ (or k ./3) = sixth power (in IV,22); 

41 - k3 

(8) 3k = square (in V,7 and 8 = "IV",1 and 2); 

k3 

(9) 1 _ !k = square (in V,9 and 10); 

(10) 1 - !k 2 = square (in V,ll and 12). 

Since the constructible problems arise from a condition for rationality of 
the unknown as function of the given numbers, they are associated with 
problems which are determinate. 

Problem IV,18. 

Condition: k = cube. 

We put a = x, so 

Then: 

so 

With m = 3, k = 8: 

So 

j
k. b3 = 0 

k·a 3 =)5, 
b = ma, 

b = mx. 

k = 8, 

m=3. 

m3 m 
T and x = j"k' 

x =~. 
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AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,17) has the same values and the condition. 

Problem IV,19. 
{ k' a = BJ, 

I'a = JED, 
k = 20, 
1=5. 

Condition: k· I = square, which is a constructible problem (the same as 
the one of problem 17). 

Putting a = x, we have: 

BJ = ka = kx = (la)3 = 13X3.31 

Hence: x = fl = ~ A· 
With k = 20, I = 5: x = t, so BJ = 8. 

Woepcke, in his Extrait, does not give a problem corresponding to IV,19; 
but there is, in point of fact, one in the F abrl, which has the diorism and the 
same values for k and I (thus the same results).32 

Then follows (Extrait, V,18) a problem not found in our text of the 
Arithmetica, namely 

Condition: kl12 = square. 

{
k ·a2 = D, 
/·a 2 = jO. 

Putting a = x, we have: D = kx2 = (/X 2)2, 

thus 
2 k 

x = yz' 

With k = 64, / = 2: 

x = 4, a2 = 16, D = 1024 = 322 

(al-Karaji gives the verification). 

We do not know whether al-Karaji himself added this problem or whether 
he found it as an addition in his version of Diophantus. The problem fits 
perfectly where it is, and is not a trivial case. One might suspect our manu
script to have a lacuna here and the problem to be genuinely Diophantine. 
But, for one thing, the numbering ofthe problems (which does not seem to be 

31 What the text actually does is to divide kx by Ix without cubing the latter; the square root of 

the result gives ~. A similar procedure is used in problems IV,20, 21, 24, 28, 31, and (partly) 
taken over by al-Karajl. 
32 See, e.g., B.N., fonds arabe 2459, fo!' 102',1-8. 
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posterior to the translation, cf. p. 62) shows that there is no missing prop
osition. Furthermore, the diorism cannot possibly have been formulated in 
the above way by Diophantus. 33 

Problem IV,20. k = 200, 

1=5. 

Condition: kl1 2 = cube (or also IIk 2 = cube; both are equivalent to 
k·1 = cube). This condition is, again, a constructible problem. 

Putting a = x, we have: 

Hence: x= fl. 
With k = 200, I = 5: 

x = 2, a3 = 8, 0 = 1600 = 402. 

Al-Karaji (Extra it, V,19) has k = 32, 1= 2; hence x = 2, a3 = 8 (but 
o = 256 = 162). He establishes the condition in the same manner as our 
text does in the next two problems. 

The last proposition of the Fabri (Extrait, V,43) is the same problem, 
merely phrased differently (cf. p.60). 

Diophantus' problem IV,20 has been solved, as a matter of fact, in Arith
metica 1,26, where it appeared in the form 

{
k.a = 0 
l'a = jD, 

with the same k = 200, I = 5, hence the same solution. 
Let us consider this problem. Firstly, observe that it is the only one in Book 

I in which an expression has to be made a square. Secondly, I see no reason 
why Diophantus should have taken such particular values as k = 200, I = 5, 
when any pair of simple values would have been sufficient to obtain a solution. 
Thirdly, the occurrence of the verb '!8'!p(J(yroviI,;81V is odd. We find this word in 
only two other places (D.G., I, p. 162,13-14 and 17) which Tannery rightly 
considers to be interpolated;34 also, the Arabic word corresponding to 

33 We can be certain that the condition was indeed stated in the above form, and not as k = 
square, since the problem ends with the assertion: "If the two given numbers of the present 
problem do not possess the indicated property, the problem is not soluble". 
34 Despite the etc. following the indication of these three passages in Tannery's index graecitatis, 
the word does not occur elsewhere in the Greek text. 
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tEtpctywvi1;EtV, namely rabbaca, never appears in the (extant) Arabic Dio
phantus, which always uses, as does the Greek text, the verb "multiply" with 
a reflexive expression. Hence, I strongly suspect that Diophantus himself 
never used tEtpctywvi1;EtV. 

In view of these facts, I am inclined to question the genuineness of 1,26, 
though I find it difficult to explain how and why it was placed where it now is. 35 

Problem IV,21. k = 401, 
1 = 2. 

Condition: k· I = fourth power (constructible). 

Putting a = x, we have: 

LJl = ka2 = kX2 = (la 2)3 = (lx2)3. 

Hence 

With k = 401, I = 2: 

x =~, a2 = 2t, LJl = 91! = (4t)3. 

After the problem comes the deduction of the condition: since LJl/~ == 
o = kll, we must have kll = square, that is, kl = square; but la2 = ~ = 

JD = Jkil, hence Jkilll, and therefore Jkil. I = jki must be a square. 
Thus, the complete condition is 

kl = fourth power. 

The problem is not found in the Fabri. 

Problem IV,22. k = 91i, 
1=2. 

The problem begins with the establishment of the condition: 

Since LJl/..J~ == 0 = kll, kll (or k ·1) must be a square; but JD = /. a3, 

so /0/1 = ,,/kfill = cube. Thus the two conditions given by the text: 

k v 1k/ l _ be 36 I = square and I - cu . 

This is a constructible problem. So, we take firstly I = 2; to be found is the 
side of a square, which when divided by 2 gives a cube. Putting for the said 

35 What is disturbing here is not that the problem is found in the middle of the Book but that it is 
found in a Book preceding the presumed source; we know of another example of the former case, 
but none of the latter (cf. pp. 51-53). 
36 Which is to say. kl13 must be a sixth power. 
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cube GY, we have jk!i = 2(~)3 = 247 = 6l So k// = 45!6' hence k = 91i. 
One finds similarly, the text states, the characteristics and the values of the 

"given numbers" in the previous problems. 
The resolution of the problem itself is not carried out in our text; we shall 

find, it is said, a3 = x3 = G)3, the multiplication of which by k gives OJ = 
307~1 = (~)3. 

AI-Karaji has the full resolution of this problem (Extra it, V,20), but with 
the values k = 64, / = 1, so that x = 2 and a3 = 8. His only condition (at 
least in four manuscripts-cf. p. 60, n. 29) is not jk!r = cube, as it should 
be, but }k/12 = cube. Since he takes I = 1, one cannot say whether his 
condition (which he does not establish) was originally stated correctly or 
not. 

The method of solving the problems of the group IV,14-22 presents no 
difficulty. In all the problems-with the exception of the first two, in which 
the right sides of the given equations are formed by a cube and a square-one 
of the two given expressions is a square or a cube and the other, its side. We 
have either a pair of required magnitudes in a known ratio and one given 
multiplier,37 or one required magnitude and two given multipliers. 

Let us consider all the problems of these two kinds. 

I. (a) {.k' b = D, 
k'a = JO, 
b = rna. 

(d) {k. b = OJ, 
k.a=~, 
b = rna. 

II. (g) {k. a = D, 
I·a = JO. 

I. 

U) {k. a = OJ, 
I.a=~. 

(b) {k' b2 = D, 
k·a2 = JO, 
b = rna. 

(e) {k.b 2 = OJ, 
k·a2 =~, 
b = rna. 

(h) {k. a2 = D, 

l·a 2 = JO. 
(k) {k. a2 = OJ, 

l·a2 =~. 

(a) is elementary, since we have at once a = m/k. 

(c) {k.b 3 = D, 
k·a 3 = JO, 
b = rna. 

(f) {k. b3 = OJ, 
k·a 3 =~, 
b = rna. 

(i) 

(b) k has to be a square, as one readily sees in the first equation. 
(c) k has to be a cube. This is problem IV,18. 

N.B. Generally, if in a system of the previous type the unknowns a 
and b occur with a nth power, k must be a nth power (for an = mn/k). 

(d) m, the factor of proportionality, ought to be a square. Since Diophantus 
does not impose b = rna, he avoids the condition by simply taking, 
initially, b = ma 2 (IV,16). 

37 The ratio is not given in IV,I6, which is therefore the only one of IV,16-22 not determinate. 
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(e) The condition is m· k = square. This is problem IV,17. The condition 
could have been avoided by dropping, as above, the imposed ratio and 
putting b = ma2 . 

(f) Besides requiring that k be a cube, m has to be a square. 

II. 

N.B. Generally, if in a system of the type (d)-(f) the unknowns a and b 
occur with a nth power, mnlk2 must be a 2nth power (for a2n = m"le). 
Only the condition k2 = nth power will remain if one is allowed to put, 
as in IV, 16, b = ma2• 

(g) This is the simple case treated in 1,26 (cf. supra, p. 195). 
(h) k has to be a square. This is the problem found in the F abri, but not in the 

Arithmetica (cf. p. 194). 
(i) is problem IV,20. 

N.B. Generally, if in a system of the type (g)-(i) a occurs with a nth 
power, k/F (=a") has to be a nth power. Similarly, in the next group, 
k// 3 ( = a2") has to be a 2nth power. 

(j) is problem IV,19. 
(k) is problem IV,2l. 
(I) is problem IV,22. 

A problem showing some resemblance to those above is the Greek "IV",3, 
which is 

{ b. a = Ell 
b·a2 =~. 

It does certainly differ from IV ,14-22 in that the multiplier is not a given 
magnitude and the main unknown is raised to a different power in the two 
equations. But, since the two previous problems" IV", 1 and 2 are interpolated 
(see p. 233) and "IV",3 does not really fit in with the subsequent group 
"IV",4-9-in which the relation is additive instead of multiplicative38-, 

we could admit the possibility of its having been added later. In that case, it 
could have been suggested to a commentator by consideration of both groups, 
IV,14-22 and "IV",4-9, taking from the first the multiplicative relation and 
from the second the dissimilar powers. 

Remark. This problem is among those of the Greek Arithmetica which give 
evidence of scholiasts' additions (see D.G.. 1. pp. 192,22-23 and 194,2-3). 

Problem IV,23. 

We put a = x, b = mx, hence 

(m4 + l)x4 = ED. 

38 The additive relation requires an entirely different method of solving. 
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Taking Lll = (nx?, we have 

Withm=2,n=3: x = g. 
So 

4 = (27)4 = (729)2 
a 17 289 

531,441 b4 = (54)4 = (2916)2 = 8,503,056 
83,521 ' 17 289 83,521 ' 

Lll = 531,441 = (~)3 
4913 17' 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,21) takes the same m, n and thus obtains the same 
results. 

Problem IV,24. 

We put a = x, b = mx, hence 

Taking LJJ = (nx?, we have 

With m = 2, n = 5: 

So 

(m4 - l)x4 = LJJ. 

n3 

x = 4 l' m -

x = lN = 8t. 

a4 = (8tt = (69~)2 = 4822~i, b4 = (16~)4 = (277~)2 = 77,16~, 

LJJ = 72,337~~ = (41~)3. 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,22) takes m = 2, n = 3, as above, whence x = II The 
F ahrl has then (Extrait, V,23-27) the five problems spoken of before (p. 181). 

These two problems of Diophantus form a group by themselves, in which 
either the sum or the difference of two fourth powers is equal to a cube. They 
are also the last two problems of Book IV in which a proposed expression has 
to be made a cu be. 

Did Diophantus realize that the sum and the difference of fourth powers 
(not nil) can never be equal to squares, as was proved by Euler (Algebra, II, 2, 
§202 seqq.)? Perhaps. He must, in any event, have considered these two 
problems. 
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Problem IV,25. 

We put a = x, b = mx, say, b = 2x; hence 

x6 + 16x4 = O. 

Putting 0 = (nx 2 )2, we shall arrive at x 2 = n2 - 16, or n2 - x2 = 16. How 
to solve this problem, namely, finding two square numbers having a given 
difference, has been shown in n,10. In our case, an obvious solution is n2 = 25, 
x2 = 9. The problem is then "reconstructed" with the value found for n2• So 

(a 3 )2 = (3 3)2 = 272 = 729, (b 2 )2 = (62)2 = 362 = 1296, 

o = 2025 = 452 • 

Neither this nor the following problem has a counterpart in the F aar!. 

Problem IV,26. 

(a) (a 3)2 - (b 2 )2 = O. 
We put a = x, b = 2x; hence 

x6 - 16x4 = O. 

Taking 0 = (nx 2 )2, we arrive at x2 = n2 + 16, or x2 - n2 = 16, with a 
solution x2 = 25, n2 = 9. 

The problem is then reconstructed. So 

(a 3 )2 = (5 3)2 = 1252 = 15,625, (b2 )2 = (102)2 = 1002 = 10,000, 

o = 5625 = 752• 

Remark. With a solution to IV,34, which is the system 

{a3 + b2 = 0, 
a3 - b2 = 0', 

we have at once a solution to the present problem. The same correspondence 
holds between IV,35 and the next part of the present problem. 

(b) (b2)2 - (a3)2 = O. 
We put a = x, b = 5X;39 we arrive at 

625x4 - x6 = O. 

With 0 = (nx 2)2, we shall have 625 - x2 = n2, or x2 + n2 = 625, which 
amounts to dividing a square number into two square numbers. One readily 

39 Diophantus surely departs from the simple choice b = 2x to obtain an integral solution. 
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sees a solution: the two parts are 400 and 225.40 Diophantus chooses n2 = 

225 (thus x 2 = 400). Then, the problem is reconstructed. So 

(a 3)2 = (203)2 = 80002 = 64,000,000, 

(b 2)2 = (1002)2 = 10,0002 = 100,000,000, 0 = 36,000,000 = 60002. 

The group of problems IV,25-26 is the first one of Book IV leading us to 
methods specifically taught in Book II. This triad of problems inspired an 
early commentator, and his three problems appear as interpolations at the 
beginning of Book VI (VI, 1-3). 

Problem IV ,27. k = 5. 

We put a = x, b = mx2, say, b = 2x2 ; hence 

x 6 + 20x4 = D. 

Putting 0 = (nx 2)2, we arrive at the equation x2 + 20 = n2, or n2 - x2 = 
20, soluble by 11,10; but here again, the solution n2 = 36, x 2 = 16isan obvious 
one. 

Now, the synthesis of the problem should give: 

(a 3 )2 = (43)2 = 642 = 4096, b2 = 322 = 1024, 

o = 4096 + 5· 1024 = 9216 = 962 . 

But the text computes the answer for the equation a3 + k . b2 = 0: 
64 + 5 ·1024 = 5184 = 72 2 . We have discussed this earlier (cf. p. 63). 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,28) also has k = 5, m = 2; n2 must be determined, he 
says, so that "the equation (muqabalah) be possible", and this leads him to the 
same intermediate problem, with the same solution. He does not give the 
value of 0 (but he does not perform any verification from the middle of 
section V on). 

Problem IV,28. k = 10. 

The problem is straightforward. We put a = x, b = mx, and obtain 

m4 x4 + kx 3 = D. 

Taking 0 = (nx 2 )2, we have m4x4 + kx 3 = n2x4 , hence 

k 
x = 2 4 (whence n > m2 , not stated in the text). 

n - m 

40 One could of course apply 11,8, forming 625 = y2 + (hy - 25)2, hence y = 50h/(h2 + 1). 
Our solution corresponds to h = 2. 
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With k = 10, m = 2, n = 6: X -I. 
- 2, 

so a3 = t, b = 1, D = t· 

AI-Karajl (Extra it, V,29) has the same k, m, n leading to the same results; 
he does not state the condition for neither. 

The other representatives of the group, namely 

(a 3 )2 - k . b2 = D, 

k . b2 - (a 3)2 = 0, 

and (b 2)2 - k . a3 = D, 

k . a3 - (b 2 )2 = D, 

which are not examined by Diophantus, are soluble in the same way (simply, 
the second one is bound by the limitation inherent in the application of 11,9). 

The variants (a 3)3 + k . b2 = 0, (b 2 )3 + k . a3 = D do not occur either, 
but we find the forms (a 3)3 + k . a3b2 = 0 and (b 2)3 + k . a3b2 = D further 
on (see IV,32, 33 and corollary). 

Problem IV,29. 

Putting a = x, b = mx2 , we have 

x9 + m4 x8 = 0.41 

We set 0 = (nx4)2, so x9 + m4x8 = n2x8 and 

x = n2 - m4. 

The condition is n2 > m4 ; the text (hardly Diophantus) speaks of an arbitrary 
number of x4 ,s as the side of O. With m = 2, n = 6: 

so 

and then 

x = 20; 

(a 3)3 = (203)3 = 80003 = 512,000,000,000, 

(b 2)2 = (8002)2 = 640,0002 = 409,600,000,000, 

o = 921,600,000,000 = 960,0002. 

41 The text defines the just introduced powers, namely x8 and x9 • We have already dealt with this 
question (cf. p. 177). 
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Remark. The condition for n was n2 > m4, or, with m = 2, n2 > 16; why 
Diophantus chose n = 6 and not n = 5 will appear in the next problem. 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,30) has the same chosen values and thus the same 
results. He does not comment on the choice of n.42 

Problem IV,30. 

We put a = x, b = mx 2 , so that 

x9 - m4 x 8 = O. 

Taking 0 = (nx4)2, we have x9 - m4x 8 = n2x 8 , so 

x = n2 + m4. 

With m = 2, n = 2: x = 20; 

hence (a3)3 and (b 2)2 will be the same as in the preceding problem, while 0 
will be 102,400,000,000 = 320,0002. 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,31) has, here too, the same numerical values; his 
text, however, does not repeat the remark made at the end of the present 
problem, namely: 

• We have found (with IV,29 and 30) a pair of numbers a3 , b2 satisfying the 
system 

{
(a 3? + (b 2 )2 = square, 
(a3)3 _ (b 2)2 = square. 

When such a system is later proposed (in IV,42,a), Diophantus recalls having 
already found a solution, though only incidentally. He therefore contents 
himself with explaining the method, without solving the problem 
numerically.43 

Problem IV,31. 

We put a = x, b = mx2; then 

m4 x8 - x9 = O. 

We put 0 = (nx4)2; so m4x8 - x9 = n2x8, and then 

x = m4 - n2 (whence n < m2 , not stated in the text). 

42 As to the powers x8, x9 , they were defined with the lower ones at the beginning of the Fabri (cf. 

Extrait, p. 48). 
43 The Fabri does not present a counterpart to IV,42,a and this may account for al-Karaji's 
omission of the present remark. 
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With m = 2, n = 2: X = 12; 

hence 

(a3)3 = (123)3 = 17283 = 5,159,780,352, 

(b 2)2 = (288 2)2 = 82,9442 = 6,879,707,136, 
and 

o = 1,719,926,784 = 41,4722. 

AI-KarajI (Extrait, V,32) has the same values, and no condition for n 
either. 

This group IV,29-31 resembles, in form, the group IV,25-26, which has 
(a 3)2 instead of the present (a3)~. Observe that while IV,26 includes the two 
subtractive cases, we have here two separate problems (for other examples, 
see p. 62, n. 33). 

Problem IV,32. k = 5. 

We put a = X, b = mx3 ; so 

x9 + km 2x 9 = D. 

Taking 0 = (nx4)2, we have x9 + km 2x 9 = n2x 8 ; hence 

Withm = 2,n = 7,k = 5: X = ii = 2l 
So 

( 3)3 = ((~)3)3 = (343)3 = 40,353,607 b2 = (686)2 = 470,596 
a 3 27 19.683' 27 729' 

o = 282,475,249 = (16,807)2 
6561 81' 

AI-KarajI (Extrait, V,33) has the same values. 

Problem IV,33. k = 3. 

We put a = X, b = mx3 ; so 

x9 - km1 x 9 = D. 

Taking 0 = (nx4)2, we have x9 - km2x9 = n2x8; hence 

n2 (1 ) X = 1 _ km 2 m2 < k' not stated in the text . 
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With k = 3, m = t, n = 1: x = 4. 

So 

(a 3)3 = (43)3 = 643 = 262,144, b2 = 322 = 1024, D = 65,536 = 2562 . 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,34) chooses the same values; he does not have any 
stated condition for the magnitude of the parameter m either. 

The last representative of the group, 

k . a3 • b2 - (a 3)3 = 0 

would be solved in the very same way. 

Before leaving these types of problems and proceeding to systems of two 
equations, the text states the following 

• Corollary.44 We would solve in the same manner the problem 

(1 a) 

(and the other members of the group, namely: 

(lh) (b 2? - k· a3 • b2 = 0 

(1") k·a 3 ·b2 -(b2)2=D); 

as also the problem 

(2a) 

(b 2 )3 + k· a3 . b2 = 0 -and its "inverse" (a 3)2 + k· a3 . b2 = 0-

(and the other members of the group, namely: 

(2b) (b 2 )3 - k . a3 . b2 = 0, and (a 3)2 - k . a3 . b2 = 0 

(2C) k . a3 . b2 - (b 2 )3 = 0, and k· a3 . b2 - (a 3)2 = D). 

Indeed, it is sufficient to take b = mx, a = x, as was done in previous 
problems,45 and further 0 = n2 x4 and 0 = n2x 6 , respectively, in order to 
arrive at a linear equation.46 

Just as the corollary appended to 1,34 had been the source for interpolated 
problems (cf. p. 52), so the above corollary has also inspired a scholiast 
(perhaps the same one) and his resolutions were afterwards incorporated into 

44 Not in the F abrl. 
45 See, e.g., IV,28; in the next problems one is obliged to take either b = mx 2 (29-31) or b = mx3 

(32-33). 
46 Note that the first problem of the pair under 2" differs from IV,28 only by the factor b2, which 
does not affect the solution. We could similarly drop a factor b2 in all the other cases except in 
those of the inverse forms. 
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the main text: (2°) and (2C) (in the inverse form) gave rise to VI,4 and VI,6, 
respectively, while (l0) and W) are the source of VI,S and VI,7, respectively. 
Not surprisingly, the scholiast simplified the original problems so as to make 
the resolutions of the derived ones even easier. 

The text now leaves single equations and goes on to indeterminate 
systems of two equations of degree three or more, a category which will 
extend to the beginning of Book V. Observe that (not unexpectedly) almost 
all the types of equations involved from here on have already been solved, 
but singly. Thus, we can associate 

IV,34-35 with IV,3-4 and similia (see p. 181) 
IV,36-39 with IV,IO-11 and sim. 
IV,42 with IV,29-31 
V,I-3 with IV,28 and sim. (see p. 202). 

Problem IV,34. 

We put a = x, b = 2x, so we have 

{
X3 + 4x 2 = 0, 
x 3 - 4x2 = 0'. 

1°. Using the method of the double-equation taught in 11,11,1°: 

o - 0' = 8x2 = d, . d2 (where d" d2 must be taken proportional to x in 
order to obtain a linear equation47); we have then 

{ I (0 -0' )}2 o ="2 d
i 

+ di = {t(d, + d2)}2 (i = 1,2) 

and 

0' = H (0 ~i 0' - di ) r = {t(d, - d2)}2. 

Thus, with 8x2 = 4x· 2x: 

or else, 

In both cases, we obtain x 3 = 5x2, so X = 5. Hence 

a3 = 53 = 125, b2 = 102 = 100, 0 = 225 = 152, 0' = 25 = 52. 

47 This is not specified in the text, but a similar condition is stated in problem IV,42,a (which is 
the only other problem in the Arabic Books using the method of the double-equation). 
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2°. Avoiding the double-equation (cf. 11,11,2°): 

We put 0 = (mx?, so 

x3 + 4x 2 = m2x2 and x = m2 - 4, 

and we put Of = (nx)2, so 

x 3 - 4x 2 = n2x2 and x = n2 + 4. 
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Hence m2 - 4 = n2 + 4, or m2 - n2 = 8. Using 11,10,48 we set m = n + h; 
so n2 + 2nh + h2 - n2 = 8, and 

8 - h2 

n=2h ( 8 + h2
) hence m = 2h (h 2 < 8 assumed). 

With h = 1,49 we have 

n2 = '1 = 12-!:, and m = 1, 
Inserting the two values m2 , n2 leads then to the same equation x 3 = 16±x2 ; 

hence x = 16±. So 

a3 = (l6±? = 4291 614 , b2 = (32t)2 = 1056±, 

o = 5347~l = (73-1)2, Of = 3234~~ = (56i)2. 

AI-Karaji (Extra it, V,35) uses only the first method and obtains Dio
phantus'results. 

Remark. Between the method ofthe double-equation and this alternative one 
leading to 11,10, there is the following (external) difference: in the first 
method, we form immediately the final equation, whereas in the second 
method, we must first solve the intermediate problem, the aim of which is to 
make the (final) equation resulting from each of the two proposed equations 
the same (this is done by determining the appropriate values of the coefficients 
m2 and n2 , the difference of which we know). 

In such problems, these two methods ultimately amount to the same thing, 
since the parameter that we choose to begin with in the first method (by 
setting 0 - Of = 8x2 = (8/h o)x· hox, h~ < 8) we choose when solving the 
intermediate problem in the second method (where it appears in the relation 
m = n + ho). Thus we end up in both cases with 

1 [8 ]2 o = 4 ho + ho x 2 , 
Of = - - - h x 2 1 [8 ]2 

4 ho 0 . 

48 Remember that the application of such methods taken from Book II is never performed, the 
text giving merely the numerical results. 
49 Taking h = 2 would give the previous solution (see the remark below). 
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Both approaches are reducible to the identity 

(p; qr -(p ; qr = p. q, 

on which some resolutions found in Book I were also based (see p. 236). 

Problem IV,35. 

We put a = x, b = 2x, so 

{
4X2 + x3 = 0, 
4x2 - x3 = 0'. 

Taking 0 = (mx)2, 0' = (nx)2, we have 

4x2 + x3 = m2x2 and 4x2 - x 3 = n2x 2 ; 

therefore 

x = m2 - 4 = 4 - n2 • 

Hence m2 + n2 = 8 = 22 + 22, which can be solved using 11,9: 

(y + 2)2 + (2 - hy)2 = 22 + 22, 

y2 + 4y + 22 + 22 - 4hy + h2y2 = 22 + 22, 

4(h - 1) 
so y2(l + h2 ) = 4y(h - 1) and y = 1 + h2 (h > 1). 

For h = 2: y =~, y + 2 = 154 , 2 - hy = l 
Thus (since m > n) 

m2 = e54 )2 = 1i56 = 7~L 

Both equalizations give: 

So 3 = (96)3 = 884,736 b2 = (192)2 = 36,864 
a 25 15,625 ' 25 625 ' 

o = 1,806,336 = (1344)2 0' = 36,864 = (192)2 
15,625 125' 15,625 125' 

AI-Karajl (Extra it, V,36) has the very same problem, solved with com
parable prolixity. 

The group of problems IV,34-35, that is to say the systems 
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are the first representatives of problems involving two magnitudes such that 
the one, both increased and diminished by the other, gives a square. 50 We 
shall encounter two similar groups in Book IV, namely 

IV,40-41: 

IV,42,a-b: 

{
(b 2 )2 + a3 = D, 
(b 2? - a3 = Df, 

{
(a 3)3 + (b 2)2 = 0, 
(a3)3 _ (b 2)2 = Of, 

{a3 + (b 2)2 = D. ' 
a3 - (b 2 )2 = Df, 

{
(b 2? + (a 3)3 = D, 
(b 2)2 _ (a 3)3 = Df, 

which differ from the present group only in the higher powers. 

Problem IV,36. 
{

a3 + k . a2 = D, 
a3 - [. a2 = Df, 

k = 4, 
[= 5. 

We put a = x, so we have: 

{
X3 + 4x 2 = D, 
x3 - 5x 2 = Df. 

Taking D = (mx)2, Df = (nx)2, we have 

x = m2 - 4 = n2 + 5. 

Hencem 2 - n2 = 9;an obvious solutionism2 = 25,n2 = 16(corresponding 
to the value 1 of the parameter h in the application of 11,10). Hence 

x = 2l. 

So a3 = 21 3 = 9261, D = 11,025 = 1052, Df = 7056 = 842 . 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,37) has the same values, and he asserts the possibility 
of the treatment by the double-equation method. He gives the outline of the 
resolution by the latter method for a similar problem in his Eadie (fol. 119V ) • 

• There then follows in our text a remark asserting that, inverting the roles of 
the two multipliers, that is, considering the system 

{
X3 + 5x 2 = D, 
x3 - 4x2 = Of, 

a solution would be x = 20, hence x 3 = 8000, leading to 

o = 10,000 = 1002 , Df = 6400 = 802 • 

This remark, expressed like a corollary,51 is rather odd, since the inversion 
involved is of limited interest (we shall equate x3 + 5x 2 , instead of x 3 + 4x 2 , 

50 Actually, 11,30 is of the same type, but it is solved differently. 

51 It is introduced by istabana, probably rendering something like (£JC iii] 'tolJ't:ou) <j>crv£pov; see 
index, bana (X), p. 436. 
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to 25x2); also, no explanation is given. It is possible that Diophantus wished 
to point out that the solution of the inverted case is easily obtainable since we 
are led to the same intermediate problem, without any new condition. 52 Still, 
some explanation would be desirable. A more likely possibility is that this 
remark is an addition by a scholiast-perhaps the same one who made a new 
case in IV,14 by interchanging the multipliers (see IV,14,b and p. 191). What
ever its origin, this remark was written no later than the major commentary, 
since there is a verification of the solution. 

N.B. If ever a general statement were to have been made, it should have 
asserted that if Xl is a solution of the system 

{
x2n+l + kx2n = 0 1, 

X2n+ 1 _ [X 2n = 0'1' 

then X2 = Xl + k - [ is a solution of the system 

{
x2n+ 1 + [X2n = O 2 , 

X2n+l _ kX2n = O~, 

as one readily sees by considering the corresponding linear systems. 

Problem IV ,37. 

We put a = X, so 

k = 10, 

[= 5. 

{
X3 + lOx2 = 0, 
X3 + 5X2 = 0'. 

Taking 0 = (mx)2, 0' = (nx)2, we shall have 

X = m2 - 10 = n2 - 5. 

Thus m2 - n2 = 5, again soluble by 11,10, keeping in mind that n2 must be 
larger than 5, as stated in the text. Putting m = n + h, we obtain 2nh + h2 = 5, 
or 

Taking h = t, we have 

n = 464 = 7t, n2 = 53~, and m2 = 58~ = (7~)2. 

Thus X = 48~. 

52 Whereas the inversion of the signs of the coefficients in IV,37 modifies a condition for the 
intermediate problem: see IV,38. 
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So a3 = (439)3 = 84,604,519 0 = 917,544,681 = (30,291)2 
9 9·9·9 ' 9·9·9·9 9·9' 

0' = 839,492,676 = (28,974)2. 
9·9·9·9 9·9 

AI-Karajl (Extrait, V,38) has the very same problem, with the condition for 
n2 , and gives a3 the same form. He again asserts the possibility of solving by the 
method of the double-equation. 

Problem IV,38. 

We put a = x, so 

1= 5, 

k = 10. 

{
X3 - 5x2 = 0, 
x3 - 10X2 = 0'. 

Taking 0 = (mx)2, 0' = (nx)2, we arrive at x = m2 + 5 = n2 + 10; hence 
m2 - n2 = 5, as before, but now without any condition for n2 , as asserted in 
the text. An obvious solution is m2 = 9, n2 = 4, giving x = 14. Hence 

a3 = 143 = 2744, 0 = 1764 = 422, 0' = 784 = 28 2. 

AI-Karaji (Extrait, V,39) has the very same problem (but does not point 
out the absence of a condition for n2 ). An example of this type and one of the 
following type are also formulated in the Badi' (fol. 119V ). 

Problem IV ,39. k = 7, 

1=3. 

We put a = x, so that we have the system 

{
7X2 - x3 = 0, 
3x2 - x3 = 0'. 

Taking 0 = (mx?, 0' = (nx)2, we arrive at x = 7 - m2 = 3 - n2; so 
m2 - n2 = 4, with the stated condition n2 < 3. 

A solution is readily obtained by dividing by 4 the known relation 25 - 9 
= 16. One obtains the same result from 11,10: 

With h = 1: 

Thus 3 = ~ 0 = 225 = (~)2 0' = ~ = (~)2. 
a 8.8' 8.8 8' 8·8 8 
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Al-Karaji (Extrait, VAO) has the very same problem and states the 
condition for n. 

The group formed by IV,36-39 consists of the following systems: 

IV,36: {a 3 + ka 2 = 0, 
a3 - ta 2 = 0', 

which leads, with 0 = m2a2, 0' = n2a2, to m2 - n2 = k + I. 

IV,37: {a 3 + ka 2 = 0, 
a3 + la 2 = 0', 

giving m2 - n2 = k - 1 with the auxiliary condition n2 > I. The linear 
system to which the above one is reduced by division by a2 was solved in 
11,11. 

IV,38: {a 3 - la 2 = 0, 
a3 - ka 2 = 0', 

leads to m2 - n2 = k - I. The corresponding linear system is 11,13. 

IV,39: {ka 2 - a3 = 0, 
la 2 - a3 = 0', 

hence m2 - n2 = k - 1 with the auxiliary condition n2 < I. Here again, there 
is an equivalent linear problem earlier in the Arithmetica, namely 11,12. 

All these problems are thus reducible to 11,10, and all are also soluble by 
the method of the double-equation. 53 The only remaining forms of this kind 
(in which a3 no longer occurs with the same sign in the two equations), namely 

and {ka 2 + a3 = 0, {ka 2 - a3 = 0, 
la 2 - a3 = 0', a3 - la 2 = 0', 

lead to problem 11,9. 

Problem IV,40. 
{

(b 2 )2 + a3 = 0, 
(b 2 )2 - a3 = 0'. 

We put b = 2x, and, say, a = 4X. 54 The system is then 

{
16X4 + 64x 3 = 0, 
16x4 - 64x 3 = 0'. 

53 If the solution found by the method of 11,10 depends on a value ho of the parameter, one will 
obtain the same solution by the method of the double-equation whilst using the separation 

0- 0' == px 2 =!!..- X· hox (seep. 207). 
ho 

54 Putting simply a = x, as previously, would result in a less convenient value for x. 
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With 0 = (mx2)2, 0' = (nx2?, we have 

64 64 
x = m2 _ 16 = 16 _ n2' 

Thus m2 - 16 = 16 - n2 , or m2 + n2 = 32 = 42 + 42 . 

As in IV,35, we apply II,9: 

(y + 4? + (4 - hy)2 = 42 + 42 , 

i + 8y + 42 + 42 - 8hy + h2i = 42 + 42, 

8(h - 1) 
Y = h2 + 1 (h > 1). 

An obvious choice is h = 2, which gives y = t therefore 

(y + 4)2 = CZ58 )2 = 728,4 = 31i5 = m2, (4 - hy)2 = (%? = ~~ = n2, 

which are the values given by Diophantus. 

So 

Hence 
64 1 

x = --9 = 46, 
1525 

a3 = 16- = 4629 + - + -.- = 4629~ ( 2).1 5 2 1 [ 17J 
3 9 3 9 27 ' 

(( 1)2)2 ( 4)2 4 7 [ 43J (b 2)2 = 8 :3 = 69 9 = 4822 + 9 + 9 . 9 = 4822 81 ' 

1 4 [ 13J ( 2)2 o = 9452 + 9 + 9 . 9 = 9452 81 = 97 9 ' 

0' = 192 + ~ + 9 ~ 9 [ = 192 ~~J = (13 ~r· 
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Al-Karaji (Extrait, V,41) has the same numerical values; but he gives the 
results in the form x = 2l, a3 = 1,000,000/216, b2 = 2500/36.55 

Problem IV,41. 
{

a3 + (b 2 )2 = 0, 
a3 - (b 2 )2 = 0'. 

As observed in the translation, this problem might well have been part of 
the preceding one originally, for the relations of a and b to x are considered as 
known and are not initially stated, as is usually done. 56 

{
64X 3 + 16x4 = 0, 
64x 3 - 16x4 = 0'. 

55 In none of these problems does he give the values of 0 and 0', as already mentioned (see 
above, under IV,27). 
56 As already said, there is some arbitrariness in the subdivision into problems (ef. p. 62, n. 33). 
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Putting 0 = (mx2)2,Df = (nx2)2, we have 

64 64 
x = m2 _ 16 = ---Cn2'--+-1---:C6' 

Hence m2 - n2 = 32, soluble by 11,10; Diophantus takes the obvious solu
tion m2 = 36, n2 = 4. 

So 

and 

Al-Karaji (Extrait, V,42) has the same values. Here too, his text differs in 
giving the results in the form a3 = 262,144/125, b2 = 1024/5· 5. 

The Fabri then ends with the repetition of a problem already treated 
(cf. p. 60). 

{
(a 3)3 + (b 2)2 = D, 
I (a 3 )3 - (b 2)21 = Of. 

Problem IV,42. 

We put, say, a = 2x, so that (a 3)3 = (8X 3)3 = 512x9, and, say, b = 4X2,57 

so that (b2)2 = (16x4)2 = 256x 8 • 

(a) {(a3? + (b 2 )2 = 0, 
(a 3)3 - (b2)2 = Of. 

We already know, the text says, a solution to this problem (from IV,29-30; 
cf. p. 203); hence, only the method for finding a solution will be recalled. 

{
512X9 + 256x8 = 0, 
512x9 - 256x8 = Of. 

1°. Method of the double-equation. 

o - Of = 512x 8 = px4 . qx4, 

then 512x9 ± 256x8 = H(px4 ± qx4)}2 = H(p ± q)}2 . x8 • 

57 Thus b = a2, so that the system takes the simple form la9 ± as I = square, that is, la ± 11 = 
square. 
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512x 9 = H(P ± q)}2X 8 += 256x8 

H(p ± q)}2 += 256 
X= 

512 

One should then proceed with the synthesis of the problem. 
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2°. Search for an identical equation for the proposed pair of equations. 
Putting 0 = (mx4)2, Of = (nx4)2, we shall arrive at 

512x = m2 - 256 and 512x = n2 + 256; 

x will have the same value in both cases if m1 and n1 fulfil 

m2 - 256 = n2 + 256, 

that is, if m1 - n2 = 512 (soluble by 11,10 or simply by multiplication of the 
solution 36,4 found in IV,4! by 16). We shall then reconstruct the problem, 
solve the (single) resulting equation for x, and afterwards perform the 
synthesis. 

3°. Initial simplification of the proposed system. 
The equations may immediately be reduced to linear ones by dividing by the 

even power of the left sides (taking some quadratic factor as coefficient of the 
said power58). 

So, dividing the system 

e.g., by 16x8, we have 

{
512X9 + 256x 8 = 0, 
512x 9 - 256x 8 = Of, 

which is the new system to be solved. Thus (in the previous manner), one will 
seek u satisfying 

and the required x will be equal to u/32. We shall then make the synthesis of 
the problem . 

• Then follows the remark that this procedure is applicable to "most" of the 
systems of two simultaneous equations seen before. The problems excluded 
are no doubt IV,40 and 41, which, since the even power of x is not the lower 

58 The essence of the resolution is of course not affected by the choice. 
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one, are not reducible to systems linear in x solely by a division (cf. p. 227, 
n.4). 

(b) {(b1)2 + (a3)3 = 0, 
(b 2 )2 _ (a l )3 = 0', 

that is, 

{
256XS + 512x9 = 0, 
256x8 - 512x9 = 0'. 

We put 0 = (mx4)2, 0' = (nx4)2, hence 

m2 - 256 256 - n2 

x = 512 = 512 

So m2 + n2 = 256 + 256 = 162 + 162• One can obtain the solutions given 
by Diophantus by using II,9 and by taking for the parameter h (h > 1) the 
value 2, or by multiplying the solutions found in IV,40, namely mi = 31i5' 
ni = ~~, by 16. Thus the solutions 

m1 = 501g = (22~)2, n2 = 10/s = (3!)2. 

Hence x = g. 
So 

3)3 = ((24)3)3 = (13,824)3 = 2,641,807,540,224 = 105.672,301,608~~ 
(a 25 253 (25 3)3 (6252)2' 

(b2 )2 = ((576)1)2 = (331,776)2 = 110,075,314,176 
625 6252 (6252)2' 

Problem IV,43. 

o = 215,747,615,784fi = (464'48~)2 
(6252)2 6252 ' 

0' = 4,403,012,567-is = (66,355!)2 
(6252)2 6252 • 

f(a 3 )3 + k· (b 2 )2 = 0, 
1(a3)3 - I· (b2)2 = 0', 

k = Ii, 

1 = 1. 
We put a = x and, say, b = 2x2 ; hence 

{
X9 + li{16x8) = x9 + 20x8 = 0, 
x9 - i(16xs) = x9 - 12xs = 0'. 

We put 0 = (mx4)2, 0' = (nx4)2, so 

x = m2 - 20 = n2 + 12, and m2 - n2 = 32; 
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an obvious solution is: 

m2 = 36, n2 = 4 (as in IV,41). 

x = 16, Then 

and 
(a 3? = (16 3)3 = 40963 = 68,719,476,736, 

(b 2)2 = (5122)2 = 262,1442 = 68,719,476,736. 

Hence (a 3)3 is a square, with (a 3)3 = (b 2)2; so 

o = (b2)2 + It(b2)2 = 2t(b 2? = (ltb2)2, 

0' = (b2)2 - ~:(b2)2 = t(b2)2 = (tb2)2. 

Problem IV,44. 
(a) {(a3 )3 + k . (b 2 )2 = 0, 

(a 3? + [. (b 2 )2 = 0'. 

(c) {k' (b 2)2 - (a 3)3 = 0, 
[. (b 2)2 _ (a 3)3 = 0'. 

We take: k = 8, [ = 3. 

(b) {(a3)3 - [. (b2)2 = 0, 
(a 3)3 _ k . (b 2)2 = 0'. 

(a) Putting a = x, b = 2X2, we have: 

{
X9 + 128x8 = 0, 
X9 + 48x8 = 0'. 
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Dividing the two expressions by X8 (cf. IV,42,a,3°), we obtain the system: 

{
X + 128 = 0,1' 
X+ 48=0 1, 

Diophantus immediately gives the value of X, which is easily obtainable. 
Putting 0 1 = m2 , 0'1 = n2 , we have x = m2 - 128 = n2 - 48, hence 
m2 - n2 = 80 with the condition n2 > 48. One may apply II,tO, and obtain 
m2 = 144, n2 = 64, choosing 4 among the range of allowed values of the 
parameter; one may also derive the solution from the one seen in IV,38 by 
multiplying it by 16. 

So x = 16, and (a3)3 and (b2)2 are equal to the (a 3)3 and (b2)2 found in 
IV,43. Thus, here too, (a 3)3 = (b 2)2, and 

o = 9· (b2)2 = (3b2)2, 0' = 4· (b2)2 = (2b2? 

(b) Putting again a = x, b = 2X2, we have: 

or: 

{
X9 - 48x8 = 0, 
x9 - 128x8 = 0'. 

{
X - 48 = 0 1, 

X - 128 = 0'1' 
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The solution, directly given in the text, is obtainable in the usual way: 
putting 0 1 = m2, 0'1 = n2, we are again led to m2 - n2 = 80, but this time 
without a condition. We can still use, though, the same m2, n2 as in part (a), 
thus obtaining Diophantus' value 

x = 19259 

In the second half of problem IV,44,b, Diophantus constructs a new solu
tion. But, whether certain elements of the reasoning might now be missing 
because the text was damaged or whether Diophantus himself was sparing in 
his comments, the reason for and the significance of the computations do not 
appear from the text, and therefore require some elucidation. 

Let us denote by the index" 1 "the solutions found in IV,44,a (i.e., a1 = Xl 
= 16, b1 = 2xi = 512) and by the index "2" the solutions just found for 
IV,44,b (a z = X z, bz = 2x~, with the value X2 = 192). The reasoning seems to 
be essentially the following: we form the ratios a~ :ai and b~ :bi and reduce the 
resulting fractions; since, then, the new denominators (a'13 = 1, b'? = 1) 
happen to be another solution of IV,44,a, the numerators (a~3 = 123, b? = 
1442) will satisfy IV,44,b. 

Let us see how this deduction is applicable. The two systems found in 
IV,44,a and b are the following: 

and 

(I) {(ai)3 + k(bi)2 = 0 l' 
(ai)3 + l(bi)Z = O~, 

(II) {(a~)3 - l(bDZ = O 2 , 

(aD 3 - k(bDZ = O~, 

with the same values for k and I in the two systems. 
Let us put in both cases ai = Xi' bi = qxf-with the same (otherwise 

arbitrary) q-, as we have been accustomed to do in order to obtain consecutive 
powers. 

System (I) becomes 

{X~{Xl + kq4} = 0 1, 

XHXl + lq4} = 0'1' 

and solving this amounts to searching for the solutions of 

{rl + k = square, 

r1 + I = square, 

with r1 = xdq4. The resolution, performed in the usual way, leads to 

(h) = (k - 1)2 - 2(k + I)h z + h4 
r 1 4hZ ' 

59 The smallest integral solution, corresponding to h = 8, is x = 129. The value 192, however, 
being divisible by 16, is more convenient for the subsequent reasoning. 
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whence the solutions Xl = rl(h)· q4, where h is a rational number, chosen so 
as to have r l positive, and q is fixed by the initial supposition b l = q. xi. 
Thus, we have the following solutions of system (I): a l = r l . q4, b l = ri . q9. 

System (II) becomes 

and will be solved if we solve 

{ rz - I = square, 

rz - k = square, 

where rz = XZ/q4. The resolution gives in this case 

whence the solutions X 2 = rz(h) . q4, where h is any rational number, while q 
has the value attributed to it in the initial choice bz = q . x~. Thus, we have the 
following solutions of system (II): az = rz . q4, bz = r~ . q9. 

We are now able to see the basis ofDiophantus' computations. After having 
formed the ratio of az (resp. b2 ) to a l (resp. bl)' he reduces each ratio by re
moving the factor common to its two terms; this amounts to dropping the 
multiplicative quantities q4 and q9 appearing in the a/s and the b/s, re
spectively.60 

We see that Diophantus' solutions then have the form a; = ri , b; = r? In 
other words, his new sets of solutions correspond to the initial choice b; = 

xf = a; in replacement of the original one bi = qx; = qa; (q = 2). 
As to the values of his two r's, namely r l = 1 and r2 = 12, they are obtained 

by taking h = 1 in the relations rl(h) and rz{h).61 Hence Diophantus' sets of 
solutions: 

(q = 2) 

and 

a I = (q4 =) 16, 

a2 = 12· 16 = 192, 

(q = 1) a~ = 1, 

a~ = 12, 

b l = (q9 =) 512, 

(b z = 122 .512), 

b'l = 1, 

b~ = 144. 

60 The inference of lines 1569-73-i.e., concluding from the set of relations (aD 3 :(ai)3 = 

(l23?: 1, (bD2:(bi)2 = (l442?: 1, (ai? = (bD2, and 1 = square cube, that [(aD3 = (123)3 and 
(bD2 = (1442)2, i.e.] a2 = 12, b2 = 144-,ifnot Diophantine, may be an interpolation accounted 
for by the absence of a reasoning or the corruption of the original reasoning. 
61 In fact, the value'l = I, i.e., XI = q4, is obvious since the given k, I are both of the form t2 - 1, 
t rational. 
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Whence the following, (smallest) integral solution oflV,44,b given at the end: 

a~ = 12, b~ = 144, 

«a~)3)3 = 17283 = 5,159,780,352, 

«b~)2)2 = (1442)2 = 20,7362 = 429,981,696, 

o = 3,869,835,264 = 62,2082, 0' = 1,719,926,784 = 41,4722• 

(c) {128X 8 - x9 = 0, 
48x8 - x9 = 0', 

or: 
{

128 - x = 0 1, 

48 - x = 0'1' 

The given solution is easily obtained: putting as usual 0 1 = m2, 0'1 = n2, 
we are led to 128 - m2 = 48 - n2, or m2 - n2 = 80 with n2 < 48 (which 
excludes the solutions of part (a»). 

With m = n + h: 

80 - h2 

n = 2h (h integral: 5 :::; h :::; 8 so that ° < n < )48). 

Taking h = 8, we have n = 1, and then x = 47. So 

(a 3? = (47 3)3 = 103,8233 [= 1,119,130,473,102,767], 

(b 2)2 = (4418 2)2 = 19,518,7242 [=380,980,586,588,176], 

O[ = 1,928,714,219,602,641] = 43,917,129 2, 

0,[=23,811,286,661,761] = 4,879,681 2• 

The numbers in brackets, presumably because of their size, were not com
puted by the author of the major commentary. In the last two cases, he limited 

himself to the calculation of JEf = J 478 . 81 and JIT = j478. 

The last group of Book IV consists thus of the following problems: 

IV,43: {(a3)3 + k(b2)2 = 0, 
(a 3)3 _ l(b2)2 = 0', 

IV,44,a: {(a 3)3 + k(b 2)2 = 0, 
(a3)3 + l(b2)2 = 0', 

IV,44,b: {(a3)3 - l(b2)2 = 0, 
(a3)3 - k(b2)2 = 0', 

IV,44,c: {k(b2)2 - (a3)3 = 0, 
/(b 2 )2 - (a 3? = 0'. 

Putting a = x, b = qx2, we have (a 3)3 = x9 and (b 2)2 = q4x 8, and we take 
accordingly 0 = m2x8, 0' = n2x8 • Thus, these problems end up being 
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analogous in form to the ones in IV,36-39, from which they differ principally 
by a factor x6 , so that IV,44, in particular, is ultimately a derivative ofll,11-13 
(cf. p. 212). 

One may remark that, as in the group IV,36-39, the two combinations not 
reducible to 11,10, namely 

{
k(b 2)2 + (a 3)3 = 0, {k(b2)2 - (a3)3 = 0, 
l(b 2? - (a 3? = 0', and (a 3? - l(b 2 )2 = 0', 

are not treated. 

The problems involving two equations, numbered IV,34 to 44, result in 
one of the following systems :62 

(la) {px2j ± 1 + kx2j = 0, 
2j+ 1 I 2j 0' (nos. 36-39,43-44) 

px - + x = , 

of which a particular case is: 

(lb) {PX 2j ±1 + (12X 2j = 0, 
(nos. 34, 41, 42a) 

px2j ± 1 - (12X2j = 0', 

and 

(II) {(12x2j + px2j ± 1 = 0, 
(nos. 35, 40, 42b) 

(12X2j _ px2j ± 1 = 0'. 

The first set (la, b) is soluble by the (direct) method of the double-equation 
as well as by the method leading to an intermediate problem, of the form 
11,10. In the first approach, one puts (k - /)x2j = [(k - l)/h]xj . hxj (or 
2(12X2j = (2(12/h)x j . hxj) for the decomposition into factors and, in the second 
approach, one takes 0 = m2x2j, 0' = n2x2j, thus obtaining k - I (or 2(12) = 

m2 - n2 == (n + h)2 - n2 (11,10). The parameter h is subject to a limitation 
(other than the one for n > 0) only in problems 37, 39 and (correspondingly) 
44a and c, a limitation necessary in order to have x > O. 

The second type, (II), is solved in Diophantus' three examples by the second 
method, which, this time, leads to the intermediate problem m2 + n2 = 2(12 
(11,9).63 

The first six problems of Book V, reducible to the form 

{
(12 x2j + kx2j ± 1 = 0 

2 2)' I 2 '+ 1 0: (k, I positive or negative), (1 x + x)- = , 

62 k, I positive or negative in (Ia), 
63 In applying the double-equation method, the intermediate problem of representing 40(2 as 
the sum of two squares (11,8) arises in connection with the condition which the parameter must 
satisfy for x rational. 
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are obviously related to the above systems. Since these problems have nothing 
in common with the remaining ones of Book V,64 their genuineness, or, at the 
very least, their placement, seems questionable. 

The first possibility which comes to mind is that they are interpolated, as 
are those in the opening sections of the two following Books. But this is 
difficult to maintain if one considers V,I-6 from a mathematical point of 
view. For, unlike those problems in the Arithmetica which are certainly 
interpolated, these display real originality and require a notable degree of 
mathematical proficiency. Unless one admits the possibility of some isolated 
contributions having been made by a commentator as skilled as Diophantus 
himself-for which possibility no definite proof can be offered-,65 one must 
consider V,1-6 as genuinely Diophantine. 

If, on the other hand, we suppose that the present placement is not accidental 
(as would be the case had the title of Book V, for some reason, slipped back six 
problems), we must look at the possibility of Diophantus' having deliberately 
put V,I-6 where they are. He may have done so, motivated by considerations 
of distribution; for the addition of these six problems to those of Book IV 
would have made that Book disproportionately long-longer than the three 
following Books combined -with the risk of its assuming an overwhelming 
quantitative importance, thrusting the next three Books into the background, 
a bad policy indeed for a text-book. In any event, such a displacement is all 
the more acceptable in that V,I-6 involve quite a different type of inter
mediate problem. 

Another, rather arbitrary but somewhat appealing hypothesis is the one 
which Tannery formulated in order to explain the presence in Book III offour 
problems (III,I-4) evidently correlated to those at the end of Book II (see 
p. 467). Tannery suggested that the progressive edition of the different Books 
might have led Diophantus to add cases omitted in Book II to the beginning 
of the subsequent installment (Perte de sept livres, p. 199 = Mem. sc., II, 
p. 82).66 Such a cause for displacement in fact fits our case much better than it 
does III,I-4. For the beginning of Book III as we have it falls within a very 
coherent group of problems, thus making it surprising that the group would 
be broken up, whereas V, 1-6, while presenting a similar outward form, do in 
fact represent a new case, inasmuch as the method of resolution is different. 

64 The two remaining groups are quite characteristically dependent upon algebraical identities. 
65 Variations in style, for example, are unreliable indications: they occur even within the Greek 
text of Diophantus. 
66 That such a progressive production of Books belonging to a single treatise existed in ancient 
times is attested by the prefaces in Apollonius' Conica (see in particular the one to Book I) and in 
Archimedes' De Sphaera et Cylindro. 

Tannery speaks of the progressive edition of the Books, although he certainly does not mean 
edition in the (ancient) sense of delivering a copy to an editor and his copyists. No doubt, in the 
above examples, the treatises were produced serially, the completed parts being sent to friends or 
colleagues, while the true editing work did not take place until the whole treatise was completed. 
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Problem V,l. k = 4, 

1= 3. 

We put b = x, hence the system 

Taking a3 = r . X4, with r to be determined, we have: 

The text then simply states the intermediate problem and gives its 
numerical results. The full reasoning can be reconstructed as follows. 1 

Admitting D = m2x4 , 0' = n2x4 , we have 

m2 - 1 1 - n2 

r= ----
4 3 

and therefore: 

Let us consider generally: 

mi - pi 4 
pi - ni "3' 

I We have added the intermediate computations in the next two problems as well. 
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From Arithmetica 11,19, we know how to solve such a problem: 
Since mi > pi > ni, let us put 

ni = yZ, pi = (y + 1)2, and mi = (y + h)2. 

Now, mi = pi + 1(pi - ni), so that y2 + 2hy + h2 = yZ + 2y + 1 + 
Jy + 1. Thus 

( 14 2h) h2 7 d h2 - 1 y ""3 - = -"3 an Y = 134 _ 2h . 

We may take any suitable h(that is, such that vA < h < 1). Let us take h = 2; 
then y = l 

So, mi = 8l, pi = -:{, ni = 21; and multiplying these by any square gives 
a new set of solutions to our problem (in particular, with 4 as multiplier, 
the integral set m~ = 81, p~ = 49, n~ = 25). 

The solution we are seeking in the original problem is fixed by the con
dition that the coefficient of X4 be unity. Thus our solution will be ~~ ( = m2 ), 

1, ~~ (= n2 ). Hence 

4rx4 = (~~ - !g)x4 = l~X4 and a3 == rx4 = 489X4. 

We are now left to find a cube in a given ratio to a fourth power. Taking 
a = qx, say a = 2x, we have 8x3 = 489X4, whence 

x = 49. 
So 

a3 = 98 3 = 941,192, (b 2 )2 = (492)2 = 2401 2 = 5,764,801, 

o = 9,529,569 = 30872 , 0' = 2,941,225 = 17152 • 

Problem V,2. 

We put b = x, so 

Taking a3 = r· X4: 

hence 

k = 12, 

1=5. 

{
X4 + 12rx4 = 0 =, say, m2x4, 

X4 + 5rx4 = 0' =, say, n2x4 , 

m2 - 1 n2 - 1 
r= = 

12 5 

and (Elem., V,17) 

7 
-
5 
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We consider generally: 

mi - nf 7 
nf - pf 5 ' 

hence mi = ni + ~(ni - pD. With mi = (y + h)2, ni = (y + 1)2, pi = y2 
(ml > n1 > PI)' we obtain 

h2 _ 152 

Y - where )152 < h < 152 . - z;r--2h 5-

We choose h = 2, so that y = 2, and mi = 16, ni = 9, pi = 4. The norm 
p2 = 1 gives the desired solution: m2 = 146 = 4, n2 = t. Therefore 12rx4 = 

(m 2 - l)x4 = 3x4 and a3 == rx4 = iX4. 

We shall now determine x by putting, say, a = 2x; then 8x 3 = iX4, and 

x = 32. 

So 

a3 = 643 = 262,144, (b 2 )2 = (322)2 = 10242 = 1,048,576, 

o = 4,194,304 = 20482 , 0' = 2,359,296 = 15362 . 

Problem V,3. 

We put b = x, so 

Taking a3 = r· X4: 

Then 

1=7, 

k = 12. 

{
X4 - 7rx4 = 0 =, say, m2x4 , 

X4 - 12rx4 = 0' =, say, n2x4 . 

r=---
12 7 

hence (Elem., V,17 and 7, porism) 

1 - m2 _ 7 2 

m2 - n2 - 5' 

12 
7 ' 

2 These intermediate, formal transformations can in fact be avoided by ordering the squares with 
regard to their respective magnitudes: since X4 > 0 > 0', we have immediately 

X4 - 0 1 - m2 7 

Similarly in the two previous problems. 
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Let us seek generally pi, mi, ni such that 

pi - mi 7 
mi - ni ="5; 

but we know the solution from the preceding problem: pi = 16, mi = 9, 
24Th 'th th 2 l' 2 9 2 4 H 3 - 4 n1 =. us, WI e norm p = . m = 16, n = 16. ence a = rx = 

/6X4, and putting a = tx gives x = 2. 
Thus 

Let us recapitulate the method used by Diophantus in problems V,1-3. 
The system 

{b4 + ka3 = 0, 
b4 + la3 = 0', 

(k, 1 positive or negative) 

can be transformed, assuming that a3 = r . b4 , int03 

{ 1 + kr = 0 1 = m2 , 

1 + Ir = 0'1 = n2, 

which, since r = (m 2 - 1)/k = (n2 - 1)/1, leads to the intermediate problem 
of finding m2, n2 fulfilling 

(a) If k > 0, 1 < 0: 

and 

k 
III (V,l). 

(b) If k > I> 0: 

then 

k -I 
(V,2). 

(c)IfO>I>k: 

3 This new system is in fact never stated explicitly. The laconicism of the text is striking. 
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hence 

III 
Ikl - III (V,3). 

The proportion being so ordered, we seek the solution using 11,19, taking 
p2 instead of unity and putting (y + h)2 for the largest square, (y + 1)2 for 
the middle, and y2 for the smallest. The known square, namely 1, allows us 
to find the particular, required solution. m2, n2 being known, r is known, and 
two numbers remain to be found, a3 and b4 , in the ratio r. This is easily done 
by putting b = x and a = qx, which gives 

q3 
x =-. 

r 

Observe first that (in our explicit representation) the introduction of the 
ratio into the problem leads to a linear system for r, and is thus equivalent to 
Lagrange's transformation of the system 

{
A1X: + B1x = square, 
A 2 x + B2 x = square, 

into a linear one by dividing by x2 and putting y = l/x (see his Add. a [,Alg. 
d'Euler, VI,62).4 

Further, the reduction to problem 11,19 allows us to treat systems of the 
type 

or, more generally, 

{ A1X + ci = 0, 
A 2 x + C~ = 0 ', 

which system is reducible to the previous one by mUltiplying the equations 
by C~ and Ci, respectively.6 We shall encounter the three aspects of the 
former system, with C2 =I 1, in the coming problems V,4-6. 

Lexicological remark 
The size of the ratio of a3 to b4 is not arbitrary, but depends on the values 

of the magnitudes k and I settled in the £K9EcrtC;; that is, knowing the values of 

4 The transformation y = Ilx is not performed in the Arithmetica (cf. Heath, Dioph., p. 87, n. 1 
and supra, pp. 215-216). 
5 An equivalent problem is 11,16; there, the equations are fulfilled successively. This same prin
ciple is applied in VII,8-10 (where, this time, the square is considered unknown). 

6 {lOX + 9 = D, 
The system occurring earlier (in III, 15), is solved by the method of the double-

5x + 4 = D', 
equation; this cannot be used systematically for the above, general, system (see pp. 231-232). 
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k and 1 allows us to assign a numerical value to the ratio, a ratio thus said to be 
"given".7 The expression" given ratio" (line 1626) must thus be a faithful 
translation of bEbOIl£VO<; Myo<;. But, another expression is used (lines 
1631-32,1663-64,1669-70,1696-97,1702): a3 is said to be "given in ratio 
to x4 ", which is tantamount to saying that, as in the previous instance, the 
ratio borne by a3 to X4 is obtainable from the data of the problem. This 
wording is interesting: the Arabic mafru4 (or maClUm) al-nisbata surely 
renders the Greek OE00J.1£VO<; ('tip) Mycp; and, although such an association of 
bEbOIl£VO<; with the words Il£YE90<;, ElbO<;, and 9£<n<; is quite common,8 

the expression bEbOIl£VO<; Mycp is otherwise found in only one Greek author, 
Proclus-and has thus been considered to be a form scarcely employed 
(if at all elsewhere).9 The example Proclus gave is that of an angle, which is 
given in ratio to some other angle when it is the double, triple, etc. of the latter. 
He also observes that the angle would be given in magnitude were it, e.g., the 
third of a right angle. 

This meaning of" given in ratio" fits in our text well. For we first determine 
the ratio which a quantity, p, must have to a square, q2, in order to fulfil the 
general conditions of the problem (q2, increased or diminished by kp, lp, 
must result in a square); then, we determine the magnitudes of the actual 
unknowns a3 , b4 from the known ratio by setting a proportion between 
their sides. 

The group of problems V,4-6 differs from the previous one by the replace
ment of a3 by (a 3 )3.10 Setting this time at the outset a = x, b = qx2 , we shall 
end up with the odd power of x being the higher of the two consecutive powers, 
so that problems V,4-6-unlike V,1-3-can be directly reduced, by an 
initial division, to problems linear in x (see above, IV,42,aY). 

Problem V,4. 
{

(b 2)2 + k . (a3)3 = 0, 
(b 2)2 - I. (a3)3 = Of, 

k = 5, 

1= 3. 

7 This use of given to mean "potentially given" or "numerically determinable" is extensively 
employed in Euclid's Data, and Marinus of Neapolis, who discusses at length the various inter
pretations of the word "given", chooses finally to define it as yvroptllov iillCl 1(Cl1 ltOPtIlOV, 
"knowable and determinable" (cf. Euclidis opera, VI (=Data c. comm. Marini), pp. 250,4-8 and 
252,3-11; on ltOPlIlOV, cf. also p. 240,9-10). Observe, however, that there is in our case not just one 
acceptable ratio, since its numerical value depends on a parameter h which is-within certain 
limits-optional. 
8 Vide, e.g., Euclid, Data ( = Opera, VI), deff.; D.G., I, pp. 402,13; 404,15. 
9 Comment. in Eucl. (Friedlein), p. 205,13-14 (=note on 1,1); p. 277,12-14 (=note on I,9)-or 
Steck's transi., pp. 310 and 359. Heath's evaluation of this passage (Euclid's Elements, I, pp. 
132-33) must thus be modified. 
10 The resulting form, by the way, also amounts to interchanging (a3)3 and (b 2)2 in IV,43-44,b. 
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We put a = x, b = 2X2, SO 

Dividing by the sq uare x 8 : 

{ 16X8 + 5x 9 = 0, 
16x8 - 3x9 = 0 '. 

{ 16 + 5x : 0,l' 
16 - 3x - 01' 

Now, for any square u2 , we have: 

u2 

u2 + 5 . 4 = 2iu 2 = square, 
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This set of identities, either because of its banality or because it emerges 
incidentally from IV,43, is simply stated in the text. 11 

Taking 16 for u2 , x will be equal to u2 j4 = 4. So 

(a 3)3 = (43)3 = 643 = 262,144, (b 2)2 = (322)2 = 10242 = 1,048,576, 

° = 2,359,296 = 15362, 0 ' = 262,144 = 5122. 

Problem V,5. {
(b2)2 + k . (a 3)3 = 0, 
(b 2)2 + [. (a 3)3 = 0 ', 

k = 12, 

1= 5. 

We put a = x, b = 2X2, so 

{ 16x 8 + 12x9 = 0, 
16x 8 + 5x 9 = 0 '. 

" It could also be obtained as before: putting x = r· 16, we shall have 

Hence 

{
16(1 + 5r) = 0, =, say, m2 ·16, 

with m2 > 1 > n2 • 

\6(1 - 3r) = 0', =, say, n2 . \6, 

5 
or, generally: 

3 

mi - pi 
pi - ni 

5 

3 

setting mi = (y + h?, pi = (y + 1)2, ni = i leads to 

h2 - i 
Y=--, A<h<l ¥ - 2h 

h = 2: y = \, 

so mi = 9, pi = 4, ni = 1. 

Norm: p2 = 1; then m2 = t n2 = i, so r = i. Thus the above identities. 
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Dividing by X 8 : 
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{ 16 + 12x = 0,1' 
16 + 5x = 0 1, 

Now, for any square u2 , we have the identities (seen in V,2): 

u2 

u2 + 124 = square, 

u2 

u2 + 54 = square. 

Putting 16 for u2 gives here again x = 4. So 

Remark. We could have deduced from V,2, without any computation, the 
above solution. 

Problem V,6. 1=4, 

k = 7. 

We put a = x, b = 3x2 Y So: 

{
81X8 - 4x9 = D, 
81x8 - 7x9 = 0', 

{81-4X=01' 
or , 

81-7x=01' 

Thus, the text says, we have to seek which given 13 (fractional) quantity, r, 
of a square, p2, will fulfil 

{
p2 _ 4. rp2 = square == m2, 

p2 _ 7 . rp2 = square == n2. 

The text states simply that the answer may be obtained "in the previous 
manner". Indeed, 

rp2 = 
p2 _ m2 p2 _ n2 

4 7 

whence 

p2 _ m2 4 
m2 _ n2 3' 

12 Putting, as usual, b = 2X2 would lead to the inconvenient solution x = W. 
13 mafrud, in the sense of "potentially given" (above, p. 228, n. 7). 
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But a solution of this is known from V,I: p2 = 81, m2 = 49, n2 = 25. 
This fits our case (p2 = 81), and we have immediately r = 881 and x = 
rp2 = 8. So 

(a 3 )3 = (8 3)3 = 5123 = 134,217,728, 

(b 2? = (1922)2 = 36,8642 = 1,358,954,496, 

o = 822,083,584 = 28,6722, 0' = 419,430,400 = 20,4802 . 

The method used in solving problems V,4-6 does not differ essentially 
from the one used in V,I-3. The two powers are now (a 3)3 and (b 2)2, and we 
put a = x, b = qx2 ; the resulting system 

{
q4X 8 + kx9 = 0, 
q4x 8 + Ix 9 = 0', 

(k, I positive or negative), 

can then be reduced to a system linear in x, and, by taking x = r . q4, to the 
form 

to be solved as previously, by 11,19.14 

The three related cases, where (b 2? appears in a subtraction, that is 
(with k, I > 0), 

{
k(a3)3 - (b2)2 = 0, 
l(a3)3 - (b2)2 = 0', 

{ 
(b2)2 + l(a3)3 = 0, 
k(a3)3 - (b 2)2 = 0', 

are not soluble similarly,15 and are therefore considered neither here nor 
(mutatis mutandis) in the previous group. 

Remark. One might rightly ask whether problems V,I-6 are soluble by the 
method of the double-equation, that is, whether the system to which they are 
reducible, 

{
I + kr = 0 == m2 , 

1 + Ir = 0' == n2 , 

is soluble in the said way. 
One sees immediately that in 

(k, I positive or negative), 

[(k l)r J2 (k 1)2 
4 + 4kr = h + h = -h- . r2 + 2(k - l)r + h2 , 

14 Or else in the way II,16 was solved. 
15 The three squares cannot be put in order of magnitude. 
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with h rational, the only possible way of arriving at a linear equation is to take 
h = 2, which gives 

Thus we observe: 

8(k + 1) 
r = (k _ 1)2 . 

1°. that the choice of the parameter h is imposed; 
2°. that, since k + 1 can be negative, the solution obtained will not always 

be acceptable (as, e.g., in V,3 and 6). 
This second characteristic in particular would have prevented Diophantus 

from using here the double-equation method. The first limitation is not really 
a restriction new to us, since it has already been encountered, though not 
explicitly pointed out, in some problems of Book III (cf. nos. 13, 15, 17 
and 18). 

N.B. Besides the example of Book III already mentioned (p. 227, n. 6), 
there is, this time in a subsequent Book (problem" IV ",39), a system of a type 
similar to the one under consideration, namely 

{ 8X + 4 = 0, 
6x + 4 = 0', 

which Diophantus first attempts to treat by the double-equation method. 
After having obtained a solution not fulfilling the initial conditions, he 
reformulates the problem in the manner of II,19. The initial conditions, 
however, do not allow a mechanical application ofII,19 as do V,I-6. 

Problem V, 7. 
{

a + b = k, 

a3 + b3 = I, 
k = 20, 

1=2240. 

Condition: (41 - k3)j3k = square, or (41 - k3)ik = square. 

In this problem and the next one are given two conditions, which are in 
fact equivalent since they merely differ by a square factor tk2. The second 
one was probably some marginal addition which was integrated into the 
text. This would explain why they are joined by an "and" and not given as 
alternative (surely the scholiast did at least recognize their equivalence).16 

The problem represented by the condition is constructible (see p. 192), as 
stated in the text. 

16 He almost certainly obtained his condition by eliminating a and considering the discriminant 
of the resulting second-degree equation (form (Bj2)2 + AC = sq.foranequationAx2 + Bx = C; 
type II on p. 76). 
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Putting 2x as the difference of the two numbers (cf. problem 1,27), we shall 
have: 

k 
a=-+x 

2 ' 
k 

b=--x 
2 ' 

which fulfil the condition of the first equation. 
Then are given in the text-or, rather, explained at length-the two 

relations 

(u + V)3 = u3 + 3u 2v + 3uv2 + v3, 

(u - V)3 = u3 - 3u 2v + 3uv2 - v3 , 

which will play an essential role in problems V,7-16, and which are en
countered here for the first time (remember that cubes do not appear before 
Book IV); but the excessively lengthy explanations can hardly go back to 
Diophantus himself. So 

then 

and 

This gives the condition. 

For k = 20, I = 2240: x = 2, 

so a = 12, a3 = 1728, b = 8, b3 = 512. 

Remark. The same problem, but without stated condition and with k = 10, 
I = 370, is found in the Greek (so-called) fourth Book as first problem. It is 
obviously an interpolation, as is the next problem, "IV",2, solved by the 
commentator on the model of V,8. We have already pointed out the sig
nificance of these interpolations as an argument for the authenticity of the 
Arabic Books (p. 4). 

Problem V,8. k = 10, 

I = 2170. 

Condition: (41 - k3 )/3k = square, or (41 - k3 )ik = square. 
The two conditions are equivalent (cf. V,7). 

Putting 2x as the sum of a and b, we shall have 

k 
a=x+-

2' 
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So 

k3 

= 4 + 3kx2 = I. 

Hence _ ~ )4/- k3 

x - 2 3k' 

This gives the condition. 

For k = 10,1= 2170: x = 8; 

hence a = 13, a3 = 2197, b = 3, b3 = 27. 

The problem "IV",2 does not give any diorism, and has k = 6,1 = 504. 

Problem V,9. 
{a + b = k, 

a3 + b3 = I(a _ b)2, 

Condition: k3(l - ik) = square. 
Putting a - b = 2x, we have: 

k = 20, 

1= 140. 

k 
a = 2 + x, 

k 
b = 2 - x. 

So 

Hence 

This gives the condition. 

For k = 20, 1 = 140: x = 2; 

hence a = 12, [a 3 = 1728], b = 8, [b 3 = 512].17 

Problem V,lO. 
{a-b =k, 

a3 - b3 = I(a + b)2, 

Condition: k3(1 - ik) = square. 

Putting a + b = 2x, we have: 

k 
a = x + 2' 

\7 a l and bl have already been computed in V,7. 

k = 10, 

1 = 8-1. 
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So 

Hence 

This gives the condition. 

For k = to, I = 8i: x = 10; 

hence a = 15, a3 = 3375, b = 5, b3 = 125. 

Problem V,ll. k = 4, 
1 = 28. 

Condition: 1 - tk2 = square. 

Putting a + b = 2x, we have: 

So 

Hence 

a3 + b3 = 2x3 + ~k2X = l(a + b) = 21x. 

x = Jl - ik2 . 

This gives the condition. 

For k = 4, I = 28: x = 4, 

so a = 6, a3 = 216, b = 2, b3 = 8. 

Problem V,12. 
{

a + b = k, k = 8, 
1= 52. 

So 

a3 - b3 = l(a - b), 

Condition: I - tk2 = square. 

Putting a - b = 2x, we have 

k 
a=-+x 

2 ' 
k 

b ="2 - x. 

Hence 

a3 - b3 = ~k2X + 2x 3 = l(a - b) = 21x. 

x = JI- tk2 . 

This gives the condition. 

For k = 8, I = 52: x = 2, 

so a = 6, a3 = 216, b = 2, b3 = 8. 

235 
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The set of problems V,7 -12 is reminiscent of three elementary cases 
treated by Diophantus in Book I, namely: 

(1,27) {a + b = k, 
a·b = I. 

{
a-b=k 

(1,30) a. b = I.' {
a + b = k, 

(1,28) a2 + b2 = l. 

In both sets, the conditions lead to constructible problems, and in all of the 
propositions one takes as unknown the sum or the difference of a and b, 
depending on whether their difference or their sum is given. 

(Il) Note first that the three above-mentioned problems from Book I did 
not originate with Diophantus. The first two had already been solved more 
than two millenia before by Sumerian mathematicians, who, as noted by 
Vogel (in his Zur Berechnung d. quadr. CI. bei den Bab.), based their resolution 
on the identity 

(a - b) 2 (a + b) 2 -2- + ab = -2- (comp. Elem.,1I,5). 

Thus, if the product of the unknowns is given as well as their sum, the 
calculator will endeavour to find their difference by using the above formula, 
and inversely; the unknowns themselves will then be obtained from the 
relations 

a = !{(a + b) + (a - b)}, 

b = H(a + b) - (a - b)}.18 

Diophantus reproduces, in a more algebraical form, this way of solving; 
in particular, his diorisms are immediately evident from the identity given 
above (see p. 192). 

He certainly follows an archaic tradition also when he solves the third 
system, 

by using the identity 

{
a + b = k, 

a2 + b2 = I, 

2(a2 + b2) = (a + b)2 + (a - b)2 (comp. Elem., 11,9) 

which directly gives the necessary condition of resolution 21 - k2 = square. 
The Mesopotamian approach relies on the equivalent formula 

a2 + b2 = (~)2 (~)2 
2 2 + 2 ' 

18 Several examples in Thureau-Dangin's Textes mathematiques babyloniens and Neugebauer's 
Mathematische Keilschrift- Texte. 
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which is also used for solving the system (omitted in the Arithmetica) 

(cf. the tablet BM 13901, problems 8 and 9). 

Remark. One should not infer, on the basis of the existence of some types of 
problems found in both Mesopotamian mathematics and the Arithmetica, 
that Diophantus was a follower of some" Mesopotamian tradition". For, 
firstly, these common problems are limited to the elementary Book I (the 
resolution of a2 - b2 = k by means of tables-or its construction from 
them -in BM 85194,4, merely has its formulation in common with Dio
phantus' 11,10). Secondly, it is certainly true that a great part of the Arithmetica 
is ultimately based on elementary identities which were, by virtue oftheir very 
simplicity, also known to the Mesopotamians, but it was precisely Dio
phantus' (and his Greek forerunners') genius which allowed him to derive 
from these few identities a great number of algebraical problems, often 
reaching-especially in the later Books-a high level of difficulty. 

(f3) The above discussion leads one to wonder whether some identity does 
not lie behind V,7 -12 as well. This happens to be the case, for Diophantus 
doubtless developed his problems from the identity 

various forms of which readily yield the diorisms for the considered cases. 
Thus, with 

4(a3 + b3) - (a + b)3 _ _ b 2 

3(a+b) -(a), 

4(a3 - b3) - (a - b)3 _ 2 

3(a _ b) - (a + b) , 

one associates V,7 -8; next 

(a + b)3 = ( _ b)2 
a3 + b3 a, 

4 ~--= b)2 - 3(a + b) 

(a-b)3 2 

3 b3 = (a + b) , 
a -

4·------ - 3(a - b) 
(a + b)2 
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are the basis of V,9-1 0, while the relations 

3 b3 
4 a + _ 3(a _ b)2 = (a + b)2, 

a+b 

and 
a3 _ b3 

4 -3(a+b)2=(a-b)2 
a - b 

underlie the last two problems V,11-12. 

Lastly, observe that each problem of the group V,7-12 gives the con
dition for the rationality of x, but neglects to give the condition for the 
positivity of the smaller required number. Thus, in V,7, where b = k/2 - x, 
we must have 

~ _~ ~ 2 41-k3 

2 > x - 2 V ~' so k > 3k ' 

hence k3 > 1. In V,8 (where b = x - k/2), we shall have accordingly I > k3. 
We find similarly for the other problems: 

1> k (V,9), 

k> I (V, 10), 

I > k2 (V,ll), 

k2 > I (V,12). 

Note that the same omission occurs in 1,28: 19 we have b = k/2 - x, with 

x = tJ21 - k2, so that b will be positive only if k 2 > t. 

Problem V,13. { k . a2 + t = u + v, 
u + a3 = LJ1, 
v + a3 = OJ'. 

k = 9, 1=30, 

We put a = x, so: {kX2 + 1= u + v, 
u + x 3 = LJ1, 
v + x 3 = LJ1'. 

Taking OJ = (x + p)3, OJ' = (x + q)3, we have: 

Hence: kx2 + I = 3x2 p + 3Xp2 + p3 + 3x2q + 3xq2 + q3 
= 3x2(p + q) + 3X(p2 + q2) + (p3 + q3). 

19 1,27 and 30 do not require such a condition. 
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In order to be left with one term equal to another, we make the x 2,s 

disappear: 

Condition I: p + q = k/3. 

We have then 

which must be positive. Thus: 

Condition I I: p3 + q3 < I. 

For given k = 9, I = 30, we must choose p, q such that 

p3 + q3 < 30 

and p+q=3. 

An obvious pair is p = 2, q = I ;20 so, 

x = I~. 

Hence 

3 (7)3293 a ="5 = TTI, u = 36172°5' V = II /2°5' 

FIl' - 13l.Ql - (21)3 l...JI - 125 - 5 . 

In order that x be rational or, rather, in order to obtain a linear equation, 
Diophantus imposed p + q = k/3. This determines the sum p + q for given 
k. The other condition to be observed in the choosing of the values of p and q 
was given by the condition of positivity for x and took the form p3 + q3 < [. 

Thus arises the question whether it is possible, for any given k, I, to obtain 
a suitable pair p, q > 0. The answer is given by Diophantus in a remark at 
the end of the problem; this remark would have been a diorism were it not 
limited to the resolution which he presents (see below). 

Let us consider, as in the case of constructible problems, that k is the first 
assigned value. The condition for positive x can be written as 

3 3 3 (k)3 (k)3 k2 
2 _ ° < /- (p + q ) = 1- p - 3 - p = /- 3 + 3 p - kp = 1- f(p)· 

Since f(p) has its minimal value for Po = k/6, namely f(po) = t(k/3)3, the 
smallest possible I will have to be greater than that value; thus Diophantus' 
limitation 41 > (k/3)3. 

Since, on the other hand, the maxima of f(p) are found at the limits of the 
interval [0, k/3], namely f(O) = f(k/3) = (k/3?, any pair p, q > ° with 

20 In fact, any p, q > 0 with p + q = 3 satisfy p3 + q3 < 30 (see what follows). 
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p + q = k/3 will be acceptable for I ~ (k/3)3. But if I is taken within the 
limits 

1 (k)3 (k)3 43 <1<3' 

we shall have to find values p, q satisfying the pair of equations 

{ p+q=~, 
p3 + q3 = l' < l. 

We know how to solve this from V,7.21 And it is from the condition under
lying the resolution of this problem, namely 

4l' - (~r 
__ ..,......:-3-,-- = square, 

k 

that Diophantus must have inferred his condition 41(>41') > (k/3)3. 

Remark. Diophantus' specification that 41 > (k/3)3 must be fulfilled when we 
use" this" treatment seems to indicate that he had the existence of another 
possibility in mind. Indeed, in 

kx2 + 1 = 3x2(p + q) + 3X(p2 + q2) + (p3 + q3) 

we may consider eliminating the units instead of the x 2 by putting 

1 = p3 + q3, 

with k/3 > p + q in order that 

p2 + q2 
x=----

k 
3 - (p + q) 

be positive. If we keep the same p = 2, q = I as above, we have a solution, 
e.g., for 1 = 9, k = 10; here then the specified condition does not apply. 

Problem V,14. 
{ 

k . a2 - I = u + v, 

a3 - u = OJ, 
a3 - v = OJ'. 

k = 9,1 = 26, 

We put a = x, so 
{ 

kX2 - 1 = u + v, 

x 3 - U = OJ, 
x 3 - V = OJ'. 

21 /' must be chosen so as to give rational values for p, q (cf. formula below). 
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Taking OJ = (x - p)3, OJ' = (x - q)3, we have 

Hence: kx2 _ I = 3x2p - 3Xp l + p3 + 3x2q _ 3xq2 + q3 

= 3x2(p + q) _ 3X(p2 + q2) + (p3 + q3). 

The terms in Xl will vanish with the 

Condition: k/3 = p + q. 

Then: 
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This is greater than 0 for any I, p, q > O. Hence, as observed in the text, there 
is only the above condition. 

Taking k = 9, I = 26, we shall choose p, q with p + q = 3, say p = 2, q = 1. 
Hence x = 21, a3 = x3 = 12g, u = 12i~, v = 10;.,-, 

Problem V,15. 
{

k' al - I = u + v, 

a3 + u = EiJ, 
a3 - v = OJ'. 

k = 9, 1= 18, 

We put a = x, so we have 

{ 
kX2 - I = u + v, 

x3 + u = OJ, 
x3 - V = OJ'. 

Taking OJ = (x + p)3, OJ' = (x - q)3 (q > p), we have 

Hence kx2 _ I = 3x2p + 3Xp2 + p3 + 3x2q _ 3xq2 + q3 
= 3x 2(p + q) _ 3X(q2 _ p2) + (p3 + q3). 

The terms in x2 will vanish with the 

Condition: k/3 = p + q. 

1+ p3 + q3 
X - --=----=-- 3(q2 _ p2) . Then: 

For k = 9, I = 18, and choosing p = 1, q = 2, we have 

x = 3, a3 = x3 = 27, u = 37, v = 26, EiJ = 64, OJ' = 1. 

Problem V,16. 
{
. k . a2 - I = u + v, 

a3 - u = OJ, 
v - a3 = OJ'. 

k = 9, 1= 16, 
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We put a = x, so we have 

{ 
kx2 - I = u + V, 

X 3 - U = (JI, 

v - X 3 = (JI'. 

Taking (JI = (x - p)3, iJI' = (q - X)3, we have 

u = x3 - (x - p)\ 

Hence: kx2 - 1 = 3x2p - 3Xp2 + p3 + q3 - 3q2x + 3qx2 

= 3x2(p + q) _ 3X(P2 + q2) + (p3 + q3). 

The terms in x2 will vanish with the 

Condition: k/3 = p + q. 

1+ p3 + q3 
X = ----=----=--3(p2 + q2) . 

Then 

For k = 9,1 = 16, and p = 1, q = 2: 

12 3 3 417 41 
X = "3, a = x = 2'7, u = "3, 

The group of problems V,13-16 is constructed, as is the previous one, 
from an identity, namely 

(x + p)3 + (x + q)3 = 2x3 + 3x2(p + q) + 3X(p2 + q2) + p3 + q3, 

in which we allow the signs to vary-keeping in mind, however, that for the 
resulting problem only those combinations which, for p, q > 0, lead to 
positive values of x, u, v, (JI, (JI', are admissible. 

The possible different combinations are then the following: 

1°. (x + p)3 + (x + q)3, leading to 

3x2(p + q) + 3X(p2 + q2) + p3 + q3 = (x + p)3 _ x3 + (x + q)3 _ x3, 
'-,,-' , '-,-' '-,-' 

kx 2 +1 

which is problem V,13, that is, 

{
kX2 + I = u + v, 

u + x3 = LJ), 

v + x 3 = LJ)'. 

2°. -(x - p)3 - (x - q)3, giving 

3x2(p + q) _ 3X(p2 + q2) + p3 + q3 = -(x _ p)3 + x3 _ (x _ q)3 + x 3, 
'-y-" , ," , 

kx2 -I u 
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which is problem V,14, that is, 

{
kX2 - I = u + V, 

x 3 - U = Ell, 

x 3 - V = BJ', 

3°, (x + p? - (x - q)3, giving 
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3x2(p + q) + 3X(p2 _ q2) + p3 + q3 = (x + p)3 - x" - (x _ q? + x3, 
~' v ' '---,-'' , ' 

-/ 

which is problem V,15, that is, 

{
kX2 - I = u + v, 

x 3 + U = Ell, 

x 3 - V = Ell', 

4°, -(x - p)3 + (q - X)3, resulting in 

u 

3x2(p + q) - 3X(p2 + q2) + p3 + q3 = -(x _ p? + x3 + (q _ X)3 + x3, 
~ "~ 

kx 2 -/ u 

which is problem V,16, that is, 

{
kX2 - I = u + v, 

x 3 - U = Ell, 

v - x 3 = Ell', 

Note that the basic expressions in 2° and 4°, although algebraically 
identical, lead to different problems, since Ell, Ell' will be positive ifin one case 
x > p, q and in the other p < x < q, These conditions, as well as that ofV,15 
(x > q), one can fulfil, holding the usual numerical values for the pair p, q, 
by choosing a suitable 1,22 

The two following combinations which lead also to k = 3(p + q) were 
not considered by Diophantus: 

5°, (x + p)3 + (q - X)3, corresponding to the problem 

{
kX2 - I = U + v, 

U + x 3 = Ell, 

v - x 3 = Ell'; 

6°, (p - X)3 + (q - X)3, giving the problem 

{
kX2 - I = U + v, 

U - x 3 = BJ, 
v - x3 = Ell', 

The expressions for x are the same as in problems V,15 and 14, respectively, 
But, in accordance with the previous considerations, I will have to be chosen 
smaller than 9 and 6, respectively, 

22 Thus the choices I > 21 in V,14, I> 9 in V,IS, and 6 < I < 21 in V,16, 
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{
(a 3 )Z + (bZ)Z = D, 
a = mb, m = 2. 

Problem VI,l. 

Putting b = x: 64x6 + X4 = D[ = (nx3)Z].1 

Hence nZ - 64 = square (say, pZ). 
The solution is obvious: 

nZ = 100, [pz = x1z = 36]
The problem is then reconstructed, giving 

x = ~ = b, (bZ)Z = (3~ r 36 
46,656 ' 

(a 3)Z = ((~rr = (2~6r 64 100 (10)2 
46,656' 0 = 46,656 = 216 . 

This problem is the first of the large set of interpolated problems which 
occupies almost half of Book VI. VI,1 repeats the method seen in IV,25, the 
only differences being that we impose here a = 2b instead of putting b = 2a 
and set the indeterminate square proportional to x6 instead of to X4. Z 

Problem VI,2. 

Putting b = x: 

{
(a 3 )Z _ (bZ)Z = D, 
a = mb, m = 2. 

64x6 - X4 = D[ = (nx3)Z]. 

Hence 64 - nZ = square (say, p2). 

1 See the remark on p. 106, n. 55. 
2 The word "our" in "what has been shown previously in our treatise" (line 2181) may go back 
to the translator. In any event, I do not consider its presence as any proof of the genuineness of the 
problem. 
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The solution given, obtained either by multiplying 36 + 64 = 100 by 
16040 or by taking h = 2 in the application of 11,8, is 

Thus we find 
5 

x = - = b 
24 ' 

5625 

2,985,984 ' 

3 2 (( 5 )3)2 ( 125)2 15,625 10,000 ( 100)2 
(a) = 12 = 1728 = 2,985,984' 0 = 2,985,984 = -1728 . 

This (interpolated) problem stems from IV,26,a, from which it differs by 
the imposed condition a = 2b, and, again, by taking the indeterminate 
square proportional to x 6 ; hence, the intermediate problem is 11,8 here 
instead of 11,10. 

Problem VI,3. {
(b 2)2 _ (a 3)2 = 0, 

a = mb, m = 2. 

Putting b = x, we have 

X4 - 64x6 = 0 [ = (nx 3)2]. 

Considering n2 + 64 = p2, we know from VI,l the (simplest) solution n2 = 36. 
The reconstruction of the problem gives 

So 

1 b (b 2)2 _ 100 
x = 10 = , - 1,000,000' 

(( 2 )3)2 (8)2 64 36 ( 6 )2 
(a 3? = 10 = 1000 = 1,000,000' 0 = 1,000,000 = 1000 . 

This problem is the last of the first group of interpolations, i.e., those 
originating from IV,25-26; it corresponds to IV,26,b. The particular atten
tion bestowed on IV,25-26 perhaps arose from their being the first problems 
in Book IV leading to the basic methods taught in the group 11,8-10. 

Problem VI,4. 
{

(a 3 )2 + a3 . b2 = D, 

a = mb, m = 5. 

Putting b = x, we have 
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This leads us to consider n2 = 15,625 + p, where p is a (simple) number. 
Hence we may choose for n2 the next (higher) integral square after 15,625 = 
1252, that is, 1262 ; this amounts to putting for p the number 2 ·125 + 1 = 
251.3 

Thus (as p = 125/x), x = ni. 
Then 

244,140,625 
15,813,251 . 

The text has here 2,563,001 instead of 15,813,251. There can be no doubt 
that somebody read as 2,563,001 what was supposed to represent "251 times 
63,001 ". Let us try to trace the origin of this error. 

(IX) The confusion cannot have arisen in Arabic times, for all numbers in 
our text are written in words. Thus, the reading of the Arabic text, "two 
thousands of thousands and five hundreds sixty-three thousands and one" 
is unmistakably the translation of what appeared as 2,563,001 in the Greek 
exemplar. 

({3) This must also have been the number read by whoever (probably 
a Greek: cf. p. 64) added the final statements, since it is repeated in the 
conclusion. 

(I') From consideration of the Arabic Books, we gather that the author of 
the major commentary did not leave any results in product-form, except, for 
practical reasons, a few denominators consisting of identical factors (cf. 
p. 40). Hence, at the time the commentary was made, "251 times 63001" 
must already have appeared as "2563001". 

But, an explanation for the origin of the corruption itself should still be 
found. It is conceivable that the error passed through the following steps: 

6253 4 

251 ·63001 

6253 

2563001 

244140625 

2563001 ' 

the first one going back to the author of the problem (interpolated: see 
below) and the last one to the author of the major commentary. We may 
tentatively explain the intermediate step by supposing the following: the 

[ 

archetype, omitting a factor, had (in uncials) M,f A, 5 and, in the margin, the 

3 A so-called yvro~Olv-number; see, e.g., Aristotle, Physica, II1.4,203 a 13-15 and Heath, Math. 
in Arist., pp. 101-2. 

1252 • 15625 
4 Perhaps also 251.63001 ' or something of that kind. 

5 The numbers placed over the M being "the orthodox way of writing tens of thousands", 
according to Heath, Hist. o/Gr. Math., I, p. 39. 
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CNA[ 

addition CNAEIIIM; this was taken by the next copyist to mean ~,r A, 
and the then meaningless A was thus carelessly dismissed.6 

N.B. The final phrase of the problem, by which the verification, i.e., the 
computation of the indeterminate square is eluded, should not be taken as an 
"easy-way-out" explanation left by the author of the major commentary 
after he failed to obtain a square result. It is unreasonable to expect him 
to have carried such a lengthy computation further: earlier in the treatise he 
has left uncomputed numbers of magnitude comparable to those of the above 
(a 3)2 and a3b2 (cf. pp. 49-50). 

As already observed, VI,4 was inspired by a problem formulated earlier 
in a corollary (to IV,33: Cor. 2a ; see pp. 205-206), the difference being merely 
that we impose here the ratio of a to b and take unity as the value of the given 
number. 

Problem VI,5. 

We have then 

{
(b 2)2 + a3 . b2 = 0, 
a = b. 

a4 + a5 = O. 

The method is clear. With a = x: 

X4 + x5 = 0 =, say, (2X2)2; 

X4 + x5 = 4X4, and x = 3. then 

So a3 = 27, b2( =a2 ) = 9, 0 = 324 = 182 . 

The origin of this problem is IV,33, Cor. lU (with k = 1), which means that 
VI,S and VI,4 have the same source; hence, despite the even greater banality 
(equating a to b), this (and the next two problems) may well go back to the 
same commentator who added VI,4. 

Problem VI,6. 

We have then 

{
a3 . b2 - (a 3 )2 = 0, 
a = b. 

a5 - a6 = 0, or, with a = x: x5 - x6 = O. 

6 There is, of course, some arbitrariness in assuming this last point; but, again, the whole ex
planation is no more than tentative. 

A 
Note that the combination M meaning l.wplcioe~ :X1tA.()(i, used in manuscripts (see Pappus, 

Collectio (Hultsch), III, ii, p. 130; Rome, Comm. (1-2), p. 397), cannot have played a role here if our 
attempt at reconstruction is tenable (see previous note). 
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So 

The origin of this problem, complementary to VI,4, is IV,33, Cor. 2e• Note 
the unimaginative choice of unity as the numerical factor in D. 

Problem VI,7. 
{a3 . b2 - (b 2 )2 = D, 
a = b. 

We have then, with a = x: 

So b2 =4, a3 = 8, D = 16. 

This problem, closely related to VI,5, corresponds to IV,33, Cor. Ie. 

Problem VI,S. 

We put a3 = 64 and b2 = x 2 ; hence 

64x2 + 8x = D. 

We put D = (nx)2, with n > 8, say D = (lOx)2. Then: 

8x = 36x2 and x = l 
So D - 400 _ (20)2 

- 81 - 9 . 

This problem (and consequently the two following ones) I also consider 
to be interpolated. They are presumably variations on the preceding ones, 

the single power being replaced by the term J a3b2 (a 3 must therefore be a 
sixth power). 

Problem VI,9. a3 • b2 - j(i37Ji = D. 

We put a3 = 64 and b2 = x2, so that 

64x2 - 8x = D. 

We put D = (nx)2, with n < 8, say D = (7X)2. Then: 

15x2 = 8x and x = l5' 
So 

Problem VI,tO. 

b2 - 64 D 3136 (56)2 
- 225, = 225 = 15 . 

We put a3 = 64, b2 = x 2, so that 

8x - 64x2 = D. 
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We put 0 = (nx)2, say (4X)2, hence 

8x = 80x 2 and x = /0' 

So b2 1 0 16 (4 )2 = TOO, = 100 = TO . 

Problem VI,ll. 

We put a = x, so we have 

I have added at this point a necessary condition, which, however, may not 
have been in the original version: we shall put 0 = (nx3)2, with n such that 
n2 - 1 = cube. 

The value n = 3 fits, hence 0 = (3X 3)2; then 

This problem is odd. I am convinced that it must be an interpolation, 
possibly originating from VI,4 (with b = 1) or from VI,8 (with b2 = a3 ). 

I have, as indicated above, added the condition, for the text clearly 
requires some emendation. But a subsequent remark that, with the choice 
o = (3X 3)2, "the problem will be soluble and the treatment will not be 
impossible ", tends to suggest at first that the missing passage might have 
contained something more than the simple exposition of a condition. But 
what could the content of the missing passage have been? There is indeed 
little to say: the solution to the problem n2 - 1 = cube which the text gives is 
rather obvious, and is, furthermore, the only one. 7 The discussion might have 
consisted in trying to put first 0 = n2, and then 0 = n2x2 (or n2x4), the 
conclusion being that these trials are fruitless. 8 

Since, however, such a discussion is not in the style of the interpolated 
problems (and serves hardly any purpose), one is inclined to wonder whether 
the whole passage, starting at the beginning of line 2416 and ending in line 
2418, is not an interpolation. But if so, the problem in its original form would 
have had little if any value because of the absence of any allusion to the 
particularity of its solution. Given the level of the previous interpolations, 
this is far from impossible. 

With the next problem, we return to somewhat more solid ground, and 
to what must once have been the beginning of Book VI. 

7 n = + 1 and n = 0 are of course out of consideration. 
B The ;;;in adad of line 2414 could account for the trial veD = n; perhaps for JD = nx were 
there ever a mistranslation stemming from the ambiguity of EV ciptel1oi~ (see p. 67, n. 40). 
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2 

b2 a 0' + b2 = , 

with a> b. 

We put b = x, so we have 

(1) 

(2) 

a2 

a2 +2 = 0, 
x 

a2 

x2 + 2 = 0'. 
x 

Let us consider the second equation; if we put 

a2 9 _ 2 

we shall have: 

x2 - 16 X 

x2 + a2 _ 25 2 
x2 - 16 x , 

so that the said equation will be identically satisfied. Equation (1) becomes: 

a2 + {6X2 = 0; 

but, we have from above: 

so 

Hence m2 - {6[ = 196' 1/X2] =, say, p2, so that we have to solve 

m2 - p2 = {6' 

The (restored) text states the condition p2 < N6' For, since we want a to be 
larger than b, we must have 

a2 a2 

b2 = x 2 > 1, or {6X2 > 1, hence 

and 

The solution is given immediately; it could be obtained by using 11,10: 

JL _ h2 

m2 - p2 = {6 = (p + h)2 - p2, so P = 16 2h (h < i). 

For h = 1: p = 156' p2 = N6, acceptable value, and m2 = ~~~. The problem 
is then reconstructed, and we obtain: 

x 2[ = el)2] = 12454 = 5n. 
9 See the remark on p. 106, n. 55. 
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So 

a2 [= (108)2] = 11,664 0 = 13,689 = (~)2 
25 625 ' 625 25' 

Of = 5625 = (75)2 
625 25 

Remark. As already pointed out in the translation, the manuscript in
correctly gives the condition for p2 as p2 < 1. There is, however, little doubt 
that the original text had p2 < N6' For the missing part corresponds to a 
homoeoteleuton in Arabic, and it is difficult to imagine Diophantus' having 
drawn attention to a condition without having established it. 

Problem VI,13. 

with a> b. 

We put b = x, so that we have 

(1) 

(2) 

Let us consider the second equation, which we shall, as before, satisfy 
identically. Choosing the usual decomposition 1 = ~~ + i5' we have 

so that 

take: 

This into (1): 

x2 = 1~X2 + i5x2, 

a2 9 2 2 9 4 
x2 = 25 x, hence a = 25 x . 

Thus i5 - m2 = [is(1/x2) =], say, p2, or p2 + m2 = is, the solution of 
which is immediately given in the text. We can obtain it by applying 11,8: 

hence 

With h = 2: 

and 

is = y2 + (hy - ~)2 = y2 + h2l - ~hy + is, 

~h 
y = h2 + 1 

y = ~~, 

hY-~=is, 

(h =1= 1). 

Y2 _ 144 
- 625' 
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With m2 = Ns, thus p2 = ~i~, we reconstruct the problem and obtain 

Then: 

X 2 _12. 
- 16· 

b2 = U, a2 = n~, 0' = 1, 0 = N6 = ({6)2. 

But b2 = U = i~~ is larger than a2 (and hence 0' > D), which is contrary 
to the requirement. 

Diophantus says that (despite this unfortunate outcome) he has repro
duced the treatment because it is correct. Let us interrupt the resolution of 
the problem at this point in order to consider how well founded Diophantus' 
assertion is-assuming that it is his. 

At the very beginning, when we used the identity 1 = ~~ + is to satisfy 
the second given equation, we had the possibility of putting 

a2 9 2 
x2 = 25 x , (A) either 

a2 16 _ 2 
x2 - 25 x . (B) or 

Since we want a > b = x, case (A) is subject to the condition x > % and case 
(B) to x> l 

Choosing possibility (A), as does Diophantus, leads us next to fulfil the 
first equation; hence 

thus the condition m2 + p2 = is where p2 = is· Ijx 2• Since (by 11,8, with 
h = 2) 68215 + ~i~ = is, we have the choice of taking p2 = 68ls or p2 = ~i~; 
the first choice gives x = % and the second one x = i, neither of which satisfies 
the condition x > % encountered above. Diophantus chose the second 
value, p2 = ~i~, thus obtaining b > a (the first giving b = a). 

Hence, holding to possibility (A) compels us to use other solutions of 
m2 + p2 = ls, that is, to use other values of the parameter h in applying 
II,8 (e.g., h integral 2': 4). But we may also choose possibility (B), that is, 

a2 16 
x2 = 25 x 2, with x > i. 

The new form taken by the first equation is then 

or (p2 = ~~ . :2 ). 
the simplest solution of which is (using 11,8, with h = 2, or multiplying the 
above solution by 196): 
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Since we want x > i, hence 1/X2 < ~~, we must have p2 < g~, so that we 
shall take 

In2 -~. 
- 625' 

hence x = i, a value already found in case (A), but which is now acceptable 
since the inferior limit for x is lower. 

In the second part of the problem, Diophantus reaches the solution which 
we have just calculated, without making any attempt to discover the source 
of his error in the first method. His second and shorter method consists in 
fulfilling identically the .first equation, that is 

2 ( 1 ) a2 
2 a 1 - b2 = b2 (b - 1) = square, 

which amounts to solving 

b2 - 1 = square; 

an obvious solution is b2 =~. 
It is surprising that Diophantus chose to consider first the less convenient 

equation linking the terms b2 and a2/b 2 in VI,12 and, especially, in VI,13, 
where it apparently led him into confusion. But, as we shall see, this is not the 
only baffling element in Book VI. 

Taking thus the value b = 1 leads to 

2 a2 2 9 2 16 2 
a - p = a - 25 a = 25 a . 

The remaining unknown a = x is then determined from the second equation, 

b2 _ a2 = 25 _ i 2 = D' 
b2 9 25 x , 

by putting D' = (1 - hX)2; h is taken to be equal to ~.1O This gives x = 2~. 
So 

a2 = (2~? = 48°1°, b2 = (1)2 = 295 , D = 285t = e96?, D' = 1. 

Problem VI,14. (I) 

with a > b. 
2 

a 2 D' (2) bZ - a = , 

Putting b = ~, the second equation gives: 

and is thus identically satisfied. 

10 t < h < * must hold in order that a = x > b = ~. 
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The said value in (1) gives, with a = x: 

So, 

Then: 

i~X2 -1~ = 0 =, say, (1!x - 2)2.11 

5x = 41~, and x = g~. 

b2 = ~ 2 = (~)2 = 13,456 0 = 11,025 = (105)2 
25' a 125 15,625' 15,625 125' 

, 7569 ( 87 )2 
o = 15,625 = 125 . 

Problem VI,15. (1) {a 2 + (a 2 - b2 ) = 0, 
(2) b2 + (a 2 - b2 ) = 0', 

with a> b. 

We put x for the larger number, a. 
(2) is satisfied identically;12 (1) will be satisfied if we put 

a2 - b2 = 2x + 1. 

We must now make b2 = x2 - 2x - 1 a square; this is done by setting it 
equal to (x - 2)2.13 

Thus we obtain x = 2t. 

So a2 = (2t)2 = 6!, b2 =!, 0 = 12! = (3t)2, 0'( :=a2 ) = 6!. 

Problem VI,16. (1) {a 2 - (a 2 - b2) = 0, 
(2) b2 - (a 2 - b2 ) = 0', 

with a> b. 

We put x for the larger number, a. 
(1) is satisfied identically. Putting a2 - b2 = 2x - 1, we shall have 

b2 = x2 - 2x + 1 = (x - 1)2, 

which is a square, smaller than a2 for x > 1-
There remains the fulfilment of (2). 

b2 - (a 2 - b2) = x2 - 2x + 1 - (2x - 1) 

= x2 - 4x + 2 = square =, say, (x - 4)2 

= x2 - 8x + 16, 

hence 

So 

x = 3t. 

0 ' _1. 
- 4' 

11 Generally, (Ii-x - h)1, with any (rational and positive) value for h save those comprised 
between i and ! (inclusive) in order that a be larger than b. 
11 There is no allusion to this in the text, and the second equation is simply ignored in the resolution 
(the verification of its fulfilment no doubt goes back to the author of the major commentary; cf. 
p. 69). This is also true of the ·first equation in the next proposition. 
13 Or, generally, (x - h)2, with h > 1 for x > 0 (thus a > b). 
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There is a formal analogy between these two problems and VI,12-13, 
the division of the larger number by the smaller being replaced by the sub
traction of the latter from the former. 

Both problems result in the same equation, for VI,15 amounts to solving 

2ai = 0 1 + bi 

and VI,16 to solving 

2b~ = a~ + O~; 

further, the solution arrived at in both cases is 

2· 245 = ~ + t. 

Problem VI,I7. 
{

a2 + b2 + c2 = 0, 
a2 = b, 
b2 = c. 

The magnitude to be raised to the highest exponent, a, is taken as unknown 
x; hence 

Putting 

we have immediately 

x2 + X4 + x8 = O. 

o = (x4 + 1)2 = x8 + X4 + t, 
X2 _l 

- 4' 

Remarks. 1°. It would have been perhaps more interesting to present the 
reader with the problem in the more general form 

{
a 2 + b2 + c2 = 0, 
ma 2 = b, 
nb 2 = c, 

since it is solved by the same, ad hoc resolution (putting 

o = (nm2a4 + 1/2n)2, 

whence a = 1/2n). 
2°. As to the simple problem 

a2 + b2 + c2 = 0, 

it appears only incidentally in the Arithmetica (111,5, &Mro~). For it is easily 
soluble starting from any given square 0 by 11,8. We know also from a lemma 
in III,15 the identity 

n2(n + V + n2 + (n + 1)2 = (n(n + 1) + 1)2. 
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Problem VI,18. 

Diophantus immediately puts a2 = 1, b2 = (6' Indeed, if we put a2 = 1,14 
we have 

b2c2 + 1 + b2 + c2 = c2(b 2 + 1) + (b 2 + 1) = D, 

and the expression in parentheses is made square by taking b2 = 196' Hence 

i~C2 + i~ = D. 

With c = x, we have: 

Then 

So 

i~X2 + U = D =, say, (i-x + -jY 
i~ = ~~x, and x = 2l 

C2 - x 2 - 144 a2 - 1 b2 9 - - 25, -, = 16, D - 4225 _ (65)2 
- 400 - 20 . 

Problem VI,19. 

Diophantus chooses a2 = 1, b2 = i~. Indeed, putting a2 = 1, we obtain 

b2c2 - 1 - b2 - c2 = c2(b 2 - 1) - (b 2 + 1) = D, 

an equation which is easy to solve if the expression b2 - 1 is made a square. 
With b2 = i~ and putting c = x, we have 

(6X2 - i~ = D =, say, (ix - i)2, 

then t6X = 1~ and x = 7. 

So D = 25. 

Problem VI,20. 

We could solve this problem by choosing the same a2 as before: 

a2 = 1 gives 1 + b2 + c2 - b2c2 = D, or (1 + b2 ) + c2(1 - b2 ) = D, 

so that we may take b2 = (6 (as in problem 18), b2 = {5' or b2 = 1~. But 
Diophantus departs from the previous choice a2 = 1 by assuming a2 = 4, 
whence 

4 + b2 + c2 - 4b2c2 = c2(1 - 4b2) + (4 + b2) = D. 

1 - 4b2 will be a square if we put, e.g., 4b 2 = 1~, i.e., b2 = 245' 

Thus, with c2 = x2 : 

{5X2 + 4+s = D =, say, (~x + 1)2 = {5X2 + ~x + 1, 

hence ~x = 3245 , and x = ~g. 

14 There is some apparent arbitrariness in eliminating in this wayan unknown. But the important 
fact is that any square number would do as well (ef. VI,20), so that the problem isjust simplified, 
and not modified. 
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So 

2 2 6241 
c = x = 900 ' 

b2 = ~ 0 = 149,769 = (387)2. 
25' 22,500 150 

Problem VI,21. (1) {(a 2 )2 + (a 2 + b2 ) = 0, 
(2) (b 2? + (a 2 + b2 ) = Of. 

Putting, say, b = x, we have for (2): 

X4 + a2 + x 2 = Of. 
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Now, for any u2 , we have u2 + u + i = square; hence, if we put a2 = i, (2) 
will be identically satisfied. 

(1) remains to be satisfied: 

/6 + i + x2 = 0, 

thus x2 + 156 = 0 =, say, (x + !)2 = x2 + X + i; 

then x = /6' 
So 

o = 285
16 = (196)2, Of = 16,641 = (129)2 

65,536 256' 

The comparison of this problem with the group VI,15-16, from which it 
may have originated, leads one to wonder whether the problem 

{a2 + (a 2 + b2 ) = 0,/ 
b2 + (a 2 + b2) = 0', 

might not have been examined by Diophantus. But this problem is not 
soluble rationally: adding the two equations gives 

3(a2 + b2) = 0 + Of, 

which is impossible, since the triple of the sum of two squares cannot itself 
be the sum of two squares. This Diophantus knew, since it follows from the 
diorism to "V ",9. 

Problem VI,22. (1) {a 2 + b2 = 0, 
(2) a2 • b2 = BJf. 

1°. Putting b2 = a4 , we shall satisfy (2) identically. 
(1) gives, with a = x: 

15 Generally, m 2x 4 with m 2 - 1 = square (not specified in the text); or else, 0 = x 2(x - m)2, 

m>l. 
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then 

So a2 - 1& b2 _ 256 0 _ 400 _ (20)2 FII' _ 4096 _ (1&)3 
- 9, - 81' - 81 - 9 , LJI - 729 - 9 . 

r. Another method: We shall now fulfil (1) identically by putting a2 = 9x 2, 

b2 = 16x2 ; hence (2) gives 

144x4 = OJ' =,say,(2x)3; 

then x = /8' 
S 2 (1)2 1 o a ="6 = 36, b2 (2)2 4 0 25 ( 5 )2 = 9" = ST, = 324 = 18 , FII' 1 (1)3 

LJI = 729 = 9" • 

This second method is said in the text to be easier. It is pointless to try 
to guess whether or not it is interpolated, trivial as the problem is. 

Problem VI,23. 

(We have indeed 

v2 + v2 = V2(p2 + q2) = (VU)2) 
p2 q2 p2q2 pq' 

Thus (1) will be identically satisfied if we put 

and we shall have 

o = _9_ + _9_ = 39/6 = (6t)2 
1&x 2 JL X2 x 2 X· 
25 25 

Equation (2) becomes 

x2 + 9 = 0' =, say, (x + 1)2; 

then x = 4. 

So 
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General Remarks on Book VI: Comparative Weakness and 
Presumed Purpose 

259 

A. Of the four extant Arabic Books, Book VI is undoubtedly the weakest. 
Some of its (genuine) propositions are treated awkwardly while several others 
are of limited interest ~so much so that it is surprising to see material of this 
level at this stage of the Arithmetica, which, in theory, runs progressively from 
more simple to more difficult, or at least does not regress. The following 
examples illustrate the Book's weakness. 

(ex) Propositions 17 and, particularly, 22 are so unimaginative as to be 
hardly less trivial than interpolated propositions. 

({3) VI,15-16 are also elementary; but what distinguishes them is that, in 
both cases, one of the equations is useless since it is identically satisfied as it 
stands. 

(1') The less simple treatments are found in VI,12-13. But their (relative) 
difficulty originates rather with the clumsy approach which Diophantus 
deliberately chose 16 than with any intrinsic difficulty; furthermore, this 
approach is applied unskilfully in one instance (VI,13, first part) and, 
moreover, Diophantus appears to have been unable to trace the origin 
of its failure. 

In addition to these fundamental weaknesses, there are some details which 
betray a certain carelessness: equations which could be simplified through the 
elimination of a quadratic factor are not (cf. problems 12, 13, 18, 19), whereas 
they generally are in the extant Greek Books ;17 an important condition for 
solving the final equation in VI,22,1 0 is not mentioned. 18 

B. Since it is not the form, the external aspect, which links the genuine 
problems of Book VI to one another, 19 we must seek a common trait in their 
treatments: after all, Diophantus must have had some reason for putting 
together these apparently disparate problems. Examination of the genuine 
propositions VI,12-23 shows that the following elements are used in their 
resolutions: 

(a) some elementary identities~but of a type not at all particular to Book 
VI; 

(b) the simplest solution of the Pythagorean equation, 9 + 16 = 25 (also 
multiplied by /6 and 2\); it plays an essential role in many of the resolu
tions, but is not used throughout; 

16 Remember that the whole group VI,12-14 is soluble in two ways, depending on which of the 
two proposed equations one chooses to satisfy first. 
17 See the complete reductions in II,29 and III, 16, and the partial ones in II,28 and "IV",31,lo. 
18 The case of the numerical limits for the choice of the parameters occurring in the final equations 
(some of which we have indicated in the commentary) is different: they are not given in the text, 
but they are not given regularly in the Greek Books either. 
19 The occurrence of square powers of the unknowns only is not a satisfactory argument. 
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(c) the methods taught in 11,8 and 11,10; they are found only in VI,12 and 
VI,13 (first part: the "awkward" approach); 

(d) the resolution of an equation of the type AX2 + Bx + C = D where 
either A or C is a square (not nil), performed by setting for D a suitable 
trinomial, a resolution well known from Book II (cf. p. 7); except in 
VI,12, in the first part ofVI,13,20 and in VI,22, all the genuine problems 
end with the resolution of an equation of this type. Such an equation 
had not been encountered in any of the two previous llooks' problems, 
despite their frequent reduction to methods from Book II. 

Perhaps the raison d' etre of Book VI was to familiarize the reader with the 
use of such an equation -even if it had often been met with in Books II and 
III. At all events, I do not see any other justification for Book VI's presence in 
the Arithmetica-assuming that we are entitled or obliged to justify its 
presence. 

20 That is, those parts of the group VI,12-14 in which the" awkward" approach mentioned above 
is employed. 



Book VII 

The Introduction 

The introduction to Book VII consists of a single sentence, which is to all 
appearances genuine-although the elucidation of its meaning poses some 
difficulty. In it the following three points are made. 

I. There will be many problems in the present (seventh) Book. 

The use of the word" many" here is odd since, not counting the interpolated 
problems in Book VII, there are only twelve. Any supposition that part of 
Book VII might have been lost being purely conjectural and without any 
positive evidence to support it, we can do no more than question the ap
propriateness of the word" many". 

II. The type (jins) of the coming problems will not depart from the type of 
problems seen previously in the fourth and fifth Books-even if they are 
different in species/appearance (nau C

). 

The words jins and nauC most probably correspond to the Greek words 
YEYOr; and door;. For, YEYOr; and jins (which stems from the former via 
Syriac) are natural correspondents, while nauC is the usual translation (in 
particular in our Arabic Books) of door;. Now, in common language, 
door; refers to the (exterior) aspect, the form which is seen, while, in philosophy, 
door; is a sub-kind, a species, of the kind (genus = yEYOr;). We must under
stand then, from point II above, that the problems of Book VII have some 
fundamental trait in common with those of Books IV and V, but that they 
differ either externally (in form) or internally (in treatment). 

(IX) It is easy to see that the difference alluded to cannot be external; for 
the principal varieties of problems of Book VII are no more-or no less
different in aspect from those of Books IV - V than are the problems of any 
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Book from those of any other Book. Thus, there is no justification for 
establishing a comparison based on external features. 

We must consider then that the difference between the problems of Book 
VII and those of Books IV and V is an internal one and related to the resolu
tion. The shortness of Book VII makes it seem likely that this" difference in 
species" may take the form of some peculiarity shared by the (noninter
polated) problems VII,7-18, thus justifying their placement in this Book; 
for, at first sight, some of the problems might belong to other Books (for 
example VII,1l-15 to Book II or III, and VII,16-18 to Book VI). 

In point of fact, a certain connection does come to light. Considering 
first VII,7-15, we observe that the solution set of the indeterminate system 
of the second degree (either proposed, in VII,1l-15, or to which VII,7-10 are 
reduced) is determined up to an arbitrary quadratic factor, and thus the 
unknown which is raised to an even power may be given or arbitrarily chosen. 
And it is this that links the outwardly quite different set VII,16-18 to the 
previous problems, since, for the same reason, we are entitled to choose a 
priori the numerical value of one of the unknowns, as Diophantus does at 
the beginning of the resolutions. 

([3) Thus it is possible to show a "difference in species" by bringing out the 
specific character of Book VII. But that still leaves the question of what 
Books IV, V, and VII can have in common that is not found in Book VI, 
which would explain why Book VI was not mentioned by Diophantus 
together with the other three. Diophantus certainly does not mean that, 
after the relatively mediocre set of Book VI, he will present more interesting 
propositions. Nor does he mean to say that he will return to more classical 
types, for the greater and more characteristic part of Book V (V,7-16) is 
certainly not classical in comparison with the problems of the previous 
Book or Books. On the whole, consideration of the form and treatment in the 
Arabic Books does not show any more cohesion between Books IV, V, and 
VII than fundamental difference(s) between them (or anyone of them) and 
Book VI. 

The last part ofthe introduction speaks of the educational role of Book VII. 

III. The problems of Book VII are aimed at increasing" experience and skill". 

Observe that the Arabic words rendered here by "experience and skill" 
are precisely those found in the preface to Book IV, so that they undoubtedly 
correspond to the same Greek words (word in the case of an EV ouX OUOlV). 
Since that part ofthe introduction to Book IV is surely genuine (Diophantine), 
this parallelism of expression strongly speaks for the genuineness of the 
introduction to Book VII. The introductions to Books IV and VII are thus 
linked by a common point-the reader will once again encounter problems 
leading him to greater dexterity in problem-solving-just as are the intro
ductions to Books I and IV (see pp. 175-176). 
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The introduction to Book VII would take on greater significance if we 
could understand point II to refer to Books IV, V, and VI, that is, if we could 
supplement the extant text with wa'/-sadis (" and the sixth "), words con
ceivably omitted by a careless Arabic copyist. 1 The trait or "type" Uins) 
shared by the problems of Books IV to VII would then be their resolution 
by means of methods taught in the first Greek Books, and of these methods 
only, the acknowledged purpose of the four Books being thus to enlarge their 
field of application and to increase the readers' "experience and skill". In 
this respect, the later Greek Books differ from the preceding ones, for there 
we find problems requiring other techniques, as, for example, in Book "IV", 
where we learn how to remodel the initial hypotheses after obtaining an 
irrational solution (a procedure also used in Books "V" and "VI "), or in 
Book "V", where we learn the quite elaborate technique of the 1tC(pl(J6,trl'to~ 
cXy(Oy~. 

The addition of wa'/-sadis thus has the advantage of giving, on the whole, a 
fairly plausible explanation of the meaning of the introduction to Book VII. 
But, though minor insofar as the establishment of the critical text is con
cerned, this addition has a major impact on the sense of the passage, and it is 
for this reason that we have chosen not to alter the text in line 2924. 

As already mentioned, we must go through a certain number of inter
polations before reaching the problems of the original Book VII. 

Problem VII,l. (a 3 . b3 • e3 = D, 
a = mb, m = 2. 
b = me, 

We put e = x. Then, e3 = x3, b3 = (2X)3 = 8x3, a3 = (4x? = 64x3, 
and the problem is reduced to 

512x9[ = 29X9] = 0 == (nx4)2. 

The text chooses a coefficient n2 leading to a simple value for x, namely 
322 = 1024 (=2 1°),giving 

x = 2. 

So e3 = 23 = 8, b3 = 43 = 64, a 3 = 83 = 512, D = 262,144 = 5122. 

Problem VII,2. 

Since 64 = (2 2)3, if we put (a 2)3 = 614 and (b 2)3 = 64, only the condition 

(e2)3 = 0 2 will remain; 

the text does this and, with e = x, the problem becomes 

x6 = 0 2, or x3 = O. 

1 The word biimis and the word sad is (which supposedly followed it), though not easily con
fusable, are somewhat similar. Or could the omission go back to Greek times (confusion between 
E and I:)? 
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Putting 0 = 4x2, we have x = 4. 

SO (C 2)3 = 4096, and also 0 2 = 4096 = 642 = (82)2. 

Remark. A solution could also be obtained by squaring the results of the 
preceding problem. 

Problem VII,3. 

We put a2 = x 2 , hence X4 = ai + a~ + a~. 

Assuming 

ai = x3, a~ = (2X)3 = 8x3, a~ = (4X)3 = 64x3, 

we obtain 73x3 = X4, or x = 73. 

Then: 

(a2)2 = (732)2 = 53292 = 28,398,241, ai = 733 = 389,017, 

a~ = [1463 = ]3,112,136, a~ = [2923 = ]24,897,088. 

Remark. Perhaps the author of the problem had in mind the further condition 
a2 = 2a 1, a3 = 2a2 , as in VII,l. For he could have put a3 = 3a1, which leads 
to the more convenient solution x = 36. 

Problem VII,4. 

We put a2 = x 2 , hence 

(a 2 )3 = x6 = ai + a~ + a~. 

Taking ai = UiX4, a~ = U~X4, a~ = U~X4, our problem is reduced to an 
equation for the coefficients: 

ui + u~ + u~ = O. 

The solution, directly given in the text, is easily obtainable (see p. 255). 
We can use the method of III,S and take first ui = 1, u~ = 4; thus u~ + 5 = 
o == (u 3 + m)2, yielding, with m = i, the value u~ = ~.2 

Hence (after reconstruction of the problem in the text) 

So 

x 2( = ui + u~ + uD = 4:' 
117,649 

729 ' 

[ 
2 _ 2 4 _ 21,609 2 _ 2 4 _ 86,436 2 _ 2 4 _ 2604J 

a 1 - u1x -~' a2 - u2 x -~' a3 - u3x - 729 . 

2 In fact, the solution was probably obtained from the triple {4, 9, 36} (occurring in III,S) by 
division. 
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The three figures given in brackets do not appear in the text, which instead 
computes the magnitudes uix2, u~ x2, and U~X2. We have attributed this error 
to the author of the major commentary and not to the author ofthe problem 
(cf. p. 64, no. 7), even though it is surprising that the latter would not have 
computed these parts, which are, together with (a 2)3, required magnitudes. 3 

Perhaps the text became corrupted at some stage and the values were 
recomputed by the author of the major commentary in the above way. 

Problem VII,5. (a 3)3 . b3 + (a 3)3 • e2 = D. 

We put (a 3)3 = (23)3 = 512; then 

512b 3 + 512e2 = D. 

The author of the problem simply takes b = x, e = x, thus obtaining 

512x3 + 512x 2 = D == (nx)2 (n2 > 512, not stated in the text). 

Forn=64: 

Hence x = 7, 

and b3 = x 3 = 343, e2 = x2 = 49, D = 200,704 = 4482. 

This problem is not only odd in form, but also in treatment, as is seen in 
particular in the oversimplification of setting the two unknowns band e 
equal (cf. VI,5~ 7). Thus, VII,5 has all the characteristics of an interpolation, 
and, as interpolations generally appear in groups, one's suspicions aroused 
by considering the initial problems of Book VII are strengthened. For, of 
these, only VII,4 (not considering the miscomputations) would deserve to 
figure among the problems of the Arithmetiea. 

Problem VII,6. {a~2 ~b;2 = r, r, given ratio, 

a2 + b2 = D. 

Condition: The number belonging to the given ratio must be a square. 

Thus the system 

(1) {a 2 . b2 = k2(a 2 + b2), 

(2) a2 + b2 = D. 

3 Diophantus himself, whose text is throughout characterized by conciseness and brevity, 
regularly gives the values of the magnitudes actually required, except in some problems of Book 
"V" which have abbreviated resolutions. An exception is m,lO (possibly the three required 
numbers are not given there because two of them happen, unfortunately, to have the same value). 
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If we put 0 = X2, with a2 = i~X2 and b2 = iSX2, (2) will be satisfied 
identically. Then, (1) becomes 

hence 

~i1x4 = 9X2, 

X2 = 39/6 , 

So a2 = i~X2 = 25, b2 = isxz = 14 /6' 
This problem probably arose from a scholiast's considerations about the 

lemma given in VI,23: one is reminded of the expression 

k2(a 2 + bZ) . 2 2 
Z bZ WIth a + b = square, a . 

obtained by verifying the said lemma. The agreement in some numerical 
values confirms this impression. 

Thus, VII,6 must also belong to the group of interpolated problems in 
Book VII. Note that it is the only one with a visible origin: except for VII,2 
and 4, which are related to their immediate predecessors, no link can be made 
with previous problems.4 A scholiast might here have simply tried to devise 
problems of his own. 

We now come to the problems apparently belonging to the original Book 
VII.s 

Problem VII,7. 

{

(a 3)2 = a1 + a2 + a3, 

a1 + az = 0, 
az + a3 = 0', 
a3 + at = Off. 

1°. Taking a = x, we shall have 

x6 = at + az + a3 

under the said conditions for the a/so 
Putting aj = Uj' X4, the problem is reduced to finding three numbers 

U 1, uz, U3 such that their sum and the sum of any two are squares. This has 
been solved in III,6 with the solution 

U t = 80, 

We have then: 

U z = 320, 

x2 = 441 

4 A link with subsequent problems (say VII,(3-)4 with VII,?) is not altogether evident and would 
be unusual. 
5 A clear subdivision into groups is in fact noticeable only from VII,8 on. Although some 
suspicion might be raised about problem 7, there is no serious reason for considering it to be 
interpolated (see below). 
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(the problem is reconstructed in the text in order to yield the solution). So 

a j = U j X4 = 80·194,481 = 15,558,480, az = uzx4 = 62,233,920, 

a3 = U3 X4 = 7,973,721, 

(a 3)Z = a j + az + a3 = 85,766,121 = 9261 z = (213)Z, 

at + az = 77,792,400 = 88202, a2 + a3 = 70,207,641 = 83792, 

a3 + a j = 23,532,201 = 48512. 

2°. Another method (which is easier, the text says). 
We put (a3)2 = 64 = (23?, to be divided as above. From III,6, we have: 

320 + 80 + 41 = 441, with the required properties for the parts. 
But the number to be divided is 64; hence, we shall multiply each part by 

64 and divide the result by the square 441. We obtain: 

320·64 20,480 80·64 5120 
at = 441 =~' az = ~ = 441 ' 

41 ·64 2624 
a3 =~= 441 ; 

25,600 (160)2 7744 (88)2 
at + a2 = ~ = 21 ' a2 + a3 = 441 = 21 ' 

a a = 23,104 = (152)2 
3 + t 441 21 

This second resolution introduces the method to be used in problems 
VII,8~ 11 and 15, which is as follows. The value of the principal unknown 
a2 (or a6 ) being initially imposed or chosen (say a6 or a3), one disregards this 
numerical condition and solves the similar system of the second degree 
obtained by replacing the fixed aZ (or a6 ) by a required quantity u2 • Let 
the value found be u6. Since the solution of this intermediate system is in 
all these problems determined up to a quadratic factor, we shall obtain the 
solution to the original problem by multiplying all the magnitudes found in 
solving the intermediate problem by a6;u6 (or a3/u6). As noted earlier (p. 262), 
this possibility of fixing a priori the value of an unknown occurring in an even 
power was probably meant to be the distinguishing characteristic of Book VII. 

Two singularities of the text are noticeable in this alternative resolution. 
Firstly, the formulation of the problem is misleading, as was the case in 
VII,3. 6 Secondly, the reference to III,6 is curiously repeated as if it had not 
been mentioned at all in the first part. Now, if, rendered suspicious, we were to 
suppose that the alternative resolution was added by some (early) com
mentator inspired by the following propositions, the genuineness of the 
whole problem would be doubtful, since its link to the following problems 

h The repetition itself of'the formulation at the beginning of an &AA(J)~ is not unusual: this occurs 
in the Greek text as well (see in Ul; IIl,15: "\V",28 and 31). 
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lies principally in the method employed in the second resolution. 7 However, 
we do not consider this to be the case, and take the whole problem VII,7 to 
be genuine, even though this gives rise to a new question -one which cannot 
be dismissed by assuming a commentator's inadequate reworking (see p. 274, 
remark). 

Problem VII,S. 
{

(a 3)2 + 2b = 0, 
(a3)2 + b = 0'. 

Putting (a3)2 = 64 = (23)2, we have the new system 

{
64 + 2b = 0, 
64 + b = 0'. 

Let us consider the general problem: 

(1) {u2 + 2v = 0 1, 

(2) u2 + v = 0;. 
If we put u2 = x2 and v = 2x + 1, (2) will be identically satisfied. Then, 

(1) gives 

so 

Hence 

x2 + 4x + 2 = square =, say, (x - 2)2, 

x2 + 4x + 2 = x2 - 4x + 4, and x = t. 
v = I!. 

Since any u2t2 , vt2 , t rational, is also a solution, ui = 1, VI = 24 is an integral 
solution of the considered pair of equations, and the solution we were looking 
for will result from its multiplication by 64:8 

(a 3)2 = 64, b = 64·24 = 1536, giving 0 = 3136 = 562, 

0' = 1600 = 402 • 

Problem VII,9. 
{

(a 3)2 - b = 0, 
(a 3)2 - 2b = 0'. 

We put (a 3)2 = 64, thus obtaining 

{
64 - b = 0, 

64 - 2b = 0'. 

Let us consider the general system: 

(1) 

(2) 

7 The fact that the characteristic of the Book appears only in the alternative (easier) method is not 
a conclusive argument against the genuineness of the whole problem. Assuming that our opinion 
about the essential role of the equation AX2 + Bx + C = D in Book VI is correct, we have a 
similar example: the equation occurs for the first time in an alternative resolution of the group 
VI,12-14. 
8 In this and the next two problems, when establishing the required solution from the intermediate 
one, the text first gives the smallest integral solution of the auxiliary system. 
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We shall satisfy (1) identically by putting u2 = x2 and v = 2x - 1. Then (2) 
glves: 

So 

hence 

x2 - 4x + 2 = 0'1 =, say, (x - 3)2. 

x2 - 4x + 2 = x2 - 6x + 9; 

x = 31 and u2 = x2 = 12t, v = 6. 

Therefore, the smallest integral solution of the same system will be ur = 49, 
VI = 24. 

But we had (a3)2 = 64; thus, we multiply the latter pair of elements by 
~~ and obtain as the required solution: 

(a 3? = 64, b = 24· ~~ = Il~6, giving 

0 ' - 64 _ (~)2 - 49 - 7 . 

O - 1600 _ (40)2 
- 49 - 7 , 

Problem VII,lO. 
{

(a 3)2 + b = 0, 
(a 3)2 - b = 0'. 

After putting (a 3)2 = 64, we consider as previously the general system: 

(1) {u 2 + v = 0 I, 

(2) u2 - v = 0'1.9 

Diophantus chooses to satisfy (2) identically by taking 

u2 = x2 and v = 2x - 1, 

which gives for (1): 

hence 

so that 

x2 + 2x - 1 = 0 I =, say, (x - 3)2; 

x2 + 2x - 1 = x2 - 6x + 9, and x = ii, 
x2 = u2 = i~ and v = i~· 

Thus ui = 25, VI = 24 will be an integral solution. 
But we assumed (a 3? to be 64; the required solution is then 

(a 3)2 = 64, b = 24· ~~ = In6, giving 

0 ' - 64 _ (.!!.)2 
- 25 - 5 . 

O - 3136 _ (56)2 
- 25 - 5 , 

The principle of the resolution used by Diophantus in the group VII,8-10 
is the following. 

Given a system 

{
(a 3? + kb = 0, 
(a 3)2 + Ib = 0', 

(k, I positive or negative) 

9 This might remind one of the problem of congruent numbers (cf. p. 83); but v is not imposed in 

our case. 
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{u2 +kV=01' 
U 2 + Iv = 0'1' 

Taking kv = 2mu + m2 , m arbitrary, the first equation is satisfied, and one 
has to fulfil now 

which is easy to do since u2 occurs with the positive sign. 
The solution being uo, vo, we can now construct the solution of the given 

system for any arbitrary a. If, e.g., a = 2, thus (a 3)2 = 64, the value of b is 
obtained by multiplying Vo by 64ju5. 

Remarks. 1°. Diophantus' three cases are, in fact, not as general. They lead to 
intermediate systems involving three squares in an arithmetical progression, 
and the progression underlying his solutions is always the simplest one, 
{I, 25, 49}. 

2°. The system resulting from the choice (a 3)2 = 64 (or from any other), 
namely 

{
64 + kb = 0, 
64 + lb = 0', 

could be solved directly, i.e., without using the intermediate system, as in 
problem 11,16 (see also p. 227). 

Problem VII,ll. {a2 = a1 + a2' 
a2 + a1 = 0, 
aZ - a2 = 0'.10 

aZ = 25, given. 

We seek some square fulfilling the equations of the problem, say uZ : 

(1) {UZ = u1 + Uz, 
(2) U2 +U1 =01' 
(3) U Z - U2 = 0'1' 

With u2 = X Z and U 1 = 2x + 1, (2) will be identically satisfied, and, if we 
put Uz = 2x - 1, (3) will be identically satisfied. Then, (1) gives: 

x2 = (2x + 1) + (2x - 1) = 4x; hence x = 4, 

X Z = u2 = 16, and U 1 = 9, U 2 = 7. 

But aZ = 25 and u2 = 16; so we shall mUltiply each magnitude by a2 ju2 = i~· 

10 Thus al = 0'. 
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0 , - 225 - (12.)2 
- 16 - 4 . 

and O - 625 - (12)2 - 16 - 4 , 

• Diophantus then simply states the impossibility of solving: 

or 

ja 2 = a1 + a2 , 

a2 + a1 = 0, 
a2 + a2 = 0'. 

Indeed, adding the last two conditions gives 

2a2 + (a l + a2) = 3a 2 = 0 + 0', 

o 0' 
3=2+2' a a 
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But 3 (of the form 4n + 3) cannot be represented as the sum of two squares. 

Remarks. 1°. The only explicit allusion we have in the Arithmetica to a 
specific number not being representable as a sum of two squares is in "VI",14 
(the number being 15). But it is apparent from the (reconstruction of the) 
diorism of "V",9 that Diophantus knew the general condition, concerning 
all integers and not only the ones of the form 4n + 3. 

2°. We arrive in "IV",32 at the system 

{8 - x = 0 
8 - 3x = 0:, 

which is not solvable rationally (ou prrrov £crn), the text says, "Otl! 'to Il~ 
clVett 'toue; 5 npoe; a.AA.~"'OUe; ",oyov £xov'tete; OV 'tE'tpciyrovoe; a.pt91l0e; npoc; 
'tE'tpciyrovov a.pt9Ilov" (D.G., I, p. 270,5-6). Now, the reason given (that the 
ratio of the coefficients of x is not a ratio of a square to a square) is wrong;11 

II The system 

{S- x=o 
S - 2x = 0', 

which has the same characteristic, can be satisfied (by, e.g., x = 3~~gD. In general, the condition 
given by Diophantus (which he satisfies in his subsequent reworking) is merely sufficient for 
obtaining a solution: the system 

reduces to the equation 

{
AIX + BI = 0, 

A2 x + B2 = 0', 

Al 2 (AzBI - AIB2) 
~y + = 0 
A2 A z 

(see p. 79), and, by the said condition, to the simple form ~2)'2 + i' = O. 
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the real reason for the insolubility of the above system results, here too, from 
the impossibility of three being the sum of two squares: introducing x = 8 - 0 
into the second equation gives 8 - 3(8 - 0) = 30 - 16 = 0 ', hence 

Problem VII,12. aZ = 25, given. 

If we divide aZ into two square parts, the conditions of the problem will 
be fulfilled; the way to do this has already been shown (11,8). A solution is 

Three variations on the same basic problem compose the group VII, 11-12: 
a square number is divided into two parts, subject to one of the following 
conditions: 

(1) that the addition of one of the parts to the square and the subtraction of 
the other part from it result in a square; 

(2) that the addition of each part to the square give a square; 
(3) that the subtraction of each part from the square give a square. 

In the two coming groups the problem is extended to a greater number of 
parts: VII,13-14 divide the square into three parts,13 while VII,15 treats 
(partially) the case of four parts. 

Problem VII,13. (1) {az = at + az + a3, 
(2) aZ + at = D, 
(3) aZ + az = D', 
(4) a2 + a3 = D". 

a2 = 25, given. 

Adding (2), (3), and (4), we obtain 

3a2 + a 1 + a2 + a3 = 4a2 = 0 + D' + D", 

where each of the squares on the right side is larger than a2. Thus we end up 
with the problem of dividing a known square, 4a2 = 100, into three squares, 
each of which must be larger than a2 = 25. Since the reader knows" how to 

12 Thus a2 = 0, a1 = 0'. 
13 Because ofthe odd number of parts, there is no "mixed" case as found in VII,ll and in VII,lS. 
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divide any square number into square parts",14 Diophantus (as usual) does 
not perform the computations. The results given in the text are: 

0=36, 0 , - (lM)2 - 33.4.l1 - 29 - 841, 0 " - (1QQ)2 - 3{1370 15 
- 29 - VS4T. 

By subtraction, we obtain the solution we were looking for: 

a1 = 0 - 25 = 11, a2 = 0' - 25 = 8~lL a3 = 0" - 25 = 5~l?, 

with a1 + a2 + a3 = 25. 

Problem VII,14. (1) {a: = a1 ~ a2 + a3, 
(2) a - a1 - 0, 
(3) a2 - az = 0', 
(4) a2 - a3 = 0". 

a2 = 25, given. 

Adding (2), (3) and (4), we obtain 

3a2 - (a 1 + a2 + a3) = 2a2 = 0 + 0' + 0", 

where each of the squares on the right side is smaller than a2• Thus we end up 
with the problem of dividing the double of a known square, 2a2 = 50, into 

14 An allusion to I1,8-which may be repeatedly applied. 
15 One can obtain Diophantus' results in the following way. One first chooses (or computes by 
II,8) 0 = 36, which fulfils the condition 0 > 25. Then 

64 = 0' + 0", 0',0" > 25. 

By II,8: ( p)2 P pZ 
64 = l + 8 - - Y = l + 64 - 16 - y + -/, 

q q qZ 

hence p, q > O. 

Since 64 - 36 = 28, if the side of one of the two squares lies between 5 and 6, then the side of the 
other will be larger than 5. Thus, let us impose the condition 

that is to say, 

So 

and 

P 5 < 8 - - y < 6, 
q 

p 16pz 
2 < - y < 3, or 2 < -Z--2 < 3. 

q p + q 

16pz > 2p2 + 2qZ, or q2 < 7pz, 

16pz < 3pz + 3qZ, or qZ > 4!pz. 

Let us take p = 2; then 17! < qZ < 28. An obvious choice is qZ = 25, giving 

16pq 160 
y=---=-

p2 + qZ 29 ' 

P 64 168 
8 - - y = 8 - - = -. 

q 29 29 

Thus the values given by Diophantus. 
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three squares, each of which is smaller than the given square a2• The results 
are directly given since the reader, the text says, knows "how to divide a 
number into square parts":16 

o = 16, 0' = (7D2 = 221~9' 

corresponding to the solution 

0 " - (45)2 - 11 166 
- 13 - 169, 

a1 = 25 - 0 = 9, a2 = 25 - 0' = 2~~~, a3 = 25 - 0" = 131~9' 

Remark. Another form of this problem (without the numerical condition) is 

{

a2 = a1 + a2 + a3' 

a2 + a3 = 0, 
a3 + a1 = 0', 
at + a2 = 0". 

16 This allusion is no doubt to II,9. In order to solve the above problem, we may first choose a 
square smaller than 25 and such that the subtraction of it from 50 gives a result which can be 
represented as the sum of two squares; then we shall be able to apply II,9. Or, we may represent 
2a2 as the sum of two different squares (by II,9) and then divide the larger one into two suitable 
squares (by II,S). Diophantus apparently used the first approach. Taking 0 = 16, we have: 

so 

0' + on = 34 = 25 + 9. 

Applying II,9: 

34 = (5 - ~ y)2 + (3 + y)2 = 25 _ 10 ~ y + ~ y2 + 9 + 6y + y2, 
q q q 

1O~-6 
q 

Y=---,· 

1 + IC 
q2 

Now, we must have 3 < 3 + Y < 5, that is to say 0 < y < 2. This implies 

p p 3 
1°. 10 - > 6, or - > -

q q 5 

P p2 
2°. 5 - - 3 < 1 + 2' 

q q 

p2 P 
2 - 5 - + 4 > 0, then (p/q - W > £ and therefore either p/q > 4 or 
q q 

p/q < 1. 

Hence the limitation: ~ < p/q < I (or p/q > 4). Taking as previously p = 2, we have 

2 < q < 3! (or 0 < q < 1). 

An immediate choice is q = 3. Thus p/q = i, y = A, so that 5 - (p/q)y = 1'4 and 3 + y = ti. 
Hence the values given by Diophantus. 

N.B. We could also solve this problem by the more advanced technique of the method of 
approximation to limits which appears later on, in "V",9-14. The same could have been done for 
the previous intermediate problem. 
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Now, the problem in this form has been solved by Diophantus in 111,6 
(see also VII,7) with the solution 441 = 320 + 80 + 41; thus we could, as 
in VII,7, make use of this solution, the further condition a2 = 25 merely 
necessitating its multiplication by 111' 

One wonders why Diophantus did not allude to III,6 in this (surely 
genuine) problem. Did he not realize that the system had already been solved 
in another form? This seems to be the case, although the proximity of problem 
VII,7 should have reminded him of III,6. 17 Perhaps also, since he is believed, 
like Euclid and Apollonius, to have borrowed from knowledge developed 
by his predecessors,18 he merely reproduced this problem as he found it, 
together with related ones (cf. the group VII,11-15). 

Problem VII,15. a2 = a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 , 

a2 + a1 = 0, 
a2 + a2 = 0', 
a2 - a3 = Off, 
a2 - a4 = Off'. 

a2 = 25, given. 

We shall try to fulfil the equations for some square u2 , such that: 

(1) u2 = U 1 + U 2 + U3 + U4 , 

(2) u2 + U 1 = 0 I, 

(3) U2 +U2 =02, 

(4) U2 -U3=03' 

(5) u2 - U4 = 0 4 , 

Let u2 = x2 be the unknown. 
Putting Ul = 2x + 1, (2) will be satisfied identically; (3) will be fulfilled 

by taking, e.g., u2 = 4x + 4, (4) by taking U3 = 2x - 1, (5) by taking U4 = 
4x - 4. 

Then, U 1 + U2 = 6x + 5, and U3 + U4 = 6x - 5; 

hence x2 = u2 = U 1 + U2 + U3 + U4 = 12x, and x = 12. 

So u2 = 144, UI = 25, U2 = 52, U3 = 23, U4 = 44. 

Since a2 :u2 = 25: 144, we shall multiply each of the above results by /14' 
We obtain: 

(The values of 0, 0', Off, 0'" are not given in this problem). 

17 Assuming that VII,7 is genuine (cf. pp. 267-268). 
18 See, e.g., Heath, Dioph., p. 124. 
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• The text has then the remark that one similarly solves the system: 

s 
a2 = L ak , 

k=l 

a2 + ai = Di , 

a2 -aj=Dj, 

a2 given square, 

i = 1, ... ,4, 

j = 5, ... ,8. 

Indeed, if, considering u's instead of a's, one puts u2 = x2 and 

U 1 = 2x + 1, u2 = 4x + 4, U3 = 6x + 9, U4 = 8x + 16, 

Us = 2x - 1, u6 = 4x - 4, U7 = 6x - 9, Us = 8x - 16, 

one obtains 
S 

x2 = L Uk = 40x, and x = 40, x2 = u2 = 1600; 
k=l 

the parts are then: 

U 1 = 81, U2 = 164, U3 = 249, U4 = 336, 

Us = 79, U6 = 156, U 7 = 231, Us = 304, 

to be multiplied by a2/u 2 = a2/1600 in order to have the required parts ak' 

This (very simple, but elegant) method is generally valid for an even 
number 2n of parts, of which n are additive and n subtractive. 

Let U 1, ... , un be the additive parts and U- 1, ... , U- n the parts to be 
subtracted. 

Putting 

we shall have: 

hence 

Urn = 2mu + m2 , 

u-rn = 2mu - m2 , 

(uo = 0), 

m = 1, ... ,n, 

U = 2n(n + 1). 

We have seen in this problem and in the remark following it the cases n = 2 
and n = 4; the case n = 1 has been treated in VII,I1. 

Remark. The first part Ul (hence also a 1) is always a square for, since U = 
2n(n + 1), we have 

U1 = 2u + 1 = 2[2n(n + 1)] + 1 = (2n + 1)2. 
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The problems 

{
a1 = i:: ak = 25, 

k = 1 

a2 + a· = OJ, i = 1, ... ,4 

{
a2 = i:: ak = 25, 

k = 1 

a2 - a· = 0i, i = 1, ... ,4 

which might be expected to appear here (cf. p. 272) are soluble in a similar 
way: the first one amounts to dividing 125 into four squares, each of which is 
larger than 25, and the second one amounts to dividing 75 into four squares 
smaller than 25. If one does not wish to take the (tedious) way of iterating the 
elementary methods of Book II, one may assume one suitable square, say 
36 in the first case and 16 in the second one, and then apply to the remainders 
89 = 49 + 36 + 4 and 59 = 49 + 9 + 1 the TCCXptcrOT'rrroc; dyO)y~ in the 
manner explained in the later Book "V" (cf. "V",ll). 

The last three problems of Book VII have quite a different form. 

Problem VII,16. {a 2 - b2 = 0, 
b2 - c2 = Of, 

a2 :b2 = b2 :c2 • 

Lemma. If a2 : b2 = b2 : c2 and b2 - c2 = square, then also a2 - b2 = square. 

Indeed, 

b2 a2 _ b2 

? implies (Elem., V,17) that b1 

so that a2 - b2 is a square if b2 - c2 is (Elem., VIII,24). 
This lemma is a particular case of the one given later on, in VII,18. 

We put c2 = 119 and (since a2 = a2b2 = a4c2 ) we put a2 = X4; then 

b2 = Ja 2c2 = x2• 

Now, 

hence 

b2 - c2 = x 2 - 1 = Of =, say, (x - 2)1; 

x2 - 1 = x2 - 4x + 4 and x = Ii. 

By the above lemma, the remaining condition a2 - b2 = square is fulfilled. 

So c2 = 1, b1 = x2 = i~, a1 = X4 = ~U, Of = ?6' 0 = ~~~ = (m2• 

Remark. A solution to this problem is obtainable from any Pythagorean 
triplet h2 = p2 + q2, taking a2 = h4jp2, b2 = h2, c2 = p2 (in our case, 
h1 = p2 + q2 is i~ = i~ + 196)' 

19 This is not a restriction, since any square multiple of the solution will also be a solution. The 
same holds for the next two problems. 
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Problem VII,17. 
{

a2 + b2 + C2 + d2 = 0, 
a2 : b2 = c2 :d2 . 

We put d2 = 1 and a2 = 16x2 . Since a2 :b2 = c2 :d2 , taking c2 = m2x2 

will leave for b2 a certain number of units: b2 = 161m2 . 

The other condition being 

a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = 0 = (16 + m2)x2 + (b 2 + 1), 

we shall take m2 = 9 in order to have an equation of the form (X2X 2 + ')' = O. 
Thus b2 = 196 , and the equation becomes 

25x 2 + 2~ = O. 

We put 0 = (5x + t)2 ;20 hence 

So 

x = 180 .21 

a2 = 16x2 = \~~4 = G~)2[ =e56 )2], b2 = 1~, 
c2 = 9x2 = ~~ = G~r[ =C:rl d2 = 1, 

o = 1~~~O = C:~) l = C:rl 
Problem VII,18. 

Lemma. If c2 - d2 = square and a2 : b2 = c2 : d2, then a2 - b2 = square. 

One verifies this lemma as above (problem 16). Thus, equations (2), (3), 
and (4) remain to be fulfilled. We choose d2 = 9. Then, (3) will be satisfied if 
we put c2 = 25. 

Taking a2 = x2, (4) gives: 

9x2 = 25b 2, or b2 = i5X2. 

The only remaining condition is (2), which yields the equation: 

i5X2 - 25 = 0' =, say, Gx - 1)2 = i sx 2 - h + 1; 

hence X -12Q[- 65] - 6 - 3 • 

20 Generally, (5x + h)2 with h2 < 2~ (or the reverse for negative h). 
21 The Greek text also gives, sometimes, a resulting fractional value in an unsimplified form; see, 
e.g., problems 11,12; 11,22; 11,34; III, 1 ; III, 13. The value of x is given in an unsimplified form in the 
next problem also. 
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So 

a2 = X 2 = 16,900 [= 4225J b2 = ~ X2 = 6084 [= 169] c2 = 25 
36 9' 25 36 ' , 

d2 = 9, 0 = 1O;~16 = C~4r[ = C32rl Of = 5~~4 = c:r [= 122], 

Off = 16. 

Remark. This problem is again (see VII, 16) soluble using any Pythagorean 
triplet h2 = p2 + q2, where (by 11,8) p2 = r2 + S2: we shall put a2 = 

h2p2jr2, b2 = h2, c2 = p2 and d2 = r2. 

VII,16-18 form thus the last group of problems of our Arabic Books. 
Comparing VII,16 with the pair VII,17-18, one might expect Diophantus 
also to have treated 

But this problem has no rational solution, as was suspected at least by late 
Arabic times (see Nesselmann, Beha-eddin's Essenz, pp. 56 and 72). 



Part Four 

Text 



We have already discussed in Part One the policies followed by us for the 
establishment of the Arabic text (see §§4,7, and 11). Thus we need only point 
out a few editorial procedures concerning the Arabic text and the critical 
apparatus. 

Square brackets, [ ], are used to enclose interpolations (cf. §5), while 
angle brackets, < ), enclose our additions to the manuscript's text. The 
Arabian numerals on the left denote the pages of the manuscript, and the 
numerals on the right number the lines. 

The critical notes are numbered, the corresponding numerals appearing in 
parentheses after the indication of the line(s) in the text to which the notes 
refer. For explanations concerning the more notable errors or emendations, 
the reader is again referred to Part One (§§3-7 and 10-11)1. 

N.B. The few occurrences of a kafwithout its upper stroke have not been 
pointed out: they are textually without relevance since this deficient kafcan
not be mistaken for a lam. 

1 See also the references at the beginning of the General Index. 
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codicum manuscriptorum bibliothecae mausolei Meschedae. 

9 (2): ~t: lJI,u......lin cod. 

13 (3): ,.l:;.t: I.".t... in codice, sc. cum alif quod apud grammati

cos otiosum vocatur. 

15 (4): .,..; post cl1.-'., forsan de1endum. 

(5): j';':.jr in cod. 

20 (6): G-..; conjeci,..::-....I in codice. Similiter habet ~ 

(lin. 22) neque c7amma h neque fatha h in cod. 

21 (7): Verba JWl clJ.j.)~""" et simi1ia infra (usque ad 1i

neam 51) interpo1atori arabico tribuo. 

20 
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~ [JWI J ~ ~,J' ~ ~~I Jl. ~ 0 1, ~ Jl. ~ 
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~~ ~U~\i.JI, ~I ~ J..-JI ~ ~l;:; l.jl Wl~, 35 

C L...:;.. . I$" l. 'liIJ 4.L \i.J \.., . - LJ I .. t< I. tas l: . I$" l. ;; ,) L . .. , u ." ~ ~ \J"" u .. J 

L.L.", ...Ii JJI tly ~I.,..a 0- ...u..1, ~ JI [~LJI ~ 0-

01~T t;y J,)~ ~ ~ ~4....-i, ~ ~ U.:R no; 

...u..1, e,,; LJ ~ J-. ~LJI ..l-.AS10- ...u..I, ~~I ~ 
(,)...1'- J,)~ 40 

G.:",. (,)...1'- ~.~I 0~ ~ 0:!,)...I'- ~ wI ~.r I" 
1~..l..>I, C-a5 ~ wM 1~...u..I, ~.~,~~I~It-l.b J'~ 
.. <:; . • A 4..0~ '~'.oII, ~ -" - [;... '.011 ~I.I;, . .a.i;. 
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~'~ ~I 0- ~ r5 ~ u--~,rJI ~ t..:",. J,)~ clJ.j 45 

I..JWd..a.-::JI (.jU ~l. . AI~. ~ .. <: ,~'~I ~.I;, . 
• ~,.! u~ 1..>. - c:-- ~ 

22 (8): ~I: ~I in cod. 

35-37 (9): Interpretationem vocabulorum ~ et UtI;., quam a 

quodam arabico lee tore additam fuisse suspicor, seclu

si. 

41 (10): Problematum numeratio (per litteras), quam per li

neam supra scriptam significavi, hie et ubique in codi

ce atramento rubro notatur. 

44 (11): ~.":~.,, in cod. 
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50 (12) : u~,,:~" in cod. 

(13) : ~~ addidi. 

51 (14): r ""'-": I "",-,I, in cod. 

52 (15) : ,L- :~,t.;;.; in cod. 
'" 53 (16) : ~ 'JI addidi. 

55 (17) : .....J...D addidi. 

(18) : ~I,: l;..I, in cod. 

57 (19) : , (primum): vein cod. 

(20) : , (secundum) addidi. 

63 (21): ~I addidi. 

65 (22) : t..; : La...;.. in cod. 

(23) : Post ..J...Ail addit codex \J-' 
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L.J if' ~I, 4.l!.. ~ • ~I~.r' 0"" 0~ t.o:l .:~ JWI, ~L. 80 

r1s- ~I ~.,JI ~ ~~, f'..u.-I ~~, ~ JWI 0~ .JL..T6.-> 

.J.Jr. ~'0'~' 6.->, 4!L. ~,rJI~, 4!.L. 0~ JI,.I~) 
.J L.. T 6.-> d..A..i.o ~ , . 

6.->, 4! L.,Yb, ~ .J.Jr. L. p. q.. '!", ~.r ~ .J.Jr. l; ~, ..u.; 

~ U 1 l; .J.JI L. dJ..;, u,~, 85 

~ :s:. (.J.Jr. l....cb.l.o lA:: u~ ~.r ~ .J.Jr. ~ 0 1 ~.y -; 
• ~ ~ 1 0- l;;.; f r1s- ~ 1 tl"', ~ ,~ ~ ':11 ~".J 1 tl'" ~;.:.; 
~~, ~ r1s- ~I ~".J 1 0~ ~ • ~I 6.-> ~ -~I tl'" ~ 

- I 68 (24): V" ~I ~I V" j fortasse scribendum est !..Pj ante aut 

pro V" altero. 

74 (25): ~I (prius): .J...L.A..JI in cod. 

76 (26): Per homoeote1euton (ut ita dicam) omissum addidi. 

Vide etiam adn. 50. 

(27): ~ addidi. 

80 (28): Post JWI, addit codex v,~, ~. 

81 (29): u.t~J ~ : ul~J ~ in cod. 
(30): Pro ~I praebet codex JWI. Vide adn. 44,178;286. 

84 (31): Pro t- in I....a...-, fortasse subj iciendum est ~ , 

quo interpres in hoc textu uti solet. 

87 (32): '~'JI :.J~'JI in cod. 
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clJ,j, <JL. 0'~' ~) kaJ..,oli::, 1...1.>1, ~L. ~ 'JI 0~' ~L. 
0- A..Op ~~ 'JI 0- w...:. r5 ~ 0-~IJ:>p t;.:s:. J..J~ 90 

~I 0 ')] ~LS ~ J.;LA.:; ~L. 0'~' ~JI 0~ ~~ 
...1.>1, JL. ~~I ~,~ ~LS~~' 0- 0~ v.ill 

a ...1.>1,.1' c ~'0~ f...l.>' (r.IJ-~·' ~J' J..JLA.:; c~I ~ 0~ 
~,rJ 't1O l:....o), ...I.> '., c ~ t10 0-~ ')]' ~,rJ' l:....o} G' ')], ..J t. T 
~ r-b-')]It1O 0~" a~')]It1O 0~ ~~I ~ 0- r-b-')]I 95 

o 0"~"~" 0b!L. r-b ')]1 / ~,rJ" ~ ~')]I e=,rJI, ~ 
..J l> T -;,'= '" ~ 0-~ .; ~ ~,~ -;,~ ,,' 0b! L. kaJ..,o lA=, 

o b! L. ~, ~ .; ~ kaJ..,o ti:;., ~,r 0':1 .; ~ l; ~, ..IU 

~ 0 I l;..J; I L. clJ..i, ~'0"~'~' 

~." ';....I..A...o .~ •• ~ • .;~...a...,;".J...' -; 100 . u .... ...,..--',r U'II . U .:.r 
0- A..O;;';' ~ ')]' 0- w...:. r5 ~ 0- r-b '.lI., <j L. ~ ')] I vb;;'; 
~,), ~ 0~ -J .il', JI,.I ~,), r-b ')]' e=,rJ' 0W ~~ 
~ ~ 0-~ , vb;;'; t;.::s:.. r..J ~ J .; LA.:; ~, J I,.' J I,. I 
~ U ~ J .; LA.:; J ',.' J I,. I ~) r..i \,; ~ laS' ~ 0~ J.-, 

u 'JJ~~I~) J.;LA.:; .;L..T~ 0~ ~ ~~, ~ lOS 

...1.>1,.11 u 'J,J .;l>T~ u..:... if ~ ~c.....J l,jl ~LS ~ 
l..il, [...1.>1., A,,;.. c;> ~I ~ ~I ~ ,,j\,; ?-as ~ j 

~,)I (,j\,; c~, ~J' A,,;.. if ~ ~ JI,.I JI,.I ~JI ~ 
~ G'')]., ~1 J.;~ ...1.>',.1' c ~\,; [.;l>T~ J..JLA.:; c~, 
~ ~, ~.,.o 0- u~ J W' u ')] ..J l> T~) u~ <j I... ~ ')]' ~,rJ' 110 

.; ..uJ '., ~ -;,~ ... u~ J ',.' ~,), r-b ')j' ~,rJ' ~ G' ')], .J!. J 
~Jl ~~ ~., 0l--., ~J' ut.a:,rJ' u'..i..lb ~~ -J.iI' 

.;L..T 

90 (33): ~:~in cod. 

(34): ~,:~, in cod. 

105 (35): Post ",t..-.T addit codex verba ..a.1,JI v ~ (vide lin. 

106, in fine). 

105-109 (36): Quin uncis inc1usa verba lin. 106-107 inter

polata sint, haud dubium est; cetera autem seclusa 

verba haud genuina esse opinari 1icet. 

112 (37): .....J...i, pro ~ codicis substitui. Sed vide adn. 

224,434. 



" 
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• 
-W<, , L .. 

4..a...,) ~ I l..Jb" ~ ';....LA..t 0 ~ ~.r ~ .; ~ l;~" ..w 
~ 01 l;.;) L. dJ..i" ~ 4i.J I" 115 

e.:.r ';....LA..t 0 ~ ~" G..:.r ~ .; ~ ~ 0 I ~r -; 
0~ ~ f ..u-I" ~ ~p'~ ~I 0- W~ L.e.:"JI tiO ."jp 

/ '~~I 0- l; ';JI L. ~I ~I ~."j;';" r ..u-I" ~L. e.:rl l 

...... 'L . . c.ill I.JW~ /~~.( ~ .,., ~~ 
.u~~ ". " '.'. Yu~ ~~ .r-

L)t; e..:.r J ~ dJ ..i" '-:-' W J L. ~ '-:-' laiJ I 4.t..;, .. ~ .. Jl" J W I ~ I 120 

,-:-,W JI,.I 0~ JI,.!> lIb.:...~ '~I <~ ~"JI tiO \:....i,) (0l> 

~ 0~ JI,. ~I ~ ~WI ~ 0 1 (~" ~I,.I <J .;I..a.:: 
~ c-J l..il :':";..i LS JI,. ~I ,-:-,W 0 ~ i".;!-T J.;'-:; ,-:-,W 

~;..:.s ~ rS' J I,. I 0- e.:"J I tiO."j p '-:-' W lib.:... ~ J I,. ~ I 
'-:-' W ~ r..i t.; J L. J L. ~ 4~ ... ~"J I 0~ ~ J I,. I A..s....,) I 0- 125 

.J..A.il ~~ JL. JL. ~~I ~ JL. JL. ~ ~ J.;'-:; JL. 
W ~ W 

~ lib.:... ~ JL. JL. ~ c-:; l..il JL. JL. ~ 4:;.....; ~WI 

~ JL. JL. ~ ~ l..il ~t.; JWI ,-:-,W ~ CI" r..u-I ~ 
, ~ I r..i t.; r..u-I ~ 4~ .. J .; '-:; '~I ~ r..i t.; '~I ~ lib.:... 

0~" .; L:.. T A..s....) e.:.rJl 0~ ~ .';, ~.rJ I tL> \:....i,} L)l; 0 WI 130 

u..i..l' .J ..u..J'" u:; .. ", ~,), ~e:J-.o 0- "l:.....b} ~~ ~, 
A..s....,)1 y> u.ill ~I" A..s....,)' y> u.ill e.:.,JI t.fs-I ~ 0~ 

f"..u-I ~ 4~ .. 4..A..i.O e.: ..... db" 0""'->" 4~ .. , 0 \:;! L. 0;i.-" 
.; ....LA..t 0~" ~ ~ 1 I" e.:..... l...AI ..u- I ~.; ~ \.; ~" ..J.U 

~ 0 1 \.;.;) L. clJ..i" 0fLJ I" A..s....,) ~I" A..s....,) ~I l...AI" e.:.r 135 

0~" ~~11,,~ ..... l...AI..u-I 0:1';~ 0-~I ~ 0 1 ~r ;; 

116 (38): Vot"'~: r ...... in cod. 

119 (39): ~'addidi. 

121 (40): ~'deest in cod. 

(41): V- addidi, sed dubitanter. 

•
_ W<, 

~ ';....LA..t 

121-122 (42): Ve1ut per homoeoarcton omissa addidi. 

126 (43): u,.;~: ~ ~ in cod. 

130 (44): ~I (posterius): JWI in cod. 

132 (45): ~IJ: ~IJ in cod. 
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~ L.~I~ J:}:-, ~L.;.,JI u~ I\.~.;.,JI~ J:P 
t:....S . ~ ~ I ~I .< .~ ·t.......zl ~ I 4..b.i:9 ·k..:,~1 . • ~, ;;. U~ v· .. ;; E- .. '-"" 

~ r.J ~ j.JLa.:; "yr>, j L. ~ ui!-, ~,) I Y' ~ u ~ t..S .:u I, 140 

Y I.jl,,-:-,W 0- / ~I 0*- '~I 0- ~I ~ I.:...oj U l G~, 
W ~ ~ ~~I ~ 0 1 ~J JI,.I '-:-'~ llIIW.J~ 

J '" La.:; JJ.P '" L:.. -~ I <U~ 0 ~ c b..-;.; r", L:.. T J .J La.:; J 1,.1 ~ 
,-:-,W 0-~1 0~ jl,.1 0- .I.:...oj 0 1 uiJ ~.r <..u.-I,JI jWI 

~W~ ~ 0 1 JI ~J jl,.1 '-:-'~ dl.,j W.J~ l.,jlj ,-:-,W 145 

t-Lo~;..;; f.JL:..T j ",La.:; '~I ~ W ~ JL.~ ~ 

,-:-,W ~ (.,jlj ,-:-,W ,-:-,W ~ ~I U~ ~L. 0- ~I 
~~ JL.~ ~~I ~ JL.~~, ~,)IJ.JL...:: ,-:-,W 
jL.~ ~ ~I,-:-,W~~ 0- W t::H~WI ...1..A91 

~,)I~ JL. ~~ JL.~I,~,)~I~0-' '~I~ 150 

• .A \lj r..u.-I . ~ .• ~ I J ",LA; ck..:,1 ~ .. < ~ r..u.-I .~ • ...,-- ~..I;; .... U~ U..,--..1 

~, ~,) I Y' 0~ ~ .~. ~,.,..J I ~ 1.:...0 j G~, '" L:.. T ~ ..u.-I,J I 

~,~I....J...? 0*- c~1 ~,)I....J...? I.:...o} G~ ~I 0*-' 

t.......rb l.,jlj ~,~, ~~, ill I ~,~I ~I 0~' 
~ '" ~ dj.,j 0-~J u;:......, ~,) I Y' c..S ..i.J I ~.,J I ,j dl.,j 155 

~ l.A.;.. ...t> I, Js" 0 ~ 
U' l.;.J) L. cll.,j, lJ:, r c..S ..i.J I ..b ~ I ~ 0=! .J ~ l.;~, .Ji9 

~ 

143 (46): vfo. vi addidi. 

143-144 (47): Verba ~I,JI JWI J ... L.:: J'oll , quae va1de deside

rantur, inserui. 

145 (48): ~t.J1 addidi. 

161 (49): vl,addidi. 

162 (50): Ve1ut per homoeote1euton omissa addidi. 

(51): Pronomen post ~jrestitui. 

160 
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0~ 0' ~J.:i..,....;, ,-:-,W' ,-:-,W' ~ ~ ~ 0~ (,j ..:ul, ,-:-,W' ~ 
o ~ 1\ ~ 1 0'" e::;,rll l.a t10 Jt j.,; u 1 ~ ~, e::;,rl C, L... clJ ..i 

, '" w 

.J..A...i 1 ~ c..:.....-; r! '-:-' W' '-:-' ~ ~..,'" 1 ..i I, J 1,.1 1\ ~ ~ 1 t-".r 165 

"'-.oj U l vSJ) (..,I.>T J..,~ JI.. JI..,... ~ JI,.I db, ~WI 

clJ..i W.., ~ l..i lj J 1,.1 J 1,.1 0'" e::;.rJ 1 U~ J 1,.1 0'" e::;.rJ 1 ~ 
W ~ JI.. JI.. ~~W,~ Ul~' ~J ,-:-,W',-:-,~ 

/ JW' J"'~ <I..) 0~ u' [k...:..9 «..,I.>T J..,L..:: J',.' ~ 
A c...::,r ~ u I J I ~ dJ ..i ~ I ()oo G...:.r .., l>. -':n ()oo ..u.1,J I 170 

J dJ..i;WJ-t- ()oo ~ l.d] e:=.r .., ~ u L~ ~:s:. r..,...l>., 

~) e:=,rJ I ~, (r.! ..,..w I ..u.' d} ..i r ~ I.. J:.. ~ [J,.....J' 
0 1..,..wJ1 ul..i.lb ~~ 0 .ill,~, ~,)I ~I~, .;>--~" 

L. dJ..i, r..u.1 r- ;G ..... 4.A.Lo e:=.r ~, 0""->' ;G...." u W L. ~ 
..t>-i . I \.;.J' 175 . u ') 

~~uL~~(r.!.J...l>. ~UI..J,t.r..b 
~.:"~'.II ~lt1O,II~'~,)'rL'J' ~1~J>p 
~ y..-.?'.II ~I 0~' W~, ~_A.J,)I rj:,~':JI~' 0~ G.....I, 

U* U' C L-;, ~ ~ 0i-, ~-"-',) I ~ u L~ (,j .il I, r...u..', 
u .J..w. U~ J ',.' 0'" e.=rl' tL' J> # ;'r .J..uJ ~.J La.. dJ.) 180 

~,) 'J' J ~" ~,) ~, ,-:,.rO ()oo U~ u .il' ~,rJ 1 tLJ ~,L..-

164 

165 

166 

(52): 

(53) : 

Post V- addit codex ~. 

1 ';1,: l';li in cod. 

Per di ttographiam praebet codex verbum JI,,-I bis; 

altero autem scrips it eadem ni fallor manus ,1 ad 

errorem, ut videtur, delendum. 

(54): 

sub 

166-169 (55): Hoc, quod ad sensum necessarium est, sed per 

homoeoteleuton omissum, restitui. 

169 (56): L deest in cod. 

171-172 (57): Verba J,...,JI ... l.;! interpolata videntur; pro 

~ praebet codex ~. 

173 (58): ~I : ~ in cod. 

179 (59): v;:""': ~ in cod. 

180 (60): v~:v~ in cod. 
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Ij)~ i.:,1,; r..a.1 ~ ~~> (r u~~ 4~ "~ ut;I.. ~ l.S..:u1 

JI..~, d~ .. , ~I..~,r G~ ~1.. ~ d~ ... <(re.=~1 ~ 
JI..~", d~ .. ", ~1.. J "'~ ~ ~ u~' ~,)I u~ JI.. 

d-..,; ~I u~ ~WI ..wI u,:;1 JI.. JI.. ~~I ~ JI.. 185 
w 'w 

u~, d-..,;I ~ ~ JI.. JI.. ~ c.......S l..il ~ ~ U.,:;.-JI, 

JI.. JI.. ~ JWI JI... ~I, iG'.-J1, ~WI ~ l..il, ~1.. 
J L..J I UJ;:...J I, ~~) 'i I r..i I,; (.J.>.I U~, d~ .. , ut;I.. ~ & 

d-..) J "'~ ..a. I,J I JWI U~ (.J.>.I ~,d~ "~ ~1.. J ",LA:; 

~ ~ JWI tL>, U~,L.:;.. ~w..a; e.=,r~,; ~I, ~,r JWI, ",l>T 190 
w< I'" -. 

~I_l;..,~..9 L)l9 . WI .. l),~ ,'·11 1':'1,; ·.Wld-.. ;II-I;.., . C::--.r I.).r- ~ I.) U c::--" 
~; L;I, ",\.:..T~~;I~ ~I U~ (.J.>.I, ~"!..~.~;lI 

r-~;lI~I uA ",\.:..T~~, ~WI d-..) ~;lI ~Ie-l...o 
'l (r ~J ~;l1 / ~I .j "l..;...rb 1':'1,; ~ ~I, d.;1..~ 

w w I 

~,r~, u~' 4:;....." ~I d-..,;I~, ~ u~ L5..:ul ",..uJI..ill':' 195 

u;E.-, d-..,; I d..JI..l...o, 
;; .: i. ;J I ~. _ "'..l..A..J' tb...-.. .. < . '" ~ L.J.>.. ..a.9 ./ I...:r' .1.) .... ~I...)':'! • ./ 

~ u I L "';I I.. clJ.:" ~ W ~ I, A; I.. U-li. •. JI, 

~ 0> ~ ~ dL........8 l..il ~ r.)~ ~ Ul L.);I Ul,; 

4. I ~ .,> T '" ~ .j "l..;..,.,..o I .:, I Ca.:,r ('" ~ L...-:.JJ e.=,r '" ~ 200 

t ... ·;~11,; dJ..i L~, 1':'1,; ~ '" ~ ~.rJ1 (r~ ~ 
J l;.)) <J.iJ I ~~ I .)..uJ, Y> ~ -~ I ..j l..A....t.- I ~.rb (r 

182-183 (61): Verba ~",~, fortasse per homoeote1euton 

omissa, addidi (de usu hujus ~ (quod etiam omittere 

1icet) in indice verborum commemoravi; vide enim sub 

fara~a,1°,y). 

184 (62): vl..tl. in codice, ~l. scripsi. 

187 (63): ~I, ... : ,II, ~WI: ~" •• = .. a .. JI, c_Jl, ~b.tWI in cod. 

190 (64): ~,: ~ in cod. 

191 (65): Post ~~ addit codex I~I. 

192 (66): ~I: ~I in cod. 

(67): ~'JI addidi. 

195 (68) Pro scriptura p1ura1is defect iva uUI , quam codex 
I 

ubique praebet, scripturam uUI substitui. 

202 (69): ~, ,.,..u.!I,..: ':'~I ... ...LAl1 in cod. 
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r.;> ~r ~ cI\.:.........9 l...il c....:",. (.J~ ~ u l l;.J) u l dJ:£J 

r-iJ I ~.;-b (r u l5 t. J5 dJ:£J r.ic L:. uS....! ~ 4l-.; ~ ~ 
-~ t.:1 4........iJ1 ~l5 ...il .J.>I ~ ':J ~. .ic L:. clL..-:JJ 205 

<...T" 5. V'" r 
~.rJ1 ~ 

u* L5 ..:u I ~.rll j:... ~ l;.J j I ...i I t. :s.. r.J ~ ~ u I ~.,; L5 

'" .J~ ~~ W...::. { '-~ ~ . t-'",. ~ -. " r r V'" 

c-I~ I J> j.:., I.J.> I, W 0SY .J.> I, ~ ~ ~ (r ~ I J> P 
Jt.y> ...;..:ul ~I~~); J~I (i~~ JI ~J G~ 210 

(r ~",.J 1 .jJ...i J> P L..:",. J .J '-t. dJ ...i, J 1,.1 (i~, W 0SY 
...,DP ~lWl ~ ,jJ JI,.I (i~ (r?1 ~",. u* ~~I~.-O 
~ I . .:L5 ~ t.- .~ 4~ '" ~ - II .< ~ ~ ~ I ~ I • I;,. -ill...i . u..r--;-;- or I...;r u~.. ;) c:--- V'" 

;6.,,:;....::-.l I J I,. ~ I (i~ I ~ ~ t. ~ ;G...., J ..u..:; J 1,.1 (i~, 
.J.>I ~ "',.. ~ Jt. I. d.l...i.......9..;3 U J.J'-:: II I 4~ ... ~ 215 , I.J"'" I,.;...r .. !J'"" I . U ,. IJ .--

~I ~r l.)*' ~ ;;~ .. ~ ~t ~I u~, .J\.:..T~...., J.J'-t. 
~ I II I",;. a':;. .:' 4! l..!.I:; dJ ...i J ~ I (i ~ . AlA ;;~ '" . 'of .. UJ--'" ,r-'j ~, 

Ls......) ~ (r~",. Y>J u~' ;;~ .. .., 4!t.u->- dJ...i (r ~ 

lr.!~' 
) • L5 ..:u I ~",.J I J t..,1 (i ~ ~ l;.J j l...i I ~ / i.J ~ l; ~,..w 220 

r 4~ .. .., u l::! t. Y>5 c...::",. 1..1 ~ (i .J~) I ~ j 1..0 ~ u-- 0* 

~ u I l;.J) t. dJ...i5 4~ '" .u.J.-O, 

u* J..:u I~",.J 1 J!.. ~ '-'.ai: l...il ~ r.J ~ ~ u I ~.,; ~ 
~",. ..I ~ ~ ~ W...::.;;:;. ( ~ u--

207 (70): Pro ~ '\.;.Jj codicis ~ \.;.Jj substitui. 

210 (71): E textu e1apsum verbum ~ restitui. 

213 (72): Fortasse supp1eatur ~I post clJJ. 

(73): ~I: ~I in cod. 

214 (74): ~: ~ in cod. 

217 (75): clJJJt!..I:clJJ,JI,..1 in codice. Vide etiam adn. 366. 

220 (76):Verbum r.J~ repetivit librarius in initio decimae 

paginae. 
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c I.';.J I ..j).:-j (..J..:>.I, W uM ..J..:>.lj; ~ t-k 0-" ~ I ...j}:-3 225 

J ',- 'JI ;; ~ "..j' U L.a...i.-; ...LA..t ~ I 0-" ~ U l ~.rj ;;~ '" 
~ . ~~.I;,. A..b~ W....:;; ~<:';L.....::,I.I;, . .. " . .o~ .. 
~ ~ C-- V- ,r-- i.. C-- V- t"r- v,r-- t-.r 
~) J .J'......:; J',.' ~-'" ~, ~, f..ilS JI,.I~)~.r U~ 

J lr- ~, ~,) ~, ~ l.tb ~;,:-, J I,. ~, cG...J ~ ~,~ J 1,.1 

cH Jl. ~~I ~ JI,.' ~~ J .AJIor! ..t..1,~ U~ 230 

CL..;; ~I. I;, koj G)l9 .JL:..T~~ J.JlA.... ..J..:>.I ; .'. W 
'" C::::--,r .r ~- .. j...r-' 

J~I~, 4!1. e:WJ1 ~.,. U~, (iJ1 <~!> U~ 1..J..:>.lj 

t-'.J 1 4! ~ < u La;..;) ..La.t ~ 'J 1 0-" ~ \J.:aJ I, 4! ~ 4! W I 
u,~....J...i, ~.,. oJ.¥ j-Ib, 4! l. 

J~' ~ ... 4.....Lo;..r ~ d,,;.., k..ai.; l..i' ~ :s:. f.J ~ l.; ~j.Ji9 235 

~~ ~,<...il' Y>,~.r oJ~ d,,;.., ~ 

u~ L> .:aJ I ;,.,J I ~ ~ l.;.J j I ..i I ~ I.J ~ ...t-: U I ~.r ~ 
~ r.J ~ d,,;..,~ L>.:aJ1 U~ W....:;;~;. rS ~ 0-" 

r ..t..', ~ < ~ 9 u~ J..>. r..Lao. '-, G.: .~. ~ I t10 ...j}:-3 

c....s u~ r:ii:. ~ t;..o; l. ~ ~, .J.t"; ~ I ~ I~ I Y I ~, 240 

U 4 ~ 'It .~. ~ 0-" ~ I J.-:.; ~ J.J'-:; ~j J 1,.1 ~.r:s, 
~I ~ JI,.I ~~j r ..J..:>.lj W J.J'-:; I..;-'W ~ U~ J..>. 
Jl. ~ dJ..i ~-' I..;-'W ~ J.)I......:; JI,.I ~~ ~ \!l~1 

;;~ ..Lao.1~1I; All .<:~ .)L:..Td~J.JI......:;;L.....::,I~ .<:: 
.r~- !)" U"""'" U~ .r- .., U~ 

1 \ l,jlS ~~ / ~ y> u.:aJI ;'.JW~ WI ~, U~-' c.4-1 245 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

232 

233 

235 

239 

(77) : 

(78) : 

(79) : 

(80) : 

(81) : 

(82): 

(83) : 

J>jw in codice, u-- ~ scripsi; vide lin. 233. 

~I : ~I in cod. 

;". : t...:;; in cod. 

~I: ~I in cod. 

~I: ~I in cod. 

• ..It':"', in codice, la...ItY, scripsi. 

Pro J .... '--.t ...... 1, ~ u~ praebet codex ( ...... 1, c...s u,;s... 
..J .... t.... Cf. adn. 330. 

(84): ~I addidi. 

(85) : Deficiens ul...ai.; resti tui. 

(86) : JI:..I ~.......L.>: .......L.> JI:..I c- in cod. 

(87) : Verbum ~I addidi. 
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u~ 0 ..i.J I ~.,J I j:... ..... k.ai.; l..i I ~ r '" ~ ~ u I ~.,.: ~ 
~ '" ~..... ~ w...z ;;.:;. ~ u..L..o u-

~ I~ I ~).;, r . .u..I, c;...s u~ J.- -~ ~ u--~ I ~;..;.; 
J "'~ clJ..i u~ JI.,..I ~ ~I W ~ (,J..i.J1 u~ J.-~ 
• ~ ~ ~ u-- 4.-b j.:j -~ ~ ~ I ~ ~;..;.; t;..:s:. r '" ~ 255 

~ J "'~ clJ.:t; ~ U-- 'I~I ~ U-- r-~ ~I u~ J.-. 
4........- J ",l..,j ~ . WI 4........- .. . I li.; .' JI I 4........- ~I . . u . ~ I.k'~ .,.. . 
UWI ~ J ",Ls..:; "'L..T~ ~ Jl. ~~I ~ JI.,..I 

'''1 d!l. . ~I·< ",L..T~ ..t.:o.1-1I -AII··<: - A I.J""" U-=--. U~, M :J"...r- U~ \.Y'" 

~"I ..... ~ ~I, 6....a..." ~I JI:..I ~ ..... k.ai.; l..it; r- 260 

~J-Ib' U~, 
U-- w...z rS' J; ~ I ~ I ~ ~ .,> T ~J-! clI..i J-a.;, 

I ~"] .~ ,--W4....;....; ~l .. < ::' .• A ~ tI~~1 
~ I.T i... .. . uY":! ~ ~ . .. 

~.,JI JI:..1 ~ J ",l..,j,-:-,W ~ [,-:-,W ~l-,~I ~ l. 
U~ ,.-b ~I ~I t1O, r-b ~I ~I t10 U-- 0~ o.ill 265 

0'.rs-, ~ ~ l. 0'.rs-, ~ clJ ..i J 1:..1 ~, J 1.,..1 L...." I ~.r, 
0'.rs-, ~ U~ Jl. ~~I ~ ,-:-,W~ J ",Ls..:; ~l. 

254 (88): ~:.~ in cod. 

256 (89): ~I: ~I in cod. 

262 (90): Verba ~T ~>t clJ.i J,....;j atramento rubro in codice. 

263 (91): Suntne verba ,s '~I V-- ~l!J1 ~I ~j (~lj tt...: 
~ ~ post ~ supplenda? Sed insuper desideratur 

~l!J1 post ~I in linea 263 et etiam illo addito lo

cus non sanaretur (vide adn. seq.). 

263-264 (92): Verba ,-:-W ... j..a; a quodam arabico lectore 

addita esse censeo; lacunam enim habet textus ante ~. 

267 (93): Uj~j: ~~j in cod. 
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.JL-T ~) J.J~ ..a.1,JI' ~\,; '~I ~ J.J~ r..a.1 

~ ..a. I, i~':I .~, J') .uJ..o~ ~,~,; I ~ ~ I ~ I u~ dJ .:u, 
J ... ... 

.JL..T~.uJ..o u~ ~ V-- ~;.uJ..o u)l; r-b~1 ~I l.\'; 270 

YII<.'>~-~I ~I U l ~..w ~ ~I" ~l...->. ~I u~" 
1" t-1O <~ ~"JI J~I~~~I / ~I ~ ~~ ~~I 

lli..-JI ,,~ ~ W..b~ u .:u1..by!JI YII dl.,j" ~ ~I ~I 
~ u I l.;.J) l. dl.,j" 

l..Jb ..a. I u 15 ~,,;.. (.;:! .J "'" ~ "L:...,.,..o l.,j I r.J "'" ~ u I~,.,.; ~ 275 

Ca.:.,. ~ -~ I" C: :s.. 
"li...".o l.,j I r.J "'" ~ u I ~,.,.;" C;~" d..-> (.;:! .J...L.A.lI J' # 

.,;p Ca:.,. UI5 ~I ~ "li...".o l.,jl, c;s.. UI5 c;~1 ~ 
f '~I d..-> U~ ~ I ~ ~~" G.: .~', ~".Lb-J I .J...L.A.lI 

'L •.•. ~,'~I C; A -" J..LL: ,I ..1".' '~I C; ~ . -< ~ C; "-"";~....a.; 280 ., ~ V ,:.r' .. r-- v~ ~ \J ;,r--

J .J la....J I e="J I <..p P e=.,. .J ~ , ~ ~ I ~ I" ~ .J ~ 
'?,- ~I '~~I C;~ J .JL-ll ~I ~ e=.,. V-- '~I 4....-:;.J 

'1'<'1 a 1;..1 B' l..!.. "- " a I;.. ,-< ,I ..t..a... w...: 'I, I c.:1 I ~ JJ.J C--) ,)"":'"" c:-- v:r"':! V ' .JI':".. " 

~"JI V-- ~I ~ ~.,. J'j:. UI,,1 C-:.,. '~I U~ U l ~I 
C-:.,. U~ u I ~'I?,- I c.; I ,,1 '?,- ~ I 0 ~ ~ I 4 ,_,;. II J .J L-ll 285 

L.....~ '~~14 .... .;.11 J .JL-ll ~"JI V-- ~I~ ~.,. .,;p 

269 (94): ~1:..,......iJ1 in cod. 

(95): Sec1usa verba adnotamentum quod e margine In textum 

irrepsit esse suspicor. 

271 (96): ~I,,: l;..1" in cod. 

(97): " ante ,... addidi; etiam arbitrari 1icet, verba ,... 

~~I (lin. 271-272) additionem esse 1ectoris. 

272 (98): Deficiens V- restitui. 

282 (99): ~I: ~I in cod. 

283 (100): Post '~I addit codex perverse ;,r-JI ,,1 . 

285 (l01): ,,1 : " in cod. 

286 (102) : ~:~ in cod. 

(103) : ~1:~lin cod. 

(104) : ~I:t-VJI in cod. 

(105) ; c..u;~1 in cod. 
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r ~I, ~.~. '~~16~ J ",WI ~ltLoe:=.r U~ <~ 
• ~ t-".~.JI, ~ 1,.1 I • ~.!.JI J-ib t.5.iJ1 e:=,;J I I ~ U~ '~t:U, 

'~':Ild A_II ~.t,; '~ld~4..0.0 .1S'~j"L....o l..il " '.r---' U .. ,r- U 1J;,r~ 

J '" W I ~ I tLo J-ib 4..0.0 ~ t.5.iJ1 U IS' '~t-".;J I, • ~ I ~ 290 

'~I ~'~ ':II d~1 C>.....,...; V" ~ t.5 .iJ1,'~ ':II d,r-.U 

U IS' "''->. -':II ~ c.....~ I ..il '~':II U ':IJ ",'->.T ~ <' ~> t-".;.JI, 

d~ J ",L-JI ~I ~ db ",l>.-':II ~I i..it,; t~1 U,.;... 

~I' ·,'11 ~I-II' ,'.IIJ",L-JI "II.I;'L~ '~':II . 'I,J"" t-".r' :t" ~ t-".r- c:- \,T'" .. 

~..i, ~ ~ I, ~ t. ~ J-ib .J '->. T ~ ~ 0 u~ (,5.iJ1 295 

4,1, W,~, ..u..1 ..u..1,J1' ~I U~ '~I d~ J.J~ 

'~t--~' f' ..u..1, ~ J '" '-= dJ J, U;""", ~J I .J '->. T ~ I ~.r 
1 i . '..u.. 1 ~ / . ::' II ~ ~I 1...:;..1 ~ I ..u..1-1I' ,'·It,; UJ-->" ;;-, ~, ;) If ;) :t" ~ 

~ "" , dl .;.- t.5 '" I d ~ I ~ v->J I, ~ I, ..u.. ':/1 L.J"'" I ..i t,; ~, 

d....->J I ~ "L.J"'" l..i I, ~ '" ~ J-ib, ~ ~ I, do! t. u-> <~ I 300 

~ ;;~ ... ~... "Il\' ';;~..., .. < t. . tS 
,r- t-".r .r--' ~, :!I ~ U 

6~ I l..Jb, W,}-J I 0:1 .J.J...<J I ~ "L.J"'" l..il f '" ~ l.;~, ..as 
~ I ~ 4...J"'" V", ~ '" ~ d~ I ~ 4...J"'" V" ~ I ~ I, 

~ u I l.; "';I t.5.iJ1 J-ib, ;'.r '" ~ 

287 (106): J- addidi. 

288 (107): vA;: v~ in cod. 

292 (108): '..,: addidi. 

292-293 (109): Verba: (cod.: ,J~I Ua..;..) '1"..:.1 Ua..;.. ••• 'I"..:.'JI v ~ 
scho1iastae cuidam attribuenda esse suspicor; imperi

tiae autem scho1iastae indicium est usus verbi ,J~Tpro 

'1"..:.1, nisi erranti librario tribuendus sit (cf. adn. 

32) . 

294 (1l0): '..,: ~JI, : '..,: ~;.J1, in cod. 

295 (Ill): Desiderata verba ~ ~ addidi. 

(1l2): t,;:1,: 1/'"'1, in cod. 
,. J ,. d 296 (113): ~,: ~ In co . 

297 (114): .:..i-J:"';""" in cod. 

298 (lIS): v~':~' in cod. 
299-300 (116): ~I cl.J,j addidi. 

300 (1l7): ~I,: l.;..1, in cod. 
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~I Y' ~I ~ c ~I 1..:'.rO 0'"~ L. 0~ Wi l.;..J) WI.; 305 

J ..J LA.; '~I Ci.....-.:;. ~ I G I.; ~r1 I ..J..J..A.l I Y' ~~ I ~ ~,rb 0'"' 
..J..J..A.lI ~, G..:,r t..J~ ~ J..JLA.; c~I ~~, c;..:s:.. r..J~ ~ 
<~r11 0'") c~ ~I ~ , .• .;.JJ J ..JL-lI ~I ~ 0'" L5.:JI ~r11 

"7" :~.II~~,r W~ J> ~I c....~ c~')]I~,r....JJ J..JL-lI 

d...-..:>JI ~ L........;i l..it; c .~ , • A CL.....z,')]I ;;,,_,;,,11 J..JL-l1 310 
" ...r""~ " 

c~ ,)]1;;' ,_:>..lJ J ..JL-lI ~I tL' clJ..i 0'" ~ L. WI5'~ ,)]1 

L5.:J1 wt; ~~) ~,~I ~ c~ ,)]1 d...-..:>JI L........;i l..il ~, 

(.jt; UW1 c~~I; , •• .;..11 J ..JL-Il ~I eJ..D r.j\i ulo.: l (..:...) ~ 
c~IU~ ..Jl>T~'~')]I4""Ul ~..JLs...u~u.:J1 ~I 
U".......,.,t ..:... ~ I d...-..:>J I ~ d l.;...,rb l.j t; ..1..> I, U" k;.. I ~ ..1..> I"J I 315 

~I 4~1 ~ dl.;...,rb Wi, ~ ..J~Y" ..Jl>T~ ~I W .. r .. ~, 

4........)1 d...Al.o ~,r Y" ..1..>1 ~ 4::.- ~I ~ u':"':' ..:... 

.~ ~1 ;, ._i..ll '..It.- U~ u.:Jl ~I u I ~,~l 4.l!..-J1 ~J'.}:Jj 
~ ~~~!> d~ J ..It.-11 ~1eJ..D V- U~ u.l.ll~1 V-

308 (118) : ~IV- addidi. 

309 (119): J .A-J I : J '" t...:.J in cod . 

(120): • ".:....u : .,r....J1 in cod. 

(121) : c...v : ~I in cod. 

(122) : Post tV- addit codex V- . 

310 (123) : 4....-;.JJ : .".:....u in cod. 

(124): Verbum '.,r. sequuntur in codice verba ~ .;,;W 
.~ ~,~~J",L.!JI ~I. 

312 (125): '.,r. addidi. 

313 (126): ~ addidi; vide adn. seq. 

314 (127): Post .;,;~ addit codex ~. 

315 (128): .;,;~I: ~)I in cod. 

317 (129): .;,;~:~ in cod. 

(130): ~I: ~ in cod. 

318 (131): Post.;,;1 prave inserta sunt verba ~ltlDt-v" 
in cod. 

319 (132): DC5idcratum verbum '~'lI1 addidi, 
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C~~I;; ,._IIJ..JWI ~I"I;.., ... (::' '114.....-; 320 ..;----w . r:::-- e:-..r U~ ~ e:-.;-- . 
. 15 C"11 . . '" - II I~ C k..! ':J I;; '" - II c.....J I":' \.9 C!: .... ,", . ,~ u ~~.r-- I...Y".. ~ .. ~.r--

) t c~':JI / 6~ J..JWI ~I~J-Ib clJ":'V~~ ~r.-ill 
C ~ ':J 1 ;;,rW 1 vW ..l> I~ ~ J-Ib ui...a.J 1 0-" U~ LS.i1l ~ I, 

- r. 1 
1":'\.9 ra~ ~ 0-" IC~ ..l>I,J1 C ~I vW ..l>1, ~ J..J\-:; 

f ..l> I, jc ~ ..fs-1 ~ 0-" C I~ 1 4...->. 4.:.. ~ 1 4....->J 1 ~ ,,~.rb 325 

V15 ;;,rW I ~ ~ ~ V I, ..l> I, t"I; 4..A..l.o ~..r J-Ib, ~ 4~" 0-" 
... J 

..l>1, ~ 4..A..l.o ~ J-fb, ..l>1, Z:....:: ..fs-I ~ 0-" cI~ I 6~ 

6~ ~..J lA.. U~ LS .lJ 1 ~..r-l 1 VI ili...-J I ~ ~ t:...o,; u \.9 

~ ~> c~ ':J1:1 .... o>.lJ J ",L-JI ~I tL' ~..r 0-" c~ ':JI 
~,) I ~ ~ ':J 1 ;;.._ o>.lJ J ..JI......J I ~ I ~~..r u 15 e:-) 1 330 

0-" C I~ 1 ~ 0-" c~ e,.ri- C ~ ':JI 4....->J I ~ l..;........8 1":'\.9 (S.: .~, 

() ..l>1" 01 c~ ':JI :1 .... >.1J J ",WI ~I ~ U~ ..l>I" 

4....->J 1 V~, r- ~ I" <i! L. u-:'- 0-" i..l> I, ~ ~ ~ 1 V~ 
..l> I,J I C ~ I" ~ ~ I, ~ L. u-:'- 0-" r..l> I, f' ~ J ..J lsa.:; C ~ ':J 1 

.., ~ -== -::::: 

~ "l.;.""r' 1":'\.9 ~" <i!L. u-:'-' ~I 0-- 1..l>1, IC~ LS,~ 335 

I::..l> I" ~ ~ ..fs-I ~~ <i! L. u-:'-~ ~i 0-" C I~ 1 6~ U 15 ;;,rW 1 
.., "'.., ~ 

0 1, ~ ~ 0-" ..l>I, c~ tl...b 0-" e:-..r~' ~, 4:;.....~ ~1.. 0-" 

~, 4! L. u-:'-' ~l 0-" ~ I~ 1 4...->. 4.:.. v15 4....->J 1 -:i "l.;.....r' 
~ ~ 0-" ~ J-Ib, ~ ~ I, <i! L. u-:'- 0-" r..l> I, fi ~ ..fs-I 

..l>1" 340 

320 (133): e-VJI: ~I in cod. 

(134): Post t-cJ.l1 supra dictum praebet codex 'f.t..:.~I" (cL 

adn. 132). 

322 (135): Codex ab initio quartae decimae paginae a manu 

a1tera exaratur. 

324 (136) : (o~ (posterius): ,,~(sc .• ~ ) in cod. 

325 (137) : r "b.1" : "b.1" in cod. 

328 (138) : W}: '-ro (sc. y) in cod. 

(139): Post u' addi t codex ~ . 
329-330 (140): Per homoeoteleuton omissa restitui; interpre

tis aut graeci commentatoris impropriis verbis ~I~ 

(vide lin. 320) usus sum. 

332 (141): " addidi. 
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;;, ._> II, d~ I 0" ..a.1, J5 ~ clL.,rb l.il f.J ~ l.;~, ..tiU 

~ r.J~, ~.r f.J ~ 015 

~~ 0" ~ u..:wl ~I J'j:. LS.r>1 ~ ~I J.-.;" 
0" 6...Op ~~ '.II 0" ~ ~ tk 0" d~1 ~ ~,J..h..J1 .J..uJ1 

u- ~ j:>:- ~,.l1-J I .J..uJ I 0~' i ..a. I, ~ 0~ ,J.> ~ ~ e;-Lo 345 

.J I-J...b 1':'1 ~'- II l.i..sb ,< ,I;o:-t..-;.; ~. ~I· ..... I d~ 
~ . or r.-' u~ u ~ . U"" or, .r-

\ 0 d~ 0" / f ..a.1, ~)!>:- L.,rb 1':'1 uiJ, ~..r .J ~ ~ ~ I d.....-,>j I 

d~ 0") ~Ij:>:-I ~ ~~I .JL.T~ ~ ~ 0" ~Ij:>:-I 

J-,.J.; ~..r .J..uJ J .Jla.. dl.i, ~ ~ ~I <~ 0" ~ Ij:>:-I 

,.< ~ .' ".1;" 6...0 ~·I~ ~~~I, ~ -( .1;,. '" -II 350 
u~ ~ ~ c- U"" :r- M U"" j' c- U"" t-'..r-
"-- II .... JI I L.... I J.JL.s.... ~I U..a,.; (':'IS JI I L.... I 
~~"'u ... "'U 
..a.1,J1 ~ ~I 0W .JL.TL....,;I J.J~ ~ ~ U..a,.; 0W Jl. ..,k 

.J..lA..l1 ~.r-O 0" ~ \oS.lJ1 ~I ~,; L'lJ, .JL.T~ 
.J~T ~.uJ..o 0~ ..a.1, ~ ~~ 0" d~1 ~ ~,J..h..J1 
~ 'A'lJ1 'd;l. ... ~ 1I.........i:..9 ~ 'AI 'd;l. . ~I .. < 355 
,r- UV' v--' I·· ,r-- UV' ~. u~, 

0, ", .. >, ..a.1~, ~,J..h..J1 .J..uJ1 dl.:, 0" ~ d~ ..,k , 
U-:"-, 

~,J.h.J I .J..uJ I ~.r" 0" ~ \oS..:w I ~.,.J I ~ ~,; ~ 0 I, 

,< ,~ ..a.IQ ~ ,. - I;" 6...0 ~ ',I~ ~ ~ '.II· ~ -( d.....-.>J 109 
u~ IJ - ..t \.Y" c- U"" :r-.. U"" j' IJ 

J l. 0" ~ Ij:>:- I ~ 0" ..a. I, ~ j:>:- ~,..Lh.J I .J ..uJ I r.:, IS i ..a. I, ~ l. 360 

~,~, d....-.>. (r ~,~, ;;~~, ..Jt....-'.II ;;~, ~ dL...r" ,,:,t.; 

0" ~I JlP c;s:.. r..J ~ J.J~ dl':', ~l. ~I Jl. 0" 

c;.,s U~ J-. .J.to. 1,· ~ <~> 0" 6...0 P ~ ~ '.I' 0" ~ ~ ~ 
Jl. ..,k ~I ~ f ..a.1, W u 'lJ.J~ 0 '.Il. 0W f ..a. I, 

~ ~ ~ 0" ;,rll ~,; L'lJ, 1,),!..a.1 J.J~ ..a.1, ~ ~ 0W 365 

.J ...a.-..J If.:, IS .J L. T L....,;' ~ 0~' I,),! ..a. I .uJ..o 0~ ..a.1, 

.J~T L....) ~~I .JL.~I d.....-.>JI ~ clL.,rb l.il ~,J.1.JI 

343 (142): Verba is,,,",' ~~, J-.;, atramento rubro in cod. 

348-349 (143): Verba ~ IJoo .,~, 6r IJoo addidi. 

349 (144): ~: ..........s:. in cod. 

351 (145): ~,:~, in cod. 

363 (146): ~ addidi. 

366 (147): .J'-T~1 : .. '- ':/1 ~.J ':/1 in cod. 
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) 1 ~ 1 J d l;.,.,rb l..i I,; U" k;. 1 / d....a...) J-Ib ,-:-,,..Lb.J 1 ",.J..A..l1 r..i I,; 

d l;.,.,rb ·1 ..i I., ~..r J-Ib., '" I.> T d....a...,; I ~ ~ W u.,~ "-"-~ I 
~ J-Ib., ",I.> T ~ ~I U u""""") eo - ~ I ~r--sJ I t.i 370 

~ ~ I ~ I t.i., ~r--sJ1 t.i d l;.,.,rb l..il f '" ~ l;~., ..u..; 

~ "'~, e::..r '" ~ 

0-- ~ I W.,).. ~ '" ~ t.i d l;.,.,rb l..il ('" ~ ~ ul..l.t."'; ~ 
u ..i.J I ~..r-ll ~ -':I I <J 4...~ 0--., ~ '" ~ k.Ib ...I.> I J 4...,rb 

~I dJ..i .1;. .. < 375 . C-- U'" U~ 

~~;I ..I.t."';, "r ."....-~I, i.a...) W,j.JI 0.t ",..uJ1 ~I ~ 
~.~ Ul, ~ "'~ ~ U15 c;r-JI ,.; .l;.,.,rb l.,jl r",~ 

Ul,; d!.,j ~ ,I ~I t-Lo 0-- U~ u.ill ~..r-ll "-"-~I d....a...) 
~ w ~ ~ < ,-:-,,..Lb.J y ",.J..A..l1 ~).:. r ..thJ ~ ~ ~ , ...I.> I., ..i>. l. l..A:- ..i>. W I 

d....a...,;1 ~ 0-- U~ l..S..i.J1 ~..r-ll., ~~I ~~ ~I U~ f!.: .~. 380 

J5., '~I d....a...,; I "-"-~ I 4.J:... ,.; ,-:-,;0 l.,jl ~ I t-Lo U l., '~I 
I", R Ib ,.;~,;, l.,jl'~ ':II d....a...,; ~I U)l; ~~I ~~ ~I 

U~ '~~I d....a...,;~1 ~'~~I ~~I ~ '~I ~~"-"-~I 

la...~, '" I.> T ~ "-"- U~ l..S..i.J I ~..r-ll U~, lLa.;., ~ I ~ I tl-O 
d........,) .j d! ,j J5 '-:' ~ e:/;, ..J l> T;G'.....J ~,L..- '~I d........,; ~ I f,j t.; 385 

. • A...-:.;. J..J~ G .. ~, ~ 4~ ..... <\ :111 .. &. l..S..i.JI "- II . tS:.J I..>'!.~' ...r- U~ t-'.r .r- ~ U _ 

jl. ~ 4~ ",' Fo· '. ~ A...-:.;. ...I.> 1- II' ., II .. <\: f..u.- I 
~.r~ U'" ~ I..>'!.,,-.., r ~ U~ 

w , 

,-:,.rO 0-- U~ U.:ul ~I ~ ~l:J1 ..i>.WI ~ ~., 

...0 P ~ ~ ~ I 0-- ~ ,s t-Lo 0-- ~,r....J I ~> ,-:,,J..b..J I ",..WJ I 

<,-:-,,J..b..J I ",.J..A..l1 r..i t.; r...l.> I, W U~ J.> ..u.-I, ~ ~ ~ 0-- 390 

~ .J~I ~,;I d....a...,; ':II ,.; 4...,rb 0--~ l..S .ill, ~I ~ 

369 (148): ~Ideest in cod. 

(149) : l,jl,,: l.JlI in cod. 

374 (ISO): In uncis sec1usa verba addidi. 

379 (lSI): I.....A.;.. (forsitan \....¥ scribendum): '--in cod. 

(152) : 

(153) : 

384 (154): 

Pro r.JA...lL codicis r -ai- I,", 

,-:-,.J.l-JI addidi. 

!La.." : u...a.." in cod. 

scripsi. 

389-390 (155): Per homoeote1euton omissa restitui. 
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1 Y \YJ}Jb ~.:ul ~I ~ / ~..r J..J'-:; ~ J~I d..a....) I';'u 

JJI ;I~ ~I 0~;;~ J La.. ~.:ul J5 ~~ ...\.>1, Jl. ~..r, 
~I ~JI,.I;;~J..Jla.:; ~L..S~)0~J~~1 db 

J..J~; ~I 0~ ..Jl>T;;~ J..Jla.:; ;~I~) 0~ Jl. ~ 395 

J 1:...1 ~,) I, G....a.:, 01! ...\.> I ~ I ~ ~ ~ 0~' G....a.:, 01! ...\.> I 

..JL-.T ~ ~I ~ ~..r ~..J'-:; db JJI ~,J..b.JI ..J...uJ1 

~ ~ 0'" fc ~ 0I!~' ~ ~,J..b.JI ..J...uJ1 0~ dJ.:u, t:'~., 
A.:... ~ I ~,) ~ I J ~;:. I .;, I ..J...uJ I I..u, 0 I ~ I 0'"' fc ~ 
~I ;;~I J ~.;, 0 1, ~..r}Jb, ~~ ~ ~ 0'";~ d.5l. 400 

, w w_ 
. "l..JI ·1 . 11.·~ ~4:;....... f;·.!)o, .~ •. ~,-
~ U ~ v- ,r-- V'".r. U.r -..I U 

- ,* ~ -<.. ~ I '. A, I ; 0.,.;, I ...\.> I ~ d....->. 0"":; ~ 4:;...., 0'" ~ I) 

I ';'1 -ill,j5') t:'~, ..Jl> T 4~ ... ~..r, u...a..;, 0 WI d...cI.1.b, ~}Jb, 
;. d.5l. I.:.:..,j IS ~ I . j ~ 4~.... ~. '. h - II 4....-.>J I ~ J, r. () IJ ,r-- V'" r. u'.r--- , OJ 

u...a..;" 0 WI d...cI.1.b ~..r J-lb) t:'~" ..J l> T 4':'. ... db" ~ 4~ '" 0'" 405 
J -klb...\.>1 u>- ~,;.. 0I!..J..J&. J "l.;.,.,~ 1';'1 r..J..J&. l.;~, ..a; 

dJ.;, ~ 0'" 0~ ~ .:u I ~,rJ I ,.,.... -~ I J 4..,.,.,...0 0'"' ~ i..J..J&. 

~I 
~ J ,.,....-',11 0-- klb...\.>1 0~ 0I!..J..J&. ~ 0 1 l.;..J) 0 t; 

L..:..r ;>--':1 1 ..J...uJ1 <0~)' ~ I..J..J&. klb...\.>1 0~' ;;-0,;.. 4\0 

0)"\ 0I!..J..J&. ~;, 1.:....0} ...\.>I,J' J' d:J:J' ~ db ~ 1.:....0}" 

396 (156): ~,: 1...A.,a,., in cod. 

396-397 (157): A librario omissam ut orinor lineam restitui. 

398 (158): (o~: '.,....' in cod. 

401 (159): v""""" v\::!l..: v--, U"'"'l.. in cod. 

402 (160): ~,'-',:...,.., 1...A.,a,., in cod. 

403 (161): Pro <!U..&.I, codicis <!U.t, scripsi, sed dubitanter; 

fortasse enim interpolata sunt verba hinc usque ad ~, 

(lin.405), quae dicta linearum 399-400 partirn iterant. 

404 (162): v,.,..:. ..... II,: V"r ...... JI' in cod. 

407 (163): Melius omisisset interpres verba ~ ... "... V-O. 

409 (164): ~ :~ in codice. Vide adn. 215. 
410 (165): v~ addidi. 
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f.J ..l>- r:9.:; v.il' .. i/W I ~ 4Lb ~ ,r>--':/, J b..' ~ l.-Jb ...I> I 

"'.Jr. ~ ~ I ~.,j.J I ()'I! '" ..LAJ I V- ...I> I., Js' ~ "L....r" l..i I 

J I:.. ':J I ~ I ~ ,.j 0:! ..,.Jr. l; ~., ..u u.,5.:.; ~ "'.Jr.., ~..r 
u 6 0:! "'.Jr. ,.j ~ ~ ..,.Jr. jS U ~ / ~..r ,r>-1 I., ~ l.-Jb ...I> I 415 

~; ~I 0:! ",..LAJI ~ ~ u~ ~.r=JI V-~ <..S.jJI 

loS .:u I u 15 J.,j.. "'.Jr. ~ l.-Jb L....,.o l..i I 0:! "'.Jr. ~ u 1 ~r ,}:! 

~ I 1.!l.J..i t-L? ,r>--~ I v-., 4,:s:. r.J..u. ~ ..boo' V- ~ 
~ l.-Jb L....,.o l..i I 0:! "'.Jr. ~ u l ~r" d~ .J..LAJ I t.:P P 

l..il., t;..:s:.. ("'.Jr. l.-Jb ...I> I ,.j dr--sJ I ~ ~ V-~ loS .jJ I ul5 d~ 420 

ub P ~ I I.!l.J ..i t-L? 4.:... ~ loS .jJ I UI5 ,r>-"":II ~ dr--sJ I L....,.o 
;;~ ~ ..... ~., f ...1>1., ~.:.~...op ~~~I V- ~ f J;~I ",..LAJI 

~ loS.ill ~I u~ 1.!l.J.jJ., ~I e:J..o ~., ~~I ~~ uN 
~l:J1 ",..LAJI J}:-., ~ ~I dr--sJ1 ~ ~I:JI ",..LAJI ~~ V-

~ uN dr--sJ I ~ ..... ~., J L. d5 t..:..t ...0 P J I,. ~ I V- ~ ~ 425 
I - I 

~ ~I ~ JL. UJI ~ J "''-.:; ~ UJI r..i6 JL. UJI 
I 

~ I u~ 1.!l.J.ili ...I> I UJ I a J '" '-.:; ~ ~ UJ I uN ...I> I., J L. 

~ u~ i...l> I., ~ .~, J; ':/1 .J..LAJ I t:....o; G ':J., '" lD. T ~ ...I> I"J I 
~ .. T 

~I u~ ~ JWI., JL. 45Wj; ~WI ",..uJI t:....o) V:I., ..,L.. 

0:!~" ~ ul5 d r--sJ I ~ ~ l:J I ..,..UJ I L....r" I ..i 6 d5 L. e:+-'""., 430 

U~I., u~ 4.:...~1 dr--sJI ~ J;':JI ",..LAJI L...~ l..il., tiJl 
WI u.,~., ~ y> <..S.jJI ~I e:J..o ~ 

~ , 
Ulinll., ~ I ~., LJ...b r i..S .jJ l...b ~ I ~ 0:! "'.Jr. l;~., ..w 

~ u l l; "') L..:.l.J..i., d5L. ~I., 

412 (166): (,,,,, .. : "" .. V" in cod. 

414 (167): Pro u~ praebet codex I.JW . 
415-416 (168): Melius dixisset interpres: ..; "':-'~ "" .. Js u 'J 

..; ul;,s:., (vel ~I ve) ",:-,.r=J1 ve u~ .;,;""UlI uti .;,;,,"''' 
.;,;.."J;'JI .;,;"",...uJI~. 

418 (169); Post 1...A...t..1 addit codex ~, quod delevi; etiam 

",:-,.;4 ante 1...A...t..1 addere licet. 

(170): c.:s:.r", .. : ~ "" .. in cod. 

433 (171): I...A,: vA, in cod. 
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l.jl d....b,.i. d....-; j l...lb w...o .( .. ~ . ..J ~ ..a..,; . I .l,' . 435 " '..r~. \J U~ ...,..- -'.r l.)o:! • u .:.J'" j:! 

\ '\ t;s:. l...lb...1> 1 0-" ~ 1 0 t5' <..p,,;" / ..J ~ J I..A;.. ...1> I" J5 ,-:,,';' 
~I clJ..J ~,.ri--')II 0-"" 

<..p"j.J 1 ..J..uJ 1 ~ d....b"j.J 1 ~ lS.:u 1 ..J..uJ 1 ..:..;A 0 1 ~" 
~.., ,,,,,,, .... 

~ ~ 1 \.!f"..c JJ 1 t..i- \;J 1 0-" ,,~ t-'.r ..J ~ 0 ~ 
d.....-:;.. . .a~~11 ..J..uJ1 )t.... ···-Ild....-;d....b ~~Ild....-.JI .(-1: v-'.r- "l.)o:!';---. '.r-. ~ 

",> -~ 1 ~ 0-" l...lb ...1> 1 tl-O 0A ~.r 0:! ..J ~ ~ 0 1 ...I:!"';'; ..J l> T 

440 

o t5' ..J l> T d.....-:;.. J r-b ~ 1 ~.r-II ,-:,,;0 1 .j I" )\:.. 0:!~ 1 ~ J 
~ 1 0t5' ~ 1 J yi..o ~ 1 ~.r-II ,-:,,)b 1 .j I" t;..:s:. r..J ~ ~ 1 

<....:~ 0~ J.. r~IJ ~~')I';~,~...P;.:; ~I clJ.j ~ 

r . 

iiJ l. t-',; 1 ~ ~ I ~.r-II" i\ .;', 0:!~ ~ ~ 1 ~,.,J 1 ~ 0~ r...1> IJ ~ l. 445 

J t...J 1 '-:" yA:-" J l. ~ 1 0~ d.....-:;.. J J W 1 iiJ l. t-',; ')j 1 '-:" ~ J l. 

ili...-JI ,,~ J..b,)-. ~ ')I" J 1,.1 d.....-:;.. 0~ ..Jl>T d.....-:;.. J ~I,J I 
d " .. ,;" II '-:"~ JI".. ~I ~I ~ 0-" t;s:. JWI \,;..t~1 0~ 0 1 

~ 0:!~" d.....-:;.., ~ l. clJ ..J 0W UJ!.. J ~ UJ!.. J J I".. ~ 1 

Jl. ~I J..JLs..:; ~ ~ 0,,~1, ~I" iiJWI r.j\.; ~ 450 

iiJl. 0~ JWI ~I ~WI ..l.A310-" ...1>1" ~ ~I ~ 

J W I J W 1 0A cll.ili ...1> 1 ~ I J ..JLs..:; J l. J l. 0"~' ii....-.:;.., 

clJ.iS" tLJI ~.r~.r JWI Jl." f...1>1 ~;j~ ... J..J~ ~I,JI 
1 ... ~. q I;, w..a.; 0~' L..:;.. l...lb" ~ 1 ~.r~.r ..J ~ ~ £J 1 
W' - I;, • I;, ...l> , ~ ., J W' J w' . I ;, - I;, . L L...:;... La.. 1 455 C-- c--" ,....,....., C-- c--" u .. , .. 

~.r-II 0 ~, / 0'l'!...1> 1 J ..J ~ ...1> I~ I ~ ~ 1 clJ.ili 0 1 ...l> 1 ~ 
~.r-II ~ G ':i, ..J '-> T A..a....,; 1 0A ...1> I, ~ ~ tl-O 0-" ,,~ ~ ':i 1 

iiJ t.::...,. GJ I .. &. • ~(. r ...1>' .'~ '4...A.L? .( EL...:, . ,~. - [;.~ ~ I 
.,I ;r- U~.,1 ...,..- -''; u~.. l.)o:!..r~- v.e r---

..J '-> T d...-..;. y:. u .:u 1 <"p,}-J' ..J..wJ 1 J iiJ t.:...J I" ~~ ':i I L..,.,..o I..J I" 
~ .., I 

y:. u.:u 1 1...1> 1 0:!r ~ 0-" ~ uJb" ~ 1 ~ clJ.j (;..e 0 t5' 460 

439 (172) : "'!;;-J' o..:rJ:. J'-I' \,ibJI va • .u,; conjectura mea; in co-

dice enim invenitur o~I~-'".JA!J~<u)..t . 
442 (173): I ,jl, : 1..I1i in cod. 

443 (174) : Post ~I (prius) addit codex ,. .. 
444 (17 5) : '-"-v- addidi. 

456 (176): ul..t..1 : V" ..t..1 in cod. 

458 (177): ill': ....." in cod. 
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.j .J L.. T d..a...) ~, ~ .J9 ~.:u I ~ ~ I e:=..,.J' ,-:,.ri:' G-~ l. 
..J L.,... T A....-..;.. y, (j.:w I J>,j.J I ..J..uJ I 

u./'J I, d..a...,; 'JI ~, W J,;l (j.:wl J, ~I ~ 0:!..J ~ l.;~, ..w 
~ 0 1 l.;..J) I.. d.J.,:" ~UI, 

A.o ,.9...;;""""'; . .9 ~ W..o . ( . w( . ..J ~ .J.:,...; . I ..1... ~ 465 '.r. 'J UY-:! ~ Vol . u ··7 .... " 

~..1.>' G-~I 0l5" J>,;.. ..J~ .j ~ ..1.>1, J5 ,-:,';' ''':'1, 

e:=..,.J I ..ili.,:, e:J..o .r>--~ I G-' L...:,r 
~ J>,j.J' ..J..uJI 0~ 0' ~, 

~,;, ~ - II ..J..uJ I J t:... ~ I ~ I ;;.........; A.o ~ - I I d.........J I . ( .. I - ~~, . ~. ~ 

e-L' G- ~..1.> I e:J..o 0~ ~ 0:! ..J ~ ~ 0 1 ~.r, ..J L.,... T 470 

~ I .j ~ r.k 'J I '-:',~ 0/Y.' J t:... ~ I d.::.tJ I 4....: ~.r>--'J I 

e-L' ..JL.,...-~I ~I ~ ~~'JI '-:',~, c.:,.,.. r..J~ .,JL.,...-'JI 

c;..s 0~ ..1.> I, ~ ~ e:J..o G-~ 'J I ~ I J>';':'; ~..,.J I .-ill .,:, 
0:!~' ~ Y, 0~ ~ ~I cl r.k 'J I ~ I e:J..o 0~' f..1.> I, 

c-.;\5 ..JL.,...T~ ~ ~I 0:!.rwJ I, ~I 1.:...,.,-0 1":'1, W 475 

..J t-T ~ .j ..1.> 1,.1 I ~ I 1.:...,.,-0 I .,:, I, E,..ss ~ d~ .. ~ ~t 
w ... ~ 

e:J..o G- ~.r ~ I .rwJ I 4;...J I, ~ W I 0)l; '-:' W ~ c..; l5" 

" I 0l;jWI 0~ ~ ~ 0Jl..-, ~,;I y, (j..wl '-:'~, / ~I 
Ir ~l..;.......9 1":'1,; ........sS........sS. ~ ;;....... I J..Jt.....:; U ~~I .:r- . . ~, U • .r- , 

~ ;;~... . l;jl.. c..;\5 .·~WI ~ 1.9 .. 0. .l".:wl ..1.>1-"..........sJ I 480 .r -- , U v-r.-:o- IJ .r- '-' :J"' . 

467 

478 

479 

484 

..JL.,...Tcl ..1.>1,.11 ~I d.J..:u.; W~,~) J..Jt.....:; f..1.>1 

d.::.tJ I, ..1.> I, ~ ~ e:J..o G- ~ ..1.> 1,.1 I ~ I, i>" I 0 WI :d-:, 

r.,:,1,; ~, ..1.> I, e:J..o G- ~ ..1.> 'JI 0 W 'JI d.::.tJ I, .;L.,...-'JI 

6.ili ~ 'J I ~ I ..ili.:w, G..a.;, i ..1.>1, J ~ ..1.> 1,.1 I ~ ~ I 
~, .JL..T;;.......) 4...JJ...o r.k ~I ~I, ..1.>1 0WI 410 .. 1-:, ..JL.,...T 485 

~ r.k ~I ~I l.a ,-:,/p 1":'1, V-!, 0~' ..1.>I}Jb' 

e:J..o G-~..r y" 0'~' L......:;, ~ I.. ~ ~ ~ I ..JL.,...-~ I ~ I 

(178) : ~I: JWI in cod. 

(179): ..:.~WI : v-wW1 in cod. 

(180): c..s:........s in cod. 

(181) : leA Lo......; : LA t-. ( LA l....." paene) in cod. 

(182) : -dJ ..i.I,: clJ.6:; in cod. 
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306 Part Four Text 

~-':II .J..uJi ~ W"j.JI 0:!.J..uJi ~I ~.r 0~ 0 1 ~" 
~.J~ 

~ L. ~ -~ I .J...t.AJ I" .J ~ T 6....-.c;.. W"j.J I 0:! .J...t.AJ1 ~ I ~ 
.a..:... ~ I ~~W I t.i 41 l;..,r' l,j I ~~ (.J ~ ~ 0 1 ~.r, ~ I 
~.r-J ' clJ,j tL' .a..:... ~ I .J ~ -~ I i..->J I t.i 41 l;...r' l,j I, ~J'" 520 

(..u.-I, W 0~ J...> ...I> I, • ~ tL' V- ,-:-,.,J.h.J I ~ I ,.p P 
<;;W ~ I t.i 41 .... .rA') J ~ ~ L. 0W ~~w I t.i .... .rA'J 

",.. ,-:-,L-S' 6....-.c;.. tL' V- ~.r ~ ~I ~L. 0~' / ,-:-,W A...-.D. 
\...;;-S 1.-, u.LJ c., L-~ u .:u I 0~ ~ ~ ~ ~.r j5', 
!"',jlj 1""...1>1 0J-A-',;1 ~ (;15 ,-:-,W A...-.D. ~ ~ l,jl ~I 525 

J .J ~ ~ 1,.1 I ~ I clJ .:u, ("...I> I 0r.-"-') J.J l.A.:; '-:-' l.al.J I i..->J I 
~~I, ...I>I,·~ tL'v- ~ ~I,JI ~I, .J~T~ 
,-:-,,..L1.J I '." :5:.JJ t....Lo 41 ~ j <.s .:u ~ '~I (;W 0:! ...I> I tL' V

.a..:...~1 ~~WI t.i 41l;..,r' l,jlj .J~T~ ~I (;~, 0:!...I>1 

~ ,....., (;J-A-',; I .a..:... ~ I ~ I t.i 41 l;...r' I ,j I, 4! t..::...., UJ I 530 

4! t..::...., UJ , ~ u.:u I <t.=.rJ ~ 
0:! .ill I W,j.J I 0:! .J...t.AJ1 t.i 41 l;..,rb I ,j I t:;..:i. r.J ~ l..; ~, ..w 

w , _ 

0-, t:-'.r ~WI t.i .... .r' V- ~I .J~ ~I ~I, 0~WI !.....AI 

\...;.J) L. clJ,j, ..J~T ~~, ~.rJI clJ.j tL'i..->J 1 t.i .... ,ri> 
..u...; . I 535 . u 

~ I w,;.. 0:! .J ~ t.i 41 l;..,rb l,j I L...:,r ("..J ~ ~ (; t~.r \S' 
~ I .ill,j tL'.,> -~ , t.i .... ,ri> v-, ~ ~ ~ , t.i .... ,r' V-

516 (185): Pro ~';II (sc.~';II) codicis ",",-';II scripsi. 

520 (186): ~ bis in codice, primum in fine lineae, iterum 

in initio sequentis. 

522 (187): J'!t.: 1.J""o't. in cod. 

(188): Verbis 0W ..... ~ textum supp1evi. 

523 (189): ~ (prius): ............. in cod. 

528 (190): v..ul addidi. 

(191): ":o'".t..h.JI: ~,.,-...JI in cod. 

531 (192): ~I addidi. 
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~,;?~.r .,) ~ 0 ~ 0 Lo,).J 1 0 1 oJ..l.a.l1 0~ 0 1 ~, 
~, 

~.J 1 ~ -~ 1 ")..uJ', ~ 1 W,).J' ~ oJ ..l.a.l' .J.p.' ~ 540 

0 1 oJ..uJ 1 0' ..a ~ ~ 1oS.jJ 1 ~ 1 oJ..l.a.l' 0' ~ t1, tl.a,;, 
,.,:" Ca:.r (oJ ~ ~ 0' ..Lt..r, ~, ~.r ~.r 0~' .J.p.',~, 

~.J~ 1 ~ .... ,.,..0 V" ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~, ~ I, ~.J ~, ~ "Lw,.,..o 
\' { J>j-:j ~I -ill":' ~ ~ ~I ~ .... ,.,..0 V", ~ / ~', 

.J.p.' 0~ W,,;..J 1 ~ oJ ..uJ 1 ~ ~ .... ~, r.J.p.', ~ I.. e.=.,.J' 545 

0)1; v.J1...rai--~, "':'J.,.. .• a..JlJ J L. ~, ~I..~)~,.,..A..J 1 

<~> Js', ~WI ~ V" ~ JWI u..a.J 1, JWI ~.J ~I 
~ I, J W 1 0~.J ~ I, ~, -ill":' e.=.r 4,,;.. 0~ oI..a..l.o ~ ~ 
~WI~.r r.,:,\i ~~, ~~ r-iJ' o IS' ~1.. ~ c......J ''':'' JI.. 
JW\i~, oJ~T~;1 t-'}I, ~,r...J1 ~, G...~, ~~ J oJ~ 550 

1 .,:, I, u...a.;, .J.p.1, ~ V" ~.r ~, c....~, ~ .J.p.' J ~ .J.p.1,J 1 
w , 

W,,;..J 1 ~ oJ ..uJ 1 .J.p.1 ~ t-'~, 0 ~, ~ 1oS.jJ 1 t-'.,.J 1 l..a ",:,.rb 
u- ~~, ~'0~' .J.p.1 4,,;.. 0 IS' ~, 0~.J 1 ~ 1oS.jJ 1 

e.=.,.J 1 oJ..uJ 1 ,-:,.rb V" ~ I.. ~ 1oS.jJ 1 ~, oJ ~ T L....J' ~ 
vi' ,.r9-J 1 ~ -~ 1 oJ..uJ' ~ t-'~, 0 ~ 1 Z 1 ~ ..IS u .jJ 1 ,-:,,..LhJ 1 555 

01:..:i'~, 
0~1 ~,W .1), 1oS.jJ1 .1~' ~ c..:.r roJ~ L:~, .JiS 

~ U 1 \..;..J) I.. -ill":', t-'~, 

w 

538 (193) : Per hap10graphiam omissum tv- restitui. 

540 (194) : ~I : ul-I in cod. 

547 (195) : Deficiens ~ restitui. 

548 (196): ~".....,) ~I, : V--.J ~I" in cod. 

550 (197) : JWli :JWI" in cod. 

551 (198) : Pro J...u" habet codex J..u...; 

in J..u... mutavi t. 

(199): c..w: t".J" in cod. 

553 (200): v-!,: l....." in cod. 

554 (201): ,.. : ~ in cod. 

1ibrarius 

556 (202): ~I..;:I: uL..1.. (sc. ~~I..) in cod. 

enim .J..u... 
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v .il' .1 rJ' ~ u Lo.,,)..J' u' .,) ..uJ' u~ u l ~, t..: I." 
eI L..."rb ~ ("..u.. '." ~ l. ,-:-,,.Lb.J' ~,rJ' ~) '..i' L I J" I L.J~." 560 

~,rAJ I 0-" ..u.. I." JS UI5 W.,,)..J I ~ .,) ..uJ I 0-" ..u.. I." JS tl 
~ ~, J I,.. 'JJ' ~ 0-" ~ 0-:!--"..,AJ'~.a ..u..i." ~1I,., 

W , 

J-lb u.ill ~ ~ ~I ~ u.:u, ~ '..i'." ~11 ,-:-,."..,AJI 

~..r-1 ~.,)t.- f.,)~4-iJI0-" ~ v.:ulul5 ~ ~I 
T 0 ~ u .:u I ")..uJ' u~ U l ~ clI.:u." / ~, ~ JJ' J I,. 'JJ I 565 

~ , ~ JJ' J I,..)IJ ~.,) t.- r") ~ 4..A.l...o U~ L.:,r 4-iJ I V'" 

~ ~..u.-' ~ l..il ULo.,,)..J1 u' ")..uJ' U~ U' ~I clI..ili 

~ ..u..' ,-:-,.,,;Ao clJ :£ ~ u I .ill' u' .,) ..uJ '." ;,r 4..0.0 U 15 ~ 11 

;,rJ1 .,)..uJ1 ~ J-Ib u.:u, .,)..uJ1 ul5 W." ;,r ~'~-'JJ' tl 
~ -'l/ I ~ ~.,) ..uJ I ..a.1 4...,...;; V'" ~ u .:u I r-iJ I J-Ib u .:u I 570 

~")..uJ' 0-" ~ r~' .,).J.A.U ~L- ~.,) ~ JJI JI,.)IJ ~.,)t.
JI,..'JJI ~~ l..il ~I .,)..uJII.au~ul ~IW."j..J1 

r .,) ~ J.,) ~ ..a.1."J' J W I u~ c..:,r r-iJ I ul5 4J 4..l") L....J I 
J ~ w 

~ l..il w.,,)..J1 ~.,)..uJ1 ..u..1 u~ u' ~." clJ.:u." l.A...,,r 
~ ~ l..il 4,1 4..A.l...o u~ u l Ca:,r r-iJ I u15." ~ 11 ~ 575 

,-:-,.,,;Ao U~ Ul ~I ~I Ls.:,r r-iJ' UI5 ~ r~1 .,)..uJ1 
r qW(r ~ r~1 <~ U.:up d'."j..J1 .,)..uJ1 ,j ~11..i..lb 

l..il ~,r 4..0.0 UI5 ~-~I ~ ~..u..1 ~ l..il ul.illl U l .,) ..uJI." 

u I .,) ..uJ I ~ e:=,r 4..0.0 UI5 ~ r~ I .,)..UJ I ~ 4..A.l...o ~ 
't-La .. lI e:=,r~,r ~ UI5 ~ 11 ,j ~..u.. I '-:-'); l.,j I Ul..illl 580 

• W • I .~ .15 l. clJ.,j 
l.H.+.( U I..T -. M U , 

~."j. ~.,) ~ ,j elL...""'; l..il ~ :~. (.,) ~ ~ Ul ..l.:i,Y ~ 

~I clI..i ~." ~ ~ UI5 

l.,jl LI J# W."j..J1 ~.,)..uJI ~L;. ~;, ~ Ul ~." 
~ .,) ..uJ I 0-" ..a.1." JS ,j "L..."rb." (..u.. I." W ,-:-,,.Lb.J I ~ I ~) 585 

T 1 ~~ I ~.a ..u..i." ~W ~~ I 0-" / ..a. '." JS ul5 W."j..J I 

560 (203): Loco C, praebet codex LS W (sc. C' en. 
566 (204): ~: e:-r in cod. 

577 (205): ,.,. y..u' addidi. 

578 (206): ul.J...I..A..l 1J : .J...I..A..l 1J in cod. 
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~I ~ JJI ~WJI c.....J I ..il,~-~ ~,.rWI ~ U"" ~ 
U"" ~ u.ill (;IS ~ ~I ~ JJI ~WJI ~ ~.rWI 0"-

(;1 ~ clJ.il, ~I ~ JJI ~WJI ~r1 ~",,-- i",~~1 
~LS..U ~ ",,-- w..o (;~ c....:,r A...-ill U"" ~ u.ill ",..l..A.lI (;~ 590 , 
,.-;; l..il l.;~ (;, W,~I Vt oJ..uJ1 ~;.:, l..i ~ tlAl I ~ JJ I 

~ u.il I ",..l..A.l I 0 tS" W ~ I, c.:,r r-iJ I 0 tS" ..,> -'~II ~ l..Jb ...u.- I 

~ JJ I ~ WJ.J ~,) '-- A.........iJ I U"" if u.:u I ~rl' ,)..w 1 tL' 
W,j.-.!I ~,)..wl U"" ~ r,.....;w' ,)..L...lJ .,:,L- 1Jb,)~, ~I 

/1 ' ~ ~> 4.J ,)L-..lI '-:-' ~ I ..,.k,.-;; l..il ,)..w 1 I ~ (;~ (;1 ~ 595 

t.. : 5. (',) ~ J ,) ~ ...u.-I,J I ~ I 0~ ~ r-iJ I 0~ 0 I 
,~ - ~ 

l..Jb ...u.- I ,.-;; l..i I ~ I ~ (i> r ~ I ..,.k r..i I ~,)..l..A.l I ~ ~ d...o l:;...; 

oJ..l..A.l1 ..,.k t:.rJ I I ~ ~ ~ l..i I, L..:,r r-iJ I 0 tS" ..,> -'i I ..,.k 
k:i. .• 11 . tS" ca....k .. ';;-11 . r-- u .. r"....-

~...u.-I l..Jb...u.-1 J'P ~",..wl ~~ ~ 0 ' ...,-a : ;'t! 600 

l..il ~,)..wl ~~ ...u.-I 0 ' ~I ~..,>-':!'I ,)..wl ~ (;1 ~.r, 
, .. ,(" - , 

~ r,.....;w I ,)..w I ..,.k ~ ~ l..i I t--,r ~ (; u ..,> '.j I ~ ~ 

(;tS" ~'il ..,.k"~ l..il r,)~ ~ (;1 ~ t;..:i. r-iJI 0tS" 

t--:,.J I, 1 ... 9..,t:I ••. JI, ,) ~ T ~,.~j\, t--~, U,.a.;, '" ~ T d~ ... ~, ~ ~ 
..,>-~ I ..,.k ~ ,) ..l..A.l I ...u.-I 6.......9 U"" ~ u.il I ~.rJ I ~ ~ 605 

T Y U,.a.;, (;"..-,) I, / ~ ~ t--~ I, ~ I, ~ I 0"- u! I5J I t:.rJ I, 
.,) .J..A.l' l.a] ~ ~, ~ ~ U-- U~ \.S.il' ,)..w I, vl ~, 

u .:w I ..,> -~ I ,)..w I r..i \,; vJ, 0""-"::, ...u.-I ~ [l.;)'..i u .:u 1 

587 (207): ,.,..-~I addidi. 

589 (208): eLJl: eJ-l1 (sc.~1 ) in cod. 

591 (209): Pro l,j ~ fortasse scribendum clJ,j ~I ~ . , 
(210): ,....:;: t......" in cod. 

593 (211): ~.JL..:J.JL..... in cod. 

595 (212): ~post ~.JL-JI per haplographiam omisit librarius. 

597 (213): , dubitanter addidi. 

603 (214): ~ 0 1 : ...J.h.. u;'" u' in cod. 

606 (215): '4':. .. II:......JI (pro ~I?) in cod. 

607-608 (216): Verba I.:.},j 1.S..iJ1 .J.J..A.lII.u. e margine in textum 

irrepsisse censeo. 
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. ",I· '.:.." _I ... ~· ..c.I1 l.,a \. -.. !, ",.1.,..1 .111 Wb v-~ r-~ u--o v-, u"'-""', or-. 

llb ..J~, (;~, 6.. ,~;" ell J; WI"; 6...O,j..J I ..J I ~)lJ d.J~ ..w I 610 

(;,........:;, ...I.> I .;> 'J I ..J...wJ I, (; l.:.! I W,j..J I 0-t..J..uJ I ...I.> I r J t; 

~ PHI'; II, ...I.> 1,.1 I ..; • l.;...,rb I J I C. ~. r..J ~ ~ (; I ~.r, ~, 
clJ J ~ 4.W (;tS" ~~I ..; .l.;...,rb IJI, ~ ..... (;tS" ~I, 
J; l-J I ..; l.;"k tS~, f...l.> I, W ~ I J';':'; ~ I 
~, (;~I4:JA, ..JL..T4:..t ,-:",J.h..J1 ~I (;1 ~ 6..hJl 615 

W< .< ,! I J • 
A5l..ili~, ~ ..... (;U ~I, ~I, ...1.>1,.11 ..; '-:".rP I..JI 

,-:,,';' I":' I, ji ~ ~~ .. ~ 4..a....) U-- ji ~ (;~, d...->, ..J L.. T ~, 
~lt1O~, ...1.>1 ~, ~, ..JL..T~'" ..... (;15 ~~I ..; 

.::' 4..a.... I· fL ,.A I· d...-> ..JL.. T d...a.......... A5l..ili .. 0. • c ..il I 
~, i.) V'" ~ U~" . , or- V 

fi· 620 ~ 

l. d.J..:" W..b~ v..ill ..b~1 ~ t.:i. r..J ~ l.;~, ..w 
.J.ro,...j • I l.;..J 1 ,U '.) 

c..:s. w _< w 
. ~~ l...ct. L.a......,. (;J"Y. ~.r ~ ..J ~ ~ (; 1 ~.r ~ 
~ r5 t10 U--~ -~ I ~.,.J I, f...l.> I, ~ l. ~.,.J I ...I.> 1 J';':'; 
c..:..,., J 1,.1 4..a....,) 1 (;~ ~ ~ t10 U-- ...0 P '~~ I U-- 625 

r- d~ .j r-b ~I t:1, Jl. J W l..Jz,..;.. ~ 'JI t:1 ~,rJ1 ~.a 
c....: s:.. i..J ~ J..J~~, Jl. Jl. r-~ Lib p.:e,:" Jl. Jl. 

\' A t;...s ~r-' ~ (;~ J.-. ~ I ~": eJ..o u--~ I / J,....a...; 
clJ..il, c;..,s 0-tr-' ~ J ..J LA:; J l. J W I .,...:-J I ~ I 0~ 

...I.> I· II "II f' J li r...l.> I . ,~. i.a.....- J ..J LA:; W ~ ~ . -<" 630 ~ ~ 1...>'4.,-",. .. .,-- • UJ-Y. 

~..,.J 1 ~,; t: 'J, ...I.> I, u-- ji ~ r-~ u-- ji ~ 0'r-' ~ 
~ u-- ji~ ~~, ~ w..o 0~ ...1.>1,' ~ t10 u--~ ~I 

, - ... Fa 
~ l. u-- Ii ~ ~~, 4..a....w, A5l. ~ ~ ~ 1 ~.,.J I 0~' l' ~ ~ 
~ U- r-6. 'JI ;..,.JI ~,; t:''J, ...1.>1, u-- ~~ ~,L.......::, 
~ ~ u-- j: ~ ~, 4..a....,) I r-6. 'J I ~..,.J I eJ..o 0~ ~ 635 

611 (217): (.j .. (vel u.i"): u)l, in cod. 

612 (218): ~j :.~ in cod. 

614 (219): Pro ~ praebet codex ~; nam librarius initio 

~ pro ~ scripsit. 
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• 636 (220): vW1: ~I in cod. 

638-639 (221): E textu per homoeoteleuton elapsa restitui. 

646 (222): v':"':',: 1..),.-, in cod. 

650 (223): ~,: V"'--' in cod. 

656 (224): .....J...;(posterius) pro I.A....J..p eodieis, hie ut In li

nea 112, substitui. 
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.,..a..o '}I I ~,rJ I k.o} G '}I, <..t.. I~ ;A .. I;, .J l> T ~ J .J ~ ...t> I,J I 

~ u~ ~ tL' (r ~ '}II ~,rJI, ..bol,' ~ tL' (r 
w - , III' 

~'}II ~I ~, <~I,> ~, .Jl>T~.,..a..o'}ll ~,rJ1 
6...a...,; I, ~, i.a......:; .,..a..o '}I I ~,rJ I u~' ..bo I, ~, r..b.1 ~ (i~... 665 

~..r,tL...::I~,~,~,~t~(1 ~r-llu~, tL...::1 

UY-',; I, (iAJ') u,~, U W I, ~ l. ,.; W, I...iI I 6...a...,;! .,..a..o '}I I ~r-ll 

i . ;; R : ... ~ '}I I ~r-ll ~..r, / ..bo I, (r fi?- ~, ..bo I, (r ~?-
..bo I, (r j'i?- ~, ..bo I (r ~?- UY-',; I, U;...." ~ l., W I U~, 
U~, ~,(i.; I.ili, W I U~, u W I ~,rJ I 0:!..Lb J..o li:;, 670 

1M ,po ,.. 

~ ~ JJ I ...t> I, (r I'?- ~, ..bo I (r I'?- U~, ~, 

...t> I, W..b ~ Y> 3 ..l>.1, (r fo jt::- 0:!~' ~ (r fo?- U,~, 
~ , 

..bo I, lill, uY-',; I, 

~, W ..1;Z \.S .:t.J I ..1 ~ I ~ <0:! /'0 (),! .J ~ l;~, ..w 
u, A : .... II, ~ I, u l:;; W I, t L.....:: '}I I 6...a...,; '}I I, U .. ~ ..... JI, "L.........:;J I 675 

~ u I l;.J} l. ..ill..i, t L...:: '}II ~ I, 

.' ~, . ':" _ I.....lb ~ .. < C ~. t..: . .J ~ ~ .. u· I ...I.!"; .5 v-::-. t.r U~ . .I t.r \..,)":1 -.I 

Ca:..r 

J>;":', i ..1> I, W U~ ,J-. ..bo I, • ~ eJ..o (r ~ I ~ P 
U~ ,J-. ~ ~ (r 4..0 j..ili '~':II (r ~,s tL' (r ~r-ll 680 

~..r t: I, ..bo I, ~ ~ ~ I ~..r t:1 I.....lb t.....:..r, J 1,.1 6...a...,; I 

Jl. ~~, ..bol, ~ ~ l.!b A.:e,:", Jl. Jl. ~ ~ ~r-ll 
y> \.S.:t.J1 .J..uJ1 ~ u I ~ L.:..r i.J ~ J.J~ ..ill..i, J L. 

662 (225): ~~ addidi. 

663 (226): ~lI,: e-.,JI ~, in cod. 

664 (227): ~I" hic ut supra (lin. 662), addidi. 

666 (228): .........., (posterius): "-"--, in cod. 

668 (229): ~,/ ~I, V- fo?- ~, : V" ~ / ...,-, ~I, V" I~ vi-' 

e-r' ~I, in cod. 

671 (230): u"""""": v,.--' in cod. 

674 (231): ~ addidi. 

675 (232): ~I, : .........-.II, in cod. 

681 (233): ~: --...s, in cod. 
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;.rJ I 0!¥. '~I,.I tf.'J I l.a ~.; 0' G' I J~ ;.rJ I l.a eJ-.o 
JI,.I JI,.I JWI Jlo ~I ~I, ~I"JI ~ ~ J .Jl-JI 685 

~~WI ~ 0'";6~1 JWI Jlo~1 ~I ~ l.jl,; 
~ I"J I J lo J lo ~ kIb L:........t l.j I, ~ ~ J .J La.:; J 1,.1 J 1,.1 

0 1 ~J f.J ~ J.J~ J1..I!U.j 0'" 015 ~WI ..l..a.i1}Jb ~.:ul 
r \ .J...uJ1 l.a ulJ, r ~I, ~l.. J .J~ ~ ~ Ca:",.. .J...uJ1 l.a / 0!¥. 

cl.J.:w.; ~ ~ I ~ ;",.. .J ~ ~ J'.1' J I,. ~ I J ,,., 6 .J~).}Jb 690 

~ ~j,! ~",.. .J ~ ~ JJ I J I,. ~ I J ,,., .J ~ 0!¥. 0 I ~ 
. ..J ~ ~ . I II ~ cl.J..i I I .. ~ c..::. f..J ~ ,. -11 ~I V:I . u I..Y .F~~~ ~ v- tr .r-
'.~ 6....->.~!.:.~~1 "~II ~ ~£"l....cb...Loti:;.( .... 
V:I.r-~~" ,........~",.....r~ u~ ~",.. 

~ I ~ J .J l-.J I ;.rJ' ~ .J I..::.. T 4..a.....:; ~ ~ I t:r1 I, 
e:-J-o 0'" J-Ib ~.:u I J l. J l. (r.!~' 6....->. J WI J W I ~ ~.....J I, 695 

~WI ~ 0'" ;6~1 Jl. Jl. ~ ~I JU.;, JI,.I6...->. 

~I, Jl. 0!¥. dl...iJ, Jlo JI,.I 4..a.....:; J..J~ ~ ~ ~ 

d R .... ". II, ~I, ~ ~~ <~;",.. JWI, ..JI..::..Td.....-:; J..J~ 
G'~, ..JI..::..T~ ~I"JI ~ ~I r..i1S ..JI..::..T~ ~ ;",.. ..JI..::..-~I 

J-Jb 0!¥.' ..J I..::.. T ~': ~ 0!¥. ..1>.1, ~ ~ ~ 0'" ~ I ~.; 700 

~ ~ • ~( • < •• 1;,. ... ~ II ~ . G' ~ . A d..a.....-
U~ ~ c:- U""~",... '.;S 'V:lrM'" . 

()-:!~ I, ~ I t:",.. t: I kIb t..a.:",.., ~,d~ ... }Jb 0!¥.' .J I..::.. T 
, II' '" '" 

o W lo, UJ IS ~ I, 4:.....J 1 ~",.. lol, 0'~' d.....-:;, Ci! l. ~ 
... ~ w 

d....->. ~ ~,r J-Ib, 0'~' 6...->., 0WI l.", Rr'!", 0""""":;' 4::-., 

685 (234): Post JWI Jl. addit codex Jl.. 

686 (235): t.fi u-: ~ in cod. 

0"'-", I, 705 

688 (236): Fortasse ~ aut u- .J... 1" post j-Ib 1.S.ll1 addendum, vel 

scribendum I.Y" JJI (cf. lin. 126,148,185). 

(237): Pro 'Jl.ciJ..IulS' codicis Jl.ciJ.iu-~1S' scripsi. 

690 (238): .", JJI: j-Ibl.S.I.ll in codice; etiam ..I~ post ;..II.t) 

supp1ere 1iceret. 

696 (239):4S';:...W1:~r-l1 in cod. Vide adn. 246,271,283,350,730. 

698 (240): u- deest in codice (vide enim adn. seq.). 

(241): Pro tiD habet codex~, 1ibrarius videlicet scribe

re incepi t .....J....,. 

703 (242): ~,,~,,: V"~ in cod. 
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~, e:=,r ~~ klII t..a.:,r, Ca.:,r, ~ ():t oJ.Jr. \.;~, ..w 
~ 0 1 \.; oJ) 1 l. clJ .j, 0¢ I, 4i..J I, 0',.,....:-J I, ~ 1 

T' T r oJ.Jr. ~ /",. J.o li:; 0~ c...:,r, ~ 0:! oJ.Jr. ~ 0 I..l:!""': ; 

L..:,r 
~ 1 ~,r 0~ J 1."..1 4......,.,t ~,rJ I, f ..a..1, W ~ I J:-P 710 

I....s:J..o li:; 0~ 0 I ..l:!""':, J l. J l. ~ 4~ '" ~,rJ I ~..,., ~ ~ 
<~..,. > ~ ..l:!j,! ~ I <~..,.> 0~ 0 I '.l; 1 L-;-" I k); L.:..,. r oJ ~ 
J oJLa.:: Jl. Jl. ~ ~ ~I ~ ~ JP c,:..,. L.Jr. ~,rJ1 

4.. ~I Cili..-JI ,j d}.j r ~ ,i; 1oS..i.J1 ~ ~, c.:..,. r oJ ~ 

~,r-I' 1..uJ GJ...o ...;.J. 0' ~ J'.11 JI.,.. ~I~' 6..uJ 715 

r.jt; JI."..I JI."..I 4..-..:; ~ 0~ 1oS..iJ1 ~,rJI, JI."..I ~ ~ ~ 
,l .. ,()-'-i J L. J 1."..1 4..-..:; J oJ La.:: J L. J l. ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ 

J oJl..Aw ~ ~ .(~." WI I~:S-"A Jl.JL. h_IJ~1 ... . U~ ~ ..,-.r--- ~ 

0:!r--s-, d....-:;. J ..J ~ ..a..1, J L. 0~ .ill ..i.J, J l. J L. 0:!~' d....-:;. 

........L? ~..,. U,r-J I, ~ I, ..a.. 1, ~ ~........L? ~..,. J W I, r..a..1 720 

k.D) G~, ..J'->. T d....-:;. J..J~ ..a..1.,J I ~ ~ I r.jt; ..J'->. T d....-:;. 

4.; l. Yb 0~' oJ '->. T d....-:;. ........L? 0~ ..a.. 1, ~ ~ ~ U--~ 1 

6r ......J...:, U~ ~ tl-" L.I"" ;,rJ' ~.} G'~, 0:!~'~' 
0.!~ I, ~ I, 4.; W I ~..,. t: I klII t..a.:..,., 4.; L. yz. 0~' oJ ~ T 

I ., til' W ':t" 

~ I 6.r!-i ~ W I t"V" 1.1, u,~, d....-:;., ~ 1....:;...., liJl ~ ~ 725 

706 (243): ~: ul&.,...,.... in codice. Necessarius est accusati

vus (vide lin. 623,677). Errat Nix, qui in commentario 

editionis (partis) libri V Apollonii, pag. 13, formam 

u~ ":"' J I tradit. 

712 (244): Verbum ~ bis in codice omittitur. Vide etiam adn. 

250. 

716 (245): ~ :~, ut videtur, in codice; mendum autem 

prius lapsui calami tribuendum esse opinor. 

718 (246): ~r..:.. : lS"r- in cod. 

(247): Fortasse ~ , quod verbi ~ simile est (vide adn. 

948), post ~ addendum est; item in linea 835. 

720 (248): ~ (posterius): l.,wr in cod. 
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I 

~ 4.ALo ~..,. ya, u'~' ~,43~, wI ~ 1....A.L.ot;.:;, 

u~' 
<~..,.> ~ ~I <~..,.> 6 .... ~j, c.:..,., ~ ~ .... ~ l;~, ..a; 

r r u'~ I, / A...-Iio •• JI, 4! W I, 4! W 1 ~, ;..,. .... ~ ;..,.J 1 

L..:..,. ~ I ~..,. ~ ~..,.J I ~..,. d .... ~j u~ u I , .• 1 b J; 41, 730 

u~ J..>. '~I ~ t-L' 0'" ~.,J I, r..u. I, W ~ I J';':', 
J .... La-:: ..u.I, ~ ~ ~I JI.. JI.. U'r-' A...->., 43~ LA. 

U~ ~I,..l(~'; U l LI J,;....; ~..,.JI l..LCb t-L' , ... 16: 1; c...:..,. f .... ~ 
~~ ~I JI.. JWI ~.r-JI, ~I, 4!t..::......u J .... L-JI ~r 

I.:-,;Lo ~WI ~ ~ B'~ ~I ~ L .... j I..)li JI,..I JI,..I 735 

JI.. JI,..I, ~ ~ J .... ~ JWI JI.. U,~I, ~I, 4381 

·<·1 '.' r .... ~J .... ~JI.. .. 4.......iJi/-4.LlWI'\. ..I..A,.,'"A UY-:!U~ .. ~ 'V.;/ .("" 

~ 1 0'" y,,rAJ 1 d .... ~j ya .... ..wJ 1 1..LCb vSJ t...:..,. .... ...wJ 1 1..LCb 

e:--=.r- ~ JJ 1 J I,.. 'oj 1 J I,.. 'oj 1 .... ~ ~ <lLt.. ~> 0:!~ I, .., ~ 

u,,r....J I, ~ I, 431.-:;.......1 1 r-...!i:: u 1 ~ r..) u y"lW 1 tLJ 1 740 

A..J Li-.J 1 ~ k;..o, I.. ~ ~..,. ~ .... ~ ~..,. .... ~ ~ JJ 1 

~~,~, ~t ,.r>--'oJ I" 431.. t-') ~I ..t>I uS)" ~~I 
~ I J I.. J I.. ~~ I, d....-.:;.J I" 43 t..::......u J .... L-J 1 ~..,.J 1 J:;;':'" , ,-
~ I.. d..b P ~ 1 ~..LCb ..u.. 'oj ~"L- J I,.. 1 J 1,..1 ~ ~ 

J I.. .. 4.......iJ 1 ~ lW 1- 11 ..I..A,.,' J I.. J 1... A 4....-.:;. 745 ~ "., ~ . u-o, ~r-" 

'.' : ~~ 1 ~,k..o'; i..S.i.J 1 • ~ 1 u;.,.. clJ.i.J" 4; I.. t-') J .... '-'Y. 

727 (249): u,...--,: u~J in cod. 

728 (250): ~ bis, ut supra (cf. adn. 244), addidi. 

733 (251): Pronomen post ~; addidi. 

734 (252): Post ~ ~ addit codex verba: L...",. I.,I"¥ J.,IL... 1.,11 

1....Aw",. u~ ~ 1,.1 • t-oJ' u I 1.IJ t" ",. t" ",.J I I...I.A ~ ....l.U. 
735 (253): ~I ~ l.;.,Ij U\i sic in codice: -JJIJbJb~. 
737 (254): J 4.I.t\i.J1 addidi. 

738 (255): v-: J in cod. 

739 (256): \..o.J!. J addidi. 

(257): JI,.~I (posterius): J,.~I in codice (cL adn. 346). 

(258): db: ~ in cod. 
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J~I e=- ~I ~.r 0~ c.:.r" ~ 0:!..J~ ~ 0 1 ~;, § 755 

L...:.r i..J ~ ~.,J 1 ..J..LA.l.J 4...0",;.. 
~ ~ 0~.u:... ti 4.J~" 1"..u. 1" <~ ~I J;P 
~ l. ~ 0'" 6...i> P ~ ~ J 1,.1 ~ 0'" ;.,J 1 t..P j:-" ..u.1" 

'-:-'~" W 4...O"j.JI J~ ~I uSiJ" Jl. JI,.I La...) J-Ib 0~ 
~ lib ~.r:" Jl. Jl. ~~ 0P ~ ti JI,. ~I JI,. ~I La...,; ~I 760 

cl.-J..)" Jl. Jl. ~~" ~ ~ 0~ ..u.1"JI ~I ~I 
~ 4~ '" . _AlA 4~ ... ~ "~ l..ALoli:;. ... W.b..J ... 
.r- , U"""""" " U".r- ~.r." t-'.r 

;G.... J ..J ~ J l. J l. 0"~-' ~ ~ J-Ib 1.S.i.J 1 ;.,J 1 ~ 
~LJI ~ 0'" ;6'~1 JWI Jl. ~~I v~, Jt.. Jt..~-, 

I~ ciJ..) - ... :1 ........s........s J.;L...:; Jt.. Jl. ~;G.....~ 765 <.:r"" ~ r---'. . .r-- IJ-'--:'-

L........ 1 ~ .. ~ ~I ~l. J.;L...:; ~ '6,':: '" • -< ~ Jl. Jl. u t-'.r .r- -' .r - U~ 

k.i>"; G'~" ..I.> I" \r;' J-Ib <,;.i.J 1 J W 1 ~ J .; L...:; A.......) r..) 19 .; l>. T 

~" A.......,; 1 J-Ib 0~" .; l>. T A.......,; 1 ~ 0~ (' ..u.1" W ~ 1 

WI J-Ib 0~' ~-' ~I ~ 0~ ~l. ;.,.JI ~ k.i>"; G~" 
I J 

~~" 0"~" d5 t.." UJ 1 ~ dJ..) J ~ I 4.....-:;." ~~, A.......)" 770 

747 (259): Desideratum verbum addidi . 
• 

749 (260): 6....-u li : UI.o.JI, in cod. 
I 

753 (261): ...u~1 (prius): u~1 in codice; forma u~ esse vix 

potest, cum p1ura1is semper defective notetur (vide adn. 

68) • 
I 

(262): ...u~1 (posterius): '-4.I1~1 in cod. 

756 (263): .J..u...U : .J..uJ1 in cod. 

757 (264): 

769 (265): 

W deest in codice. Vide etiam adn. 294. 

WI: '-4.11 in cod. 
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I w 

o .. . . ~, Low", I, d; L., UJ I 4....-.,;. 0~ ~ I ..J...uJ I ~ ..ill':' 

0~' 0 ~ I 4..A.L.O ~,r ..J ~ -ill':', 
i 0 J \:.. I / ~ t-~ I ~,r, ~, L..:,r ~ ..J ~ l;~, ..w 

~... ..,.., 
~'" ~ I, UJ ~ I, 0,:;.-) I, Low", ~ 1 l.Jb, t",r ..J ~ t".rJ 1 .J...uJ 1 

~ 0 1 l; .J)I L. -ill':', 0,~l, 775 

776 (266) : ~:~ in cod. 

777 (267) : ,J...u...U : ,J..u..I1 in cod. 

779 (268) : ~I addidi. 

784 (269) : ~'I! .~ : ..,-, in cod. 

785 (270) : ~:"......... in cod. 

(271) : Pro ~.,..-JI codicis 4S;;...W1 scripsi. 

786 (272) : J~ addidi. 

787 (273) : -dJ..iJJ : -dJ ..6J in cod. 

(274): • ~ addidi. 

792 (275) : J ante ~ addidi. 
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.J ..uJ 1 J t..1 d ~ eo ;,.,J 1 ;..r, r..:..r, ~ :s:. 0:! .J ~ l;...c:--, .J.U , ..... 
0 ' l;.J) 1 t. dJ.,j, ...I> I, 0 ... ~.JI, ...I> I,J 1 I......lb, t-'..r .J ~ ~ 1 

.J>,...; 795 

t-'..r' ~ 1 ~ 0~ L...:..r, r. =s:.. 0:! .J ~ ~ 0 1 ~.y JS 
i 1 t..:..r f".J ~ / ~~ ;,.,J 1 

~ ~~~~ <0~ ~ (...1>1, W ~I J'P 
JI,.. ~I (r ~ t. ;,.,JI <~> J1).;, ~ ~ ~ dJ.,j ~, 

4~... ~..r 0~' J ,,.., J ,,.., ~,) 1 ;,.,J 1 0~ J.>. ~ t. 6...0 j..ili 800 

i.,,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J.J~ cil.,j, J t. <J t. ~> J t. J t. ~ 
~It'" ~~~ r.,jlj Jt.~~ '~I,~, Jl. ~ 
L- ~ 1 ~ J' j..ili t...:..r r.J ~ J .J La.:: J t. ~ ~ ~ 1 

~ lA..~, JI,..I JI,..I 4~ ... ~ (r 6...Op JI,..I JI,.. ~I (r ~ 
~~, ~ ~I Jl. <Jt. ~> Jt. Jt.~, ~ uP lA.t.. 805 

J..u..:: Jt.~ ~ ~;G...JI t'"~ ~ ~~11 f.jlj Jt.~ 
dS .. ,.1\ Jt.~.......s ~~I ·,I·I~ Jt.~~. '·1· ~ .r-- . . r-- ~ . . ~, 

~~0:!~J.J~ ~~~ ~~LJI ~(r 
Y> oJ..:J1 ~LJI ..LJJi1 (r ...1>1, ~ ~ ...1>1, j5~, Jt. 
~ ~~ l.,jl Jl.~~ 0',r......J' i.)t; Jt.~~ 810 

~Y> t.:1 ~~~101, r...l>I0:!~ ~l5 Jt.~ 
~~ ~~(r~ ~Iy>, ~ ~ <~ ~ ~~(r 
0LS Jl.~~ ~~ l.,jl ~~~ r.,jt;~~ ~ Jl. 
L ~, r..l.> 1 0:!~ J .J ~ ...I> 1,.1 1 ~ ~, r.,j \,; (...1>', G.: :;', ~ 1 
f"..w.-l 0:!~ ~I ~ 0~ r ...1>1, ~....;; ~I ~ l:....b'; 815 

798 (276): v~ J.- addidi. 

799 (277): Deficiens ~ restitui. 

801 (278): Textum secundum 1ineas 830-831 et 833 supp1evi. 

804 (279): ~ bis in cod. 

805 (280): Jl. J ut supra (cL adn. 278) addidi. 

805-806 (281): Jl. ~ ~ : Jl. ~ ~ ~ in cod. 

807 (282): ~: ~ in cod. 

(283): 45,;:...:.J1 : .!l.,....-ll in cod. 

812 (284): Per haplographiam omissum verbum restitui. 
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6W ..., I .., 

JL-JI~ ~1.. tiO (r t-'".JI ~; l; ':t~ UJI ~ ~I U~J 
<-i..J1 ;;.;~ "":11 . -<.;;';1.. . ~ /_'" _11'- .1;.. .< ;;.;1.. _ I 

I... :.r- UJ-'-:!", u ~..;- /' c-- uJ-'-:! I... u 

,?IJ <..i.J I U.J I UJ I ;;.; I.. v-> ~ I ~ U~J W I ~J IJ 

/~" UJ I UJ I UJ I ;;.; I.. t-') e:=".J I e:=..r u~" UJ I U.J I U.J I r.-
'" I r y UJ I UJ I UJ I ;;.; I.. ~ ~ ~ IJ UJ I UJ I ;;.; l..:;....,,, UJ I UJ I U.J I 820 

4...A..Lo ~..r .J ~ dJ..i" U.J I UJ I ;;.;~" UJ I UJ I UJ I U,,~, ..u..i" 

W I UJ!..-J UJ I ;;.; I.. t-= 
~,r-J I ~..r t'" ~ I ~, G..:..rJ ~ 0:! .J ~ l; ~ J ..a; 

WI UY"-')" UJI ;;';~J <uJl) ~ l.JbJ ~..r .J ~ ~~ 
...u.....; U I l;.J) I.. dJ..i, 825 

l:' :5J I ~ d .J~..i U~ L...:..rJ ~ 0:! .J ~ ~ U I~.".; J 

La.:..r r.J ~ ~".J I ~..r ~ 
~ ,j~~~0~ ~ F..u..IJ ~ ~I ~p 
~1.. tiO (r ~".JI ~;.:." ~ ~ ~ ~ <Sj,J~ ~I 

,j J I.. J I.. ~ L ~..r U~J J 1"..1 J 1"..1 d..a....J I ~".J I U~ ~ 830 

L ~I~~~ (..it; JI..~~~L ~I JI.. JI.. 

J..>. JI.. JI.. ~uOP; L...:;.r i.J~ J.Jk:: JI..~ ~ ~ 
J I.. '''7' W '-;-' W ~.J I ~ I J I.. J I.. ,j J I.. J 1"..1 d..a....J I ~..r U~ 
,-;-,Wd..a....) J.Jk:: JI..~~~L ~I~~~ (..it; 
~ ::S."...:;-...:~JI..~~1~181.J~ JI..<,-;-,w) 835 

r-iJJ JI..~~ 0t~J.J~~~~ uw. ~WI 
uJY ~WI ...l..AS1 (r ..u..IJ.P' 0 j,J1 JI.. ~ ~ ~~I 

816 (285): C~,: 1..11, in cod. 

(286): JWI,: e-."...JI, in cod. 

817 (287): ~I addidi. 

824 (288): u~ codicis, hic ut alibi (vide adn. 243), cor-

rexi. 
I 

(289): '-'JI addidi. 

829 (290): 1.S.:aJ1 addidi. 

835 (291): Verbum ,-:"W, per haplographiam omissum, addidi. 

(292): Loco ~ forsan ~ ~ scribendum, ut antea (in 

adn. 247) notavi. 



iA 
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~ ~.,; C)l; r.!.>ol 0-I.~ J .) L..r. .!.>ol, c ~ A.......iJ I ~ 0-" 
.., . --- - .., 

L; '.!, u.J1 ~ J.lb w~, 0-I.~ .uJ...o w~ I .!.>ol, ~ ~ I 

;;.; L. ~ W e:=.,.J1 ~ w~ ;;.; L. t"') J W I, ~ L. e:=.,.J1 ~ ~} 840 

;:'1 v:; ;;; ~I ~ Cl,; WI 0-1.-"-',; I, UJ I ~t...:.... e:=.,.J1 0~' 
e:=.,.J1 e:=..r CI, UJI / UJI UJI ~ ~I, UJI UJI UJI ~L. ~ 

.. I .. 
u.J1 U-li ~L.::....., UJI UJI UJI ~ UJI UJI UJI ~L. I A,.;\,; , , t"',; 

UJ I UJ I ;;.; L. ~.,.JI ~..r ~ ~ I ~ ;; .) ~j ~ I l...czJ...o li;, 

~ L.ili.uJ...o ;..r .) """ J-lb, UJ I UJ I ;;.; L. t"',; I, UJ I UJ I WI, UJ I 845 

0-:!..i.....lb ~ wi A.. :ii:;.J I ili...-J I tl ~..II, W I W,~, UJ I 

~..r .) """ 4,1 0-1. .)..UJ I 

e:-:..r ~ ~ I ~ ;; .; ~jJ L..:..r' ~:s:. 0-1. .; """ l.;~, ...Iii 

WI w"..,....'" ~I" UJI ~UI,,~ ~I ~I ~" ;..r .; ~ ;.,.JI 

~ wi l.;.;) L. dI";" 850 
w< '*w ""'.., -:; .., 

L:" A J. e) la.....r" ~ 0-1. .; """ ~ I l.; ~" ..II l.; I w 4;:.-J 1..iJb.,,, 

1";1, La.:..r (.;""" AM ~I WI$' ~.,.JI ~..r ~ ~j 1";1 ~I 
Wi ~ ~"e:=..r .;""" ~4J1 Wti ;.,.JI ~..r ~I ~ 0'- ~ 

~I WI.;.J.eJ1 

~ ;.,.JI;,r;;.) ~j 0~ ~, c..::..r 0-1. .) """ ~ 0 I~.r' ~ 855 

La.:,r 1".)""" ~I~ 
J-lb, ~ tl ~ ~ ~ W~ r .!.>ol, <4..S> ~I ~p 
6.......);.,.J1W~ u..JL. ~~l ~ ~;.:., ~~~ ~l 
~l J.lb, <J~ JL. tl JL. JL. ~ L~..r W~, JL. Jl,.1 

.)..uJl ;,r ~ JJI JL.~~~~1 f";ti JL.~~ 860 

ill..; e;-J..o ~ p G..:..r r.; """ <~ ~ ~ ~ ~;; ;.,.Jl 

A...-iJ I 0-" ~ v..:u I w \,; .uJ...o ~ ~ ~..r J$'" J L. J L. ;.,.Jl 
~I ~ ~l JWl ~ ~ ~ ~l r..;\,; A.A.1..a.J c.,L- 0~ 

J.;L..r. A...-iJI (;-0 ~ \.S..:ul WI$' JL. JL. ~ UbI..;.......; 1";1 ~l 

845 (293) : tiJl,: ~I, in cod. 

857 (294): C:..s ut supra (vide adn. 264) addidi. 

859 (295): Deficiens Jl.. addidi. 

861 (296): Deficiens ~ addidi. 
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Ijl ~~~ ~I JWI~~r~1 uiJ." JI.. ~1.. 865 

f't ~ u.:)l; JWI / ~~r~1 <L:I) JI.. ~1.. ~~ 
, w w 

JI.. ~1.. ~ ~ I jl u...;t.; JI.. JI.. d JI.. JI.. r 4.:;...... ~.rb 0-" 

~~ 0-"~":)l; ~I ~ ~ L:I." JI.. JI,..I ~ ~I 015 

JL- d JI.. JI.. ~.rb 0-" ~~ ~I." ~ d~ ~ 
Fjt.; ~ JI.. d JI.. JI.. ~~ 0-" ~ ~I ~ ~ 0t.; 870 

~ JI.. ~ ~1015 JI.. ~1.. ~~ Ijl~I~~ 
~ JI.. ~ ~I JI.. JI,.I ~ ~ 6.........iJ1 0-" ~ (j.ill (jt.; 
,,~. B' .. A / ~ JWI u...a.; I .. : JI.. II..J..,L.....dJj .. ~ r- ,\'-:-'-"-'/ ~!J'.., 

~J JI.. ~1.. J..,La.:; JI.. JI,..I ~ 0w' ~WI ~ ~ 

u...a.; ~ ~WI ~ 0-" ~.r..wl JI.. ~1.. ~J ~ JI.. 875 

u...a.; ~ l......i.ll ~ 0-"J <JI,.I) JI,.' ~ J"'~ ~ JI.. 
(~, ~ ~I J..,~ ...u..1.,J' ~ ~I i jt.; ..,L..T4~ ... J..,~ ~ ~ 
0~J r ~ I "-A.i.o 0~ f"...u.. 'J r;.: ,~, ~ I ~ 1:...0) G ':IJ 

~ I.. e:=,.,J I ~ 1:...0) G ':I." 0:!~J ~J 4! I.. t+-." W I ~ I 
~.,-JI ~ 0~ r WI ~~, 0':1 0.,.......,)1." ~,)IJ 4!1.. JW'J 880 

~,) '." 4! I.. e:-::-J W' ~J ~ I e:=..,.J I 0~J ~J ~J ~ I.. 
~'~I 4!1.. UJI ~I uJl ~ ~t.; ......:5:.J1 ~ L:t.;. , '-' .. ~,)J 

0 W 'J 4!~J WI 0~J UJ' 4!1.. t+-J UJI~' 0~J ~J 
I 661 ..,.., w 

~ I 4! I.. ~ ~J UJ I ~, ~ I 4.:;...... 0w' e:-..,.J I e:-.r I..IJ 0~J 
I 

4~ '~ 4! I..J c...iJ' ~J c...iJ' 4! I.. e:-'J ~'c...iJ' ~J 4..a.......:;J ~ I 885 

U-JI c...iJ1 c...iJ1 0~ ~I ~ ~ ..,.wl l..a;; "'~)J ~J 
0:!rJ 4~ "~ c...iJ I 4! I.. ~." ~ I ~, r 4..a.......:;J c...iJ I UJ I 4! I.. t+-J 

866 (297) : 

(298) : 

873 (299) : 

(300) : 

tans. 

876 (301) : 

886 (302) : 

887 (303) : 

e 30 4) : 

CI addidi. 

lA3')l; : t.....11 in cod. 

~ addidi. 

,~.r pro.~.r codicis scripsi, sed de loco dubi-

JI,.I addidi. 

~: --....s in cod. 

4........::, :~" ut videtur, In cod. 

Vtir' : u'J""'*' in cod. 
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{, • 0,.........,; I, ...\..>1, 4..A.l..o ~..,. ..J ~ Yb' ~, ~,; I, <i; I.. / ~, WI 

0~' 0 WI, <i; I.. t;:',; I, WI 
~ 

t-~_Jl, ~ ~I~, l; ..J)I L5.jJ1 ..b,rJ1 ~ (),!..J ~ l;~,..a.; 890 

i.a......"" ~I, 4!1.. ~I, WI 0~1, 0W~I, 0,~1, ~I, 4!L. 

~ 0 1 l;..J) I I.. 1!l.J,j, 0,.........,; ~ I, 

JI:..I e:- ~I ~ 0~ c.::..,., ~:s:. (),!..J ~ ~ (;1 ~~ ~ 
r..:..,. f..J ~ ~ I ~ ~,rJ I ,-:,.rb 0"" ~ l.J ;;..0,;'-

0~ (' ...\..>1, W ~ I ..P;:', L-> ;;..o,j.J I J I:.. ~ I vl:ili 895 

"'" -< ~ . .< - I;, ~ "'" ". ~ ~ ~ ......:s:. t;:'..r- 0~ ~ C-- <~ t;:'..r- J'r-,. . . . 
"L..o) L5.jJ I ~ I ..J..uJ I ~ 1!l.J,j '-:'~, ~ '-:' L..S ~) I 

0,r W 1:..1 d....->, ~ ~ '-:' W L...,; I A.:.. ~ r ...u..1, W 
0,r, ...u..1, Ub..;...~ ~I~ ~ ~~? ~~~ 
J 1,.1 ~ 4..A.l..o uO j..ili c..:..,. i..J ~ J ..J ~ 1!l.J,j, ~ ~ ~ 900 

,-...u..1, J ..J ~ I!l.J J, J I.. ~ ~ ~ ~,; I, 6...a......:; ~,rJ I 0~ J I.. 

JL~ ~ ~ Wb.;. ...u..1, J5~, ~ ~ ~ (),!r, 
• ~ t; f...\..>1 ~"" I, d..--..:: J..J L..:; ~. :~ 0,r, ...u..1, 0~ 

• ~tl.? 0"" ~I l.\...o) t:'~, <...t.I~ ,",!~, ~I J..J~ ...t.1,J1 

~I 0"" ~I 0~' ...t.1, ,A,!!, ~I ~I tl.? 0fS..t. ...u..1, 905 

~~, ~ 0"" ~ ~ ~"" 1,4" .. 1~, 4! L.ili I.!..)\! I ~ 4..A.l..o 0 I 

;; ~ .. ~ <i; ~ ~..,.J I tl.? 0fS..t. ~ ~,rJ I tl.? l.\...o} t:'~, j. ~ 
4!1.. I '" -11·< ...t.1· jc. . A 4..a......... j.. .'" t;:',; t;:'..r- u~, "~r. ~ .. r.u .. Ai'$.' • ~ r.~' 

{, \ wI.. t+- 0"" r·~ / ~,;;~ .. , cl.. ~, WI~, ~I 
~,;I 0fS..t.:t; ~I ~ l:t; ...t.1, 0"" r;~ ()'!r,4..a......:;, 910 

. 'I, 14..a........ <i;t..::....., WI. . ~~ ~I cL.ili ~I UJI ~ r. ., , ~" , 
III -- .., F" 

0""~ I.. 1..1, ...u..1, V- I'~ ~,~", c~, liJl r 4..a......:; 

889 (305): u-,",,-J : uJ-A-J in cod. 

896 (306): ~ addidi. 

898 (307): t""...u..IJ : I"...IJ (pro 'I~IJ) in cod. 

(308): ~ ~ ,-;-,t..S' : .........s .........s .........s ...... t..S' in cod. 

903 (309): u~J: ~~ in cod. 

(310): ·..,..:.IIi:..,..Ju in codice, 1apsu ut videtur calami. 

904 (311): ...u..IJ addidi. 
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..u.-i, UJI UJI A5l. u~ ~t; ~I .J...I..A..lI ,j e:=~1 .J...I..A..lI '-:',rO 

'4 .: ; • Aj A5 l. t--), W I ~ L....), UJ I A5 l. t--), UJ I UJ I ~, 
='" '" ... F. 

...1..>01, U- I~~ ~, ~ .. ~ 45l.:;...." WI ~ 4..a.....:; (yo I~~ ~~, 915 

u~t, UJI UJI~, UJI UJI A5l. tiW clJ..i Jt...1 d...-.:;.., 

~ I ~ ~ dJ..i l;.J j l..i I, ~ j;:- uY'-',; I, 45l., G..J 1 u~, 
t--,; I, UJ I UJ I ~,; I,~, UJ 1 UJ I A5 l. ti W l..Jb...;.. ~ I u t5 

d..a......:; (yo ~ ~ ~,;', ~, ;;,; l. t+-' W' ~~, d...-.:;.., UJ I A5 l. 
UJ I \:;.5l. .. 0\ k' dJ.j ..u.-I . ~ . .' A ~ A5 ~ W 1 ~ 920 r-.. '-' ,U"" r.~' '-' '-' .r-

U \:;.5l., W' u~, d....->., UJ 1 45l. t--), UJ 1 UJ 1 U~, u ~ I, UJ 1 
_ ~ ~ I w * 

u-- I~ ~ ~, ...1> I, ;;,; l. ~, UJ 1 ~ (yo I~ j;:- UY'-')' d..a......:;, 

~ I~ 1 ~, ;;,; l. u W, W I ~ 4~ ... d..A..l.o ~,r .J ~ dJ..i, ..u.- I, 

..u.- I" (yo I~ ~ ~, ...1> I" (yo 

Cb.J 1 A5 l..!J.!J I I.....lb l.J:,".c ..:u I .1 A II 1r. .J ~ l;..u.. ..li,; , ,,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ., 
cl. ~,; ~I" .J.D.I, (yo ~~I ~~I" ~I (yo '~I uY'-',; ~I, 

~I (yo ~~I U,........:;JI" ~I" 45WI u->JI" WI U~I" UJI 

~ Ul l; ..J)I l. dl..i" ...1>1" (yo Fc~ ~~I" ~I" A5\.. 

925 

~ ...!,tj,l ~I~ U~ Ca:,r" ~ ~..J~ ~ 0 1 ~.ri ~ 
~ 1 ..J..J.AJ 1 ,j ~~ I ..J..J.AJ I ,-:,.rP (yo ~ l.:l d..b,,;. J 1:...1 930 

Ca.:,r (..J ~ 

{ T r .J.D.I" W / ~ 1 ~,;.:." J t...1 4.ili d..b",;..J 1 J t:... ~ 1 ~ 
uM ~ ~ e:J-.o (yo ~.,.J 1 ~,;.:." ~ ~ ~ ~ U~ 

" ~; u..:u I ~ 1 .J...I..A..l1 ,j dJ.j ,-:,.r4:." ~ ~ t--~ ~.,.J 1 

u;:, dJ.j Jt:...1 d!.1':" ~ ~ ~ ~ 4..:... ~ f ...1>1, W 935 

9lS (312) : ~,:~, in cod. 

916 (313) : ~: --, in cod. 

917 (314) : \,;,Jj : L,JJI in cod. 

918 (31S): ~I,: \,.1"'-;" in cod. 

923 (316): ~:~in cod. 

924 (317) : ~, :~, in cod. 

926 (318): u~ ~I,: ~J ~I, in cod. 

927 (319): u,........J I, : v--I I, in cod. 

933 (320) : ~:........s:.. in codice. Cf. adn. 34S,819. 
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~~ ~ ~I~(r ~-' ~~~ tL,)I~ 
JI."..I (r w...:, l.. 6..al.o J'P Ca:,r r.,)~ J .,)~~ ~ ~ 
~~ J.,)~ Jl..~ ~ u~ ..1>0 1-, Jl.. Jl.. 4...bp JI."..·~ll 

J5' ~t.; r ..1>01-, J.,)~' ~ t-'~ u~ d.......i.JI ~ (r-' ~ ~ 
6..al.o u~ f ..1>01-, ~ :~, ~I ~ \.:...oj L)l; .,)\.:..T6...a...) J.,)~ 940 

~ (r ~,r-l I \.:...oj L 'J-, l.H ~ "') 6...a...) ~ I u~-' .,) \.:.. T 6...a...) 
" I CiJ I ... I I .. < ~ . AlA .A I ... I I • I ;. .< ~ . . 
4..A...J j t-'r- u~ ~-' ~ t-'r- C- u~. ~ 

~l..j WI vi-j ~Ij UJI ~t uW ~I ~ Ct.; 0:I~j 
.,) ..l..--l I J ~,r-ll .,)..UJ I ,-:-.rb (r ~ l.. C Ij ~J Ij ~) 1-, 
J I:-I Aili . AlA 4~ ... ~l.. . (ijl·: ~ .. < ~ ~I 945 

'j U':'!"'"'-'j , ~-' ~-' U~. 

l-.ai; I ..ilj ~-' ~t..:...,j WI ~j 4~ .. , UJI ~l.. u~ <clJ.f 
U~j4~",~1.. ~j WI UJ..-j~ ~ ~I~(r clJ..i 

'" ~ '" 
~j ~j ~l.. ~ (r t-',r J-Ibj 

U~Ij 6...a...J 'JI ~j LJ,r 0.:1.11 ..b~I ~ 0:1.,) ~ \.; ~-' .w , 
~ u I \.;.,)) I l.. clJ..ij Uj~ I" 6...a...J ~Ij UJ ~I-, 950 

j.;WI (r 0.tJI I..u. rWI (r ~ l.. ~ L9...0j ..IS l.. Jl.!.. ~j 
4...,0-,;" J l.!.. I e=- ~,r-l I ~,r U~ c.:,r-, ~ 0:1 .,) ~ ~ U I ~ 
L wlr I"'.,) ~ '-:-~ I .,)..UJ I J e,:,r-l I .,)..UJ I ,-:-.rb (r ~ l-::! 

{, \" .,) ..l..--l I ,-:-.rb (r ~ l..:! ;;..0,;" / J 1:..1 e=- e,:,r-ll ~ ~ 1-, 

~ I l.., clJ..i ~-' ~.r .,) ~ ~ I .,)..UJ I J ~,r-ll 955 

~ ...!:!) l..i I ~ I U~ t:.:.r, ~ :s:. V:! "" ~ ~ U l ...!:!,.,.; ...u 
w ~.." MIl III 

t-'.r .,) ~ .... ~ ~ I t-'".J I .... ~ l..i I, t-'.r .,) ~ .... ~ I t-'.,.J I 

~ U~ JI."..I ~)I ~.,.JI J'j.;" f ..1>01-, ~ ~I ~p 
i "" ~ J ""LA:; J 1."..1 6...a...) ~I ~" ~,r i") ~ J ""La.:; J 1."..1 6...a...)j 

~ .., :: _ w 

~ JAiJ I .:a. \..;.; ;; ~ I Ii I, W I ~ clJ..i J J..-,..; L:v. I '-..,r 960 

1..Jb..1>ol ,-:-.rb U~ 0:1"" ~ ~-' JI."..I ~ J-Ib, ~,r-ll V:!..u. 

940 (321) : C)l;; L ~ (pro C~, ?) in cod. 

942 (322) : Pro ~, ~ codicis ~~ scripsi. 

(323) : (iJ1 :...-JI in cod. 

946 (324) : .ill.i addidi. 

955 (325) : ~ .J~ : t.-,r I.J~ in cod. 

959 (326) : i.a..u' ~I : "--oJ~' in cod. 
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. w....-.z ~li:; '~I ~ I . I!.......;. ~ JI I ~ '-~Ij u - ,..:;, u.. , ,.... j> IJ 

~ J.J~ -ill.,j, ...1>1, Jl.. ~",., ...1>1, <\,..~> ~I ~, 
~WI JS ~ ~r JI,.. ';II ~J ';II \.;..Jj l.,jt; JI,..I~) ~I 
U .: \: :~ I \.;..J j u I 4. I, J I,.. I ~ J..J ~ ...I> I,J I ~, u IS 965 

... '~I cl ~ '~I 4~ ... -ill.,j ·IS '~':II ~ ~I I~ e;:--",., - , .. u..:; ~ 
;;I~~ JI I ~ I k...S J..J~ -ill.,j JI I 4...-...:;'~ ':II A:J:JI 
~ ,.. :;,. ..'''' -

J.J~ ...1>1, ~ ~~WI JS(r;;5~IJI,..')11~J')11 

J5 ~ ~J, ~~I JS ~ 4..l..JL-.JI ~,L..:;..w JI,..I ~ 
~ .ill.,j ~ r-Wi JI,..I ~ J.J~ ~ Jll....Ib..i.. ...1>1, 970 

eo I;, u~ .ill j,J, ..Jl>.T~ J.J~ ~I, '~uW Jl.. 

~ u~' 0-:1~'~' 451.. ~I u~' ..Jl>.T~ ~I 
~I ..J..uJ1 ~ ~j l.,jl J-Sb, 451.. ;,rJ1 u~, ..Jl>.T~~ ;,rJ1 

~ ~ Il.A.l..o ~.r ..J ~ J-Sb, u'~' ~, u W l.. l....Ib..i.. r' 
{ { 1l.A.l..o;",. / J-Sb, u'~' ~ "'""'" ..}-! ~I ..J..uJ1 (r ~ u I, 975 

.J l>. T A...->. 
ul~I(rJ#<dGJp ~1,WI~~41 clJ.,j~, 
Il.A.l..o k..b; ~ I.) 1 ~.r r..J ~ J ..J L..:; J I,.. ')1 I ~) ~ I, ~ I 

L...,; )' 1 k.ai.; I.) I, J 1,..1 L...), W J ..J L..:; ~ 1,..1 e:=,.,.J 1 0 IS ' ~ I 
1.)1, ~I,..I J..J~ ~ ~ ~WI JS (r ;;5?.JI JI,.. ':II 980 

r..J~u~ JI,..~I t:I, I~.:,~',u~ ~I t.:1 Jl.. ~ ~l.:........!i 
..J..wJ c.,L- (..t>I, w.~' d J;';; u..:ul ..J..wJI 0~ .ill..:u, 

J..JL.......:; J',..I~) ~, ~'0'~' Lr ~" '~4JI J',.. ')1' 

963 (327): .~ addidi. 

964 (328): i.....) ~I : ....... ,) ':II in cod. 

(329): ~ ut ~ in codice scriptum. Vide etiam adn. 334, 

599. 

971 (330):J.JL....t ...L.-I,· ~ : ,J.Jt.- I...L.-I, L- in cod. 

977 (331): "I,WI. .. J,.....;, atramento rubro in codice. Litteras 

aut em duas ultimas verbi ;I,WI scrips it librarius su

pra lineam, penuria videlicet spatii; hac re forsan ver

bum "G!JI praetermisit. 

981 (332): Post (.J.,It. addit codex verba JI,.':II .J.uJ ___ ,t-. 
983 (333): 4..-.01 ~I : ....... ,))'1 in cod. 
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985 (334): .)s ut ~ in codice scriptum. Vide adn. 329. 

988 (335): )L- lA.J..¥: lA.J..¥ ,L- in cod. 

(336): .J..uJ:.J.J.A,.. in cod. 

995 (337): ~:.........s:J1 in cod. 

996 (338): ~I ~I : '--; ~I in cod. 

999 (339): c....u,: e:'.JJ in cod. 

1000 (340): r ..t..I" : ..t..I" in cod. 

(341): ,addidi. 

1005 (342): Affixum pronomen addidi. 
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~ ..It) 1 .,j 1 ~ 1 ""..UJ I, c..:,r, ~ ~ "" ~ l.;~, ..u.; 
WI ,.... w 

t-'.r-J 1 ""..UJ 1 .,.... <..fU:- l.,j I, t-',r "" ~ Wb..;. ~ 1 t-'r-l 1 .,)..UJ 1 

~,r .,) ~ ~I .,.... ~ 1010 

..It) l.,j 1 ~r-l 1 ""..UJ 1 u~' Ca.:,r, (:S:. ~ "" ~ ~ u l..lt,f 4.l 

""..I-A.lI.,.... ...4 1 .,jl, ~,r ""~ Wb..;. ~I ~I ""..uJi ~ 
~,r ""~.,.... ~ ~I 

J 1,.1 A.a..-", I u~ J 1,.1 A.a..-", 1 ~r-l I, ('" .J>.I, W ~ 1 ~;.:.; 
ta.:,r r "" ~ J ""La.;; W ~I J 1,.1 4..a....), c....::,r I"" ~ J ""La.:; ~, lOIS 

II~I ~I, JI,. ~I 4..a....",)U J ""L-JI ~r-ll tLo k.oj u--: l.,jlS 

4-..a...", ';I 1 ~ l.,j lS W, J I,. 1 4..a....) J "" La.:; ~ 1,.1 ~r-l 1 u IS" 

u~' ~I,.IJ""~ ~ ~~WI J5v-~.r-WIJI,.';II 
(, 4';;L.~JI / J I,. ';I 1 ""..UJ c., L- <~ .~ ili-J 1 .j tl') <..S..i.J 1 ""..UJ 1 

W ~I JI,. ';II ~))U J ""L-JI ~r-ll tLo \.:...oj l.,jl GlS ~I, 1020 

L; ""j l.,jl..9 W ~I J 1,.1 4..a....) J ""La.:; ~I,.I ~r-l 1 u IS" 1\ ~I 
4..a....) J ""La.;; ~, JI,.I "::") • .0 ~WI ~ ..,.k i5~ ~I 
~ U /I .. I! ... L.JI ~ V- 4..S.,...::...:...JI JI,. ~I ~ l.,jlS J 1,.1 

c.,L- E.: .;. ili-JI .j tl',j.JI ""..uJ1 uA, ~I,.I J ""~ ~ 
.j d_:~ .. :H.~J I J I,. ';/ 1 u,5::. u I ~ ~ I ;w. W I J I,. ~ 1 ""..UJ 1025 

4.-.; tJ 1 4.1 ..J L...J I . a...s LJ I J 1 ';! I ..J...L.<J t L- 4.1'";1 I 4.1 ..J L...J I 
" ,j ...,. .. '" , '" 
~ ~ ~..r "" ~ ~ J,;l1 4.1 ..JL.".,JI d ;w.WI JI,. ~I uSJ 
u- ft ~,r ..J ~ ~ ~tJl ~ ..Jl"'A..I 1 j ~WI JI,. ;]1, A.a..-",I 

t......:;,r ~ I "" L... T~) J "" La.:; "" L... T A.a..-) ~ I ~..r J~ A.a..-) 

~~ J;':II ~rll G- d~1 ""L...-':II A.a..-J ',)1 L..J) I jl" ~T 1030 

1014 (343): ~.,.J'" : ..l.or.JI" mendo scripturae (vix enim legendum 

-I,trJl,,) in cod. 

1016 (344): i.a..v)IJ: I..Jt."J 'J' in cod. 

(345): ~,,,: ...... ~.JI" in cod. 

1 0 18 (346): 'i I".. I : 'J".. lin cod. 

1019 (347): Post ~', sc. loco deficientis verbi ~, ha-

bet codex J" 'JI. 

1020 (348): i.a..v)IJ : ~J 'JI in cod. 

1029 (349): 4.a..u' ~I: I..Jt."J 'J' in cod. 

1030 (350): ~",::...:... : 15'r- in cod. 
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1031 (351): ~,: J- (sc. ~) in codice. Vide etiam adn. 

405,424,497. 

1033 (352): 4.J~: u.J,., ut videtur, in cod. 

1037 (353): L...u)lJ: u..J~' in cod. 

1038 (354): r~'JJ: ~'JJ in cod. 

1039 (355): L...u)lJ: u..J~' in cod. 

1040 (356): ;~'J :~'J in codice; vide etiam adn. 383,394 

(in ceteris locis emendate scriptum). Mentionem hujus 

modi erroris facit M. Simon in editione Anatomicorum 

Ga1eni (vide v01.I,p.x1ii). 

1045 (357): i......u'J: ~}, in cod. 

1047 (358): cl.: v'o'l. in cod. 

1051 (359): ~: vJ~J in cod. 
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I ... 

~ l.-ili., UJ I 4:;....,., UJ' 4; L. t.i~., UJ' UJ' ~ ~, ~, 

<Fc~ ~~., 6...-..;..., 4;~., (;j, y.r. ~ 0-") ~~ U~., 4~ .. , 
4..! L. 0-" ~ ~ u}-A-',; '., A..a....,; '., 4;~, UJ' ~ ~,r .J ~ cl.J..i, 

~ ~, .J..uJI",;.. ~ '..iI, ..1.>1, 0-" jc~ 0"1U~'''~'' 1055 - ~ "" , "" 
G.J I r-~ (r I~ ~ 0~" A..a....')', ~ l. t.i~, WI 0'±, 4:;...., ~ 
~ l..u..Lo e:';,r .J ~ -ill..iY ..I.> I., 0-" ~ ~ 0-t.r-., ~., ~ t.-:..." 

<..I.> I., (r ~ ~ 0-t.r-, ~, ~ l. (r ~ ~ 0~" 0 ~ I, 
u 15 ~ I ~ ~j I ..i I ~,rJ I., c.,:,r." L. ~. 0-t. .J ~ \.; ~." ..w 

t.i l-.j I k.o:.., t:.-..r .J..J>."";'" ,JL. ~ I .,..;... ~ I ..i I, ~..r .J ~ l...Jl>..;.. 1060 
... .. 

~~I 0~1., 4:;...J1., ~l. ~I., WI U~I." h...,) ~I., UJI ~l. 

0- ~~I ~UI., WI 0'.r~.-.. _Jl., ..I.>I,JI., UJ~':JI ~WI e:-=JI., 

cA \.;.J I L. dJ..i ..1.>1 . ~. . .~/ d.......> ~t.-:..., WI ~ ~ '- ) , ., Ll'" ;> ~....-~~, ., ~ ....--

..to....: . , . u 

l5.ilI~..,JJ 1.0,;... ~t...1 ~ \.;.Jj l..il ~ :'\. {'.J ~ ~ U I~..r ,J 1065 

L.,,}- J.>. I ~ t...1 c..:.. k.ai.; U '." ~..r .J ~.,..;... ~ I ~ 0"" u~ 
~..r .J ~ .,..;... ,JL. ~ 0-" 0~ l5 .il I t:.-r-U 

J~' ~ A.a;1.J1 Jt... ':J I., Jt...1 h...) ~ ...I.SI;JI Jt... '.il ~, 

lJ.i..J1 e:';,rJ1 Jt...I·~) ~ \.;.Jj l..il ~:s:. r.J..J>. ..to....: 0 1 ~..r", 
~,rJ1 Jt...1 ~",;.. ~ 0 1, e:';,r .J ~.,..;... ~I ~ 0-" U~ 1070 

r ~', W ~ I "'p.p ~.r .J ~",;.. ...h d....A..l..o 0-" U~ -.5.jJ' 

~,r 0-t. .J ~ ....-J..b.;, f..l.> I, '2l. d..A.i.o (r 0~ -.5 .jJ' e:';,rJ I 0~ 
.JL>T~ k.o:.~1 ~ \.;.J), .JL....Th...) ~'(r ~ l.jl 

~ .J L.... T 4...-..:; ~ li:; ~,r 0-t. .J ~ ....-J..b.; 0' y., ~ ~J 
~I ~ ~.Y' 0-t.r-, ~ ..r>-~I e:';,rJI, r- 4~ ~,rJI..I.>I 1075 

1053 (360): Denominatorem addidi. 

1054 (3061): u"",,",, I, : u--), in cod. 

1057-1058 (362): A 1ibrario per homoeote1euton (ut opinor) 

omissa verba restitui. 

1059 (363): Verba ~, et~' permutavi. 

1072 (364): ~,: <.PJ'-" (sc. d'):.,) in codice. Vide adn. 191, 

658-659. 

1073 (365): ~, : ~, in cod. 
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W 0N .......;..: ~ .uJ...b ~.rP (r 0;"'" LS..u 1 ~.,.J 1 J l:..1 d..A...,) 1 

~ 1,..1 4.J J "" L-JI ~.,.J 1 ~ ~..r ""...l$. y.~ J 1,..1 d..A...,;I~ f ..a.1~ 
~~ "" l> T 4............:; W!J..o Ii:; (.>,! ..ill 1 ~.,.J 1 (r r-b ')J 1 ~rlJ t.~ L

~WI ~ (r 4S'~1 JI,.. 'lI1 d..A...,) ')}I ~~ ~L. 0~~~ 4...-.:;. 

~ 1 (r ~ ~ I~ ~ L. (.>,!~~ i ..a.1~ J "" lA,t ..a.1~ ~ ~ 1080 

~ ~ J 1,..1 4...-.:;. ~ ~ .uJ...b (r 0;"'" LS..u 1 ~.,.J 1 J l:..1 4...-.:;. 

J "" L-JI ~.,.J 1 ~ c...:..r r""...l$. J "" lA,t clJ,j~ J 1,..1 4...-.:;. ~ 1 

6..-...:; W!J..o Ii:; (.>,! ..ill 1 ~.,.J 1 (r ~ ')J 1 ~rlJ ~~ L- ~ 1,..1 4.J 

L;=4-p{l\ (r6...alWI JI,..')JI6...-:;j1 ~.Y~ ~L.~4~ ... ~~ ""l>T 
, (.>,!~~ r ..a.1~ J ""lA,t ..a.1~ ~ 0~ / ~WI ~ ~ ~~ 1085 

r ..a.1~ J ""lA,t ..a.1~ ~ JI ~J .J9 ~ ""L-JI .)5,,;-; ~L. 
J ""lA,t ..a.1~ c.r- 0~ JL. ~ ~ ..a.1~ J5 ~~ ~L. (.>,!~~ 
~ 1 tlb 0;"'" r ..a.1~ ~ ~ 1 ~ l:....o'; G' ')J~ (.>,!~~ r ..a.1~ 

'" __ ~ I w .-

o .:" '~ r ..a. I" ~ L.~ UJ 1 4............:; ~ 1 0;""'~ (.>,!~~ r ..a.1~ 
0J-A-'') I, ...I..> I" d! L. t-',) 1 6......i: ~ ~ ~.rP (r 0;"'" LS..u 1 ~.,.J I~ 1090 

~ ~l; "") l..it.; 0~~ d..."..,,;I, d!L. ~~ UJp 4..ll:..1 ~'''''_I)I, 
e:.-=..r J-fb, 0~~' ~, W 1 ~ ...t> I U:...;.. ~ I ~ 1 .J.J...J I 

ul.::.sL., uliJl ~I ~ t:-..r JI.::...I~, ""l>Td...->, d!L. cLA.l.? 
I ... 

wi ~ ~ ~ ~I ""...t.A.lI u-- ~k.ai.: l..i19 ""l>T~, 

0~' d..."..,,) 1 ~ t=..r .J...l$.~, 0~' d~ .. , 1095 

0;"'" 15..u 1 e:=.,.J 1 J 1.::...1 ~-"-',) 1 ~ l;.J.) 1 .) 1 ~ :5:. r.J ~ l.; ~, ...liS 

~I Jl!..1 ~ <~> k.ai.: l..il, ;..r .J~ ~ ~I ~ (r 

1081 (366): Loco JI!..I habet codex JI,..I. Vide adn. 75. 

1084 (367): ~I scripsi, ~I in cod. 

1086 (368): ~J: L...t....1 in cod. 

1088 (369): \,;~ r ..&..1" : u~ ..&..1" ' ut videtur, in cod. 

1090 (370): \,;~I,,: ~.JI" in cod. 

1091 (371): ,,'-'J1 addidi. 

(372): \,;i-,: V""-""J in cod. 

1093 (373): \,;l::!L." \,;liJl : ~L." v-aJ1 in cod. 

1094 (374): ~: ~ in cod. 

1097 (375): ~ addidi. 
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~ I 

..1.>.1~ ul:;.; L.~ UJ I ~........:; yo, e:.=",.. .J ~ ~ ~ ~ Lr u~ 0 .il I 

.J.:>,...; . I l;.J I L. dI..iQ . ":""Q . U") J U..r-j 

Jt-~IQ L.>. ~~l)l Jt...~l .< .. ·,Il;.J 1·1 LI La.. I ... ' 
J u~ U "):r' .. ~~ 

l..il~ ~I~ ~1~0:I~u~ ~.JI ~Ul L....,;IA.-a9UI 

~IUWlyo~ ~ 0'"u~ 0.ill ~~I Jt...1 ~ ~ l;.J) 
'" I 

J ~ 1 6..-...) ~ I.:...ai.; l..i l~ ~ L. ~ t;!,r .J.J&. yo ~ UJ 1 ~ ~ ~ 
I '" OM 

~,; I~ U.J 1 4:;..... ~ ~ ~ ~~ U.J 1 J-lb, ~ 0'" U~ 0.il I ~~ I 
U~ ~ ~",.. .J.J&. yo, 45 L. 

u-- / U~ 0 .il I ~~ I L:...,ri> l..i I ~ r.J.J&. ~ u I ~r ) 
~ l-A.;.. ..1.>. I, J5 0'" ~ L. l;.J), w,,;.. 0:1 .J.J&. ~ A..A..l..o 

~",.. .J.J&. ~ ~ 1 ~ I .J..LcJ I 

E: :s:. i.J.J&. ~ U I ~r' 4~ .r"--')j I, ~ 0:1 .J ..uJ 1 .J> I ~, 
~ 6.J,ri> 0'" ~ L. l; .J), 4~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ e;:;,r L:...,rb l..il 

J> ~ ~",...J.J&. ~ ~ I ~ I .J..uJ 1 ~ l-A.;.. .J> I~ J5 
~ ..1.>.1, JL. J-lb 0.il1 ~ ~",.. ~~, (' .J>I~ W ~I 

..1.>.1, J5 ~~, Jl,..14~, JI,..I ~ uW 4~I ~,~I 
~~ c...:",.. r.J.J&. J .J l.s..:; J I,..I~, ~ uW ~ I ~ ~ 

rJb 0.il I ~~ I ~ ~ l..i u c..::",.. r.J.J&. J .J l.s..:; J 1,..1 4~, 
w.. w 1('" 

;) ._ ... 1\ I.:...ai.; l..i 1 f' 'J I,.. I Uu....,r u l) ~ ~ I J I,.. I 4....->., ~ 

,r-lbt1, ~I,..I J.J~ ~ ~ ~WI -fi 0'" dS';;..::..JI JI,.. ')jl 

J I,.. ~ I .J..uJ c., L..- u~ G.: A 4.l!..-J I d ~ uS ~,,}.J I .J..uJ I u I 

JI,..I 4~, ~ J-lb 0.il1 ~~I ~ ~ l..il Lu ~I, ~WI 
-fi 0'" dS';;..::..J I J I". ')j I ii ~ I I.:...ai.; I ..i u ~ 1".1 ~",.. u IS ~ ~ I 

uSJ>,,}.JI .J..uJI U~ dJ.il, ':1 1,..1 J.J~ ~ ~ ~WI 
u~ 0 1 (..il ~ ~WI JI". ')jl .J..uJ c.,L- (!.:.~, ~I l.a 

iiJ .J L-ll ';W U I J I )U t L- iiJ'" ')j I iiJ .J L-l I ';W U 1 J I ')j I ~ ... ". .. , -' ~ ... ,.. 
~ ~I ~,r .J.J&. J-lb iiJ; ')jl iiJ .JL-ll ~ ~ WI JI,.. ')JI uSJ ~~ I 
i..i I, .J '-> T ii ~ ~ I ~",.. Y' ~ ~ I iiJ .J L-ll ~ ~ W I J I,.. ')j I, .J L:.. T 

1098 (376): i..a.....:;: "--- in cod. 

1114 (377): ~ (in utroque loco): ~ in cod. 

1118 (378): G.t...:.: t.r'" in cod. 

1123 (379): J'"..)lJ: JI"..~I in cod. 

1124 & 1125 (380): Pro y. expectandurn erat yA. 

1100 

1105 

1110 

1115 

1120 

1125 
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lr" ..J '-> T d.r';;'" ~ I lr l:....ai.; I..J I ~.r L.r.i ..J..J>. ~ 0 1 ~ 
:» J..J~ ..J,->T~ ~I (,..r J~ It.0J ..J,->T~ / ~~I 

1< 1- ~··'·..JL....-~Id ···-II..L" ..JL....Td .'. ~I-·Tc..: ~ I..r-".r-'" r---' .. j'., ~ r !.r 

~ 0 1 ~ ~.r J..JL...:; ..JL....T~., ~.r ~ G~WI 
..JL....T~lr?1 ~~';J10~., ..J1.>Td...-> ~li:;~.r 1130 

.J L>. T ~ 4..A.l.o., t L...:; I ~" ~" d/ .. ..1~ ~ ~ I (,..,-J I ~" 
~ A..A.l..O" t L...:; I ~., ~,,~ ~ '}/ I (,..,.J I" ..t>.1"~,, 
J 1".- ~ 1 4...->J I" ~ J.J L-J 1 e:=.,.J I~" ..t>. I" iili" .J \...... T 

I • ......,.s: U J .J L-J I e:=.,-J I~" J L. t L...:; 1 ~" )i L. ~" ~ 
;;'.1.~ I" J5 ,jU J l. t L...:; I~" ~ l. ~" ~ J I".. ~ 1 6~ I" 1135 

~L.. ~.;I" ~ J.J~ ..1>1" ~ ~I ~ ~ .JL-Jllr 

~ I" ~ ~ 0 tS' ..I> I" J l. uk ~ t...........; l.,j 19 J l. t L...:; 1 ~" 

~ l:.-?) t:~" ..I> I" t L...:; 1 ~" r..l> 1 ~)" ~ J .J ~ 
0~" fA 1 ~" A..s........:;., ;;,; l. C::9 1 A..A.l..O 0~ (..I> I., ~ ~ I 

I.. '" 
;;';l. u->"l-iJi ~)" I-iJI ;;,;~" l-iJi 1-iJ1~,,~) ~I 1140 

0;E.-., ..I> I.,,, I-iJ 1 I-iJ 1 ;;,; l. ~ 4. I~" ~ t.,J; ~ r A..s........:;., , .., ~ 

~ 0~" ..I> I.,., ;;,;~., WI 0,........; I., I-iJ I ;;,; l. e:-.; I" I-iJ I I-iJ I 
r: I • "'(" , ... I I , 

~, IiJI 0~' 0~1, UJI;;';l. ~I ~ t:-'.r' ~~~ 
;;,; t....:..., I-iJ I UJ I ~ ~ ~ I~., e::-.1 ~ 0'~" ..I> I.,,, ;;,; l. 

I } " '} I J.. .1... 
~~~~0> ~~~~ ~l. e:-)., UJI ,,~, UJI 1145 

UJ I 0~" ~ A.:.. ~ I .J L.... T d...-> ,j -ill"j t;",.rb I "j I, ..I> I, 

-ill"j l;.J) I "jl" ~ ~ ~ t L...:;I d...->" WI 0""->-" 0 ~I" / UJI 
. _"I" A..s........:; I-iJI I-iJI Ci.;l. 'W ~ .. I ~I .J..uJ1 1-U:J--"" r..Y ~. ~ 
0~" 4~ "~ ;;,; t.::...." iii 1 0~" 0 ~ I" I-iJ 1 Ci.; l. e:-.; I" I-iJ 1 I-iJ 1 

~)" Ci.; l.~" W I 0"~' 4.: ,,,': A..A.l..O e:=.r ~~ ~ e:J:. ~ ~ 1150 

6~ ,j ~I eJ..o <e:::.r) t;",.rb l.,jl ~I" <t...1. ~ 0~' 

1128 (381): 15;:..:..: ~"......JI in cod. 

1134 (382): ~,,: ~ in cod. 

1135 (383): "...bol,,: ..u.1" in cod. 

1145 (384): "addidi. 

1146-1147 (385): Pro o.;iIl o.;iIl praebet codex .....JI .....JI .....JI. 

1150-1151 (386): Per hornoeoteleuton ornissurn addidi. 

1151 (387): ~ addidi. 
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I-i-J 1 ~ L., UJ 1 UJ 1 0"...-.D-, ;;~ .. , UJ 1 UJ 1 ~ L. ~ ~ 1 ..II.,.. T 
~ 1 .J..uJ 1 ~"l;.J"; l.,j I, ~ ~ ~ t l....:; 1 '6.,..:.., ~ 1 6....a...), 

4..! L. ....,...>, UJ 1 UJ 1 .,..:..~, UJ 1 UJ 1 ~ L. ~ ~ ~ 1 

y., ~ e:-f; ~ ~ 0~' ...u.-I" ~~, WI 0,.........; I, 4........; I, UJ I 1155 
, , f" W 

~ e:-: 0""'-"'::, ...u.- I" 0 l:;; l.., liJ 1 0~ A-Al..o e:-,r 

01..J..uJi ~,J LJ,r (,$.ill .1.rJI ~ ~ 1..1 ~ t.;~, ..a.; 

[t.;j";'0 1.illl 

.., ~w __ _ -

(....- 0~ loS.ili e:-.rJ I L:...~ 1";'1 ~ 1..1 ~ 0 ~I ~ 0 1 ..1:!'y c:l 
~I ..J..uJi (....-~ ...l>I, JS ~, w,,;.. (.r.!..J ~ .) A-Al..o 1160 

'" C-,r ..J~ ~ ~ 

~ 0 I ~.Y' ..Jl>.T 6~.r'-':JI, ..Jl>.T ~ (.r.!..J..uJi ...l>I w, 
w .,.. '" -;:::-

~ l.. ~, 6 ~ .), ~ ($4 A-Al..o C-,r L:....r" I";' I ~ 1..1 ~ 

4.1 dl.:£, ~,r ..I ~ ~ ~ ~I ..J..uJi (....-~ ...l>I, JS (....-
~ .J...!>.I, Jl.. yt>, A-Al..o ~,r ~~, r ...l>I, W ~I ~ 1165 

~ ...l>I, JS ~, JI,..I 6~, JI,..I ~ 0~ 6~ .), ~ 
JI,..I 6~ ~I ~, JI,..I ~ ~I ~ ~ ~I ..J..uJi (....

~.rJ1 ~ ~ J'-ll ~~ ~I Ct; c...:,r 1..1 ~ J..J~ ~ ...l>I, JS, 
of ~.;- ~ ~j 1";'1 ~t; / JI,..I~ va9WI ~ J..JL.....JI 

J>,).J I ..J..uJ I yt> Ub..J ~ ~ I,.. I dl..;, (....-~ I 0 IS J I,.. I ~ 1170 

'-;-' SII J ..JL.....JI;.rJ I ~ t,.Yb JJI ~~ 'lll CI, ~.t .7, <ili....-JI ~ 
~I 015 JI,..I 6~ ~,r ~ ..I:!j 1";'1 ~t; JI,..I ~~ ~l.;jl 
dl.ill ~ <ili....-J I ~ ub,).J I .J..uJ I yt> u...J ~ ~ I,.. I d1.,;, (....-
.J'-T~ ~I I. \.;..1' 1";'1· '" '..1 ~.:u;.t . I '. I..r' .J ~,r ~ u ~ 
.J'-T~, r-b l ;,r JP ~,::.-J ..Jl>.T6~ ~..,..A..oI ~ l; ..Jj, 1175 

(....- c6~1 .Jl>.-'lll 4..-DJI ~ ..Jl>.T6~, ~ ta:,r J..JL..:: 

1155 (388): u,:..!,: v"...L, in cod. 

1157-1158 (389): Uncis inc1usa verba a quodam stu1to 1ectore 

(forsan a 1ibrario nostro) addita esse censeo. 

1170 (390): 91,..1: JI,..I in cod. 

1171 (391): t".r1l in codice, ~".JI scripsi. 

1173 (392): ~I,..I :JI,..I in cod. 

1174 (393): ~t: melius dixisset ~ . 
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~ Ca.:". J ..J La.:; •. ,t_ T d...-:i., ~ ~". ~ ~ W I ~ 
... T'" '" ~li;~". ~..J~ L .... Ih4.!; ..JL... ~ ~.,.JI j..oli; l.jt; 

r-b ~I, ..JL...T 4......."" ~."..A..o ~I w, w:;J U:!..J ~ ~I ..JL...T ~ 
JIJ--I ~ ~WI ~ J..JWI ~.,.JI~, ..JL..T4..a-.:; 1180 

JIJ---I ~~ ~WI ~ J ..JWI ~.,.JI~, JI,.I4..a-.:; 

J..J~ ~ JI ~ ..JWI (r;; ~I, ~ -i ~ JI,.I4......."" 

G ~, r ~ I ~ 4......."" J ..J ~ ~ 1,.1 I ~ ~ I ..:.;~, ~ L. ~ 4......."" 

~I ..:.;~, ~ 4.......,;1 ...rJ..o ..:.;~ i ~I, ~ ~I ~ ~) 
4! L- ...rJ..o (r ..:.;~ v..u I ~.,.J I, ~"", 4......."", 4! L. e:+-'~' 1185 

..:.;~, 4! L. ~ ~ ..JL... T ~ ~ "\';"'.;--o I .jl, ..:.;~, 4~ "~ 
..:.;; .~ 4.......,; I" A! L. e:+-" UJ I ~ ~ I ..J.J..A..l1 (r "l.o...ai; l.j t; 

~ 1 tl'" ~". \.;.".;--0 1 .j 1 ~ I" ..:.;,.......,; I" ..:.; WI ...rJ..o ~". y:;" 
o { (r "I.:...ai.; l.j I" / ..:.;J!.-" 4! L. ~, UJ 1 4..W. ~ 1 ..J L.. T;; ~ -i 

~...rJ..o ~,r y:;" ..:.;~" 4.......""" A!L. e:+- 4..W. ~ ~I ..J.J..A..lI 1190 

..:.;"~,, 
e:+-' ..:.;wi p, l.;j, r v ..u I J, ~ I ~ ~ :s:. i..J ~ l.;~" .ili 

~ ..:.;1 l.;..J;I L. cl.J.j, ..:.;,......."", 4.......""" 4! L. 

0--t. ..J ~ ~ d...A.l..o ~,r I.;.",ri> I"; 1 ~ :l.. (..J.J&. ~ (; I ~.,.: .hi 

~ ~I" ~ (r ~ ~ ~I" ~ (r ~I l.o...ai;" w",;.. 1195 ... 
t",r ..J ~ ...... ~ 

~ 1 ..J ~ ~ ..:.; 1 ~.,.:" ~,,4!J" (; Lo,,~ I ..:.; 1 ..J.J..A..lI ~ 

..L> I" ~ (r ~ 1 l.o...ai;, ~ ~" d.!.t ~ ...rJ..o ~,r \.;.".;--0 l.j I 

W~I ~foli ~,r ..J~ ~ ~I" ~ (r ~~,,~, (r 
;; A : '" ~,,;'AJ-; -i ~ I" J L. y:; v..u 1 ...rJ..o ~". ~~" i ~ I" 1200 

J..Jt.-:; W ~, JI,.' d.!.t ~ ~ ~I" ~ (r ~, ~, 
~.r-l' tl'" ~ r...:". J ..J La.:; W ~ I J I,.I~" r..:".. 
~ UJ!.. ~ IA.~" ~~I W 6..aiWI JI,. ~I d.!.l!lJ J ..JWI 

1182 (394): ;...t,a.IJ : ...t,a.IJ in cod. 

1186 (395): u""""":;J: V"-'"--'J in cod. 

1199 (396): u- (prius) scripsit librarius (cum puncta) super 

..a...IJ (lin. 1198). 

(397): ~~I: V""""'J~I in cod. 
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1205 

1210 

00 

1215 

1220 

1204 (398) : Pro JI,. './1 codicis JI,.I scripsi. 

1205 (399) : ~, JI,.I : L....S, './1,.1 in cod. 

1209 (400) : JI,. './1 addidi. 

1210 (401) : Waddidi. 

(402) : 4....,...J1:~ in codice (sequitur enim C,L-) . 
(403) : Post hoc ~ habet codex verbum JI,.I , quod supra 

(aut cum, aut sine articulo) desidcrabatur. 

1211 (404) : JI,.)U JI,. './1 in cod. 

1215 (405): ~ : J- (sc.~) in cod. 

1219 (406): Jl. t-V, : L-.J-' in cod. 

1220 (407): Jl. e.-u, : L-.J-' in cod. 

1223 (408) : .;.;~ addidi. 

1224 (409): .;.;.o! b is in cod . 
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w 

l:::"',r 
.. ~<: J I I" I W ~ II ~<: ~ • '" • I;., .. II .;, I; 1235 A...A..",r 0:r'-i!~ ~ A..A.J,) l:::"'~ 0~ ~ c:-- ()-e l:::"'~ I..'P r--

....op tI~ ':/1 ()-e Li..! f ~ ()-e ~I J>}:J~ JL. JL. ~ ~ 
'.L.JII ~..;.:, W v::..-~ L....,) I ~ I 0~ II ~ I L....,) I ~ ()-e 

w _< .:. ..,., 
L....,)I~ J L. J L. ~ 4:;...., 0W ~ ~, J L. J L. ~ 4:;...., ~ ~ I 

~, L....,)' ~, J L. J L. ~ ~ G..:,r r..J ~ J ..J L-.:; ~ 0i---, 
W..JL- ~,L....t II..,..:. ~ ,j .1;..t ~ L..:,r r..J ~ J..JL..:; c;...s 1240 

~..,.J I tLo l;..o'; l,jl GI J,s.;.;. r ~ ~ ~ L. ~ ~ ~)J I 
0L.5 ~I~I ~I ~I" L....,) ~I~ Jl.. Jl.. r ~ J .JL-JI 

4.--S 0.:~ .. ~ L.....; I" J L. J L. ~ '4": .. J '" L..:; J I~ 1 J I~ 1 ~,r 
L....) ~ ~WI J5 ()-e 45jMWl JL. JL. ~ ~I ~ l,jl,; 

~ ~ -ill,j ~ L:........s l,j l,; J 1"..1 J 1"..1 J '" LA: W 0;!.-~ 1245 

. .0. ;~II ..J...l.A.l1 . ~<: -ill..iJ. r ~I . ": •• L.... 1 J ",LA: II~I c...;1S v-.);-' U:r'-i! ..I ~..I;; .. 

~ JJ I I..:"' l.aSJ I '" ~ 4......9 ()-e ~ L.:l C~ L- <~ <i.l.5..-.I1 ,j 
l;..o) l,j I G l,; ~ '" ;w. 4J I J I".. ';j! J I".. ':II ..J ~ ~ 0J!.-~ L....) 

~I"..I W IY-~ ,,'"' L....) ~I JL. JL. r ~ J ..JL-JI ~.r-ll ~ 
v-:::..-~ L....) ~ I J L. J L. ~ ii~ ". J ..J LA: J 1"..1 J 1"..1 ~,r 0 IS 1250 

1239 (410): i..... ... 1 ~I: I...AJ.) 'JI in cod. 

1245 (411): Post W iterantur verba c,...s vi-, ... ·1.;.oAi.; l.ili in 

cod ice per dittographiarn. 

1247 (412): ~ addidi. 

1249 (413): L..ul ~I: I...AJ.) 'JI in cod. 

1250 (414): 4.....) ~I: I...AJ.)~I in cod. 
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1251 (415): "4S';:...:..: tS'r-l' in cod. 

1256 (416): J'".' bis addidi. Vide etiam adn. 418,419,421 et 

infra, 437. 

1257 (417): C,L-: ,-"L- in cod. 

(418): J'".' addidi. 

1258 (419): JI,..I addidi. 

1259 (420): ~: t..Yl> in cod. 

(421): J',..' addidi. 

1262 (422): 8';:...:..: tS';L- (sc. B';L.:..) in codice. Vide etiam adn. 

676. 

(423): ~: J in cod. 

1263 (424): ~, : t..Yl> in codice, errore pro ~ (vide adn. 

451) . 

(425): v~",L..,,: J",t..... in cod. 

1264 (426): Pro ~,.. codicis 4Alj. scripsi. 

1265 (427): ~,: uSJ, in cod. 
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~ cG...JJ J .,) L...J 1 ~.,J I" J l. J l. u-l U'" I..> 1 L.......::" J l. J l. 
...,u Jl. Jl. v-l ~ r ii~ ... W~" d..sa....) ~I Jl. Jl. 

4....->. J.,) '-:; Cvs . ~ d..sa.... 1 II ..... .. I .,) L...J 1 . ~...I> 1 '1'(' 
• ~" () I..Y ~ V'::'-"" U"" , I,}-J 

~ -ill,j ~ ~" <Jl.) Jl. ~ U"'I..>I L.......::" Jl. Jl. ~ 
d..sa.... 1 J.,)'-:; ~ ,. ~. 1..>1 L.......:: t5. /'. ~ 4....->. .<: -........s u I..Y'" v->' U'" , .. or -- U~. 

w r w 
~ ~ l..::-" U.J 1 4........9 0'- ~ l. J-Ib ...I> I,J 1 ~ ~ t.; ...I> 1 ~" 

o A 1...;..0 ~ t:)l; / ...I> I" U"'~" .,) L:.. T d..sa.....J 1 J-Ib" ~"d..sa.....J I" ~ ~ 
. -< ...1>1 -;"h,l! .,)L:..T~ wit ft I;., .< .• h "'It .1;., 
U~" "" .. C::'..r- C-- U~ ~ C::'..r- C--

iA..) ~.,J 1 ~.r 0~" ...I> I" t L..:: 1 ~)" r...l> 1 0!. ~ .. ,-, L.......:: ~.,.J 1 

t:~" ~ tL..::I~" tL..::1 d..sa.....JI" 0!.r" ~I" ~l. r.i~" uJi 
r.J.>.I r ~ ~I e:Lo 0~ ~~I d..sa.....J1 ~I e:Lo k.o} 

w I w , 

d...-;." 0!.~" L.......::" ~ L.::-" ~ I ~.J I ~ I 0~" ...I> 1 ~" 
oJ..uJ1 ~~ 0'- ~I oJ..uJ1 ~ ..I.!) l,jl J-Ib" ~ ~"tL..::1 

I w 

0" .;." 0 I..:! I" ~ l. ~.J I" ~ 1 4..a......:; l.A;.. ~ I 4.1:.. r.:i ~.,J I 

i...l>I 0~" ~....J..e, ~.r oJ ~ J-Ib" ~ tL...::1 d..sa.....JI" ~" 
III W • I. ",.. , 

~ ~.,J I oJ..uJ I ~.r 0"" oJ..uJ 1 1 ~ ~ I oJ I" ...I> I" La......S" 

....J..e, ~.r oJ ~ J-Ib" r:.l. ~"t L...:: 1 ~" 0~" 0 I..:! I" ~ l. ...:... 
...1>1 ~L...::I ~ i...l>l ~ ~ "1.. .." ,r-

0 1")..uJ1l.Jb" t...brl u.:ul ..1~1 ~0!..,)~ l;~" ..a; 
l;.,)~ 01.illl 

~ 1 .,)..UJ 1 0~ c..::.r" ~ 0-t.~ T 0-t. .,) ~ ~ 0 1 ..1.!"; l. 
, w w w 

e:--",.- ...:... v~ 1 ,j I" t:::'.r .,)..J&,"':'" ~ 1 t:::',r-II t:::'.r ~ ..I.!) l,j I 

1270 

1275 

1280 

1285 

~.r .,)..J&,"':'" ~ ~.,JI 1290 

1268 

1269 

1271 

1274 

(428) : ~ : ........JI in cod. 

(429) : ~I ~I : foJiw,) ~I in cod. 

(430) : Per haplographiam omissum Jl. addidi. 

(431) : ~,,: ~" in cod. 

(432): Post ~J supra dictum praebet codex ~, ~ 
videlicet (cf. adn. 721) cum signo (deletionis?) nescio 

quali. 

1281 (433): ~:.J..., in cod. 
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1292 (434): Loco ~ expectes .....J...o, ad~.r .,)~ referendum; 

item in linea 1298. 

1297 (435): JI"..'J1 : JI"..'J.J in cod. 

1300 (436): ~,;..:..: .5,r-l1 in cod. 

1303-1305 (437): JI"..I ter addidi. 

1311 (438): ~I addidi. 

(439): ~)U : ....... J'JI in cod. 

1315 (440): uJ~: ~~ in cod. 

1295 

1300 

1305 

1310 

1315 
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~ .;l>.T~ ..u..'-Il~ ... " .. <:~ i..u..'·:':' L....'J.;~ ~-' :J"' I.Y"" U~ ~-' U 

.;L.T ;G..... <~ v~ ~ ~ ~ e:=,rJ' ~; L~-, ..u..'-, 
I . ...l-.-> '-, V" 1..>' L....)-, i..u..' ~) e:=,rJ' / v~-' ..u.. '-, ~-' 

~-' ~ t..:...-, w, ~,rJ' e:=..r v~-' ..u.. '-, ~ V" 1..>' L....,; '-, 

~.f!:-- ~.r.u·.::.s:·-' A...-.> -' ~ t..:... ~ ~ -* ~ -' ..u..i -' ~ t. t--')-' ~-' 
';' :S:J' ~ v~ ~~, L....) ~, ~ ~; L~-, ..u..'-, ~ 

d...-..>.-, ~-' ~-' ~i ~, 0~-' V" 1..>' L....,; '-, ~ ,s.;' 
...It.j t. '..i' J-Sb-' ..u..'-, ~ ji~ 0-t.~-' ~-' ~t..:... ~ ~~ ~-' 

I ...... 

V-' A-/ "~ L....,; '-, ~ t. ~, UJ' ~ ~ ~, t--'.rJ' t--'..r ~ 
~ ... G ... 

..u..', ~ I~ ~ Lr.!~-' ~-' ~ l...:;..... ~ l~ ~ vJ-A-',;', 4.::--, ~ t. u-i>-, 
-::= ;::;. ~ '" 1M 

,~~ 0-t.~, ~ ~ ,~~ ~ ..u..', V,:;.--' ..u..', W..o t--'..r J-Sb, 

~ e:=,rJ 1 .;..uJ' e:=..r ~, '-.Ub ~ ~ t. ,.,:, I, ..u..', ~ 
~ t..:... ~ ~ ~ v;.." ~, V ~ t., r..u..' ~ ~, ~ t. t--',;' 4.i.. 

i.......".1 V'~ W..o e:=..r ,;.z. J-Sb, ..u..', ~ r: -* Lr.!~' ~, 
..u..I, ~ jc -* 0-t.~-' 4....-> ~ j. -* ~ W', 

V ' .; ..L-sJ' ~, lJ, r' 1.S.:u, ..b.,...:J' ~ 0-t. ,;.z. l; ~., ...aU 

~ v' l;.J)' t. clJ";., l; .J ~ V' ..ill' 
;..r., ~, ~ u~ t:.:..r., ~ :s:. Lr.! .J.z. ~ v' ...It.""; ~ 

;..r .J.z. I.....tIJ..o lA:;., ;..r .J.z. t. III ".:' '!" ;,rJ I 

1320 

1325 

1330 

uW ~ 6..O}-J, ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ t. ~ I ~ t.P;.:,., 1335 

~? WI., Ct..~ ~1 l.a ~, ~W ~ <~~ 
I.-.Dp JI,.~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4' ~.,.JII.:P;';' ~ ~ 
~I ~.r., Jt.. Jt.. r 4i..., ~I u~ J-. Jl,.1 d.....v1 ~ V-

I 1 " ~ 1-, ~ 1.S.:u 1 ~ 1 / J t. J t. .j J t. J t. v~, 4~ "~ V ~ t. 
J t. ~::;.-sS 1340 

ul5~,rJI~..r~ ...It.j''':'' ,~, ~U~VI ~;I~, 
r:;;; t..; l; ~ -' G5 ...IS -' ~..r 4.i.. ~ ~,rJ I ~..r 4.i.. v~ '..i '-, c.:..r 

1317 (441) : .....J..,.; deest in cod . 

1319 (442) : Ill' : .....JI in cod. 
w 

1334 (443) : t-'.I" oJ ~ (in utroque loco): 1.-".. loJ~ in cod. 

1336 (444) : ~I addidi. 

(445): r bis in cod. 
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llIl JY."."J J...ai; u l ~ 0'" Jtf ~I ~~ ~ ~ I d..u, ~ 0.! J ~ 
4!1. . J~ I...Jb J .. <: Ut... :11'" - - II l.wbllll <:.i; . I ..L . v->'..r- ~, u:J""'-:l • i..S'"" ~ j' u .. j' 

J J La.:; J L. ........sS........sS. . ~ . \;; L. ........sS........sS........sS ~ ~ I . . u~' , u ". . . .r- , 

d~ .... ··t ~1........sS........sS........sS ~ ~I d.5t. . G..I L...: r J ~ , V::'"' . . . .r .- , u--""".. , {r 

L..:,r J J La.:; J t. ~ ~ ~, 
~ '" 

.i.>l; u l y;, dL:..JI dl,WI ~ ~ ..ili.,j ~ ~ l..:!..:.; u t; 

J t. ~ J t. J t. ~ ~ I, d.5 t. u->- y;, ~,rJ I 0.!..u, ~ J.aiJ I 
Ul5 ~-')}I ~ I...ub..l.> I L....,;-b I .,jl J 1.,.,1 J 1.,.,1 0'" 0.! J ~ ~, J t. 

t: t; J t. J t. ~ J t. J t. ~ ~ I, d.5 t. u->- ~.r=J I 0'" ~ l. 
~ 

~ ~t.;, 4.l!.. ~ ~ I t. L....,;-b, 0.! J..wJ I ~ ....i.a.; l;..i.,;..1 I JI 

u\;;l., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I, d.5t. u->- y; u.:ul ~ ')}I ~,rJI 
0.! J ..uJ I ~ J.aiJ I <....i.a.;) l; ..i.,;..i ~ J t. ~ ~ u~' (i~ .... , 

~ l. u->- y; u.:u I ~ ')} I ;,rJ I ~ ~ t.;, 4.l!.. ~ J-a>. t. L......,..o, 
JL. ~ Jl. Jl.~, 4~", ~t ~I ~~~ ~ ~I, 
~ ~I, ~t. u->- JI u,;J J'--ll 0- d ..1.>1, JS ~ ~J Jl. 
~IJt; Jt.~~W0'"~rJ~JJla.:; ~~~ 

u->- c...; l5 J t. ~ ~ y;, I...ub..w I 0'" ..I.> I, ~ ~ ..I.> I, JS 
IJI ~ AII_lo:..iliJ \::. ('J~JJLa.:;i\ .. .'".~~1 d.5t. , ~ r-- I...H" '-"'", .. .r _. , 

.,,.;;.; ...LA." L:J'.9/ ~ ~ L5 : II J ')}I II L:.......:.. ~ ,'·11 We. \ r- .. ., .. . i..S'"" Y lY .J ~ 

4..1:....-J1 . t. ~ All 1..1 ~ ~ 
..w W" ~.rhJ' <U JL.... ..j ;;',L-.J' ~ ~ ~ l..:!..:.; ut; 

t 1 b ~ ~ '.,j' J,:;..; GI y;, d.. ~I J;L-.JI ~ \.;.;..,0, 

e:=.rl' J J La.:; J l.. ~ W ~ W ~,r u l5 J I.,., I J '.,.,' r-b ')}' e:=.rl I 
dS.;;...W1 ~I, ~I, v;;~w, Jl.. ~W ~W La.9..; '.,jt; r-b ~I 

1352 

1354 

1357 

(446): t. ~-': t.... L... .r"-' in cod. 

(447) : ~,: t-' in cod. 

(448): u..a.; deest in cod. 

(449) : ~ .... W' : ~la.-.l' (pro ~\i:..J' ?) in codice; ge-

nus grammatica1e defectivi verbi praecedens ;~', indi

cat. 

1361 (450): ~ conjeci pro L.w codicis; item in 1ineis 1409 

et 1494 (vide adn. 498). 

1345 

1350 

1355 

1360 

1365 
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J.;L-...:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~l, dsl. v-:'- ~ ~Wl J5 0"

dsl. ~ c.,;15 Jl.~ ~ ~ l...lbL.......9 '':'u Jl.~W ~W 
.; ~ loS, L-J I .;.J..A..l I uf.-t. -ill..iJ, (.; ~ J .; Ls..:; ~ ~ ~ I, 

loS..iJl u15 ~ ~l, dsl... v-> ~ ~ '':'1 41W' JI...~ ~WJ' 
L....o ; ~ I':' I 4. I, ~ ili....J' .j J>,j..J' .;.J..A..l' y:. ~ 

J.;LA:: JI... ~ ~W ~.r u15 J',..' J',..' ~...oll' ~.rJ' ~ ... ~ ... 
v~.-.:>_II, 4::.-J', ~ W I J W I ~ ~ W l.; .; j I':' u ~ Il I t-'.rJ I 
d!l.. ~ J.;w..:: JI...I....<W I....< LaS ,", A-." ... I . ". -" K 1.15" A 

V -- •• • ~ iJ"' ~ r-
~WI .J..Ai1 0"- ..u..1, ~ W I ':'1, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I, 
r.; ~ J.;w..:: ~ r l.;.!1, d!l. ~ c.,;1$' J l. ~ ~ y:., 

u LS r- ~ I, 4! l. v-> ~ ~ I':' I .;.J..A..lI 1.iJb uf.-t. dJ..iJ, 
41 ~ .. - II .j J> ,).J I ~.J..A..lt) y:. 4........iJ I 0"-~ 1.5..iJ I .;.J..A..lI 

4J .JL-JI .j 41WI JW' ~W ~LaS .J~ uf.-t. ul ~ ~ I:. 
~ l!J I 4..J .J L-JI .j ji A-.'; ,!-Il J W I ~ L.S ~ L.S .J.J..A..l c., L- 4J; Il I 

.J.J..J. y:. 4..J; Il ~ 4..J.J L-JI .j 41 W I J W I ~ L.S ~ LaS .J ~ uSJ 
1<1< .. ~ • .., ... 

~:1 q. ... "':'".ll J W I ~ WL.l ~ WL.l .J~,~, 4:;....., ~ l. JlI t-'.r 

~ dJ.ill u~' 4~ .. , u l:;.; l., ~.r .J ~ y:. ~ W' <4..J .JL-JI ... ~ 

1 ,.. ,.;-s.1 ~ I, 4;....J', / ~ W I u..a..o I....Ib..L.o \.i:; ~ .J ~ ~ u I 
~W~W ~r-b~1 ~ l...lbl.;~, I':'u r ~I,A!I... v-> 
J I... ~ L.S ~L.S ~ ~ III ~, r-b III ;,rJ I ~ W.Jl&., J I... 

~ .J L-J' 0'" d ..u..', Js' .j ~ .rA...o Il' ~,rJ I ~ W .J l&., 
~ r ..u..', f." ~ J.JLs..:; ~.: .~, ~ ~', A!I... v-> JI dJ':' ~ 

<.L;..t? e".r ~ "~'..Ii. i;r-~ loS..iJ1 ~ ~I ~ dJ':' ~ 0'", 

ili....J' ~" . ... j' ur 
1367 (451) : ~:.r- in cod. 

1369 (452): clI .lI, : clI:.6, in cod. 
, 

1375 (453) : t......; : '--"" in cod. 

1378 (454) : oJ .uJ1 addendum esse censui. 

1380 (455) : C,L- : &..,L- in cod. 

1381-1383 (456): Per homoeote1euton omissum addidi. 

1383 (457): Post ~~, addit codex ~. 

1384 (458): ~ post UtI,).,¥. forsan subauditurn. 
1388 (459): r ~I, : ~I, in cod. 

1389 (460): ~\;, addidi. 

1370 

1375 

1380 

1385 

1390 
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1396 (461): JI. ~ ~I : JI. JI. ........s ~I in cod. 

1398-1399 (462): Post lA.:.. praebet codex JI.........s........s, pro quo 

formam p1ura1is JI. "=,,W "=,,W scripsi. 

1400 (463): "',.: I"'~in cod. 

1411 (464): ~I addidi. 
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~ j!W' V- ~I '.a V- r ~ l....t3 \.;.i.,p, ...19 lS ~~, ... ..., 
~r ..J...l'-~~..l.l'~I,~I,~WI ~~u' J' 
~~ ~ 1 ~ ~~.r 0-:! ..J ~ ~ ~', ~ l.. u-> 4i.A..O, 

ji ~ 0-:!~' 4...->. Lr 'I~ 1 4~ "~ ..J L... T d~ ~,rl 1 0-:!..J...wJ 1 Lr 

l....Jb..;.. r-b ~ 1 ~,rll ..J...wJ I, ...t>.', ~, ..J L... T 4::J '; 4..A.l.b, ...t>.', Lr 
, , r. 

..L..> " Lr I' ~ 0-:!~' 4...->. Lr I' ~ ~~, ...t>. '-,-, ~ l.. u-> 
~,rll 0-:!..u. ~I ~ l.,jt; ...t>.I, W, u'~' u'~1 ~, 
~,rl~ ~~ ~..JL- ~I, ~;~I ~,rll~~ ~..JL
~I, ~l.. u-> J' ~ ..JW' Lr d ...t>.I, J5 ,j ~ [~;~I 

10 Jl..~~ ~)I, 4...->., ~t J..J~ / ~~~ ~ 
r 'Hi : l, Jl..~ ~ Lr r:~ 0-:!~' ~ V- ~~ ~~, 
~ .~ ~ lZ', ~l.. u-> u~ Jl..~ ~ ~ l....Jb..;.. <...t>.I,> J5 

"" r ' 0-:!~' 4...->. V- I'~ ~~, ...t>.' ~),~, ~l.. J..J~ 

0-:!~' 4...->. Lr jc ~ ~ ~ 1 ...t>.1,J 1 ' ~ 1 uf...t. .ill..l.l, ...t>. I, Lr 

fi~ 0-:!~' d....A....;1 ~I ~ uf...t. ~ ~, ~ l:....?j ~~, 
~ W, W 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 u~' ...t>. I, Lr jc ~ 0-:!~' 4...->. Lr ... ... , 
~ <U!Y}, 0-:!~ I, ~ 1 ~ V- I' ~ 0-:!~' d....A....; I, ~ l.. 
u.J 1 UJ 1 ~.; I, r...t>. I" ~ t..:.." UJ 1 o...iJ 1 UJ 1 ~ 1 ,-:-,..:s:.J I I..u. 

, ... I 

d....A....; I, ~ l.., WI 0:!-"-'.; I, d.; l.. U->' UJ I UJ I ~, d.; L. .J- w, ..j.J I 

d.;L. uf...t. ~I~, 0-:!~I,~' <~> ~ Lr ~~ 0-:!~' 

1418 (465): V- (prius): ..." in cod. 

1423 (466): r ..L-.I",: ..L-.IJJ in cod. 

1424 (467): ~: t....-. in cod. 

1425-1426 (468): Verba ~;~I ~I interpo1ata esse censeo. 

A 1ectore, ut opinor, idcirco scripta sunt, quod exp1a

natio pronominis W in ~ ~ desiderabatur. 

1428 (469):Jl. ~ ~: ..L-.IJ in cod. 

1429 (470): Deficiens ..L-.IJ restitui. 

1434 (471): ~ (prius): ~.r in codice. Vide adn. 474. 

(472): v~ addidi. 

1435 (473): r..L-.IJJ:..L-.IJJ in cod. 

1437 (474): ~:~.r in cod. 

(475): ~ alterum deest in cod. 

1420 

1425 

1430 

1435 



" 
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.. I 
~"~I,, UJI UJI A;l-::....." UJI UJI UJI~" UJI UJI UJI 

, ,~ L... I /~I' 1'- 4...;....; A;~ WI UJI A;l..:..t UJI UJI 
u-:!..r- ~ U)" r. y .. ~ ~" ~ 

A; U I ~.r ~.r Lr ...l> I" 'j'>:- Lr <~ j'>:- 0t.~" ~ Lr > ~ j'>:

~ J W I" J I,.. I L...J I c!...s>.L? k..,o; ~,.,J I 0 ':1" 0t.~ I" ~ I" 
~ ~ I 0 ~ cl.l.J" 0t.~) '~" '.is ~ Lr fo j'>:- 0Y'-'J I" L...J I" A; La 

G..." A; La v->- ~,.,J I ~ 0~ 0t.~-' ~ (r fo' j~ ~ L:.:: I 

A; t..:..t e:=,.,J I 0~" <~ j'>:- 0t.~" ~" A; ~ (r) r; j'>:- ~" 
..,.-- '" r· I ",., 

t----..r-- Lr ~ j'>:- . ~-' 4:M..) A; l. ~) li.J I ~" I...l> I)" UJ 1 

UJ I UJ I UJ I A; l. ~,.,J I I.:uz, e:=.r 0~" 0t.~ I" ~ I" A; U I 
I 

La...,)" UJI 45l..:..t) UJI UJI ~"~,, UJI UJI UJI ~~" 

~ I" A; U I ~.r / ;.r Lr ff ~ ~" ~~ .. , 4! l." W I ~ 
l...A;.. ~ I ~ I .J...l..AJ I ~ ~ ~j l. I.J I~" 0t.~ I" 
u....JI UJI4!l. UJI UJI UJI ~ ~ UJI UJI UJI l:.!l. ~, .r-' 
4.,j 1- ~" G.J I ~~" ~ I 45~" ~ I UJ I 0""""J I, ~, ... '"" 
~ ~ Lr 0t.~" ~ Lr I~ ~ 0"~" ~J I" I~ ~ 0~" L...J I" 

4.,j l. tw,; I A..A.l..o ;.r J-Ib" 0:!.r-J I, 6....->J I" 4! U I e:=.r ;.r 
Lr ~ ~ W" ~ ~ 0~' 4~ .. , 45l. tw,; I, WI 0;;""" L...,; I" UJ I 

WI .'" ,. .., III 

tw,.,J I l.JJb tw.r Lr fo l. I .J I" 0t.rsJ I" ~ I, A; L..::....J I tw.r 
I ... .. 

UJI A;l. t.',)I" UJI UJI UJI ~,) .,...;. ~ ~I .J...l..AJ1 ,-;-,A 
~... - I 
1~ ~ 0':;'-"~" A; l. v->-" GJ I ~ L:.:: I" UJ I UJ I A:X" UJ I 

14 39 (476): G,JI,,: ,_,.11" in cod. 

(477): Verbo 'I~I textum supp1evi (cf. lin. 1452,1457). 

1440 (478): Per homoeote1euton omissum addidi. 

1444 (479): Per homoeote1euton omissum addidi. 

1445 (480): ~,,: vJ-" in cod. 

1449 (481): ~: ~ in codice. Vide adn. 486. 

1451 (482): u~I,,: V"-"-';I" in cod. 

14 5 2 (483),: u"~" ... u"...:" : 1J".r-" ... ~" in cod. 

1454 (484): u"...:,,: u".r-" in cod. 

(485): W":~,, in cod. 

1456 (486): ~ ~ in cod. 
I 

1457 (487): o..AJI4:.I!,,: ~t..J.." in cod. 

(488): u~: ~ in cod. 

1440 

1445 

1450 

1455 
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~ Ij ~ U I ~.r ~.r ~ j:;:- 0'- 10; j:;:- 0-!.~j ~ 0'- ~ j:;:-j 
U"...->-j ~j ~ I..!.tj f;j I u;E.-j ;;~ ... ~ ;.r j-lbj 0-!.~ Ij 

. • .c.I\Q /A...-.,;JI~ ~UI"': .~. ~ ~. 1460 
I...>'II~ -' '" ¥ ~!.r U"" r. ~j r. 

l.; ..J .:G.. u I .ill I u I ..J ..LsJ I l...Jbj l.;..J) l.. ~ 0-!. ...J ~ l.; ~j .ii3 

~ u I l.;..J) I l.. cl.J.,jj 

.., '" ~..,,'" -
l.,jl ~I ~ U~ Ls......rj ~ 0-!...J~ ~ U l ~.,.: ~ 
u Ij ~.r ..J ~ W!...;... ~ I ~,rJ I ~,rJ Lj).o ~ t... I ~ l.;..J,) 

~.r ..J ~ 4j.. ~ ~,rJ I ~,rJ Lj).o ~ t... I 4j.. k..ai.; 1465 

~;:'j ~ ~ ~ ~ uw. r ..J.>.Ij W ~I ~}:J9 
~,; I uw. ~ l.. tiO 0'- d...b}:J9 J I,. ~ I 0'- ~ l.. ~,rJ I tiO 
JL!.-~' ~j Jl.. ~ ~ ~ L ;,rJI ;.rj JI,.I JI,.I 

~~j ~ (.; Lai.JJ 6...Oj}-J I J t... 'J Ij . ~ E--,)j )\.::... Il ..J~)J 6...Oj}.-J I 

lV "I\<"~ I. -, i. ~I~ I,.J...· \ •. - 1470 ~ j I t:-'.J""'" t:-'.r/ y-- t:-',;j J.M. . 'J"" .:.r j yo-

J l..~~.- ,. ~~~ .<~ Jl..~~.,~ . . l...>'IIr-j. . . I..)j-Y." . . I..)j,r'-

;.r E--~j ~ ~I ~ 0'- ~j c....:,r r..J~ J..J~ j-lbj 

~I ~I ~~~ uw. Jl..~~~ ~Ij-lbj ;,rJI 

~..,..-l I tiO t:...o j l.,j IS t..:.r r..J ~ J ..J Ls..;; J l.. ~ ~ ~ 
JI,,-I JI,.I JL.~~ 0-t.~lj ~~~J..JL-II 1475 

l.Ib~lj ~ JJI ~j JI,.I JI"..I ~ JI,.I JI,.I u.....::,r u15 

~ 0-!.~lj~~<~~ ~ W.J~ 1.,j1S JL.~~ 
~ ~d5~1 <JL.~~ 0-!.~1 ~~ JL.~ 
~~ ~I ~,rJJL-ltb.J~ Jl..~,-:-,W' J.J~ ~~ 

I .,j 1 GIS 4.lj ~ .:'. J,.....J 1 1..iJb ~ ~ j}.-JI .J..LsJ 1 j-lb cl.J.,jj 1480 

~ ~ ~I ~I ~~~ J.JL-ll ~,rJI tiO t:...oj 
~ l.;.J,) 1..; IS J L. '-:-' W' '-:-' W' ~.r u 15 J I,. I J I,. I J l.. ~ 

l460 (489): ~1, addidi. 

l4 70 (490): Deficiens -e.--". addidi. 

1471 (491) : ~, : u,,,,-., in cod. 

l4 75 (492) : ~:..........iJ in cod. 

1477 (493) : ~I addidi. 

1478 (494) : JI.. ~ ~ addidi. 

l481 (495): ~1 ~I: I.S""'JI in cod. 
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c .... AS II ~ ~ 0-"~WI JWI~I~I~I ~~I 

~~~ .. I~··· WI '~!5"'·~,)L·~w..-. . . ~ .. ~ '..r'" ~ .. J ., 

~ dJ..i, ~ ~I, ~,rJ.2L- Vb"; ~ Jt. ,,:-,W ,,:-,W J..;~ 1485 
,.., ... '1 '" --~ ..,: 
L.....r J ..; L..:; 0t~ ~ I t-'.r r..i 19 ~...;; ili.-J I .j 4 .. :hj..J I ..;..UJ I 
.• ".~ ~ ... WI ,~';s ..... , A_It ..L" ,'. '''11.· 
U~ '" ~ '..r"'.r-""" f.J':!~ .. j'" r- <S'-" ~ 

~ ~I ~,rJl9 ~c....:.rJ..;L"';;0~'0WI,~~.r 
,,11\ ._ 10 1. 4~ ... ~ .. 1,,_'·1', ·WIL-k ..L·ljl ..;L.,...T~I 
~'U"........., ~ u"........., \...i .. "J' ;; 

~~, ~~~ J..;L-.JI ~.,.JI ~ ~I ~r-ll 1490 

C:.r--lJ J..; L-.J I ~.,.J I, J t. ~ ~ ~, iG...., J t. ~ ~ 
1A ~ / v;:J ..;L-.JI 0'" ;; ..bol, J5 ~ Jl.. ,,:-,W ,,:-,W~) ~-'ll 

J. f..bol " '~~ '" J..;L.v ~ ,. JI .... ~I 4L1.i.J1- II 
. j'" ~ .. lY"" 4..ri-'""" .5., ~ 

"w..-~ I & I;., 111\ 1 .1>.: /..9'\ L-k L::...:; G' l.. . ,~ ili.-J 1 .' C-'" .. I "",v/" . J->'-' '..r'" 

~, 0y..-::,,;;':: .,) UJ I ~,; I ~ I, i ..bol ~ 4~ . ,~ ~...:~ 1495 

~ ~,rJI ~ 0~' 4~"', 0 U l.. JWI, ~t. "t.:...oj ~.,.JI 
<\ A u I, d.; l.., W I 0;"" 0 WI, UJ 1 U t. ~,rJ I, ~ WI, d.5 t. 

~,UJIUJIUJI~, ~ 0W ~I ~ t:l9 0Y'--',;1, 

WI ~, 4~ .. , UJI d.5l.. t",;', UJI UJI ~~, UJI UJI d.5t. 

4,1 ..;..uJ1 I..u, j:.. 0W ~,rJ1 ~.r t:1, ~,4~ .. , d.5t. ~, 1500 

~.,.JI ..;..uJI ,,:-,.rO 0-" ~ ~ J'-- ~.r ~I ~ Ij19 

u .:u I 0 t5 d....a..,,~ j:.., ~,rJ I ~.r j:.. ~ ...I:!) 1 j 1 i..J 1 y:.; eLl!. .j 

~.r ,) ~ dJ j" d....a..,,~ j:.." ~,rJ I ;J""'" ~ dJ j 0-" ~ 
tL.....) 4" .. 1": ~ ~ 0 1 ~I J-Ib" ~,rJ1 ..;..l..P..l1 ~,,~.u...l..o 
~.r dJ j, ~",.J 1 ..;..l..P..l1 ~.r t:U j:.. ~ d 4J I 0 t5 ~",.J I ~.r 1505 

~",.J 1 ..;..l..P..l I ~.u...l..o 

1484 (496) : 1.....A,;..I5: I.....cb '£ in cod. 

(497) : ~1 :Jw in cod. 

1494 (498) : ~ : l...&.. (pro 1: ;o(?) in cod. 

(499): ~ addidi. 

1496 (500): ~: ~,in cod. . 
1499 (501): ~: ~ (sc. ~) in cod. 

1501"1502 (502): 4.l!.. ~;.,Jl .J.J.A.ll : ~.,...Jl u' .J.J.A.ll in cod. 

1503 (503): Pro ~".J ~ codicis ~ .;.:.. scripsi. 
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o I.illl 0 I '" ..uJ I ~ -' l.\i.o-, JJ I 4i.a..l1 ~ 0:! '" ~ \.;..t::---' ..as 
~ 0 I \.; "') L. clJ.)-, \.; '" ~ 

I .) I ;.,.J I ",..uJ' ~.r 0~ L...:.r-' ~ 0:! '" ~ ~ 0' ~y ..1. 

~ ...u.. '-, J$" ~ ~ I ~ \.; "')-, <w-'h 0:! '" ~ ~ "\.;....rb 1510 

...u.. '-, JS I.:....t.U.; 0' -,' ;.r '" ~ ~ ...u.. '-, JS ~ 4:: '" l.t) V- ~, 
o ' ~, i a"':,ro i", ~ ~ ~ LS.iJ' 015 ~, ~ V- l...lb..;.. 

JS 0-~ LS.iJ' 015 ~, <~ > l...lb..;.. ...u.. '-, JS V- l:...ai.; 

G.:';.r I", ~ ~ ...u.. '-, 

~0' ~y-, ~~':J'-,a:..I':W-,).J'0:!"'..uJ' ...u..'~-' 1515 

'\ i ~-' ~': ~ ,,\.;...~ , .), ;.,.J' ;.r 0~-' L...:.r-' ~ / 0:! '" ~ 
.. , ........:s:.J, ~ I, ~...u..' '1'<. .. L. \.; "'. ~ 
~. • f...Y"" -,VJU-- ~ J-' .. 
Js ~- ~ L. l:...ai.; 0' -,' ~.r'" ~ I...A;.. ...u.. '-, jS ;; '" l.t) V

~, ~ V- ~ J.iJ' 015 ~, ~ V-~ ...u..'-, 

~,<~> I.:....t.U.; 0' -,' G:.r i", ~ ~ ...u.. '-, JS 0 Lai; ~ 1520 

;.r '" ~ ~ ...u.. '-, jS V- ~ ~ ...u.. '-, JS V-
r.~ ? w '" 0W ...u..'-, ~ ~, ~ JI).;-, ~'V- J-,~' ,-;-,Lb;lg 

0~ u.JL.~ V-e;:,rJIJ';:', ~ ~ ~ ~q W~} 
I.) t; J L. ~ ~ ~ ,:,.. ~",J 1 ~ U~, J 1,..1 J 1,..1 d......,) 1 ~",J 1 

JL. ~ ~ 0~,)'-' ~ ~ ~,~ ~-' A± ~ ,,\.;...~ 1525 

~ ~ ...u..'-, JS \.; "') '.)'-, JL. ~ ~ 0'r'~' d!L., 

JL.~~~,)"~' ~~~\.;15~' ~ 

1510 (504): ~,,;. addidi. 

(505): Pro .........s..J1 ~ ~.t. "'.I' codicis ~I ~ l; "'~ 
~ scripsi. 

1512 (506): c..:;,. (oJ,,¥.: t:'r "'~ in codice. Vide etiam adn. 508, 

510. 

1513 (507): ~ addidi. 

1514 (508): ~ r",~: t:'r oJ,,¥. in cod. 

1520 (509): uLai..;: ~ \,It-.JI in cod. 

(510): c..:;, r",,,¥.: t;'r "'~ in cod. 

(511): ~, ut supra (vide adn. 507), addidi. 

1523 (512): ,c,..s~, addidi. 
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~ ..1.> I, J5, J I.. ~ ~ 0-t.~, ~, d5I.., ~ ~~, 
~ ..1.> I, J5 ~ C::.r 0~ :::. t; t:.r ~ ~ t:.r J5, t:.r 
~.: ,~, ~I ..1.>1 0~ JI.. ~ ~ t:.rJ 1 clJ.j~, t:.r ~ 1530 

. t:.r A........; IJ'" ~ :::. ~ La.:.r I", ~ J '" ~ y:., i..1.> 1 ~), ~, 
~, i..1.> 1 0-t.~, <~,,> d51.., ~ ,~, .r>--~ 1 r--i.l l 0~' t:.r ~ 

r.j 1 y:. C ~ t; t:.r ~ t:.r A........; IJ'" if :::. ~ L..:.r r '" ~ J '" ~ 
/~, d51.. ~ ~j l..il, t:.r ~ ~I 0~""I, ~ ~ ~j l.jl 

Y • 0--:! ~ ~ d \.; "'j 1 ..i 1 i", ~ c .... ! b..: !9 r...:.r 4.1 .J L, 0"?" 1535 

c ',It; i..1.> 1 --..::...;;~ "' .. ~ r...: ~...u:..1 '1'<, L,'..l ..t..J I 
...r-' oF,;r-"tr " J.l t'".J ~ 
~ 'S,.uJ...o ,< Ii ,'. ~I .1;., ~.9 L~ ,', 'S, (':'1 
.r-~-- u,!}-Y.", C--.F" ~ 

A.. ~ I ili-J I ~ d (' ~: ~ .iJ 1 ~ I ..l..t..J 1 ~ ~ I 0~" 

ciJ .:6" A.. ~ I ~ I ~ ~ y:. u .iJ 1 .J..uJ 1 4.1 ~ 0~" 
;; '\ ! '\ ~ ~.".J, l..il~, ~I ~ JL- t:.,J1 t:.r 4 1 1540 

t:.rJI~.r Jt.ol ~,)I ~ ~I ~I ~ ~ ~j" ..ll>T 

~ ~ ~ ~ I.. 1 ..i I 4 1 y:." t:.rJ 1 .J..uJ I 5t....uJ..o t:.r ~" 
Jl....!.-I ~ ~ ~I ~I ~ ~<dJ-9 ~j, ..ll>T 

t:.rJ I ..l..t..J I J t.o I ~.uJ...o t:.r ~" t:.rJ 1 t:.r 
L.!b ~ t:.rJ I t:.r L:...~ l..i 1 G..:.r" ,:;s:.. 0-t. ..l ~ \.;..t::--"..w 1545 

J5 IJ'" ~I ~I ~ ~ ~ ..1.>1, J5 \.;..lj ~ ~ ~" 
0""-":;" d~ .. ~ UJ 1 ~,)Ct; ~ I t: 1 I....JI,,, t:.r '" ~ ~ ..1.> I" 

0"......."" I" L...,) I" 6! 1.." WI 0;:"''' 0 WI" UJ I \;! W t:,.,.J I t: I" 
i: S ~I ~ 1':'1 ci.l.:6, 4:.hl1 (r ~eJl , .... 16;1; 4 1, 

~ l.Jll..1.> I 0 t.a:.r U ~ 1 J I.. J 1".1 A......."" 1 t:,rll, i..1.> I, 1550 

~~~.r>--':JI, JI..~~ ~""I,~ ~I ~~ 
o t; ~.r ~ ~ ~.r Js', J I.. ~ ~ 0-t.~, ~,d51.. ~ I 

1530 (513): 

1532 (514): 

~: ... l-- (sc. 4!~) in cod. 

~" addidi. . 
1533 (515): Post ~ (posterius) iterantur in codice verba 

~~ ~ ~""~~'~' ~~J per dittographiam. Animad
vertendum est, verbum ~J hic etiam deficere. 

1535 (516): Pro L- esc. G.t-.:. ) codicis r.J~ substitui. Cf. 

adn. 520. 

1543 (517): .:l.J.j addidi. 
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~ ~ ~ ~ ,.-:;.; lS .:u 1 ~,rJ I~, G..:.r U~ 4. t r-iJ 1 

d M ·.s':, ~l. ~I~~~,Jl.~~~),~>~I 
J l. J l. ~.ri' U-- ~ IiJ 1 y;, J l. ~ ~ <J l. ~ ~ 0-!.~' 1555 

~I r;"t, ~, ~-~I, ~.)I, ~ ~I 11.: ~. ~I ..1>1 u;"'; ......a.; J 
l...;..ai.; l..i 1 IJ ~ L..;-' J h; I; ~..r ~ ..I> I, J$', 0-!.~' 4.::"':, 4.e l. 

Y \ 4 . ': 4.e l. 4..M l.;,.ai.; l..il '" J ~ 4..M . .i...j . I ~ 4..M 
J ., ., , C-..r \..7' ~.)' •• 

~ .,,-3 ~,j.J I y; J J...sJ I dJ..i, ~.r J ~ ~ I 4..M ~ 0-!.~' 
l:~, lS..i.J1 ~I t-Lo U~, I-'~' 0 ~I, 4.e1.~, ~.: :~ ili..-JI 1560 

0~' 0 ~ I, 4.e l. ~ I e::J-b y;, r- 4'::. (i.. ~ I ili..-J I J 
~ ~I 4.....: J ~I .ill..i tL' ~ ~I I ~ ~ 0~ 

'" .... w el ... 
~~I ~4.....: J ~I dJ..i ~ ~11~0~' X-

~ ~ ~I I~, ~l. ~l:...O) e:=,rJ1 tL' 0~' ..l>1,J1 JI r-
JI ~ ~ ';114.....: j (i.. .. ~1 ili..-JI J u..i.J1 ~ ~I dJ..i 1565 

~ ~';II e:=..r 4.....: J JWI dJ..i ~ JWI I ~ 0~ ..l>1,J1 

e:=,rJ I C 1.9 e:=.r-l I dJ..i tL' ~ e:=,rJ I tL' .ill..iS', ..I> I,J I J I 
...I-.I,..J 1 J I ~.) ';I I, A..s.....) ~ I, 4.e W I <~.r> 4.....: J.3 ~,rJ I ~ 
~4.....: J.3 ~I dJ..i ~ ~ ~II~ ~ CI.9 
~ ~,rJ1 ~.r CI, ..I>t,J1 J' ~ ~ 'JIt 0- ~1iJ' ~I 1570 

~ I ~,) ~ I, 6..J,...,) ~ I, 4.e W I ~.r~.r 4.....: J.3 ~,rJ I .ill..i ~.r 
r..i1.9 ~ 1 dl..i ~ c., L- 015 ~,rJ I dl..i ~.r, ..I> I,J I 

U~ dl.ili ~.r ~ ~ I ..I> I,J 10> ~.r ~ I clJ..i ~ 
f;, ... ... 

~,4.e1. ~, wi ~I U~, ~ ~I ~I I ~ t-Lo 
Vt~~,rJ I 0~' ~,) I, 6..J,...,) I, c l. ~,rJ I t-Lo 0~' 0-!.~' 1575 

1553 (518): ~,:~, in cod. 

1554-1555 (519): A 1ibrario omissam (ut opinor) 1ineam resti

tui. 

1558 (520): Pro ..r- (sc. '..,;.) codicis .J~ substitui (vide enim 

lin. seq.). 

1562 (521): ~: ......... (pro ........ ?) in cod. 

1563 (522): 4-;: ......... in cod. 

1568 (523): ~ addidi. 

1573 (524): ,post ~.r addidi. 

1574 (525): WI: wI in cod. 
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I w w W -IS 

u.J 1 d...-.:i. u~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~.,~., cc...., 4! l. ~, WI 

u.JI 45l. ~, UJI UJI ~,~, UJI UJI 45l., UJI UJI 

~'" 1 0~ ~,.,.J 1 I ~ ~,r, ~., ~I, 4! I.±, [) 1 ~, 
" y T ~,...I>I, UJI 4!l. ~., UJI UJI ~~,/~,UJI UJI 45l. 

.., .., W w r71 
UJI UJI UJI U~ t-,rJ1 t-,r Je...I~, ~,4;......, ii.51...:;...." wi 
W 1 ~,) I, <6.....-.,;., UJ ~ ii.5l. ~, UJ 1 UJ 1 ~, d..A.....:;, ~t, 

I '" '" 
UJIUJI ~~ ~ ~I ~(r"k.ai: 1":'1, ~,~, 

u~, 6.....-.,;., 6.5 L. i..i'L.::, UJ 1 UJ 1 U;;""" L........::, 6.5 L. i..i'L.::, UJ 1 
-- ~ w.., ~I 

U \.:;; L., W 1 u~, (; L:; 1 ~ t-,r ~, u~, ~), U \.:;; L., Ii; 1 
I w w J 

d..A.....:; 6.5L. 1 UJI0JIUJI~ .. 1\ Je...14....;..; ~ -' t-,) , t-..r- t-,r .. '-' - ., 

4.. ; . ':, 6.5 L. ~, W I (;~, 4~':, 6.5 L. i..i'L.::, UJ 1 UJ 1 U~, 
W 1M I w 

~, UJI UJI UJI ~ ~ ~I ~ (r JU.: I":'I~, U':;'-' 

L-; I- ~, W I U'~' 4~ .. , ii.5 L. ~, UJ 1 UJ 1 ~ d..A.....:;, 6.5 L. 

(; L:; I, ii.5 L. t-'), WI 0,.........)' ..1> I, .uJ..o l':,r~, U~, ~), 

U~' 
~ ~ ~,rJ1 ~,r L...,r' 1":'1 G..:,r, (;'\. ~..J ~ t.;~, .Ji9 

~ ~ ~ 1 ..J.J..JJ 1 ~ (r I...Jb.;... ..1> I, J5 l.:...ai;, ~ ~, 
t.; ~, U 1 .iLl I L.' I ..) .J..JJ I L..t!>, ~.r J ~ 

~ J~, "t.; J ~ 0..il1 ~I v'"" -JWI ~,JI 0-'J1 ,-; .. 1 t., ... 19 

4-;1-, L...:,r J J~ ~ ~ ~ ~I JL. ~ ~ U3-"-',)I, 

LA "'u- J..J La.:: ~ ~ ~ ~I J L. ~ ~ L.;,~, ~, 
r..1>1 ~,)I, ~ ~I ..1>1 L.;~ JL. ~ ~ ~ l.1».. ;;;', 

~..1>1 'k ~ ';., ~I 1..1>1 . ,~ 4....;..; 6.5L. '-~I 11.;;·, ~I ,JJ,.. I...>:!.r-' .., .;>-, .. 

~ L-J I 0-"' ~,) ~ I., ~ I (r "l.:...ai; I":' I F..J ~ <-;....l b; I; ~,r 
. I d...........,., .< I '" ~..1>1 'k .. .L. ., .11 4.....;...!J1 
~,) , . u-Y.-" t-,r , JJ U""' \J -. I...>:!.r--".. , 

Y i L..;...:,'; C ':J, "ili..-J I " ..i..lb ~ ~ G..t ;;. -.p,j-JI ..J.J..JJ I ~ dl":' / , 

1576 (526): ~:....L in cod. 

1581 (527): ~j '-'JI addidi. 

1582 (528): ~j ~j : ~j....Lj in cod. 

1588 (529): e:+--': t:-j in cod. 

1597 (530): Jl. ~ ~: ........s ........s ........s Jl. in cod. 

1600 (531): Post Wj addit codex -..J..... 

1580 

1585 

1590 

1595 

1600 
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~~ ~ l~;S: ... JI~ ~ La.:,rJ I ~ ~~,j ~ t:S ~ ~I) I J,sJ I ~ 1615 

(ili...... 0J-R..1J I~ t-'J I 

rr.»1 ~)I UJI ~ 

~.J..wl J;L...JI ..j -il,) ~)'I ~~..i ~t;S' 0'" ii..-WI 4.llWl 

~ l;.J,) I ..i I ~,rJ I ~.r 0~ ~~ L...:.r ~ .J ~ ~ 0 I .Jr.'; 
d..;.. L-ai; . I .., ..J ~ ~ .. I ~I ..J..l.Al.l to ,.i. ~I:...I 1620 u ~ t-'.r ~ . ~..r-

~.r ..J ~ d..;.. ~ ~I ..J..l.Al.l L~~ ~i ~I:...I 
v-.t ..J ~ ~ 0 1 .Jr.,;" lili 4..aI W I~ L....J I d ~ I) I J I:... 'J I ~" 
r ..a.1" ~ l.. ~,rJ I 0~ (" ..a.1" G,;' .~, ~,rJ I e;Lo ~ l.ii.o" l.. ~ 

({ J.;La...:; l.. ~ Jl:...lj4..A...,J I ~~" ..a.1~ Jl.. Jl.. ~,rJ1 ;.,." 

~I r,jl; L..:.r J..J~ Gv.1 ~I clJ..) JI:...I A:.b ~I~ La.:.,. 1625 

cI • u I .Jr.) I ,j I i.O,,;.. ~ J l.. J W I J I ~ l.. G I ..Ii.. J .; ~ 

1608 (532): ..u.IJJ : prius J super posterius in cod. 

1609 (533): Jl!..I: &oil-I in cod. 

1612 (534): ~ addidi. 

1616 (535): e;-ul: ........ .,11 in cod. 

1618 (536): Verba hujus lineae atramento rubro in codice. 

1619 (537): \.;..1): *.,1 in codice. Cf. adn. 653. 
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J l. J W I 0'- .J \!..I 'cl ,ft. I .j I" Ca:.r u 15 J l. J W I ~.J \!..I 
~ ~~I ~"'~j 4.-; u~ 4 :':.r ..,1 ~I ~': ~ ~.r ~ ~ 
JI i.a....,; ~I 4.-; j:.. ~ ~I ~ ..6..-" ~I "6 .J~j JI ..6..-, ~I ~ 
4. ..... ,;., ~)" d..a.-:;" ~" i .J.D.I" ..II ~ ~I cl1:;~" 4.±JI 1630 

;I ..w..J I u l,; ic ~ ~)" d..a.-:; J l. J W I ~ l.j l,; V:!~" 
~" <J ~ J W 1 ~.J \!..I i.a....) ~j I .j I \..S.il I ~ I ~~ I ub"j.J I 

, . ~ .., -- --=-
G- :".,a.i.; I '" I" L....r u 15 I~ ~ ~J I" ~ G- I~ ~ 0~" u WI 
r;.. I ~. ~. ',~ L..., 1 .. rI> .Jt:...I4:t; Jl. JWI ..r:- ~J" V"'.r:- U".I~·~ ~ U.r-" 

-"" ~ .I ~w r..:,w JL. JWI G- I~~ ~,;I-, a.............:; G- ~I~I ~ L....r U15 1635 

0- ~~~,;I"~0'-~I~I~J",~ ~~I ~I 
G- d..-bp ~~ ~I G- ~ r5 ~ 0'- ~I uO~" Jl. Jl. 

J.JLs,.:; ~W'~, l":'l,; ~W' ~ ~, uw, ~ ~ 
~I-, J5 ~ JL. JL. G- f;'~ ~,;I" d..a.-:; G- ~I~I ~ 

~ "',' j:. ,,~, ~. ~ I· ,~ ,( ~ -........sS I~ ~ 1640 
<..:r" V'" .r:- v-:;- --"'; -' V"'..r:-" u Y-:f'. IJ""" 

~)" ~ J..,~ .J.D.I.,JI ~ ~I l":'l,; "'L:..T~ J ",L....:; 
~ w III' __ 

~ I t-'.r.l l u~" ~,; I, ~ t-'.r.l' ~ 0~ clJ.il, I.J.D.I 

~ u~ ~ dW} ~I ~ u~' r ..u.-I,-, 4!1. t-',;I, 
~ ... ... 

~,; I" .J.D.I" UJ I 4! l. t-='-~ I u~" ~,,~ ~ I 
UJI ~I d...->. u~ ~l,; ~.r.ll ~.r L:I, ~-' ~I, 4!1." WI 1645 

~ ~ III' 

~ ~j l.j I, I .J.D.I"" 4! l. c.i W, I:iJ I ~" ~,; I, UJ I ~ l. t+-' 
I ... 

yo UJI 4!1. t+-' UJI UJI ~': ~ \..S.ill ~I .J..I.A.lI J \!..I /d...a...,; 1 
I III' ? til 

c..W I 4........:: ~ ~ I U,::-, ~, 4! l. t+-' IiJ I u'::-' ~,; I, 
w , 

U,::-, 4........::, 4! l. V->-' IiJ I U,~, 4........::, UJ I 4! l. V->-' UJ I 
, I ... 

J ~ I ~': ~ ~ U l, U~,~, UJ I 4:.1': I...A..i..o t-'.r y', 1650 

0'~' 4" .. 1':, UJI 4!1. ~W, UJI WI Y. ~.ill ~I ..,..uJ1 
" - tit -. uJ-A-',; I, .J.D.I, 4! l. t-='-, UJ I IiJ I ~ u~" 4:;...." 4! l. V->-" IiJ I 

~ L... ~, UJ I I...A..i..o ~.r ..I ~ y." U"~,, d...->." ul.::! l., WI 

~ d...->., 
U l l;.J;I l. clJ.j, l;.J;I 1.S.il I J, ~ I ~ V:! .., ~ l;~"..w 1655 

1632 (538): Jl. addidi. Vide adn. 552. 

1636 (539): ~I: ~I in cod. 

.J.:,...; 
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.. -::;. ,. ~ ., 
l.jl ~ I .J..wJ I u~ ~, l.Av- Vd.J ~ ~ U t ~ ~ 

~..,-J t ;",. ~ ~ ..u.. t, Js l;.,,~ ~,.L- Vd ." ~ ,.; '~.r" 
~ l...A..;.. ..u.. I, J5 V- ~ 1 

J>~, .,,~T~, r..bol ~ ~I ~,L-JI ~."..wJ1 ~, 1660 

..u..1, J l. J l. ,.,.:",., (..u..I, ~ l. ;",.J I u~ i ..u..1, \c'c' .~, ~ 1 ~ 

~ I cl.l.j J l!..1 ~ e:-' ~ J."La.:; ~ ~ ~ 1 e:- ,.,., 
JWI V-~I r,L-JI)..Ii.J1 ';4J6 .. li clJ.LJ, ~ J."La.:; ~I 

Ca.:,1 ~ ~j u l, c..;. u IS ~ 51!. ~ ~I ~ ~j l.jl <..S.LJI Jl. 

4 .:",. .,,1 ~I 4"J,,: ~ u I ~I ~ cl.l.LJ, ~ u tS 4.Jl!..1 ~ 1665 

~ .L, ~I 6 .,,\.tj ~I.h-" 'il ~ lA.o.. ~ 'i16 .,,\.t) ~ u~ 
4-i ~I 4....-.DJ1 ~I 4....-.DJ1 ~ ~ ~ 'il 6 .J\.t) ~ ~ 'il 
cI '"1.11, i....-::, ~ 4':. " ..II ~ 'il cll:; ~ j!.. ~I, j!...J1 

r' I • ~ I ,) I ..ai.J I u I ~ l1.i 'I~ I 4..-,) 1 J l. J W 1 ~ l.j \,; 

/ uLS' ·I,p.-I ~ ~t 4.Jl!..1 ~ ~ ~) l.jl ~.LJI ~ 4.....: 1670 

y, c.:;,. u tS ;.~ ~ ~I ~I 4.J ~ r ~I ~ 4tyl..)l, c.::",. 
~ ;...:...J.j ~ i." ~ J." t....t J l. J l. e:U r.j \,; J l. J l. r::O"" 
J"'~~, ,-:,W~ ~IU~ ~ ~V- ~I 
• ~ e:lJ U~ ~ ~ ~ ..u..1, J5,-;.ill J l. J l. e:U 

u II ": I ":" ~I J."t....t. ~I U~ 1!lJ.LJ, .J~T~ J."t....t 1675 

A '"1.11, liJl ~I U~,~, ~I ~I ~ U~ clJ.LJ, 

~, [j 1 ~,) I,~" UJ 1 UJ I ~".,.J 1 ~ <U~>, 0ttr' 
~,~U~ ~ ~I ~ 1.;..0'; C'i, ~4~ .. ,Cl. 

;W L." G.J 1 v:;.-" ~ 1 <, '-'..ll ~ l.) ~ t U~, ~ 4..a..u I 
~I ~I 4 .... 1": ~ ~ 1 r ~I ~ ,-:,)D l.jl jA, Uil-"-',)I,4..-,)I, 1680 

1662 (540) : ~:~ in cod. 

(541): ~: t.-oo..ll in cod. 

1666 (542) : ~ (posterius): u-ll in cod. 

1669 (543) : Pro ,Yb 1.1" codicis ,Yb1Ji,.; scripsi. 

1671 (544) : WI : I.S"'I in cod. 

1672 (545) : 
, (prius) : in cod. e:--", r::-r 

1677 (546) : u~ addidi. 

1679 (547): , I...\J I ~l. deest in cod. 
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cl-J.;, ..Iwtj I';' I, u,r-,~, C L. ~ iiJ I u""".J I, ~, C L., 
I .. w 

u".......:;, d...a..u I, c L., c..4.J I UJ I i.-.J' ~ ~, tw,rJ' tw.r ~ 
1';'1 ~I, u"..,....,.J',~, uliJi ...,J..o ;.r~, 4......), cl.ili, WI 
4.J l.ili, c..4.J I UJ I .... ~ I .J ~ T 6..-J;. J ~ I .J...uJ I ,-:-,';' 

I 

~'~';.r ~ clJ.;, ..I:!j l.jl, u,r-, cL. ~ c..4.JI ;'r, 1685 
w ~ -;, ~ .. , u b! L., liJl U~, 4..a.....:, c..4.J I c l.ili, UJ I liJI ~ 

w ." 

U,:.J!, c...., c L. ~, c..4.J I .....J...b t1r~, u".......:;, 
u I .J...I..-..IJI l.Jb, ,l; .J,;I v..iJ' J:,,.,..:J I ~ (),t .J.&. l; ~, .Jii 

l;.J~ ul.ilJ1 

I .;, I ~ I U~ L.:.r' ,:s:. (),t~ T VII .J.&. ~ u I ..Iwt;' ~ 1690 

~ I ;.r V-~ ..bol, Js' C,.ai.;, W,;" (),t .J.&. J ,l;.,,~ .. tw.r .... ~ 
.J L-. T ~ ~ 1 1, r- ~ I ~,J..-J I (),t.J...uJ I ..bol W, 

vv JL. JL. ~I/ ;,rJI ;.r u~ J.> r ..bo', ~L. ;,rJ1 ~I J>).;, 
~ ~I, r..:.r J.JL..:: L,..:s:. r- ~, ~I JL. JL. uW ..bo', 1695 

U- ~ ! ... 1' r,J..-J I .)1 .li.J' ~, c.:.r J.J L..:: ~ I I.::. ~ 
~ , 

.... ~ <JL.) JWl V- 4.l ~ r l;.:1 ~ 1';'1 v..iJ1 JL. JWI 

'." 6... u' Yb, ;.r .... ~ 414.l\:..1 ~ .... ~ 1';'1, ~ 
~I ..k.., ~I ~ u.... ~ ~I;' .J~j ~ ufo~.r .JI ~I CJ! 

r d-! ~ 1 V- l.lII.; l..a;.; uJ' ~ 1 ~ ..,..a..o ~, ~ .k..." 'i I ;, .J~..i 1700 

cl.J..iJ, [4......), i.a.-:, ~;,~« J G.; T Ub l;)"';' JU I .J'.&. 'i' r.,Yb, 

.~ Yb ,l;.J ~ v..iJ1 JL. JWI V-~I r".t.-J',;I..Ii..J1 U~ 
.., ~ .., -- e" 

4.::..- V" I· ~ J.J L-..t ~ I I';' l,; J L. J L. V" ,a ~ r 4.::..- V" 

1681 (548) : u,~, . « • U""""',; I, : v-~, . . « • IJ"'-"-')' in cod. 

1682 (549) : U"-';;' v-"-' in cod. 

1686 (550) : WI: -.....II in cod. 

1695 (551): ~:t- in cod. 

1697 (552): Deficiens JI. addidi. 

1701 (553) : Valores quaesitorum numerorum, quamvis expecten-

tur, interpolatos esse videntur. 

1702 (554): Verha .l;,)~ ..,..i.ll quoque interpo1ata esse censeo. 

1703 (555): ~I: ~I in cod. 
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~I u~' r.:r! u..a; ~I ~ J>;';, JL. JL. vo j.~ ~ 
J L.. J L. vo ~ 4~ ... vo Fa ~ J.J~ ~ ~ u ..i t,; ~ ~ 1705 

..a.1,JI • ~I r..it,; ..tso.1, ~ J.J~ • ~ v-! u..a; u~ clJ.l.I, 
4...i.., ~.,J I ~.r, .J L.. T 4..a....J I ~.,J I u~ 1.!lJ.l.I, ~..tso. I J.J L...t 
~I~u~'~ ~ .. ~; ~I ~u~' r~l~ 
,j,.r-- ~I,j ~;:. l..il~, (~I, ~I ~I u~ r~l, 

Ill' w w ,,< ' 
t"'.r '""- ~ t"'.,J I t"'.r vo ~ ..bo I, VJ ~,~ 1710 

l...;.J,j l..i I ~.,J I ~.r u~ c,;s:.., L.:.r ~ .J ~ ~ u 1..I:!,r :
l..il(,) W .J ~ ~ ~ I ~I ~ L,,;.. ~I.!.I ~ 

... -- ..., ~ I*, 

.J ~ L I '""- . .i... ~ I ~ i.e> l.i.. - . 1 'J I.!. I 4.i.. l.;..,ai.; t"'.r ~ ~.. . '",-- y-
~1J1,;.J, ~ 6..a;WI JI.!. ~I, ~ 6 ~ljJI JI.!. ':ll ~, 

..1>1, ~ ~ ~~, i ~I, ~ u~ ~I,' ~~ vo 1715 

, A ""':.r' J L. / J I". I 4..a....J 1 ;.,J I uw ~ L. ~ vo ~.,J I J1;';, 
~W'~, JL. ~ ~.r-- 4~ 1f' u..it,; JL. ~ ~.r-- 4~ ... 
~W~ ~I JL.~~r-4~ .. , ~ J.Jw ~~ 
u~ ~ I u t,; ;.r ~ ~ ~.r JS, L.:.r J .JtAl ~ ~ 
~ (,S.l.I1 ~.,J 1 ~ ~ 1 ~.a vo ..tso.1, Js" ~ c..:.,. 1720 

4 ._p.." r ~l.r-- 4: '" u.--iJ1 ..tso.1 uW ~I, JL. ~ ~ 
~.r ~ ~l, J5, '~I CJ· ~I r ~I ~.~ '" ;p--':ll, '~I 
~ L.:.r u~ ";'t,; ~~ JI.!.I ~ ~ .Jlj.t ~ .J ~ J5, 
~ ..bo1,J1·~' (..it,; ~I L..:.,.. u~ ';t,; .....u JI.!.' .,,:1": '""-
~l~ ~; ~, ~'vo, .JL..T4..a...) ~,.r--'; ,.11 ~ 1725 

~l ~I U~ .JL..TiA...J 1 ~I ~ U~ f ..bo', ~:~, 
U~ r..l>l ~ L JWI, ~L. ;.,JI ~ ~; G''S, vi-w, 
t.:t,; ~~, iA...J I, W I ~ I U~, ~, ~ I ~.,J I ~ 
A..! '- ~, liJ, ~.J I,~, ~ Il.iJl U~ :. t,; ;"J I ;.r 
~I, ~, ~L. U~";'t,; ~I ~ CI, ~, 4~ ." 1730 

~ .J I.!. 1 ~ ..I:!,j '..i'~, ~), iA...J I, c L., ijJ, ui. 'Y, 
U,......-;.., 6.........::, '-'.J I c WJ!, ~, iiJ, ~ ~ I ~.,J I W 

1706 (556): Pro I~I, L- codicis ~I, ~ scripsi. 

1712 (557): ,omissum restitui. 

1732 (558): WI: ~I in cod. 
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W III' W '-.1 
4..:0-, ~ l. ~, UJ I ~ tv" J-lb, u,........:;, ~ u b.! l., wI 

w w , 

u.......J I b.! l. 4.M d-t ~.,.J I ~". v-o 4J 1:..1 ~": ~ I":' I, u~, 

~l. ~ ~ ~ J-lb, 0,......",1, ;""""'..,1, ~l., G.JI u;E.-, u ~I, 1735 

r~l~ ~I, 

u I .J ...uJ I~, l.i..b,;.;J 1.5.:u I ..b,r:J I ~ ~ .J.,¥. l;~, ...w .. . 
l; .J ~ u 1.illl 

Y '\ I ,j I ~, ~ 0~ Ca:,.,..j (:s. / Vt .J.,¥. ~ u I ~.,..; ~ 
;..,..-J I ;". ~ l...J:t..:.. ~ I, ~ I.;.J~ w,;.. U'l! .J.Jt. ..; .l.o..,r' 1740 

;". .J.Jt. 4.M ~ I 
.J L-T d...-> ~ 1 1,,r. J-! I v:--,J..-.!' Vt.J...uJ I ~ 1 ~ 

(..u-.I, ~ ::, ~I tiD ..j.P \.;.;...0, l. ~ U'l!.J.Jt. ~ u I ~.,..;, 
d').:., ~I, ~ ~ ~ ~ 0~' (..1.>1, II as ~I u~ 
G- ;.,.JI ;"., Jl. JI,..I ;""""'.,11 ;.,.JI u~ ~l. ;.,.JI tiD 1745 

,r. ~I, Jl. ~ ~,r. ~ U~ 1!lJ.:u, Jl. ~ ~ r 
,-:,W'~, Jl. ~ ~ ~ 4~ .~, G..:". J.Jl..:; ~ ~ ~ 

., , .. 'k /F"" r ; II u li ~". ~ ~ ~". ,y, " ....... "./ J.Jl..:; ,-:,W' ,-:,W' 
J l. ~ ~ J-lb 1.5.:u I e:=.,.J 1 ~ ~ ..u-.I, J5 ~ e:=". 
r ~I ,r.;,~ . ., ~ ~.,r. ~I, r .,b-I ,r. ;,~ ... U~ cl.I,j ~ I":,,., 1750 

;, .,;" ~ .J I~ e:=". JS' ~ ;". ~ ..I.> I, J5 • ~ I 6...-:;., 

~) ~,r. ~I ~I ~ ~j 1":'1, L..:". u~';'li ~ Jt:..1 

.... t...T 4..a...,.J1 ~I ~ 4~ JI e:-U J-lb ~I,JI· ~I U.jt; L...:". 0 t5' 

~~ ;""""'.,11, WI ~I, ~ 6...a....J1 ~'U~ cl.I.:u, 

l..a ~ 5b..,r. ~I ~ ~j 1":'1 e:=.,.J1 l..a ;". u l ~u., 1755 

t+""-' WI U,..-.JI,,~, ~I ~l.." ~I ~I 4 ... 1,,: J-lb 1.5..i.J1 ~I I _ 

~, 4..a..u I, ~ I ~ l., '-'.II UJ I ;""""'.,1 I ~ U,,r., 4.::. A, ~ l. 
.ii, u,......v', 4.: ;.":" U tali ~ ~ J-lb" .Jt... T 4..a...,v'" ~ l.:...b" IiJ I 

1734 (559) : I:.! I.. : ... 1.. in cod. 

1739 (560) : ~:.......sS in cod. 

1743 (561) : J>}:J bis in cod. 

1748 (562): Omissum verbum restitui. 

17 55 (563) : ~ :~I in cod. 

1758 (564) : u,......,,)I,~, : u,,;-&', ....... ), ( cf. lin. 1754) in cod. 
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~I ~ Jl!..1 ~ ~ ~j l,jl,,;1 4. .';;-.. II4..I!.-JI ~ ~ 
c.:;,. ~ l.a.t 1 1760 

A.. ,l.;..,..r" l':'I~I~/u~~' ~ ~"".¥. ~ u l ~~ J 
~ ~;.,.J 1 ~ u-- l..A:.. ~ I, J' l:..ai;, w,;. ~ "" ~ ..j 

... 
e.-". 

tl..D u--~ I J-.;, i.A...", I, ~ u 1o,,;,J 1 u I "" ...uJ 1 ~ 
~I,~~~~, r~I,W~lu~ ~I,'''''':- 1765 

~.r, J l. J I.".. 1 i.a-:; ;.,.J I u~ J 1."..1 6.ili tl..D U-- ;.,.J 1 J-.;, 
~ U"",:, ~ I, U~ clJ.iI, J l. ~ ~ ~, i..bo I, ~.,.J 1 

'-:-' L.S i.A...) ~I, L.:". J • .Jl." ~ ~ '-:-' L.S ~ ~ I J l. ~ 
~.r-ll ~ ~ ~I, J'~, c..::". ~I J ""L..:; ~ ~ 
'~I ~ ~I U~, ~I, U~ ..bo l, Jl.~ ~ J-!b tJ.il1 1770 

r .... V-- ~I J "",-,,:: '~I i.A...",1 ~I U,....:, ..bol" L.:". J "",-,,:: 
~ ~ l,jl t.S.il1 ~.r J5 V- uO,~1 -"..ti.J 1 ~, 
~ '" l!..1 i.A...", I ;.,.J I u-- 41 ~ l,j I, ;". ~ ;.,.J I u-- '" l!..1 

) I ..L.i.J I clJ,j~, r ~ ..Ii t.S.iI 1 ,.-;J 1 ~ clJ':' ~, ~". 
J l!..1 ~ ~ ~ l,j I ~:.Jot .•• !..JI, ~ I"J 1 u \,; ~ t \....w I ~ 1775 ... ... , 
u'~'~,Yb, t"". ~~,4::- ~I ~ tL..:;l~ 
~,~I ~I ~ tL..:;I ~ Jl!..1 i.A...",1 ~ ~ l,jl, 
tL..:;1 ~ J-!b ~I.,JI' ~I U,j\,; U".....,), 6..a......:: J-!b';'" ~ 

.. < .. T ' , .• ... II eJ..o L:..o;i L:~, "" t.... ~ J-!b, 0~ .. :. .. ~.JI, ~ I.,J 1 ~ 

~ L:..o;i ~~, ~ ~I, 4!1. ~ ~I U~ r ~I, G..t...:. 1780 

~ I, 4! l. ~..,J I tl..D U~ ui-, i.A...) J W I, J 1,..1 4.!,1": ~ I 
;"., u::-, i.A...", I, 4! l. 0 w, tlJ I ~, 4~ ... r;:.,.J I U~, ~, 

" 1 ~ 1 ~,~, ~ 1 / ~ I 4! l..!J.:, '-'.1 1 '-'.1 I ~ 1 U~ ;.,.J I 
t.:1, ~,4~ ,f' 4!1. e.-), WI ~, i.A...",I, 4!1. ~, '-'.11 

1 767 ( 5 6 5) : r...l> I" : ...I> I" inc 0 d . 

1 76 8 (5 6 6) : ~) ~ I" : ........ .J ~ I" inc 0 d . 

1775 (567): ~; .. : .. J1,,: u".....JI" in cod. 

1780 (568): Pro 1...1>1" scripsit 1ibrarius fa1so I..uJJ. 

1781-1782 (569): ~,,~IJ : uY--'J ul...IJ in cod. 

1784 (570): ~J:"""""-" in cod. 
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('-'.11) .;.!l., '-'.11 '-'.11 ~, 6..a.u1, cl. u~':t; ~I ~ 1785 

4Jl!.1 ~ ~ 1";1 y., 0t!r'~" cl. t+""-' lLJl r~' 
t"'.J I, '-'.1 1 '-'.1 1 r~' '-'.1 1 '-'.1 1 c l. t-u 1 A.:..o ~ ;,rJ I ~",. u--
4!1.e:-u1, liJl u'r W..b ;",. y.J cl. t-u l, WI u~" ~I cl. 

~ I c l. "'" l..! ~ ~,rJ I ~",..:.;.o.J l!.1 6..a.u I ~ I"; I, u":"'!, 

~.J IJ c l. V->-' lLJ I u":"'!J GJ"j '-'.1 t '-'.1 I uJrJ u W tJ UJ I 1790 

u~ u WI, 4!~, G.J I uJr' ~ W..b ~ y.J u,.:...!, 

~I Ct klb, lJ:,,r:.-s..l.l1 ..1,rJ1 ~0t!.J~ l.;~,..Iii 
4........1 I, ~ l. "'" l..!, W 1 0~J ,,~ .. ; ;,rJ I C I, ~ W IJ c l. ~ 

~ 0 I 1.;..J.) 1 l. clJ..;, ui-, 

0t! ..J ~ J:.. l. 0..:: :'$:. ~, l. 0.-: L,!, u~ 0t! ..J ~ ~ u I~.".: ;; 1795 

~,;.. 

'-' : : s. ~ uOJ).JI ..J..uJ1 Jl!.1 4......) u~ u t ~, 
0t!..J..uJ1 ~ J'J).JI ..J..uJ1 ~ ~ ~;: ~ 0t!..J..uJt 

u t5 0t!..J..uJ1 ~ J',.;.JI ..J..uJ1 Jl!.1 4":1" ~ ~ l..il L.Jr. 

" I • ..J J>,).J I ..J..uJ I (l..) GJ": J ~;:, l..i I, ~",. r--iJ I 1800 

~'C,..J I j! L-J I .:.;.0 • .a, c.:",. 0 t5 0t! ..J ..uJ I 

..J ~ I, r..,b.1 0t!~ 0t! ..J ..uJ I ~ ub,).J I .J..uJ I ~ 
,. w ~ 

u I ~.".:, ~.J I, ()i:-l., ~ I Utt ..J ..uJ I ~ ~ (uOJ.;.J y 
, , W r--

~l., ~I l.,:.'\.~, ..,b.I0t!r Lo.-:L,!," u~ 0t!..J.Jr. ~ 
l.......A ~I 0W ~ 0t!..J..uJ1 J..,ola:: ~ r..,b.1 ~,)I, 1805 

AT ..,b.1, Js' u--/ J-.:" • ..r-~ ..J~T ~~ .r"-~I, G.: .~, ..J~T ~~ 
.:.;.0 ~.r ~ u-- (;s. J-.:, 0 I 1.;..J.) I WS ~J 4.:s:. l..A..;... 

..,b.1, Js ~ ~t 0 1 (I,.. 'JI~? ~)tiJ ~~,.. 
~.rP .:.;.0 ~ l. Jt:..1 ,,",I" ~I ~'0c'I-; .. .j1 ~,.JI u--

1785 (571): ~,: I,J,...L, in cod. 

(572): A 1ibrario verbum '-'.II omissum (vide enim termina-

tionem praecedentis verbi) restitui. 

1786 (573): ~,: 1,Jl..., in cod. 

1803 (574): uP,,;.J1 addidi. 

1804 (575): Vcr: v-'~ in cod. 

1806 (576): G"...:.,:..,..., in cod. 
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La....J I V- C$.r ~ l. uW ~ -~ I e,.oJ I ~ t-...:.. ..bol, Js' e:".. 1810 

u \.S u Ii UitH;.;. .11 ~,.OJ I ~ V- ~ 1£l1 ~ 1.>Jb' t I,..' 
~,~ ~I ~ ~t ~Ii .,...11 V- ~o:-; .• l..A..bo1 uls.,.oJ1 

~I ~ ~ ~I ~I e;:".. '-:"rl' V- ~ l. J\:..I G1! yl 

. - l. J\:..I G1! ~ ~I Co.; II ~ t-...:.. :0 I~ «I;.", ~I u--~ , ,,- " c;r-. I.T"*'" .-

~'.>Jb ~ l. uW ~~I u-JI ~ ~~I u-J°I <t:~ '-:"rl' 1815 

.;.;!lSJ I ~1.)l.D ~.iI, u-a-il-;i.....11 ~,.JI UoM J,.aill V- .;.;!lSJI 

~I .>Jb, d."...:...JI ~ V-~ l. y& .~, .Jt...T ~~ ~ V-

;;."...:...J' '-:"rl' V- ~ l. J\!..I 4!..I", ~ y&, • ~I ~ V-" 

'-:" rl' V- ~ I ~ l. J \:..1 G1!, ~ l. U~ .>Jb, • ~ I t:",. ~ 
V- ~ lSJ I ~ I r.:, Ii • ~ 4! l.!.1! .>Jb, d."...:...J I ~ ~ • ~ I 1820 

4 1, ~l. u,ili, • ~ 4!l.!.1!, ..bol,~, ..t.1 ~I y& • ~, ~~ 
"L- ~I ~ • ~ ~ .Jt...T~~ ~ V- .;.;!lSJl ~I uli 

~;:; .11 '-:"rl' V-~ l. J\:..I 40:10:1, ~I ~ ~.ill ~."...:...JI ~ 
V--~ l. ~I ~l. u,ili ~.:" Jl. Yb ~.ill • ~I t:".. ~ 
u--~ l. J\:..I Gjo: ~I" ..t.1, ~ Yb ~.ill • ~I ~ 1825 

l:" • S,J I u':' Ii • ~ 4! l.!l: ~.:" ~~ I e;:",. ~ • ~ I '-:" rl' 
4!l.!.1!, W ~I ~l. U~, ~1.>Jb· ~ ~ .Jt...T~~ V- ~lSJl 

~ Y' '.04· 5.J1 / u I ~.:" ~l. u;E.-, u liJ' ~I Utt.a~, • ~ 
d; l.!.J:.J I, ~ I ~.l: l..A..bo1 ~ iM WI· ~ I 4! l.!.J:.J I, 

J.JL..:: ~l. u~l, UliJ ~I U':'1i .,...-~I ~I ~ ~ ..a! I) I • ~I 1830 

~ W I ~..bol ~ ..,;J I ~ ~ I ~" r..bol u.t--.J I, u.:;t" ~, . -. 
~l. J.JL..:: ~l. u':-~ ~~ ~I ~WI J ~.ill .J..uJ1 V-

.... 1, Js', .Jt...T4.A.....J1 ..bo1,JI JWI U~ ~.iI" i..t.1 Ur"-')' 

1810 (577) : Post ~ I.. praebet codex ..... ;oaJ' V". 

1811 (578) : V-: ~ in cod. 

1812 (579) : -s;. .A. 
~ : L.......- in cod. 

1815 (580): ~ addidi. 

1827 (581): 4-S': --...s in cod. 

1829 (582): lA..,A~ conjeci pro u.....- codicis. 

1831 (583) : Ji.lo.Ij: ~j in cod. 

1832 (584): Post ~ perverse addi ta sunt verba loS ..... ' u' 'JI.. 
~W, in cod. 
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..l> I, • ~ ~ J W I ~ uSJ 0 l.t, L...:o.. ~ I k. w..a; ~ l...A;. 

t:~, 0 1..a.1 ~ ..a.1,J1· ~I i:J,j\i 01..a.1 ""I...Ti...u ~I ~, 1835 

r ~ or .~, ""I... T;,~ ~ b.J I Utt ""..l..IJ1 V" ~ ~I ""..l..IJ1 l.i...D j 

;,~ ~ ~I ""..l..IJ1 l.i...Dj t:~, r..a.1 ~ ~I ""..l..IJ1 l.a 0~ 
~ ~I~~I ""..l..IJI~, ""I...T~0~·~~ ""I...T 

r ..a. I ~ t..:1, ~ l. ~ ~ ~ I ""..l..IJ1 ~, 0'~'~' ~ l. 
r..t...1 0,........,1, 0b!1., 0li1i LIII·;!.'!", 1840 

o Li..Ji L lilt! I :i. ~, r..a.1 0'~ l. III; L,!" Utt ""..¥. l;~, ..aU 

l; "") l. clJ,j, ""I...T~, ~ t..:1 k., r..t...1 0,......,;1" 0 b!l., 

~·I . u 

w,;. 1845 

V it! :S. II J.,D tA:;J J!',).J I ""..l..IJ1 J \:..1 i.......,1 0fo 0 I ~, 
~ l,j Ii"" ..¥. Utt ""..l..IJ1 J.,D tA:;J ~,j..J I ""..l..IJ1 ~ ~ ~:;. 

1 ,j I, t.:;". 0 15 < Utt ""..l..IJ1 J.,D ~ ~,j..J I ""..l..IJ1 J \:..1 ~ ~ 
L..:,r 0 15 Utt ""..l..IJ1 J.,D tA:;J ~.:aJ I ""..l..IJ1 t l....,1 4:.,1" ti ":' P 

"" .J __ H, ",,~T;~ Utt ""..l..IJ1 j.DtA:;J J>,).JI ""..l..IJi ~ 1850 

A t ~ 0 1/ ~,.,.., r..t...1 ~ c l., u.:-iJi ~ 1 J.,D tA:;J ~,).J I 
J W T 

0' ~., ~l., 0 liIl '-"of .'\. J.,Dli.::, ""I... ;,~ ~li.:: Utt ""..¥. 

;" ·11. ;,., il.t .~ k...a. 1 0~ ~ Utt "" ..l..IJ 1 ~ J>;:; r..a. 1 
""I...T;~ ~li.:: 0~ ~,j, ""I...T4..-..;,. '91 r;'4 t ~-~I, ""I...T 

• ~ .....J...D ~.:aJ1 ~I 0~ c.:s:. l..A..;.. ..t...I, J5' V" J.-.;, 1855 

I.~: $'. I, ~~,' ~I ~ C,L- ~, l.5 ""I...T4..-..;,., 

~ ":'.rP V" ~ l. J \:.. 1 CJ.!.I, 0'r, 4..-..;,., c l. ~, 4..-..;J I 

1840 (585): , ante ul::!l. bis in codice, primum in fine lineae, 

iterum in initio lineae sequentis. 

1842 (586): l...lb,:,.,., in cod. 

1844 (587): Pro ~~ praebet codex, ut videtur, ~~. Vi

de etiam adn. 630. 

1848 (588): Uncis inc1usa verba addidi. 

1854 (589): Verba .J~T;,.,...:.r. ~~ u~ clj.,j, forsan a 1ectore 

quodam addita. 
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~.rb u--~ l.. J l!..1 4.:.l!.I, ~ l.. ~ ~ ,.., 4...-8.J I "j • ~ I 
t .... : S • " u oJ\; ~1Jt !. u~ ~,.., • ~I J ~I e.:"," 
u,~, ~,4!1.., ~,.. "'t...T~,· ~ e:J..D u-- u!tiJl 1860 

•• ! .;. 1oS..iJ1 ~I U~, l-1Jt .~. u~~, ~l.. ~~, 
Jl!..l 4.:.l!.I, ~,..,' ~I ~ C,L- ",L-T~ ~l II ~ 

II ~ I "j II ~ I u-- i.A; I.; ~ J'-ll 4...-8.J I ~ ~.rb u--~ l.. 
4 • ;.., 4!1..,.. J..iJ1 4...-8.J1 ~ ~I ie",.. " u~ ~~, 

;, .« ri....JI J II ~I ~"'" ~.rb u--~ l.. Jl!..1 Gl! ~"u,~, 1865 

~I II ~ e:J..D u-- u!tiJl ~I u oJ\; ~l.. ~ ~,.., ",t... -~I 
4!1.. ~I, ~l..~ 4....-;.. ~I &1Jt! u~~' ~,.. ",L..T~ 

u,!.,; J;~I ~I u-- ~I IoU J,W, r ~I Utt~'~' 
"'" ~ 

JWI ,.,...:...JI ~I U l clIoJ, ~l..~,~, ~l.. ~WI 
ul.ai.;J1 ~ ~I IoU J i.A;WI Utt,.,...:...JI, 4..-.DJ1, 4!WI, 1870 

Utt~ I, 4..-DJ I, 4.5 W I, J W 1 ,.,...:...J 1 4--..J 1 ~ '" I;:~ 4 ~ 1..1 

u, . !,.JI, 4..-.DJ 1, ~I ~..:c, ~-'~/I ~I "j <; ~')I 
.0 u>_!t.Jt, u,.-_··J1,/ ub.!WI u oJ\; ~ ~I, Js' u-- • ~I 

~I, ~IIWI ~ r ~I ~ 4!1.., ~i J ",t.-: JWI 

r ~I u,r-" 4!1.. ~, ~I ~ ~WI ~ u-- 45~1 1875 

~ ~I, Js', v::.-, 4......",1 JWI U~ clI..iJ, ~l.. ~ J ",t.-: 

4......", ~ 1 e:J..D, ~ I, • ~,.. J W I e:J..D, U~, L....:;.. ~ w..a; ~"'" 

1861 (590): ~I: ~I in cod. 

1864 (591): ~:....-....s in cod. 

1866 (592): u.ili: I,) ",I in cod. 

(593): Post ~I addit codex ,. 

1868 (594): ~,:~, in cod • 
• 

1869 (595): ~,~, u..::1.. : I,)"...t., u~' 1,)l-1.. in cod. 

1871-1872 (596): Pro ..... 1; codicis '~'.i scripsi et uncis inc1u-

sis verbis temptavi, ut locum sanarem. 

1872 (597): ~1:.........s..JI in cod. 

1874 (598): ~ : ~ in cod. 

1875 (599): ~ut ~ in codice scriptum (vide adn. 329). 

1876 (600): ~: I,)~' in cod. 

1877 (601): ~WN: \.....Ib~, in cod. 
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Wj G~, ..JL..T~,... ..a.1,JI· ~I i,jli ..JL..T~ u~-Il, 
l..;..D"'; Gs", r..a.I~CJ!u~ ..JL..T~, ~.~,~~I ..J..uJI 

..JL..Tc..I":~~1 u~ clJ..ili ..JL..T~ ~I t!J A ~~I ..J..uJI 1880 
w ., ...,., .., 

~ l.l, U""""":,, ~, 4! l., u liIli ~ ~ I ~ l.l l.A~, , 
U~ 4!l., Ulill ~li::, U,~, ~ ~~I 

u liIi> l. PI.,: ,:s:. j..b li::, ..J t... T CI ~ l..A.J..e, li:: Uwt..J ~ l; ~, ..aU 

~ u I l;..J,) I l. clJ,j, ..J L.. T ;'~I":, r G)": l.A, u~ 4! ~ 

~l!..1 l.1II.,t::S:. ~ u~ ~ to,;.. i..J~ ~ u l V .1 1885 

l..A.J..e, li:: ~ L,;.. 
J',;..JI ..J..uJI tL.,)1 ;'''J'': v-,;SI ~,;..JI Jl!.. 'jl u~ u l ~, 

~.r ..J...I..II..t J',;..JI .,)..uJI ~ e:-~ ..J...I..II..t 

u 1 V, 5b..~,) I, 4! l. J l!.. ~ I, Uwt~ J',;..J 1 ..J..uJ 1 ~ 
~ 5b..~,) I, 4! l. l. lilt t :s:. ~ u~ ~ Uwt.,..:-J 1 ~ 1890 

~I u~ ~ ~ ~, J,.oli:: ~I J'~, ~ j.a;JI 

~ u~, j.'r!'~' ~I ..Jt...T6~.,..~I, ~.~, ..JL..T6r ~I 
.<1 -- till • .., w 
~, ~l. ~ ..a. 1 JJI r..li; ~ ~, l.,-; ~ l."'.,::.;s:,. 

A , ~ l. u~ ..a. 1 WI / u ,j li J 1,.1 i.a..) ,.". Uwt ..J .J.A.l I j..b li:: ~.r 
~'-~ 4!l. ~ ~I JI,.I i.a.o 'j 5b.. ~I, 4!l. J..Jt....:: 1895 

~I WI ~ ~WI ~ V- 4S'r-:-J' JWI ~I ..jJ:., 
L.....ul J..J~ ..a.1,JI JWI uli clJ.ll, Jl. 4!l. ~ J..Jt....:: 

u ,j li u'..a. I ..J L.. -'j 1 i.a..,) 'j 1 ~, ..a.1, • ~ J W 1 ~, ..J t... T 

..Jt...TCI~ ~I ..a. 1 Wj G~, Uwt..u.I J.,)~ ..a.1,JI· ~I 

1880 (602): Post u~ dJ.w praebet codex verba 1.a.1~~~~1 

j quae delevi, quoniam notam rem inuti1iter repetunt. 

1881 (603): l..A~j: La. .s:., in cod. 

(604): u"......:;j···· ulall# : u---j .... 'v-aJ" in cod. 

1882 (605): Uj~: V"~j in cod . 
• 1883-1884 (606): j uW1 addidi. 

1888 (607): ~~ (prius): ~~ in cod ice (sequitur enim ver-

bum •• hj.JI). 

1891 (608): .a. I : 1.a.1 in cod. 

1892 (609): Pro ~ (in utroque loco) praebet codex <J"" • 

1895 (610): ~ : ~ in cod. 
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~I ",,~T ;,~.,.. -'JI ,..-iJ1 \.;..o} 13 'J" f..1>1 ~ ~I u~ ~ ,~, 1900 

. " : <. ~ ~j I jl ~ ~ 'JI~" ""t.. T ~ u~ ~ ,~, 
L..-"I ~I J..-:tti:;" r..1>1 ~v'" ~t" ~i UI5' ~I 

f'..1>1 U-'"'<J 'J I" U b!WI" u W 'JI" r..1>1 ~ 4; ... ~" ",,~T 
~ j.aiJ1 W ~ J'.11 '..1>1 ~ ~ ~ U,......v'" cl. ~ 

~l;~" ~.ilJ1 ~I 1905 

~ l;.!1 ~ 'JI ,..-iJ1" l; "") l. ~ ~ ~."...wl ~ ..w 
~ u I l; "") l. dJ J" "" t.. T ~ ~ 'J I" i..1> I 

j......:, ti:; U~" Co,,;.. r "" ~ l..A1..o ti:; .;,;~ u.t "" ~ ~ .;,; I~,.,.. ~ 
.. -<"' 

~,,;.. ~ ,j L 'b; I.,!" e:-.r ~ L p..:! al.-e 

tLv' "A .. I": 0'"?' 4..D,,).J1 ~ I.J..LII ""..u.lI.;,;~.;,;1 ~" 
"".J..A.II ~ e:-~ ""..t..a...> ~ ""..u.ll J,.o Ia:..I ..,j,,).J' ""...UJ I 

<~.r "" "'---t ~ ""..u.ll J,.o Ia:..I ..,j,,).J 1 

"" ~ T ;,~ ~ b.. II ~ ""..u.ll J..-:t Ia:..I ..,j,,).J 1 "".J..A.II ~ 
..a.-.; , 1 ,~, . lA, 1. Jl!.1 ;L:_": ~, ;.." 4..........JJ I.J..LII ""..uJI , u ,~" V-V-" ,-- ,;-w . , 

W ~ T ~ e:-.,... ~ 1 L p...: ! aj.e J,.o li.::~" "" t.. 6 ~ l..A1..o ti:; .;,;~ u.t "" .,¥. 

~ Lp.;L,!" ~~" ~',.H ~\ v .• ~.H" ~I ~ Lp.;l.,!" 

I ~ ~I \r;-, t· .r"-~IJ ""t..T~J i-o,t A ~ oJ..uJ1 ..bol ~J 
AY y.J 1.p...: .. :S. ~ j.a;.JI ..:u..t" ""t..T6r l..A1..oli.::.;,;~ ""t..T 

.;,; J li J 1".1 i.,.,.." 1 ~ "" .J..A.II ~ w" ~ l. U~" .;,;~, u b! l. , 
i.,.,...;'J 1 j!.~" J t:.,.1 ~ J "" lA; J W 1 U,:J!.J I" .;,;"....uJ I" .;,; b! W 1 

J L-JI ~ 1 dlill J l. ~" ~ l. U~J .;,; l;.! 1 dJ JJ J 1".1 

u.rJ1. J ""w r ~I U~, .;,;b!l. ~ ~WI ~ 0'" ~r.:.J1 
• ~I 1!lJ.l.I, cl. J ""t..... ~1,Jl JWI u~ clJ.lJ" Jl. ~" 
",,~T~, fiW " ~"".J..A.II ~I \.;..o} 13'J, ""t..T6~ u,s, 

1906 (611): v.t~I: u.Jl .",.-..JI in cod. 

1911-1912 (612): A librario ornissarn, ut opinor, linearn resti

tui. 

1914 (613) : ~ per dittographiarn bis in cod, 

1920 (614): Pro ...... J'iI codicis 4.......u'it scripsi. 

1921 (615) : ~ ~.in cod. 

1923 (616) : Jl.~, : t...-, in cod. 

1910 

1915 

1920 
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."L..T~ ~I ~'~.I""--~I ."..uJI W} t:~, (~I~~..;;~ 1925 
I • 

;" . • , 4!l.ili, ~I4:J":~~I ~, "'L..T~..;;~ 
I w 

'-'.I I 4": I": ~li.:;, ..;;,~,~, 4! I.. ~I ~, ..;;~ 
I w 

'-'.I I 4:J!J I 4-;, 4! l. t-'" I Vt .J ..uJ I ~ t-'.r' U,..-....,..;; l:;! 1.., 
, I 

J:.. ~l, Jl:..~l ~I ~ db 4!l.t-v~1 JI ~I, ~WI, 
~ L p>.:::~ j.,bli.:;, .JL..T 6r l...A..J..,oli.:; Vt.J,$ l;~,..w 1930 

... ) 

~I, ~ ~l ~l ~l l..A, LIb';L.~ t-'.r J:.. V-!, Jl:..l 

~ ..;; I l;.J,.,t l. clI.j, ." L..-~ I 

4 I. ~, Co,,;.. (.J..I'- l...A..J..,oli.:; U~ Vt .J..I'- ~ ..;; l~.r l.t 
A.b,,;.. ~ -i l.lbj L.~ .J4. l. Ib'l! : :S. 

~ ~ ~j.! A.b,}-Jl ~ loS.lJl ."..uJl..;;~..;;I~, 1935 

~ f.",$ Vt ." ..uJ 1 J.,.; \GJ ~,}-J 1 ."..UJ 1 ;.r t L..."t 
A.b,}-J I ~ loS .lJ I ."..UJ I, .J I.. T Lr..." I Vt ." ..uJ' j.,b li.:; ~ 

.,,~T~I l..A.J...Oli.:;..;;~ Vt"',$ ~..;;I """-"" ~ VtA ~ 
~p ~ Vt~I" ~l ~ ~ Llbjl.~ .J4. Llbvt::s.~, 

A A ~I ~ .1""-11, Vt ~i, f'c..: .~, l..A ~ I/..;;W ~ Vt ."..UJ I ~ 1940 

r~I,Jl,..I~ ..IL..T~,W~~I ~..;;W Vt~I 
~ ~I, Jl,..l ;,~, .. ~l (I~ ",~ ~l, W ~~l ~, ~~,~, 

Jl,.. ~14~ ,Jl..;;l clI.j, ~ ..;;,~, i.-"', u4-S' I..lbjL.~, ."I..T 
'~l \.Ib~ ~~l ."..uJI ~ ~ 6...taiL:Jl ..11..11 ~I, 
..;;.jL-; ~ ~l ."..uJ1 ~ ~ d ..cl)l Jl,.. '.ll 4~ ,.11, .,,~-'.ll 1945 

~ 3b.. ~~, ~ J ."lA; • ~ I u,~ I, Lr..." ~I, ..;; 4.s:J 1 

i.-" ~ I ~, (.~ A ..;;,..-...., '4":. , clI.j, u ~ db ~ I Vt",..uJ 1 

U~~0W ~ ~Wl ~0'";6r-Wl·~1 Vt~l, 

1927 (617): u~: ~ in cod. 

(618): u,~,: ~~, in cod. 

1930 (619): ~: 4...L in cod. 

1940 (620): 0t..l.J...A..l1: .J.J...A..l1 in cod. 

1944 (621): u';"':: conjeci pro ur- codicis (vide indicem 

verborum, sub haza). 

1946 (622): u4--iJ1: uL..aS:.Jl in cod. 

1947 (623): ~ ~l : ~ ...s..&.ll in codice. Vide etiam adn. 625. 
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o "it.. 0~ ..\>.1,' ~ u-k ~ ..a....1, Js' ~ ~ ,~,~, ~, 
JWI, r.J.D.I r- .;. ... J.J~ JWli r.J.D.I~, ~t 0 "i..u..t 1950 

o ..; L...; .J t. T 4.-,) I 4..A.1..D ;",.,r. 4~ .J I, .J.D.I,,· ~ ~ ;",. 

h.: ,t, ~ "it .J..uJt ~j ~ "i, .Jt...T4..-,)1 J.J~ ..a....1,J1·~' 
.J ..t...-..-l I ~ j ~ "i" .J t... T 4~ w ~ "il .J..uJ t 0~ ~ I" i ..a.... I" 

~ "i'~" Vt..a....1 ~ "il .J..uJ I 0~ Vt.J.D. 1 ~t i-'It ,~ ~ "it 
v--rt.LA~, .Jt.T~ ~ "it ~" r..a....t r 4; . ., 0 ~t.. 1955 

4..4.J Sb.. 0,r" ~ J-lb" r.J.D.' 0"r" 4..-,)1" 0~t.. ~I 
.Jt...T~ ~ J'-I' Vt.J..uJ1 

4 r! ; ." L 'bot ; :s.. ~, .J t... T 4..-) l..AJ..i, li:; Vt .J.,¥. l.; ~, ..Iii 

l.;.J} t.. clJ";, 0 1.J.D.i" .Jt...T4; ... ~" Lo.":L~1 3(:.. 0,,r-., 
.J..o,..; ,I 1960 , U 

~ ~ I La 'bot'i:s. ~ li:; U~ ~ Co,,;. r.J"¥' r-i.:. 0 I~...,; '-:'Itt 

/ l..tJ..D \GJ l.o,,;. 
~ '1 t lu t 4!.b u-k .J.tjt ~,j..ll 4-JJ V .iJ' .J..uJ' 0~ 0' ~ 

c.:;,... (.J.,¥. ~ I J1,j..l t .J..uJ' ;.,. 

~,.;.J' 4-JJ ~I J~ ~" .Jt...T~ ~,.;.Jt .J..uJI~" 1965 

0~ V4.J..lA.t~' ~ 0' .J.t"., 5l!. ~', ~~,~ 
J...-bLi..:: ~~ l..AJ..i,li:oJ ~~, ~, La",.:. :s:. J.,,;li:; 

r ;11" G.: .~, .Jt...T4...-,)t ~ ~I ,-AJI 0~ ~ VII.J..uJ 1 

(..\>.I ~ i.....,)1 ~, r-i-" ~, ic'lt .~, ~I .J~T i.a...v l ~ ~I 
4..-..,1 ~~I r-iJ1~, ~l. r ~t, ~ vr-)" ~ c..s" 1970 

l...tJ...o li:;, G.t t vr-') I, ~ ~ I, c...s ~, ~ 1. r- ~ I, r..\>.1 ui--, 
• ~t 0,,. .... ...: • .11,.; .• 11, 0 4aSJ1 0";li ~ ·t. 0~' 4= • ., 0 '-+-as 
clJ ..;, u ~ J-lb <oS..il I Vt .J ..uJ' ~ li:oJ 3l:... ~, ~ I J.J La.: 

u- 4S.,:o...W" ~I ~I, 4~ ... 11 ~ .~, i.....,)', • ~ 4!l. 

1955 (624): Post ~'JI iterantur verba ~" ... v.oJ..-1 ~I ~ 
~'JI per dittographiam in cod. 

1957 (625): ..,.. ~l:,... u.ul in cod. 

1965-1966 (626): Scribere debuisset interpres ~ ~\ J\:..'.n, 
5I!.~, ~14..DJj-Il . 

1970 (627): 4-5,:.......,5, in cod. 
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~', ~ r-U .~, 4.:'.": U ~ .AAt u4aS' ..;..,...; ~W, ,...fi 1975 

JW' u~ clJ.iI, .Jt..T~ u ~.JL...t u ~l.. u~' ~ ~ ~ 
~~, (x ~I J ~ ~',J,. ~I, .Jt..TiA...) J.JL...t ~',JI 
.Jt..T i-~ ~I ~, u~ j;'It '~, .Jt..TiA...) ~ ~I ,.-&J' w; 
~ ~I ,.-&JI u~ ~ ,~, ~I .Jt..T6......ul,.,..u~',.-&J1 w; G' 'J, 
,..-iJ1~, I"'~' ~ ~ ub!l.. ~~I,.-&J'~' (x~1 1980 

u""", u I.:! , J-lb, .Jt..T~, u b!l.. t....J..Dli:i, .Jt..T ~,.,..u~' 

..I t.. T 6......u 1 J-lb ~.iI' u.--iJ' J,..D li:;J ~ 
U, •• , ul.:!' L",.U :s:. J.,oli:i ~ ~I U.,j, t.........; ..aU 

J,.-i.; U' l;.J) l.. clJ.,j, u I.:! I, 4~ 'I'~' t....J..D \i:J ~ 

'l • ~,rJ / ~,;.. Jt:.., ~ l;.Jj l.,j, ~ !.J ~ ~ U' ~,;. ~ 1985 

l...A..M ~ I, Js' (x.J ~ ~ t, L- clJ.,j u 15 (.;,;.. r.J ~ ~ 
~u15 ~I ~ ~j l.,j, 

J t:..' A........:; ~,,;..J 1 J t:.. ~', r ~ 1 ~ J>,,;..J' .J...uJ 1 ~ 
V- v! till ~,rJ 1 J t:..1 4..-..:; l;.J j , .,j' c,;s:. r.J ~ ~ u' ~,;., 

,.,jl l...A..M ~I, Js' (x.J...uJ C,L- clJ.,j u15 r ~I ~ ~ ~ 1990 

r~l, i\ ~ ~I ~ J>P r;:s:.}..o ~I .J...uJ' ~ ~j 
U- ~ ts:.J 1 ~,rJ I J 1:..1 4..-..:; .i.:W, r ~', W ~ 1 u~ 

J 1"..1 A........:; u~ ~ 1 ~ clJ.,j ~;:, J 1"..1 4..-..:; J-lb, ~ 
? 

4:t,L- ~ ~ ~I ~I, JI".. 'JI ~I • .i.A u)l; 1 ~I~, 
~I, ~ jJb v.:ul ~I ~ ~j 1':'1 I...Jt,.;.. ~I, J$' (x.J..uJ 1995 

l-A.;.. ~I, Js' u~ ~ V-~ W- l.,j, G'ti ~.Jl.D 
t:.....;i, ~I ~ l...A..M ~', JS ~ .J~j l; ~i, l.. 1.Jt....T, 1s"4., 
JI".. ~I ~I ~ lo..l.JL.t." ~~, (x.J..uJ' rli.. ~ .J~)I 
Ut:J.,. ~ ~ .J~)I ~ oil 4lb l.. ~I ~ 'JI ~I, 
~ ~, J I".. 'J 1 cl.\:; uf.:; u 1 ~ ..I ..., • ~', J 1"..1 V- 2000 

1982 (628): v.ill: \",I"'..a.l.J1 in cod, 

1983 (629): Post ~ habet codex ~ (sc. ~ ), quod 

ob inutilitatem de1evi, 

(630): J,..;~ : J..."lt.. in cod, 

1997 (631): 

1999 (632): 

l; .:t • ..i" : L.,u.,u in cod, 

'W I-A,'-.J',II,I.
U ' r I.>r' "tJ' ........... ~r ~ ,-,I.JL)I ~ in cod, 
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I 0.. _ ~.ill ""..l..IJ1 u~ u I, J 1,..1 4.........:: v.;;s.~ v.:o:: ""~)' 
J..-.; u t ""-t;, t:~, ~ot ,~. J "" L-..t ..I ~ ~ 1 ~ JJ ~ u- J; 1 

u~ J-. ("" ~ t:ot ,~. ~ -a. I, Js' u~ ~ u-<~ j> 
""t,.7~1 u~' JI,..I4.........:: ~I u- -a.1" J$' J JUI JI,.. ~I ~ 
~ d..&5 I) 1 J I,.. ~ I~, LP,;..J 1 ""..UJ 1 .,Yb JU 1 ~ u- J; 1 2005 

v-.t "hl .... ...J 1 U- ..b. I, Js' J t:..1 G.l! .,Yb ~ 1 u- -a. I, JS 
~ ~I ""b.~I~, ~I ~ J'~I ~~..&5I)1 
~""..l..IJ1 ~ u~ U l ~ U,jl; Lo,'IIO(:s. ~ ~ ~I 

, l JO-li JI,.. ~I :J ~ Wt:..1 CJ:. u~ / ""b.Thb • ~I ~ ~ ..&51)1 
T"I L",. ~ 4.1.- .. <" .'~~ GWI.......i.; . 1 ,~. ~ . .....Jh 2010 ~ 4 t . U,-... vr:---: I ~ .. . U ~ -.--." ..r-

• ~ ~ u-~t -a.1 J..-.;, ..b.I" u l:o!l t-., ~ u
J..-.;, ""b.T~, icot ,A r ~I, JI,..I ~ W u~ ~ ..b.i, 

c...L..:, J 1,..1 G..b, C.s u~ -a. I", • ~ ~ u-~ "'J I ~ 1 

""t..'J1 ~I, • ~I r d'! ~I, JI,.. 'JI 4~ .JI u)l; r -a.I", '~I 
• ~ ~ I GW I" J I,.. 'J I GW I c.dJ.D, ~ U tS' ~ ~ ..::.. ""-tj 1 ,j 1 2015 

l\t t r ~, J 1,..1 4.........:: J-I&, ~ ~ 1 ~ ..bo1,J I, 

-a. ~I ~I, JI,.. 'Jt 4 ••• i" J ""WI J-I&, 1.;},j l..S ""b.T~, 

r 4..--. ~ ~ W 1 ~ u- 45',;:...:..J I J I,.. 'J 1 4.........:J 1 "jJ;, 
45'r-W 1 ""t..."'J1 ~I ~ r..u.-I ~ J ""L..:; ""t...T4.......w, ~ ,~ 
r ..bol ~r" r -a. 1, J "" L..:; G.t ,~. r 4..-.D. ~ ~ W 1 ~ u- 2020 

~ 1.;....;} t: 'J, ..bol,~, r ..bol, ..bo1,J1· ~I U~ c.dJ.il, 
~ I u~ ..bo I, Iw1" l.-.I 4.....,..... u~ (-a. 1, (cot ~ 1...:'".J.h.J 1 ~ 1 

C l; ..bo l, u- fC ~ ~r' ~, d! l. u- I:' ~ ~, Gl"~ ~ ..bo' 
v-.t~' ~ u- r-~ u,r, i.-,) I, ..boI,,M ~ 1 ~ ~.r 
V-- I:'~ ~ ~ r..bot r ~ ciJ;; Jt:..I~, ..bot, u- 2025 

2003 (633): ~I addidi. 

2005 (634): uSJ":~,, in cod. 

(635): -;, ...a!1)1 : '.JL)I in cod. 

2011 (636): ~: V"~ in cod. 

(637) : t....":~,, inc od . 

2017 (638): De loco dubitare licet; fortasse scribendum ~.JL.... 

pro J.Jt.-.It"'J \;},j t.S (vide lineas 2068,2111-2112,2147). 

2024 (639): Loco (,H~" ~ habet codex: ~-,~~l. . 
2025 (640): ~:~" in cod. 
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j.~ t:..H~,~, cl. V- f.~ ~~ ~I r.~ t:..HA 6...-> 
V- r.~ ~, r ~I ~.JI, ~ ulS' ~ ~ clJ.j \,; oJ) l.jl, 

~I oJ..uJ1 I.u, ~ ~I \.;...D) t:s', is~ V:tr'~' cl. 

..u..1 u~ JI,..I ;,~ .JI Cli oJ\...T~, ~ A r d'!1, JI,..I ... ;:. 

~I, V- F~ t:..H,rw, ~, Cl. V- j.~ ~, ~, r ~I r 
,,. Ii' ~ V:t~' ~, c l. V- • ~ c l., r ~ I ~ 4~ ... (c~ .':. / ~ W ~I, 

V- r-~ u~ r ~ I u"ili, 4~ ... J; ~ I oJ..uJ I J5 u .j li ...I> I, V

~I ~ ~-~I oJ..uJ1 u~' ..t...1" V- (.~ V:tr" ~, cl. 

~ ~I JA" t:..Hr"~,, cl. V- ,,~ 0tt .... : .. JI" r ~I ~.J ':/1" 
J;~I oJ..uJll.;oJ) l.jl, V:tr,~,cl.v-·1~16,rw, r~1 
;" -:1-:" u I ~I JA l$..ul ~I oJ..uJ1 ~ V:t oJ..uJ1 u.t.u, V

~,,4.........:: clJ.j ~ c..:1S' V:tr'~" cl. V- fi~ u"'-"";;, 
~ oJ~ JA' ,,~ u.t~~' cl. V- ,,~ ~,~, r..l>l 

~ ~ ~l!.J1 oJ..uJ1 I.; oJ,) l.jl" ..1>1, W, oJ\...T4.:J A 4..A.1.o 
~ w 

'I, I ;,:J-: ,. cl. 1..t...1 ~ ;,:J-: clJ.j 4J-. c..:1S' ~I oJ..uJ1 ?:" ~?:" ~.r~ .' 

u I ..I> I A.AJ...i, ~ oJ ~ clJ.j, ..I> I, V- r. ~ t:..H~, ~, c l. V-
,. , 

..1>1 t-..." 
~ ~ A.AJ...i, ~ J \:...1 4.........:: I.; oJ) l.j 1 c..:s:.. r oJ ~ I.; ~, ..aU 

oJ ..uJ 1 ~ ~) l.j I l...A..;.. ..t... I, J5 u.t oJ..uJ C, L- clJ.j u IS' i ..I> I 

u 1 I.; oJ) l. ~.j, ,I.; oJ.:b. l$..ul ~I JA' C ~ • .Jl.D ~ 1 

~ 

~ utS' JO.e J,.....JI 1 ~ ~ ll~_Jl • .u, u l ~ u l ~ 
w , 

~,,,,a.J I oJ..uJ I J \:... 1 d...-.J I V-~ 1 ~ I.,J I oJ ~ ~ 

....,J..D ~ 6...P,,;.. J \:... 1 V- l.;.A; l.j 1 ~ I' oJ ~ ~ u I..a.t",; ~ 

2030 

2035 

2040 

2045 

V-~ ..I> I" JS ....p:L; I.j 1 u.t oJ..uJ e., L- clJ.j u IS' w.,,;.. I' oJ ~ 2050 

~4.0.. ~ ~I 

w 

2029 (641) : 4.:::....:~~ in cod. 

(642) : ~I,: L...I, in cod. 

2031 (643) : l;.! 'i I, : tf"' 'i I, in cod. 

2038 (644) : ". ; .. , : £....L, in cod. 

2044 (645) : r.a.l: .a. 1 in cod. 
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J l:..1 4........:; 4.-D,~ I J l:.. 'j I, (H~ 4~. J;,,;..J ~ oJ..u..Il ~ 
~'ct: ~I el-"..}Jp ~,l. ~ ~ (oJ ~ ~ u' ~;., 
~ ~".. J l:..1 i.......:; ~t, i ~ I, I: .5 ~I uW r ~ 1, 

"I . II u..... ~ Jt,..I4........:; clJ oJ, Jl. J-'& <.J.ill ~I 2055 

,r '-.t,L-~, i~, (Hr' '4= ~I/JI,..I 6...a......:.; ~ ..}J,,;..JI 

~, ~ .... ~ ~I V'" ~ 1.)1 ~ ~I, J' Ut"..uJ 

~ I, J5 u~ ~ J-,.ill 4...:ii:..J 1 4.J!-.J 1 ~ ~, l. j!. 
L..eUWI JI,.. jl ~ u~ J..:.. r" ~ ~I • ~ ~ V'" l..A..:.. 

u;':' U' ~ I 4..1!..-J 1 • -U ~ ~ b.-; l.;...J, J I,.. I 6...a......:.; l..¥ ..;J 1 2060 

~ 1 ~ ~ 4.-D,,;..J 1 ,,1-11 V'" J; I l..¥ ~ .ill 1 Ut ".J.A.II ~ 
,;;~ Ut~I ~I ~,;;~ ~ V'" ~I ~I~, W clJoJ 
"t-T ~ ~I, JI,..I L ~I ~ .~ r ~I, W ~I clJ oJ 
4...-ili, Ii S ~ I,;;W F ~ I, ~ I • ~ ~ V'" .,... -j' J,.....o.J, 
"I--jl ~II, JI,.. jl '4~ .J',;;)I; r~" ~I, JI,..' 4A • .IA ~I .~, 2065 

cl..J .is, ~ .J LD ~'V'" lA \;..ai; 'oJ' ~~ A ,.,..:. ~,~ I, 
~,. r:., u, \.;...a;.,; 1.)1 • WI ~ ~t ~t& II J' 'JI .~I,,;II • V-~ - ~'j .,.. 

'4 • ~II ~"t... Ut".J.A.I 1 (H-U ~ ~ ~ .... ~ 
4........:;, J',..' 4........:; J-'& L",.",o'!'"" uiJ r~, Ut~.; '" ~l, Jl,.. 'JI 
~ :;, J',..I iA....:; J,,~ U.,it uJU (; .... ~,,.,..:. ~ ~, "I-T 2G7G 

clJ~, ~WI dS ~ r ~l 0t.r~ .. ~H,.= J' ";,0» '.,u... 0-t~, 
~ V- 45 r.:..J I J ',.. 'i' 4..A.....:;J t jl;, '~}.r-J I 4.-;.J I 

J "L....; iL:,.,..:. ~ lltti..J I, ~ I .J..a..t V'" ~ ~ l.;J I . - , -
l; 'J, .,u.. I, ~,(H ~ I • ~'U~ clJ..l1i r ~ f ~, ~ 
\ A.r!j Ut ~ I ~, el-" U~ (~" ~ ... ,~ ~, eJ...b \.;..# ~ 2075 

~ U- f. ~ r 4........:;, ,"" ~\ r ~I ~'U~' .bot, 
~ ~1, "t.T~ ~, tl4 ;".., ..bot, ~ r-~ ~~ 

2059 (646): r.l~:.I~incod, 

2062 (647): ~1.a.1: ~I I.a.1 in codice, per dittogra-

phiam 1itterae alif. 

2064 (648): (.a.I":.a.I,,in cod. 

2066 (649): .f!I ~I,,: ..r-' 'J1" in cod. 

2071 (650): .I,,;.J.t:.J...rLt in cod. 

(651): Fortasse addendum est ~~ post posterius r.a.I. 
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('..bol u~I, ~ clIJ JI:..I~, I-?,- ~~, ~ V- t-?-
I\( CS', r..bo I / u'~' d.ili ,.;.;; ~,.,a..J I ~~ I, ~ I l.lb.M ~ 

~I ..J\...T 4.:;,.", JI,..I -;,: WI ~~I, CJ!.JI • ..'ub ~ ..bol W) 2080 

I-?-~~, (;,ili, (;\..;!I db JI,.. '.JI ~I uil Ic.,.:" ~ ~I 
clJ.ill ('..bol (;'r' ~ Yb • ~ I ~ \..;! '.J I, ~~, ~ V-

V- I"?,-.r--~, {"..bol ~ ~I ~..J..uJ1 V- r-b '.JI ..J..uJ1 (;~ 
..J,--T 6.r--~ '.JI ..J..uJ1 (;~ clI.ll, ..bol, V- ~.r--, ~ 

V- r-b '.J I ..J..uJ I uiJ ..bol, V- I~?,- ~,r.s., ~ V- 'I?,- I 6...-..:;, 2085 
III .... w '. • 

~ \..;!I ..-1 4. .Ji l.S.lli ~I V- ~ I..JI ~..J..uJi ~.a 
•. ,..... . .i....bol . ii· . ,.....!.k 4..a......... (.. ~ ~ r..bol 
~ \.T-' ,U"" ~ i..H.,-- '" • U"" ~.,-- '-' 

'w --..t... I, ~...,J...o ~ Yb' ..bo I, V- r·?- ~.r--, 4....,..- V- ..bo I, 

(;I~I ,..... ~ ~I ..J..uJ1 V-~'.JI ..J..uJi \.;...ai,; IJI, 

..t...1;...,J...o ~ Yb' ..t...1, V- i-?- ~,r.s., 4....,..- 0'- 'I?,- 1 Ci,r.s., 2090 , 
..bol, ~, 

'- clI J, C ..J..bo 1.S.ll 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ c..:s:. (..J ~ C ~, .Jii 

~ ·1 C..J 1 . u '.) 

...,J...o~.,J 6...0,;... J I:.. 1 V- \.;...ai,; 1 J 1 (:s:. i..J.& ~ (; I~.,.: I.:! 

~I ~ l..A..boi ~j 1 JI ~..J..uJ C,L.. clJ J (; IS' to,;... L ~ 2095 

~,..... ~ ~I ~I V- .J"'"--'.JI ~ IJI, c..:s:. (; IS' 
~ ~ uO,}-J I ..J..uJ I, J I:.. 1 6...-..:; 4..b,}-J I J I:.. '.J I ~ 

~",.. J I:.. 1 6...-..:; 0'- ~ I.) 1 C =s:.. r..J..If. ~ (; 1 .J..'.';', r..bo 1 

l..A..boi <~j I J~ ~..J..If. clJ.) 0'- j~I (; IS' ( ..bol .r--~ ...,J...o 

~ ~10'-.J"'"-~I ~ IJI, ~ l....Jb..;.. ~I ~I ~ 2100 

e-.s ~I (;~ f..bol, (c"t'~' ~I t10 ~p ~,..... 
........ ,p:.; JI,..I d.........:: Yb,...,J...o ~.,. JI:..I d.........:: ~t, r ..bol, 

f..J ..u., ~ ~ l..A..t... 1 t10 (;~ ~ j.....A.i ~ r..t...l.r-- 4.: o. ": 

..bo 1 ,j 6 ~ 1;.1 I J I,.. '.J 1 (;~ ~ r..J..If. ~ 1 (c'r."~'.J"'"-~ 1 t10 (;~, 
, 0 ~, JI,..I d.........:: ~-'.JI ~I ,j /d..aiWI JI,.. '.JI e:-~I 2105 

2079 (652): ~: ~ in cod. 

2094 (653): \..;.A.;:..JU- in cod. 

2099 (654): Deficientia verba ~) ,~, restitui. 



372 Part Four Text 

~ ~I" W 0~ ~ V4~1 ~I ~~> ~V' J;~I ~I 
• ~~ V' ~~I ~I~" JI".I 4i... ~I" .JI....T~ ~I ~ 
JI". ~I is; .JI 0)1.; (..bol"" ·~I4!.l", JI".I 4!.l", W 0~ ..bol"" 

~".th.J I ~ 1 V' <~ l.;..ai.; l,j 1 ~ ,A ~ ~ 1 ~ I .J 1....11 4.t-.... !JI" 

4!.1:'.JI" ..bo1,J \, J I". ~ 1 4!.1:..lI" ~ ~ 4J I ~ l..o ..bol" ~ ~ loS..u I 2110 

J~"\; ~ ~ ~\ ~,lhJ' ~l ~ ~.J.tj l,jl·~t 
(..a-.' ~ ~ ~I JI". ~I ;; Q .; II ~.JL- v.t.J..uJ1 0a'.a ~ 

0,j1 ~ &~l i.a.....:; ~I .JI....Ti.a.....:;" JI".t i.a.....:; L.~.~ uSJ 
'-! J-tU;" clJ,j~" r ~I ~ ~ ~t Jt".1 i.a.....:; J.JU:; 

'~I i.a.....:; J.JU:; r...u..1 0"~" ~ ~li ... lt, ~I ..1..A..t ~ 2115 

t ... ; 5' . " eJ..o W) G~" .JI....T;,,, • .1": J.JL...e ...u..',JI·~' 0,jli 

6. • ; '" ~I 0~" .JI....T4:.b ~I eJ..o 0~ r ...u..1" "'C ,t 
..a-. 1 dJ,j J 1:..1 d...a......:;" .J I.... T i.a.....:; ~ 1 eL" e.=.,." ~r" 
~ 1...u..1 ~ ~ ~ 1oS..l.II ~"....wl .J...uJ1 lJb.;... ~, 0~' 
.JL...T ~"JI".I ;,;", ~.J..uJ' ~t W} C'.Ji" 0i-, 4!.l": 2120 

~ 11 .J..uJ I" (...u..1 ~~,,;,;."'4~ '" 0~ clJ.ill ~.: ,A r ~. ~ 1 

I ,j 1 0".r-'~'.A.JI, ;,; .~I t" ('...u.. t 0,:.b" 4..a..:- ~" u::..-, " .... 1": :(; : ~ 
~~" ...u..1" .... ~0"A~~ loS..l.Il ~ .• ;S:' •. JlV' ~ 
0'~' ~ Yb loS,jJ I ~ I ~ ~.J.tj I ,jl 0,:J:J I" ~ I" 

.JI....T i.a....",t ....J...;" ~~, 0i-, i.a....",1 lA..w ~ 1 2125 

l;.J) l. clJ,j, L;.brt 1oS..l.II .1~1 ~ I;:S:. l;~" ..Iii 

~01 

~ d...D,,;.. J 1:..1 V' l.;..ai.; l,j 1 c..~ r.J..¥ ~ 0 1.J.t;i Jt! 

'l '\ 1 ,j I ~.J...uJ C" L- / clJ,j V' ~ 4J I 01S' CD,,;.. (.J..¥ ....J...; 

2106 (655): .~ addidi. 

2108 (656): r~",: ~'" in cod. 

2109 (657): Pronomen addidi. 

(658): ~~': 1oP,.,-..J' in cod. 

2111 (659): ~~,: 1oP,.,a.l' in cod. 

2117 (660): ~ sic in codice: ....a.......; primum enim scrips it 1i

brarius L- (sc. ~), quod statim correxit. 

2119 (661): ~,:~, in cod. 

212 4 (662): i, ... _II,: ........ _11, in cod. 



Book V 373 

.., , .., w , 

~ ~I JU.; 1";1" ~ eLM ~ ~I V- ~ ~I JU.; 2130 

~ eLM ~,rio-~I ..1..uJ1 

4.. ~ .. ~,,).J I ..1 ..1 .. ".JI" J I!. I 4........:: ~ I i.D,,).J 1 J I!. ~ I uS:..li 
~ JI!.I4........:: V- l;..a;.; 1";1 ~ 1..1..¥ ~ 0 1 ~",.." ~ 
I ..; 1 Utt..1..uJ C" L- 1!U.j V- ~ I.. 0 tS' ( ~ I ~ 4~ '" 4...A..I..o 

~ ~I ~ 1";1" ~ eLM ~ ~I V- ~~I ~ 2135 

I..L--..I" ':..s ~I ~I ~ ~ eLM ~~~I ..1..uJ1 

~ j....J..;" f ~I ~:.;~ '" 4...A..I..o e.:.,. JI!.I iA.....:: V- ~" 
~" {\. t~ ~I (..1.¥,rio-~I ~" (..1..¥ ~I G.: t~t ~ ~I ~ 0~ 
~ V-~I ~I J,.......; JI,..I iA.....:: k¥ ~ JJI JI,.. ~I 
(~I" ~I" JI,..I Cj": ~I '~I j,"kl":" (as 0~ i ~I" ~I • ~ 2140 

..1~T ~ 0~ \o~ t~ ~I Utt ~I t10 V- ,rio--'.H ~I J,.......;" 
~ I"J I" J I,.. '~n ~ 1 0)1S t';.: '~t ~ ~ I ~ I, W ~ I J 1,..1 ';,': "" 

l.;..l.; LS aih • .......:s.. eLM t.L ~I ' ~ 1";1 ·t.....:,1 ';,",1": ~I 
~., • V''''' ~ -

:. . "q JI 14i..J1 r ~I ~I JI I ~ ~I ·t.....:,1 4:J! ~ 
~",.. , "",.. - ~. 

~I" ~ Y. (.j ~I ~I u.... ,.pi.; 1";1 ~ .~ ~ ~I ~I ..1I-T 2145 

.r-s- ~I ~I JI,..I ';,': ." ..1I-T~ ~I w..; LS y." ~ ~ 
.rs- ';,~ '" ~I JI,.. ':II '4 ... ,;11 ~..1L- ~~ ~ ~ ~I, ~ .~, 

0";1 ~ i\ A ~ 6...-:;. ~I ..1I-T4........::" JI,..I 4........:: ~~ ~ 
'-t ~~, cl.J";~, r..u.1 ~;,; .. ~I JI,..I4..a..-:; J..1~ 
4 • .;.. J..1L...:: ~ ~'.rs-~ ~I 4..l..,1i.J1, ~I .J..A.( ~ 2150 

y., ~I, ~, (.a.I, ~l"JI' ~I 0~ 1!U..w (~I Utt~" 
(.?-~ ~ ..1I-T6..-",,1 ~I 0~ clJ~, ~I ~ 

, y 0~;:' t; ~ I t10 ~.r / t: t; ~ I, V- Utt~' ~ V-

J ~ I 4........::, fi?- 0t!~" ~ V- I~?- 0t!~, r ~ I", 01! ~ I 
..Ii" ..1 I-T 4..a..-:; ~.rs- 4i..J I u.... ~" 0'.rs-" ~ I!U"; 2155 

L ih; L,!" Utt.illl 01! ..1 ..uJ I V-~ I V- i..P".,w I ..1..uJ I \.;...OJ C' 
.,rib J I,.. ) I '4:J!.ll, • ~ I Cj": ~ I i ~ I" J 1,..1 ~": ..1 I-T 4..a..-:; , 
..1..uJI IoU 0..;t; ..1I-T~ ~ '~I Cl!Jl, ~, ..1I-T~ 

2140 (663): r ,a,I" (prius): ..u.I" in cod. 

2143 (664): ~: ~ in cod. 

2155 (665): .;.W":..,..w,, in cod. 



374 Part Four Text 

4. :; : .ri'--~I ..I •• l.. •• )1" ~ I" -;-... I!~ .Jb. T 4..a....J 1 u~ l;}'.j ~.LI I 
J _ - , _ 

~ I" ~.J!.II" ..I b. ~ 1 4..a...,) ~ I" ~ I" l!.t" 4..a...,) 1 J-k'" ..I b. ~ 1 ~ 1 2160 

V- r-~ r ~ .Jb.T4..a...v' J-k' ~.LII ~I V- ~ l.jl 

~ I" (r ~:r-:- 0-t,r:.s." ~ G" 'I~ 1 ~ ~ .. ~ 0-4r" ~ 
w - , .. 

"" b. T 4..a...) J-k' u.LIl.ri'-11 .J...uJ' l. I" ~ I" l!.t....J..D ~ J-k'" 

;. .of '" V- ..1>'".;,.:. eLM ~ ~I ..... ~ l.jl.;'t; ~I" 8!" 
~ '" , ... I!....J..D ~ J-k'" ~ I" V" (.;,.:. ~r" 2165 

l; "",), l. clJ.j" W,;:..:.I u.LI1 ..b~1 ~ ~ i.J ~ l;~" .Jii 
..a-; . 1 . w 

"';""...uJ1 J,5L-ll J ~JIf.j ~bS' V- 4...-WI4.l\i.JI .-.~ 

6.l!.- 4r d:..- ~" 

~)I V-)I 4l.I1 r--l 2170 

~JIf.j ~bS' V- ~.JWI 4.ltwl 

l-.lb W.D u~ ~ .ri'-11" ~ l-.lb ~ 1 ~ "" ~ ~ Ul ~~ '1 
G.:.".. 1..1 ~ <~ puIS l-.lb""':.".. ~ l.j 1 4..D,,). 4-: ti 

l-.lb~1 ~.J.$ ~ UI ~""'J ~'4-; ~J,;..J'~' ~ 
~ l.jl ~~l ~ ~ ~I ~ U~ ~."..",...-~l" ~ 2175 

~ ~I ~ ~ ~ i"".$~p UIS <~~ 
/~W~ ~IU~~ ~I~" ~l. ~IU~ 

,\A ~ vi-" ~I ~I <~>" ~I ~.".. V- ~I U~" 
l.jl c.:;,. r.J ~ L ... I h~ c.:.".. U~ U I ~b.-;" Jl. Jl.." ~ 

J.t- clJ.j u I :t.;)" L..:.".. ~ L.J 1 u IS r ~ 1 U~ ~ I ..... ~ 2180 

2162 (666): Pro ..a.'", praebet codex ........s. 
2169 (667) : ;r: .J'"""'in cod. 

2171 (668) : Linea atramento rubro in cod. 

2173 (669) : ~I addidi. 

2176 (670) : t-t....:;". addidi. 

(671) : ~, addidi. 

2178 (672) : ~ addidi. 

2180 (673) : ui-." : ~ in cod. 



Book VI 375 

~ w> I .1 • ~ i I; ~ I 4! l.. cl.J..i, ~bS V'" r ~ io; ~ I;~ l.. ~ 

Jl..,~~~4.....uI~~\i.;, ~~4!l..<U~ ~W' 
Jl.. Jl. J .Jl....:; ~ ~ u,:..b" ~ ~ c.:..1Sr-:-JI~, Jl.. 

4~ '" J.J~ ~I" u~ Jl.. Jl.. y;" l..A..w1 ~ ~l.;JI ~ 
.~ - ~.:,.Il" ~I" V'" j.~ ~" ii~ '" V'" .~ JWli ~l.~, 2185 

~I .J...uJI ~, ~,rJ' .J...uJ' ~ y;" ~'" V'" .,~, 4~. V'" 

V'" ·I~' ~ ~'" ~',J' V'" .,~, 4: V'" u'~~ y;, .)l!.. 
..., G W , 

u':;-' 4..a....,.,' y;" ---,.,.. ~I '..it; ~',J' V'" I·~ r-~ ~l. 
J' ~I,J' V'" r-~ ~" L, 4!~" Ill' UrA-',.,t" 4~ I V'" fi~ 

W' UrA-',., I, 4~ '" V'" Jc ~ u,:..b" 4~ 'M y; ~.il' ~,rJ' .J...uJ' ~,.,.. 2190 

WI ..;;ra..u'" 4~ . V'".~ 4!1.. cl.J..i ulS (.~~, L, 4!~" 
• w w W 

~ L.. V'".,~ I ;;~.....J...o ~,.,.. .J.Js, y;" ~, ~ 4! t..:......, 
~I,JI V'" r-~ ~ L, 

.,~ I ~ l..A" l.;J ~ ~.ill 4!..boW.I' ~ ~.J ~ l.;~, ..w 
~ 4; 'oj . -t· -" '4~ 'oj ~'-Il· (.. ~ 4~ 'oj . -t· 2195 r- I,..)ftJ U"'" ?" ~ U"'" ?".r- I,..)ftJ U--

~ u I l.;.J} l.. cl.J..i, ~ I,J' V'" (. ~ 

l..A w..e, u~' ~,.,.. ~ -~ '" ~ l..A ~, ~.J.Js, ~ U' 41";' ~ 
j4J' UIS ~,rJ' ~,.,.. ~,<~ V'" ~ l..il i.b,,;.. ~ J 

t.: ()'" 

l..A ..t...' ~ .J ~ ~ u' 41";, u..J!.J' ~ 6...i>",;.J' ~, ~ 2200 

~ l..il, e;:,rJ' ~ ~ ~, ~ U* ~,.,..~-'JI" ~ 
, '\ ~ ~ r..:,.,....... j 4J' u IS / ~,rJ' ~,.,.. ~, e;:,.,.. V'" 

.J~' U~ ~ ~, .J...uJ' ?" Gr. A ~,rJ' .J...uJ1 

~" ~ W' 4.: ;.': ~, .J...uJ '" J l.. J l.. ....:,.,.." ~ l.. ~,rJ' 
< ~ ~ ~" ~,.,' V'" ~ '..i t; ~ ~ u;E.-" 4..a....,) I 2205 

2181-2182 (674): In uncis sec1usa verba dubitanter addidi. 

2183 (675): ~J:...:!--J (sc . ..J-J) in cod . 

(676) : ..::..1S',r.:-J' : I..JIS'.JWl in codice. Vide adn. 422. 

2187 (677) : ~IJ:.........iJIJ in cod. 

2188 (678) : ~,: ........ , in cod. 

2198 (679) : Verbum -t-<r addidi. 

2205 (680): Per haplographiam deficiens ~ restitui. 
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~ u~ ;".~-~I, ~~...t...100t..J~ ~ul~.,.: ~ 
4.S "'-II ..J..u..J I ~ ~) l.j I 4...D,.,a.-~ J ;.,..J I ~ u--~ I 

c.:". ~4.S"'-Ilul5 ~I ;".~ u~ 

2240 

2245 

2250 

2255 

~...t...1 00t..J~ ~ u l ~~ Jt:.. ~I ~I ~ 4...J1 us::..li 2260 

1.jIJ ~.,..JI ~ Jt:..1 ~ ~I ~ u~' ;". ~ ~I, ~ 
4.S"'-I1 u1.5 ~I ..J..u..J1 ~". ~u~ 4.S.:u1 ..J..u..J1 ~ ~j 

2249-2250 (682): eJ...i> V- addidi. 

2250 (683): .....J..ai: u- in cod. 

2253 (684): u.o:J!,,: u,..L" in cod. 

(685): Yb,,: Yb supra , in cod ice (eadem ut videtur manu) 

scriptum. 

2256 (686): ~:...Iao.,t in cod. 



, • T 

378 Part four Text 

~ L ~ I u§..; ~ ~ e::.,.J I ~ <.P P c.:.,.. clJ.j 0-~ 
c...s0.,,~.,,~,d!L ~t, IIW.'~~' ~u~'" 
J l.. ,.j ~~ W u"'~ ~." C t. 6.J. u ~ 1.S.ll' .J..uJ U 2265 

c tE-;, ttll r ~ ~, ;.,..." J ~, e::".. cl.J.j ~ ~? 
UJI~ ~ 1!!j.j0- ~I u~[~~ u'~"'~' 

9 • 

~".a. 4-S ~~J ~J 71!l..J ~ ~ ~A ~J 71!l.!.-, 
~ ~ ,.jl c.:.,.. r.J ~ L ... I U; c.:".. u~ 0' c b...;.; J l.. ,.j 

~ i.Jo.¥- ~ jltJl utS" ~A ~J 71!l.i..., lLJt ~ ~ 2270 

.J..u.J1 clJ.jJ c.:".. f.J ~ ~ l. 0~ 0' ~, ~t. ~ ~J . . ~, 

0J~J c....., 71! l. .....J..oJ 0~ c....., C l.. 0 ~J W I ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~A ~"'1d!tE-;, fiJI ~ 4....-a.. ~.j] .I.~~I; 
~ ~r-,"4= , ~ l.. LW ~r-J ~J c l.. ,.j "':-'J~ J l..J 
~ ~ dO: . ., cl.. u ~J ltJt ~ ~ 0~ &.l!.. ,.j "'~J 2275 

~ ~ ~r-J ~J d!tE-;, WI r- 4....-a.. J.JW ~ ~ 
r ;11 ~ ~I ~ Jl. J ~~ W ~~J ~J 71!l.J 

~ ~l:J' 0- 4S";:...:.Jt ~ ~ ~~IJ ~I, 71!~I, 
t.-s 0-t~J ~J 71!l. J.JW ~ ~ u~, ..a.iJ 0 I.::.!l.. , 
0W J l. ,.j ",:-"".a. ~ ~ ~ l.;J I ~ t; J l. ,.j 4.c,,,.a. 2280 

II~U ~.t'~J ~i,~l.J.JW i~I0J~~JCl.. 
.. c ~ 

t-.,.JI e:J..o YOJ ~, ~I, ~l.. V- III?- U'r-' d...-a-J cl.. 
Co., ~ - -:;::. .., 

~l. tv'" 0- I'?- 0,A d...-a-, Ct..:....., \iJt r d...-a- e.-v-J t, 

2263 (687): u~ pro, codicis substitui. 

2266-2267 (688): Verba ~ ~ ..... ~,~, interpo1ata vi

dentur et a 1ectore quodam ad 1acunam textus exp1endam 

addita. 

2268 (689): Post ~ praebet codex ,. 

2270 (690): ~ (.J.¥ : ;-- .J.¥ in cod. 

2272 (691): u~: ~ in cod. 
2273-2274 (692): Verba uncis inclusa interpolata esse ccnseo. 

2281 (693): v,~ :~~, in cod. 

2282 (694): v,~ :~~, in cod. 

2283 (695): u,~ :~~ in cod. 
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.J ..uJ 1 ~ u 1S..ai, ~ I'<J> GJ 1 uj .~ 4 .... 1': clJ oJ, ~, ~', 
u'r' ~, 4! ~ clJ oJ, ~,rJ 1 .J...uJ 1 ~ J l!. 1 ~ ~ 1 2285 

La....JI, UJIUJI ~l. ~I u~' ~,~', ~l V-- f.~ 
i"?,- 0rtr'~' 4!~, GJI ~), UJI4!l., UJII...\.II ~), 
J,...s ~ J::S.:., ~ I" G.J I U-.!~ .. , 4:.1':, 4! l. ~, UJ I JJ 1 V--

~ l-.D 1 ~ 4.I!..-J I • ..a 
~ ~ l...sb, W ~ v.LJ1 ~ ~I ~ 0rt.J~ l;~,..w 2290 

L:;! L.., ..1>01" W I ~, 4:..1': V-- i"?,- u'r, ~, d..e~, WI 

4!~ WI U,......,)I, 1...\.114!1., 1...\.11 UJI U,......,)I, 4..A.....JI, UJII...\.II 

~I" fiJI ~ 4':1':, 4!1. ~, 1...\.11 ~I V-- "?- u'r' ~, 
~ u I l;.J) l. clJ oJ, 

~ U~, ~,r ~ -';ll, ~ I-Ib ~ 1 VIt.J ~ ~ u 1 ~.,,; -; 2295 

4.tU~ v.LJ1 .J..uJ1 ~ ~..i l,jl ~I ~ C,L- ~I 
La.:,r clJ,j V-~ I u IS e=,rJ I .J...uJ I ~,r j:.. 

\ • T' ~I ~ ~I, 91. / e=,rJ1 U~ ~ e=,rJ1 ~ ~ 
.j '-:',~ ~ J-Ib ~ u ~ v.LJ 1 .J...uJ I, ~ ~ li • ~ 
~~ W U~ J l. J l. J-Ib, e=,rJ I .J...uJ 1 ~,r ~ ~.;.;, J l. 2300 

~ L.. ....J..o d' j.:Ji c.:,r r.J ~ J .J lA.t J-Ib, J l. J l., J l. .j 

~ ~ .j ~~ ~l., Jl. Jl. J.J~ Jl. JI,..I A.......JI U~ 
JI".I4:.t J.JlA.t ~ .j y,~ Jl. ~ d;:...:.J1 Jl. JWI 

.JL...T 4:.t J.JlA.t ' ~ U~ Jl. Jl. ~ La. l. JS ~ Jl. 
'.":5'. II e:Lo ulS ..w ~I, .J ..... T6..........:; e=,rJI, ~,rJ1 e:Lo J-Ib, 2305 

u,~, ~ ~I ..I..uJI, .JL..T4:.J':~ e=,rJ1 ~ C,L-
,..,.; 6..........:; y.rO V- U~ l. J-Ib 4.t u ~ ~.LJ 1 .J...uJ I, r ~ 1 

.J ..uJ I ;,r ~ ~..i 1 ,j li U"""'.J I, 4"..1", u l:.! l. clJ oJ, 0rt~, ~ 
Vltr' 4..A.....JI, ct.:..l! clJ,j V-- ~I u IS U"w, ~I, J-Ib, ~.,.JI 

r ~....J..o ~sJ" .J ~ clJ oJ, 2310 

l;.J} l. clJ oJ, W ~ v..u 1 ..!.t ~ I ~ VIt .J ~ l;~, ..w 
..a....; . 1 . u 

2284 (696): j addidi. 

2304 (697): .~: L.... in cod. 
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e.-J-..D u~ ~ ~ 1', ~.,. l..A ..u..' 0I!,J.¥. ~ u'~.,; , 
u ~ 1oS.lJ 1 ,J..uJ1 V- L:...ai.; l.j I, ;,r-ll ~ c, L-~ 1 

r..:.,. r.J.¥. JL,JI u tS ~I ,J..uJ1 ~ ~ 2315 

~ I, 'll. ;.,.J 1 .J..uJ1 u~ ~. ;.,.J 1 ,J..uJ1 ~ uP j..Ui 
~b.-;, ~ ~ ~I .J..uJli • ~ ~I .J..uJ1 ~ u li 
v-5J, Jl.,~ ~ ~ 1oS.lJ1 ,J..uJ1 V- ~ ;.,. ~ U l 

L:...ai.; l.j li J l. J "-:,,.rA-~ ~ J l., ~ ~ ~ 1oS.lJ 1 .J..uJ1 

~ ~.rA- W J 4J 1 u tS ~ ~~, ~ 1 .J..uJ1 ;.,..,;.. 2320 

4--5' .....J..o ~ L..:.,. U~ u 1 C b.-;i ~ ~ ~I J l. 
J Ce.rA- W J ,J~ ~ ~ ~ U~ 4.1:.. J .... ,r:a.;, r ..u...1, 

• f. ~WI/~, ~WI ~ ~ ~ ,J? ~ ~ ~I Jl. 
U~ U~ Jl. J "-:".rA-~ cl).j, ~l.i..Il ..u;1 ~ 
~ ~ C5.Ji, ~ J,J~ ..u...1,J1 • ~li r ..u..1, U ~.J~ 2325 

~ ~ I, ..u..1, ~~, 4...a...,J 1 V- fC;,:.:. ;.,.J 1 u~ 6.: ,.. ;.,.J 1 

u ~ 1oS.lJ I .J..uJ1 u~, ..u...1, ~ ~ li ..u...1, ~ ~ I 
4...a...) iJ'" ';,:.:. ~, ~ 1 ;.,. 4.M ~l l.j 1 ~, ~ 1 iJ'" ';,:.:. ~ 
• ~ .....J..o, ;.,.~, v::..-, 4...a....J 1 V- j.;,:.:. J L,J 1 u~ ~;,:.:. ~, 

~ V- 2330 

..u. I, ~ 1..Jb, l.i..I :l:.. loS .lJ 1 ..It..u..::J 1 ~ V=t .J.¥. l; ~, ..Ii,; 

~ U 1 l;.J.) 1 l. cl).j, ..u...1,~, 

l....A w..o U~ ;.,. ~ ~ I, ~ 1..Jb..u...1 V=t .J.Js: ~ U l..lt.i' ;-

.J ...L....o>J 1 ;.,. j:.. ~ U ~ \oS.lJ 1 .J..uJ1 V- ~ l.j 1 00H' L...::.. 
r.:.,. 4.M J 4J 1 u tS ;.,.J 1 2335 

W, ~ l. ;.,.J 1 .J..uJ1 u;'; ~.: .~. ;.,.J 1 ,J..uJ1 ~ woO j..Ui 
,J..uJ1 U~ u 1 ~, ;.,.J 1 .J..uJ1 tLaJ C, L-~ 1 ~ u tS 

lAJ, Jl. J "-:,,.rA- ~~ U~\oS.lJ1 .J..uJli W ~I 
c:,.rA- W J 4J 1 U tS J l. J l.~, ~.,.J 1 ,J..uJ1 ;.,. 4.M ~ 1 l.j I 

U~ GJ..o 4.l uP j..Ui Ca:.,. 0~ u I C b.-;i < J l. J l. ~ t) J l. J 2340 

2324 (698): ........ 1: ......... in cod. 

2326 (699): ~: eL>, in cod. 

2327 (700): ~li: ~t. in cod. 

2340 (701): Per homoeote1euton omissum addidi. 
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c,,;.;.- J I.. ~ lc,,rA- W J '" ~ J I.. J I.. 0~ 4.1!.. ~ .... ",..a.;., ~ I.. 
~I ~ t...Dj Gs., ~I' ~I 0~ J..rli.:., ~ JI.. JI.. .... 

o ~ I ~ I ~ 0 li ~ '., ",t,. T 4.......) I e;:.rJ I., 0~' ~ ~ ,~, 
'" ..L.AJ I 0 IS' ~ ~.\;S: ... JI., 4.......) I ~.rJ 1 0 IS' W., ~ ~ '., 
~ j!. .... ~ l,jli r..t.D-' <~.,> ~I 4..t 0 ~ t.S.:u, 2345 

......L..D., ~ '" ~ clJ,j" i..t.D-1 ~ 4~... ~ 41 1 0 IS e;:,rJ I ",..uJ' 

4......",1 

",t-,T ~~., l;J ~ t.S.:u1 4t..u..:;J1 ~ ~ '" ~ I.;~., ..u; 
~ 0 1 1.;",) I.. clJ,j., ",t,.T4.......)1 

~ 4tj l,jl ~.,. ~ -'SI., ~ ~..t.D-1 ~ '" ~ ~ 0 1 4t"; C 
\ • 0 c.:.,. dJ,j V- ~I 0 IS ......L..D j!. 4..t 0 ~/ t.S.il1 ",..uJ1 

t-'=.rJ I '" ..uJ I., r..t.D-1 ~~ "') 4......) ~ I ",..UJ 1 r.i' j.; G li 
I ,j I ~., ~ I.. ~., 4......) 4..t 0 ~ t.S .il I ",..UJ 1 0~ ~ I.. 
~1.. ~., ~)I ~I 01S '~I ~~., A..JJ...o j!. ~ l.; "'j 

V- I.:!..; l. A..JJ...o r.i' P c....:.,. 0~ 0 I J 1 C l:;.....;.i '~I~., 
d~ <.>L:...L.....:.. CIS:; <'~i' ~ ,'". "<I ,< ,I ..La....'~ ~I ,r-- , " 1/" "". r U~ U ." 

~., 4...a..,) J '" L...:; ~ J l. c l. 0 IS:; 4.1!.. ~ • \';",;-0., • ~ I 
'4":. , . .h...9 ,'~WI, ~I..' ":. 4...a.., I ::I~';' '~I ~ ~l. 

1..7 ........ ~ u-- ~ U f..r-' - "' 
, -<-~. A I~ ~l. ' .. t .. ~ ~ '~I ~ J ",t..; ~1.. ,_"I" 
UY- tr I.Y' vr-'., 1- "" U~., 

4....;...!.lli ",t,.T~ , -<"~, .. I~ '~I ~ -i.; CL...:., .. I .. S 
- " UY- I..Y'" ~" - I - '-' " vr-'., 
Gs' 4...a.......:;, ,1 0 • o All,; o All ' .. t"l1 ~I J.J~ .Jt...-·~lt , u-- U .Y':" ~ ...,.- ~" 

Is ~ ~" ..b I" V- 'I~ 1 <d...-.) ~ ~,rJ I,; l!.: ,A e:=,rJ 1 e-Lo t.....o j 
r ...l> 1 0i-" d...-.) 1 ~ 1 .J...uJ I" e:=,rJ 1 .J...uJ I~" ..t.D-1,J 1 V

~" ..t.D-1" V- f. ~ U~" '4~ "j U b.! l. 4..t 0 ~t.S .ilt .J..uJ I" 

2345 (702): ~"deest in cod. 

2348-2349 (703): Ab hac propositione usque ad finem codicis 

dantur in conclusionibus problematum valores quaesito

rum numerorum plerumque asyndet6s. 

2355 (704) : ~b.-;i : j........., (s c. J,.........;;) in cod. 

2356 (705) : "I".; I addidi, 

(706) : Pronomen addidi. 

2362 (707) : A....u1 deest in cod. 

2364 (708): Loco ~ praebet codex e:-- . 

2350 

2355 

2360 
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L •. ..:; 0'" r-~ ~ 4~ '" Yb, ....J..o ~ l.;..Jj l.,jli ..a... I,J I 0"" ~ ~ 2365 

clJ .,j 0"" ~ I u ~~, ..a... I, 0'" Ic ~ ~,) I, 4......,) I, c I. d's I 

0'" fi ~ u,~......J...b, ~.r '" ~ J-lb'~' ..a...l, 0'" • ~ c I. ~,) I 
6..........:: 

u~ ~I l..Jb, W .:L.:. u..ill ~..a...:oJl ~ (),! '" ~ I.;~, oW 

1.; "'.,.,t I. clJ ..;, ..a... I, 0"" f. ~ ~, ..I.> I, 0'" • I~ I 4......,) I r..u.-I 2370 

~ ·1 , u 

u ~ ~, e.=.r ,.,...11, ~ l..Jb..u.- I (),! ..J ~ ~ u I ~.,; J, 
~ w f 

t:.:.r ,.,;.. ~ '-+l I u15 ......J...D ,.,;.. ~ l.,j I '" ~ 

~1. ~~I '" ..uJI, i..u.-I ~ 4......,)1 ~I ",..uJI ~;.:. ~li 
.~<t -. .., 

4.....M L..ai.; l.,jl~, 'JI. u':;-' 4......,)1 ~ u~ u..ill ",..uJli 

1 ., c..:;,. u,,5:: u 1/ c b.-;,; • ~ I ~ ~ I ~ l. u; " 4......} ..;..;. ......J...D 

C~ '~I ~ 0'" J;I u~ uiJ,'~ ~I 0'" ~ 1.......J...D ..PP 
~ ~1. ~}, 6..........:: c.:.,;~ lA.l!.. ~ lAl.;..,,ri>, '~I ~ ,L:...o} 

A--.-. u~ ~\i.;, ~ '~I ~ ~I ~1. ~ 4......,)1 J ..J~ 
r~u~ .~ <~>~.,j~ ·~I~J"'L..:; 91.~ 

, (t. ~ ~ , '1' I ~ • All,; ",L...TA.~_". J ",L..:; ~ U-.J":".,-- ~.J":" ~ ....--

~I e=;.,..JI ..J..uJ1,; "~A ~I ",..uJI ~ L:...o) CS', ..u.-l~1 
'" ..uJ I u15 W, ..u.- I~ I 0'" ,,~ (),!~' ~, ~t 0'" r. ~ Uj..-, 

4........,) I ~ u ~ u..ill ~..uJ I U15 i ..I.> I vi-, 4......) ~!? 
"" ~ '" w I 

,.,;.. l.;...ai.; 1";1,; I'~ Vr!~' 6.......w;.., ~l. (.I.e I'~ ~,~ '-'.)1 

~ ~ ~ c I. e:-.:: d'sl ~ 4...-.:i. 0"" j. ~ ui-, d......,,) I J-lb, ......J...D 
- .., I ~ 

Ii ~ ~, ~ 4! I., '-'.) I 6!J". ~ ~ I U15 Vr!~' ~, ~ l. 0'" 

0'" fi ~ U,...-;., d~ ... ......J...D, ~.r '" ~ Yb, Vr!~'~' ~t (.I.e 

2366 (709): i...a.u',,: e--}"in cod. 

(710): vlS#: vIS'" in cod. 

2367 (711): '?- : 'r in cod, 

2378 (712): lIby, : t.....a.L....r'" in cod. 

2380 (713): Deficiens ~ restitui. 

2384 (714): Per homoeoteleuton omissum addidi. 

2389 (715): ~ A.......-.: ~ ~ in cod. 

~~ 

2375 

2380 

2385 
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ui-, 4......"" l.Jb." LJ ~ loS .l.I I ..It..u..::J I ~ ~ ..J ~ l;~." ..au 

~ 4......,)' ~U ..a...I"JI u-- j.~ ~ ~ u-- 'I~I~, r..a...1 

~ u I l;..J.,.,t l. clJ.,j, [0-:!~'~' ~t u-- f. ~ 
, .., _ w -

..J..wJ1JU; l,jl t-'".~~I, ~ l..Jb..a...I ~..J~ ~ ul..lt;' loS 

t.:". r..J~ ~ltJl ulS' ~ u-- ~ u~ loS..iJ1 

~ L.. ~,.,.J I ..J..wJ I, r...t..I~, 6......."" ~ 1 ..J..wJ 1 J>.P 
~." 4..a..u 1 \.;...ai,; l,j \i ~ l. ui-, 4......,) 1 ~ u ~ loS..iJ 1 ..J..wJ \i 

o~I 4.:;." jltJl ulS' '~I ~."..r&, ~l.~." d..-..u l e:J..D u-- ~l. 
r5 ~ ~ L.a.:". u~ u l Cb.-i~, ~l. ~ d..-..u l ~I 

J..Jl..; ~l. ~ 4~ ... u~ '~I 6.......,;1 ,~ CIS:; .~ ~I u-- \..;;....! 

/ '~I ~ u~ ~li.;, ~ ~l. ~ 4......."" ~I '~I ~ 
1 • y J..Jl..; ..Jt...T~ u~ • ~ ~ ~LJI ~ ~l. ~ J..JLa.:: 

u~ ~ .~. ~,.,.JI e:J..D L..?}~, 6~ V".~ • ~\i ~ ~ 
u"";"'" 4......"" ~ 1 ..J..wJ I, ..a...1"J 1 V" • ~ c l. V" ji ~ ~,.,.J 1 

.~ cl. u-- r.~ ui-, 6.......,)1 ~ u~ loS..iJ1 ..J..wJ\i (..a... 1 

fi· .' " . .:.&.1 6~' '1' 1 ~ .. ~ ~. ,l;...ai; 1':'1 ~ ~ ~ v~ .r-....r ~ - r'....r , 
4......,)1 ~ ~". ..J ~ J-Ib, cl. V" f. ~ ~ 4~ LiltJ l u lS' cl. u--

6~ u-- 'I~I ... .. , 
u'::-' 4......,) I l.Jb, LJ ..a... loS ..LI I ..It..u..::J 1 ~ ~ ..J ~ l; ~, .JU 

~ u 1 l;..J.,.,t l. clJ':', ..a...1"J 1 u-- • ~ c l. u-- • ~" (..a... I 
w -;.., ~ --.: 

~ loS..LIt ulS' A-Aw". ~ ,l;..Jj l,jl ~ loJ ~ ~ ul~;, ~ 

c.;. r..J~ . ~ .. ., 
~I ..J..wJ1 u~ ~ u~ e:J..D u-- ~I ..J..wJI J>,):. t;\i 

~~~Iu~~~."..r&,....:;.,. ~,l;..Jjl,jluS'J, ':.s 

2391-2392 (716): In uncis sec1usa verba manifeste e margine 

in textum irrepserunt. 

2403 (717): ui-,: V"-" in cod. 

2405 (718): '1;,-.1: 1",,1 in cod. 

2408 (719): u;E-" : V"-" in cod. 

2409 (720): (.J..oI: I~ (sc. (0;,-.) in cod. 

2412 (721): Pro ~ scrips it 1ibrarius ,",--; scriptura vero 

I....- uti solet. 

2390 

2395 

2400 

2405 

2410 
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l;..ai.; l.j I '-:-' L.S) .J ~ V" ....J..D ';).ill ~ u~ u I ~ \:;.....; W, 
,"="L.-S' :;".1": u~~' ~ ~~I ulS' ~I~ ~ ~ ~ V" 2415 

:;.::.": 6.:..0 ~~I UlS' ~~ ,-:-,W' 4.:l!.I1 ~.r V" \;A..; l.jl U~ 

4..1!..-I1 ~~ ~ r..,~ 4..t ~li l.j\i ~ .J,Js. jJb, ~ ,-:-,W' 
;, • '" 0; ufo; UJ:.. ~ ,-:-,WJl 4.:l!.I1 '"="~ J-JI ~ r-I, 
~;;...WI~~I ~ W, ~~ J,.J'-': ~ ~,-:-,W 
~~~~L;JI~ WJ.J'-': ~,-:-,W'4.::.":~ 2420 , ~ 

l.j\i ~ V"'~ J-lb, ~1, ~ ~\i r ~I, J.J'-': ,-:-,W' ~ 
~ 1 u lS' ~ I,J 1 V" ~ ~ (>4~ .. , L....,) 1 V" '~ jJb, ""':.r ~ l;.Jj 

• • I 0) ~.r .J,Js. J-lb, ..bo I,J 1 U-- ,,~ ~ L....,) 1 U-- '1~ 1 6...a......: 
~. 'I, 1 G.i": V- ~ 

~ V"'~ J-lb, L;J ~ 1J..u1 ~ ~1 ~ (oJ,Js. l;~,.Jii 2425 

~ u 1 l; oJ.) 1 I.. clJ.j, ~ 1,J 1 V" 'I~ 1 

·A ~ ~ ~~I6........i u§:.~.r ~.J,Js. ~ ul ~J- / ~ 
~I c:..~jul, L..:.r ~lulS'~~l ~ c:..~j 1.j1~~1 

. G..:.r<~~ ulS'~~1 ~ 
~~~I ~~~I6........i~, ~1..~~1 oJ..uJl';p 2430 

L-:.r ~I UIS' Jl. ~ ,l;",,; l.jl U~ Jl. v-: u...a,;, Jl. 
L:oJj l.ju Jl. JI.. v-! u..a.., Jl. JI.. u..a.. ~~I oJ..uJ1 U~, 

JI.. JI.. ~ u..a.., Jl. Jl. ~ U~ JI.. v-! u..a.., JI.. ~ ~ 
<-:-" I h ;I; c..::.r r oJ ,Js. U~ u 1 C I;....; uiJ, J I.. v!:. ~, J I.. ~, 
c.:.r (oJ,Js. 6.:..0 c,) 4J I u lS' ~ ~, ~A; 6.:..0 l;..ai.; l.j 1 c.:.r r oJ ,Js. 2435 

U- r-~~.v ~I, V" J;I ~ 1J..u 1 ~..,J' U~ U l ~, 
I.. ~ J.t- clJ.j U l :U;), <~I,Jl U-- j.~ ~,4~ .. , ~t 
U-- r-~ ~, 6...a......:, 4!1.. clJ.j U~ ~1:.J1 ~li.Jl ~ ... ~ r.:ii.:; 

2414 (722): (,...SJ: ~J in cod. 

2414-2415 (723): In uncis seclusa verba addidi, sed locum, ut 

opinor, non sanavi. 

2416 (724): u~: u~ in cod. 
2428 (725): ..:. ~j (prius): ..L.J in cod. 

2429 (726): ~I addidi. 

2436-2437 (727): Ve1ut per homoeoteleuton omissum addidi. 
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it ~ , V- (i~.rs- CJ':....J..P" ~I,JI V- ~~ ~,,~ ~t 
~" L......;" 4!L. V- l.;."ai.; ..;.. GI \.:....k oJi" ~I,JI V- f'~.rs- 2440 

'- /' - ... ~ t. 
~ ~" ~I" ~ ~I,JI V- "~~,, 4::....." ~L. V- ,.~ 

.;;:;; w" ~ 

u IS' I' ~ ~" 4::.-" ~ L. V- I' ~ ~,) I" ~,) I" 4! L. J-s-I ~ I" 
..L.-.I,.J I V- f. ~ ~" it~ . ., ~t V- (i ~ 0-t.rs-" ~ ti ~ I 
t-lD ,J>';':'» j. ~ .rs- it~ ... V- • I~ I ~ ....J..P ~ .J ~ clJ,j" 

4..!.b J L. ~ ~" J L. ~" J L. J L. v-! ~" J L. J L. ~ 2445 

L......;" c L. u~ 4.l:.. J .... ..,..a.;" J L. V- ji ~ .rs- 4~" V- f. ~ .rs
J.JlA.t yU JL. JL. V- f'~ ~" d~.., ~t V- ~~ v::...-" 
~ JL. ~ ~" JL. ~" JL. JL. v-! u..a;" JL. JL. ~ 
u"~" ~ ~ itS',;;...WI JL. JL. ~ ~'" JL. JL. ~, 

1 . '\ ~"JL.~ J.J\.,.; JL. JL. v-/ (i~ ~"d; .. , ~t V- ~~ 2450 

.:..>-t.rs-" ~ V- 'I~ I ~ 6~ J to..- L. J5 '-:-'~" J L. ~ 
0-t~" 6..-;.. V- fi ~ .rs- 6.....-:;" J 1,..1 ~ J .J~ J L. J L. u~ 

.J\...T6..-;.. J.J~ JL. ~ JL. ~ ~WI ~ JL. V- ji~ 
L.o......D"""; G5...b" ~ I,J I V- r-~ 0-t~" d....-..;. V- j. ~ .rs- 6..a.-::" 

0-t~" d....-..;. V- fA ~ ~ 6..a.-::" .J \... T 4...-a.. yU ~ L. ~ ~ I .J..uJ I 2455 

L.........,) I" c L. u~ 0-t.rs-" 6...-.D. J clJ..i '-;J ~ ~ I,J I V- r-~ 
~ ~ ~ I .J..uJ I \..;..D j W" f. ~ 0-t~" d..-> V- r-~ ~.J I" 
~~ '~ ~I ~ ~I,;,I \.:....k JL. JL. v-! ~" JL. JL. 
~ ...u.1,J 1 V- ")It:- ~~, 4...-..0., 4! ~ V- j'i ~ ul-, 4..a...,) I, 

;..,J 1 db JW I ~ ~ ~~" 4...-a.. V- • ~ I ~,) ~ I" 4......,) ~ I" c W 1 2460 

6..-Ji.. J ~..,..a.; u I clJ..i" ~.rs-" 4...-a.." c ~ V- 'I~ I ~ ~, 
w ~ I w 

~" cL.::..- V- .~ ~L.::..-" ~I CJ': ~ ',1I t-'.,..JI U~ ~.rs-" 
'I~ 1 dO: '~ .J\... T dAJA ~ ~ 1 ;.,..J 1 ~ ~ ~ I ;.,..J 1 4.....-;, 0t!r-" 

4...-..0." ~ ~ V- ~ I~ 1 clJ..i ~ ...u.1,J 1 V- 0-tr-" d-..a. V-

2440 (728): Post (o)l!- iterantur verba tt)l!-~ ~ V' in codice 

per dittographiarn. 

2448 (729): ~: "",.I....1t in cod. 

2449 (730): ~~I :d~1 in codice, quod dubitanter correxi. 

2451 (731): t. Js' : l...lS'in cod. 

2460 (732): Post ~I praebet codex J' 

2461 (733): Post 4!t,.;:,.. praebet codex "-'-J bis. 
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0-trJ ~J c ~ 0-- j: ~ 0-tr--J ~J • ~ JJ I ,;,;W 0-tr--J 2465 

d..a....,) I, ~ ~ \; .. 11 r-- .J.> I ~ v..:u I r-b ~ I ~.,J I ~ ,l; ..I j l..i \,; 

~ I....E....., L.J I r-- ;;:J': u~ 0-tr--'~' 4; ~ 0-- ~ ~ ,;,;J-,J 
,) ~ clJ..iJ ..a. I,J I 0-- 0-t~, ~, ~ ~ 0-- ~ ~ ~, 4..a.....:;, 

1 • ..I? ~ I, fa ~ / 0-t~, 6...-.>. 0-- ~ ~ r--~ ~ L. W,o, ~,.,.. 
~.,JI ~>(.H~'~' ~~ 0-- .~, (.H.r-JI, ~', ~~I 2470 

.. ... I ,;,;W 0-tr-' ~, ~t.:.- 0-- .~ Ct.:.-, ~I 4!..lA ~ v..:ul ~ ~I 
., ~ MI' 

4 'M 0.., 6..! t.:.- 0-- I' ~ 0-trJ ~, ~ l.:;...." ~ I 6..-0.. ~ I 

0-tr' 6..-0.. U-- Ii ~ u~ ~ W,o ~,.,.. ..I ~ clJ..i, <(.Hr, 
~I ~ ..a. I ~, W ~ v..:ul ~..u..wJI ~ 0-t.J ~ l;~, ..Iii 

0-- f. ~ 0-tr-' 6..-o..J ~ ~ 0-- ji ~ ,;,;;E.-, d..a....), • ~ ~ ~ • ~ 2475 
- w. I 

0-- fi ~ 0-t~, 6..-0.., ~ t.:.- 0-- • ~ ~ t.:.-J • ~ ~ I 4A .. I,: ..a. I,J I 
~ ,;,; I l;.J) L. clJ..i, ..a. I,J I 

l....A.;.. r-b ~ I 4......; 0--~ L.,;,;~ ~,.,.. Utt ')..Ir- ~ U I ~",.: ~ 
L.:,.,.. ~ 4J I ,;,; IS' l....A.;.. ..a. I, JS' 0-- .fi; l..i I ~ ~ I ~ 

~J ~L.~~I ~.,JI,;,;W ~!:I~~I ;.,JI ~~p 2480 

L. JL.".. v..:ul ~ ~I ;.,JI ~ r-b 'JI ;.,JI4-,; 0--~ \. 
v..LIi U~,;,;I ~I ~l:;......;, L..:,.,.. ~'-+l',;,;lS" JL. 0-- <,>~ '..il 
.r-s- ,,': w clJ..i,,~,.,.. ~ J W l,.........a t.:,.,.. J W I 0--~ 
Vt~ 4..-a. 0-- 'I~ 1 4....-.";, J L. 0-- (& ~ Utt~' 6..-0.. 0-- fi ~ 

0-- j. ~ (.Hr-J I, d...-Ji....ll 0-- 'I~ 'll 6...a.....::J I ~ J l. 0-- fa ~ 2485 

'I?- 'll 6...a.....::J1 ~~ JL. ~ ~ 'll ~,.,...JI 4......; 0--~ l. Jl. 
4......--. 0-- 'I~ I 4..a.....:; uP J l. t..i J L. 0-- r-~ (.Hr-, 6..-0.. U--

I ..i I G I ~ I 0--, r-b 'J I .J..w I clJ..i, J L. J L. 0-- ji ~ 0-t~J 
6..-0.. 0-- 'I~ I 4..a.....:; ".. 1oS..:u I ~ ~ I .J..w I 4-,; 0--~ L. \.;...ai,; 

2465 (734): Verba Vt~' 4..-.o.,")1!- ~I.;,;W iterantur in codice 

per dittographiam. 

2469 (735): ~:~, in cod. 

2470-2473 (736): Per homoeoteleuton omissa restitui. 

2475 (737): .~ (posterius): I,,~ (sc. p~) in cod. 

2482 (738): Affixum pronomen addidi. 

2488 (739): GI eadem (ut videtur) manu supra lineam in cod. 
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(,j ..ill u IS' J l. ~ (,j..ill ~ ~ I ..J..uJ I ~ J l. J l. V- ~ ~ ~~, 2490 

.l..;...a;..; l.j\; Jl. V- (c~ ~~, ~ V- 'I~I i.a....w,.....1J1 V-~ 
4..-D. V- r-~ ~ 4~ '. ""'" j4J1 u IS' ~l. ~I;-u ~I ..J..uJ1 V-

1 \ \ ..L.,t~ uiJ, • ~ U" ~ I 4..a.J,) 1 ....J..o ~.r Yb' J l. / V- fi ~ ~~, 
~~I ..J..uJi V- Jl. V- fc~ ~~, d...-.D. V- 'I~I ~ ~ U l 

~.r ..J..¥. ~ J l. J l. V- ~ ~ ~~, 4....-.:;. V- • I~ I ~ ~J 2495 

~ V- Jl. V-) fO~ ~r' 4....-.:;. V- ~I~I ~ ~ I JI ~, 
V- 'I~I ~ ~WI U~ Jl. Jl. V- <I'~ ~~J 4....-.:;. V- -I~I 

(C. "~ 4....-.:;.. -I' I 6.........:; ~I Jl. Jl.. j.. "~ ~ ?" I,,):!.r--~ V"?" V" ?" I,,):!.r--~ 

., ~ I J I c.:.r f..J..¥. l ... 1 b J; c..::.r i..J..¥. J ..J ~ < clJ J~ J l. V-

....... I, clJ.j, Ca:.r r,,)..¥. ~ W I UIS' ~~, d...-.D. V- • I~ 1 A..a.....:: V- 2500 

.,~ IJ\;) ....... 1,.11 V- fa~ ~r'~' ~~ V- ,,~ U~, 
0- f.~ ~,r.r., d...-.D., ~t ~I ~~, ~ V- 'I~I 6.........:; V-

I, A Ul, ~l. ~WI UIS' < ....... 1,.11 V- fI~ ~~, 4....-.:;., ~~ 
~ ~ I ....J..o ~.r ..J..¥. Yb' ~~, ~, ~ ~ V- f. ~ Ur"-')' 

t.......J.k l. J 1 \.;.r" ..Ii .j \; ....... 1,.1 I V- fi ~ ~r' ~ V- fa ~ 2505 

A..a.....:: ~I J l. J l. V- (. ~ ~~, ~ V- • I~ I A..a.....:: .) ~ ~ 
U--~ 4..--. ~ 'I~ I ~ A_'~ J l. V- r-~ ~~, d...-.D. V- '? I 
~ L.:;...., V- fi ~ ~, r ....... 1, uW ..J.!. "j .... ."a;, ~ l. V- r-~ 
4...-.-. V-. I~ 1 i..-w J ..J L...t yU J l. J l. V- r-~ 0t!~" ~" 
0- f.~ Vt!~" 4..--. V- 'I~I Ci..a......:i ~I Jl. Jl. V- fi~ ~~, 2510 
~ w,;. " 
I'~ ~~, 4...-.-." ~l..:;...., V- l'~ ~~" ~" ~l. ~I Jl. 

.. iii II .:'f 
0-t~ d...-..;.." ~ l..:;...., V- ,-~ Vt!~" ~" ~ l. ~ I J l. J l. V-

4. A Ul" ~l. ~ ~lS'r-Wi jJ.;" ~li.;" ~ Jl. V- r-~ 

2496-2497 (740): Per homoeote1euton omissa addidi. 

2499 (741): .ili.j, deest in cod. 

2501 (742): (o~ (prius): 1;--1 in cod. 

2501-2503 (743): Deficiens per homoeote1euton addidi. 

2507-2508 (744): Per homoeote1euton omissum restitui, 

2508 (745): r..u.l,: ..u.l, in cod. 

2511 (746): Post JI.. praebet codex verba V'~,~, u-'-'1.. ~I 

J l. V'" 1;-- . 
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~ l J ",t...-; J l. J l. (;0- r-~ ~rJ ~J c ~ (;0- f'J ~ 0J-'1-')J 
, ~ ., *' 

;..-;\,; Jl. (;o-<I'~ ~r., ~J cL-:...- (;0-) I'~ ~rJ ~J 2515 

\ T ~J c t.,;...., (;0-/ r-~ 0J-'1-'",IJ iA..." IJ C l. ~ J l. ~ ~ WI 

4..!~ V- (i~ ~~J ~J ~t J ",t...-; Jl. (;0- ,,~ ~rJ 
f.~ ~J ...a...iJ r ...a...IJ J .Jl~ JWIJ ...a...IJ (;0- (i~ ~,r.s.J ~J 

(;0- • I~ I 6..A.....:;J f ...a...IJ ~ I ...a...1"J I (;0- (i ~ ~)J iA...)J 4! l. (;0-

0J~J ~,.u ~l. ~ ~I ;.,JI W) Gs'..iiJ ja~ r 4~ '" 2~20 
e ... + 

U- 'I~ I 6..A.....:; r-b ~ I ",...UJ IJ ...a...1"J I (;0- .' jJ;:- r G- (;0- I' jJ;:-

;, 'M';"J 0~l. ~')J ~~I ",...uJ1 ;,.,.. (;0- fi~ ~rJ ~ 
'" ..u..J I 4........iJ ...a...1"J I (;0- r. jJ;:- ~J ;,~ . ~ ~t (;0- Ii ~ 0JrJ 

o r .ye';"J;'~ "~ ~t (;0- r-~ 0JrJ ~J 0~1. y. 1oS..il1 r-b ~I 
G.... (;0- r-~ 0JrJ ~ YbJ ~ ~I ",..uJ1 ~ ...a...IJ (;0- f.~ 2525 

o LS ...a...IJ (;0- (i ~ ~J ;,~ .. , ~t (;0- • jJ;:- C l. t"'" I ~ I r 
~"IJ d......." IJ 4! l. ~ I ...a...IJ ~ I..i.a.:J ...a...IJ ~ ~ loS .:u I 
~.,JI ...a...1 0- .\;..ai.; '.,j\,; (i~~,,;,~ . ., ~l. 0- ~~ 

015 ...a...1"J I 0- (i ~ ~" ;,~ .• , ~t V- • jJ;:- 4! l. t"'" ~ I V- ~ I 
-:::; w r. ~ w c. 

~I 1'jJ;:-~J 4::..-" ~l. V- (i~ ~"G-J ~l. ~~I 2530 

Yb" r-iJ I 0-~ l. ~ I \..;".ai.; l.,j \,; ...a...1".....LD~,.,.. Yb" r ...a... I" 

V- ...a... t".J I V" ti ~ ~J ;,':. • , ~t V- Fc ~ 0J-'1-'" I" iA..." I, 4! l. 
o '1! e';", 4~ • , ~t 0- r-~ 0',r.s., ~, 0 ~ l. Yb 1oS..il1 ~.,J 1 

w ... r.; ~ 

t:-'~ J-Ib, ~,4::..-" v.;.l. V- .,~ ~, 1...a...1, ,.j~1 015 

~ ;,~ ... 0- 'I~ 1 4..a.....::.....J..i" 2535 

.~ 4!1.t"U1 t...." W ~ 1oS.lJ1 ~.a.::J1 ~ u.t"'~ l.;~, ..aU 
"* ~ till' \ r I' ~ 0J,r.r." ~, 0 ~ l. ...a...1, V- / I' ~ ~, 4::..-" ~ l. V-- .., 
~ 0 1 l.; "'..II l. ~ .,jJ ...a...1"J 1 V" I' ~ ~, 4::..-" v.;.l. V-

~ 

'" ..uJ I Yb r".-;-J I ",...UJ I 0~ 0 I 4.J!.......l1 • .a ~ W'; 015 ..ii, 

~ r".-;-J 1 Yb A ~ I ",...UJ I 0~ 0 1 ~ 1 J-,J I ~ ~ li fi 'J I 2540 

2515 (747): Per hornoeote1euton ornissurn addidi. 

2516 (748): u~I,,: U"'-'-')" in cod. 

2522-2523 (749): u"'r~" 6...->" ul::!l...: v-,r&-" ---" ,-"""I. in cod. 

2534 (750): V'": ~ in cod. 
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L 4.li...-J'" -Ub J..-.;, ,,~, ~~) 'i ~ ~ ulS" W, 
~..-J ' ~ r-b 'i I ~,.,J' 6.....f 0- ~, l.;.J..ai L. J I 1.S.i~ c,; ~ 

r ~ ; "_II j....JJ1 0- I.:"jl ~ SL..s w, ~ 'il 
;,.,J I u~ ...b- I, ~, r...b-', u~ e:J..o u--~ 'J I ~, ~.P 
W u~ e:J..o u--~ ~ I ;,.,J I ~ j.;, ...b-' t L...:: I ~ 01! ...b- I 2545 

~.,.-l I ~ J I.. ~ -' r-1s ~ I ;,rJ I r--L" ~ I.. r-1s ~ I ;,rJ I u~ 
III~I~ ~I ~ ...b-I tL...::I~, Ul...b-I ~,~'il 
~, r-1s ~I ;,rJ1 0-"~ l.,jli JI.. 0- ~~ 0I!~' i.-a. u--
~, JI.. 0- r.~ 0-t.~, 6--. 0- r-~ ~ 4:' ~ JWI UlS" JI.. 

r--..il I 0-~ I.. ~ ~ I, II ~ <.r w.. I i.a....,) I 4..A.l.o ;",. .J.Js. 2550 

~'il ;,.,JI 0- JI.. u-- (.~ ~~, ~ 0- III~I 6.........:;~, 
...b-I tL...::' ~ Ul...b-I ~ ~ ...b-I tL...::I ~ Ul...b-I~, 

c....:",. U~ Ul ~~ JI.. u-- ~~ ~~, L...;. 0- tlI~1 6.........:; ~I 
4.l!. J 4.J~, · ~ u-J., ~ ~ I ...b- I, ~, r ...b-I, 4..A.l.o ~.P 
4 .;. u-- t'i ~ ~ ...b-i, ~ 1.., ...b- I t L...:: I ~, 01! ...b- I U~ 2555 

4 A! "~ ~...b-I J.J~ ~ tI~I iA...) ~I JI.. u-- ~~ ~~, 
/ • Jt; JI... fi· "~ i.-a.. '1' I 6.........:; ~I ..bol ~L...::' ~ V-.JI':" U'It...,--, V-.JI':" I... 

1 1 \ I.S~ 'il ~WI ~.J:.. .J~ l.lh.M ~ l....t ~WI 0'- ~l.; ~ 
J.Jt...:; JI.. <.rw..1 i.a....,}, JI.. ~ t..:"lS"~I t..:,,~L:.::.JI ~i, 

J 

<.rw..1 i.a....,)I, II ~ U~· ~ ~ ~WI ~ (-it; '~I i.a....",1 2560 

ulS'.ii, Ut.-..:., Ul ~I ...b-I,JI· ~li .J\...T4 .. " .. ",,1 J.Jt...:; II ~ 
t-',)I ~ ~I ~,rJI, U~, Ul..bol ....J...aj G: A. ~ ~I ~,rJI ~ 
~.,-JI ~ "L.......; l.,jli ~I-, 0'- fi~ ~, ...b-I, 0'- II~ cl.. 

c 
A • ;.., ~1.. ~I ...b-I t L...::I ~, Ul ...b-l ~ \.S.:ul ~ ~I 

V- ~ \.S .:u I u t5 ..bo1,J I 0'- .. ~ ~, ..a.. 1, 0'- j. ~ 0I!~' 2565 

..I...-> I, 0- j. ~ ~'" I, i.a....", I, c I.. ~ I t L...:: I ~, r..a.. I, ~ I 
0- • ~ c I.. t;-') ~ 0 ..:u I r-1s ~ I e.=,rJ I 0'- "l.;..a;.; l.,j li ~ ~ ~, 
..a.-I, 0-) fi~~, 4; "~ ~t JWI U~ fi~ ~, ...b-I, 

,.,jl, 6.........:; 0- r. ~ ~ 4~, ....J...b e.=",. .J.Js.~, <r-~ ~, 

2541 (751): ,~I ~'-:"'tJ.J ~ conjectura mea; 1ectio enim codicis 

ta1is est: 4wLW-.IoI0r. 
2568-2569 (752): Denomlnatorem allllilli. 
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.a. I" V" (. ~ u"r" ~" u b! l. Yb v.iJ I ~ ~ I ~."J I V" ,l;..ai; 2570 

~I ~" .a.1" V" fi~~" r ~I" j4J1 u~ r-~~" 
~IJ ......J..o ~.r Yb" r ~I" 

'~ ~ t. t-') ~" ~ .:t;. (,j..i.ll ~..t...::J I ~ 0:f .J.Jr. l; ~" ...lii 

~I V" (.~ u'~'~' U\::.!t. ~',J' V" \c~ ~J ~\" V" 

~ u I l;.J,) 1 t. clJ.,:,,, .a.1,J 1 V" It ~~" 2575 

, '" 
~~I ~ ~ ~~I r-4 1":'1 ~ Utt.J.Jr. ~ Ul..!t,i- ..!t 

u I" c.:,r j 4J I u is' ~ ~ I ~."J I ".... l;..ai; I":' 1 t. r-iJ 1 V" ~ 
t.:,r ".... j 4J I u is' ~ ~ 1 ~."J I ~ I ".... l;..ai; 

". ~t.,\.:..~~1 "',II .,<~tL...:.,\.:..p~1 ·,11.1,;, ';,1; 
\.P ,r." .- t-'.r- U~ - .- t-'.r- c::- \.f'r--

1 1 0 ~ 'i I ~,rJ I 0~ ~ I" U" ~ I 6...a...) ~ 'i I ~,rJ 1 / e.J.o ~ I 2580 

1":'1 ~I ~I V-, ..1>1, V- f.~ 0-:!~' ~ V" fC~ ~ 4~ ... 

r-~ r ~~" ~ 'JI ~."JI ~ Jl.~" r-L;ll ~,rJ1 L.......; 

4........::, ~ l. r-iJ 1 V- 0 (,j .iJ 1 u is' ~ I" V- ji ~ Vt.~' ~ V" 

J-lb, ~ 'JI ~,rJ1 ..... L..ai.; 1":'1, Jt. V- ~~ ~;;~ ... V" 'I~ 1 

......J..o ~.r Yb' J l. V" r. ~ r ;,~ '" V- 'I~ 1 4........:: j 4J 1 u~ J t. 2585 

U- j. ~ ~ ;,~ WI Yb" ~ 'il ~,rJ1 ".... ~ Gil" • ~ t l.) ~~ 
~;,":. . V- r. ~ U"~,, ~ ~ ~ 1"J 1 V- j. ~ 0:f~" ~ 

C b.....;.; ~ I" V'" r..J.t!- 0:frJ 4..-li. V'" r..J.t!- r ;;~.. ~ 1 J t. V" r. ~ 
~J U'It .J> 1 ~ I • ~ ~~J i!..c ~ u~ LJ...i, .J ~ P L.:,r u~ u I 
.J t... T 6........) I" J t. V'" r..J.t!- r ;;; ... V'" r. ~ U'It~" ~ uW .J:.. ~ 2590 

,.. ~;;:., p . ..,. ,....:-~ J.JL-.t clJ ~ 'k;1 ~ ~I r. ,- U'"',r. U"Il,-~ -

J'S' ~ ~ I, V" fi ~ U'ltr" 6...--. V" P ~ r ;;;... ~ I J l. V" 

v~ ~I ~ ~ 1 ~.J:.. ~";;J Ub.M ".pi,; ~ ~ ~ 1 V" ;; ~ IJ 

~ ;;; w" .J b. T 6....a..u 1 J.J L.; • ~ 1 6...--. ~ ~ is' ;:....:.J 1 jJ.;" 
J-a....u 1 u-l ..1> I"J 1 • ~ li ..1> IJ V" r. ~ Vtt~J ~ V'" r. ~ 2595 

~ ;;~ .. ~ ~ t. clJ.,:" ~ I, V" it ~ U'It~' 6...--. V" ~ ;;~ .. , .J b. T 

~,rJ 1 e.J.o ~.; Gs', ~ 1"J 1 V'" r. ~ U'It~J ~, ~ t. <V") it ~ 

2571 (753): ~,,(..a.I,,: ~.,...-.., ->-1, in cod. 

2586 (754): Pro LSJ codicis ~J scripsi. 

2597 (755): V" addidi. 

(756): ~~J ~J: ~ ~J in cod. 
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V'" ,,~ 0:!.r-r-~ ~ ~ 4! I. V'" I' ~ .r-r-;;~. ~ c I. u..J...ai ~ r-b ~ I 
u- j. ~ u,..-.;..~;;":. ~ c I. t-',)~ GJ 1 .r-r-~ '; r..i 1 e=.,J \,; ..a.1,J 1 

/ ~~ 1 ~ 1 ~,I.;.....,.; l..i \,; 0:!.r-r-~ ~~ c~, G.J 1 .r-r-~ 2600 
I , w 

1 l1 .r-r-~ V'"'~ ~I 6,r-- ~I 0:!~~ ~ V'" P~,r-- 4:;.....}Jb~ 
u I. e:--.; I~ • ~ UJ I ~", r ..a.1~ u~ 0:!~' ~, C ~~ WI 

- __ I ..:; • 

4.....-:0., lLJl 0:!.r-r-, r ..a. I, ~ I ~ I 6~ V'" I' ~ ~, 4:;....., 

..:... ~ l.j\,; 0:!.r-r-,~, C~ WI ~ ~ V'" (.~ 0-t..r-r-, 
uL5 (.~U~,4~.~CI. t-'.;I, WI~;;';I';~~~~I ~.,.JI 2605 

- w I 

~ ~ V'" p~ v.,.:;-, d...a.....:;~ cl. ~~ UJI ~..:... j4J1 

j. ~ u~' ~....J...o ~.,. ,) ~ clJ..i~ 0:!.r-r-~~, c~, WI 

~ ~ I ,)..UJ I ..:... ~ l.j I L \,; ~ I, fi ~ 0-4.r-r-~ ~~ 4! I. V'" 
- I 

r-~ 0:!,r--~ ~~.~ UJI ~ ..a. I jWI u\5'~ UJI 6.r-r- ~~ 
c I. ....J...o ~.,. ,) ~ clJ.j, 0-t.~,~, C ~~ tlJ I .r-r-~ V'" 2610 

.a. I,J I V'" fC~ 0:!~~ ~~ cl. V'" 'I~I ~~.~ 
WI ~ 4 .... 1'; lub, W ~ 1..S..il1 ~..b.:..ll ~ 0-4,) ~ l.;~, ..aU 

0-4.r-r-~ ~~ 4!~, W1.r-r-~ V-- (a ~ u"'-';"~ ~ c I. t-'.; I~ 
w .....: I .-

4 «.;..~ cl..:;....., WI.r-r-~ V'"'~ UJI 6~ ..a.1,J1 V'" fi~ 
~ u l l.;.J) I. clJ.j, ..u..1,J I (r (a ~ 0-4.r-r-, 2615 

~ ~ r-b ~ I J,.a.; ~j l.j I ~.,. 0-4 ,) ~ ~ Ul~,.,.; 4.t 

L..:.,. dJ.j (r ~I U\5 ~ ..u..1, J$' ~~~I 
~~ ~1. ~~I ~.,.JI u~ ~ r-b~1 ~.,.JI ~ vb? 
~l. ~ ~I ,)..J.A.JI uAti r .a. I" ~ ~ ~I ~.,.JI ~ c .J~j 
~> 0-4.J..J.A.J 1 (r ~ ~I '6.Jltj l.;.J) l.jl GI ~ r ..u..I" ~ ~I 2620 

llY urrt;.: A ~I / Jl.~,~~1 ~ ..a.I"ul!rr,..! clJ.j,,<~~I 

2599 (757): u~J:~J in cod. 

2605 (758): u~J:~J in cod. 

2607-2608 (759): Loco ~ r-~ praebet codex errore nescio quo 

L- (pro ~?). 

2612 (760): I...AJ : J-II>J in cod. 

2619 (761): f.a.IJJ : .a.IJJ in cod. 

2620 (762): l;.J) l..il : l. .,1.1.,11 (juncta, ut videtur). 

2620-2621 (763): Omlssa verba .rU~1 ~ restitui. 
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~, r1s- ~I ~"JI .J..uJI",a, ~l.. ~..; 0'" ~I u t5" 1""",,"1,, 
~,~ ~I e;.:"J1 ~ r1s- ~I ~I d .J~j l;.Jj 1";1 GiJ, e;.:.r 
r ~ I" ~, ~ l.. u t5" J l. ",a, r1s- ~ 1 e;.:"J 1 ~ """"" I" u ~ 
~ ~ 1 .J..uJ 1 u~ u 1 ~ t::.-.i .,b.1,,· ~....J..o, e;.:.r .J ~ clI..;, 2625 

~ ",,",,"I ~I G.: .~ . ....J..o J:>j.:.» c..:.r i """,,"I,, ~ ~I Jl.",a V.:&JI 

J .J ~ clI.:a; a ~ 1 i.....,;l ~ 1 .J L. T i.....,;l, ~ l. u~ ..t.. .j "',rAi, 
.J t-. T i.....,;l, J l. ~ <-~ 1 4..a.....J ~ ~? r """"" I" ~ ~ 1 Iill. 
~ '~I4..a....,;l ~I ~:;, .JL.T;u...,;l, ~l. uP '~I ~)I ~I 
~ r ",,",,"I, ~? r ",,",,"I, ~I~, ~l.. uP r """,,"I,, ~ 11 Jl.. 2630 

L.r.~ J.JL-.t .,b.1, ~ ~ 1!.l~1 ~, ~ ~WI 
u 1 "",--I """"" I"J 1 ' ~ t; ~ J,) l,.,; ,) L. T ~ ~ <r .,b.1~ 

e;.:"J I, ~'0 ~ 1 ~ 6.: t· r1s- ~ 1 e;.:"J 1 ~ L:...;} Gs', ~, 
,)L.T4~ '" dJ..;, f """,,"I,, ~ ~ ~I I";\i ~~, .JL.T4~ " ~ ~I 

6 .J~j u 1 ~I 0'", ~ ~I e;.:"JI",a, .,b.1, ~~ ~ jWI u 15 2635 

t"~",a, ~ ~I ~,.,JI ~ ",,",,"I, t-'j, .JL.T4~ ... j-Ib, ~ ~I ~.,.JI 
0'" ~ 1 u IS ~ ~ 1 e;.:"J 1 ~ ~ ~j I"; \i ,) '-> T 4~ ... db """"" I, 
~ ~j u I, ~,~I": d.A.1.b ~.r ..J ~ clJ..;, c....~,,r. ~ 1 clJ"; 
..J~ dJ..;, C-~, 4~ '" dJ..; V- ~I 015 ~~I ~"JI ~ ~I 

~, u ~ 1 ......Lo,;.r 2640 

..Jt-.T4~ .. ~, W ~ V.:&JI ~.a.::JI ~ V:!,) ~ l;~, .Jij 

~ 0 1 l.;..J;1 l. clJ..;, ..a. I, t-'~ ..a. I, t-'~, 

2622 (764): r ~IJJ : ~IJJ in cod. 

2623 (765): ~J: Y'J in cod. 

2624 (766): r~I",,: ~I"" in cod. 

2628 (767): °1.t,..:.1 i....ul addidi. 

2632 (768): f""~IJ addidi. 

2635 (769): ~:~.r in cod. 
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e;:.,.Jl ~ ~ ~l ~.,.Jl;' .J~..i ~ 1'>1 Cl ~ ~ ~l f ..t.l" 

~Wlul JL.~, ~~, ~.,.JI V- f..t. 1, ~lu~ ~,~~l 
~ 1.>1 uiJ, <e;:.r>~, ~ ~l ~.,.Jl~, ~ ~l ..t. 1" JL. 2650 

~ r ..t.1, ~, u~ ~,~~I ~.,.Jl ~ ~~l ~.,.Jl;' .J~..i 
V:!..t.i, ~l. ..... ~Wl utS ~ ~I ~l" Jl.~,~~l ~.,.Jl 

La.....) ~ I jc~ .~, .s..sJ..o J>.P c.:.r u~ u I C ~ • ~ I 4...a....) ~ I 
,...JU '~I ~ ~I r.;....1 ~ 4~ . ., ~l. uW 4.1!.. J ,-,,,..a.;, .J~T 
~Wl ~ '~l ~ ..lrI? '~l La.....) ~I V:! ..t.i, ~l. J.J~ 2655 

La.....) J.JlA:: '~I~) ~ 65;:..:..J1 ~~I, JWI ~, ~ 
e;:.,.J1 ~ W} G5'..li, ~,.J~T;;~I,,; .;....1,.11· ~U r.;....1 ~ 

",->1, t:'~' i ",->1 ~ ~I ~.r' ~, .J~T 4:..1"; ....J..A; ~.: A, ~ ~I 
~ ..... ~ .Jl>.T4~ '" clJ'>, r ..a. I, ~I ~.J ~ J:.. ..... ~ 
~.,-J I ;;.J ~..i' ~ ~ I ~.,.J I ~ .J...LAJ I clJ.>, .;....1, t-'~, .J l> T 2660 

~,.,.J I V'" .J l>. T L ~ U U .J ~ T L ~ ~ I ~.,.J I ~ r-b ~ I 
u I..a....-.l 4..A.i.O ~.r .J ~ clJ.>, L-~, ;;': ..... ~ W I u tS r-b ~ I 
~WlutS ~~I ~.,.JI V- .J~-~I;;~ ... ll 4,1 ~ Ul, ~, 

.;....1, ~.s..sJ..o, ~.r .J ~ dJ'>, ..a.l, t--~ 
~ ~I~, W.:;,.!, 1S.il1 ..lrI..u..:J1 ~ ~.J ~ l;~,...aU 2665 

l l '\ ~ Ul l;.J) l. clJ .>, "'-> I, t:'~, .J ~ T;;~ , / "'-> I, t-'~, j'..t.1 

2650 (770): Loco <~> ya, ~'JI ~I ya, ~ ~I ~I" Jl. 
habet codex verba ~ 'JI ~1"Jl.ya,r-'J1 t""Jlya, . 

Forsan sunt ,~'JI ~I ya, interpo1ata; vide casum 

simi1em in adn. 927. 

2670-2671 (771): Verba "",WI eLJ ;' ...... JWI, (et fortasse etiam 

praecedentia ab .; 'J) interpo1ata esse videntur. Pro ,L-... 
praebet codex oJ, ...... , pro u'l:.J 1 autem JWI. 
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J L. J L., J l. J l. J l. J l. u~ 4!l:J I .; I ~ '.II ~, [.....J..o ~ l:J I~ 
J \. J L.. u~ CJ..o .J uO? la.:",. i.; ~ u~ u I ~ \:;.-;, ~ l., 
t--'~, J l. J l., J I.. J I.. J I.. J l. uW 4.1:... .j ... ~, ..I> I, ~, 

1.:.o~L..:.:.J1 ~ ~I.., J I.. J l., J I.. J I.. J I.. J I.. J .;~ ~ ..1>1, 2675 

J;'.II .;..uJ1 l.;..o} Cs', ..1>1, t"'~ J.;~ Jl. ~ 1.:.o1S'r:-J1 

~ l:J I, ~ WI ~"L-~, ..I> I, t"'J ~ ~ I.. .;, ~ '.I' 4!l:J I V" 
." , 

V" • ~ I.!J l:J', I.!J l:J I ~ J L- ~ I ~ WI, ..1>', ~ u..a; 
,;;-' r. tit So 

4. .. I": II .;1 ~ '.I1 • .a ~, ..bol, V" I&~ ~,c......, ~l. 

-'-- 1,.1 I V" ~ ~ ~, 4~ .. , ~t V" ~?- ~, r ..bol, u~ 2680 

r- 4~ ... V" -I?- I 4..a...-:; .....J..o, ~",. .; ~ ~, 
..1>1, t-U ~J l:J ~ loS.ili ~ ~I ~ .;I~' ;,!j": \.;~, ...LU 

~ w" .I 

dJ.j, ..1>1, V" I&~ ~, c......, ~1.. V" &?- ..1>1, ~ u..a; 
..a...; ·1 \.;.; 1 I.. . U '.J 

.;..uJ~ J;'.I1 .;..uJ1 ~L; ,.j," p"'tr .;1 ~I GJ": ~ ul..i:!,r ~ 

.;..!-AJI cl!.j ~ I.. ~ \.;.;~ 1.!Jl:J' .;..uJ~ ~, I.. ~ ~WI 
L.:",. i.; ~ cl!.j V" ~ I u IS' .;' ~ '.II 4!.J:J I ~ V" ~ r-l ' 

r. ..I> I, v.! J..a.:, ..I> I, ~ / ~ l:J I, r..l> I, J; '.I' .;.J..A..l1 ~? 
V'" • I~ 1 6.........:; Yb, ~ I!.J ~ ~ I, Yb' J; 'J 1 ~ LA; f ~ I.. I.!J I!.J I, 
~~ ..1>1-11· p. ~ 4': . -I' 14..a...-:; . -< ~ ~ 4~ ... r U"" ?:",r- U""?:" U~ ,r--

J I.. V'" (. ~ r- (.":. . V'" ·I~ I 4..a...-:; u~ J I.. Yb, I.!J I!.J I .J..uJ ~ 
~,JI.. clJ.j, .;I~'.II Gl!.II ~ V'" ~r-ll .;..uJ1 ~ ...It? 
~ clJ .j V'" ~ I uW ..I> I, V'" fa ~ r- ,,': «. V'" r-?- U'r-' 
~ ,,': . ji. " ~ ~ J 1... (.. ~ "~eo' fi· " ~ 
,r- U""?:" ~,r-' J U""?:" ,r- U""?:" ~.r-' 

w..o .J ~? c..:",. i.; ~ cl!.j U~ U' ~ \.:;..-0; ..I> ',.I' V- "?-

2672 (772): Verba ~ uf~~ (forsan etiam praecedentia ab ~J 

in linea 2671) interpolata esse videntur. 

2673 (773): ~l.J: Jl.J in cod. 

(774): ~: W in cod. 

2675 (775): ~L,,: JL, in cod. 

2675-2676 (776): Melius dixisset interpres u..S.,::-W' ~L.:.::.l' . 

2692 (777): -ili..iJ : clJ.., in codice; clJ ..... primo scriptum statim 

correxit librarius. 

2685 

2690 

2695 
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2696 (778): '..r e:O' : L.....~ in cod. 

2697-2698 (779): Per homoeote1euton omissa verba restitui. 

2705 (780): 1-il!J 1 : .....JWI in cod. 

2708 (781): III I :'-\JI in cod. 

2716 (782): , ~~, addidit 1ibrarius in margine et locum 1a-

cunae lineamcnto curvato significavit. 

2700 

2705 

2710 

2715 
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2725 

2730 

2735 

2740 

2745 

2736 (783): In uncis seclusa verba addidi. 

2741 (784): Pro <.bl..a.;; praebet codex, ut videtur, "'-tAlA,.,. 
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- I I.. 'l:J L J'" ';t I ~L...i> l.,jl ~ .JI "",I 4:-.1": ..b.,.; . 1 .J.' \!J 2750 ~ ~1.1' ., r V'" . U-rtf 

UJ:JI ~ 0'" ~ rll .J..uJI ~ ~..i ~ I.. LaI..; ~ 1.!Jl:J~ 
c..:,.,.. ..... ~ 1.5..:u 1 0 tS" .JI "'" ~1 

u- 'I~I~) ~l:J1 ~J .. II, .J~T~) J;~I t'=~1 I,.;,bp 
W til __ ., -::; 

~.,.J' ...i.s.1..A; ~ ~ I.. I.!J l.!J 1 t-'.,.J I, ..a.1, 0'" "~ 0I!~' ~ 
~ :;~... clJ.,j uW I.!J l.!J 1 ~.,.J ~ ~ 1 I.. ~ ~ l.!J 1 t'=.,.J ~ J; ~ 1 2755 

1 T T' u- ~ rll / .J..uJ 1 0'" • ai;; \; J I.. 0'" r-~ Vot~' 4...-.s>. 0'" f. ~ 
~ U- 'I~I ~.JI, .J~T~.JI, JI..~, .Jt "'" ~I d:J:J' ~ 

0'" 0I!~' ~ 0'" 'I~ 1 d........:; ~ W 1 0W ..a.1, 0'" j. ~ Vot~' 
~ b.-;.,; ..a.1, 0'" (. ~ Vot~' ~ 0-" • I~ I ~.J I, .J ~ T ~.J I, J I.. 
.J.:.. J .... ".,a.;, r ..a. I" • .r- \J" t.....1 CJ"· ....J...b J> p La:,.,.. 0~ U 1 2760 

, -... - .< ~ • ~ ~" ~" J I.. 0-" I· ~ 0I!r" d...-.:;. 0-" ·I~ 1 ~ u"";' 
c 1.." J I.. 0-" (c ~ Votr" ~ 0-" 'I~ 1 d........:; J .J ~ yU r..a. t"" 

--.. II;; I ,~ 1 ~ .. ·1 t.. I· 
4-a '" '; r.,:r-:- ..a." 0-" '" ~ 0I!~" ~ 0-" ~ 4.A....J" ~ 

~ 4$' r-W 1 ..a.1~ I" J I.. ()o- fi ~ ~.rWJ I" ~ 1 0-" ·I~ ~ 1 , ..... 
0-4~' d...-.:;. 0-" "~ u,,:.b ~ 1 ..a. I, ~".; J.J ~ ..a. 1, fY 2765 

. (t ...... ,~. ~. (. ...... '~. d........:; J.JL..:;' ". P·o.!>o U-- ,r. ~,r ~ .; V"",r. ...,..- -,--.; ...,- V"" ,r. 

U- jc~ ~ ()o- jc~~, ~ J.J~ ..a.1,J1· ~t; ..a.1, 

:; A • - ~ '<j I.. < ~ l.!J" ~.,.J 1 .J..uJ 1 \.;..oj L5...1i" ..a.1,J 1 
" I"" w /" .-. * 

~ 1.., ~ 1 4:;...., t-'.,.J t 0~" ..a.1,J 1 0-" fi ~ ~ 0-" I· ~ U~, 
[ ~ l:J 1 .J...u:J 1 ~ ..a.1~ 1 ()o- • ~ 4! L. ~ ()o- jo ~ ~.J I" ..a.l, 2770 

·I?- 1 A.......) ~ l:J 1 .J...u:J I, cI \.;..oj L:5 CS' .J l> T A.......) J; ~ t .J...u:J I" 

.J ...u:J 1 l.;# l.b 1 .,j t; cI \.;..oj I.. ~ ..a. I~ I 0-" ~?- 0-:!~" d...-.:;. 0-" 

U- ·I?- ~I A........J ~I ~I .,.;l:JI .J...u:J ~ .Jl>-~I A........J),I ~I J; ~I 
~l:J1 .J...u:JL - 11..l.;#l.b ..... ..a.1-1I· "-11·· A_II ~I . ~ r-' ~ V-- .r.- ~.r--" __ ~ I w 

c. 4!1.. -. fi·· t..a.I·· ... 1.... ~I 4:;...., .~I 2775 
~ t:-" V"" ~~.J' '~r.J'" ~ ~ v' 

fi~~, :;~ .. , cl.. U~" WI~" ~ clJ.,j U~ ..a.1, 0-" 

2761 (785): '..r- u-i, : ~, in cod. 

2768 (786): <.!J\!JI addidi. Vide adn. seq. 

2770 (787): Verba <.!J\!JI oJ...uJ1 yU a quodam 1ectore addita esse 

censeo. 

2774 (788); V- .~, ; .... ,.,.-1, in cod. 
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v- ~...-JI ..J..wJ1 V- .~ l.jt.; cl. ~J WIl.H.~J ~I V

I ~~J ~ V- 'I~ 1 4..a...", I" ..J t.. T 4..a...", I clJ.j" ..J I ~ ~ I 4!bJ I 
- ~ • I .., _ 

) T {, u- p ~ U"......'" I" ..u..1" <' ~ b! l." tI ~ UJ I ~ ..u..1" V- I' ~ 
c~ WI<().~._a.91" d..a.......:;" UJ9 J'!l. ~I ..u..1" V- 'I~ cl. e-' 2780 

cl. j4J1 u§..c cl. ~" WI (),!~" ~I V- r.~ (),!~" ~" 
V-) j.~ v::-" d..a.......:;" cl. ~'~ UJI ~)" d..a.......:;".~ UJI 

.~ cL.!b......J...D" ;~ ..J~ YbJ <cl. ~" lill ()'!~J ~I 
ti~ ~J cl. V- r-~ u~J ~J 

..Jt..T4--",1 "yt>J I W ~ v..LJ1 ~..t...::J1 ~ ..JI~I ~": I.;~J.JU 2785 

u b! l." II ~ UJ 1 4~ .~ ..u..1,J I V- r-~ (),!~" ~ V- 'I~ I 4--", I 

u 1 I.;..J,;I l. clJ.jJ ..u..1,J I V- • ~ c l. ~ V- r-~ U"......)J ..u..i J 
..u....; 

~ ..u..1" J$' ;~ ~ ~j l.j I ~~ (),! ..J ~ ~ U I~.".: IS' 
la:~ cll.j V-~ I U IS' t,.1II-, L,!" V- ~...-J I ..J..wJ1 2790 

cll.j U~ ..u.. 1" t:U" W...o J:.. ~ ..Jlj,t ~~ ..) ~ Js' U IS' W" 
..L..!j I .j IJ J l. J l. ...a.:.,-s ~ l. ():! ..)..wJ1 ..u.. I J:>;':' U I ~ , c..:~ 

..u.. I" t.t" ~ l.J J l. J l. cll.j U IS' ..u.. I" t""~" W...o j:.. J l. J l. ~ 
V- ~.rJI .J..J..A..lI u I ~ ..a.I,~, J l. ~ ~~ .J ~ yr., 

~ L (),!.J..J..A..ll ..a. 1 Lo j t:s'..Ii" ..u..1, t:"~" J l. (),! .J..wJ1 ~ 2795 

~ u...a.: yr." ...a.:~ ~ I.;.J j l.i 1~" ..u.. 1, ~~.,,> 11 ..J..wJli 

u IS' ..u..1" ~~J J l. cll.i" (),!.J..wJ 1 ~ V- ~.rJ I :;..J..A..l1 ..u..1" 
C ~ ..u.. I, V- fi).'!" ~;,':. . V- til).'!" I~" ~ l. cll.j V-~ I 

2777 (789): ~I : I.S""I in cod. 

2779 (790): Verbum quod forma praecedentis verbi exigit inse

rui. 

( 791): vJ-""U I" : V"-"-')" inc 0 d . 
2780 (792): Lacunam exp1evi. 

2782-2783 (793): Denominatorem addidi. 

2786 (794); ~; L- in cod. 

2792 (795): .....::;".;: ~ ~ in cod. 

2793 (796): ~I..,,: JI.." in cod. 

2796 (797): .I..uJ\i: .I..uJ1" in cod. 
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u;;"; 4..1!.. .j ... ~, oJ.> I, ~, ~ 4...A.i.O J> P L.:.r u~ u I 
r 4~ ... G" -I~ I d....->, <~L. J.,)~ clJ ~ oJ.>l,~, r~.: t~ ~L. 2800 

..- , ~ "'" 
.~ ~ ~ ~WI (r oJ.>l, t-'~, ':lL. ~ oJ.>l, (r I'~ 
f& . ~ 4':'. . • . •• It,; L J .,) L-... oJ.> I . fi . ~ 4~... . .F':" ,r-- V'".F':"..r-.. .., V'" .F':",r- V'" 

1 T 0 ji~ r- 4~" (r'~ ~ ~L./~,rJ1 oJ.> I l.;.,oj G5, oJ.>l, (r 
_ ~ ~ w 

,.,>.'JI .,)..UJ I, ..a.1, (r ~, 4::....." ~ L. G- '~t-',rJI, ...a.1, (r 

ji ~ u;E.-, d....-> L.lb"; L,:" (r ~.rJ I .,)..UJ I, "l.;.,o j I..S' ...a.1, t-'J 2805 
.., .0;:;.... ~ 

..l-.>I t--~ ~ ~j l.jt,; ...a.1, G- I'~ ~, 4::.-" ~L. (r 
w ~ ~ w 

~I, (r~, 4::..-, ~L. G- I'~ r 4::..-~ 1oS.il1 ()o,!..J..uJ 1 

rJb, ...a.1, (r Ic ~ ~, 4~ "~ u,..:;t (r ~, '...a. I, clJ.j u 15 
u t,; Lv.1, oJ.> I, (r f&;z,:. r 4~ ... (r • I~ 1 4....-:; 4...A.i.O, e.:.r .,) ~ 
~, WI~, d....-> (r ,,~ ~I ,.,>.-~I ..J..uJ1 e.:.r ~ "l.;")j 2810 

r-~ ~,)I, ...a.i, 4!~, G.JI r 4~ ... ~I ulS'~, 4~,,~ ~L. 
till "" r:. I til' 

~L. 4...A.i.O, t-'.r .,) ~~, ~, 4::.-" 4!L. ~, I.i.JI ~ d....-> (r 

~, 4~ .. , u,..:;t G- ji;z,:. u'~' 4....-:;, 

..a....1, e:-'~ I.-Jb, W ~ 1oS.iI I ~..a.:;J 1 ~ ()o,! ..J ~ l.;~, ..IU 

~ u 1 l.;.,).J 1 L. clJ .,:" ...a.1, (r fa ~ ~, 4~ .. ~ u,..:;t V- -~ 2815 

1":'1, L..:.r r") ~ l.; lS' t........;. l.jl ~.r ()o,! .,) ~ ~ u I ~;' ~ 
~ r") ~ clJ .j u 15 ,.,>. ~ ~ 1.-Jb...a.1 '-*~ 

~~I L. ~I-, ~ ;;~ ~Lec G-~I .,)..uJ1 ulS' W-, 
u IS:; ~ ,,~I..o-, ~ L. ~,rJ I ()o,! ..J ..uJ I ..a. I l.;.,o j ..J..uJ I dJ.j 

~ 1..0 l.j I G 1 ~ I G-' J L. J L. ~ l:J I ..J..uJ I ~ p J L. J L. 2820 

~ clJ.j U~ JL. J L. J-fb, ~ -';II ..J..uJ~ JL. J-fb, ()o,!..J..uJi ...a. I 

d.J .j ~ ~ I L.-, ~ ~,..., ..J ~ G- ~ ';I ~ ..J ~ J-fb, ~ 
J L. loA;.. ~ I UlS' ~,rJ1 ()o,! ..J..uJ I ~ I":'I~, ..J..uJ I 

t--~, ~L. u~ w..o,j J>P t...:,r u~ Ul C~ ~L., JL. 

1 T 1 (r j. ~ ~ 4:. G-' I~ 1 4....-:;, J L. J L. u;;..; 4..1!.. .j ... ~, / J L. 2825 

2800 (798): Per homoeote1euton omissa verba addidi. 

2808 (799): r ..a... I" : ..a...1" in cod. 

2818 (800): Verbum ~L..a.. ( ~L..a.. , ut videtur), quod codex po:.;t 

, ~ inuti1iter repetivit, de1evi. 

2824 (801); ~I.,,; JI., in cod. 
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0- d~\ Jl. JWI ~ ~l." Jl. Jl. J "'L.....t ~ Jl. Jl. .,. .. 
J ",L-:: Jl. Jt.. I~' ~ 4:;...... 'I, ,L........:; . .L.....j . - WI V'" .r':".r -- V'".r':" IJ.......... ~ 

fc· ~ 4E..-. ". I L........:; .-:-..........; Jt. I,. - WI - ...• :1. ~t. .r':" .r- V--.r':" <wr .,- ~ ~ .--

L........:; ()-o ~;r.:. ,r.s. ;,~ '" J .J L.....t J,..ISJ I J W I,; r ~ I., J .J LA.:; J t. ()-o 

u-.t .J ..uJ \ ~~I,; ~ t. ~ .J ..uJ' ~ 1 l.;..o j ~..Ii., ~ I., ()-o ";r.:.' 2830 

;,~ '" II. \:::.5t. . 'JI .J..uJ1 ~I .. · ~,. ,L........:;. ~. ~ 4:~ ... 
~ .r':" r . ., .I V'".r':" V'".r':" .r-

,r.s. ;,~... ~ t.o ,.,:, '., ~ '.,J 1 ()-o (c j>- ~., ..I> I., ()-o r;;r.:. 0~" 
..I> '., ()-o j. ~ ~" ;;~ . ~ ';r.:. J'! ~ ~ I., ()-o ·1;r.:.1 L........:; ()-o fi;r.:. 
~ w I ~ 

fC;r.:. ~., 4:;....., ';r.:. ~ 1 ~,) 1 ~ 1 0 IS' ..I> I., ()-o \~;r.:. ~, 

......J..o ~ '" ~ ~.,:,., ~ I., ()-o (:;r.:. ~,r.s.., l.A......:;., 4! t. ~ ()-o 2835 

. ",..L..A.JI t.:..- - Lwl ..1>1 . ". I L........:;. (:. ~;;~ ... ~ . 1..5"" - ., ., V'".r':" V'".r':" .,r-

.J ~ clJ.,:" ~, ~ I., ()-o 'I;r.:. 4! t. ~,; \ ~ ~ I (; IS' ~".J 1 

d,.........:; ()-o j'i ~ 0',r.s.......J..o, e:=.,... 
i-;r.:. r;;~"'~' W ~ 1.S.il1 ~ ~l ~ ~.J ~ \.;~., ..Iii 

l. clJ.,:" ~, ~ I., ()-o j. ~ 0"-;', ;;~ .. , • ~ \:::.5 t. L........:; ()-o 2840 

..t-: . 1 \.;.J \ . u '.) 

J; ':ll J,....,J 1 ()-o J.rw I J-lb ~ T J-..t ili..-J 1 ,.a J-.; 0 1 ~.,.., 

;;~ ... cl.J.,:" c...:.r ~ ~I 0 IS' ~ \.,:,\ ~.r ~.J ~ ~, 
d........,;I, d.!t. clJ':' u~ ~-':l~ ~ ~I ~lA;.; JI,..I d,.........:;., ~t. r 

« .' ; 5 J 1 .J..uJ I ~ c.:s:. i.J ~ J .J L...t ~ J t. J t. ~..,t., 2845 

~W ~ J..JLA.:; Jt. JWI U"""",; ':ll, d........,; ':ll, cWI,; ~W ~ 

~ Ur---uI,4..-,;I,Ct.U§..; ~ ~~W' ~ ~ 
"Y ~I . (S. ~ ~. •. ~I-II II All,; ..Jt...T~/J..Jl.a:; 
1 'V'" .JI':".,r- V'".JI':" 'Y ~ 

.. .~< ·L,......:.I ;;A.,1" ~ JI"..I d..........:; ~".JI UtI..J..uJI ~Il.;..oj ..." 

;;; '" ()-o r-~ 0~ ..I!.. ,j 4.J.,.a..;.; ~ I, ()-o • I~ \ ;;~« ()-O' ~ clJ.,:" 2850 

~ JI) ~'JI '" ..uJ1, UtI.J..uJ1 ~I J-lb, ~I, ()-o ji~ ~, 
..L.> I, 0- 1\ I;r.:. 1 d..a......:; ()-o (; I' ;r.:. cl.J':', II ~ 1 ~'" 1 ......J..o, ~ t. r 
..L.> I, ()-o (c ~ ~, ~ I, ()-o ·I~ I <6...-,;!> u~..I!.. ,j 4.J.,.a..;.; 

2834 (802): ~.,: ____ ., in codice. Vide lineam 2833. 

2842 (803): "...T: 1..,...1 in cod. 

2 84 7 (804): "Y-cJIJ : V""""-')J in cod. 

2853 (805): ~I addidi. 
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uL..S' ~.,...JI ~..J..uJ1 ~ l.jl G'I ~ ~'JI ..J..uJI~, 
e;:.,. ..J ~ clJ .j, ~~, ~) I, 4! l..!.b V-- r-;,.:. ~~, ~ L '" "a'.'!" 

~ I ()"'I!..J..L...A...lI ..b I l.A¥ Lo l.j I, ~ ~ V-- 'I;,.:. I ~ ...,J..,o, - ~. ~ 

·I.J-'!" I 6.......,) I ~ I ~ 'lJ I ,)..UJ It ..b I, V-- I';,.:. ~, 4:;..... V-- I' ~ 

~ 4~ ,,' 4! L. e:--'~' V-- '1;,.:. I 6.......,) I clJ.j u~~' ..b I, V-

...,J..,o, ~ ..J ~~, ~,r.r., 6....-:;, 4!L. ~ V-- r ..bl, t-;,.:. ~I 
.bo I, V-- • I;,.:. I 6....-:; V-- • ~ 

4~ ... V-';,.:. l-Jb, W .:l.:!.v.:ul 4t~1 ~~.,I~ \.;~, ..Iii 

..L....D-I, V-- it;,.:. ~, .bo I, V-- • I;,.:. I 4..a..u I .bo I, V-- ";,.:. ~, 
~ u 1 \.;.,1) L. clI.j, 

'f< '. -
..J...L.s ~ .bol, VJ ~r-4 l.jl Vr-".. ~..J~ ~ u l 4t"": ~ 

2855 

2860 

I .j I, c.:.,. r..J ~ ~ I u IS ~ I V--~ L. ~, d',,;.. ;.,. 2865 

u IS d',j.J I ':;..uJ I, ~".Lb.J I ~ ..J ..uJ I ~ I ..J I ~ ~ I GJ!.l1 ~ 

c..: --~--II V'" c:--:-
()"'I! ..J...L.s ~ u I 4t"":, ..J t.... T 6....-:; d',j.J I ;.,...J I ..J..uJ I ~ 
V-~ L. ~, ..Jt....T6....-:; ~ .bo l, J5 ~ ~ l.jl~.,. 
~I ..JI ~ ~I GJ!.l1 ~ l.jl, G..:".. (..J ~ clJ.j u~ ~I 2870 

\ TAr..J.J...s. ~ I u IS 6...o,j.J 1 / .,I t.... 'J 1 4..a......::J I, ~".Lb.J I ~..J..uJ I 
w til .."..., ". w c.: 

L;........; f Vr-.,. ~ L......,. 1 ..J ~ I.;......; ..;.. \.; I 1.:..Js...ai, V" 

U-~ l:. ~I 01S c...:",.. (..J~ ~I V-- .bol, Js" ~ 
0~' ~",.. ~ ........t.:, G.:",.. i..J ~ ub P c..:",.. r..J ~ ,-iJ I 
4 • ",-l-Jb..bl <~."'V'">~........t.:, ~L.....o';';v.:ul ..J..uJ1 2875 

V- ~;,.:. ~ 4~ ." ~ -~ I ~ I, J l. V-- Fa;r.:. ~r' ~ V-- 'I~ I 
~ bell ~ ..J ..uJ I 01.......i..l1 0 1 ..u. ~ J l. V-- j.;,.:. ~r' ~ 

J L- V- r. J.'!" ~r' d..-.D. V-- ·IJ.'!" I 6..........:; ~ ..Jt.... T 6..........:; ~, 
S ~ ..Jt....T6....-:; ~I~, JL. V-- is;,.:. ~~, ~ ~ 

" ;,.:. ~ 6.......,) I f.-!J I ~ J L. V-- r.;,.:. ~~, ~ V-- r.;,.:. ~ 2880 

2855 (806): ~~J (prius): u,~ in cod. 

2857 (807): I'~ (prius): I~I in cod. 

2864-2865 (808): J'Jj. ~ .J~ : t.,.",r t....,r I.J~ in cod. 

2870 (809): Ijl,: 1",11 in cod. 

2875 (810): ~ addidi. 
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t 0-:,:,"011 015 ~I V'" ~ l. ~ I";u Jl. V'" ~~ ~ ~" 
..,.... ,..., --

4...:;...... A..A.l..o t-'..r .J.& y." J I.. V'" ~ ~ v-! ~" I~ ~ ~, ~ 
~I .J1..L.s ~I " .. I" II ~ l,jl tAl, • ~ V'" II~ t-'~, III~ 1 

.J t-T 4..A......:;" ~ I.. ~ 1 u* 6..o,).J 1 4 ........ :: .. .11, ~ b.1I 071 .J ..wJ 1 

A...1..:.. ~ .... ",..a.;, i ..I> I", ~.: ,~ A..A.l..o ua j.Ji c.::..r u* u Ie\:;..-..; 2885 

~L.. dJl; .Jt-T 4..A......:;, ~1.. J .J~ ~ i ..I>I",~, ~1.. u~ 
~ i ..bol, ~,...; J.J~ ..bol, ~ ~ ~WI V'" f' ..1>1" 

..I-..JI,.I 0 U'..ai" .J l> T 4..a....,) I 1\ ~ U .J l> T ~ u ~ .J ~ U ~ 

JL. V- r-~ U-t,r., ~ V'" P~,r.;,~ .' ~"J.b.J1 U-t.,).J..aJ1 

r 4; ... clJ,j" j AoJ,) 1 I..)" ~ 1 4..a.....J 1 4..A.l..ai 1\ ~ I..)" ~ 1 4..a....,) 1 A..A.l..o, 2890 
II': .. ~ - , 

;, .M" ,;. V'" III ~ ~, ec......, u-;.1.. u~ UJ:.. .j lA...~ ~ 

T \ .J ...l...JJ 1 ~ 1 u tS' ..Ii, <~"J.b.J P U-t.J...uJ1 / ..I> 1 clJ,j, U-t,r., 
I..)" ~ 1 Cj': A..A.l..o, J I.. V'" f. ~ U-t,r., ~ V'" 1\ I~ 1 4..A......:; ,;>--~ 1 

u~ ,J:.. .j .... ~ W,r. ~ 1 4..A.l..ai .J t-T 4..a....,) 1 • ~ I, II ~ 
.J ...uJ1 y., ..I> I" V'" f. ~ U-t,r., ~ V'" if ~ ~,) I, 4..a....,) I, c I.. 2895 

JO-li .,)t--~I 4...a..-::J1 ~I ua,).J1 .J..uJ1 t.:.........; l,ju ~"J.h-JI ,;>--~I 

~ 1 ~ fc ~ U-t,r., ~ V'" j. ~ u,,r., ~" II ~ \.:;.! I.. ~ 
(; L.5 U-t,r., 6..-.,;. V- ,,~ 0~' 4~ .. ~ II~ b.!1.. y., 1,),!.J..wJ1 

.~ ~1.. V- fi~ 0:!r' ~, .~ ~t. ~I V-~ 1S..iJ1 
.~ ~WI ~1 .,)l>-~I ~I ~I t.:.........; 1.)1" j.~~, ,,-: " 2900 

~I ~ 'il .,)...UJ I ~ I,),!,r., ~ V- II ~ 1 V:!~ I, 4.....-:;.J I, 
~ \oJ.:u I u tS' J. ~ 0-t,r., 4.....->. V- 1\ ~ 1 ~,) )1, 4.......,) ) I, CI! W \ 

,~~ ~,) I, 4..a....,) I, 6.! I.. V- j. ~ 0-4,r., ~, 1\ ~ ...F I.. r-iJ 1 V-

J' clJ..; l.;;...ot ',jti j.?-~" 4; '., ~t V'" I?- cl.. t-'} ~l 
;. « ;..., 1\ ~ b.! I.. ,.." ~ 11 .J..u..ll ~ 4 ........ ..: .. H 4....,.j V'" ~ l.. 2905 

~ ~ clJ..; V-~ 1 u* ~" ;,~ .., ~t V- (.?- uJr" 
~ .J ..L.s clJ ,j, ~, .. ;: " ~ I.. V- j. ~ U-t~" ~" • ~ 

2888 (811): ",l,..T (prius): ",I&.I in cod. 

2892 (812) : ~I dubitanter addidi, 

2899 (813) : ~l. (prius): l...l. in cod, 

2904 (814): Pro V-
I, praebet codex (sc. v-J "~ ) . ~ U""J J~ 

2906 (815) : uJ~J : V"~J in cod. 
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I ; •. ~ l.jl; ~I, u-- fi~ ~ 4~'" U- fi~ u'~ ~....,J..p 
~ d..--. u- j.~ ~I,,,~ .. 11, u..:~WI ~I ..II ~ ~I 4!.I!J1 

Vttr-J1, ~I u-- ·~I ~~ ~I, ...... ~ ~I, ~WI, ~I,JI u- j.~ 2910 

" .;" ~ l'i ~ uJrJ d..--.J • ~ l:;! L. d" J'.1' ..I \....1' 6 .. -.:.J!J 

4 'd;" u- fi ~ Vrtr' d..--., ~ ~ I!U .j u- ~, u lS' VrtrJ 

\ T' • Jl..Td..--. ....,J..pJ ~ ..I .... jJbJ (~I U'~J/~ jJb, Vrt~J 
.~ L:..!L. L....J W :i;. <.S..iJ1 ~ ~I ~ ~ ..I .... l;~, ..aU 

4 • UIJ ~L. ~IJ u- j.~ ~rJ d..--. u- fi~ U"-';'J '4= , 291' 

U 1 l; ..I) I L. clJ.jJ ~ I'; 1 u- Fa ~ ~rJ d..--. u- j. ~ Uj-"oJ", IJ 
..u....; 

~ 4.J lW I c1..i.tb~, ~J,!.j '-:' \:;S' u- i- ..I W I 4.J 1i.J' l· .. :: 

~ .J .J.JJ 1 j! WI u- ili..- UJr' 

~)I ~)I illl r--I 2920 

~J,!,j '-:' \:;S' u-~ WI 4.J lW 1 

~ u- ~ .J.J.JJI j!L-J1 u-~ ~ J,AJI l..i.tb ~ ~ U' W;. 
t"-!I.,.J 1 J,AJ 1 ~ j! L-J 1 u- r:li; L. ~ I? ~) Lo. -ill,j U~ u 1 

~ ~.J~';";;.....u ~ cl.J,j u~ tJ-.J 1 fi.J Li- UlS' u I, u-W " 
d .J W IJ 4..0 .J.l' 2925 

~1iI1 ~ u- J;':J I ~ U~..J ~ .JI .... I ~": ~ u'...I.t"; I 

1 ,j I" W"",-A-~ ..j I.!J \!.I 1 ~ u- d- \!.II ~"d...o,,). ~ ~ 
I.!J \!.I 1 .J.J.JJ ~ ~ l. ~"..o, d- \!.II .J.J..A..l ~ J; ':J I .J.J.JJ I u.s"..o 

c.:.r i.J ~ cl.J ,j u \S' 

.JI..L..&.I ~ ~ U l ...I.t";" ~I ~ d..b".,A.JI 4-JI ul:ili 2930 

~ d-\!.II ~ U~, d-l:JI ~ ~ ~ J;':JI ~ U~ ~ 
L., d-l:J 1 .J.J.JJ ~ ..I 1 ~ ~ 1 4:J:J 1 u- J; ~ 1 ~"..o l,j I" I.!J t.J 1 ~ 
.., ~I ~ d' P t.:.r (.J ~ clJ,j UlS' I.!Jt.Jl .J.J.JJ~ ~ 

2910 (816) : u.tr---l I, : u,.r--J I, in cod. 

2921 (817): Verba hujus lineae rubro colore In cod. 

2924 (818) : t".J 1 : o-J.l In cod. 

2926 (819) : ~:~in cod. 
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~ W I .J...uJ I t1" J>';:', W I.!.J l!J I .J...uJ I u~ ~"t: I.!.J l!J I 

~ laS ~ ~ ~ l!J I .J...uJ I u~ I.!.J l!J I .J...uJ I eJ..b 5l!.. :, ~ ~ 2935 

'" \ ~ l!J I .J...uJ I eJ..b 5l:... :, ~ • ~I / La...) J; ~ I .J...uJ I eJ..b J>';:', 
J;'ll .J...uJi ~L.o l.jl uSJ, W u:..-, La...) J;~I .J...uJ1 uW 
..I ...uJ ~ ~ l., ~ laS ~~, ~ l!J I .J...uJ ~ W ui---, La..."" I ~, 
~ ~ ~~ ~I,4!l. ~ ~.ju~ ~~, I.!.Jl!JI 

J 1.- J 1.-~, ~ I u~ W...o 4.l J> P c..:,.,.. u~ u I C b.--.; 2940 

J.J~ ~ Jl. Jl. Jl. Jl. 0=~' La...""I" WI u~ ..J:.. ,j ... ~, 
~ '''~I cl..:" ~ ~~~ ~ ·"I4!l. . .,-- ~" v--- I- • • • f-·~' ~ 

r l.;.:1, cl. ~ cP Jl. Jl. Jl. Jl. ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Jl. Jl. Jl. Jl. ~ Jl. Jl. Jl. Jl. 0=~' La...)" WI~" ~ 
~"t .~. ~ ~ I, c l. v-> J.J La; ~ r..l.Do I 0=~' La..."" I, W I uP 2945 

r ~ r: .~. I.!.J l!J I .J..uJ I eJ..b W} G5..1i, Ul ...t.> I ..l.Do I,., I • ~ t; 

:;" ~ . . '; I.!.J l!J I .J ....\ .. ~.j1, U I ...t.> I I.!.J l!J I .J..uJ I ~ u l.;.: I • ~ I" 

..I ~ I eJ..b 5I!" ~ ~ ~ ..,.,l!J I .J..uJ 1 eJ..b W} G5, ..I L.. T 
W} G5, r oJ.>. I u,~;...,,, La..."" I ~ l!J 1 .J..uJ \,; La..."" I u ~ I" I.!.J l!J I 

• ~ I" ~ l!J I ..I .J..,.J 1 eJ..b 51!. :, ~ • ~ I La...) J; ~ I .J..uJ I ~ 2950 

..I L-. T ~ clI ..:" 0= oJ.>. , J l!..' La...) J; 'J' .J..uJ' ~ U' oJ.>. , 

J; ~ 1 .J...uJ I \.;.i.s. L.o l.j I, r..bol r L:.! I, 4! l. ~ J; ~ 1 ..J...uJ \,; 

r ..l.Do I Uj-, La...) Y" ~ t.J I ..J...uJ ~ r oJ.>. I ~ L:.! I, 4! l. ~ Y" 

~l.A;.; r oJ.>. I ~..-, 4.::"';, cl. ~, WI ~,~I clJ.j ~ 
0=~ "'J ~ I, ~, ~ l. ~.j U~ ..II... T ~ Y" o.!J I!.l I .J...uJ ~ 2955 

L:.! I, 4! l. u-:i- ....J.o ~.r ..I ~ Y" r oJ.>. 1 ~"" I, La..."" I, 4! l., W I 

~ 

2940 (820): JL (posterius) ab eadem manu supra 1ineam addi

tum. 

2941 (821) : G..J, : Io.\J 1 in cod. 

2944 (822) : G.J I: Io.\J 1 in cod. 

2945 (823) : GJI: ......JI in cod. 

2946 (824): vl..bol: V'..bo l in cod. 

2949 (825) : v l!.r-:J I, : ~u in cod. 

2954 (826) : W u...:.; : 4.I$\..a.. in cod. 
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~l.. u-> ~, w ~ u..i.J1 ~..u..:J1 ~ ..JI ~I GJ-: l.;~, ..Iii 

u l l.; ..J)I l.. ciI..i, ..JL..T4.: .... ~ I ~I Uj..-,4......,), r ~I r l.;.!1, 

..t,:,...; 2960 

\ T' T ~.,..o l..il, 4 p"V- ~I ~,~ ..JI ~I 4,,;1" ..b.,; u I ~.r / '-;0-

..J ..1...a-.l ~ ~ I l.. ~ I ~,..o, d I.:J I ..J..uJ ~ Ub.:... J; ~ I ..J..uJ I 

~". e10 V- L..:". dJ..i u~ <.!J I.:J I 
~ ..J..¥.jA, fc~ ~ 4......"", V- ji~ J;~I ..J..uJ1 ~;..a; 

..I..uJI~;';, ~I, ~........J...bJ e:=". ..J ~ ~I jA, ~I, e:-J A..oJ...o, 2965 

~J ..Jt..T4......"'" ~J ~ ..J..J&, jA, r ~I ~~ '''J 4......"", dl.:JI 

jA, ~ ~ <.!JI.:JI ..J..uJ1 ~;';J u I ~I ~J ~". ..J ~ ~I 
u..s~ l..it; ~ ........J...bJ ~". ..J..¥. ~I J-1b, Jl..........J...bJ ~ ..J..¥. 

..J..1...a-.l~ ~I,JI V- ~~ ~J 4......) V- c~1 ~I J;~I ..J..uJ1 

~ I,J I ~.,..o I':' I, (' ..a.1, dJ':' ~ r..a.1 ~, 4......,; I .j-s-I d I.:J I 2970 

U~ u I C\:;.:...;.; ~ ~ dI':' ~ ~ ~ .j-s-I <.!JI.:JI ..J..uJ~ 

~ e10 uiJ, [cI; ~ ~".JI I-Ub J ~ .j-s-I I...;J,] L..:". cI..A..1..b 

~, JI,..I a.......,;1 ~I G.:,.,. f..J..¥. ~ J..JW ~ J-1b ~ 
~, c ~I ~ ..JL..T4......) J..J~ c ~ u~ Jl.. ~ ~WI 

~ <.!J I.:J I ..J..uJ 1 l.;...o";~, ui-, 4......,; 1 ~ I, ~ I ~ 2975 

'-;o-~ i..a. 1 ui-, 4......) ~I, 4.l!. J ~ '-;o-,rO V- j-lb, ~ 
I 

r..1.....>I~, 4~ .. ~ '-'.II a.......,;1 uP ~ J r~I~, d.......,;1 

d......."", ~ c?- ~, J;;J 1 .J...wJ I L:.i..&. L.o 1 .:, I, ~ I.:J I .J...wJ I -ill':', 

clJ':' ~ (' ~I ui-, a.......)~, dI.:J 1 .J..uJ~ ..a.1, (r I~~ ~, 
~, ~ 1 d.......) ~, <.!J I.:J I .J..uJ 1 ..a.1.,J ~ \.:.U. L.o 1 ,:, \j r..a. I, 2980 

.. ~ I 

.... l .i>, e:-". ..J ~~, ~,4;....., '-'.II a......."", ..ill':' u 15 U~, 
.Jt..T~ ~ ~". .J~ ~I~, ui-, a.......) 

2959 (827): } in i.a....)} et in ~} ab eadem Cut videtur) manu 

supra lineam in codice. Vide etiam adn. 833. 

2964 (828): f"~ (posterius): I..a.I in cod. 

2972 (829): In uncis seclusa verba interpolamentum esse cen-

seo. 

2974 (830) : • . . L- In cod. ...,.- . 
2977 (831) : i.a....) (prius): ..a. I in cod. 

2981 (832) : 0 15 : ult in codice. Vide adn. 878. 
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v- .~ ~" w ~ u.jJi ~ ~I ~ ",I ~I 4!J': I.;~" ..Iii 

1 T' T' ~,,/ ~ 1 L....,) I" i..bol ui-, L....,) I" ..bol" u-- r-~ v::..-" d..a...,) I 

~ u l I.;..J} l. dl";" ( ..bol U~" 2985 

r,L..,..;1 4"''':.l.:........J 1";1 ;..". ~ u-- t..:.". i..J ~ ~~) ..I:!;' ~ 
c...:s:. u...... -,,< -< . r--' J.J u~ 

J l. ~ u l ..I:!.r" J l. J l. ..J..J..sJ \,; ~l. ",..UJ I l..u ~ uO fo 
r : R 5 J; ':/1 r--'-ll uOP ~ u......,..-; J5 u~ rWI ;''''':: Jl. 

~ I U--" W V::-" d..a...,) 1 ..!J l!.J I r-Ll 1" '-:-' W ~ t.i l!.J I r.-i.1 1" 2990 

4 "i' " r W ':/1 d.ili.I I ~ uSJ" ~ r W ':/1 • ..u u--~ Js' U l 

J l. ~ J l. J W I ~ I r,.....;..J I ",..J..SJ I J '" L.; ~ 4"S uJ-A+-" 
U~ ~ ~W~4ili~J~U~ ~ ~Jl. 
f ~I uJ-"o+-J 4!.1" • ~\,; i!.: .~ J ",L.; ~ r..bol ~" ;'''J,,: 

f ..u.1 ~ I" d.ili.Il ;..". yU ~ l. r,.....;..J I ",..UJ I ~ W j Gs'" 2995 

III r · e:-.". r,.....;..J I ",..J..SJ I" ..bol u"r" 4....-:;" C l.!.I!, UJ 1 ~ .ill";, 
I 

C~, UJI UJI u,r, ~~, ~r' 6........:;, C~, UJI ~ 
I~< • f .• 

..&...->. I ~.,..; ~, Upw), ..bol, u b.! l." w I U~,~, UJ I 

~ l., ~ il.ili .j ~,il.ili ,-:-,.rD u-- ~ I, W r W ':/1 
~ ~ WI U",w, 4.........:;, ~I cl.!J! clJ..;, ~ ;,"J": J 3000 

~ ~-':II r-Ll1, d.ili.Il rW ':/1 ..bol J-lb, ~ ..J ~ ~ r...ta.1 
I ... 

L..o...!I, UJI cl., ~I ~I d.ili clJ..;, ,-:-,W ~ .Wj I.; ':I ",!l:.,.1 

J..:.. yU W u;E.-, d..a...,) I ~ -':II r-Ll1, u"ili, ~ c l., ill 1 ~ 
C L. u~' UJ I UJ I U,~, A..a....", I dl..;, ;,:;.~, L-,) I J; ':II r--U I 

t; R • '!' 1";1 GI ~ (..bol U",w, ;'.::."~ WI U~,~, ~I 3005 

u-- ~rll ..J..J..sJIUlS' ~ u...... ~ J5 J'-Ild.ili.Il rW,:/I • ..a 

2984 (833): ,in utroque ~'J eadem manu supra 1ineam addi

tum. 

2988 (834): ..I .. I .... .!l; : ..I .a .. A .. II, inc 0 d . 

2989 (835) : ~:~ in cod. 

2995 (836) : ~: ~J in cod. 

3001 (837) : ~..IoS:..........s:.J1 ..I.uJ'in cod. 

3004 (838): ~I: ........ ) in cod. 

3006 (839) : JJ': I.S oI.JI in cod. 
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, '" 
/ ~l., liJl ~,4.::",-:, UJI ;C~, UJI UJI 0:!r-' 4.::"-: ~ 

... ... , 
1 T' t t".r ~ 0-- t"'.r oJ.J.t. J-Ib, r,...a.J I oJ..uJ I dI";.,,~,) '." ..u.. '." 

u."~.,, ~ J-Ib." W .::;;. J..i.J1 ~..u..:;J1 ~ L.J.t. I.;~." .ili 

-.!u..;." uY'-')' ..u..i." u l:;; l., W I u~' ~." 4; w..t." UJ I UJ I 3010 

..a...; . I I.; oJ I l. 
. U '..J 

,.-J J5' u~ r WI ~ ~.r ~ 0-- (:s:. (oJ.J.t. ~ u l ~r oJ 

G..:.r lA.:... 

~u' ~r'" ~~ ~Iu~ ~l. ~I ~ J>).ili 
,..;, oJ'~' 4A • .I-: ,.,1 h; I; ~.r Ub..;.. ,.-J j5 rWI ~ ~ ~ 3015 

u ':u;.)." Ca.:.r Ub..;.. ..u.. '." J5 u~' k:.r Ub..;.. ~, ul5 ~ 
L......) ~l!JI, r ..u..1." oJ'.J.t.~' ..u..1 u~ r ~ l. ~ J.r- dJ..; 

oJ I .J.t. ')j I " ..a 0-- oJ.J.t. J5' ~ ..u.. I." t L..:; I d......-) cJ l!J1." oJ L.. T 

J L- J 1,.1 d......-) ~ l!J 1." J l. J l. J; '.H oJ..uJ I u~ J 1,.1 J 1,.1 

f oJ ~ ~ u' ~r G, ~ I 0--, J l. J l. t L..:; I d......-) cJ l!J1, 3020 

u- loJ.J.t. 4!l:J1 rW ';ll 0--,.-J J5' J>).ili ~.r rW' 6':1-:; ~ 
..J.J...a.J' u~<~1 ..J..uJ1 1!lJ";) ~." ..J'.J.t. ')j' ~I "..a 
J l. J l. u- ~ I?,- I A.-.:: 0-- Ic?,- ~), A.-.:: ~ 0-- ~.,J I 
~dJ"; J5 ~ ~~I ~I ~I oJ..uJ1 JoJ~ dI.:t; 
u- ~ '?,-' A.-.:: 0-- f'?,- ~.J I." A.-.:: J oJ ~ J l. u~ J l. J l. 3025 

;, A • M JWI" ~l. ~I ..J..uJ1 ~ W} LI ~ 1 u--, ...bol, 

oJ ..uJ I, ~ I ~ ~ ..u..1,J I u-- ~ '?,- 1 A.-.:: u-- f'?,- u,..-.)', 

A.-.:: J ~ 1 l., UJ!. J ~?,- ~.)', A.-.:: ~.rb G'" ~ I 
u~.) I, A.-.::, 4;~, WI r ~, 4; l. -ill";, ~?'-~.)" 

3007-3008 (840): ~I" ..u..i" ~t" (a,JI~" : ut....l." WI uY'--" 

0..1""""')" ..u.. I" inc 0 d ice (U<ir,,' 1 in. 300 7, r e c t esc rip

tum). 

3016 (841): Suntne verba c.:.r u..:.. ..u..I" Js" u~" interpo1ata? Me-

lius enim praebuisset textus ~ post ..JI..¥I in linea 3015. 

3020-3021 (842): 4.:i. r..J..¥ : ~I..J..¥ in cod. 

3022 (843): Deficientia verba addidi. 

3026 (844): JWI,,: JWI" in cod. 

3028 (845): '-:'.ri>: tl-o in cod. 



408 Part Four Text 

w ~ _ 

Lo} l.; I ~ I V-, ..bo I,J I V- I' ~ Vr!~' 6..a.-::, 4! l. ~ V- I' ~ 3030 

..bo I,J ~ V- 'I~ t 6..a.-:: V- j'i ~ U~,.,t, 6..a.-:: ~ ~ l. r W './1 ..,..,,1 

r 0 u~';': ., cl.,.w JI".I d...a...,.,t ~l!,JI / r-iJ1 W} GI ~ I <V-, 
6. ';, .. , c l. clJ';', J l. t L...:; 1 d...a...,.,t I.!.J l!J1 r-iJ I, 6..a.-:: V- ~ ~ 
~ I .;,t, ..,.."t,Jt V- r-~ Vr!~' 4.........:;, cl. ~ V- r-~ u~' 

~ t ."..t.a.J I J!.. ~ IS' r W './ t ~ I • ..u 3035 

~c...ill cl.~, W ~ 1.S..i.J1 ..&.t...a....:;Jt ~ r.,,~ l.;~, ..w 
~~ 6..a.-::, c l. e:+- V- r-~ u~.J t, 6..a.-::, c ~ ~ I ~ 

~ u I l.;.,,) l. cl.I.,j, 

(;,!." ~ ~,.o t.;,t ~ e:J..o V- t;l. \." ~ ~ u I ~,; ~ 
Ca:,r r." ~ ~ f> u IS' 1!lJ';' ~, ~,r.,> -'./ t, ~ Wb..,.." I 3040 

u~ ."l> T AM' j."~, c.:s:.. r." ~ ~ t ."..t.a.J t e:J..o ...P).ill 
0-:! ",..u. ~ u t ~,;, r..,.." I ~ t? I, A! l. ~ ~ I ."..t.a.J I 

d.-!l. ~ ~ ..bot, Js ~,.o l..it ~,r.,> ""JI, ~ Wb..,..,,1 

.".1. p 11~).ill Ln.:,r ~I UIS' clJ..i ~, r..,.."t ~ t?1, 

~ t?1, cl. ~ ,j ~l., 4,..S ~~, ~l. ~~t, W ~I 3045 

d.-!L. v->-, W ~ ~I, cl. ~ clJ..i <V- ~~ uW 
u~ w..o ,j J> P tn.:,r i." ~ u~ u 1 C t::.-;.; ~ l. ~ t? I, 

LE:........, J l. c...ill d...a...,.,t uP UrJ:... ,j lA..rA:, ~ u.:~ .. , d...a...,.,t 

u---i--, 4..5' ~ ~I, ~ A!l. ~ J."L..:; ~ ~l.~, 
~WI (;eo- ~l. ~ ~I" 4!L. ~ ~ ~L. ~ ~I, Jl. 451.. 3050 

d...a...",I, 4!L. V->' u.J1 4'\1", J."L..:; W ~ WI, A!L. ~ ~ 
J ~ 

UL. ' c...ill d.!..l! ,...~ Jl. Ir ,'~WI ~ ~l.' ... ~, ~....,..y-......."....., 1--- ~, 

'~\i ~ ~ ~t" '.r cl.. ~ J."La.:; r..,..,,1 u~' d...a...J 1" 

3031-3032 (846): Omissum (forsan per homoeote1euton) addidi. 

3034 (847): u"""""::,,: ~J in cod. 

3040 (848): ~, addidi. 

3046 (849): u~: v~J in cod. 
(850);~ ~I addidi. Dubito enim num J in expressione 

~~J ~(lin. 3045) sensu additionis inte11egendum sit. 

3053 (851): u~J : ~J in cod. 

(852): ~'J: L...'" in cod. 
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~-' ~ l. ~..,J I ,)..UJ I W j G' I ~ I 0---' ,) 6. T ~ ...l> I."J I 

,) ...a.....-l ~ r...l> I u)-A-',; 1-, ~ J W I, ,) 6. T ~ • ~ 1-, ~ ~ 3055 

~I ,)..uJi W} G'l ~'0-- ~" <i...l>' u)-A-',;'-, ~ ~.,J' 
l t 1 1/' p $' . 'I ,)..uJi u~ • ~I ,j JWI '-:'~ 0--/~I-, W 

Wj LS.:ul ~I ,)..uJi ~Lo 1";1 Gil, 0::'-"-')-, CJ·~ 4!~ 

}Jb LS.:u I ~ I ,)...LA.J ~ ~ ~ ')/ 1-, 4! l. v->J I ~ I ~ 4.A.Lo 

rul ~-' ~-' UJI4!l. cl.J..; u~ r...l>I u)-A-')' 4:'.1,:, 4!~ 3060 

; ., r. ~ 'lII., 4!l. ~I ~Lo I";u ~I-, ~ 4~ .. , 4!t...:-., 

Uo-Jt~' 6..-D. cl.J J u~ r...l> I 0::'-"-',) 1-, 4..a......:; ~ I ~.,.J 1 ,)......J ~ 
ilJl u~l" 4..-..J1" UJI4!WI yl ~i I";u ~.,~" WI 

~I-, d!l. ~" UJI ~l. cl.J..; 0- ~I u~ ~"4= . ., d!~ 
uj-AJ,) I., ~"d! l. t-',) I ....J....b, ~.r ,) ~ dJ..;, 3065 

l:.!I, 4!l. ~}Jb, W .:;.;. LS.:ul ~ ~I ~ r') ~ I.;~, ..w 
~ u I I.; ,);1 l. cl.J J, r...l>I ~ 

L 0. p.:~ 0-- ~..,J I ,)..UJ I u~ ~,r (;,! ,) ~ ~ u I ~,.,; J 
~ ..,J I ,)..UJ I 0--~ I u~ ~ -')/ ~ l...,Q, ...l> I ~,..o I"; I" L.a:,r 

i.b,;.. ~ .j (;,! ..J ..uJ I ~ 0- 3070 

~,r (;'I! ,) ~ Js' u'll Ca.:,r i..J ~ ~ I ufo ')/ i.b,,).J I 4-..J I uSJ, 
~I-, G.:,r f..J~ ~I u~ ')/~')/I JI ~A')/I~ U\,; 

c...:",. ~, u~ ')/ A ')/ I ..,J I 1-A.;...rA-o ')/ I ,;I .Ji...i 
~rl' ..J..uJi wbP JI!..')/' d...a.....w.JI ~ 6..O-,;..JI ~I ~ 

l.-Jb...l>I ~ ~",. ~ ~l. ~-' ~l. ~..J..uJI ~ 0- 3075 

;, p ,,;;> -')/, r--i-' '-, J l. 0- j. ~ ~~-' "-.:;.. u-- Ii?-~ ~ ... 
~ I ..l>' ~ Lo I";' ~" J l. u-- j. ~ (;'I!~-' "-.:;.. u-- • '?- I 

. ,~.d..->..4!L.E...... ~''''''''~'.d...a..,'.4!l. clJ..; .. <: ..b.~L ~ . ..- -./ ./ V"'" or. ...,..---',)./ ',) ./ U:J"":! or . 

3055-3056 (853): Uncis inclusa verba addidi. 

3057 (854): ~'J : .........s:Jt. in cod. 

3063 (855): u~'J: ~'J in cod. 

3065 (856): u,.......v'J: U'"'-"-')J in cod. 

3073 (857): ~': 'J in cod. 

3074 (858): J\:..'il: JL..'il in cod. 



410 Part Four Text 

.,I~I J~I ~ ~.,IL- 0~ 0 1 Cb.-oi Jl. Jl. V- (a~ 
4......",', 4; l. ~ J ',.' 4..a.-:; ~, ~.".J' 0'1! oJ ..uJ 1 V- ~.,J' 3080 

tV Jl. ~ Jl. Jl. V- ~~ Vtr-'(~' 4;t,..;'.,... V- f.~ ~)', 
V- fo ~ 0'l!r-' ~, 4; t,..;'.,... V- r-~ ~",', A.....", I, 4! l. ~ 
W oJL- ~ oJl>.T4..a.-:; ~ Jl. ~ J',.' 4..a.-:;~, JL. 
J l. V- (. ~ 0'l!r-' i-o., ~ t,..;'.,... V- f. ~ ~'" ~', A......,I ~', ~ WJ 
V- r-jJ!o- r- 4~ ... V- r-jJ!o-, r..boo' ~, 4..a.-:; J oJ~ J,.15J' JW\,; 3085 

r-jJ!o- 0-r!r-' ~ V- r-~ r- 4~ ... 0'1! oJ ..uJ 1 ..bol 0 1S'..Ii, ..boo', 
V- ~ IjJ!o- 1 4..a.-:; ~ ~ 1 .,I..uJ I, r..boo 1 0'~' ~ clJ,j, J l. V-

~ 4~ ... V- • jJ!o-, f..bol ~ A.....", 1 clJ,j, J l. V- j. jJ!o- 0'1!~' ~ 
~,,- .,I ~ ~,~ ~, 0,ili, 4..a.-:; 0'1! oJ ..uJ I~, ..bol, V-

i. .;. d.J,j, ~ ~ lot 0'1! oJ..uJ1 ..bol ~ l.o ',j I, ~~, 4~" A..A.J...o 3090 

~, r ..bo l" 4! l.!.t clJ,j 0~> ~ u..a.;, ~ A......J' ~ 0'~' 
4.....-:;J' ~, Vt oJ ..uJ 1 ~ J l!..' 4..a.-:; ~, / ~ u...a,;, iLl :, i..bo' 

~ , . 
v-! ~', ~I, 

0'~' i-o.~, W :t! v..:u, ~.a.:;.J I ~ Vt oJ.,¥. l;..I.>, ..w 
~ (;, l; oJ) l. clJ,j, ..boo', ~ u...a.:, r ..boo I r- A.....) r..boo I 3095 

3079 (859): 4........;.1: """-- in cod. 

3085 (860): J.JL...t: J.Jt.- in cod. 

3088 (861): r ~ : ~ 6"".. in cod. 

3091-3092 (862): Per homoeote1euton omissa verba restitui. 
3099 (863): Verbum \ ..... ~ addidi. 

3100-3101 (864): Per homoeote1euton omissa (ut opinor) addidi. 

3101 (865): dJ.;, .J~JJ : dJ.J""-JJ in cod. 

3102 (866): Pro V" codicis J scripsi. 

3100 
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.J.>. I -.::.J l!J I" I ~! ~?" d5 ~ d l!J '" r.J.>. I ~ l..! J; ~ I .J...t.AJ1 

r ~ I 0~)" .J.>.i" d5 I.. t-') ,) I ~ 'Z I ~ I ~" r.J.>.1 ~,}, 
It . .Jl~~I/~1~0P JIJ'"IJ1,..1 .)l:..-~I~ ~~ ~ 

r ; i; ~ ~ J.J ls..:; ~ J l. J l. ~)" .J.>.i" d5 l. t-') 
" \ l. J l. . \ l. \~ --.sS -........s A......8. .' J l. J l. I~. ~ WI u Y.r.. I...J'"~ .r~ 

e:-) <J ~ J l. ~ J l. J l. ~)-' .J.>.i" d5 l. t-') A........9 ~ ~" 
~i" d5l.. t-') JWL; ~1.. J.Jls..:; ~ i.J.>.1 0".......)" .J.>.i., 4!l. 

..L>i., d5 l. t-') ~.rO ~ ~ l. yr; J W' J W L; i .J.>.I u~)., 
c L t-'.J I., W I u~" ~.J I., I-iJ I d5 l. .ill.)., l.a.l!.. ~ ~.J I., 

w ~ 

J l. J I.. ~ ~ I r W ~ I .J.>.' \.;..,0; l; I ~ I~., u~" ..bol" 

t-')" WI ~,4.::.A, I-iJI d5l. ~" I-iJII-iJI? 4....-:;. u~ 
c I • A I -: d ~ I r--iJ I \.;..,0'; L I ~ I ~ ~ I" r.J.>.I~" d5 I.. 

~" 4-: lA, I-iJ I ~ 1.." I-iJ I I-iJ I V::-" ~ I U~ J I.. J I.. ~?" 
.J.>.i -.::.J W I r--iJ I \.;..,0; L I ~ I ~ ~ I" 0-:!?" 4! I.. ~" WI 

I 

~,,~A, I-iJ I d5 I.. ~" I-iJ I WJ I ~ U~ J I.. J I.. 0:-"-1) I" 

• ~ r,.....w I .J...t.AJ1 utS' W" r.J.>.1 0-:!?" .J.>.i., d5 I.. e:+-" WI 

I-iJ I ~" 4....-:;. U~ ~ ~ ~.,JI .J...t.AJ1 J-'b r W ~ I ~ I 
... " r: I .., W 

t-'.r .J ~ ..ill.)" 0-:!~" .J.>. I" 4! 1.." li.J I ~" 4;.,....." 4! I.. e:+-" U.J I 
., 6It ~ I 

I.' ",S. ".J ~ ~ I l..a" U".:;.-" ..bol" u \;; 1.." UJ I 4..-..:; A.A.i.o" 

4....-:;. WI rW ~I ~ J; ~I r--iJ1 u I ~ I~" U,,~., ..bol., A.A.i.o 

U~" 4!L. t-'), WI u,->'~" UJI d5L. U->' UJ' UJI r 
U~" ~A, UJ I b; 1.." 1-iJ' UJ I u;. .. , u WId ~ I r--iJ '" r..bol 

~ Lp> P.:.~ 0'" ~.,JI .J..wl u~ f.J.>.' u"r., 4!L. ~" WI 

W L.. t-'.J '" £iJ I ~" ~ I" UJ I 4! I.. e:+-" UJ I UJ I ~., 
_ -: I w 

1 t 1 ~ I" r.J.>. I u".rs-., d5 I.. u l..!., UJ I ~ d..A.i.b" t-'..r .J ~ yr;, / .J.>. I 

~" UJI b;L., UJI UJI ul-., uWI d WI r-iJ1 ul ~,~ 

3104 (867): 4!.l!J1: 4JWI in cod. 

3105 (868): JIJ"I J'J"I : J'J'" J'J" 'JI in cod. 

3108 (869): Deficiens verbum restitui. 

3116 (870): CI: l. in cod. 

3117 (871): ~: "-"- in cod. 

3121 (872): u~ ~i" ub!l." : ~ ~I" V""l." in cod. 

3123 (873): u~" ... u~" : 1..1"'-" .. . ~" in cod. 

3\05 

3110 

3115 

3120 

3125 
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I __ 

UJ' ~,~ .:J l!J' r-iJ I, r..u.-I 0'~' 4! L. ~, G.J I 0.,ili, 

0-'1 r..u.-I 0'~' ..u.-i, 45L. ~ WI 0~' 4":\", '-'.II 45L. ~, 
UJ I~, UJ I ~ L., ~ I '-'.I I ~ L III; I.,!" V- ~.".J I .J..uJ I 

I.., Co w 

L! 1...!.1!, UJ I ~....J...o, e:-.r .J ~ clI";, ~,) I" ..u.- I, 45l.-:i......" I _ 

U-JI '-'.II ~ ~\:JI r-iJI 0 1 ~I ~ ~I" 0~ 6...a......:;" 

r..L-..D.I 0'~" ..u.-i" cL. ~ WI 0~" ;''':1'', UJI cL. ~" 
- w 
lilt 0~'~" '-'.II cL. ~, '-'.II '-'.II ~ ~ J" ~I r-iJI, 

4..!J..: 0~ L.III; Li!" V- ~.".J I .J..uJ I 0 \i i..u.- I 0~" c L. r:v I, 
r ~'" ~L., WI 0:'1., ~I, '-'.II cl. ~, '-'.II c..il' VI!~' 

..-. C. I .., 

r ..u.-I 0~' ..u.-', c L. 0l.!, '-'.II 4--,) I '-Al.D, e:-.r .J ~ I!JJ";, 
0~' ~~, W ~ 1.S..l.1I ~~I ~ r,)~ l;~, ..aU 

I!JJ";, 0'~' ..u.-i" cL., WI 0;i-, ;,': '~ '-'.II 4!L. ~ '-'.II '-'.II 
..a...; , I l.;.J I L. , u ') 

3L...... l.ltJ.....A.; 0 1 l.; ')JI ili-JI ,..a ~ r~J JI ~I 0" 
~ w _ 

~.y J-JI ~ JI;..Jlt 1 ~ J" ~I j...,JI V- J..r.-I ~ c..:~ 
J,..s 0~rWI~~ 1";1 ~ ~V- Ca.:.r r.J~ ~01 

u.ill e:=,r-11 ,)..UJ 1 uO P ~.r r') ~ <t..-c;. I"; P lJt,..:.. v.:--' 
0 1 ~.Y", ~~", ~r ,) ~ ~", r ...t.> I v:;..u.", A..a....,} I ~ ~.Y 
l.. A ,I • '!" 015 ~ v.:--' ';1 rWI 'h.l" i...l>1 ~", A..a....) ~ 

VI!,) ~ ~I", c..:.r Ilb A __ ,!" 015 ~ l..i! ')1 ~I ~ \ ,_I b oJ. t...:.r 
r A ~ ",W I 4.1!......J 1 ~ 1!JJ..i 1:;':.Ji" Cs.:..r / L lb v'!" 015 ~ lJt,..:.. 

CJ:JI ,..a ...l>1 0~ d "'~ ~I ~ '-I ~ t~ 4!J\:JI 4..lli-l1 0-

<r...l>I ~:..;> d\:JI '" ..uJ I", f...l>I u-::?", 45~ ~I ",I ~ ~I 
, ..u. ~ ~ ~.".J I ",..UJ '", i...l> I ~), i...t.> I, ..:.J tJ I ",..UJ I, 

w ~ " e:-..r '" ~~, 1...t.>1 0Y'--')' ...t.>I, a;L. e--) ",I ~;l1 

l;,)) l. JI ~I .Ji Gs' ~ 0 I ~.y u.ill .)..uJI ~ 015 y, 
,) ~ Js' V- ~t..L; r...l> I 0;' ".", A..a....,} I ~ ~.y u.ill ,)..UJ I uiJ, 

3135 (874): v"-;"J : ~J in cod. 

3136 (875): v",.:..!J: V"'-'J in cod. 

3137 (876): r..a.I,,: ..a.1" in cod. 

3145 (877): ~ l"il addidi. 

3149 (878): vIS': ut. in cod. 

3151 (879): Deficientia verba restitui. 

3130 

3135 

3140 

3145 

3150 

3155 
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<f..J ~ r...l>l 0,.......)" ...I>i" d!l. t-') ~ ~I ..JI ~ './1 ~I G-

t-',) './1 0"" ~I" 6.........,) './1 ;I.iiS.;.. ~ ~t J.jJ1 ..J..uJ1 0"" ~~I...Ii.. 
..J I ~ './1 d:J:J I 0"" ..J ~ J5 ~.rA- (;, 1!1.I..i, ~,) './1, ...I> ',.1', 4; l. 

~)-' ...1><'" d! l. t-') 0"" 'I.i-"-I ~ I (;~ 0=~ ".., d...a....) ,j 
.I..o...i..r.Lo l..il (;~ r...l>I 0'~" d!l..:.b J;)I ..J..uJI (;1 ~I 0""" 3160 

t-',) I 0"" - I.i-"- I ~ ~" 4; l. t-',) I, W I ~~ f ...I> I V::-" d...a....,) t~ 
I ..i I (;~ i..a.1 (;~ ~ I:J I r-il I (;1 ~ I 0""" ~)" ...I>i, 4; l. 

I w ~ 

~,), 0"" - I~' ~ 0=r-" 4; l." UJ' ~ ~" 4...a...,) ~ • \.A.is.l...o - - , 
I.!J I:J I r--iJ' (; I ~ I ~ ~ I, ..a.1,J I 0"" Ji ~ ~,) I" ..a.1, 4! l. 

w ".... __ WL....:w" ~I ~ ~~ .1..;#\....0 '..il W~ r..a.1 W,......,)I" .,b.1 3165 , 
L:.......-.J..Iii ~,) I, .,b.1" 4! l. t-',) 1 0"" .,~ I ~" ~r-' 6..a...,) I, 

Lib • Yl ' '!'" wtS' ~I:J'" J;'.II ~ l..il rW1;'''.I':: ~I, 6..a....J '.II 
, w ~, 

..J ~ clJ ..i, ~ I, .,b.1, 4! l. t-'.J I 0"" • ~ 4! l.::-" wI 0=r-' 4...--. 

~ W 1 ~ l..i I, 0-tr' .,b.1" 0"" ,,~ wi-, 4! l......J...D, ~ 
\ r '\ r-~ ~)" 6..a...), d!l./~, ~I ~ l.1b. R_ ... ,!," W~ I.!JI:JI, 3170 

W~, ~.....J...D" e:=,r ..J.$ clJ..i, ~)" .,b.i" d! l. t-'.J I V-

4:.,1': l.1b Ar'!'" (;15 J; ';j I, I.!J I:J I ~ l..i I, 0-tr-' ..a.1, 0"" (c ~ 
Y''' Vt-"-')" ..a.i" d! l. t-',) I <0""' Ij'!'" I 6.........')9" 4! l." W I 0-t~" 

0-t~, ..a. I, 0"" ro: j'!'" 0"""->" (; ~ I" 4; l. .....J....b, e:=,r ..J ~ 
(;~" 6.........) J-fb" w ~ loS.jJ1 .J.! ~I ~ r..J ~ \..;~"..a; 3175 

()o- ~ j'!'" u~' 4! l. t-',) I, GJ I u'r ~, r La I ~ "L......;" r ...l> I 
- I < 

d! l. t-',) I 0"" Ji j'!'" u'~' '()! l., UJ I l...-.:;. Vt-"-',) I" ...l> I" '()! l. t-',) I 
c. .::;: ... c. ~ 

..a. '" 4! l. t-',) I 0"" I' j'!'" w"~,, 4...a...,) I" 4! l.;;......" u WI Vt-"-',) I" ...I> I" 

~ u 1 L:..J.;I l. cll..i, Vt-"-')" 

L. ..J ~ ~ .J.!j l..il ~ ~ 0"" L...:,r r..J ~ ~ U l ~,.,; C 3180 

G.:,r (; \S" ..J..uJ 1 cl.l..i Y:.. ~ 1 ~ ~j (; I" L..:,r u \S" 

t-k' 0"" ~,r ..J ~ J-fb, ("...I> I ~,6.........) e:=~ 1 ..J..uJ 1 J>.P 
to ,":'!-II UI5' ~~".., 6.........) ~ ~j U l (..J~ ~ WI ~.r, ~ 

3156 (880) : (' .J .Jr. addidi. 

3164 (881) : ,..~: 1.,-.1 in cod. 

3173 (882) : Uncis inc1usa verba addidi. 
• (883) : Loco Vot-"-',J I" .a. I" praebet codex u....)" . 

3181 (884): 5I:..:~ in cod. 
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L. WU""" ~ 1 ~ 1 u 15 V:1~ "~ 4..A...,) I ~,,)I.!. ~) u I" ~.",.. 
G..:.",.. r.J~ ~" v?-JI" 4..A...,) ':II ~ ~.",.. .J~ J clJ.j ~ 3185 

U 15' .J..uJ1 clJ.j ~ ~ l;.J) U I" L.:;r u 15' t. i.J ~ ~ l;.J) l.j! 

.. ~ I"" ~.J ~ j:.. ~ l;.J j I .j I G t.; ~.",.. .J ~ J$'" t..:.",.. ~ I 
~.J ~ ~ ~y" ~ t. ~".J I .J..uJ I -.p j.; G t.; c...:.",.. ~ I (;~ 
• ~ 6. I b" ~.",.. .J ~ clJ.j" f.J.> I,,,,~,, ~ t. u~ r.J.> I"" 

'~, 6..a...,;' ~, ~I"" ~ ~ JWI ~ l;.J) l..il~" .J.>I"" 3190 

L..:,.,... (;~ u l ~? ~I" ·~I6..a...)" ~t. ~I ul5' ~I" 
1 t" 4..A...,,', 9t. u~...1!. .j ,-,,.,..a.;, ~I ~I ~.: ~, u~/~.J -.PP 

~.;,.....; V:1..a.'" '~I 4.....)" ~t. J.J~ ~ '~I 4.....,,1 ~I .JL..T 

u~l" '~I 4::"': ~ J~ ~t. ~,·~I4.....,,1 ~ t. J$' ~ 
'WI ~ ~ ~~I 0'" V:1.J.>I ~ .J6.T4..A...,,' J.JL...:; 3195 

.», ..a.1" ~ ~ J W I" ..a." t-'~ .J.> I,J I • ..,..:J t.; ~, J .J L...:; 

.J ..a.....,J!, ~, .J.> I, clJ.j, r.J.> I"" ~ ~ .J I.rJ I .J..uJ I (; 15' 

<J.j) '-:-' ~ 4!.t clJ..i, U..a.iJ I, ..a. I,J I u......o ~ I ~ .J I.;oJ I 

r ..1->1, JWI u~ ~ I.J~ JWI u~ ~ 4; , .j clJ..i 

<; • .;, L A.: I ~ .J I.;oJ I .J..uJ I, V:1~' 4....." I ~ .J '.rJ' .J..uJ I, 3200 

~ l;.J) ,.jl G'I ~I 0--, uj-A-I), 4.::"': clJ..i", V:1 . .,..:_a .. lI", 4..A..." 'J' 
~.r .J ~ dJ.j, r..a. I 0-t,r-s., ~ u~ i..a. I 0-t,r-s., 6..a..." 1 ..a.1,J I 

4::.': ~! 0-t~I, 4.....,; ':II u......o .J.>I,JI ~ l;.Jj l.jl Gt.; ~I, 
~.r .J ~ clJ..i" ~J, L..-:; u~ ~,; I, 

l;.J) t. ~ I ~ I ..,l; e r .J.> I, -.P",,;..J I ~".J I .J..uJ I u 15 ,,» 3205 

L..-,)I ..a.1,JI ~ ~!, 4......,) ':II ul ~I 0'", vi-, 4.....,)1 ~, 
~ I V:1~.rJ I 0-t .J ..uJ I 0'" .J.> I, J$' ~ La.; u I ~,;,.:;.. V:1 ~ .. ., 
~ L,;, l..i I ~, u:-, 4..A...).'1 ~,) ':II", ~ I, 0-t~ I, 4..A...,; 'J' 

3187 (885): 1.u.1"" in codice, ,t--I"" scripsi. 

3190 (886): 1.u.1"" in codice, t-'I"" scripsi. 

3198 (887): JS addidi. 

3199 (888): r.J~ : .J~ in cod. 

3200 (889): ~I bis in cod. 

3201 (890): l:.Jj l.il: L..J} I.JI in codice. Vide adn. 253,314. 

3206 (891): ~I: t..a-} in cod. 

3207 (892): ~l.A;: ~ in cod. 
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416 Part Four Text 

~ I..o! '., 4~ ... A.:... I,) l.o~' U' ..J ..uJ '., t:'~., i ~, r- I..o!' J W '., 
Jl-J1uw ~ r..J~ JW'u~ i.a....",' J cil.j J5 ~~ 
~,) '., 4.::.. .. j 0-4r-., i.a....",' Ul.o~' u' .,) ..uJ '., ~,) '., d...a..-:; 

l..; .,);l l. J' ~, ..Ii t:s' ~'" '., d...a..-:; e:=.rJ' ..J..uJ' u t$' ,J.; 
'" tit W W fill 

6;- U.: 8-<.1 '.H., 6..a.....:;.I' ..u..:; U,:;.-J '., i.a....", ~ '., u,:;.-" i.a....) ~" 
cll .£ cll .j U\5 w" <;;;.. V- j. ~ ~'" I" d...a..-:; V- r-~ r-~" 

0-4,r..-J I" i.a....", ~, Jos' ~"w 1 <Vtt '" ..uJ ~ ~ ~,,;; u I ~" 
~ fi:r-:- ~'" I., d...a..-:; V- ~ ~ r-~ ~'" ~ I" ~ I" 
C l. u->" WI cil.j U~ ~ a......", I J 0-4r-" i.a....", I ~ ~ 

cll.j" ~ '"J I V- ,.. ~ ~'" I., d...a..-:; V- 'I~ 1 <~~ ~,,4~ .. , 
~ ~'" I" ~ Wv.1 ~,rA-" ~ I" i.a....", ~, V- J'"w' ")..uJ' 

I • 

0- 'I~' cll.j"~,, ~I, ~I ~": dJ.j uW ~ i.a....",1 

~" ~.;:_Jl" i.a....", ~ 1 V- ~ 1 J'".t.:-J' .J..uJ I ~" ~), d...a..-:; 

WL. u->" ~I J;~' .J..uJ' Ul ~I V-" J;~I .J..uJ' ~ 
:; --", ~, V-" \,;...ai,; '.j I ~ t; ~'" '" d...a.....:; V- fi ~ U~" 4~ .. , 

~ '" I til' 

U~ ~), 6..........:; V- ,.~ ~"4::-,, ~l." ~'6:J" ~'~--j\" 

3240 

3245 

3250 

A...A..I...b., e:=.r .,) ~ dJ.j" ~'" I, d...a.....:; V- • ~ ~~, W, ~ W , 
",..uJ' ,i • ,;, ~ ~l!..Il .J..uJI U' ~I ~ 4', ~ u,.......) 
Gl; <~)" 4..e-:; V- (.~> ~"~'J uJl4!l": ~I J;~I 3255 
~ .,. I .,. 

1·~ ~"c...., ~l., ~I GJ«; Josl ~I, i.a....", 'JI v-I'~ ,.jl 

3237 (897): 

(898) : 

3241 (899): 

3242 (900): 

(901): 

3243 (902): 

3244 (903) : 

3245 (904): 

JWI,: JWI,I in cod. 

, in vi .,1 • .1 ..... )1, ab eadem manu supra 1ineam scriptum .. 

vi-, : V"'-' in cod. 

p~: '.t--I in cod. 

Verba 4:;' V- (o~ addidi. 

v.t J...I.AJI addidi. 

l..A...;.: t..... in cod. 

~I : ~I in cod. 

3246 (905) : ~J addidi et ideo pro verbo I~ codicis'I~I scrip-

si. 

3253 (906): rul : ~I in cod. 

(907): ~ : ~ in cod. 

3254 (908): Post ",,\!.II praebet codex !,S..ul . 

3255 (909): Denominatorem addidi. 
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~.J I" 4........:; V- r-~ ~" 4...e..u 1 t14J 1 .;,;~ U+-'-'.J I" 4........:; V'" 

, ~ V- 'I~I ~........l...b, ~",. oJ ~ cll.;,,, 
t..A;... ...1>1, J5 ~ 1';'1 ~ 11 u-.o ~ ...1>1 ~.J.Jr. \..;~" ..a.U 

I .".. .., .., w 

u ~I" ~I iI.:J~~, t.........",. ~4JI u~ ~ ~ v- ~",. .J ~ v- 3260 

r:~ u~' '4': ,,~ ~l. u->, UJI ~.JI, 6...a......:: V- ~~ u~" 
~ U l t.; .J)I l. dl.;" ~,;I, 6...a......:: V-

~ ,t.;.Jj I .;, I i.J.Jr." ~ ~ V- L...:,r r.J.Jr. ~ u I ~.y -:; 
La.:",. J W I u 15 ;.,..J I .J..uJ I V- • \..;...ai,.; u I, L..:",. ~ I u 15 

6...a....J ~ I ~ Ea.:",. r.J.Jr. ~" ~,6...a...,; I ;".J I .J..uJ I ~ 3265 

cl..J .;, ~ \..;...ai,.; u I, t...::,r ~ I u 15 l. .J.Jr. ~ ~j I .;, I ~ I, 
~I 4w) ~ J:... ~ ...,.u.;.; e;:",. .J.Jr. J5" L..:",. ~ Ji W I u 15 .J..uJ I 

oJ 0.1 ___ 11, ~ l. ;.,..J I .J..uJ I .; P Ca:",. u~ ~ W I u lS r...l> I, 

~ r ..w..I" ~I ~ \..;.Jj 1';'1 L:iJ, i ...1>1" ~I (,.~ ~ ~,,;.:..JI 
Ca.:",. u~ .;,; I.,JI C\;..-;.i r ...1>1" ~I ~, ~l. ~, U~ J l. 3270 

~LuW4.l:.. .j4",~, .JL..,T4:..t~' ~-~u~ W..o4J.;j.:.» 
~ i ...1>1" ~I ~, ~l. J.J~ ~ II~I '4~ .. ~I .JL..,TA..s......::, 

J.JL......:; tI~1 ~ ~ ~WI (,._ r ...1>1" II~I ;;~ ... ~I ~l. 

U"~,, 4..-.:;.. J W I, La...J, r...l> I, J .J ~ ...I> I.,J I II ~ lS .J L.., T c ~ 
~ ~ .,p,;.;.J I .J..uJ I u 15..1i" ...I> 1,.1 I V- j. ~ ~ 4~ ... V- .j. ~ 3275 

...L.-.>.I,..J 1 0- fi ~ ~ '4': , . V- j. ~ (.;,~, 4.-.J 1 clJ..;, r ~ I, ~ 1 

1 {, J W I~,s:.,; r- ,/=....j .ill..; J5 '-:-' ~ / ~ ~rJ 1 .J..uJ' .ill.:6, 

L-...,;I ~ ~rJl oJ..uJl, ~~" ~ JWI uW ~ F.J.Jr. 

~~, ~.J 1 ~,,;.:..J 1 .J..uJ I, 0-t.r-, 
l. ~ 1 \..;,rD .Jj ~ ~~, ~ (.; 15 .l.:....i>; u .:u 1 .J..uJ 1 u 1 "li 3280 

.:i..-:: ui-J I, 4.-,; ':j I, u;. "~ 4.-,; 1 ';,)..J 1 .J..uJ 1 vSJ, ~ 
G- j. ~ ~~" ~ V- r-~ r ~.J I, ~:;- 0-t.raJ I, ~ I 
~I ~1.,p,;.;.Jl .J..uJ1 Yb' .JlrJl .J..uJ1 '-:-'~ u I c~ '4:;-
4~"~ A!l. u->" WI cll.;, uW v:;,,,,~,;1 .j ~r-·Jl, 4.-.J ~I 

32 S9 (910): Pro..,.- ~I codicis ~ ';/1 scripsi. 

3263 (911): r",.&, : 1",.& .a.-, in cod. 

3284 (912): rul: ~I in cod. 



418 Part Four Text 

l.....Jb~1 ~ ..l:!j l,jl ~ r.:.,,;.. G..:.,. r",~ ~ ul..l:!"'; ~ 
La.:.r -.;;WI u ~.r>-':JI A,;.. tfo u I, ~.r ~I u ~ 

4 ,_Ii- ~ ul ..l:!"';" f.a.1 ~~" ~ ~"j.JI ",.,uJ1 ~ 3300 

1 tV ~I UI5 ~.a.1 ~rA..ll" ~I ~ l.;",) l,jl ~/~~" 
.j ~ I u 15 .r>-':J 1 ~ 1 0:!,r-J', ~ 1 ~ l.;".ai; u I, c...::.r i.J ~ 
~ .a. 1 ~ l.; "'j l,jl ~ ~ I... Ga.:.,. ~ u I ~" Ls..:.,. 
I ,j 1 G 1 ~ ..IS, t..:.r u L.a;W I" ;; "'~) I ~ u 15 .r>--'.II A,;.. li...ai.;, 

dJ,j, i .a.1,,~, ~1... ~I u~ r .a.1" 4.:1) ~ JI... ~ l.;.Jj 3305 

~t- ~WI u ~ (' .a.1, ~I 4.:1) ~ JWI ~ l.;".ai; 0 1" e=.r '" ~ 
..ItrJ I ",.,uJ I u~ u 1 ..l:!"'; G '.I" e=.r .J ~ dJ,j" V:!) ~ ~I r .a. I"" 

.~ './1 d........,) '.II,; ·~I d........) '-4 l,jl ~" ~1... ~ l.jl J',wl" 

3286 (913): fijI: I...AJI in cod. 

3287-3288 (914): Per homoeoteleuton omissa verba restitui. 

3289 (91S) : Uncis inclusa verba addidi. 

3290 (916): GJI: I...AJI in cod. 

3291 (917) : rul :...JI in cod. 

(918) : ., , 
J":' ' I.,... in cod. 

3292 (919) : 
w 

in cod. ~: I,)J-'-J 

3299 (920) : ~~I:~ ...... I in cod, 
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",t-.T L....JI J "'~ ~ ~ u~ ~ ~ ~ cl.!'; JS ~ ~1.. J ",La.:; 

uU' ..w, r-"4': " JWI u~ JWI ~ Y' ~ ~I u l ~I U--, 3310 

uo"..w I ",..UJ I, '" ~ T d..A......:: clJ';, r .J.> ',J ~ ~ ~rJ I ",..UJ 1 

~ 1';1 ~', ~I, ",L:..T~ clJ';, i .J.>I, ~I ~ ~ 
~ J' l.;.J"'" ..w f.J.>1 r-"4': " l.;1S 

",L:.. -~I La......:;J 1 ~ ~ r.J.> 1 U,r-, ~ ~,;w I .J..uJ I uSJJ 
~ l/b. ; ;; ~r-' d..-D., ~t clJ .; U~ ~~ I, 4...-D.J 1 J 3315 

~ 1M ~ "1M 

cl.J';, I~~ ~ 4::- U-- ,~~ ~r-' ~J ~1.. uP ~ 4.::..-J1 

~ .r;' ; I; 4 1, ~rJ I ~, J-s-I ~r-CJ 'J 6..->J I ~ .J.> 1 

;, ". ri.J 6.-!L clJ.; uw> ~~', 6..->J' J "'~-~I~' 
fi'~ ~J~' cl.. uw r-"4': . ~ clJ';~, ~, 
~;= A A II, 4..-.:;J' U-- JI,,;.;..JI ~';->-~I ~I Y" r-"4~ '" U-- 3320 

~ .. ... 
4....-.>J 1 ~. ~ I ~~ " 4..-.:;J " ~ WI l.;.J) I':" l.;' ~ 1 U--, 

6.-!~.-~~-1I ·IS ~"4~" ..• ~ ~1.. fl..J 1 .~I .J.>~I· "-11. e;:--:-- u .r-- U"" .T. ,-U ~ - ~~ ~ 

"4 ... > A..A..i..o ~.r '" ~ .!lJ':', ~ 4~ .. U-- (. ~ ~r-' d..-D.J • ~ 
1 tA ~WI~' ~-'~11 ~I l.;,.ai.; I':" L'ti 4 1, L...) u--/ f'~ u'~J 

~~I ulS .~, ~1.. t-',) ~I u-- r "4~ u-- jc~ ~I, ~I, 3325 
'" .., e C 

~ A..A..i..o, t-'.r .J ~ clJ':', ~ 4::- U-- I~~ ~~, ~, ~1.. 

r .J.> I ~r-' ~ l.; IS u t-..iJ1 ~ I'; IJ L...,) I U-- r. ~ ~ 
L...:...J .:1.!. loS .ll' ~...u...:J' ~ ~ ~~ I, 4...-:;.J I L:-...9 ..w 

rc j:>:- uY'-+-' ~, ~ l. ~ 4~ '" U-- r: j:>:- u'~' ~, u l::.! l. l-.cb, 
J,......; u I l.; "',; I I.. clJ";, ~ 4~ " U-- 3330 

~ l.; ""';" <~>.L.;.......; 1";1 Ca:"" r"" ~ ~ U l ~ r-' w, 
~ ~ ~t u I l.; "",;' L..:"" u IS ~ ..bo I, J$' 

3312-3313 (921): l.;!S' ~ 1';1: ........ !S' ____ l.Jl in cod. 

3314 (922): uJ~: ~~J in cod. 

3315 (923): Lo..........L;.: L.. •• in cod. 

3318-3319 (924): In uncis sec1usa verba addidi, sed dubitan

ter. 

3330 (925): J,.....; : ..I.-. (sc. ~) in codice. Vide etiam adn. 933, 

940,955 (recte autem in linea 3343). 

3331 (926): ~ addidi. 



420 Part Four Text 

4.i.o \;..ai.; I"; I ~ ~,;.. ~,r i.,.l ~ ,....:;.; u I ~.".; J,,;.:.; ~ 
L.:,r j 41 1 U 15 l.A.;.. ..bo '" J5 

L->. ~ u' ~.".;" r..l>' .:.xr-s-" 4..->. Jl,jW, .,.I.J..a..l' ~ 3335 

~,r j 41 I U 15 l.A.;.. ..bo I, j5' 4.i.o l;..ai; ,..;, ~ r ..bo' .:.xr-s-, 
~,r ~ ~ ~,r Js'" l.~,r ~ ~."..:J'''..iJb ~ 
r--iJ'~' j411 U li ~.,J' V-~, (,. ... ~', Js' l;..ai; 1";1 L'li 
~~, ..bo' U~" ~ J.-J' '..iJb ~ bS' ~ r:li.:: ..Ii, ~,r ~ .t> -'i' 

il..a.....:: .t> -'i' r--iJ', r-s- ;,~... 3340 

V- l.A.;.. ~ I, J$' l;..ai; I"; I ~ .:.xrwJ', ~, L:.......; .Jij 

i ~ I r-s- 4~ '" .,.I L.. T il..a.....::~, ~,r j 41' u 15 .:.xr-s-, 4...->. 

J-.; u I l.;.,.I) l.. cl.J";, 

Js' ~ ~) 1";1 rWI ~~I': Co,;.. <~~ r.,.l~ ~ u' ~.".; ~ 
L..:,r ~ I u 15 ~ ..bol, 3345 

4..->. ~ u I ~.".;, f..l>' .:.xr-s-, 4..->. Jl,}-J I .,.I.J..a..lI~, 
) t" ;, " . .;.11 ~ ~ ..a..I, Js' ~) 1";1 rWI 'hJ':/ r..a..1 .:.xr-s-" 

r ......:,;- f.., ~ L:.......; I"; I L' I ~ I V-" t...:,r ~ I u 15 .:.xrwJ I, 
~ ci.l..;, M _a_" .,.I.J..a.l1 Ir ~.......;; T< l.;.,.I' WI ~ 

V'" ~ r:;--- t.r I J.1 'J' r 
",..L-.AJl J L..:..-l 4.......,) I J:.. ~ V- ~.rJI ",..l.A..Il U~ .,.I1..Jr.l 3350 

r W I ~ .:.xrwJ I, 4...->J I L:.....-; I";' U~ clJ..; ~ I ~ r,...a..J I 

",I ~ 'il GJ:JI ~ U~ .:.x.r-J I, 4...->JI ok ~ r....J Js' l.; "'-" 

U- fil ~ ~ Js' ~, ;, p"':r r WI ~".I" 4!WI ~ ..a.. 14!1.. 

~.r-J 1 .,.I..l.A..II ~ ~ 1..iJb ~\::S' J r.:it.:: .Jj, .:.x~, ~ 
4.....E'-. rW'i1 ..a..1 u;.; J.-JI;' ",~I us- ~, ;, p"'rr rwt'! 3355 

4! l.. u W V- ~ ~ ~ 4! L.!..l!" r ..bol ~ .t> 1 I r--iJ I" ~" 
e:--), r..a..1 ~" 4:.1': .t>-'il r--iJI, ..a..1,JI V- ~~ ~), ..a..i, 

3339 (927): ;.rYb: e:-rYbj in codice. Forsan sunt verba Ybj 

j~-~I r-iJ1 interpo1ata; vide adn. 770. 

3342 (928): f..b-I eadem manu supra lineam. 

3344 (929): c..:;,.. addidi. 

3351 (930): ~I ~ : J...I V"j in cod. 

3355 (931): ".J~I :, .JWI in cod. 

(932): ..b-I: I..b-I in cod. 
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..I>I,JI u-- fi~ ~)" ..I>',,;";L. u~ u-- fi~ ~" ..I>',,;";L. 

4 _;... I I u-- ~.r}-lb t.: I 4.±.J I r W 'J I 41 .a u-- ..I> I" Js' u 15 W" 
l.;..ai.; l.j I G' t; (,>,I~ I" ~ I r W I u-- ..I> I" ~ U--" (,>,I~ I" 3360 

U-- ~ 1.S,jJ I u 15 (,>,I~" ~ 6:J:J I r W 'J I 41 .a U-- ..I> I" Js' U-

\..i....ai.; l.j I ~" (,>,I~ I" 4. - .;.. II r L-i I U-- r---3 ~ r---3 Js' 
J; ~ I r-...i..I I Y'-' ~ ..I> I J W I u~ ~-' 4~ ... U-- (,>,I~" ~ 

~I U-- (,>,I~I" ~I ~ ~I" (,>,I~I-, ~I r WI U--

u W U-- ~ ~ u~" ..1>',,;,.; L. ~.) '" f ..1>' u~" ~': y;-, ...i I!J' 3365 

\ (>. ~" ...u..',,/d.;L. ~)" Jl>T~ JW' uW ~)" ..I><'-,;";L. 

:4 ,_.;" 1\ r W I U-- ...i I!J' ~, }-lb" ~)" ..I>~'-,;,,; L. u ~ U-- r-~ 
~I!J' - , .. ;;1" '. A .1, i..->JI ~ l.jl G't; L." ' .. 11 r- V'" ~r- -' .. " ~r-" 
~.) I" ..1>'" d.; L. u ~ U-- fi ~ u~" ;,.;~" r ..I> I u~ }-lb" 

~i" ;";L. u~ u-- ~~ ~"d.;~" Jl>T~ ~WI u~ 3370 

t «- .~.:; .is,, (,>,I~ '" ~ I r W I u-- I.!.J I!JI r--Ll I }-lb" ~)." 

~ ~ ..I> I" Js' ..I I~" (,>,I~" ~ uP r W ~, 4.±.J' 41 .a 
c...:,r i",.& ~I uW (,>,I,r-JI." i..->JI 

~ ~ ..I> I." JS ~) 1 .j' r WI hi" (,>,I~ '" i..->J 1 L.......; .Ji.9 

..I> 1 J; 'J 1 4I.a r W ~ '" L...:,r iJ.& ~, u 15 (,>,I~ '" 6.....->J' 3375 

U ~ u-- r-~ u~" ..I>i.,,;,.; L. ~)." '" l> T ~ ...i I!J' f..l>' ~ 
U' « ", I "., '" l> T 6....->. I.!.J I!JI ..I> I,J' u-- ~ ~ ~.) I." ..I>i" ~ L. 

J.-.; u' I..; "',.,t l. clJ ,j" ~.) '" ..1>'" d.; l. u W u-- rc ~ u~" 
,,<' .,.. f'w ""r 

I..J.-.) 4.M ~ l..il rW1 ~ Lo,,;.. ......... ,r ..1.& ~ 0'~""" ~ 

c...:,r J W' 0 15 Ub..;... ..I> '" 3380 

L-..;" ~ 0' ~."..." r..boo' (,>,I~" ~ ~..,.J' J...uJ' -.P P 
4 «';" I' u-- rW~' u-- .1.>'" J5 ~ I':" rW' 7;':1" f..l>' (,>,I~" 

(,>,I~ '" ~, L.......; '..i I G'I ~ I U--" L....:,r J W' uf...t (,>,I~ I" 
c.~" (,>,I~I" 6.....->J' u-- rW 'JI u-- ..1>1" Js'~" r W ' ~': 

3378 (933): j...,..;: ~ in cod. 

3379 (934): Numeratio propositionis XIV in margine scripta est; 

non enim reliquit librarius necessarium spatium neque in 

fine lineae in qua praecedens propositio concluditur, ne· 

que in initio lineae sequentis. 
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u. .;... I II> - I . '!" V" ~.,,-JI .,)..&...A-li u~ ")1 ~I ~": cl!,j 0-- 3385 

4....-.;... 0-- J;I u.... ..bl., Js ~.,~,r ,WI ;'~I":: ~I ~ .. ~ r ~ <. L< W 
;, p u- ,Wlt .,) ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~\j.J ~ r..ti:: wlf., 0t~, 

,. .•• £.Jl, r..bl ~;,~ too ,W ~I ..bl uW;;.,)~ ~I US' r~ ~ ~ 
1 0 1 V" (c)'!" ~, d..e......:;, c l. 0-- • I)'!" I ~ "~ r..b I / U,~., u lz I .t> ~ I 

c l. 0-- (C)'!" u~., '(,': .. ~ c l., i..b I ~ ..b I .t> ~ I ,-...i.ll, ..b I,J I 3390 

,L-.-; ~I ,,~V" ~ ~ 0tS' W, ..b I,J I 0-- ji)'!" 0t~ .. ., k....::, 

~, ~WI 0-- ..bol, Js u.... .ft, l,jl 0t,.,..:...JI., ;;. .~ • .;JJ C.,L.
uW 0t,.,..:...J I., d..-s;.j I V- 4!.l!J I ,W ~ I , ~ V-~ Js jJ:- u' 
, ,j I t:s:J., 0t,.,..:...J I., 4...->J I r W 1 ~ 0t,.,..:...J I, d..-s;.j I V- ~ 4J 1 

J-fb, ")\.r...Td..e......:; ~4J1 utS' 0t~., 4....-.;... V- r..bl ~ '(,~ ... ~i 3395 

~ I ~i l,j \,; Ca: I., 0t,.,..:...J I, d..-s;.j I ,W I V- ..b I,J 1 ,-...iJ I 

0t~, 4....-.;... V" fi)'!" ~~ "~ ~, cl. V" • I)'!" I ~", i ..bl 0t~, 
y., ~~, cl. V" r-)'!" v::..-., ;,~ .. ~ ct., 0t..bo1 ~4J1 0 IS 
P)'!" ~~ .. ~ '(,~ .. , ~l., r ..bl ~ ..bl ~i l,j\,; ~I, .t> -~I ,-...iJ1 

r ~ I ~ ~": j 4J I u~ 0t~., 4....-.;... V" ~ "~ ~, c l. V" 3400 

~ ~ I ,-...iJ I Y. ~ ..bo I,J I V- fC)'!" v::-., 4..e.-::, c l. V" • I)'!" I '(,~ I", 
~ ..bo ~ I, i.a......:;J I ~ 1 ~ I r W ~ I , ~ V" ~".J I .J.J..A..l1 0~' 

;;!.I"~ r 4!.l!J1., v.::-, 4..e.-::, c l. V" ~)'!" ~ I, '(,':. II, d! W I, 
T<' r~ /' ... ,.-J ~ ~ l,j I, ..bo' 0tr' 4....-.;... ~, '4.........:;, c l. V" • ')'!" I 

L..:,r r") ~ j 4J I u tS' 0t,.,..:...J I, d..-s;.j I V" 4!.l!J1 r W ~ I , ~ V" 3405 

u.... ..bol, ~ .fo l,j I r W I ~ 0t,r-sJ I, d->J 1 l.;......; ..tiS 

i ...1..,:0.1 r '(,!.I":~., G..:,r r.J ~ "" 4J 1 u IS' 0t,r-sJ I, d...->J 1 V" 

...1..,:0.1 .J \.r... T d..e......:; ..b I., 0-- f.)'!" ~~ .. ., 4..e.-::, ~ l. V" • I)'!" I ~", 
'- cl!,j, ~ ~ .. ~ ~., c l. V" f.)'!" 0;"~ '(,~ .. , c l.., r..bol ~ 

loT J,......; u' / l.;.J} 3410 

3388 (935): ~ : ~ in cod. 

3393 (936): Post ~ addit codex ~. 

3394 (937): jt...Jl: rne1ius dixisset interpres t.H JUl. Vide etiam 

adn. 168. 

3401 (938): Verba ~ -~, r-AJ' Y'J addidi. 

3404 (939): Ante ~ habet codex ,. 

3410 (940): J-; : ..u- in cod. 
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v- 01...,....; 0~ rWI ~t./~ to.,).- ~",. f",~ ~ 0 1 ~.r ~ 
uO.,~1 ~..,.JI ",..wJ1 (r ~ ...u..1., JS ~ 1';'1 rW ~I~,) ~I 

I .,:, I r W ~ I ~,) ~ I (r u ~ W I 0 L..-iJ I ~ I u~J La.:",. d W luI$' 

f", ~ ~ I 0~ uO.,~ I e.=..,.J I ",...UJ I ~ ~ ...u..IJ J$' ~) 
~",. 3415 

~ u I ~.rJ f...u..' 0:!~J A.->. ,jJ.,~, ~..,.J I .J..wJ I ~ 
, . .< -
~ 1..11 rW~'~,)~' (r 01.........:; u~ rWI~) ~~., 4.....-.> 

I .,:, I u L.......; J G..:",. J 4J' u IS ~r..J 'J 6....-.,;J' (r ~ ...u.. 'J Js' 
f A "':;- ~, u IS 0:!r..J', d..-.:;J' ~ ~ ...u..IJ Js' ~) 
~ L: "') ,.,:" G', ~, (rJ ~",. I. ..I ~ ~ ~~, "..a ~ 3420 

G'I,; c...::",. ~, u IS ~ I." ~:;.. W.o j:.. ~ I. ~ I e.=",. .J ~ 
j:.. J I. ~ L:.J) u' G'I,; Gv.'., r ...u..1.,., ~ rW ~I ...u..1 ~ 
r-...ii.I l ~ p; e.=",. ~ u..ill u I,; '" l.. T ~,)', 1.:.-1:;" t--,)' .........L; 

G- ~.,.....J I .J..wJ I u~, '" l.. T ~)., II ~ I i.a...) ~,;J I ;-ti--~ I 
V- l.:...ai.; I":" G' I,; ~ I, '" l.. T A.->.., • ~ I dO: '" 0:! ~,;J I ~ I 3425 

~L,.II u\S' r ~I., ~I ~ ~I r ~I, ~I~:;" W.o j:.. JWI 

4 1, r ~I., ~I ~ VroD,-...JI ~I ~I d'j.; ~li c..:",. 
"t--) .........L; J!. J W I ~ I ~..,.J I ",...UJ I v- l.:...ai.; l.j 1 ~ 1 ~ I v
r ; II ~ G'li Ga.:",. r", ~ j W I u~ ",l.. T~,) I ~I 1.:.-1:;" 

(r ~.rJ1 ",...uJ1 0~' .Jl..T~) ~III~I~) ~,-...JI ;-ti-11 3430 

.J..L-A-l' ul5..u, .JL:,..T~~' II~' :;~ ... <~~~ ~, 
.J' p II,; .Jl..T4.....->., t:~':;~", 0:! ~;,J' ~, (r ~r-I' 

3417 (941): Post rLjI addit codex verbum~, quod de1evi. For

tasse 1egendum est ~, accusativo scilicet specifica

tionis, ut invenitur in pag.197-199 editionis a L. Nix 

curatae Mechanicorum Heronis vel in prop.II,ll E1emento

rum ex interpretatione Hajj~j ibn yusuf. 

(942): vI.......;: v-"" in cod. 

(943): Pro l,jl praebet codex, ut videtur, I,,)\" . 

3421 (944): Pro I~I-,-, codicis :--1.,., (ut in 1ineis 3187 & 3190) 

scripsi. 

3425 (945): ~I : r--JI in cod. 

3431 (946): Utt-".,;..o..J1 addidi. 
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to: I ,: 'i 91. J ..l ~,."M ~ / ~ l.:! I r W ~ I i......J ~ I .:.r ~.rJ I 
0~ ,. ~ u-k ~l. ~ rW ' i......).~ JWI ~ u' LJ..; ulS' 

,. .. IL; i.J..:o.' ~ '''1· -(-:,. A I~ £L :~, ~ . · .. 1.........;.; ~. ,~, ...r-- .,r-- 1.5'-' u,....... I..1r'" ~ •• J---;J'-' I -' -

U",-), 4..a....J ', 6!1. JWl,; JWI ~ \,,.~', i.J..:o.l ~ ~, J..l~ 
~ ~ i .J..:o.lj' ~ ~ V-! ~;JI ~I .J..:o.I ~1S'.JSj r.J..:o.l 

~ ..l6.T4..a....J I, '~I i......J 1 ~;JI ~-~I r-...il l u15, r.J..:o.l 0'~' 
~ ~,wl (.~' .J..:o.I u15 ..a; ~'j r.J..:o.l u""-~' Uli.!1 

..l6.Ti......J I ~I "~I 4..a....,)1 ~-'jl r-...ill, U,~, A:..t ~ I"'" .J..:o.I, ~I 

..l ....LJJ' ,~ (,.)" l..:;.lJ .:.r \.;..lJ 1 l. ~...IiU r.J..:o.l U"'-J I, i......,)' ~ 
4J;...-.l1 r ~J (.... ~.y l. ~ ~, ~,rJ I 

~ I ~ I .JS G5 ~,) I, i......,) I, d! l. , .. h~ I ..l..uJ I U15 ,.t; 
,-:,.rA- U l ~, cl.!"; ~ l.:.r, r.J.> 1 U,.r:s-, ~~, d~'y l. 

v-:t.J .At a_II, ~I J ~J 'j', 4..A....J ~I, d!WI rWI (r ~ J$' 
~ 1";1 ~, ~), 4..A....),"451. u-k cl.!";.:.r ~, l.~, 
~I U15 ~~I, ~I J u,~, ~~, rW~I.:.r J;~I 
V=---'J I, 4..A....J I, "451. ~ ,L:.........; I"; I, V-!~, ~, "45 ~ dJ..; V

",-"I clJ";, ~J I, 6...A...J I, c l. (r fc)!!- V-!~, ~, c ~ u IS' 

r--iJ' u' ~, .;.,..i ~" 0tt.r-J', ~, u-k 0tt ~;J 1 ~, 
r ",-"I ~,~I ,-:,.rA- G\i r ~I U~, uli.!1 ~;JI ~~I 
~l. u-k ,L:.........; 1 ";1,) 4...!t....!-L!, t'iJ1 clJ"; uW 0ttr,4...->. J 
j-lb, (.~,) I, 4..A....J I, d! l. (r ,. ~ <~ 1....!.1!, WI U15 ~,) I, 6...A...,) I, 

~"': ~,wI~1 .J..:o.101~1(..._4.lj ~;JI~-'jlr-...ill 
w ~r. 

0j 5';; / ~~, ;',:1": .; l.>:!~' ~ ,-:,.rA- I.; L; .J..:o.1 0'r' 
~ uW ~Jlj 4..A....,)I, d!l. u-k~,~,~, d!l. ~ 

uO,w' ..l..uJI~, ~)j 4..A....), cl. (r r-)!!- ~j 4....-.:;., ~l. 
4..a....) uO,w1 ~-~, r-...il l 0 1 ~, (r ~I, V:!~',~'.:.r 
0--d~' 4....-.:;. J r.J..:o.l ~J I, i......,) 1 ,-:,.rA- G L; r.J.>' u""""J I, 

3436 (947): JWli: JW1J in cod. 

3443 (948): Pro Gs' praebet codex ~ . 

3452-3453 (949): In uncis seclusa, forsan per homoeoteleuton 

omissa, verba addidi; sed vide adn. 952. 

3455 (950): Expectandum erat Vrt~' ~ j ~ ~ '-:",,;..; . 

3435 

3440 

3445 

3450 

3455 
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<45 l..., WI uW ~,) '., ~,) I., 45 l.. ~ ~~ U L., W I uP 3460 

;,. ". WI U-- LP,w1 ..r>--~I r-iJ'I~, ~), ~), 45l.. U-- ~r. 

d...->. ~1S~,)~lrW~ld~ ~ l..il GI~IU--' ~~I, 
~I U-- ..1>1, JS ~~I, ~I ~ l.;..J) U l, r.J.>1 ~~, 

..I> I, JS 0:~ I., ~, (,- l:...ai.; u I, L..:,.,.. ~ I u IS ~ ~.rJ I 
t..:,.,.. d 4J I u IS ~,w I ~ I U-- 3465 

L:J .1 ~ v..:u I .1 ~ I ~ r W I ~)-I 0:~" d...->. L.......J ..Ji$ 

~,) I., ~)., 45 l.. 0-" ji r. U.,~., d...->., ~ ~ u I ..c I) I ~, 
6....-.D.., ~ l.. v-:>- u l.o,w I ~), ~), ~ l.. 0-" ~ r. 45l.!.t, WI 

4........J I, ~ l.. 0-" • r. ~ l.., ~ I ~,) I, ~,) I, ~ l.. 0-" ji r. U~, 
J.-; u 1 l.;..J;1 l.. dJ..i, ~), 3470 

r..J .u ~ u I~...... W 1;'- U~ A.l!..- J.-; j...,J I 1 ~ J!...." 
l.lb-O... ..1>1, J5 l.;..J) l..il rW1 ~) U§:; rW1 ~ Co,;. ta:,.,.. 
<~4J~ rW ~I~.J ~I, La.:,.,.. ~I UIS J>,;,.JI ~,rJI ~ 
r ..J ~ ~ v..:u I u IS J>,;W I ..J..uJ I 0-" ~ ..I> I, JS l:...ai.; l..i I 

t....:;,r 3475 

. .d:. l..il . <:"1 A....-~ La.. I .<:" .. ~ ..II ~I 4~JA . .J.:>,...i . I ~. -...,-- ()-'-I,. .. u,....,.,:r . u .:y J-t 

(,; LS .::J t:J I 0-" d t:J I vd:. l..il, c...:,.,.. J 4J I u 15 dt:J I 0-" J; ~I 
L..:,.,.. J4J1 

l..il 4-~ ~I ~,/d A--V-- ..JI ~I ~~ ~IS l..il ~I ~I 0-"' 
r w W , 

u I ..II ~ ~I d ~ ~ (,..; Lo...,.,.. J4J1 U 15 dt:J1 0-" J, ~I JU.: 
..J ~I ~p c...:,.,.. dWI u 15 ~t:J1 0-" dt:J1 r..4 l..il u,5.:
..I ...I.-JJI U~ dJ":' ~ I ~ J l.. J l.. ~ t:J 1 ..I .J.A.lI, F..I> I, J; ~ I 

d t:J 1 .J..uJ I 0-" ..I> I,~, J;:iI .J.J.A.l1 \.;.Ai; l..il GsJ., ~ l.. d t:J 1 

3460 (951): ilJl:wl in cod. 

(952): Uncis inc1usa verba addidi. 

3462 (953): Alit posterius verbi l.jl scripsit 1ibrarius supra 

1ineam. 

3463 (954): ul,: u" in cod. 

3470 (955): J-.; : "'- in cod. 

3473 (956): 4"iL.J1 addidi. 

3483 (957): J verbi ~I, eadem manu supra lineam. 

3480 
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f p Wu- 1.J ~ u~ u l c\::.-;.S r ...1>1" ~I ~l. ."WI u~ Jl.~" 
6...e...,)" ~l. u~ 4b.. d .... ~J Vd...l>I ~I' ~ V- CJ..o 4.l JI).ili 3485 

~ ~~ i ...1>1" ~I ~l. J.)L...t ~ '~I 6...e...,) ~I .)l>T 

~ L J '" LA:; '~I 6...e...,)-, J l. u~ r...l> I"" '~I 6...e...,) ~ WI 

6...e...,) J.)LA:; .)L..T~ ~ ~;:-.WI JWI ~ .)l>T~J 

.) ..w I L.o} t: I ~ I 0-"j Le...~" r ...I> I" u~ ...I> Iy I ' ~ lS e: ~ I 
6...e...,,; I (,._ 'I~ I ~ ~ I e:-Jj ...I> I" , ~ I" e: ~ A-P...l....o" ~ l. ~ ~ I 3490 

v-S-J" ...I>IYl V- ~~ r;;~'" V- rc~ Vdr" ~ JWI u~ 
w , 

;C;~ dl..i" 4b.. d JWI Y.r& V-~" Jl. Jl. JI) ~~I ",..wI 

A;~ ~~I ",..wlS~" d~_" ~t U--) fi~ u"~"~" 
'" ..w I" ...I> Iy I V- if ~ ~J d~ "~ ~t V- <fi ~ 0"rJ ~J 

",..I....P-ll ~ l..il Gil" i ...1>1" "L.o} CI ~I clW} l. J.r. J; ~I 3495 

G..... U-- ~ ~ u"r" ~~" ~ ~ I .)..UJ I V- ...I> I"~,, J; ~ I 
.)~~-' ...I>I,JI V- fi~ r d~ ... (,.- 'I~I ~ dWI 0~ ~ 
'~I .)..wl La.i; l..il t:lS ea.,1 6...e..., I . e:I· I 6.:..110 A-P...l....o W 

\J' - " !J ~ r. e:-.r 
~t U-- -~ A;l. e:-,;I ~1 fi~ rs- d~ ... V- fi~ 0"rs-" ~ Ybj 

(Ii ... ~ ... 

,p~ 0"~" L->" ;C;~ YbJ ~~I .)..wl V- le:~~"~,, 3500 

u-- ~~ Vdrs-" L->" ~t dWI 0~~" 4; .. ~ ~t ~ 
1 0' " " . .;., A-P...l....o" / e:=.r .) ~ Yb" ...I> I,J I 0-" ~ ~ ~j d~ "~ ~t 

~ dO: .. • f.. ~ .r- ~ r..r~ 

...1-.> I" ~" W ~ loS..lJ I ...!.!...u...;J I J.r. .) 1 ~ 1 ti:J ': l.; ~" ..a.; 
e w w ~ 

0-" Ie: ~ 0"~" ~" ;C; ~ ~,,~-' ~ l. 0-" e: ~ ~ l. t-',; I 3505 
. ~ e: 

~ 0 I l.; .),)1 l. clJ.)" ~"~,, ~l. 

<u"s,)" ~t...:;.. ~I 0fo,,~.r .)1 ~I 6...e...,) ~ 0 1 ...!.!,r ~ 
c,.:;". I lb ...... '!'" U-- ~ ~ I oJ..uJ , 

...,--; J;~I y~ ~t...:;.. ",I ~I 6...e...,) ~15 l..il ~I ~I ~" 
r ...1>1" J;~I ;,rJI ..J..wl JI~ ClS ~~I d ~~I j!. ~I)I 3510 

;,~" J.r. llbl.; "'j l..il uf.::,~I"..1 ~~1 '" ..wI" ~l. ~;,; ... ~I)I" 

3487 (958): JL.: 'JL. in cod. 

3493-3494 (959): In uncis seclusa verba addidi, sed dubitan

ter. 

3507 (960): u~ addidi. 
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1 ..i 1 t: -;j J 1,..1 ~ dl..i" ~.,.. lrb .J ~ ~ 1,..1 ~ 1 015 ~ t. ~ 
~t. ().I~" A...->. <~p 015 ~t. ~ d~ '" ~ JI,..I ~ l;.J) 

..j '-:" ~ l..il d l:J 1 .J..uJ 1 uSJ" '~l d...-i.. 4..A.l.o" ~.,.. .J ~ yr." 

l..il J;-;jl .J..uJl" t"!l)~~"..o l..il J;-;jl .J..uJ1 j:.. 015 ~l:J1 3515 

JI,..l L.-:: ~ ~t. ~ ~ ~ ~t. ~ ~ 0~ t"!l)~ ~"..o 
<0 L; dl') ~ 1 ()O-" cJ l:J 1 .J..uJ',Yb" t l-:;' ~" r..1> I" 0~ 
~" 0' ..1>i" ~ t. 0"~" A...->. .J' ~ -;j 1 ~) ~, ()o- ~..,.J 1 .J..uJ' 

d...-i.. 0~ GJ.o .J Lf> P t...:.,.. 0~ 0' C \.::.-; C L; ..1>' t l-:; , , 
• ~, dAJA, ~ t. ().I~" A...->. 0~ 4.l!. ..j 4.J,.,..a.;" ..1> I, -:: .. 1":, • ~, 3520 . ~ , - , 
0--:1 ~I" <;It. ().I~" A...->. J.J~ ~ ..1>1" t--::" '~ ..:.J.!" 
'~I ~": ~ ~W, ()o- c15~' ~ ..1>l tl-:;'~" 

, ,. ,~ ...l>' - I, '. .:J L; ...t>.' "I~ ..... ..1>' J .J L.....:; /' ... ,,- ~ .r>:-.. :r s ~" \..... " \.J'"""/ , 
'~I 4:..1": d l:J 1 .J..uJ' eJ..o 0 1 ~ 1 ()O-" ...l> ',J' ~"" ".P.-' ~ r- GoO 

) 0 Y ()- Ii'p'- (r.!~" ~,), 6_" .. L.:' 0~ / J lr' ~ <..i t . ..! ~ .J..uJ '" 3525 

U L- V" ~.p.- ~,do:. ~;;,; l. v-> d l:J I .J..LPJ' G~' ~r 
__ w , .:::; 

'~I LA......) W.;,,, ~l. ~ ~ Lf>} t"l l)' 0' ~, v-.9 ~'" 
~'''''' . AI'" .~, 'k.~ ';II ~'-' ~, .{" ~ .~ .• ,. ,~, ·,It y. ~,\,.... .. \..I u"...., r U"" .r>:-.. ...r- , 

0'~" 4.......')', ~l ~I)I .J .).......1', ~')I .J..uJ' ~ ,...~, ~r G'" 

r ..1-..->', J;'J' .J ..l...J' l;.,b} C, ~'G""" ...l>',J' ()o-;;,;t. G-~'p'- 3530 

t l-:;' ~, r ...l>', cJ l:J I .J..uJ' l;.,b) L5, ~ l;.,b} t.5 f..c.. '" (;~ 
.J I ~ ':I' 6........,; ~, 4 ~ V" .J ~ J5" t l.....:; I~" ..1> '" 6l;.,b) LS ,,~ 
~ 0- '.p.- ;;,; l.. ~, (ij I ~ '(,':.. ~ V" ~..,.J' .J..uJ '" ~.,.. 
..c..1,J' G- ~.p.- ~ G'" ~.p.- 0~" A; l..~, ~.,.. .J ~ ,Yb, ;;,; l. 

~.,y.., LJ ~ u.:w' ...l.!...L>..:JI ~ -,'~, 6........) l;~"..w 3535 
~ ... 

4. R: "~ "..1> '" d.; l. V" ff'p'- 0~' ~, d.; l. v-i-- "..1>', '~,J' 
l;.J) l.. -ill .,j, ..t> '" V" '.p.- d.; l.. V" ~.p.- 0'~' 6........,;1, UJ' t l.....:;' 

3513 (961): ~I addidi. 

3517 (962): Verba vli clJ.,j addidi. 

3523 (963): '..".:. deest in cod. 

3525 (964): ~l!J1 addidi. 

3536 (965): Pro "':I,JI scripsit librarius J,':II J':I,JI. 

~0' 
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l,jl .:;,..<.:" ~t..::... 4.1 ~";;,, "':r .JI ~I~) ~ ul~.,; ~ 
,;:-w .< lit' 

~~I (r -i~1 ~ u l" 1...o.J,.,.. ~WI 0 U -il!.J1 (r J" ';/1 ~ 
c,:,.,.. .j W I u t5 ~ I) I (r l!J ~ I ~ 0 I" Ca:,.,.. ~ W I u t5 

~t..::... .JI ~I~) Js' 0 1 .J..wJ1 ~ J<:'I) l;~" ..Ii <t:s,,) 
-i ~ I .J..wJ I (r ,ft, l,jl u..:... J;)l1 .J..wJ I u t5" ~ ~,.,.. 4.1 ~" 
t-'! I) I .J..wJ I (r ..;d:. l,j I 4.1 I.!.J ~ I oJ..wJ t,; la:,.,.. .j W 1 u~ 
;, P"":,r- -: P Ul ioJl ~I ~ clJ,j ~l 0'--' Ga:,r ~WI ut5 

, -- .., '" , -, $& 

~~IJU.; u l" c,:,.,.. ~WI ut5 ~l!.J1 (r J,,)l1 ~ I,jV ~t..::... 
~ ~ L. J;)l1 oJ..wJ1 wi'P <t..:,.,.. ~WI ut5 ..::J~I (r 

l,jl ~I ~I (r" oJ~Td......-:; ot-?p ;; p"':r 0;5:. 0 1 ~ oJ~-';/1 
) oA ' .. ~ L. ·~I . .o ;,1; G..: / ,jUl· -< ·~I· J"~I l:...ai.; 

~ iJ vr-" :r I.J • U~ iJ u--" 
L....-:,r- .j W I u t5 oJ ~ T d......-:; ..:... ud:- l,j I loS.:u I ;,r-ll oJ..wJ I 

J 1"..)'1 (r l; oJ) L. ~I)I oJ..wJ1 wi' p" i..l>l 0t!?" ~ ot-?p 
~" J;)l1 ,-:".rb Ut5 W" (' ..1>1" ~L. ot-?p L.:,r u~ 0 1 ~ 
u~ u I ~" JI"..I L.....; JL. y;" ~I)I oJ..wJI J oJl:.Td......-:; 

~1..::Jl!.JI oJ..wJI J 1..1>1 u"?" ~ y;" -i~1 oJ..wJI ,-:".rb 
(r Ii ~ ~~" Ci...->. (r 'I~ I d......-:; -:.J ~ I oJ..wJ t,; J 1"..1 d......-:; 

u-- r..l>l u"~" ~ y;" -i~1 oJ..wJ1 l:...ai.; l,jl Lrs:.J" JL. 
u t5 J L. (,.,.. (c ~ 0:!~' ~ (r , I~ I d......-:; y;, -:.J ~ I oJ..J..A..lI 

0:!~' ~ ~I JL. (r ~~ ~~" ~ (r 'I~I d......-:; .jWI 

U" L...:;..I 4:..t u* G...L:, .u wi'}-ill Ga:,.,.. u* u I C 1..::.>..;.; r..l> I 

0:!~' ~ (,.,- 'I~ I d......-:; u~ Ab.. J 6...~, r..l> I, ~I • ~ 
·1· Id......-:;JoJ~ cl!.,i;' A l..:;..1;'~ ... ~I f..l>I JL.. (. . .T':" .. I.J"'" U" jj U--.T':" 

~ oJy...t; r..l>l 0-:lr-' ~ ~I JL. (r r.~ ~~, ~ (r 

~I ~, r..l>I ~r-"~" ~ U"l..:;..I;;~ .. iR"~ ~WI 
~r" .. 

...L...> I . '~Q 4:;.,..... J oJ lo.:;' Al..:;..I 4:;.,..... ,~ d5" All 'I, ~ 1 1..>':1 .... -- ,.I ...,.... U" I.J -.-:;- .r----' .T':" 

t-'!I)I oJ..wJI 0 1 ~I (r" ;;~ ... (r r-~ 0~" 4!L. ..I>I"JII' ~t,; 
~I)I oJ..wJt,; i,":. . (r r.~ 0~" 4!L. I' ~I,,· ~~" ~L. J>) 

3542 (966): Verba t:s', et ';1 addidi. 

3544 (967): .J.uJli: .J.uJI, in cod. 

3546"3547 (968): In uncis seclusa verba, quae necessaria esse 

existimo, addidi. 

3540 

3545 

3550 

3555 

3560 

3565 
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-- -... 1.1 w reI .,u..1.1I ·_fi· . A\. ~. "~l.. "1iJ1 ~4::...... 
~ ", 7 u .P."~'" I..I"".P." C::-', .r .. 

. to''''''''' ~A ~ • _ 'I,,,,,,,, 1 d...-..:: ~ I.!.ll ",..LSJ 1 . I J>. I .' ~ ~ .;. \..)':!.r··.; U.;-. U . v-
- .., -- I w 

..u.. I.,.! 1 V-- fi~ ~,~ V-- ~~ ~,6-..,,,,I, UJI 4::...... 0~ Jl.. 

4...-i..~, ~ I.!.ll ",..WJ 1 V-- ",L.. T d...-..:: ~, J; ':il ",..LSJ I l.;..ai,; '.:,L; 3570 

) o'l 6-..,) 4..A..Lo, ~.r '" ~~, r..u..l? 71~" / .jWI 0~ r..u..1 v,?, 

~ ~I r...l.>l v,?, ~~, ~l:J1 ",..wJI l.;..ai: 01, ",L..T 

4~ ... ~, ~tJI ",..wJ1 V-- ..u..I.,.!1 V-- ~ ~ ~, 4~ ... V-- '~ ~~ 
~ W 1 0~ ..u.. I.,.! 1 V-- j'i ~ ~, ;;': '" 0- fi ~ 0,.:....!' 6-..,,; I, UJ I 

.:;::::. '" -:::: I 

...I...> I.,.! 1 V-- t, ~ ~, ~ 0- I' ~ ~,~",I, ~ l.., wU 1 ~ 3575 

..u.. I.,.! 1 (r , I~ 1 ;;~ .. V-- ~ ~ 0~' 0 WI d..A..lO, ~.r '" ~ ~, 
- I "" __ 

V-- fi ~ 0~' ~), UJI ~~, ~l:J1 ",..wJ1 l.;..ai,; I.:,L; ~I, 

u-- '~~l. ~, ill 1 r ;;~"'~' ~I)I ",..LsJ1 (.. ... ~, 4~'" 
__ wi., 

(i. ~ ~ ,. A51...~" UJI;;~ H.JI· \S' .• \. 4::-~ .r.- ~.P." u'.P." .r-- ..., . u ~, 

4 A U I, ~ l.. ~ ~.r '" ~ ~, ..u.. I.,.!' V-- fo ~ ~, '4'= ... V-- 3580 

~..." "' ..... ' 1..1"" .J. 

d...-..:: ~, L:J .:;,;. u .jJ I ~ ~ I ~ .J I ~ I 6-..,) l.; ~, ...1i9 
w - I w ~ 

~ V-- fi~ 0~' 6-..,), UJI'd.:;,..." 1...1.>' 0,?, A...-:;., .JI..:..T 

.l->I.,.!I V-- fi~ ~,4~'" V--'~ A51.. ~, fiJI?;;~ .. , ~, 
~ 0 I l.;.J) l.. d.J.:" 3585 

~, ~lWl, ~l ~ ~~.:, ",=,,1.:;5 V-- ~Wl ;;JlWI l .... :: 

~J~._ 4? ~W 

6-.J~ u........; (r t'}J' t}" v..-IWI~.J ill ~I, ",=,,\;SJI~, 
ill r..L.. L.. ~ l.. u-i-, ~, ~ 6.;.,..., j..-o V-- \.!.J l:J I ~ I rJ:! 

~ I .JT" .:..-. ~ ~ (.1a.., ...,J La.:: 3590 

3567 (969): tlJl: ~I in cod. 

3569 (970): 4.....u1,,: t")" in cod. 

3573 (971): Pro ~.~ scrips it 1ibrarius ~~, copu1atione ut 

videtur verborum ,,~(sc .• ~) et u"" . 

3579 (972): ~,,'.i'!-: "-u"""~ in cod. 

(973): io~: I~I in cod. 

3587 (974): 6~ ~~: ~ &....- in cod. 

3589 (975); r...lo~;V"'...Iot.. in cod. 



Part Five 

Arabic Index 



This Index contaInS all words ot any pertInence to the text ot Hooks 
IV - VII (excluding words which occur only in the incipit, lines 1-5, and in 
the explicit, lines 3588-90). The Greek equivalents, where listed, are of course 
given only a titre d'indication; in most cases they have been arrived at after 
comparison with similar passages in the Greek Diophantus. 

The basic reference dictionary used has been Wehr's (original German 
edition); for words or meanings not found in Wehr, we have referred to some 
other dictionaries, or to Arabic original texts or translations from the Greek. 



ata (I): 8 (+'ala); 3332 (+bi). 
taJattin : (nomen verbi ala, V) 439 (but see p. 99, n. 48). 

min ajl: 1°. +anna: 67, 68, 601, 905-6, 977, 983, 1725, 3020 passim. Gr. 
£m:i, £m:i ytXp, as in Hypsicles (e.g., lines 25, 76). See also wajaba, 2°. 

2°. +dalika: 170,637,692,991,1750,3444,3482, (3517), 3545. 

abad: 1 o.M, sc. I.1OVtX<;: 51,52 (bis), 66, 67, 81 (bis) passim. 
2°. (prior): 134, 136,202,275,374 passim; 

(primus): 3001, 3017, 3031, 3112, 3150, 3355, 3388. Cf. abar, 2°. 
3°. in the expression of a fraction min, 1 ::; m < n ::; 10: 482, 483, 485, 

506,618 passim; less frequent than wabid (q.v.). 
N.B. On abad in association with tens in the expression of numerals, 

see p. 37. 

a&wla (I): 1°. =AIX!l~tXV€tV (to take, e.g., the difference, the root, the half; 
cf. D.G., 1,92,20; 134,25; 330,9): 960,1348,1352,1354,1808,1812,1918, 
1992,1997,2054,2102,3155,3157. 

2°. =srrcciv(?): 1174 (and app.). Cf. D.G., 1,120,14 (where, however, 
the meaning is rather that of £Kn9EvlXt). 

3°. + Ii: 1240, (1389). 

ma'&ag: 379 (bis), 388,412. Gr. a:y(J)y~? 

abar: 1°. £"t€po<; = other (of two): 48, 88, 134, 136, 173 passim. 
2°. repeated in enumeration of more than two objects: 3001-3,3356-57, 

3389-90. Gr. (0 !lEv ... ) 0 Of; ... 0 oE (D.G., 1,374,3-4 and 17-18), 
( d<; !lEv) ... 0 of; £"t€po<; ... 0 Of; (370,11). The same use of abar is found in 
other mathematical texts, cf. Kutsch 69, lines 8-9 (= (d<; !lEv) ... £t€po<; 
Of; ... "tptw<; Of;); Abu Kamil, Alg., 8r,7-8; 105\14-15. 

3°. £t€po<; = other, different: 38,200,262,343,1030,1034,1066 passim. 

ada (II): 299,2542. 

id: 8 (amma @, 17,205,2505. 

ida: 1°.35,48,50, 106, 107 (bis) passim. 
2°. +ma: 1323, 1327, 1449, 1455, 1542. 
N.B. 1°. In the statement of two parallel conditions, ida commonly 

introduces the first and in the second (cf. Reckendorf, A.S., p. 484; S. v., 
p. 685): 377, 973-75, 1065-66, 1069-70, 1412-13 passim; one finds 
id.a ... wa-id.a as well (277-78, 442-43, 519-20, 852, 956-57 passim), 
while in ... wa-in is rarely used (cf. 2661-63 (cf. 2637-38), 3221-22 seqq. 
(cf. 3180-81». 

2°. The verb of the apodosis can be in the imperfect as well as in the 
perfect; both tenses are found in the formulation ofVII,15 . 

. danG 1" 1_ : r. OUV, IXplX. 
1°. written Wn: 46, 51, 64, 77, 104 passim. 
2°. written idan: 1705, 1717, 1753, 1778, 1826 passim. 
The second spelling does not supersede the former one, as is seen, 

e.g., in lines 1706, 1724. 
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a$!: 1361. Cf. p. 120, n. 89. 

mu'allaf: 1033, 1264. Gr. O'UYKEiJ.!EVO~, but only in the sense of Arithmetica 
11,9 (a number being the sum of two squares). Otherwise, O'UYKEiJ.!EVO~ is 
translated in our text by murakkab or by mujtama'. 

Other occurrences: Klamroth, 298 (ullifa); Apoll.-Nix, 14; Tusl, 
e.g., VIII,5; Heron, Mech. (Nix), 199,6; Samaw'al, Bahir, 150,16-17 
(allegedly quoting Diophantus: cf. p. 12). 

ilil: Besides its use after various verbs, ilil is found in the expression of a 
ratio; see, e.g., 411,1626,1629 (bis), 1632, 1666. Cf. min, 2°. 

amma: 1°. amma ... fa = (J.!EV) ... M: (50),128,270,626 (bis), 640 passim. 
2°. amma id.: 8. 

ilia: Gr. !I\. Cf. gair. 
228,254,257, 713, 717 passim. 

In those cases in which two terms are subtracted, we find either 
ilia .. . wa (1827, 2620, 2621-22, 2626, 2628 passim) or illa ... wa-illa 
(1867, 1942, 1971, 2063, 2065 passim). The same in, e.g., Abu Kamil's 
Algebra (cf. 93v,4 and 7), al-KarajI's Badl', 124r and 125V• 

innama: ~'!Ot, or used for emphasis: 80 (interp. ?; cf. p. 31, no. 13), 205, 
559,811,2972 (interp.), 3359, 3433. 

anifan: 1414, 1701. 

awwal: 15,262,416,422,428 passim. 
Feminine: fila in 318, 1027; cf. app. crit., note 347 (and p. 33, no. 23). 
Otherwise, awwalah (forma vitiosa), as in 988, 989, 1026, lli3, 1124, 
1257 passim. 
Adv. awwalan : 411, 584, 712, 1341. 

ai-an: 136, 1159, 1594. 

ayy: 282, 285, 1179,3096,3099 passim. Note the plural ayyat in 283, 285. 

aidan : En, mXA-Iv. 
1°. = also, again: 10, 12-14, 76,92, 118 passim. Used to point out the 

second of two considered quantities, e.g., in 1025,3198,3200,3249. 
2°. at the beginning of a sentence, wa-aWn (fa-) introduces an alterna

tive reasoning (e.g., 296, 965), a new aspect of a problem (e.g., 730, 1549), 
a subsequent step in the analysis (e.g., 983, 1020) or in the synthesis (e.g., 
1151, 1188). 

N.B. The occurrence of an initial wa-aWn (fa-) is frequent in (and 
characteristic of) translations of Greek works, and it may be understood 
both as a Grecism (En, En bE) and a Syriacism (tub, tub den). 

Other examples of wa-aWn (fa-) are Georr, 71 and Endref3, 66 (En, 
En be); Hypsicies, line 76 and I:Iajjaj, prop. 1,1 (na:A-lv). 

bada'a (I): 3143. 

badalan min: 3105. Cf. maqam. 
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bacd: 1°. bacda: 9, 35, 221, 226, 233, 737 passim. 
2°. min bacdi (cf. Reckendorf, A.S., p. 475): 745, 838, 876, 939, 2073. 
3°. bacda an (not "after that", but "provided that"): 283, 285, 1398, 

2356, 3548, 3552. Found with the same meaning in other mathematical 
works, e.g., al-Karajl's Badl', 95'-9SV (Anbouba, 62,10 and 15); Abu 
Kiimil's Algebra, 80r ,12 and 20. Gr. 1l0VOV tVll? (as in D.G., 1,94,15). Cf. 
Kutsch, 293. 

bac4: 1°. = fraction, Gr. 1l0PtoV (Il£po~?): 255. Used also in al-Karajl's 
FabrI: see Woepcke, Extrait, 22 or supra, p. 188, n. 24. Compare the use of 
bac4 in al-ijwiirizml's Alg., 119,10 seqq. 

2°. repeated, expresses the reciprocity (dAA~A(j)V): 38 (bis). Cf., e.g., 
Klamroth, 295; Georr, 62-63 and 208-9. 

baga (VII): yanbagT = OEt (cf. i~taja): 35,438,468,516,538 passim. 
Associated with a verb other than kana, yanbagl may well render the 
verbal adjective in -'r£o~ (cf. Georr, 94); as in 740 and 1034 (OtlltpE'r£ov), 
603 and 993 (~rrnl'r£ov), 2047 (im£ov). See also under arada, 2°, ll. 

baqiya (I): (Klltll-)Acl1tEcr9llt; AOt1t6~ (as, e.g., in D.G., 1,16,19). 
1°. to remain, to result (after a subtraction): 224, 233, 236, 252, 254 

paSSIm. 
2°. to remain, to result (other operations involved); cf. kana, baraja, 

etc.: 
-division: (737), 876. 
-restoration and reduction: 257, 1208,2073,2115 (cf. D.G., 1,226,14; 

254,18). 
-restoration, reduction and division: 745. 

3°. auxiliary to 'adala (Gr. AOt1tO~ ... lcro~): 215, 243, 257 (cf. 2°), 
263, 686 passim. 

baqzyah : remainder of: 1209, (1210), 2033, 2122, 2159. 

baqin: Aot1t6~ (adj. or subst.). 
P. adj.: 983, 987,1019,1025 (bis), 1026 passim. 
2°. subst. 853, 1505, 1607, 1869,2099 passim. 

bal: 2061. Gr. (oDK ... )ciAAcX, as in D.G., 1,218,20; 246,6. 

balaga (I): 2686, 2719, 2742, 2751, 2928, 2933 passim; 3441, 3442 (= intaha 
ita). 

mablag: 3211, 3215; cf. app. crit., note 208. 

bana (I): 171 (or form II? Cf. app. crit.). 

bana (II): OEtKVUVllt. 
1°. to show = to expound: 1034,2181,3102,3149. 
2°. to find; syn. tabayyana, wajada: 1538,2086. Also in the concluding 

words of problems IV,1-6 (afterwards replaced by wajada); Gr. 01tEP 
gOEt OEi~llt/EUPEtV (perhaps another translation of this expression in 581). 

bana (V): to find (cf. bayyana): 271, 461, 489, 508, 555, 841 passim. Gr. 
OEtKVl>Vllt? (wa-qad tabayyana = i:ociX911 8£). 
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bana (X): 851, 1100; in these two places, istabana introduces corollaries, and 
such is its use in rusl's Euclid also (see the corollaries in 1,10; 1,15 etc. 
and in 111,1). 

bayyin: bayyin anna, or min al-bayyin anna, is used at the beginning of 
sentences indicating, generally, that one of the requirements of a problem 
has been fulfilled; thus it can be found in the analyseis as well as in the 
apodeixeis of problems. See 2488, 2581, 2620 (see p. 69), 2648, 2794, 
2820,2990-91 and 399 (and 401),2635,2854,3005,3201,3286. 

Both bayyin and min al-bayyin probably stand for <pllV£pov or &~AOV. 

bayan: 2209, 2438, 3150. 

tala (I): 13. 

tamma (I): 1615,2168,2918, 3586, 3588 (end of the Books and of the ms). 

tamam: 597 (Cala 'l-tamam). 

istitmam: 3142, 3442. 

rabata (I): ( + (ala) 1361, 1409, (1494). See app., n. 450. 

fabata (IV): 2541 (cf. app.). 

tumma: 165,279,412,449,560, 737,1116 passim. 

mut.anna": see under musawah, 20. 

mustat.na": 1030, 1812. 

jabara (I): 
10. alone: to restore, i.e., to make an expression (the side of an equation) 

consist of positive terms only, by adding to it its subtracted terms (taken 
positively). Compare with that the (non-mathematical) meaning given by 
Blachere et al. in their Dictionnaire, p. 1297: "the girl was sold in order that, 
with her price, the sum might be completed" (~atta yujbar ai-mal min 
t.amaniha). The added terms by means of which the deficiency is removed 
are introduced by the (instrumental) bi. 
229, 2557, 2592. 

No Greek correspondent is known: the restoration of one side and the 
increasing of the other side by the same quantity are conceived as simul
taneous operations in D.G. (which is the case for jab(a)r(a) in our text 
only when it is associated with (mu)qabaldh). 

20. with qabala; the two terms then mean: 
(rt) to restore and reduce (an equation). 

257,1208,2114,2149,2379. 
Cf. Greek KOtv~ 1tPOO'K£lcrero ~ A£'i"'t~ Klll (cl<pnp~crero) cl1tO 
o~oirov OIlOtll, e.g., D.G., 1,26,27-28; 90,17-18. I 

(fJ) = to restore (no common term to reduce; cf. p. 65, n. 36). 2246, 
2400; 2513 (where the suppression of common magnitudes is indicated 
by a following alqa al-mustarakat). 

There is the same usage in al-Ijwarizml's Algebra (p. 31,14-15), but 
its genuineness is made dubious by the Latin translation, which has 
only" restaurabis" (Libri, Hist., 1,280,8). 
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(y) = to restore and solve (or: and divide by the power of lesser degree). 
2342. 

qabala alone in the sense of "to solve" is found in al-Ijwarizml's 
Algebra (37,18; 41,8; 114,1 and 19-in Libri's text, qabala is rendered in 
the first instance by .. operare" and in the second by "facere "), and also 
in al-Karajl's Badi' (see my study on it, p. 303). 

jabr: 1°. alone: 
35 (post.; (interp.) def. of the term). 

2°. with muqabalah (cf. "def. XI" of D.G.). 
9,35 (prius), 1040,2073,2115,2150; 3586. 

3°. with muqabalah and qismah (cf. "def. XIII "). 
745, 1493. 

There are no known Greek equivalents for the Arabic words jabr 
and muqabalah, although the appearance of two words to denote the 
common addition and the common removal would have been an expected 
development. This need was apparently felt by Planudes, who, in his 
commentary, simply uses the words 1tp6a9E<H<; and cX<palPEcrt<; (cf. 
D.G., 11,171 seqq.). 

jifir: 21-34,49,51 (all interp.), 2506, 2659, 2972 (interp.), 3187-88, 3229-31, 
3267, 3305-7. 

Gr. 1tAWpa, used both in the sense of qila', latus, and of jidr, radix 
(the latter quite clearly in D.G., 1,310,9). Except in the (interpolated) 
passage in 2972,jifir and qilaC are used synonymously (cf. 3187 with 3421). 

N.B. The pluraljudur is found in two (interpolated) places, in lines 49 
(nine roots) and 51, while ajfiar appears in 3231 (four roots). Arabic 
mathematicians do not seem to make a distinction between the regular 
plural and the plural of paucity, at least not according to the number (see 
Luckey, Richtigkeitsnachweis, 98-100). 

jirml: 14. Used for O"'tEPEO<; (see p. 67, n. 42). 
juz J

: I!EPO<;, 1!6ptov. Cf. baeej. 
1°. used in the expression of a general fraction min (see p. 39): 

256 (bis), 324 (bis), 325 (bis), 327, 331 (bis) passim. 
2°. = aliquot fraction: 282-85, 346 (post.), 386, 393. Cf. p. 95, n. 33. 

The ayy juz) au ayyat ajza) in IV,14 is clearly the I!EPO<; n ~ I!EPll found 
in the Greek "IV",33. Compo also lines 386 (aliquot) with 393 (non
aliquot). 

jaCala (I): 1°. syn.fara4a, i.e., 'taaaEtv: 81, 109, 111,262,263 passim. 
= 'taaaElV EV (cf. D.G., 1,120,18): 1077, 1082, 1385, 1386, 1398 passim. 

2°. various senses of "to make": 11; 15 (+imperfect); 763 (+impf. of 
Cadala) and 2068, 2111 (+mucadil) = 1tOtElV ... laov; 873 (+mustarak; 
cf. Apoll.-Nix, 14), 1484; passim. 

3°.jaCaia . .. ajza J min = cXvaAUEtV Ei<; 1!6ptov? 
2459,2464. 

jamaCa (I): auvn9ivat. 
1998,2173,2175,2667,2679,2816,2823,2836 passim. 
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jama'a (VIII): yiVf:cr9Cll, 1tou::'iv, etc. See p. 66. 
1°. to result (from: min). 

(a) after an addition: 208, 218, 238, 247, 899, 957, 974,1003 passim. 
N.B. The verb can be used alone (2259, 2410, 3423), or be followed by a 

min referring to the operation (e.g., 1511, 1517 (po st.», to the two addends 
(e.g., 974, 1003), or to one addend (e.g., 899,1092,2125). 

See also mujtama" 2°, Cl, in fine. 
(p) after a multiplication: (121), 194, 201, 303, 305, 315, 316, 325, 347 

passIm. 
N.B. The verb can be used alone (e.g., 361, 370), or be followed by a min 

referring to the operation (e.g., 201, 303) or to the multipliers (see 371, 
413, 1107). 

2°. to be added. 
2672,3371. Syn. jumiCa (comp. 2672 with 2679). 

3°. auxiliary to cadala. 
985, 1129, 1215, 1263, 1300, 1308, 1374, 1484. 

jamc: 84. Cf. app. crit. 

jamlC
: 

1°. the whole (e.g., we divide "the whole", i.e., the two sides of the 
equation): 39, 48, 65, 78, 92; 1362 passim. 

2°. the sum: 41, 57, 73, 627, 682 passim; constructed with genitive or 
min (as in 41,820). Cf.jumlah• 

3°.jamlcan : 1487,2631,2656,2731,2801 passim; cald/min al-na~iyatain 
jamzcan = cala/min kil(t)a al-nahiyatain. 

majmil: 
1°. (adj.) 623, 677, 706, 797, 824, 2001 passim. Cf. app., note 243. 
2°. (subst.; cf.jumlah) 1955,2059,2068,2069,2112,2113,2147,2148; 

majmil does not supersedejumlah (cf. 1958,2008,2061). 

mujtamaC
: 

1°. result (from a mUltiplication). 
(a) (subst.) alone (e.g., 443 (bis), 2834), or with min referring to the 

operation (e.g., 201, 812) or (apparently) to the multiplicands (e.g., 
436,466). 

({3) (adj.; +min qarb) 866, 868, 869, 870,1280 passim. 
2°. result (from an addition). 

(a) (subst.) alone (e.g., 2243, 2428, 3264), or with min referring to the 
operation (1170, 1172), or to the addends (918, 2823; 2667, 3016). 
Also synonymous with jami" jumlah as in 2016, 2178, 2873; cf. the 
particular use of ijtamaca in 1817. 

({3) (adj.) 
-(with min) syn. murakkab min: 991. 
-(alone) = resulting from an addition (ant. baqin): 987, 988, 990, 
1303,1305,1380,(1382);2028. 
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jumlah : 44, 55, 75, 82, 642, 846 passim. Syn.jaml" majmil. 
N.B. The word "sum" is often omitted in Greek when the sum's 

constituents are mentioned (cf., e.g., D.G., 1,40,15; 42,26; 146,2 and 5; 
152,8-9; 190,7; 354,17; Euclid, Elem., VII, def. 22). This omission is 
frequent in the second part of our Arabic translation (as in lines 1990, 
1994-95, 1998, 2044; see also 2816, 3035-cf. 2843). Such an omission 
occurs also in some texts Arabic in origin (e.g., Bad!', fol. 99V and 106'-v 
(titles), 126'- V). 

jins: 205, 2923. Gr. YEVOr:,; cf. pp. 261 and 263. 

jawab: 17. 

baua: 39,46,61,63, 77, 88 passim; chiefly consecutive (not in line 39: final 
( = E(j)r:,?)). 

badda (I): to impose (a condition); occurs (in association with tabdld) in the 
final statements (crU/lTCEpcXcrj.lrH(X) of problems V,14; VI,I-23; VII,I-7, 
11, 16-18. Analogously used is sarata. 

badda (II): to determine; used as a synonym of wajada (cf. 1613 with 1593) 
in the final statements of problems IV,40, 41, 42.b, 43, 44.c; V,2, 4, 13. 
Otherwise used in lines 1594; 1702 (interp. ?; see p. 128, n. 9). 

tabdid: see badda (I). 

ba!$ala (I): 1355. 

tab~il: 12. 

bif;;: 11. 

tablil: c1VcXAUO'tr:,; see p. 48. 
1122, 1409, 1494. 

I;aja (VIII): b£iv. Cf. baga (VII), wajaba. 
+ an: 44, 75, 122, 142, 163 passim. 
+ ita an: 145, (168), 2060, (2355), 2726-27,3270. 

bajah : 2271 (laisa bi-na bajah). 

ha!a (IV): 100, 102, 112, 114, 116 passim. Gr. TCEptEXE1V. See p. 90, n. 15. 

ha/a (X): 2418. 

baza (II): 1944, with the sense attributed to it by Dozy, Suppl. diet. ar., i.e., 
"faire disparaitre"; syn aghaba. 

N.B. The reading jabara naturally comes to mind in 1944, since the 
word is written without diacritical points. But the phrase can hardly refer 
to a restoration, whereas it makes perfect sense with the meaning given by 
Dozy. Thus our interpretation. 

We are also inclined to read as bayyaza the jabara of a similar passage 
in al-tJwarizmi's Algebra (24,9), even though the Latin translator also 
readjabara (cf. Libri, Rist. 1,274,7: "restaurant"). 

h!naJigin : 122, 143, 146, (169). 
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baraja (I): yiVEcr9Ctt, etc. (except 4°). 
1°. to result (from: min) 

-after a division: 21, 22 (lUj, 24 (bis), 25; 564 passim. 
-after a multiplication: 22 (2um and 3um), 26, 30; 1186 passim. 

N.B.: The verb can be used alone (e.g., 331,1186), or with min, variously 
used (see, e.g., 149, 1378; 50, 108; 124, 127). 

2°. to come out as (sister of kana; see Caspari-Wright, 11,103, n.). 
80,406,2547,2879,2880,3082. 
Other examples: Hypsicles, lines 74, 79, 104; AbU Kamil, Algebra 80r,3; 
84',18; 87\8-9. 

3°. Auxiliary to 'adala: 65,142,146,166,215,230 passim. 
4°. to be soluble (of a problem): 2047, 2417. 

baraja (X): 600. 

barij: (+ 'an) 2923. 

ba~~ah: 584, 597, 609. Gr. iOt6'tll~? 

battz: 10. Gr. ypCtlllltK6~ (cf. Nicomachus, lntrod. arithm. 11,7,3; Iabit 
translates by bututl). See p. 175. 

mubalif: 2924. 

mubtalif: 1265 (=abar, 1034), 1420, 1808, 1809, 1811 passim. Ant. mutasawin• 

Gr. E'tEPO~, &vtcro~. 

tadblr: 609. 

durbah: 16,2925. Both times associated with 'adah. 
darajah : 16 (bis). 
da'a (I): 439. 
ga: min ga: 591 (several 'ala ga in EndreB, e.g., 69-70). 

ha-ka-qa: 1410. 

galika: The difference between haqa and qalika is not strictly observed in our 
text (nor is it in others; cf. Georr, 63), except in the particular case of line 
1562 seqq. 
ka-qalika: see ka-. 
li-qalika: 269, 398, 427, 456, 481 passim. 
wa-qalika + conj.: 

1°. = nam: 1828, 1869, 1943. Gr. ycip,OTlAovycip;cr. EndreB,63 and 83 
seqq.; common in Menelaus' Sphiirik (cr. 39,5;42,11; 43,11 and 19 passim). 
Syn. wa-galika li-anna (1442). 

2°. = igitur: 2461, 3158. Syn. a'nl an. 

gakara (I): 123, 608 (interp.), 1158 (interp.), 1344, 1701, 2017 (interp. ?; 
cf. p. 32. no. 21), 2159. 

4ikr: (associated with taqaddama) 172,714,1410. 
magkur: 610. 

gahaba (I): 1872. Also in al-ijwarizml's Algebra 18,17; 24,12. 
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qahaba (IV): (1829). Cf. ~ayyaza. 

gu: 1410 (masa'ilqawat ai-tara fain). 
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!)iyufan{us 1, 7, 1615, 1618,2168,2171,2918,2921,3586. In 1 and 1618 with 
the epithet al-iskandaranl. See. p. 4, n. 4. 

ra'a (I): 12. 

murabbac : (subst. and adj.) Gr. tEtPtXyrovo~ (tEtpClyrovtK6~). 
2,7,20,41,45 (bis) passim (tEtPClyrovtK6~, e.g., 3548; cf. D.G., 1,300,1). 

N.B.: murabba' murabba' al-4ila'a: 453, 454, (538-39), 542, 580. Gr. 
tEtPtXyrovo~ 1tAEUPClV £Xrov tEtPtXyrovov (cf. D.G., 1,296,3 and 5-6; 362,6). 
Syn. murabba' min 4ila' murabba', as in 2963, 2986, 3008. 

martabah: 11. 

rajaCa (I): 1361, 1389. Gr. ciVCltpeXEtv. Syn. 'ada. 
rasama (I): 17 (bis), 18. 

raqiya (I): 15. 

rakiba (II): 1361, 1409, 1493. Gr. O'uvngeVClt (not in the sense of "to add" but 
"to make the synthesis (tarklb) of"). 

tarkib: 1390. Gr. O'UV9EO't~, with the meaning explained on p. 48. 

murakkab: O'uYKEiIlEVO~. 
1°. murakkab min = O'uYKdIlEVO~ tK = compositus per additionem: 

1807, 1810, 1999,2709,2777,3080,3101,3359,3402,3424 passim. 
Also found in Hypsicles, lines 4, 8 passim, as a substantive (= 0 

O'uYKEiIlEVO~). See under mu'allaf 
2°. murakkab min jumlah/jami': 2687, 2692, 2719, 2724, 2744, 2751 

passim/3068, 3125, 3508. 
3°. + maca: 14 (O'uvtE9Ei~?). 

rada (IV): A. Used as an auxiliary-presumably in a periphrastic translation. 
1°. Repeated use. 

(ex) In the formulations of problems: 
nurld an najid (naqsim in V,9, 12; VII,4, 7, 11-15), with which all problems 
begin, corresponds to the Greek aorist II infinitive EUPElV (OtEA-ElV) ofD.G. 

ISQaq uses the very same expression (Klamroth, 286), while J:Iajjaj 
commonly inserts a nubayyin kaifa (found exceptionally in rusI, as in 
VIII,2 and 4: usual is li-na an, cf. Klamroth, ibid.). 

The expression nurld an etc. may occur again in the restatement of 
problems involving given numbers once the values of these numbers have 
been settled in the EK9EO't~; see 277,376,419,441,470 passim. 
({3) In the conclusions of pro blems: 
wa-qalika ma aradna an najid (nubayyin, IV,1-6; naf'al, V,9 and 12; 
na'mal, VII,12) corresponds to the Greek 01tEP EOEt EUPElV (Od~Clt, 
1tOt~O'Clt). The same expressions are found in the translations of the 
Elements (see Klamroth, 286). 

2°. Sporadic use. 
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arada seems to have been used as an auxiliary for rendering various 
formulations such as "let us", "we shall (now)", "we must". Thus, it 
may have served with an appropriate word (most often a verb in the 
subjunctive preceded by an) to translate: 
(0() the verbal adjective in -'tto~ (cf. EndreB, 75). 
(p) again, the idea of necessity, arada playing the same role as ibtaja 

(cf. 3191 with 3232); thus in Hypsic1es, line 112,fa-nurld an naclam 
stands for oEl o~ EUpElv. 

(y) this idea of necessity merely amounts in some cases to a simple 
future; an example is found in the Arabic version of Galen's Anatomica 
(with a change of person and voice): cf. Simon, I, pp. L-LI (first lines); 

(b) the adhortative subjunctive (cf. EndreB, 75); 
(t:) a simple participle with a future sense, as may be the case in 3145-46 

(al-Cadad al-murabbac aUadl nurld qismatahii reminding one of 0 
Ot(XtpOUIlEVO~ 'tE'tPclywvo~ in the sense of "partiendus quadratus", 
as in D.G., 1,92,5-6); 

(0 finally, ariida may simply belong to Arabic phraseology, and have no 
correspondent in the Greek: cf. EndreB, 67-68; see also 1:Iajjaj 11,6 
and 9, in which nurid an nubayyin anna stands for MYW on. Note, 
however, that our text does not seem to be characterized by this kind 
of verbose phraseology (see p. 67). 

To one or the other of the above categories belong the following 
instances of the Arabic Diophantus: 226, 280, 711, 1344, 2002, 2242, 
2493,2842,3020,3142 (apod. to lamma), 3146 (prius: cf. supra, (E», 
3155,3191 (cf. supra, (P», 3307, 3332 (apod. to lamma). 

Remark. Such uses of arada, attested in many translations from the 
Greek, do not necessarily apply to every ariida. This is particularly true, 
as far as our text is concerned, for point (P), since D.G. uses etAElY much 
in the sense of obligation (so in 192,19; 196,11 and following pages). As to 
point (y), one should keep in mind the use in koine-Greek of etAElY for 
expressing the future from hellenistic times onwards (cf., e.g., Dieterich, 
Untersuchungen, 245-46). 

B. Used alone. 
See, e.g., 202, 240; 1461, 1906; 3240, 3444. In particular, synonymous with 
Jcl'a in expressing arbitrariness of choice (61, 118,3551). 

raib: 2541: la raiba flhi (but see app.). 

muzdawij: 11. Gr. cru~uy~~? Cf. Apollonius, Con. I, def. (p. 6,1 of Nix's 
excerpt of the Arabic text); Hypsic1es, line 34. 

zada (I): 
1°. + cald, and Acc. = npocrnetv(Xt nvi n. Syn. a4afa. 

207,220,229,237, 760, 770 passim. 
-with mustarak(at)an 
717, 735, 835, 964, 985 passim. Cf. pp. 65-66. 
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2°. + 'ala, and Acc. = um:p€xelV ttV6~ ttVl. 
272,691, 712, 752, 861 passim. 
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N.B. In the sense of U1teP€XelV, zZida is constructed in the modern 
usage with bi instead of the Acc.; note that while Tabit's Apollonius has 
the first construction (Nix, 13), his Nicomachus apparently has the second 
(Kutsch, 102,3). 

ziyadah : 

1 0. 1tp6creeO'l~. 

36 (interp.), 221, 1469, 1484, 1511, 1518 passim. Ant. nuq~an. 
2°. um:poxrJ. Cf.Ja41. 

690, 728, 730, 738, 826, 844 passim. 
3°. (non-mathematical) 2924. 

mazld: 
1°. (substantive) 873. Cf. Freytag, Lexicon: "accessio, augmentum, 

incrementum". Syn. ziyadah• 

2°. (participle) 1tpocrtte€J..levo~. 
3207,3277,3278,3307,3311 passim. Ant. manqu~; see lines 3307-8: 
al-'adad al-mazld wa'l-manqu$ = 0 1tpocrtle€J..leVO~ Kill ci<PlltPOUJ..leVO~ 
(cipleJ..l6~), D.G., 1,28,13 and 22-23. 

muzad: Syn. of mazld. 3197, 3198, 3200 (bis), 3210, 3283. This form is found in 
Johnson's Dictionary, p. 1168 (under: mazad (A), in fine). 

za'id: 
1°. added, positive = U1tCXPXrov. Ant. naqi$. 

1068, 1100, 1622, 1714, 1830, (1871), 1945 passim. 
2°. (+ 'ala): added (to). Syn. mazld. 

2007, 2009; 3467. 

su'al: formulation (of a problem). 3143, 3471. 

mas'alah : 8, 9,13,17,18,160,273,318,328,447 passim. 
-masa'i/ Cadadlyah = 1tpO~A~J..lIl't1l cipleJ..lllttKcX (D.G., 1,4,10), 1tpO

~A~J..lIl'tIl£v'tol~cipteJ..lol~ (ibid., 2,3): 8, 1618,2168,2919,2922. 
-masa'i/ muhayya'ah : 1tPO~A~J..lIl'tIl1tAllcrJ..lllttKcX: 496,1801 (cf.439). 
Explicit reference to a problem (namely III,6): 3102, 3149-50. 

sabab: 1870 (bi-sababi), 2924. 

satM: E1ti1teoo~ (cf. Nicomachus, Introd. arith., 11,7,3; Titbit: musattah). 
10. Cf. p. 175. 

musattah: £1tim;oo~. Cf. Klamroth, 297; Euc1id-Tust, VII, deff. 
541. See sathl. 

salaka (I): 15. 

maslak: 15, 18. 

sama (II): 14,23,27,31, 799, 802, 829 passim. Gr. KIlAelv. 

musamma": 858, 859. 
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sahl: P~Oto~. 2180, 2208, 2437,3017,3102; (ashal:) 2842, 3143. 

suhUlah : 171 (min suhiilah ; interpolated-if from Greek times: om "C~V 
EUXPll cr"ClCXV ?). 

sawi ya (III): 
1 0. icro~ dvcxt, icrouv (= cadala, I and III): 335. 
2°. to make the same, identical (cf. musawah, 1°): 1240. 

sawiya (VI): to be the same, identical. 969. 

sawiya (VIII): to be equal one to another. 993, 1127, 1175. 

musawah : 1°. identicalness. 1363, 1417. Cf. line 969 (sawiya, VI). 
2°. al-musawah al-muIannah = Ot1tAOtcrO"Cll\;, Ot1tATl icrO"Cll\;, Ot1tATl 

icro)(jt~. 960,977 (cf. app. crit.), 1348. 

musawin : icro~ nVl (Ii). 52, 164, 181,385,524,571 passim. 

mutasawin : icro~ (absolute). 36 (interp.), 190,454,455, 1033, 1264 passim. 

sabaha (IV): 955 (ma asbahahii). 

mutasabih: see mustarak. 

sarata (I): Found, associated with sart, in the crull1tEP<xcrIlCX"CCX of problems 
IV,7, 12, 13, 16-18,21-24,32,33,37-39; V,6; VII,15. Cf. ~adda. 
Otherwise: 447. 

sarata (VIII): used as sarata (I) in the conclusions of problems IV,40, 41; 
VA, 15, 16. 

sart: see the two previous words. Similarly constructed with arada in IV,31; 
V,l and 2. 
Otherwise: 559. 

sarftah : 3337, 3420. 

mUSarak: 283; (cf. notes 422, 676 of the app. criL). Gr. cruIlIlE"CPOC;. 

mustarak: Kot vo~. 
1°. (adj.) 214, 243, 686, 696, 718 passim. More examples under jaCala, 

ziida, alqa, naqa.Ja. On mustarak, see also pp. 65-66. 
2°. (subst.) 

-al-mustarak: 2631 (single power with coefficient unity); 
-al-mustarakat: 2183 (cf. app.), 2212, 2513, 2594, 3522. 
-al-mutasabihat al-mustarakat: 2559, 2675-76 (cf. app.), 2700. 

sa'a (I): 43, 45, 76, 87, 90 passim. Only in expressions such as kam (ma) 
Si'na (min) = ocroc; b~1tO"CE. See also arada, B. 

sai': 1°. sense ofn: 12, 1240. See also p. 67, n. 40. Cf. ma, 2°. 
2°. = 5 (a.pt9IloC;), sc. x (unknown): 21,22,24-27; 42, 43 (bis) passim. 

Cf. under cadad, N.B. 

$i~~ah: 2288. 

$a~I~: 1°. correct (of treatment, resolution): 2541. 
2°. integral (of number): 3199, 3238, 3278. Gr. OAO~, oMKAllpo~. 
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$a~ib: 2289 = "related" ( of problems). 

$aiir: P. 1176-77, 1215-16, 1261 (bis), 1263, 1487, 1488 (bis). See p. 115, 
n.75. 

2°. a$gar = EAcX't'tO)V: 42, (53), 54, 57, 60 passim. Ant. aCfarn, akbar . 
. -c h 13 G ' (?). . ~ma a: . r. T£XVll . , I.e., art, sCIence. 

$aba (IV): 1999. Syn. $ara ( + ila), intahiz ( + ita). 

~ara (I): yiVEO·ellt. 
1 0. -na~lr ilil an naflub: 170,692,1665. Cf. D.G., 1,214,7 

-qad ~irna ilil rna talabna/rnatliibina: 2505, 3280-81, 3313. 
2°. syn. tlVllt, 1tot£iv: 221,1203,1536,1757,1760,1816,1991 passim. 
3°. auxiliary to cadala: 735, 1022, (1205), 1251. 

4araba (I) 1tOAAIl1tAllcrtcXi,;Etv (E1ti: JI). Syn. 4acaJa. 
20,22,25,30, 154, 194,200,275 passim. 

4arb: 1tOAAIl1tAllcrtllo"~O~. 
23, 26, 30, 31, 80, 11 ° passim. 

ma4rub: 1°. (subst.) product of multiplication; al-ma4rub (min) = 0 U1to. 
471,472, 546 (bis), 561-63, 568 passim. 

2°. (adj.) multiplied by (fl); Gr. 1tOnll1tAllcrtIlO"eEi~ (E1tt). 
801,2265,2268,2274 (interp.), 2277, 2280, 2299 passim. 

4acaJa (III): 1tOAAIl1tAIlO"tcXi,;ElV (E1tt: bi). Syn. 4araba. 
2685, 2689, 2690, 2706, 2718, 2722, 2741 passim. Does not supersede 
4araba; cf., e.g., 2696, 2728, 2760; 3045, 3158, 3198. 

4i'f: Ot1tAIlO"iO)v. 
1384, 1419, 1420,3198,3200,3203 passim. 

ta4clf: 1tOnll1tAllcrtllo"~O~. 
38. 

This word is repeatedly used in the sense of "product" in Hypsic1es 
(see lines 29, 31, 33, 38, 43 passim); Tus! employs it both in the senses of 
"product" and "duplication" (cf. p. 215,4 (IX,16 = Elem. IX,15) with the 
formulations in IX,32 and 34). 

ta4acif: 1tOAAIl1tAllcrtIl0"~6~. 
2818. Cf. note 800 of the app. crit. 

4ilac, 4ilc : 1tAWPcX (see also under ji4r). 
20, 21, 42, 43, 45, 46 passim. 

4iiJa (IV): 1tpoO"netvllt (nvi: ilil). Syn. zada. 
210,217,240,246,1809,1812,(2188),2904,3063. 

!abc : 3480 (min !abC
), 3542 (Ji !abC). Gr. (Tn) <pUO"Et, <pl)O"tKroC;; see, e.g., 

Geoff, 231. 
taraf: equation (of a proposed system; see p. 111, n. 64). 

969, 1241, 1363, 1410 (rnasa'i/ !lawat al-taraJain), 1418. 
N.B. The word taraJ is employed in other Arabic texts dealing with 

algebra to mean the side of an equation (= nii/:liya\jihah): cf. al-Ij:warizml, 
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Alg., 184-85 (Rosen's excerpts from an Arabic text and a Persian one); 
l:Iajjlljallfah (Fliigel), 11,583,8-9 (art. jabr). 

In mathematical texts translated from the Greek, lara! renders rXKPO<; 
(sc. opo<;: in a progression; cf. Klamroth, 301-2 (301: rather "rXKPO<;"», 
or 1tEPtX<; (in geometry; cf. Nix's Apollonius, 13; Klamroth, 297). 

tarlq: 204 (min tarlq), 1343 ('ala tariq). 

{alaba (I): ~T)'tBlV. 
1°. =to look for: 170,412,603,609,692,714,733 passim. Syn. iltamasa. 
2°. =to require that (an); cf., e.g., D.G., 1,158,5; 244,4; 256,1. 

712,730,1341,1412. 
3°. =to examine, to solve: 1522, 1549, 1594. 
N.B. This verb occasionally takes the sense of £K'tl9EVtXt, in the Greek 

text (cf. in D.G., p. 96,10 with 214,9; 272,11 etc.) as well as in the Arabic 
version (961, 1350). 

{alab: 1363, 1417, 1774. 
ma{liib: ~ T)'tOUIlBVO<;. 

279,344,345,354,356; 3313 ('to ~T)'tOUIlBVOV) passim. 

~ahara (I): 249. 

~ahir: (+anna) 541,1117, 1669, 1755. Gr. <ptXVBpov, O~AOV; cf. (min al-) 
bayyin. 

cadda (I): 
1°. =to measure (if AlB = k, B "measures" A by k): 516. Gr.IlB'tpdv'tl 

(Acc.) KtX'tll 'tl (bi). Cf. D.G., 1,134,16-18 and 22-23; 136,14 seqq.; passim. 
See also Elem., VII, def. 3 (k integral). 

2°. =to number (if AlB = k, A "numbers" B by k): 3206, 3241, 3281. 
In Greek, one normally uses IlB'tPBlcr9tXt, as is done in D.G. One 

passage, however, is ambiguous: Tannery's 220,19 (Vat. gr. 191: IlE'tpovcrtv 
a.pt9Ilou<; B KtX'tcX 110 B)· (Another passage shows some confusion: 242,3; 
Vat. gr. 191 has the same reading as B, including the 'tOl)'tEcr'tl KtX'tcX 
1tACUPcX<; B 't~<; ~ Y, which looks very much like a later addition.) 

cadad: 1°. =a.pt9Ilo<;. 
10, 14, 41 (bis), 51, 57 passim. 

2°. = 1tA ~90<;. 
180 (po st.), 571 (1 urn), 594 (1 urn), 691 (prius), 739, 982 (post.) passim. 

N.B. The word is frequently omitted in the latter case; see, e.g., 572, 
595, 690, 744, 989-90, 1025 passim; compo also 1025 with 1026. This 
omission also occurs in the Greek text: as Tannery pointed out (D.G., 
11,264; cf. also p. 267 (OUVtXllt<;», "interdum oi a.pt91l0i dicitur pro co
efficiente x". Note that this use is found in original Arabic mathematical 
texts as well; see, e.g., Luckey, Richtigkeitsnachweis, 98 seqq. 

cadadf: a.pt91lT)'tlK6<;. Vide under mas'alah• 

cadala (I): 1°. tcro<; (Ei:VtXt), icrovv. 
62, 64, 66, 79, 120,214 passim. 
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2°. equate, icroDv (nvl: bi): 280. 
Much more common (for both meanings) is the third form. 

cadala (III): 1°.9,38,40,45,47,52 passim. 
2°. (+bi) 142, 145, 165, (167), 306, 307 pa~sim. See also p. 47. 
N.B. Instead of the expression that an aggregate" is equal to a square ", 

which is a common way of saying that it must be made a square, 
we sometimes find the ambiguous expression that an aggregate "is a 
square" (see, e.g., 761-62, 1077, 1405, 1528-29; cf. the EcrLen KU~O~ in 
D.G., 1,438,11). The same occurs in al-Karaji's Badl': see fol. 122r-v. 

cadala (VIII): 1074. Syn. istawa. 

mucZidalah : icr6'!Tl~, rcrWO"l~. Equation (i.e., resulting one in a problem; 
cf. p. 111, n. 64). 
969,988-990,997,1026-28,1040,1086, 1123-25, 1240,(1357), 1417, 1426, 
1492. 

mucZidil: rcro~ (nv!: Ii): 180,281,282,285-87 passim. Cf. musZiwin. 

carafa (I): 17, 1408. 

macrifah : 1361, 1389. 

ca?lm: Syn. kablr; ant. $ag[r. 
1°.1177,1215-16,1260,1262-63,1308,1488,1490. See p. 115, n. 75. 
2°. aC~am = Ildswv: 43, 44, 54, 55, 58,61 passim. 

caks: inverse. 204, 206, 328, 378, 955. 
A problem or a treatment is the" inverse" of another one if it is formed 
from the latter by exchanging the names of the powers or the values of the 
given numbers. Gr. EVClV'!iov? £VCl") .. fJ.~? (cf. D.G., I, e.g., 194,18-cf. 
194,7). 

calima (I): 
1°. YlvfficrKE1V. 

609,615, 1360, 1361, 1389. 
2°. Calimna anna: does not refer to anything previous, but rather states 

s.th. obvious (Aristotle, Gen. An. (arab.), 254: <pClVEPOV on) or involving 
some simple computations. 
2440,2872,3304; 2458 (introduces the apodosis to lammZi). 

This use of calima is not peculiar to translators; it also occurs in other 
(mathematical) works: see, e.g., al-lJwarizml, Algebra, 6,3 or 34,6-7 
(+mata), al-Karajl, FabriV,12. 

maclum: 80eEi~, 8E801l£VO~. 
1658, 1660, 1663, 1669, 1696 passim. See also p. 228. 

That macliim and mafrut! are synonymous in our text appears when one 
compares lines 1632 with 1669, 1691 with 1693, 1740 with 1742. This i~ 
also true for other treatises: in l:IaJJaj II,14, too, the two words render 
80ec:i~. 
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muta'allim: 11. 
Gr. ciPXOI-IJ:VO~? (see D.G., 1,2,10; 16,5). 

The meaning "student", "beginner" (not: "educated person") is 
clear in, e.g., Heron's Mechanics (Nix: 63,13-14; 71,10). In Bergstrlisser's 
lfunain, it translates the Greek EiCl'\ty6I-1EVO~ (see text, p. 6,7 and (Register) 
p. 48, no. 116; its antonym there is mustakmil: see text, p. 7,21). 

camada (V): 2436. 

'amila (I): 
1°. 1tAcXCl'Cl'EtV (ci1to: min), K\t't\tCl'KEUcX~Etv (cf. D.G., 1,314,4). 

45 (bis), 76, 241, 349,457 (bis), 628; 1764, 1766 passim. 
Cf. fara4a, 1 0. 

2°. (trans.) to treat, solve (problem): 204, 262, 977, 2541, 2842, 3142, 
3471. 
(abs. or with fl) 343, 614 (bis), 960,1241, 1348, 1363, 1417. 

3°. wa-4alika rna aradna an nacmal = 01tEP £DEt 1tOt~Cl'\tt: 3343. (3330, 
3378,3410,3470 by correction). Syn.facala. 

carnal: treatment, resolution. 12,35,172 (cf. app.), 960, 977,1363,1410,1480, 
1559, 1601,2047,2288,2418 passim. 

cinda: 1tp6~ (in: A6yo~ 'ttvo~ 1tp6~ 'tt). Cf. ila, min. 
1562-64,1566-70,1909,1934,1939. 

aCnf: 'tOD't£Cl''ttV, MYro Dh 
1°.35, 120, 132,284 (+an), 316, 317 passim. Introducing (supposed) 

glosses (as "COu't£Cl''ttv often does in Greek) in 35, 2391 
2°. =ECl"tro: 2973, 342l. Cf. D.G., 1,144,15 (but: II,xlvi, 5). 

macnan : 12. 
cada (I): 1409. Syn. rajaca. 

cadah : 16,2925. Cf. durbah . 

iCadah : 3150, (3355), 3388. 
Cain: (wahid) bi-cainihl = 0 \timJ~. 

1358,1388. 

gara4: 2539,2922, 3434. 

gali!a (II): 1808. 

ganiya (I): 3388. 

ganiya (X): 3150, 3355. Syn. with the previous. 

gair: 1°. =without: 977; (min gair an:) 1343,2922-23. 
2°. = other than: 3185, 3227, 3265. 
3°. Synonymous with ilia, but much less frequently used (as 1t\tpcX 

compared to h\). 1204, 1806, 1822, 1827, 1838. 

fa: ( + subj., = so that-if not copyist's mistake for Ii): 2495, 3277. 

fara4a (I): 
1°. to put; Gr. 'tcXCl'Cl'E1V, 1tAcXCl'Cl'E1V. 
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(e<) type: faraqa al-murabbaClqilaC al-murabba' (+assigned value). 
42,43 (bis), 60 (post.), 63, 74 (bis) passim. 

(f3) type: fara4a al-murabbac min qilaC ( + assigned value). 
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53, 54, 60 (prius), 61, 67 passim. Cf. Greek 1tAclaaElY cl1tO 1tAEUpd~ 
(e.g., D.G., 1,126,4 and 12). Syn. camila. 

(y) type: faraqa qilaC al-murabbac min (+assigned value). Cf. e.g., D.G., 
1,244,5. 
94 (post.), 124 (post.), 146, (182; cf. app.), 270. 

(b) same expression, but with the coefficient of the power not specified 
(Gr. telam;tY £Y, as in D.G., 1,120,18; 136,3): 124 (prius), 141, 144, 164, 
(166), 180 passim. 
Further on, the min is suppressed: (121; cf. app.), 684, 733, 978, 984, 
1016, 1020 passim. 

(I:) (Later) variant of (e<)-(y): farat}a /i'I-murabbac qilacan yak un + Acc./ 
min: 2340, 2589, (2673), 2695, 2824 passim/3485. Cf. also 528, 715. 

20. to take, choose (telaaEtY, as in D.G., 1,136,14): 411 (post.), 2874, 
2875. 

30. +conj. = to suppose, stipulate: 318,328,591. 

mafrut}: 10. ooeEi~, OEOOIl£YO~. Syn. macliim (q.v.). 
275, 302, 373, 376,406,410 passim. 

20. chosen, put. 
413 (cf.411,faraqnaposterius); 1024, 1118, 1121, 1170, 1173 passim. 

faql: lmEpox~· 
10. = difference (between: baina). Syn. tafii4ul. 

263 (interp.), 960, 1349, 1354, 1816, 1891 passim. 
20. = excess (over: Cala). Syn. ziyadah• 

2616. 
tafMul: U1tEpOX~· 

59,62,69, 71, 86, 89,97,98,651,654,670 passim., 

facala (I): wa-qalika rna aradna an naf'al = 01tl;p EOEt 1totiimn: 1907, 1984. 
Syn. cami/a. 

fann: 13, 16 (bis), 951. 
fata (I): 12. 

qabila (III): 
10. alone. 

(e<) equate = iaooy (tt: Acc., ttYl: bi). 
1352, 1355,2182,2417. 

Commonly used by, e.g., al-Karaji in this sense (see Woepcke, 
Extrait, p. 64, or my study on the Badlc, p. 303). 

(f3) restore, i.e., = jabara(?). Perhaps a mistake (cf. p. 65, n. 36). 
2212. 

2°. withjabara: see under jabara. 
qabla: 3143. 
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qibal: (min qiba14alika) 1360, 1389. 

muqabalah : 

1°. alone: reduction. 
36 «interp.) def. of the term), 212, (737). 

N.B. muqabalah in line 212 might also be translated as "equation", 
in accordance with one of the meanings of qabala (1 o,a.); this usage occurs 
in al-Karajl's works (see my study on the Badl', p. 303, and compare 
Fabrl V,28 with V,6: haua yumkin al-muqabalah and hatta yumkin al
mu'adalah are used in the same sense). The phrase in our manuscript 
could also be an Arabic addition. 

2°. in association withjabr: see thereunder. 

qad: 1°. + perfect: 8, 18, 37, 57, 71, 84 passim. See also kana, 3°,a. 
2°. + imperfect: 3371. In this case, qad does not have the usual sense of 

"perhaps". The use by Qusta of a qad "in konstatierendem Sinne" was 
noted by Nix in the preface to his edition of Heron's Mechanica (Opera, 
II,xliii-xliv) and, after him, by Daiber (Placita, pp. 10 and 447). In this 
connection, note that 
(1) the Greek construction underlying wa-qad ( ... ) al-aqsam (3371-72)

and similar passages without qad (see, e.g., 2672, 2679, 3034-35)
may well have been a genitivus absolutus; 

(2) in any case-and this is also true for the instances mentioned by Nix 
(loc. cit.)-there is no need for a specific Greek equivalent to qad, 
its function being most probably that defined by Brockelmann (after 
N6Ideke): "Endlich aber kann qad vor dem Impf. wie vor dem Perf. 
einfach als Bekraftigung dienen" (Grundriss, II, p. 508); examples of 
this qad (" einfach bekraftigend") in Reckendorf, A.S., pp. 302-3. 
See also Samaw)al, Bahir, p. 231,4, where qad precedes yanbagl at the 
beginning of the diorism belonging to prop. 1,16 of Diophantus (see 
above, p. 12). 

miqdar: quantity, amount. 
1°.~€y~eo~.1389,1626,1631,1663,1669,1696,1702,1772,1774. 
2°. = measure: 245; bi'l miqdar aUadl huwa = 'tOlO\)'t{J)V (~ovcro{J)v) 

oi{J)v EO"ttV 'Ii !-lb, or perhaps with miqdar rendering !-l€'tpov. 
3°. ~'tPllO'l~(?). 3073, 3157 (bis). 

qadama (V): 8,172,204,205,240,412,714,1241,1342,1410,1418 passim. 

mutaqaddim: (379), 610, 615, 714 (+Ii), 846,1364 passim. 

aqrab: 2543. Syn. ashal. Cl1tA.ouO''t~po~? 

qasama (I): . 
1°. =dividere (+ 'ala). Gr. 1tQ(pQ(f3~A.A.Stv, J.lSpi;SlV (1tQ(pcX/ei<; 'n). 

20,21, 23-25, 27 passim. 
2°. = partiri. Gr. ota.tpsiv n ei~. 

(a) in = bi: 740, 1034, 1265 (bis), 1419, 1885, 1890, 1906, 1961, 1966 
passim. 
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(f3) in = Acc.: 3147, 3328, 3344, 3346, 3348, 3351, 3353, 3374, 3381, 3383, 
3416. 

The latter does not supersede the former; cf. 3166, 3176, 3354, 3379 
passIm. 

N.B. qasama, "ut mos est mathematicorum, constr. cum bi, non cum 
accus. partium in quas res dividitur" (Nallino, Albatenii Opus, IJ,349). 
This is not true for all mathematical texts (see al-JjwarizmL Alg. 25,8; 
26,18 passim; AbU Kamil, Alg. 85',8; 85",1-2 passim), but for many 
(e.g., Heron, Mech. 77,13; 189,14; 191,3-4; 193,8 and 16 passim; Apoll.
Nix, 14; Iabit: Luckey, Richtigkeitsnachw., 114, and Kutsch, 331). 

qasm: (nomen verbi qasama) 149, 150,204,1394,2491,2531,2550,2577,2583, 
2865 passim. 

qism: 1 0. 1texpex~oA~ (= quotiens), Il£PlCfIlOs: 322, 549, 570, 573, 575, 576 
passim. 

20. <>tnp11ll£vOs: 742, 744,1035,1885,1890,1891 passim. 
I 

3°. = type, class: 951. 

qismah : 10. = divisio (1texpex~oA~): 38,205,291,564,566,570,589,590 passim. 
2°. = quotiens (1texpex~oA li, ll£ptcrIlOs): 2427,2430, 2463 (cf. 2478), 2542. 
3°. =partitio (C>texip£CJts): 3146, 3155. 

maqsum: 
1°. 571, 576, 577, 579, 594, 599 passim; + calaihi: divisor (sim. ma4rub 

jlhi); without calaihi, as in 2539 (cf. 2540): dividendus (sim. ma4rub). 
20. (IX) =partitus (cf., e.g., D.G., 1,138,12): 3349, 3351. 

(f3) =partiendus (cf., e.g., D.G., 1,92,5-6): 2992 seqq., 3118; cf. 
3145-46,3155. 

qa~ada (I): 1343 ( + Ii; cf. Freytag, Lexicon); 2542 ( + i/a). 

aqcad: lower in degree; a corresponding Greek word is not known. 
39,47,65,78, 126, 149, 165, 185,451,480,661,688,809,837, 1359, 1375, 
2184. 

The word occurs in other mathematical works; see the Badlc, 98V 

(Anbouba, 64,19) : ala' l-wahid min aq'ad al-maratib (proprie: al-mart
abatain); similarly in the Fabri (V,16, 17, 18,21,28,30 seqq.). 

aqal/: £A!l't"tO)V; ant. akrar. 
1218,2002,2005,2010,2061,2377,2436,3386. 

qala (I): 
10.20,560,584,684,733,977,1241,1364,2143,2146,3333. 
2°. used in stating an equation: 713,1029,1127,1175,1291,1344,1391, 

1414 (bis), 1594. Similarly used in al-KarajI's Badl" e.g., 101'-v (qulta). 

qaul: 10. PtPAiov; syn. maqalah• 1615,2922,2923. 
20. = treatise: 8. 
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maqalah : ~t~Aiov. See the previous word. 
1, 7, 1618,2168,2171,2918 (bis), 2921, 3586. 
al-maqalah al-taniyah : 741-42,1035,2438. 
al-maqalah al-tlilatah : 3102, 3150. 

qama (IV): (+maqam) 1997. 

qama (X): 164. 

maqam: vide qama (IV). 

qiyas: 379. Gr. &vltAoyilt? Cf. Toomer, Diocles, 147. The usual meaning 
in Arabic mathematical texts is I' reasoning", hence" resolution". 

ka-: e.g., 123, 162, 614, 1034, 1414, 2356; indicates the equality only in 
expressions like ka-nisbah (e.g., 1667, 1700), ka-miqdar (3157). 

ka-glilika: b 1l0iffi~. 
203,204,453,568 (WtoUtOl(?)), 1164 passim. 
In phraseology: lamma kana galika ka-qalika, 3242. 

akbar: Syn. aC?am (w:isffiV). 2540 (bis), 3072, 3073. 
N.B. Our reading (akbar instead of aktar) is arbitrary inasmuch as the 

words are written without diacritical points (cf. p. 22). But certain 
translators seem to distinguish between akbar,ac;am/a~!Jar and aklar/ 
aqal/ (cf. Klamroth, 291). 

Note that D.G. sometimes uses W:iSffiV where the Arabic would probably 
have had aklar: e.g., 246,26 or 364,10 (cf. 36,6). 

kataba (I): 13. 

kitab: treatise (the Arithmetica). 
-at the beginnings or ends of Books: 1,7, 1615, 1618,2168,2171,2918, 

2921, 3586, 3588. 
-within Books: 2181, 3339, 3354, 3387. Cf. qaul, 2°. 

katrah : 1808. 

ka!ir: 1°. 8, 13, 17,2922. 
2°. aktar; Gr. 1tAElffiV (IlEiSffiV: see under akbar, in fine). Ant. aqal/. 

18,212,1310, 1410, 188~ 1910,2356,3353. 

kacb: KY, sc. x3 • 

20 (bis; def.), 21, (22), 23, 25; 42, 44 (bis) passim. 
N.B.: The plural can be kicab, kuCiib or akcub (Freytag, Lex.). 

Our text has only the first form. AI-Karaji uses the last two forms (see 
Badl" lOY-V, FabrlV,6/Badz" 78 r , FabrzV,l). 

kacb ka'b: KYK. 
31 (bis; def), 179, 184, 186, 449-50, 450, 478 passim. 
Plural: (IX) ki'ab ki'ab: 144-45, 147, 147-48, 163, 165 passim. 

(f3) ki'ab ka'b: 149,897,2417,2419,2420. 
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kacb kacb kacb: (not in the extant Greek text). 
799 (def.), 802, 806, 808, 811 passim. Occurs only in problems IV,29-33, 
42-44; V,4-6; VII,!. 
Plural: (IX) ki'ab ka'b kab: 898,1400,1717-18,1718-19,1768,1768-69. 

(f3) ki'ab ki'ab ki'ab: 1747-48. 

kacb kacb mat: (not in the extant Greek text). Syn. mal mat mal mal. 
802 (def.), 803, 805-6, 806, 807 (bis) passim, but only in problems IV,29-33, 
42-44; V,4-6. 
Plural: (IX) kicab ki'ab mal: 833, (834-35),1365,1366,1368,1374 passim. 

(f3) kicab kacb mat: 1358, 1370, 1372, 1373, 1479. 

kacb mal: LlKY . Syn. mal kacb, kacb maqrub fi mal (cf. p. 45). 
140, 146, 148 (bis), 149. 
Plural: (IX) kicab amwal: 123, 142, 145. 

(f3) kicab mal: 125-26, 128. 

mukaccab: KU~O<;. 
2, 7, 41, 42 (bis), 43 passim. 

kafa (VIII): 2288. 

kull: 1 0. £KCHJ'tO<;, £Kcl'!!:po<;. 
19,3353; mostly with wabid: 341,413,436,466 passim. 

20. OAO<;, adj. or subst. 
283,381,385,393,939 (=kamil), 2032, 2304, 2451, 3194. 

3 o. introducing a theorem or a general statement: 20,415, 524, 547, 655, 
782,862 passim. Greek initialniX<; (in D.G. 260,1 (cf. D.A. 2791); 296,12). 

kullama: 1807. See note 731 of the app. 

kila: -with a masculine noun: 545,969,1417. 
-with a pronoun: 1484 (see app. crit.). 
-with a feminine noun (see the orthographicaJ remark, p. 29): 

occurs regularly when a common addition or subtraction is made: 36 and 
37 (interp.), 686, 696, 735 passim (see synonymous expression under 
jaml" 3°); it can be omitted: 718 and 835 (see note 247 of the crit. app.), 
2278,2323,2358 passim. For common division: 2560,2847. 

kalama (V): 2922. 

kam: 43, 45, 61, 76, 87 passim. Always with Hna (aradna), used to render 
ocro<; b~ nots. 

kamil: whole. 2702, 2829, 3085. See kull, 2°. 

kana (I): 
1°. kana" complete". 

610, 1344. 
Complete kana with min (as, e.g., in 525, 553): see under min. 

20. kana "incomplete". 
(IX) to be, to become (stvcn, nOlclv, yivscrElcn). 

43,46, 53 (bis), 54, 55 passim; 
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after an addition: 211, 240, 761, 771, 1076 (post.) passim; 
after a multiplication: 278 (bis), 279, 280,301,326 passim; 
after a division: 784, 811, 981 (bis), 1404,2359 passim; 
(after a subtraction: baqiya). 

N.B. kana agrees naturally with the logical subject, i.e., the increased 
number, the multiplicand or the dividend. Note, however, the agreement 
with the multiplier in line 477, and with the added numbers in line 1527. 
(13) single kana for several subjects/predicates (unlike, e.g., 666 and 3388 

seqq.), as attested by the external (oblique) form. 
two: 275, 545, 663, 1597, 1754, 1766, 1804, 1853, 1940, 1941,2138 
(prius),2668; 
three: 3102, 3150, 3199 (post.), 3238 (po st.), 3355 (comp. with 3388); 
four: 1968. 

N.B. The li-yakun appearing (like the Greek £0'1:(0) at the beginning of 
an £KeE(jt~ is never repeated (see, e.g., (497),518,540, 1265). 
3°. auxiliary kiina. 
(IX) to express the pluperfect: either with no qad (e.g., 1361, 1409), or with 

qad interposed (e.g., 18, 3154), or with qad preceding the two verbs 
(e.g., 1342,2120). 

(/3) to express the Latin/Greek imperfect: 581 (£OEt). 
(y) to express the future-perfect: 414 (but see app.). 
(15) in different constructions and with various verbs, see, e.g., 153, 

929,2416,3351; (subj.:) 495,516,538,572,574,595,691,712. 
(/:) (most commonly) in connection with 'adala (IjIII): 44, 75, 79, 91, 

93 (prius), passim. It is sometimes omitted, however: 46, 51, 64, 104, 
108 passim. Also, it may be written only once for two equations (cf. 
2°,/3): see 1014-15, 1238-39, 1770. 

Remark. Asyndetic connection of kiina incomplete with '{idala: 979, 
1017, 1021, 1242-43, 1250 passim (cf. 1471-72 with 1473-74). Cf. 1203 
(~iira),936 (baqiya). See D.G., 1,200,12-13; 230,2-3; 250,5 (cf. 250,19). 

kii'in: 606, 659,1555, 1570, 1811, 1816 (bis), 1820 passim. 
, :\ t', 

al-kii'in min = il1tO: al-murabba' al-kii'in min (4ila' fuliini, = 0 il1tO 
('tl vo~ 1tAeupa~) 'tE't ptXyoovo~. 

makiin: li-makiin: Dozy, Suppl., 11,503: "it cause de". 
386, 393. li-makiin al-juz' (al-ajzii') = Gr. ouX 'to I!0Ptov? (Cf. D.G., 
1,254,13). 

kaifa: 18,2061,3354, 3387. 

li-: 1°. conjunction + subjunctive. 
Meaning consecutive (e.g., 42, 225, 1072) or final (e.g., 566, 573, 590). 

2°. conjunction + jussive. 
61,63,88,318,440 passim;fal-nafric} = 'tf.ta.x8ro,jal-yakun = £O"t'oo, etc. 

3°. preposition. 
(IX) (mostly) with personal pronoun: 13, 18 (bis), 39, 65, 142 passim. 
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([3) al-'adad aUad! /i'l-nisbah al-mafrutjah : 438, 1910, 1914, 1935, 1937, 
1963, 1965 (al-amlal allat! .. . ). Periphrastic for 1tT]A.tKOtT]<;? (cf. 
p. 99, n. 47). 

(y) For simple genitive (see Georr, 103): 49 (interp.). We have corrected 
the other places: see notes 503; 391, 435, 614, 858 (cf. p. 29); of these. 
all except the first seem merely to be scribal errors. 
Cf. also lines 528, 715, and faraqa, 1°, c. 

/i-alia: 12, 1808. 

li-dalika: see dalika. 

/i-kai: 212, 2002. 

li-makan: see makan. 

la: 3072,3073. 

lakin( na): (lakin clearly in 1264). Gr. eXA.A.cX (also bE: Klamroth, 309; cf. 
Aristotle, Gen. An., 6). 

1°.lakin(na) restrictive: "but", "however", with various intensities. 
-3314; in particular after an hypothetical clause: 3155, 3206, 3444; 
-in the formulation of a problem (= such (however) that): 2372, 3476; 
- introducing a diorism: 3071 ; 
-synonymous with baed an: 2377 (cf. 2356). 

2°. "weak" lakin(na), marking some kind of transition in the resolution, 
such as: introducing steps in the analysis, of various kinds (see 144, 1264, 
1999, 2338), among which the transition from some consideration to its 
(numerical) application (e.g., 312, 347, 503, 689) or, after one of the 
problem's conditions/equations has been satisfied, the passage to the next 
one (e.g., 2493, 2623, 2650, 2823); in the synthesis, lakin(na) sometimes 
introduces verifications of conditions (e.g., 2085, 2405, 3058, 3214, 3495). 

laqiya (IV): ti<j>cttPElV (CXtPEtV) "Cl ti1tO (min) "clvoe;. Syn. naqa~a. 
1°. = to remove (a common, mustarak, quantity from the two sides of 

an equation): 214, 242, 696, 807, 875, 967 passim. 
Cf. Klamroth, 310; l:Iajjaj, e.g., 11,11. Cf. also p. 66. 
Note the expression alqa malan hi-mal in 3194, which also appears in 
al-Ijwarizmi's Algebra (e.g., 47, 17) and in Abu Kamil's Algebra (see fol. 
79",20). 

2°. =to subtract: 1814,1831,1868,2055,2079,2102 passim. 
(The former meaning still occurs: cf. 1874, 1896 passim). 

ilqa': 36 (interp.). 

lam: 17,2418,3331,3442. 

lamma: £1td. 
1°. =cum: 569, 592 (with impf. in the apod.), 2336, 2344, 2383, 2457 

paSSIm. 
See also 'alima, wajaba. 

2°. =postquam: 3142. 
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lamasa (VIII): Sl1'tf:'iV. Syn. !alaba. 
200,201,205,3185,3226, 3265, 3303 ( + an), 3337, 3420. 

iltimiis: 3441. 

lau: si ( ... cry). 
1100,3154,3205,3240,3280,3443. 

laisa: 2060, 2271. 

mii: n. 
10. =id quod: 8,10 (bis), 12, 13 (bis), 14 passim. 
20. =aliquid: 2481 (post.), 2577. Cf. sa;', 10. 
30. (in apposition) = quidam: 1624, 1626,3180,3186,3221 passim. 

maUl: 10. =when. Syn. idii: 16,20,2440,2836. 
20. = whenever (general statement): 2047,2872. Gr. O'trlv. 

mill: Expressing likeness. 
(C() "times" (for a multiple); Gr. -1tA!lcnOV. Cf. marrah• 

210, (217), 220, 232, 235 (post.) passim. See also under nisbah. 

({J) (not multiplied) various renderings, such as "the same as", "equal to" 
(see, e.g., 22, 26, 30 (prius); 1500, 1629, 1795). mi1l can frequently re
main untranslated (see, e.g., 207, 223, 235 (prius); 1502 (2um, 3um), 
2297, 2334). 

(y) expressions: 
-fl mi!lihl (-hii), after qaraba; Gr. £<1>' ElXlYCOV. 

23,30,80, 111,381,449 (bis) passim. Syn.fl nafsihl. 
-milia an: 952. 
-mit/a ma: 172. 
-(ala miff ma .. . fa-Ii (+jussive): 1402,2057-58. 

mifal: 19 (=1tIXP!lOEIY/lIX); 951,1291 ('ala mifal ma (qad) wa~afnii). 

marrah : 208, 209, 224, 225, 238, 240 passim. In particular, al-marriit means 
"the multiplicative factor" or "the multiple" (see, e.g., 209, 253; 240). 

maCa: 14,393,438, 732, 755, 773 passim. 

makuna (IV): 11, 12 (or II?),17, 212,1264 (+an), 1410,3331 (+an), 3332. 
Gr. ouvlXcr81X1, OtJVIX'tO~ d VIXI. 

min: 10. Various uses in nominal or verbal sentences corresponding to £K 
(e.g., 26 (po st.), 30 (po st.), 80), £V (e.g., 141, 144, 1350), ti1tO (e.g., 92, 308 
(prius), 2822) or replacing a simple genitive (e.g., 282 and 284 (cf. D.G., 
1,274,5), 1358). 
See also faraqa, 'amila. 

20. = to (in the expression of a ratio). Cf. ila, cinda. 
319 (prius), 409, 441, 470,1663,1670 (= ila, cf. 1632), 1696,2236,2258,2926 
passIm. 

tamahhur: 2924. The word is given in Zenker's Dictionnaire, p. 310, with the 
meaning" habilete, finesse d'esprit". 
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mal: llY, sc. x2 . See also p. 30, no.!. 
21 seqq., 46, 47 (bis) passim. 

mal kacb: llKY. Syn. ka'b mal, ka'b maqrub II mat (cf. p. 45). 
27 (bis; def.), 30, 32, 34,150 (bis), 870, 871, 872, 875, 876. 
Plural: mal ki'ab: 120. 

mal mal: II Y ll. 
23 (bis; def.), 25, 28, 29, 31 passim. 
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Plural: (C\:) amwal amwal: 103, 104, 108, (167), 685, 687,716,760 passim. 
(p) amwa! mal: 697, 717, 736, 759, 833, 859, 868 passim. 

mal mat mal mat: No correspondent in D.G. Syn. ka'b kacb mal (see p. 45). 
2671,2672,2674,2675,2941 passim (only in problems VI,17 and VII,l). 

nahnu: 978, 984, 1016, 1364, 1371. 

nahw: 'ala nabw ma: 1241, 1409, 1494, 1893; 1774 (Cala'l-nabw allagJ). 

nabiyah : !lEPO<; (cf. D.G., 1,14,13; 98, 16). Syn.jihah . 

36 and 37 (interp.), 39,47,48,64,65 passim. 

nazala (IV): (+anna) to suppose. 
1400. 

Commonly used in this sense by translators. See, e.g., Galen, De diaeta, 
78,20; 80,2; 82,3; Klamroth, 310-11; ijajjaj 1,6; 1,7 passim; see also 
Pappus, Comment. Euclid X, 289. 

nisbah : Myo<; (1tpo<;: ila, min). 
320, (329), (409), 411 (bis), 414, 416, 435, 438, 440 (bis) passim. 

N.B. The two ways of expressing a numerical ratio, with ita and with 
mill, appear together in lines 1562-64, 1667-68. 

mutanasib: 
1°. =in continuous proportion: 3476, 3479. Gr. EV Tn YE(()!lETptKn 

cXvcxAoyicx (e.g., D.G., 1,310,4; 312,6) or simplYcXvcXAOYOV (see ibid. 234, 14; 
Elem., V,'deff. 9-10). 

2°. = in proportion: 3507, 3509, 3539, 3542. Gr. cXVtYAOYOV (see, e.g., 
Elem., V, prop. 16). 

naIs: II naIsihl = E<p'i:CXUTOV. Syn. II mitlihl. 
1076, 1090, 1556. 

l1aqa~a (I): cX<pcxtpEiv (CXtPEt v) n cX1tO (min) TtvO<;. Syn. alqa. 
1°. to remove (a common, mustarak, quantity from the two sides of an 

equation). 
686, 764, 785, 979, 10 17, 1023 passim. 

2°. to subtract. 
223,235,251,853,936,946 passim. 

l1uq~al1: cX<pCXiPECH<;. 
226, (233), 990, 1469, 1520, 1700, 1870, 3304. 
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naqi~: 

1°. subtracted, negative. Ant. za'id. 
36 (interp.), 1068, 1101, 1251, 1307, 1622, 1714 passim. 

Y +min: subtracted from. Ant. za'id, mazld. 
1084, 1262, 1483, 1863. 

3°. + Acc.: deficient by, less. 
1169, 1172, 1180, 1181, 1203, 1208 passim. 
Greek: forms ofAeim:lv; cf. D.G., 1,14,5 seqq.; 138,16; see also Tannery, 
Symbole de soustr. = Mem. sc., 111,208-12. 

manqus: &<plXlPOUI1EVO~ (&1[6: min). Ant. maz[d (q.v.). 
2156,2341,3237,3239,3243,3247,3249,3269, 3275 passim. 

nahil (VI): 35. See the next word. 

nahil(VIII):9,969,997, 1040, 1086, 1136, 1182, 1221, 1270, 1314, 1357, 1387, 
1418 ( + ilil an), 1426, 1493,2002,2150,2540 ( + ilil an), 3142 passim. 

N.B. intahil bi-na al-camal ilil (2540) = tanahil bi-na al-camal ilil 
(35':'37). 

nauC: doo~. 
1°. Non-mathematical sense. 

10 (post.), 14, 15; clearly in 19, 1418 (syn.fann: cf. 951), 2924. 
2°. In mathematical usage, stoo<; can mean (algebraical) term as well as, 

specifically, power (comp. D.G., 1,210,1-2 with 14,2). See ambiguous use 
in line 37. 
9, 10 (prius), 37 (bis), 38, 39, 1808-16,2631 (bis), 2765 (bis), 2887 (bis). 
nauc wahid yuCiidil naucan wahidan (cf. most of the above ref.) = EV doo~ €vi 
(doEl) tcrov (D. G., def. XI and, e.g., probl. 11,10-12). 

hiihunii: 1302, 1344. 

muhayya': 1[AlXcrl1lXnK6~. See p. 192. 
439,496, 1801. 

wa: A few wa's may have the sense offa, e.g., those in 2677 (post.) and 2678 
(post.). Cf. Georr, 76-77: (wa-) ... wa- = (I1EV) ... O€, and Kutsch, 347-48. 

wajaba (I): OElV. Cf. ibtiija, inbagil, arada (2°,P). 
1°. independent: 574, 1210. 
2°. introducing the apodosis to a causal clause 

-beginning with lammii: 2337, 2792, 3243, 3392, 3553. 
-beginning with min ajl anna: 3207. 

We have rendered the wajaba an nafriq in line 2792, where there is no 
inherent obligation, by a simple future. 

wajada (I): EupicrKElV. 
1°. (repeated use) 

(rt) in the formulations of problems: 41, 59, 73, 86,100 passim. 
Cf. ariida, 1°,IX. 
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([3) in the conclusions of problems: 57, 71, 84; 157 and 158, 197 and 198, 
220 and 222 passim. Cf. arada, 1°,[3. 

2°. (other occurrences) 
(IX) = to find: e.g., 172,201,414,584,693,716; 3384. 
([3) =to solve (problem): 951. 

wujud: Ei)PEO'l~ ('to EUPEl v). 
1°. Finding, discovery: 610,1343,1344; 3101-2 (wa-wujud qalika sahl 

corresponding to the TOllLO oE p~OlOV in D.G.). Cf. wijdan. 
2°. Resolution (of problems): 18. Cf. D.G., 1,2,3; also found with this 

meaning in al-Karajl's Badl' (fol. 122V). 

wijdan: nomen verbi of wajada (together with wujud; given in Freytag, 
Lexicon, and Lane, Dictionary). 
2180,2208,2437,3016 (wa-wijdan qalika sahl; cf. wujud). 

jihah : 

1°.343,388, 1344, 1348, (1411). Gr. Tp61to~ (343: in a periphrase for 
&n(O~). 

The meaning "modus" (Freytag, Lexicon), synonymous to that of 
wajh, is extremely common in translations from the Greek. 

2°. side (of an equation); Gr.Il£po~. Syn. nahiyah. 
1307,1374. 

wajh: 1°. 262 (in a periphrase for &n(O~; cf. jihah, 1°). 
2°. = aspect: 1594. 

wahid: Ek 
(0:) =one: 9,10,37,39 (post.), 42 (bis) passim. 
([3) =unit (x" is a "unit" of mx"): 39 (prius), 451, 809 (post.), 837, 

1359, 1375. 
(')') in the expression of a fraction min: "m parts of n parts of one (of the 

unit)" ; cf'. p. 39. 
min wahid: 331-32, 631, 634, 637, 639 passim. 
min al-wahid: 2187-89, 2193, 2195, 2196, 2216 passim. 

This last formulation does not supersede the previous one; see lines 
2217,2370,2518,2525,2537 (cf. 2538), 2915 (cf. 2916). 
Particular case: wahidin (cf. ahad, 3°): 315, 323, 324, 326, 327 (bis), 332 
(post.), 340, 508, 512 passim; compo 2039 with 2042. 

(b) = first: 3396. Cf. Kutsch, 69, lines 8-9. 
(t:) =same: 205, 379; 1388 (+bi-'ainihl). 
(0 +kull: see thereunder. 

ausaf: 1l£(Jo~. 1629 (bis), 1666 (bis), 1699, 1700. 

wa~afa (I): 18,37,560,741,951,1291,1364 passim. 

~ifah: 1343,1507. 

waqaCa (I): 79. Syn.faraqa. 

mauqi': 2972 (interp.). 
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wafiqa (VIII): 1179 (ayy cadadain ittqfaqa = 800 eXpt9J.1ol 'tux6v'te~), 2061 
(kaif ittafaqa = ffi~ £WXEV). 

ittiJaq: 1343. 

waqaCa (I): 2139. 

wi/a): 3536 ('ala'!-wila' = KCiT~ TO f:~~~). Cf. app. 

yaslr: 2270. 



Appendix 

Conspectus of the Problems of the Arithmetica 

In this conspectus of the problems of the extant Books of the Arithmetica, 
we have adopted the following conventional symbols: 

a, b, c, d: required magnitudes. 
k, I,}, h, m, n, p, q, r: given quantities (i.e., given numbers, including multipliers 

and ratios; supposed to be positive). 
* indicates that a problem is interpolated. There is no asterisk in dubious 

cases (see, for 1,26, p. 195; for IIl,I~4, p. 52; for "IV",3, p. 198). 
A indicates that there is an alternative resolution in the text (whether genuine 

or interpolated). 
D marks the presence of a diorism. 
DP is used instead of D when the diorism leads to a constructible problem. 

1,1 : {a + b = k, 
a - b = I. 

1,2: {a + b = k, 
a = mb. 

1,3: {a + b = k, 
a = mb + I. 

1,4: {a - b = k, 
a = mb. 

D 1,5: rb~k' 
1 1 
- a + ~ b = I. 
m n 
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D 1,6: r + b ~ k, 

!a - ~b = I. 
m n 

1,7: a - k = mea - I). 

D 1,8: a + k = mea + I). 
D 1,9: k - a = m(1 - a). 

1,10: a + k = m(1 - a). 

1,11: a + k = mea - I). 

1,12: t, + b, ~ a, + b, ~ k, 
at = mb2 , 

a2 = nbt· 

1,13: {"' + b, ~ a, + b, ~ aJ + bJ ~ k, 
at = mb2 , 

az = nb3, 

a3 = pbt· 

D 1,14: a· b = mea + b). 

1,15: {a + k = m(b - k), 
b + I = n( a - I). 

D 1,16: rhk
, b + e = I, 

e + a = j. 

D 1,17: r b
+

Cd
, b + e + d = I, 

e + d + a =j, 

d + a + b = h. 

A 1,18: r+b-C~k' 
b + e - a = 1, 
e + a - b = j. 

D,A 1,19: r + b + C - d ~ k, 
b + e + d - a = 1, 
e + d + a - b = j, 
d + a + b - e = h. 

1,20: r + b + c ~ k, 
a + b = me, 
b + e = na. 
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1,21: 1 
a - b = - c, 

m 

1 
b-c=-a, 

n 

c - k = ~ b. 1 

P 

1,22: (a - ~ a) + t c = (b - ~ b) + ~ a = (c -t c) + ~ b. 

1,23: (a - ~ a) + t d = (b - t b) + ~ a 

= (c -t c) + t b = (d - t d) + t c. 
1 1 1 

1,24: a + - (b + c) = b + - (c + a) = c + - (a + b). 
m n p 

1 1 
1,25: a + - (b + c + d) = b + - (c + d + a) 

m n 

1,26: 

1,27: 

1,28: 

1,29: 

1,30: 

1,31: 

1,32: 

1,33: 

1 1 
= c + - (d + a + b) = d + - (a + b + c). 

p q 

{
k.a = 0 
I· a = ro. 

{a + b = k, 
a· b = I. 

{a + b = k, 
a2 + b2 = I. 

{
a + b = k, 
a2 - b2 = I. 

{a - b = k, 
a· b = I. 

{a2 + b2 = n(a + b), 
a = mb. 

{a2 + b2 = n(a - b), 
a = mb. 

{
a2 - b2 = n(a + b), 

a = mb. 

1 Diophantus takes 11m = lin = lip. 
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* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

D * 

D * 
A 

1,34: {a 2 - b2 = n(a - b), 
a = mb. 

Corollaries : (a) 
{
a. b = n(a + b), 

a = mb. 

(b) {a.b = n(a - b), 
a = mb. 

1,35: {b2 = na, 
a = mb. 

1,36: {b 2 = nb, 
a = mb. 

1,37: {b 2 = n(a + b), 
a = mb. 

1,38: {b2 = n(a - b), 
a = mb. 

Corollaries: (a) 
{

a2 = nb, 

a = mb. 

(b) {a 2 = na, 
a = mb. 

(c) {a 2 = n(a + b), 
a = mb. 

(d) {a2 = n(a - b), 

a = mb. 

1,39: (a) (a + k)l - (k + l)a = (k + l)a - (l + a)k, 

(a + k)f - (/ + a)k = (l + a)k - (k + l)a, 

(k + l)a - (a + k)f = (a + k)f - (l + a)k, 

11,1: 

11,2: 

11,3: 

11,4: 

II,S: 

11,6: 

11,7: 

11,8: 

11,9: 

11,10: 

(b) 

(c) 

a + b = m(a2 + b2 ). 

a - b = m(a 2 - b2 ). 

(a) a·b = mea + b). 
(b) a . b = m( a - b). 

a2 + b2 = mea - b). 

a2 - b2 = mea + b). 

{a - b = k, 
(a 2 - b2 ) - (a - b) = I. 

(a 2 - b2 ) - mea - b) = f. 

a2 + b2 = k2 • 

a2 + b2 = k = kf + k~. 
a2 - b2 = k. 
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A 11,11 : {a + k = 0, 
a+ 1 = 0', 

11,12: t -a = 0, 
/- a = 0', 

A 11,13: {a - 1 = 0, 
a - k = 0', 

11,14: r+b~k' c2 + a = 0, 
c2 + b = 0', 

11,15: rb~k' c2 - a = 0, 
c2 - b = 0', 

11,16: r + k' ~ D, b + k2 = 0', 
a = mb, 

A * 11,17: (a - (~a + k)) + (t c + j) = (b - (~b + I)) 
+ (~a + k) 

=(c-(tc+ j )) 

+ (~b + I)-

* 11,18: (a - (~a + k)) + Gc +j) = (b - (~b + I)) 

+ (~a + k) 

=(c-Gc+ j )) 

+ (~b + I), 
a + b + c = h, 

11,19: a2 _ b2 = r(b2 _ c2 ), 

11,20: {a 2 + b = 0, 
b2 + a = 0', 

11,21: {a 2 - b = 0 
b2 - a = 0:, 
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11,22: {a2 + (a + b) = 0, 
b2 + (a + b) = 0'. 

11,23: {a2 - (a + b) = 0, 
b2 - (a + b) = 0'. 

11,24: {(a + b)2 + a = 0, 
(a + b)2 + b = 0'. 

11,25: {(a + b)2 - a = 0, 
(a + b)2 - b = 0'. 

11,26: r·b + a ~ D. 
a·b + b = 0', 
jEf + JIT = k. 

11,27: tb -a~ D, 
a·b - b = 0', 
jEf + JIT = k. 

11,28: {a2. b2 + a2 = 0, 
a2 . b2 + b2 = 0'. 

11,29: {a2 . b2 - a2 = 0 
a2 . b2 - b2 = 0:. 

11,30: {a. b + (a + b) = 0, 
a· b - (a + b) = 0'. 

11,31 : r . b + (a + b) ~ D, 
a· b - (a + b) = 0', 
a + b = Oil. 

11,32: r + b ~ D, 
b2 + c = 0', 
c2 + a = Oil. 

11,33: r -b ~ D. 
b2 - C = 0' 
c2 - a = 0':. 

11,34: t' + (a + b + c) ~ D, 
b2 + (a + b + c) = 0', 
c2 + (a + b + c) = Oil. 

11,35: r -(a + b + c) ~ D, 
b2 - (a + b + c) = 0', 
c2 - (a + b + c) = Oil. 
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111,1 : 

111,2: 

111,3: 

111,4: 

111,5: 

111,6: 

111,7: 

f
(a + b + c) - a2 = 0, 
(a + b + c) - b2 = 0', 
(a + b + c) - c2 = 0", 

{
(a + b + c? + a = 0, 
(a + b + C)2 + b = 0', 

(a + b + c? + c = 0", 

{
(a + b + c? - a = 0, 
(a + b + C)2 - b = 0', 
(a + b + C)2 - C = 0", 

{
a - (a + b + C)2 = 0, 
b - (a + b + C)2 = 0', 
C - (a + b + C)2 = 0", 

{

a + b + c = 0, 
a + b - c = 0', 
b + c - a = 0", 
c + a - b = 0''', 

{

a + b + c = 0, 
a + b = 0', 
b + c = 0", 
c + a = 0 111

, 

{

a - b = b - c, 

a + b = 0, 
b + c = 0', 
c + a = 0", 

111,8: {a + b + c + k = 0, 
a + b + k = 0', 
b + c + k = 0", 
c + a + k = 0"', 

111,9: {a + b + c - k = 0, 
a + b - k = 0', 
b + c - k = 0", 
c + a - k = Dill, 

111,10: {a, b + k = 0, 
b, c + k = 0', 
c ,a + k = 0", 

111,11: {a'b - k = 0, 
b, c - k = 0', 
c' a - k = 0", 
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111,12: {a.b + c = 0, 
b·c + a = 0', 
c·a + b = 0". 

111,13: {a. b - c = 0, 
b·c - a = 0', 
c·a - b = 0". 

111,14: {a. b + c2 = 0, 
b·c + a2 = 0', 
c·a + b2 = 0". 

111,15: {a. b + (a + b) = 0, 
b . c + (b + c) = 0', 
c . a + (c + a) = 0". 

111,16: {a. b - (a + b) = 0, 
b . c - (b + c) = 0', 
c . a - (c + a) = 0". 

111,17: {a.b + (a + b) = 0, 
a·b + a = 0', 
a·b + b = 0". 

111,18: {a. b - (a + b) = 0, 
a·b - a = 0', 
a·b - b = 0". 

111,19: (a + b + c + d)2 + a = 0, 
(a + b + c + d)2 - a = 0', 
(a + b + c + d)2 + b = 0", 
(a + b + c + d)2 - b = Dill, 
(a + b + c + d)2 + c = OIV, 
(a + b + c + d)2 - C = OV, 
(a + b + c + d)2 + d = OVI, 
(a + b + c + d)2 - d = OVII. 

* 111,20: {a + b = k, 
c2 - a = 0, 
c2 - b = 0'. 

* 111,21: {a + b = k, 
c2 + a = 0, 
c2 + b = 0'. 

IV,I: b3 + a3 = O. 
IV,2: b3 - a3 = O. 

IV,3: b2 + a2 = BJ. 
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IV,4: b2 - a2 = LlI. 
IV,5: b2 . a2 = LlI. 
IV,6: b3 . a2 = O. 

IV,7: b3 • a2 = LlI. 
IV,8-9: b3 . a3 = O. 

b3 

Corollaries: (a) 3" = D, 
a 

(b) 
b2 

2 = LlI, 
a 

IV,lO: a3 + k· a2 = O. 

IV,ll : a3 - k· a2 = D. 
IV,12: a3 + k . a2 = LlI. 
IV,13: a3 - k . a2 = LlI. 
IV,14: t· a = LlI, 

l.a = Of. 

IV,15: t· a = LlI, 
/·a = O. 

Corollary: b3 = m· a2 • 

IV,16: {k' b = LlI, 
k·a = JED. 

IV,17: {k. b2 = LlI 
k·a 2 =~, 
b = rna. 

IV,18: {k' b3 = 0, 
k·a 3 = JO, 
b = rna. 

IV,19: {k' a = LlI, 
/. a = JED. 

IV,20: {k' a3 = 0, 
/. a3 = JO. 

IV,21: {k.a 2 = LlI 
l.a2=~. 

IV,22: {k' a3 = LlI, 
[. a3 = JED. 

IV,23: (b 2)2 + (a2)2 = LlI. 
IV,24: (b2)2 - (a 2)2 = LJJ. 
IV,25: (a 3 )2 + (b 2? = D. 

etc. 
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IV,26: (a) (a3)2 _ (b2)2 = D. 
(b) (b2)2 _ (a3)2 = D. 

IV,27: (a3)2 + k . b2 = D. 
IV,28: (b2)2 + k· a3 = D. 
IV,29: (a3? + (b2)2 = D. 
IV,30: (a3)3 _ (b2)2 = D. 

IV,31: (b2)2 _ (a3)3 = D. 

IV,32: (a3)3 + k . a3 . b2 = D. 

IV,33: (a3)3 - k . a3 . b2 = D. 

Corollaries: (a) (b2)2 + k . a3 . b2 = D, etc. 
(b) (b 2? + k· a3 . b2 = D, etc. 

A IV,34: {a 3 + b2 = D, 
a3 - b2 = D'. 

IV,35: {b2 + a3 = D, 
b2 - a3 = D'. 

IV,36: {a3 + k·a2 = D, 
a3 - [. a2 = D'. 

IV,37: {a 3 + k· a2 = D, 
a3 + [. a2 = D'. 

IV,38: {a 3 - [. a2 = D, 
a3 - k . a2 = D'. 

IV,39: r·a2 - a3 = D 
[ . a2 - a3 = D': 

IV,40: {(b2)2 + a3 = D, 
(b2)2 _ a3 = D'. 

IV,41: {a3 + (b2)2 = D, 
a3 - (b2)2 = D'. 

A2 IV,42: (a) {(a3)3 + (b2)2 = D, 
(a3)3 _ (b2)2 = D'. 

(b) {(b2)2 + (a3)3 = D, 
(b2)2 _ (a3)3 = D'. 

IV,43: {(a3)3 + k . (b2)2 = D, 
(a3)3 _ [. (b2)2 = D'. 

IV,44: (a) {(a3)3 + k· (b2)2 = D, 
(a3)3 + [. (b2)2 = D'. 

2 IV,42,a only. 
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(b) {(a 3)3 - [. (b 2)2 = 0, 
(a 3? - k . (b2)2 = 0'. 

(e) {k . (b2)2 - (a 3)3 = 0, 
/. (b2? - (a 3 )3 = 0'. 

V,l: ~(b2)2 + k . a3 = 0, 
l(b2)2 - [. a3 = 0'. 

V,2: {(b2)2 + k . a3 = 0, 
(b2)2 + [. a3 = 0'. 

V,3: {(b2)2 - [. a3 = 0, 
(b2)2 - k . a3 = 0'. 

V,4: {(b2)2 + k· (a 3)3 = 0, 
(b2)2 - [. (a 3 )3 = 0'. 

V,5: {(b2)2 + k· (a 3 )3 = 0, 
(b2)2 + /. (a 3 )3 = 0'. 

V,6: {(b 2 )2 - /. (a 3)3 = 0, 
(b2)2 - k . (a 3 )3 = 0'. 

V,7: {a + b = k, 
a3 + b3 = [. 

V,S: {a - b = k 
a3 - b3 =' /. 

V,9: {a + b = k, 
a3 + b3 = lea - b)2. 

V,lO: {a - b = k, 
a3 - b3 = lea + b)2. 

V,l1: {a - b = k, 
a3 + b3 = lea + b). 

V,12: {a + b = k, 
a3 - b3 = I(a - b). 

V,13: r . a' + I ~ u + ". 
u + a3 = LJI, 
v + a3 = LJI'. 

V,14: {k. a2 - I = u + v, 
a3 - u = 151, 
a3 - v = LJI'. 

V,15: {k.a2 -I = u + v, 
a3 + u = 151, 
a3 - v = 151'. 
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V,16: 

* VI,1: 

* VI,2: 

* VI,3: 

{
k . a2 - I = u + v, 

a3 - u = OJ, 
V - a3 = OJ'. 

{
(a3)2 + (b2)2 = 0, 
a = mb. 

{
(a3)2 _ (b2)2 = 0, 

a = mb. 

{
(b 2)2 _ (a 3)2 = 0, 

a = mb. 

* VI,4: {(a 3)2 + a3 . b2 = 0, 
a = mb. 

* VI,5: {(b 2 )2 + a3 • b2 = 0, 
a = b. 

* VI,6: {a3 . b2 - (a 3)2 = 0, 
a = b. 

* VI,7: {a 3 • b2 - (b 2 )2 = 0, 
a = b. 

* VI,S: a3 • b2 + p-:F? = D. 
* VI,9: a3 • b2 - p-:F? = D. 
* VI,lO: p-:F? - a3 • b2 = D. 
* VI,l1: (a 3 )2 + a3 = D. 

VI,12: a2 

a2 + b2 = 0, 

VI,13: 

VI,14: 

VI,15: 

VI,16: 

2 

b2 a 0' + b2 = , 

a2 
2 - 0 a - b2 - , 

a> b. 

a >b. 

a> b. 

a> b. 
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VI,17: {a' + b2 + C' ~ D, 
a2 = b, 

b2 = e. 

VI,18: a2 . b2 . e2 + (a2 + b2 + e2) = O. 
VI,19: a2 . b2 . e2 - (a2 + b2 + e2) = O. 
VI,20: (a2 + b2 + e2) - a2 . b2 . e2 = O. 
VI,21: {(a2)2 + (a2 + b2) = 0, 

(b2)2 + (a2 + b2) = 0'. 

A VI,22: {a2 + b2 = 0, 
a2 . b2 = LlJ'. r k' VI,23: 2: + b2 = 0, 

:2 + b2 + k2 = 0'. 

* VII, I : r·b2'C2 ~ D, 
a = mb, 

b = me. 

* VII,2: (a2)3 . (b2)3 . (e2)3 = 0 2 . 

* VII,3: (a 2? = ai + a~ + a~. 
* VII,4: (a 2)3 = ai + a~ + a~. 

* VII,5: (a 3)3 . b3 + (a3)3 . c2 = O. 

D * VII,6: { a2 . b2 = r(a2 + b2), 

a2 + b2 = O. 
A VII,7: fa2)' ~ a, + a, + a2, 

a! + a2 = 0, 
a2 + a3 = 0', 
a3 + at = 0". 

VII,8: {(a 3)2 + 2b = 0, 
(a 3)2 + b = 0'. 

VII,9: {(a3)2 - b = 0, 
(a3? - 2b = 0'. 

VII,tO: {(a 3)2 + b = 0, 
(a 3? - b = 0'. 

VII,l1: r ~ a, + a" a2 given 

a + at = 0, 
a2 - a2 = 0'. 

Remark: r~a,+a,. 
a + at = 0, 
a2 + a2 = 0', not soluble. 
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VII,12: a2 given 

VII,13: a2 given 

VlI,14: a2 given 

VlI,15: a2 = at + a2 + a3 + a4' 
a2 + at = 0, 

a2 given 

a2 + a2 = 0', 
a2 - a3 = 0", 
a2 - a4 = 0111. 

S 

Corollary: a2 = L ak , 

k=t 

a2 + ai = Oi' 

VII,16: 

i = 1, ... ,4, 

j = 5, ... ,8. 

VII,17: {a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = 0, 
a2: b2 = c2: d2. 

* "IV",1: {a + b = k, 

a3 + b3 = t. 

* "IV",2: {a - b = k 
a3 - b3 =' t. 

"IV",3: {a. b = OJ, 
a2 ·b =~. 

a2 given 
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"IV",4: 

"IV",5: 

"IV" ,6: 

"IV" ,7: 

"IV" ,8: 

"IV" ,9: 

"IV",10: 

"IV",l1 : 

"IV",12: 

"IV",13: 

{
a2 + b = 0, 
a + b = jD. 

{a+b=D, 

a2 + b = jD. 

{
a3 + c2 = OJ, 
b2 + c2 = 0'. 

{
b2 + c2 = OJ, 
a3 + c2 = 0'. 

{
a3 + b = OJ, 
a+ b = jtj. 

{
a + b = OJ, 
a3 + b = jtj. 
a3 + b3 = a + b. 

a3 - b3 = a-b. 

a3 + b = a + b3 . 3 

{:: ~ : ~;, 
(a + b) + 1 = Oil, 

(a - b) + 1 = 0'". 

475 

"IV",14: a2 + b2 + c2 = (a 2 _ b2 ) + (b 2 _ c2 ) + (a 2 _ c2 ). 

"IV",15: 

"IV",16: 

{
(a + b)c = k, 

(b + c)a = I, 
(c + a)b = j. 

{

a + b + c = 0, 
a2 + b = 0', 
b2 + c = Oil, 

c2 + a = 0'". 

"IV",17: {a + b + c = 0, 
a2 - b = 0', 
b2 - C = Oil, 

c2 - a = Oil'. 

"IV",18: {a 3 + b = OJ, 
b2 + a = 0'. 

3 This problem is similar to the preceding one. 
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" IV",19: r·b + 1 ~ 0, 
b·c + 1 = 0', in indeterminato. 

c· a + 1 = 0". 

"IV" ,20: a·b + 1 = 0, 
b· c + 1 = 0', 
c·d + 1 = 0", 
d'a + 1 = 0 111

, 

c· a + 1 = O'v, 
d·b + 1 = OV. 

"IV" ,21: r-b ~ D. b - c = 0', 
a - c = 0", 
a:b = b:c. 

" IV",22: {".b.e + a ~ D. 
a·b·c + b = 0', 
a· b . c + c = 0". 

"IV" ,23: rb.e -a ~ 0; 
a·b·c-b=O, 

a·b·c - c = 0". 

" IV",24: {a + b = k, 
a·b = L!J -~. 

" IV",25: r+b+e~k, 
a·b·c=Ell 

(a - b) + (~ - c) + (a - c) = ~. 
" IV ",26: {a.b+a=Ell, 

a . b + b = Ell'. 
" IV",27: {a.b-a=Ell, 

a . b - b = Ell'. 
A " IV",28: {a.b + (a + b) = Ell, 

a . b - (a + b) = LJI'. 

" IV",29: a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 + (a + b + c + d) = k. 

" IV ",30: a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 - (a + b + c + d) = k. 

A "IV" ,31: {a + b = 1, 
(a + k)(b + l) = O. 

" IV",32: r+b+e~k. 
a·b + c = 0, 
a·b - c = 0'. 
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"IV",33: a + ~ b = r(b - ~ b)' 

b + ~ a = p( a - ~ a). 

Lemma: a· b + (a + b) = k, in indeterminato. 

"IV",34: {a. b + (a + b) = k, 
b . c + (b + c) = I, 

c . a + (c + a) = j. 

Lemma: a· b - (a + b) = k, in indeterminato. 

"IV",35: {a. b - (a + b) = k, 

b . c - (b + c) = I, 
c . a - (c + a) = j. 

Lemma: a· b = r(a + b), in indeterminato. 

"IV",36: {a. b = r(a + b), 
b . c = p(b + c), 

c . a = q(c + a). 

"IV",37: {a. b = rea + b + c), 
b . c = p(a + b + c), 

c . a = q(a + b + c). 

"IV",38: {a(a + b + c) = Do 
b(a + b + c) = 0', 
c(a + b + c) = Erin. 

"IV",39: {a - b = reb - c), 
a + b = 0, 
b + c = 0', 
c + a = on. 

"IV",40: {a 2 - b2 = r(b - c), 
a + b = 0, 
b + c = 0', 
c + a = on. 

~ = ~: g:: 
"V",l: { k 0 

a:b = b:c. ' 

"V",2: {a + k = 0, 
b + k = 0', 
c + k = on, 
a:b = b:c. 
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"V",3: a + k = 0, 
b + k = 0', 
e + k = 0", 
a·b + k = 0111, 
b·e + k = DIY, 
e·a + k = OV. 

"V",4: a - k = 0, 
b - k = 0', 
e - k = 0", 
a·b - k = 0111, 
b·e - k = DIY, 
e·a - k = OY. 

"V",5: a2 • b2 + e2 = 0, 
b2 . e2 + a2 = 0', 
e2 . a2 + b2 = 0", 
a2 . b2 + (a 2 + b2 ) = 0111, 
b2 . e2 + (b 2 + e2 ) = O'Y, 
e2 .a2 + (e2 + a2 ) = OV. 

"V",6: a - 2 = 0, 
b - 2 = 0', 
e - 2 = 0", 
a·b - e = 0"', 
b·e - a = OIV, 
e· a - b = 0", 
a· b - (a + b) = OVI, 
b· e - (b + e) = OV", 
e . a - (e + a) = oym. 

Lemma 1: a . b + (a 2 + b2 ) = O. 

Lemma 2: {ai + bi = ci, 
a~ + b~ = e~, 
a~ + b~ = e~, 
a1 • b1 = a2 • b2 = a3 . b3· 

"V",7: a2 + (a + b + e) = 0, 
a2 - (a + b + e) = 0', 
b2 + (a + b + e) = 0", 
b2 - (a + b + e) = 0111, 
e2 + (a + b + e) = OIV, 
e2 - (a + b + e) = OV. 
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Lemma: {"b ~ k', 
b ' c = [2, 

'2 c' a = } ' 
"V",8: a, b + (a + b + c) = 0, 

a' b - (a + b + c) = Of, 
b 'c + (a + b + c) = 0", 
b 'c - (a + b + c) = 0"', 
c 'a + (a + b + c) = Dlv, 

C ,a - (a + b + c) = DV, 

"V",9: rh1
, a + k = 0, 

b + k = Of, 

"V",lO: rb~I' a + k = 0, 
b + I = Of, 

"V",l1: rh+C~ 1, 
a + k = 0, 
b + k = Of, 
C + k = 0", 

"V",12: r + b + C ~ 1, 
a + k = 0, 
b + I = Of, 
C + j = 0", 

"V",13: rb+Cd' a + b = 0, 
b + c = Of, 
C + a = 0", 

"V",14: a + b + c + d = k, 
a + b + c = 0, 
b + c + d = Of, 
C + d + a = 0", 
d + a + b = 0"', 

"V",15: lea + b + C)3 + a = LlI, 
(a + b + C)3 + b = LlIf, 
(a + b + C)3 + c = L!I", 

"V",16: {(a + b + C)3 - a = L!I, 
(a + b + c? - b = LlIf, 
(a + b + c)J - C = LlI", 
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"V",17: 
{

a - (a + b + C)3 = LJI, 
b - (a + b + C)3 = LJI', 
c - (a + b + C)3 = [JI", 

"V",18: {a + b + c = 0, 
(a + b + C)3 + a = 0', 
(a + b + C)3 + b = 0", 
(a + b + C)3 + c = Dill, 

"V",19: 4 (a) {a + b + c = 0, 
(a + b + C)3 - a = 0', 
(a + b + C)3 - b = 0", 
(a + b + C)3 - C = Dill, 

"V" ,20: 

"V" ,21: 

(b) {a + b + c = 0, 
a - (a + b + c? = 0', 
b - (a + b + C)3 = 0", 
C - (a + b + C)3 = Dill, 

(c) {a + b + c = k, 
(a + b + C)3 + a = 0, 
(a + b + C)3 + b = 0', 
(a + b + C)3 + c = 0", 

(d) {a + b + c = k, 
(a + b + C)3 - a = D, 
(a + b + C)3 - b = 0', 
(a + b + C)3 - C = 0", 

I 
a + b + c =-, 

m 

a - (a + b + c? = 0, 

b - (a + b + C)3 = 0', 

C - (a + b + C)3 = 0", 

{
a2 , b2 'c 2 + a2 = 0, 
a2 , b2 , c2 + b2 = 0' 
a2 ,b2 ,c2 + c2 = 0':' 

"V",22: {a2 ' b2 'c2 - a2 = 0, 
a 2 , b2 . c2 - b2 = 0', 

a2 , b2 , c2 - c2 = 0", 

4 The extant text has only the beginning of problem (a) and the end of problem (d). 
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"V",23: r' -a' . b' . c' ~ D, 
b2 - a2 • b2 . C2 = 0', 
C2 - a2 • b2 . c2 = 0". 

"V" ,24: {"' ·h' + 1 ~ D. 
b2 . e2 + 1 = 0', 
e2 . a2 + 1 = 0". 

"V" ,25: j"' ·b' - 1 ~ D, 
b2 • c2 - 1 = 0' 
('2 . a2 - 1 = 0':. 

"V" ,26: r -a' ·b' ~ D. 
1 - b2 . e2 = 0' 
1 - c2 • a2 = 0 ,:. 

"V",27: r' + h' + k ~ D. 
b2 + e2 + k = 0', 
e2 + a2 + k = 0". 

"V" ,28: r' + b' - k ~ D, 
b2 + e2 - k = 0', 
e2 + a2 - k = 0". 

"V",29: (a 2 )2 + (b 2 )2 + (C 2 )2 = O. 

"V" ,30: t·a + l·b = 0, 
(a + b? = 0 + j.5 

"VI",1 : j"' ~ b' + c', 
a - b = LJI, 
a - c = L!J'. 

"VI" ,2: r' ~ b' + c', a + b = L!J, 
a + e = iJI'. 

"VI" ,3: {a 2 = b2 + e2 , 

tb· c + k = O. 
"VI" ,4: {a 2 = b2 + e2 , 

tb·c - k = O. 
"VI",5: {a 2 = b2 + e2 , 

k - tb· e = O. 
"VI" ,6: {a 2 = b2 + e2 , 

tb· c + b = k. 

5 The enunciation is in the form of an epigram. 
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"VI",7: {a2 = b2 + e2, 
!b· e - b = k. 

"VI ",8: {a2 = b2 + e2, 
!b· e + (b + e) = k. 

"VI ",9: {a2 = b2 + e2, 
!b· e - (b + e) = k. 

"VI",10: {a2 = b2 + e2, 
!b . e + (a + b) = k. 

"VI" ,11: {a2 = b2 + e2, 
!b· e - (a + b) = k. 

Lemma 1: 
{"' ~ b' + c', 

b - e = 0, 
b= 0', 

!b·e + e = Oil. 

Lemma 2: t·a2 + 1=0, 
k + 1= p2. 

"VI" ,12: {"' ~ b' + c', 
!b·e + b = 0, 
!b·e + e = 0'. 

"VI ",13: {"' ~ b' + c', 
!b·e - b = 0, 
!b.e - e = 0'. 

"VI",14: {a2 = b2 + e2, 
!b·e - a = 0, 
!b·e - b = 0'. 

Lemma: {k' a2 - I = 0, 
k. n2 - I = p2, a2 > n2. 

"VI" ,15: 

"VI",16: 

"VI",17: 

{
a2 = b2 + e2, 
!b·e + a = 0, 
!b. e + b = 0'. 

"To find a right-angled triangle such that, one of the 
acute angles being bisected, the number ofthe (measure 
of the) bisectrix is rational." 

{
a2 = b2 + e2, 
!b·e + a = 0, 
a + b + e = LJI'. 
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"VI",18: 

"VI",19: 

"VI" ,20: 

"VI",21: 

"VI ",22: 

"VI" ,23: 

"VI" ,24: 
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270: 67n. 271: 313. 272:42. 274:42. 282:47. 283: 313. 286: 87n,2 86.292:314.294:316. 
303:36.305:36.312:36. 313:36. 314:414. 317: 36. 323:36. 326:29.328:29. 329: 29n, 
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362. 330: 28, 293. 331: 21 (two refs.). 333: 29. 334: 325. 338: 29. 340: 37n. 344: 29. 
345: 323. 346: 315. 347: 33. 348: 29.349: 29.350: 313. 351: 66. 353: 29. 354: 37n. 

355:29.357:36.360:40.363:66. 365: 66n. 366:292. 374: 36.376: 36. 37 9:29.380:66. 
381: 66. 382: 22n. 383: 328. 388: 36. 389: 22, 31, 115n. 391: 455.393: 433. 394: 328. 
396: 23. 400-403: 34, 33 (no. 25). 404: 29. 405: 66, 328. 406: 42. 407: 42. 410: 29. 
413:29.414:29.415:66.416:63.417:66.418:63.419:63.420:66.421:63.422: 375. 
424: 66, 328. 425: 66. 429: 29. 431: 36. 432: 23. 433: 36. 434: 66, 287. 435: 29, 455. 
436: 66. 437: 63, 337.439: 29. 441: 66. 442: 36. 444: 66. 450: 22. 452: 22n. 453: 66. 
455: 66. 468: 31. 469-470: 33. 473: 37n. 476: 36. 478: 40. 479: 40. 480: 36. 495: 29. 
497: 66,328.498: 36, 341. 502: 66. 503: 455. 505-506: 32. 507,511: 69n. 516: 67n. 
519: 36. 520: 67n, 349.521-522:36. 525:36.528: 36.529: 36. 531 : 33n. 532:23. 535:38. 
541:66.550:36.551:38.552:353.553:32.554:32, 128n. 565: 37n. 566:29. 570: 36. 
575: 22. 579: 28. 583: 47. 589: 32. 593: 37n. 594: 47. 598: 47. 599: 29, 325. 612: 36. 
614:29,455.615:47.616:42.619:36.621:22.623:66.625:66,365.629: 134n.63O:361. 
632: 66. 637: 66n. 638: 32. 639: 22n. 644: 36. 649: 29. 650: 47. 652: 47. 653: 352. 
658-659:329.660:23.661:47.662: 36.665:47.667: 38. 676: 337. 685: 23. 686: 22n. 

688: 32. 692: 31, 45n. 703: 37. 708: 22. 709: 36. 712: 66n. 716: 31, 63-64. 721: 23, 338. 
723: 249. 727: 251. 729: 47. 730: 313. 732: 37n. 735: 36. 737: 28. 739: 23. 745: 37n. 
746: 34. 751: 22, 36. 752: 40. 765: 66. 770: 28, 32, 420. 771: 28, 31. 772: 31. 776: 66. 
777: 23. 778: 42.781: 36. 782: 23. 785: 42.786-787: 32, 35n. 788: 22, 36. 793: 40. 
795: 22. 799: 37n. 819: 323. 820: 23. 821-823: 36. 827: 37. 829: 31. 831: 67n. 833: 37, 
405.837:66.838: 38.841: 33, 35n. 858: 29, 455. 871: 36.878:405.88 2-883:33.891:38. 
898:23. 903: 66n. 904: 36. 906: 36. 907: 36. 909:40.912:36.913:36.915:40.916-917: 
36.920:66.921:66.923: 66n.925: 165n. 927: 32, 393. 928:23. 933: 165n,419.934:21. 
935: 47. 937: 66. 940: 165n, 419. 948: 314. 951: 36. 952: 424. 953: 23. 955: 165n, 419. 
957:23.963:42. 965: 23n. 968: 36. 969: 36. 970: 36. 971:23. 974: 38. 

2. Index codicum 

(1) Arabic 

[Cairo] 
[Istanbul] 

[London] 
[Mashhad] 

[Oxford] 
[Paris] 

(2) Greek 

Dar al-kutub riyaq. 6 m: 8n. 
Aya Sofya 4830: 23n. 
Beyazll 19046: See under Abu Kamil (Index 4). 
Esat 3157: 60,60n, 188n, 197. 
Laleli 2714: 60, 60n, 188n, 197. 
KoprUlu 950: 60, 60n, 188n, 197. 
British Museum 407: 8n. 
Astlin-i quds-i Riqawl 295: 21-29 (description), 29-35 (interpolations), 

35-37 (progenitor), 75 (genealogical tree), 283-429 (critical edition). 
Bodleian Marsh 667: 22n. 
Bibliotheque Nationale 2459: 5, 23n, 60, 60nn, 188n, 194n, 197. 

[Istanbul] Mon. S. Sepulchri (ME'toxwv II()(v()(ylolJ Tciq,olJ) 3551 : 16n. 
Palalii veleris (Topkapl SaraYl) 1: 16n. 

[Madrid] Malril. (B.N.) 4678: 18-19,40, 62n, 74( -75). 

1 Reportedly now held by a dealer in Paris. 
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[Milan] 
[Oxford] 
[Vatican] 

Ambros. Et 157 sup.: 20,74-75. 
Bodleian. Dorvillian. 301: 16n. 
Vat. 190: 16n. 

[Venice] 

(3) Latin 

[Paris] 

Vat. 191: IS-19, 62n, 446. 
Vat. 1594: 15n. 
Marc. 308: 19-20,74-75,446. 

Parisin. (B.N.) 7377A: 45n. 

(4) (Mesopotamian tablets) 

[London] British Museum 13901: 237. 
British Museum 85194: 237. 

3. Index graecitatis 

&AOYO~: 43-44. 
&vaAlJ(Jt~: 4S-49. 
&6Pl(JW~: 56n. 
&TC68£t~t~: 4Sn; cf. IS. 
&pte~6~: 43-44; cf. 56n, 444. 

:xpte~o(J16v: 45. 
YPIY~~IK6~: 175; cf. 440. 
8£8o~EVO~(A6yo~, A6y~): 22S;cf. 230n. 
8topl(J~6~: 49. 
8VVIY~I~: 43; cf. S7n. 

1npIYTCA ii 8VVIY~I~: 43; cf. 45. 
8lJVIY~o8vVIY~I~: 43. 
8lJVCI:~6KlJ Bo~: 43. 
8lJVCI:~O(J16v: 45. 

d8o~: 45S; cf. 261-262. 
EKe£(Jt~: 49; cf. 106n. 
£TCiTC£8o~: 175; cf. 443. 
£VX£P~~: SOn. 
KvBo~: 43. 

KlJB6KlJBo~: 43. 
~£1p£iv: 446. 
TCCl:pl(J61TlW~ cXywy~: See" method of approximation to limits", index 6, C, C. 

TC£P1EX£IV: 90n. 
TCllAtK61Tl~: 99n: cf. 65n. 
TCAIY(J~lYnK6~: 192-193: cf. 99n. 
TCAwpa: 437; cf. 31. 
TCp611Y(Jt~: 49. 
(J1£p£6~: 67n. 
(JlJ~TCEPIY(J~IY: 49. 
(Jvve£(Jt~: 4S-49. 
1£1PIYYWvl1;£tv: 195-196. 
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4. Index auctorum (veterum ac recentiorum) 

Abenbeder (Ibn Badr): 45n. 
Abu Kamil: 9-10, 13n, 41-42, 45, 58, 60, 81-82, 433-435, 440, 451, 455. 
Abu'I-Faraj (bar Hebraeus): 4n, 10, 13. 
Abu'I-Wafii': 10. 
Anbouba, A.: 9n, 10, 12, 83, 435, 451. 
Anthemius: 14. 
Apollonius: 15, 22n, 67n, 222n, 275, 314n, 434, 437, 442-443, 446, 451. 
Archimedes: 15, 16n, 222n. 
Arethas: 16n. 
Aristotle: 246n, 447, 455. 

Bachet de Meziriac, c.: lOn, 19n, 59n, 87n. 
Bahii'al-Dln: 279. 
Bashmakova, I.: 3n. 
Beeston, A.: 22n. 
Bergstrasser, G.: 448. 
al-Blrunl: 13n. 
Blachere, R. (et al.): 436. 
Blemmydes: See Nicephorus Blemmydes. 
Bombelli, R. : 44. 
Brockelmann, C. : 46, 450. 
Bryennius: See Manuel Bryennius. 

Casiri, M.: 10, 13. 
Caspari, C. (Wright, W.): 23n, 28-29, 38-39,41,440. 
Chuquet, N.: 44. 
Cossali, P.: 18. 
Curtze, M.: 14n. 
Cydones: See Demetrius Cydones. 
Cyrinus: 15. 

Daiber, H.: 8n, 450. 
Demetrius Cydones: 18. 
Diels, H.: 43n, 56n. 
Dieterich, K.: 442. 
Dionysius: 87n. 
Diophantus: (life and works:) 3, 13n, (De polygonis numeris:) 3, 17; (name, in Arabic:) 

4,441. 
Dozy, R.: 439, 454. 

EndreB, G.: 434, 440, 442. 
Euclid: 275; (Elements:) 12, 15, 16n, 18,43,66, 90n, 91n, 95nn, 98n, 99n, 168n, 169n, 224-

225,236,277,439,446,457; (Data:) 228nn. 
Euciid-I:Iajjaj: 165n, 423n, 434, 441-442, 447, 455, 457. 
Euciid-IsJ:laq: 441. 
Euclid-Tiisl: 62n, 67n, 434, 436, 441, 443, 445. 
Euler, L.: 199. 
Eutocius: 14, 67n, 70, 99n. 



Fleischer, H.: 2Sn, 41. 
Fliigel, G.: 4n, 13, 23n, 446. 
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della Francesca, P. : See Piero della Francesca. 
Freytag, G.: 443, 451~452, 459. 
Friedlein, G.: 22Sn. 

Gabrieli, G.: Sn. 
Galen: 442, 457. 
Georgius Pachymeres: 17. 
Georr, Kh.: 434~435, 440, 445, 455, 45S. 
Ginzel, F. : 22. 
Gollob, E.: 14n. 
Graf, G. : 2S. 
Gulch!n-i Ma'an!, A.: 21, 22n. 

al-ijajjaj: See Euclid~ijajjaj. 
ijajj! Ijal!fah: 446. 
al-Ijazln: 10, 12~ 13, S3. 
Heath, Th.: 3n,49n, 67n, 76nn, SOn, 99n, 16Sn, 227n, 22Sn, 246nn, 275n. 
Heiberg, J.: 17n, IS, 67n, 99n, 16Sn. 
Heisenberg, A.: 17. 
Heron Alex.: Sn, 16n, 41,43, 49n, 76n, 175n, 423n, 434, 44S, 450~451. 
St. Hippolytus: 43, 56n. 
Hoche, R.: 16n, ISn. 
Howell, M.: 3S. 
Hultsch, F.: 4Sn, 247n. 
Hunger, H.: 14n. 
al-Ijwarizml: 30n, 39~40, 42, 435~437, 439~440, 447, 451, 455. 
Hypatia: 71~75. 
Hypsicles: 3, 433~434, 440~442, 445. 

Ibn abl U~ai'biah: S~9, II, 13. 
Ibn al-Hailam: II. 
Ibn al-Nadlm: 4n, S~IO, 13. 
Ibn al-Qifll: S, 10, 13. 
Ibn al-Siraj: 5. 
Ibn Y linus: II. 
Impellizeri, S.: 15,67. 
Iriarte, J.: IS. 
Is~aq b. ijunain: See Euclid-Isbaq. 

Johnson, F.: 443. 
Julian Emp.: 13n. 
Justinian Emp.: 14. 
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al-Karajl: 5, 9~11, 13n, 40~42, 44n, (45n), 57~60, 73, SI~S2, IS0~IS5, IS7, IS9~192, 
194~195, 197, 199, 201~205, 207~209, 211~214, 434-435, 437, (439), 447, 449~452, 
459. 

Klamroth, M.: 67n, 165n, 434~435, 441, 443, 446, 452, 455, 457. 

Krause, M.: 62n. 
Kuhnel, E.: 22n. 
Kutsch, W.: 67n, 433, 435, 443, 451, 45S~459. 
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Lagrange, 1.: 227. 
Lane, E.: 459. 
Lemerie, P.: 15n. 
Leon VI Emp.: 16n. 
Leon Math.: 14-16, 67. 
Leonard of Pis a: 16,83. 
Levey, M.: 45n. 
Libri, G.: 436-437, 439. 
Loenertz, R.: 18. 

General Index 

Luckey, P.: 44n, 45, 47,437, 446,451. 

al-Mamiin: 15. 
Manuel Bryennius: 17. 
Marcellus: 15. 
Marinus Neap.: 14, 228n. 
Maximus Planudes: 14,16-20,71,74-75,437. 
Menelaus: 62n, 440. 
Michael Psellus: 16, 43-44, 56n. 
Mirza Reza K1:1.an: 21. 
Mugammad b. abi Bakr: 22, 86. 
Miiller, A.: II, 13. 
Muscus (M6crxo~?): 16n. 
al-Mu'ta~im: 15n. 
Muzalon: See Theodorus Muzalon. 

Nallino, c.: 41-42, 451. 
Nesselmann, G.: 279. 
Neugebauer, O. : 236n. 
Nicephorus Blemmydes: 16-17. 
Nicolaus Rhabdas: 17. 
Nicomachus: 13n, 17, 67n, 440, 443. 
Nix, L.: 314n, 423n, 434, 437, 442-443, 446,448, 450-451. 
Noldeke, Th.: 450. 

Ostrogorsky, G.: 14n. 

Pachymeres: See Georgius Pachymeres. 
PacioIi, L.: 44. 
Pappus: 48, 70, 175n, 247n,457. 
Paulus Alex.: 15. 
Peyrard, F.: 16n. 
Piero della Francesca: 44n. 
Planudes: See Maximus Planudes. 
Pococke, E.: 411, 10. 
Praechter, K.: 72. 
ProcIus: 14-15, 49n, 228. 
Psellus: See Michael Psellus. 
Ptolemy: 15, 72, 175n. 
Pythagoras (Pythagoreans): 43; (Pythagorean equation and triplets:) 259, 277, 279. 

Qus\a b. Liiqa: 3, 8-9, (37), 46, 60, 67, 86, 450. 
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Reckendorf, H.: 29, 38, 433, 435, 450. 
Rhabdas: See Nicolaus Rhabdas. 
Rome, A.: 72, 99n, 247n. 
Rosen, F.: (30n), 39,42, 446. 

de Sacy, S.: 28n. 
Samaw'al: 11-13, 44n, 57n, 58, 73-74, 434, 450. 
Simon, M.: 28, 328n, 442. 
Simplicius: 14. 
Stamatis, E. : 3n. 
Steck, M.: 228n. 
"Suidas": 71-72. 
Suter, H.: lin, 37, 45n. 

Iabit b. Qurd: 67n, 440, 443, 451. 
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Tannery,P.:3n, 10, 13n, 14n, 16n, 17-19, 40, 43n, 46n, 48n, 51-54,56-59,66,69n, 71, 74, 
85n, 87n, 178n, 195n, 222, 446, 458. 

Theodorus Muzalon: 17, 19. 
Theon Alex.: 3, 15,70-72, YYn, 175n. 
Theophilus Emp.: 15. 
Thureau-Dangin, F.: 236n. 
Toomer, G.: 8n, 70, 72,452. 
Treu, M.: 17. 
Turyn, A.: 17n, 18, 20. 
al-TUs): See Euclid-Tus). 

Veselovsky, 1.: 3n. 
Vogel, K.: 3n, 14n, 16,236. 

Wehr, H.: 432. 
Wendel, c.: 19. 
Wilson, N.: 15n. 
Woepcke, F.: 5, IOn, 30n, 58, 60n, 83, 181, 187, 194,435,449. 
Wright, R.: 13n. 
Wright, W.: See Caspari, C. 

Zenker, J.: 456. 

5. Index propositionum Iibrorum sex qui Graece supersunt. 

Book I: 3: 56. 5: 69n. 8--9: 57.16: 12-13,57,73. 17: 57.18: 54.19: 54, 57. 21: 54, 57, 
267n. 26: 12,51, 52n, 58, 73-74,195-196,198.27: 192-193,233,236.28: 192-193, 
236,238.30: 192-193,236.31-34: 51-52, 55. 35--38: 55. 39: 57. 

Book II: 1-7: 10,51-53,58.8: 6, 54, 69n; see also refs. p. 6n. 9: 6, 69n; see also refs. 
p. 6n. 10: 6,57; see also refs. p. 6n. 11: 6-7, 54, 58, 59n, 124n, 212, 221. 12: 57, 12Sn, 
212,221, 278n. 13: 54, 58, 124n, 212, 221. 14-15: 53. 16: 227n, 231n, 270.17: 10, 
52.54,58. 18: 52, 58. 19: 7. 57; see also refs. p. 7n. 22: 60, 278n. 24: 56, 178n. 28: 57, 
175n. 259n. 29: 17511.25911.30: 209n. 31: 57. 34: 57, 278n. 

Book 1/1.' 1-4: 52 (N.B.). 222; (1: also 278n; 4: also 10, 58). 5: 54, 58, 158n, 255, 264. 
6: 5, 52, 54-55, 57. 266-267. 275. 10: 57, 78, 80n, 265n. 11: 56-57, 80n. 13: 232, 
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278n. 15:54, 78, 227n,232, 255, 267n. 16: 259n. 17:232. 18:232. 19: 10,59.20-21: 
53,58. 

Book" IV" : 1-2: 53-54, 233( - 34). 3: 53, 198. 7: 54, 56. 8: 78. 19: 56. 22: 77n. 28: 54, 
56, 267n. 31: 54, 77n, 79, 259n, 267n. 32: 271-272. 33: 77n. 34: 49, (Lemma:) 56. 
35: 49. 36: 77n. 39: 77n, 232. 

Book" V": 8: 56. 9: 49, 257, 271. 10: 77n. 11: 49.12-14: 56n. 19: 56n. 30: 77n. 
Book" VI": 6-11: 77n. 12 (Lemma II): 79.14: 79, 271. 15 (Lemma): 80. 22: 77n. 

6. Index rerum ad Diophanti Arithmetica spectantium 

A. Historical r61e and influence of the Arithmetica 

a. Pre-Diophantine elements in the Arithmetica 

Link with Mesopotamian mathematics: 76, 236-237. 
Power-system: 43. 
Traces of excerpts from other works?: 275. 

b. The Arithmetica in Greek times 

Early recension of the Diophantine text: 14, 58, 68, 75. 
Interpolated problems and their placement: 4, 8, 51-54, 68, 201, 205-206, 233-234, 

244-249, 263-266; (problems possibly interpolated:) 52, 195-196, 198. 
Alternative resolutions (genuine or not): 54-55, 68,185,187,189-190,207,215,258, 

267-268. 
Complements of various kinds (genuine or not): 55-57,183-184, 189-191, 197,203, 

205,209-210,215-216,239-240,271,276. 
Major commentary: 48-50, 61, 63-65, 68-72, 75, 92n, 157n, 163n (cf. 164n), 178-179, 

210,246-247,265; (extent of:) 72-75; (probably Hypatia's:) 71-72. 
Addition of the final statements: 49-50, 61-65, 67, 72-73, 75, 246. 
Minor interpolations (by Greek readers?) in the text: (of the Greek Books:) 69n, 178n, 

198 ; (of the Arabic Books:) 35n, 232. 
Corruptions (Greek?) in the text: (of the Greek Books:) 52 (2°); (of the Arabic Books:) 

30 (nos. 3-4),63 (no. 5), 219n, 263n, 265; see also p. 67. 

c. The Arithmetica in Arabic times 

Designation in Arabic: 13. 
Arabic translation of the Arithmetica: 9,58-62,65-68,73-75; (extent of:) 9-11, 73-74. 

On individual propositions of Books I-III, see index 5. 
Arabic references to the Arithmetica: 5, 9-13. 
Arabic commentaries to the Arithmetica: (by Qus~a:) 9; (by Abii'I-Wafa':) 10; (by 

Samaw'al:) 11, 13,74. 
Arabic extracts from the Arithmetica: (by al-Karajl:) 5, 10-11, 57-60; (by Samaw'al:) 

12-13,73-74. 
Arabic complements to the Arithmetica: (by al-Ijazln:) 10; (by Abii'l-Wafa':) 10; (by 

Ibn al-Haitam/Ibn Yiinus:) 11; (by (?) al-Karajl:) 11,57-59,181,190,191,194-
195; (by Samaw'al:) 12-13,73. 

Arabic readers' glosses incorporated into the manuscript of Books IV-VII (cf. p. 23): 
29-37, 159n, 249 (cf. 144, n. 16),450; (partially reproduced:) 33 (no. 25), 34 (no. 27), 
128n, 134n. 
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d. The Arithmetica in Byzantine times 

Manuscript sources of the Greek Arithmetica: 14,74-75. 
Manuscripts available to Planudes: 14, 17. 
Oldest extant today: 18-20. 

Byzantine references to the Arithmetica: 16-18. 
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Byzantine commentaries to the Arithmetica: (by Pachymeres:) 17; (by Planudes:) 14, 17. 
Byzantine extracts from the Arithmetica: (by Psellus:) 16; (by Rhabdas:) 17-18. 
Byzantine complements to the Arithmetica: (by Cydones:) 18. 
Byzantine readers' glosses: 18, 56n. 

B. The thirteen Books of the Arithmetica, in particular the Books extant in Arabic 

a. Placement of the Books 

Arabic extant Books: 4-5, 7-8. 
Later three Greek Books: 4, 8, 54, 68n, 263. 
(Hence) missing Books: 80, 83-84. 

b. Prefaces in the Arithmetica's Books 

to Book I (to the work): 6, 76-78,175,178-179. 
to Book IV: 4, 46,175179. 
to Book VII: 8,176,261-263. 
to Book "IV", missing?: 77. 

c. Character of the Arabic Books 

Link between Books IV-VII and Books I-III: 5-8, 175-176, 179, 260, 263. 
Purpose of Books IV-VII: 8, 76, 176,260-263. 

Character of Book IV: 176. 
of Book V: 221-222, 226-228, 231, 233, 237-238, 242-243. 
of Book VI: 259-260, 268n. 
of Book VII: 261-263, 267, 268n. 

Prolix form of Books IV-VI I: 48 -50. 

d. Missing Books 

Supposed content: 76-78, 80, 83-84. 

C. The problems of the Arabic Books 

a. Didactics and presentation 

Arrangement of problems: 175-176, 184,222. See also above, B, c. 
Choice of convenient solutions: 200n, 203, 212 (n. 54), 218n, 230n. 
Numbering of the problems: 59, 61-62, 62n, 118n (cf. 213), 189n, 191, 194-195. 

b. Pattern of resolution 

General pattern: 49, 61. 
Formulation: 49, 62n, 69; (defective or badly expressed:) 62, 68, 156n, 158n, 159n, 

161n, 267; (variations in:) 134n. 
Condition of resolution (diorism): 49, 78; (one given number:) IV,l8: V1I.6: (two 

given numbers, whence constructible problem-see pp. 192 193:) IV, 17 : IV, /922: 
V,7-12 (see also p. 238); (condition established:) lV,21-22: pp. 196-197. 

Setting of the given magnitudes: 49, 106n. 
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Analysis: 48-50, 61, 69; (abbreviated:) 70, 106n, 226n; (incomplete:) IV,22: 197; 
IV,41: 118n, 213; IV,42,a: 214-215; IV,44,b: 218-219; (defective:) IV,8-9: 92n; 
IV,J3,2°: 185; IV,40-41: 63; VI,J3: 251-253; (in particular, condition not men
tioned or defective:) IV,28, 29, 31, 33: 201-204; IV,34,r: 206n; VI,ll: 249; 
VI,12: 250-251; VI,22,1°: 257; VII,5: 265. See also above, "Major commentary." 

Synthesis (apodeixis): 48-50, 61, 69; (abbreviated or incomplete:) IV,7: 70-71, 91n; 
IV,l4,e: 70, 96n; IV,15,l°: 70, 97n; IV,43: 70-71, 217; IV,44,a: 70-71, 217; 
IV,44,c: 49-50,70-71,220; V,3: 70; V,5: 70,230; V,9: 70,234; VI,4: 49-50,63, 
247; VII,J5: 275; (defective:)IV,27(-28): 63; VII,4: 64,265. 

Final statements: [see also above, A, b;] (missing:) 72-73; (incomplete:) 72, 73n, 
112n; (defective:) IV,26: 62; IV,37: 115n; VI,4: 63,246; VI,9: 63-64; VI,J3,Jo: 
72; VII,14: 64; (badly formulated:) 159n, 161n, 165n, 185-186; (badly placed:) 
108n. 

c. Techniques of resolution 
Introductory rules (" definitions "): 87-88, 109n, 176-179. 
Final equation aimed at: 8n, 76-78, 175-176, 179. 

Algebraic reduction of an equation: 6, 87-88, 175-176, 179. 
Reduction to problems of the first Greek Books: 5-7 (on the references: 5n, 69). 

Method of the double-equation: IV,34: 206-208; IV,42,a: 214-215. Cf. 212, 221, 
231-232. 

Identification of a pair of equations: IV,34,2°; IV,35-4J; IV,42,a,2°; IV,42,b; 
IV,43 (;IV,44); 207-208,221. Cf. the references on pp. 120 (n. 90), 121 (n. 93). 

Reduction of systems of equations to linear ones: IV,42,a,3°; IV,44,a-c; V,4-6. 
Cf. pp. 215-216, 227, 228. 

Problems soluble by the method of approximation to limits: 274n, 277. 

d. Varia 

Problems of Books IV-VII which are determinate: IV,J5; IV,17-22; V,7-12. 
Problems of Books IV-VII constructed from identities: V,7-12: 237-238; V,J3-J6: 

242-243. 
Diophantus and determinate second-degree equations: 76-78. Cf. p. 11. 
Diophantus and indeterminate second-degree equations: 7, 78-80, 260. 
Some non-soluble problems: 79,181,199,257,271-272,279. 
Conspectus of the problems of the whole Arithmetica: 461-483. 
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